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ABSTRACT  

This paper illustrates an approaàh to provide cgst 
estimates for a broadcast satellite system  as a part of thé 
planning process. In the paper an overview is presented of 
method to eseimate the acquisition cost of the space segment of 
a broadcast satellite systeï. Parametric crurves are Provided 
relating user earth terminal costs to  performance and production 
quantities.. Some insight is provided into the impact of various 
sYstem options on the costs.of the overall, system as well as the 
main segments thereof. The cost  estimation procèss developed 
will assist the system planner in the early stages of the planning 
process to identify the most feaSible and cost-effective appfoàches. 
When eystem factors such as system concepts to accommodate 
future growth, space segment availabilitY, and costs  are  examined 
by modelling, a space segment.ueilizing colocàted active satellites 
with a spare appears to offer aCivantages over alternate architectures. 



1.0 	INTRODUCTION  ' • 
• 

> 	in the planning of aBroadcast Satellite System. (BSS) 
Service system,cost is an important consideration.. Unlike systems 
which are owned and operated by networka.gencies or cOmpanies, offering 
telecommunication services, in BSS the users are more probably. 
individUal homeowners, apartment owners-or coMmunity  distribution 
groups as depicted in FigUre-1.. It ia important; therefore, to 
examine the potential costs to these entities rather than the 
>overall system cost. In this way proper visibility can be 
maintained, while:examining various options, to ensure that the ' 
ensuing estimates  of  costS fall inta a pôtentially acceptable 
range for each segment of the systeiL 

In this paper, a techniquel.s described for estimating 

the coat of the stmce segment of a BSS. A breakdown of eatimated 
coata for user  earth terminals (E.T.) is provided parametrically 
according to performance and quantity; Finally - the reaults.  for the  

tWo  segments are cambined to illustrate the acquisition Costs of 

the total system and how Certain choices  of options affect these 
costs. 

It should be noted that planning studies to determine 
à feasible BSS:Scenario must be base4  on Morethen:acquisition , 
costs. Additional important factors suchas analyses  of  coats for 
installation of earth terminal's, ease of'operation, iirograim • 
production; marketting, etc., must be-included. Ultimately 
detailed engineering studieS are . alsa required to examine 
performance tradeoff and cost sensitivities of those  options. 
identified as being most feasible  in the initial analyses -  in. 

order to ascertain -  the preferred option. Such studies  are  beyond 

the scope of this paper and_will nat be dealt with here. 

2.0- BACKGROUND, 

As the space activities matured during the 1960.'s, attention 

focussed on the business aspects of telecommunications vis-a-vis 
economics,. marketting, etc. The.iMplementationof.several domestic'. 
communications satellite systems in. the1970's Spurted on this 
activity .  The evident economic,  and: social  viability of such . 
satéllite.communidations systema haaraised_considerable interest . 

in the potential of broadcasting satellites, not only to supply a 

service to areas where such services .- are non-existent, or only 
partiallyadequate, butto areas already utilizing'Fixed Satellite. 

Services (FSS) and terrestrial broadCasting services. In spite of 

this interest,:the full_economicaof a-broadcasting satellite service 

have not yet been established,although-experimental systemain recent 

Years havaprovided valuable:insight into the , technological 

requirementaand economic possibilities:ill, 	. 
.... 	• 	• 
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,There . have been many analytical studies [6, 7, 8, 9] 
into - the ôôàtà OÉSSSor segments thereof-. Initially; estimates 
were often‘basea - bn cbsts Of existing FSS systems. In such systems, - 

where the satellite and all grbund terminals are.usually provided 
by a controlling agency, thé desirable economic approach would be 
to minimize the 'total system costs. For BSS,  the  cost tradeoff criteria 
howeVer'aré not so obviblis.- For examplein a BSS -, the receiving terminals 

may be proîured - bkindividnal homeownerswhile-the satellites and 
. posSibly the uplink,stations are procured, maintained and operated 
--byorganiZatiâns-Such - aSgovernMent agentiesi bràadcasters or other 
commercial enterprises. Since the number of users and hence the 	• 
aggregated cost of the earth terminals represents a large unknown 

vatiableit has been found iiieful to undertake'initially separate 
consideration ôf 'the spaCeSegment coats and  user terminal costs in 
.order to establish reasonable boundary cost estimates for each 

l
S
bertioà.eased on-PerformandeSoals which current eXperience 
ligge-iéSar-è realiiable, cost s .  for userS' receiving terminals have 
been 'ilerivïdas a'function - of  production of  various quantity levels. 

Notwithstanding the imminent availability of the 
Ameild,anSpiCeTtansPottation System, or the  Shuttle as it is - 
'comibta' Called,-the - cost of:placing spacecraet Into geostationary 
'-idiiS'èxPeCtee -ttïrePtesent a significant  fraction of the total  

front  dôsts of-any-gebàfationary satellite system. Considering 
3SS'Couleinvolve a nuMber  of active and in-orbit 

Sra&iit-iySatelliteéesliedially in the case of Systems to cover large 
2' ..1:ge.O.eaph4al . areastaneinvolving multiple beamà, the importance of 

'mia.Zing launch coats- ahould not be under-estimated. Consequently 
—the-planner  must  have'soMà method of estimating - thermass and:size of 
SPa'e.édft s:under consideration in order - that launch.costs can be 

irCthe':côst'optimization process. 	- 
• 	• .„.• 

" 	- -.CoSt-fdr  the satellite or satellite constellation - 
-Èé'Ziailia'-ati'îâpôrtant'''côncèrn. It is in this area that many - 
,a,kproaches [10,  11, 12, 13, 14] have been made to develop modelling 
'teChttrtiueS that'would'readilY provide the desii.ed ttade-off 
'i .4f6rmation tô systeis planners. One simple method adopted was 

'tôempiricalli fit historical spacecraft costs to a single-spacecraft 
parametera Such as total spacectaft mass or perhaps directly to total 

_ 	. 

spacettaft -pbwét drain." Simple rules-of-thumb wète,.and still are, 
- in iige -to telate-the.non-returring (research and development) costs 

tôtecUrring . costs, - derived in this manner. 

'In.réCent years, a dimbér of Computer progtams have 
bàèn.déVeloped- bY several'organizations to môdel satellite systems. 

-Vatying'degreea of'sophistication'-are evident amongst them and each 

ptograehaS MeritSin its  respective  arreaeôf emphasis. For example, 

- thetè halie beeriseVeralrograms developed-which-are-capable of 

synthesizing a BSS using some particular optimization procedure. 
However there are almost as many criteria for optimization goals as 
there are programs written. The following examples include but 
are by no means all Of the approaches that exist: 



1., Development of an optimal satellite7lifetife,to,,.: . 
minimize system costs based ; on traffic,deMand and, 
growth rate: , 

2. Development of an equality.betyeen the MasS..nf , 
spacecraft antennas and transmitter.tOlpaxié, 
EIRP, given a:spacecraftmage:constraiut.  

- • 

3. Maximization of a parameter-  cairid - residual sa'teUite 
EIRP  . 	. 

4. Development of optimum redUndancy- strategy  t9  a:Chieve . 
 ---minimum  costs of the satellite cOnstellatj.gg.'. 

, • 	5.. Optimization of the signal  energy to  noise spectral 
density  ratio on a per beam baSis and:M-iniiizat4 of 
user costs by appropriate choice of heaM eiZ.e and 

• number. 

-Frequently, programs perform,iterêtions of. esomem,.. :  
independent variable such as satellitetransmitterr:poWewhile 
-exaMining the impact on the cost of the.receiving -eïrtnalà . 
and/or the satellite: In some 	 the. 	of 
the program can:determine the optimuhoiCe hy  inspection of the 
iterated results: .  When used for comparative:purposes,,tbe, , afgorithm 
used can be comParatiVely simple and:,neednok requireigh_degree of 
accuracy  singeit is based on the premise .that.the:reeresults of 
.each iteration  are of more interestthan.the annracf7Ztie2..absolute 
values. In Some cases, the development Ofithe.lierateet - 
can be obscured by a large number of complex inter7Zelat#nhiPs: 
Fàced with such results, it can be -el:Ifficultth -cieterM£nï'Whëther 
there is a key parameter and if  so,,taestahlishits sensitivity 
and to optimize it hy iterating overarangeofpossibleseauZions. _ — 

Some-of the parameters included'in the oPtiMiedion 
examples quoted - above which  affect the satellite or  Systemïcquisition 
costs are either basic operational 'constraints that are,beynnd the planners 
control or perhaps are Complete unknown s :. 	an:akampledr broadcast 
systems, certain features will beaffectedmaterially bYlheuser 
economics that can be based.only on.informaticindeterminecUfrom market 	- 
demand surveys.and operational experience. Forthesé-parameters,. 
boundary.conditions have to be specified  e g  limits OnFtheize 
of receiving-antenna for individual reception. Herean upper 
limit will likely be created by pranticaln.ônsideratiOnS sugh as 
costs, pointing accuracy and.operational factors while a.loWer 	- 
limit may-existdue to increased demands orLthe,Sp#e-Ségment and-. 
increasing susceptibility to inter- and  intra-system interference.. - 
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3.0; SPACE SEGMENT- COST ESTIMATION  
: 

.•  A .computer .program, called COMSATMOD [15] for_ 	 • 

:çiCommunications Satellite Modelling, has been developed  in Canada  
one.-: of the communications_ _system planning tools . It contains 

many features which will:be described briefly that are germane 
to the early stages of any BSS planning process. Like other progra.ms 

• ' i  has particular:meritS as well as its own limitations. An outline 
Ot-  this pro.gram in. its current form follows;_ba.sed on our experience 

eever the.• last:three years,  certain areas are being expa,nded_and/or 
%weeded : to; enhance the program's usefulness. •While this _program 

*tan be  used,  for sg-eostationary communications satellites .operating 
over  the,frequency- range 'from 200 megahertz to 30;  gigahertz .  and 

4'providing f-ixed, mobile or broadcast services, this paper will 
describe..aspects..particularly, relevant to 12 Gliz _BSS.. 

. 
: . 4- COMSATMOD, while -being a sophisticated communitati_ons 

Satellite:modelling computer program, needs only  the communications 
tthk requirements_ wad. overall system constraints as inputs .  in, order 

'derive _an estimate e .the space segment acquisition cost, satellite 
Mass,ancl reliability over the design life and overaLl spa.ce system 

qà'avai;laleility.._ It differs from many other existing cost program.s in 
• its ,le3tel 	 -No, detailed a priori knowledge of the spacecraft 

'torfi4uration is requirad. The program used in an interactive way, 
described', to' synthesize configurations that will ,provide 

:tha-'idesired communicet*J.ons service. Table 1 summarizes the primary 
that are available_ to the user of the program. 

, 
- The program-develops its satellite cost arid mass model 

on a su.bsystem-by-subsy:.stem basis by employing algorithms which use 
a substantial data base of actual satellite hardware costs and 

MasSes, combined with -vendor quotes for major items Operation of 
-programis  based on the synthesis of a "typical" spacecraft 

meeting a -  set :of :system, requirements and constraints which are 
--,yemtavalcied.:by-the usery As shown in Table 1, these include the 
overall communications link parameters such as coverage area, 
frequency range, carrier-to-noise ratio required, bandwidth, etc., 

• 'siritke it is'assumed the planner will be workin.g toward meeting 
=**knowri quality -and _service area requirements. Other top level, 
req_uirementS:such as preferred launch vehicle, desired spacecraft 

tr.,Z4: --tzgand power amplifier:redundancy configurations and level of technology 
Choices made,by the program user. With this information the 

prégram .  proceed.s ,.•as shown  in Figure 2 to produce the mass and -cost 
and'  derives as 	_the time variant system availability 

'r.t-tfceerthe spacecraft design lifetime. 

r- •: 	 ::COMSATMOD -was designed to be easily used as an 
tntereCt_iste.p_rogramfrun in a time-sharing mode. Results can be 

aad modifications to a model can be made in minutes 
• by. ch'-use of  the ,editor -routineswhich proyide prompts to the user. 

Datas:ten::be;input manually as indicated eboye or retrieved from disc 
. 

	

	sttorage.. Resiltz can be displayec.:1 on video-equipped terminals or 
hard copies. produced on a line printer. 
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A further and extremely' useful_ featrure.;, perets the' 
program to increment one of some twenty independent variables while 
it computes and displays major outputs7 such-  as-  costs, mass ,  power,  
and end-of-life availability. This capability_ allows.r.  the pianner 
to examine the impact of changes in key parameters_ on the-.,econo- mics 

•and indeed feasibility of space systems. 	• 
: 

Table 2 gives an example of .. the results-te;this:iterative 
- ni-ode,  in ':the examination of the impact on costs  and availahility . as 

• Spacecraft design lifetime is changed 	is hypothetical system has 
•‘` two -active satellites (with 1 in-orbit spare and on.ground spare) to 

-proVid-e :coverage via six 2 °  spot beams , 	egch satellite tarrying 
4-television chan.nels to each beam: coverage-  areaL , ilsïng a relatively 
sirdplistic annualized cost per channel approach,  one  can obseree  the 

 dramatic deCrease in channel costs as spacecraft litetimee-axe 
lengthened (assuming it is technically feasible to achieve these 
longer lifetimes). Conversely there will b`e's an Offsetting increase 
in càsts fàr longer lifetimes if some minimum level -of channel 
a-vailability is to be maintained. Table 3 iillustrates-'the increase 
in costs as the n.umber of in-orbit spare  satellites -I-iverted to 
improve the availability. As can be seen, 'the principalIimprovement 

. n  chan.nel availability is obtained by changing -  from zerà- to ,two 
' orbital   spares for the configuratiàn that we:5, examined -itbithis.: case. 
Similarly, Table 4 illustrates the impact' 	varying .the.;nutaber of 

.spare output stages for ea.ch beam on the  system cost and;.availability. 
Other possibilities are open to.the program User to trade!-of-f :cost and 
availability; e.g. number of operational channels, changes to„,the 
lead time for placing in-orbit and ground based spare satellites into 

• operation, more spare on-ground spacecraft and relaxation of the number 
of working output stages at the end of-  life. - 

• 

• -Other types of space sector constellations, siîch.,as systems 
based on a single operational satellite, can: be readily develOped and 
examined in a similar fashion. A typical scenario can be. :developed and 
iterated several times in an hour or two by an experienced ' ,leer of the 
program. 

• The original objective was that the data base and.-the 
algorithms for COMSATMOD would be sufficiently broad and the,piogram 
itself sufficiently sophisticated so that dedicated communications 
satellites modelled by the program could _be expected to be accurate 
to within 10% and 25% of actual mass and -costs respectively. -,sComparisons 
of test cases with actual systems indicate that these objectives were met. 
However it should be noted that this accuracy can apply only fpr a 
reasonable period of time over which the-technology/cost :telationships 
remain valid. As technology improves, the advanced (and higher cost) 
technology of today becomes the conventional technology of tomorrow. 
Consequently the model will require updating- periodically - to maintain 
this  accuracy and take into account . other factors such .as inflation 
costs, changing industrial capabilities, - etc— The program has been 
developed on a modular basis so that changes incorporating thé latest 
developments can be introduced easily on a subsysteM-by-subsystem basis. 
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While COMSATMOD bears a degree of similarity to other . 
existing-prograaa, ié Contains a number Of features not usually 
available. For exaMple4 Table 5 provides a cost comparison using . 
data obtained from COMSATMOD which illustrates the:projected 
fraction of the total space segment (excluding launch costs) 
which could be obtained in Canada, as well as the fraction of the 
total .:space segment cost-represented by launch costs for two 

-representative cases. Such information allays camparisons to be 
•laade'frbm 4 broad econOmic viewpoint. 

- During,its development, the sophistication of COMSATMŒD-
was , deliberately curtailed somewhat to ensure ease of use. For 

• 'example, the program (presently) does not include a beareforMing 
technique nor does it employ multiple feede to proVide beam ahaping. 
It  does not contain costing variations such as in-orbit incentive • 
payments, or the capability to permit amortization . of development coata 

. over,a seiected post base. . The flexibility of launch schedules for 
spare, satellites israther limited and has inhibited planning of 

-. OptiMal replenishment strategies to meet desired availability criteria. 
F.System coSt,optimization nnder program control has not been provided 
-althoUgh5optimization car.be performed manually using the iterative. 
.-technique. Manyof these and other minor limitations are currently 
:being examined; they may be eliminated during the revisions to 
tipgradeand expand the capability of the program. COMSATMOD 

iMplemented on. Siena 9, CDC6600 and IBM 370 computer systems 
_.1 , raawell as on minicamputer . systems and is written with fewer 
;:than:5000 eortranstatements in the. current version. 

:•:_ 	. 
4.0 BSS RECEIVE TERMINALS  

4.1 General 	 • 
. 	_ - • 

- , TV receive-only terminals applicable to the BSS generally 
•izansist of three . major sub-system components: an antenna, an outdoor 
-:4electronics)- unit (ODU)  and an indoor unit (IDU). In order to 
:d4..ye;:op earth terminai cost estimates it is necessary to examine 
_these sub-systems in same detail to provide a basis for the cost 
:-.y.s_performarce-estimates,• with the performance normally specified in 

of the figure- of7merit or gain-to-noise temperature ratio (G/T). 
- . -M.edata,tised in developing these cost estimates were obtained from a 

n'umber .-of sources s inclUding vendor quotations, open literature and 
.--eXtraolation. methods. 

• 

It is extremely difficult to predict with any degree of 
: -certainty terminal costs several years in the future as there are 
a:number :of  factors,  some of which are non quantative in nature which 

cin the. retailer costs. Some of these 'factors are, for _
• ,examPle;•!,. 	- 

netompetitive situation in,the market 

7. 
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- the volume of productionsper : annumpet manufacturer 

- the quality" and design of . thateceiver 

- a variety of imposed taxes and - fees• 

- rate of inflation 

Use is made of learning Ciirve techniques  toi.estimate  
sub-system costs for large quantity production. Learning curves 
assume that costs reduce by a given percentage each time the 

_cumulative volume produced doubles. The equatian for the cost 
, reduction factor over a single unit is givén-by:' 

..wyiere N is the sub-systeM cumulative  production  quantity and . . - 
L,is  the  learning curve factor. .The learning factor L will vary for 
„the different sub-systems depending On such factora.às design:: 
coMplexity, percentage of labour coàt to tOtal-ObStqueity, etc. 
Historically  for  electronic subsysteMs this factot-Aallsvithin  the  
range of 80% tg 90% while far the antenna it tends taibe,higher, 
in the range 90% - 95%. 

For the purpose of this study the:learning .curve factors 
for the various sub-systems were exErap6lated froM the available 
cost data. It should be noted that estimates are-not included for 
quantities less than one thousand units since production techniques 
could be totally different for such limited quantities. 

4.2 , Antenna Sub-System  
, 

For a given receive terminal figure-of-merit,: G/T, 
the principle sub-systems which determine-this  value are the 
antenna gain and the noise figure of the oUtdoot unit,t6mpriséd 
of a low noise amplifier and/or a down converter/preamplifiér unit. 

•There is a cost optimization trade-off [16] possible intheelection 
of antenna size (gain) and ODU noise figure to.achieve thadesited 
performance. However if it is assumed that thereCeiver-noise:. 
figures used are the lowest Practical and cannot  be signifitSntly . 
improved without large expenditures of money, then improvemënts- 
in terminal performance will most economically  be  achieved b.y. 
increasing the antenna Size. -  This is the app-roach adoptédfar 
this analysis; 

In selecting the antenna there  are  two consideratiOna 
which determine an upper bound on the'size - thatof-costand ptactical 
considerationS such as ease ofinstallation ,ane:operatian .The Upper-. 

 bound is also dependent  on the application i.e. toprovideserviCOar-
individualb or communities,  the former  being the more  constraining. 2 

 The. reflector size:is'thepriMary-factor:determining theantenne._costs 
with the size also determining to - a - large extent the costsfOr.Ithe 
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foundation and installation. From a practical and operational 
. standpoint the larger . antenna sizes will result in higher mispointing 

losses, inCreaSed.wind and ice loading on the structure, and consideration 
ts b&made of the esthetic impact and available space especially 

urbantauburban'areas.;  
- 	 . 

Taking these factors into consideration,an antenna 
size of about. 1.0  meters for most individual reception applications 

7'1›.TOu1d-aPpear:reesônab1e: The maximum antenna size will be required 
-forA.ocations atior -near.the edge of the designated services area,. 
ath - the required sizedecreasing typically toward . the,centre of 
the service  area:: For cômmunity reception systems these  factors 

 are•not-Major constrainta and antennas as large as 4.5.meters,may 
'.. --be'deenied acceptable. 

, 
The lower limit on size is not as clearly definable. 

The iiiipaët is more - on spectrum/orbit utilization aspects since the 
SMallet-antennas. will lead to larger satellite orbital separations 

• :'in'ordet - to achieve the:same relative protection from interference 
• ofrom:, adjacent. satellites. .Also the lower capacity and more coatly,. 

. -.higher poWered spacecraft tequired when using the lower values of  
-G/rwill be an important consideràtion in-determining a lower 

feaSible liret .on eerth-terminal aperture size. 

There - are several possible antenna configurations 
which may provesuitable for application in low cost receive 
tetminals. For example cassegrainian, off-set front fed and simple 
froriefed techniquesall appear as suitable techniques. Work in 
Canadà [17, 18., 191 -indicates that a simple front fed configuration, 
partiCularly for.theSmaller aperture sizes, may be the most attractive. 
Fullpatabdlic apertütestherefore form the basis for the cost 
éstimates - giVee:inligure-(3). , . Extrapolation of available,data 

toe learning factor•of . _0.925 which is used to determine costs 
or production in greater quantities than are presently available.- 

• . 	It Should be  stressed that antenna costs are very 
dependent.on quality (i.e. surface accuracy, stiffness, etc.) and on 
manufactliring techniqUtes used (e.g. metallized polymers, pressed or 
stamped aluminum or steel, single sections, annular ring additions, 
gtc-.).- The cdàts adopted here are primarily to develop a working 
scenarià and must  be . up-dated by firm quotes as the market develops, 

• 
Reàeiver ,Unit  

; r  The'teceivet unit is comprised of an outdoor electronic 
unit (ODU)  and an  indoor unit (IDU) interconnected by an interfacility 
link consisting of coaxial cable (and perhaps amplifier/equalizers 
if required dependingon its length). 
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4.3.1 • Outdoor Unit (ODU)  

The ODU is und.ergoing perhaps.,.the . most.rapid.,development.. 
of the entire receive terminal. Becausa.:of this, j,t • is extreMely 
difficult  to  forecast cost and performanca-,over. the l.riext.',few..years. 
However as noted for the antenna  case; soiae form of performance/cost 
relatioriship is required to establish, SyStem cost : estimates:4 

- 	The ODU, being the first stage,,of signal amplgicsa.tion, 
is he  second major sub-system component impacting on the_receive terminal 
performance. A direct fed concept is a.ssumed with dc power-,.provided 

• from  the IDU via the interfacility link.. Double.‘ çiown conversion is 

r-assumed with the first stage in the OW having an-lriutput at 
approximately 1 Gaz and a bandwidth as allocated_ for #1e, service 
(e.g. 500 MHz). 

Current state of the art. provides noise fd„gur:es sof 5 de 
or  better with image-enhanced mixers. Lownoise amplifiers ..wi-th 
one or two stages of amplification u.sing gallium-arsenide fd_eld. 

• effect  transistors are approaching noise figures* of  3,.5. dB  It 
is expected that noise figures of 3 dB  will soon.be vailable  in  

. limited quantities and that production quaritifties • Will '33e ava,ilable 
within a few years with the timing depending ,largely  on the market  . _ 
demand. 

4.3.2 	Indoor Unit (IDU) 	 1 ' 

The IDU essentially cbmpriees .the  second  stagè., 4 .  the 

'• • down conversion or tuner, with filtering/amplification ans1„-a,.,..:- 
- demodulator/remodulator. The demodulator con.sists.of  

limiter/discriminator to demodulate ,,the video- ,signa]  plus 

	

. 	_ 
Second stage of demodulation for the audi,o ., assuming that::the, 
audio is carried by a sub-carrier associated .with the video ,h,aseband. 
At the present time, the 'DU requires a remOdulator .to, convert the 
baseband signal to a standard off-air AMVSB TV signal as input  to 
the TV set. However future TV sets may incorporate the IDU in 
the basic set thus eliminating the need for this remodulation 
process and avoiding an-y additional degradation caused by it.. 

With all the uncertainties mentioned, the cost 
estimates for the receive unit are very, tentative. However based - 
on limited manufacturer cost data available the following cost 
estimates versus quantity are used for system .costing,purposes: 

Quantity 	Receive Unit Cost  (1984 Canadian $) 
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4.4 Receive Terminal Overall Performance and Costs  

• Having established estimates for the performance and 
costs of the - receive terminal sub-system it is possible to estimate 
the overall récaive terminal cost as a function of performance (G/T) 
and quantity. 

- The receiVe terminal G/T is given by the following 
expression': 

• 

where 

'G/T = 10 Log10  Da(i.g/(aTa 
+ (1 - a)T + (F - 1)T )] 

= coupling losses between the antenna feed and the 
" low,  noise amplifier. Since, as mentioned earlier, 
the LNA would likely be mounted directly to the 
fee'horn this loss will be small or non existent. 
A value of 0.1 dB (a = 0.977) is assumed.  • 

= losses due to antenna mispointing, polarization 
alignment, and equipment aging. A value of 2.3 dB 

= 0.59) is assumed in the following relationships. 

T = nbiée'contribution from the antenna sidelobes plus 
,.. - a • 

noisé contribution due to atmospheric absorption. 
A nomiiial value of 137 °K corresponding to a 2 dB 
•rain fade is assumed for all sizes of antenna 
although it is obviously subject to variations . 
deperidirig'on the amount of fading caused by rai. 

= antenn'a boresight gain given by the expression; 

. where  --n . aperture/feed efficiency taken 
as 0.6 (60%) 

D = aperture diameter (meters) 

X = wavelength (meters) corresponding 
• to frequency of 12.5 GHz; 

• F = :.recéivéx—ndise figure. 

Substituting.the above - values, an expression is obtained for receiVe 
terminal performance as a function  of the  two primary factors, antenna 
diameter and receiver.noise.figure as follows: 	 • 
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G/T = 10 Log
10

[5911 D 4 /(140 -.8-1- (P-  1)290)] 

Figure 4 contains plots of the receive terminal figure of merit 
versus antenna size for a range of LNA noise 'figures based on this 
relationship. 

Finally combining the receive terminal performance data•  
given in Figures 3 and 4 (assuming a receiver noise figure of  ..,4 dB), 
and the sub-system cost data given earlier, it is possible tb derive 
estimates for the receive terminal costs versus performance for 
various production quantities as shown in Figure 5. It can be 
seen from this figure that the receive terminal cost is rather . 

Insensitive (i.e. changes < 10%) to the G/T values over the -range •  

* o

• 

f approximately 8.0 - 12. -6 dB. However as will be shown later, 
t

• 

he space segment cost can vary dramatically over this receiver 
performance range. 

Finally it should be noted that the above receive 
terminal cost estimates do not include allowances for. .installation 
am antenna foundations. This factor will vary considerably from the 
"do it yourself" to the professional installation. 'Also installation 
costs will depend on the size of antenna,.wih the larger antennas 
requiring sturdier foundations to  met  saPty standards and to avoid. 
excessive losses due to pointing errors. . 	. 

5.0 OVERALL BROADCASTING SATELLITE SYSTEWCOST CONSIDERATIONS  

Once parametric cost/performance curves have been 
established for the receive terminals, it is then possible in 
conjunction with the satellite cost/mass modelling program, 
COMSATMOD, discussed in Section 3.0, to carry out an 'overall system 
cost analysis. The main purpose of, such an analysis is, for a given 
space sector capacity requirement, to determine the sensitivity of 
system costs in regards to: 

- total number of users (terminals) in the system 

- receive terminal performance/cost (on total system 
costs and, in particular, space sector costs). 

- different space sector configurations 

- any 'critical' break points in overall system costs. 

• 



-Upe.1...ink Beams: 

. Down-Link Beaàs: 

• 

Capacity: 

Link Parameters: 
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By using COMSATMOD as a comparative cost tool, accuracy 
of the absolute values become less important. Consequently trends 
developed by this sensitivity process can be treated with reasonable 

'Confidencé. 

- 	To illustrate the above modelling, comparisons and 
:trade-offs, a hypothetical broadcasting satellite system to provide 
-four TV programs to a large geographical area will be analyzed. 

' 

 

The basic system parameters chosen for the example 
are as follows; 

•Single beam: 2 °  x 8 ° , although.in 
practical cases, there may be a number of 
beams to accommodate constraints to meet 
frequency planning, as appropriate. 

Six 1.98 °  circular beams providing 	• 
regional coverage. (NOTE:. To simplify 
the model and permit cdimmon spacecraft 

- sparing arrangements it is assumed-that : 
.all down link beams are the same size. 
Although this arrangement is deairable : ' 
from spacecraft design and cost 
considerations, it may not be practical„ 
from an operational standpoint zonsidering 
the irregular shapes and sizes of the 
various regions the individual beams 	: 
may be required to cover.) 

Four TV channels per service area. 

a) RF bandwidth 18 MHz. 
b) 2.0 dB downlink fade margin. 
c) Minimum eclipse protection until local 

midnight of the particular service area. 

. 	- 
'Spacecraft Design Life: 	10 years is assumed. 

Spacecraft Configuration: A 3-axis stabilized configuration 
is assumed. 

• CoMliencement of Operation: 1984 

Launch-VehiCle: 
• '  

Shuttle launches are assumed. 

' To evaluate the sensitivity of space sector configurations 
on the space sector costs, three of many possible configurations were 
ânesre4 _Ttése, are as  follows: 
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Configuration A  {11:1W; 6 beams/S/C1 . 	. 

This configuration employs a -  single . orbital,làçation - 
with:a constellation of two spacecraft consisting nfone active, and 

one in-otbit standby (co-located with the active  S/Ç),plus'tmeground - 

spare. Each:satellite would have a capacity of 6 X'4-=,  24  V.T.thenneis 

distribUted over six downlink beams. In order to provide_eclipse 
protection to.at  least local midnight using:on-board batteries, the 
satellite is assumed to be located as far West as:required'in  the  

orbit; It is assumed that it woUld be necessary tomaintaina: 
minimum'elevation angle of 10 °  in the eastern part of the...tountry 
being served. Consequently for this hypothetical example, : hatteries 

. will be included to provide eclipse protection for the  four  channels 

--serving-the western most beam,. 

Configuration B  {[2:1:1]; 6 beams/S/C} 
. 	_ 

This configuration is identical to Configutation - A except 

- 

 

the satellite  capacity is halved (i.e. six beams, two channels .  per 
-.beam, thus using only  12 active  transponders in each satellite). 	' 

. Two active (co-located) satellites are used along with  one  in7.orbit . 

standby satellite (also aesumed to be co-aoCated to minimiiethetiMe 
'required to make it operational) and one ground spere.INotethat, 

in practice, all satellites for this cOnfiguration-would-heed-sOme-H 
additional .hardware to permit thé necessary. flexibility in- channel 

allocations. 

• 	Again on board batteries will be required to..provide 

eclipse protection to midnight for the two channels in eaçh 
satellite serving the western most beam. 

Configuration C  {[2:2:1]; 3 beams/S/C} 

This configuration assumes two orbital iodations with a ' 

constellation  consisting of two active spacecraft, two-in orbit spare 
spacecraft and one ground spare. The eastern satellite serving the 
three eastern beams Would be located west of the easterncoverage area 

and the western satellite serving  the western  three beamS'wèruld .  be ,  

located west of thé western coverage area, to-provide eclipse 	: 

protection to midnight without the need for on board: batteries-. pue - 

to the separation between the satellites, two in-orbit standby 
satellites are considered necessary each co-located.with its  
respective active satellite. Because of the assumption-of:similar 	- 

beams, one common ground spare (design) can be Used as,backUp for 

both satellites. Each satellite has three beamé with''fout açtive 	- 

transponders per beam for a . total capacity of 12 active:transponders. 

1,7 	 • 	 • 

	

Figure  -6 shows the space-sector_annual coStsfor these 	- 

three configurations as the,receiVé terminal- G/T - varieS fripm:8dB/K 

to 20 dB/K. 



_ 
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• 	There are, a number of interesting features that can be 
observed from this, comparison, namely: 

- As could be expected, annual costs for Configuration A 
consisting of the larger higher capacity spacecraft 
is the,most sensitive to changes in receive terminal CIT.  

- :A'very dramatic reduction in Configuration A costs occur 
. fora--value of G/T between 11 and 12 dB/K representing 
primarily a change from an IUS to . a SSUS-A upper stage 
vehicle. It Should- be noted that this break point 
depends greatly on spacecraft capacity (i.e. number 
and power of active transponders) with the marked change' 
occuring at the lower values of Earth Terminal G/T 

:.as.  .the  spacecraft capacity increases. Also 
spacecraft design life impacts significantly on 
this breakpoint. 

syr 	 — • - For G/T values greater than approximately 11.5 dB/K, - 
 configuration C is the most expensive arrangement 

although the overall space sector availability is 
maximum for this arrangement. 

- 
- Except for values of G/T between approximately 

11.5 and 17 dB/K, Configuration B is the lowest cost 
option. The costs for values of G/T between 11.5 and 

:.17 dB/K range from only $2M to $4M per annum higher 
than those for Configuration A. Some attractive 
features other than cost considerations that 
Configuration B offers are: 

- it permits a gradual growth in system capacity 

- it minimizes the risk against catastrophic failures 

~ by splitting the capacity between two spacecraft 

- it allows for common in-orbit and ground spacecraft 

sparing even if the individual beam characteristics 
can not be made identical. 

Figure 7 shows the total system annual costs including 
space sector and receive terminal costs as a function of receive 
terminal G/T for three values of total receive terminal user 
/56pulation;_ The space sector costs used in this case correspond 
to those:for Configuration B although the impact of the difference 

:-in space sector, costs for the three configurations analyzed is 
.. - not significant  on the total system cost over most of the range 

er:considered'. General. conclusions which can be drawn from-
thistostoptimization:approach are: 
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- The 'optimum' value of receive terminal G/T, representing 
minimum overall system costs, gets smaller:as the total • 
number of receive terminals increases. For 10,000 , 
receive terminals (representing possibly a 	;. 
community reception type of service), the optimum - value 
of G/T appears to be approximately 18 dB/K (representing 
a receive terminal antenna size of 2.5 meters assilming 
the characteristics given.in the previous section). For 
100,000 terminals representing a relatively small 

• individUal reception systàm, the Minimum corresponds 
to a p/T Of approximately 12 dB/K (representin&a. 
terminal with a 1.2 meter antenna) For one million 
receive terminals, the minimum total system cost appears 
to occur with G/T in the region of 8 to 9 4B/K 
representing antenna diameters of approximately 
0.8 meters - . 

- In the vicinity of the optimum value of receive 
terminal G/T, the total system cost is rather insensitive 
tO changes in G/T. This would appear to bethe Case-  for 

• • small to medium size BSS systems (i.e. up to approximately 
one million terminals). Above this value  the ratéof . 
change of costs of the receive terminals tends to-
obliterate the changes in'spaceeect -or costs. 

This relative- insensitivity  of  system coststo changes,in- . 
G/T near the optimum value would indicate that factors other,than 
total system costs should be carefully considered before basing a syStem • 
plan on a particular type of receive terminal. 

6.0 CONCLUDING SUMMARY  

In this paper, a method has been described to e amine  the 
cost sensitivities of the BSS and its major components to changes in 
the  system architecture and key parameters. The method entails 
computer modelling for the space segment. Owing to the rapidly 
evolving technology of the receive terminals and the importanceof 
market elasticity on terminal costs, a parametric approach was .adopted 
for examination of the greund segment costs. • 

Based : on earth  terminal bounds, eystem-costs were 	• 
examined for a few system configuràtions. Dividing the.spacey 
segment "horizontally" so that a small number of active  -satellites. 
provide the BSS service'appears to offer certain advantages. viz, both 
space and ground segments may be less costly-than . for , other scenarios. 
A conclusion of this nature will be affected:substantially by basic 
service requirements that differ from those assumed,in .thiS paper 
(e.g. especially the geographical size -  of . the.servicearea), 
Analyses of the type described, will aid in identifying:fruitful 
trade-off areas which can.lead to substantial cost reductions, 
improved availability further-boUnds on systemparameters, etc.• • 
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Uplink: 

- Centre Frequency/Spacing 
- Link Bandwidth 
- Beam Size(s) 
- Beam Identification 
- C/N 
- Atmospheric Loss 
- Polarization 

Downlink: 

- Centre Frequency/Spacing 
- Link Bandwidth 
- Beam Size(s) 
- Beam Identification 
- C/N 
- Atmospheric Loss 
- Polarization 
- Output Backoff 
- E.T. G/T or 0/P Power 
- Eclipse Requirements 
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. TABLE 1  

COMSATMOD 
FILE, BUILD AND'EDIT CONTROLS ,  

Table là T 
Change Model Section 

Enter:. SD, LM, OS, MN, E or H 

SD - S/C Design Editor 
LM - Communication Link Matrix Editor 
OS - Output Stage Spares Editor 
MN - Change Model Description 
E - End Change Model Session 
H - Help: provides listing of options 

Table IB 
Communications Link Parameters 

Table 1C 
Spacecraft Design Editor 

Choices of: 

- Year of Launch 
- Launch Vehicle (e.g. Arianne, 

Shuttle, etc.) 
- Design Life 
- Constellation 
- No. of Active Satellites 
- No. of Spare In Orbit Satellites 
- No. of Spare On Ground Satellites 
- Time to Activate Spare Satellites 

- Technology, 
- Advanced or Conventional Solar Cells 
- Advanced or Conventional Batteries 
- Advanced or. Conventional Structure 
- Advanced or Conventional Thrusters 

—Table 1D 
Output Stage Spares Editor 

Choices of: 

- No. of Spare Output Stages/Beam 
- No. of Output Stages Allowed to 

Fail 



LI2'E_ BOL DC 	EOL DC . S/C . MASS 
• Yre;"-Watts 	Watts' • 	kg  

EOL 	COSTS 
Availability 1984 Can.  

Annualized 
Cost/Channel  

.972 

.926 

.850 

.740 

.603 

625" 
675 
729 
789 
858 

2081 
2081 
2081 
2081 
2081 

1.70M 
1.29M 
1.09M 
0.98M 
0.921,1 

233.2M 
234.4M 
235.7M 
237.0M 
238.4M 

	

4.0 	2351 

	

6.0 	2498 

	

8.0 	2655 

	

10.0 	2822 

	

12.0 	2999 
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TABLE 2 

Impact of. Spacecraft Desi ;11. Life on the Space System*  

*Based on .2 active satellites + 1 on orbit spare (avail. = 6.hours) + 1 on ground 
spare (avail. = 12 months). 
E.T. G/T = 12 dB/K. 
Each satellite has 6 beams, 4 channels/beam, no eclipse capability, 
2 spare TWT's/beam. 
Annual Interest Rate = 15%. 

TABLE 3  

Impact of Number of In-Orbit Spare Satellites on the Space System*  

= 6 hours) 

nnn• 

IN ORBIT 
, SPARE S/C 

BOL DC EOL DC S/C MASS EOL (7 yr.) 	COSTS 
Watts 	Watts 	kg 	Availability 1984 Can.  

Annualized 
Cost/Channel  

	

2575 	2081 	701 

	

" 2575 	2081 	701 
• 2575 	2081 	701 , 

	

2575 	2081 	701 

.178 

.892 

.996 
1.000 

I83.8M 
235.0M 
286.3M 
337.6M 

0.92M 
1.18M 
1.43M 
1,6914 

*Based on 2 active satellites +1 on ground spare (avail. + 12 months). 
E. T. 'G/T = 12 dB/K. 
Each satellite has 6 beams, 4 channels/beam, no eclipse capability, 
2 spare TWTs/beam. 



582 
641 
701 

2081 
2081 
2081 

1.08M 
1-03M 
1.18M 

216.1M 
225.6M 
235.0M 

.013 

.558' 

.892 

0 	2575 
1 	2575 
2. 	2575 

channels/beam, no eclipse capa.bility. 

2A + 1 00S 
+ 1 OGS 

2A + 1 00S 
+ 1 OGS 

7721 	420 

641 	2081 	226 

193 - 	AU46. 

0.34 

0.53 

0.62 

1284 

78 
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TABLE 4  

Impact. of  Number of Spare TWTs oh the Space System*  

SPARE 	BOL DC EOL DC 
TWTs/Beam  'Watts 	Watts  

S/C MASS EOL (7 yr.) 	COSTS 	Annualized 
kg 	Availability 1984 Can. 	Cost/Channel »  

*Based on 2 active satellites 
spare (avail. = 12 months). 
E.T. G/T = 12 dB/K. 
Each satellite has 6 beams, 

o  

+ 1 on orbit spare (avail. = 6 hours) + 1,on ground 

TABLE 5  

Cost Comparison - Hypothetical Models  

Costs In $M 1984 Cdn. 

SATELLITE 	SATELLITE SATELLITE 	SPACE 
CONSTELLATION WEIGHT  KG EOL POWER COSTS M 

WATTS  

DOMESTIC .COS  T LAUNCH LAUNCH COST 
FRACTION 	COST M 	FRACTION 

EXCL. LAUNCH 	 

A =•Active Satellite 
00S = On-Orbit Spare Satellite 
OGS = On-Ground Spare Satellite 
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CHAPTER 6 

SYSTEM SYNTHESIS AND COST OPTIMIZATION 

' 	• 

6.1 	Introduction  

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with a method 
for synthesizing a broadcasting-satellite system for television, and a set 
of techniques for estimating the cost of the various elements of the system. 
The cost estimating techniques and cost data provided in this chapter are 
useful for planning purposes and for system design trades. However, because of 
rapidly changing technology and costs, final system costingshould be done using 
as up-to-date cost data as possible, preferably direct quotations from equfpment 
manufacturers. 

A broadcasting satellite system consists of a satellite (or satel-
lites), receiving terminals (for community or individual reception, or both 
types), and an uplink terminal (or terminals) for program distribution through 
the satellite. 

In addition to the cost of the above three elements, system costs 
include launch costs and satellite control facility and operations costs. 

The primary cost trade-offs are associated with the spacecraft and 
the receiving terminals. In general, for a given set of technical require7 

 ments such as frequency and modulation, as the number of terminals increases 
it is more cost-effective to put more money into the satellite and less into 
each terminal. This implies larger, higher power (EIRP) spacecraft with 
smaller, less sensitive ground installations. In the Fixed Satellite  Service, 
this trend is evident if one compares Intelsat-type system costs to those 
associated with the various domestic satellite systems currently being imple-
mented throughout the world. 

However, in making performance and cost trades between the space-
craft and ground segments, regulatory constraints must be kept in mind. 
There are constraints on parameters such as power flux density, antenna side-
lobes, etc. These constraints are a function of factors such as frequency 
and geographic region of operation. Therefore, care must be taken in defining 
system technical requirements so as not to violate regulatory constraints. 

Section 6.2 is a general discussion of the synthesis/costing method-
ology while the detailed step-by-step approach is delineated in Section 6.3. 
Section 6.4 contains estimating parameters to define and cost the uplink. 
Section 6.5 provides an example to aid the reader in his understanding of 
the system synthesis and costing process. 



6.2 	• Methodology 

6.2.1 	Overview 

The system that this synthesis  and  costing method applies to con•- - 
sists of a geostationary satellite broadcasting frequency-modulated tele-
vision signals for community or individual reCeption. Each television signal 
can be accœlpanied by one or more sound channels. . The satellite can employ 	. 
one or several independent antenna beams and'can have several television 
channels per beam. Each beam can be shaped by the use of several adjacent 
smaller beams. 

The system is assumed to have a large number of receiving terminals. 
One of the goals of the systém design, therefore,•is to keep the cost of 
receiving terminals low. This must be done without violating any regulatory 
constraints  and making.the requirements on the satellite unreasonable.' 

• 	The system-synthesis and costing procedure includes the following 
set of  processes: requirement and constraint definitiOn, system design, detailed 
design, and costing. The procedure consists of a series of nine steps, each of . 
which.is described in subsections of Section 6.3. The flow through the pro-
cedure, showing the steps  and  their interaction, is illustrated in Figure 6-1. 

A set- of input parameters is needed to establish the system require-
ments. Input parameters and their effects on the system are treated in 
Paragraph 6.2.2. The output parameters are described in Paragraph 6.2.3. 

Given a set of system technical requirements, system snythesis and 
the computation of ground and space segment costs proceed in a sequence of 
.nine steps as follows: 

Step  . • 

1) - Determine carrier-to-system noise density C/11 as a function of 
signal quality requirements and type of television standard; 

Determine total path loss, Lp, considering.satellite-earth station 
geometry and rain loss factors; 

Using the results of 1) and 2) calculate the system paraffieter X 
which equals the required EIRP per channel plus the earth-station 
figure-of merit, G/T, ,Select a reasonable interim value of G/T 
hence defining EIRP per channel. 

For the chosen G/T determine the combination of G (or earth-
station-antenna diameter) and T (the system noise temperature) 
that minimizes the cost of the ground segment equipment within 
any constraints such as minimum antenna size; 

Determine the total ground segment cost on the basis of the 
required number of terminals; 
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6) 	Using the calculated value of EIRP per channel and other selected 
inputs, estimate communications subsystem and spacecraft power; 

	

• . 7) 	Estimate communications subsystem and spacetraft weight; ' 

	

8) 	Estimate the cbst of the spacecraft; 

.9) : Determinethe launch vehicle to be used and its cost; 

At this point it is..possible, and us'ually desinble,.to reiterate 
either through the entire procedure, sel,ecting a different set of»input para-
meters,' or onlY through the design and costing procedures, choosing a slightly 
different value of G/T or changing some spacecraft parameter, This allows 
the.determination of'system cost sensitivity to various system parameters, - 
and the synthesis Of a minimum cost system within  the existing.constraints. 

V.arlous  computer  programs are available [ l] to perform some or all 
of the above-steps. It must be recognized, however, that technology and costs 
change rapidly, and acomputer program is only as up to date as its data 
base. Also, special circumstances, such as the availability of usable designs 
from existing systems can influence the cost trade-offs. For - this reason, an 
indepth.understanding of the step-by-step process'of accomplishing the system 
design and costing is provided in Section 6.3. The user . can then evaluate 
exiSting-computer-programs, develop his own programs, or use the graphical 
method of system synthesis and optimization presentedin Section 6.3. 



6.2.2 	Input Parameters  

Useful guidelines in the choice of characteristics for a satellite 
television broadcasting system are given in References [2], [3] and [4]. The 
required inputs, with a brief explanation of the effect of each on the system, 
are listed below: 

(1) Signal quality  in terms of peak-to-peak signal ;  to weighted r.m.s.. 
noise ratio. This parameter defines the quality of the video signal. 
Picture quality ratings vs S/N çan be found  in. Section 6.3 as well as 
Reference [4].  The minimum  acceptable signal quality:should be. chosen - 
since,this parameter is a direct driver onsatellite . power and ground 
terminal G/T. 

(2) Television Standard. This is the particular standard in - user:in a given 
country. For example, the 525 line system M is-used in the USA. The 
characteristics of . other standards can be found in Reference [5]. 

(3) RF:BandWidth.  RF bandwidth is a compromise between spectrum usage 
efficiency and FM improvement. In..some cases it is constrained by 	, 
regulations.. Suggested , vaTues of bandwidth for various' television 
systems: are given in References [4].- 	• 

(4) Number of Sound Channels per Video Channel. This pareeter has an 
effect on signal bandwidth and required C/No . 

(5) Service Area  as defined by the geographic location of receivingeartn 
- stations. Earth station location determineS the rain climate.which'is 

used in determining atmospheric attenuation.. Earth  station., location in 
conjunction with satellite longitude determines the elevatiOn angle to. 
the satellite. The receiving station with the minimUmeelevation angle 	. 
has the gréateSt signal. path loSs and greatest - system . temperature contri-
butions-from antenna sidelobes looking at thegrOund. The,receiving 
station in the highest rainfall climate requires -  the highestlink margin - 
(at 12 GHz) due to rain indUced atmospheridattenuation and system tempera-
ture increase.. 

(6) Satellite Location. Relative longitude of the satellite with respect to 
local service area determines the time .of eclipse,  in that area.-. 

(7) Required Link Reliability.  This parameter determines the link Margin 
which must be included in the system design in ,  order to maintain the 
required signal quality, during periodS of •rain. Linlumargin .require-
ments can become very high at high values of link reliability. A 
recommended goal is to provide service during 99% of' the wOrst month. 
Reference [2]. The relationship between worst month and average year 
rain statistics is climate dependent. Since average year rain 
statistics are more readily available they will be used in this chapter.- 

(8) Total Number of Earth Stations. This parameter affects ground terminal 
per unit cost as well as total ground segment costs. 

(9) Coverage Area, Number of Beams, and Channels.per Beam. These para-• 
meters determine the weight of the spacecraft antenna and the 
characteristics of the communications electronics. 



	

6.2.3 	Output Parameters  

The system synthesis and Costing procedure.described in detail in 
Section 6.3 provides the design characteristics and cost of the receiving 
terminals and satellite, including launch costs. 

	

(1) 	Receiving Terminal Characteristics  

The noise figure of the receiver and the size of the receiving 
antenna are determined as a function of the required G/T and rain margin. 

Receiving Terminal Costs  

The estimated .purçhase costs of the receivers and antennas are 
determined as a function of the number of receiving terminals. 

• 
(3) Satellite Characteristics  

The weight and power of the spacecraft are estimated as a function 
of the required EIRP and service area size. It is possible to do an indepth 
subsystem by subsystem spacecraft design by following the procedures of 
Appendices B and C. 

(4) Satellite Cost  

The non-recurring (design) and recurring (manufacturing) costs 
of the spacecraft are estimated on the basis of spacecraft weight. The 
required launch vehicle and cost are also determined. Detailed spacecraft 
cost trades as a function of different spacecraft parameters are possible 
using the procedures of Appendix D. 



6.3 	Detailed Approach  

The .  subsections of this Section correspond to the steps described ' 
in the 'overview,  Section  6.2.1. 'Figure 6-1 can be used  as aguide through 
the procedure. It shows the inter-relationships between the input parameters, 
steps, design .curves , and back-up materi al . 

The procedure is basically two level. The step-by-step procedure 
can be follOWed using simplified design relationships to.obtain,relatively 
quick answers, or the saine procedure can be followed using  more  detailed 
design relationships provided in the Appendices., The latter approach allows 
the user to make more in-depth design trades, especially  in the  spacecraft 
area. 

Section 6.3.5 contains an example to illustrate the use of the 
procedure. 



I . 	
Where., 

S/K: ratio Of peak-to-peak luminance amplitude, weighted r.m.s.ndise(dB) . 
àF': peak carrier deviation by the modulating signal (Hz) 	. 
Fm: . : highest modulating frequency.(4.2 MHz in the case of Systein M) 
Kie' combined de-emphasis and weighting improvement factor 	. 

	

(13.8 dB for.system M. See Reference [4]  for  other-systeMs).. 	. 

i Ku conversion factor from r.m.s..to:peak•-to7peak carrier. deviation:(6,AB)' 
. 	 . 	 . 

. 	The radio.frequency bandwidth BW can be'approkimated by Carson's Rule, 

. • 	- 
BW = 2 	F + Fm] 	Hz 	• 

 . 
. 	. 	. 	. 	(2) 	'r  

• . 
: 	- The carrier-tc>noise ratio C/N, where C/N '•-• (C/N 0 ).(1/BW), must alào be 

. 	. 

1 	greater than FM threshold which is approximately 9 dB. - . 
. 	. 

î 	

Figure 6-2 gives  plots  of constant video S/N vs RF bandwidth and C/No. 
Shown are plots of video only and video plus a sound subcarrter at 6.8 MHz. 
Sound subcarrier modulation index is selected for simultaneous video and sound • 

r. 

	

	threshold. The .addition of other sound subcarriers below 6.8 MHz will result 
in a RF.  bàndwidth increàse of approxiMately 1.5 MHz per subcarriér. 

. 	Recommended values of RF bandwidth for various television systems  are.  
Igiven  in  Reference14]. Required video S/N depends on subjective picture 

• quality requirements. Table 6-1 gives an example of picture quality rating 	: 
from Reference [4]. 

Table 6-1 Example of Picture Quality Rating 

Radio-frequency signal-to-noise 
• • Grade ratio for the percentage of 

See Note 7 	viewers indicated 	dB 	1 
of Report 405-2) 	0% 	75% 

1.5 half-way between . 	39.5 	42.5 
excellent and fine  

2 	fine 	 35.2 	38.2  

3 	passable 	 30.0 	33.0  

4 	marginal 	 25.6 	28.6  

5 	inferior 	 20.4 	23.4 

(1) Radio-frequency r.m.s. signal during sync. peaks, no weighting, over 
6 MHz bandwidth, amplitude-modulation vestigial-sideband. 

6.3.1 	-  • Required C/No 	 1Step 11 

Carrier power to noise spectral density C/N o  at.the recetver is 

thé fundamental parameter that determines signal-to-noise ratio S/N in 

FM.systéms.. For a video signal, S/N is related.to  C/No  by the following 

expression, ' 
• 

S/N = C/N +.10 log [3/2 (a)3/Fm2] + Kw  + K L 	dB 	. (1 ) 

-8- 
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1 	6.3.2 	- Calculation of Path Loss 	- 	 'Step 21 

the.total path loss is the, sumCof two components, the free 
f 	space path lôss LFs, and rain attentuation LR. 

	

6.3.2.1 	>Calculation of Free Space Path Loss  

	

• 	LFs Is given by the expression:' 

LFS 7 2010g (X/deD) 	dB 

where 

D : distance from satellite to receiving terminal 

.: wavelength in same units as D. 

For a geostationary satellite, D is given by the following expression, 

D = 6385 ( .N(sin 2  8+ 42.7794 - sin 8) km 

where 

e =  angle of elevation to the satellite in degrees " 

Angle 'of elevation to the satellite can be found from the latitude of the 
ground station and relative longitude of the _satellite by referring to 
Figure 6-3,- 	. 	• 

Table 6-2 gives D and LFs as a function of elevation angle to the satellite. 

Table 6-2 Free Space Path Loss vs Elevation Angle to Satellite 

Elevation Angle 	Distance 	LFs(dB) 	LFs (dB) 
to Satellite 	(km) 	2.6 GHz 	12 GHz  

	

90° 	35,860 	-191.83 	-205.12 

	

80° 	35,945 	-191.86 	-205.14 

	

70° 	36,191 	-191.91 	-205.20 

	

60 0 	36,597 	-192.01 	-205.29 

	

50° 	37,156 	-192.14 	-205.43 

	

40° 	37,859 	-192.30 	-205.59 

	

30° 	38,691 	-192.49 	-205.78 

	

20° 	39,635 	-192.70 	-206.00 

	

10° 	40,668 	-192.93 	-206.21 

	

0° 	41,762 	-193.16 	-206.44 

( 3 ) 

(4) 

- 1 0- 
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Location 	Rain Zone 	Elevation Angle 	Attenuation (dB) not Exceeded 
(Satellite at 95°W) 	during given percentage of 

average year 
12.5 GHz 	17.5 GHz 

• 	99% 99.9% 99.99% 	99% 99.9% 9.99% 

Portland, ME 	B 	33.5 	-.1 -1.0 	-5.1 	-.3 	-2.3 -10.8 

Seattle, WA 	C 	29.0 	-.2 -1.4 	-6.9 	-.4 	-3.0 -14.6 

San 	C 	38.0 	-.4 -1.6 	-7.3 	-.8 	-3.5 -15.4 
Francisco, CA 

Chicago, IL 	D2 	41 	-.3 -2.5 	-10.2 	-.7 	-5.5 -21.4 

Miami, FL 	E 	56 	-1.2 -7.5 	-21.7 	-2.5 	-15.9 -44.8 

Los Angeles, CA 	F 	• 	43.5 	.0 -1.2 	-5.8 	.0 	-2.6 -12.2 

6.3.2.2 	Calculation of Rain Attenuation, LR  

This component of total path loss can be neglected at 2.6 GHz, but 
has a significant impact on link design at 12 GHz and higher frequencies. The 
effect of atmospheric attenuation due to rain on link design is a function of 
the geographic location of the receiving terminals, location of the satellite 
and the desired level of link reliability. As an  xample, values of rain 
attenuation (LR) are given in Table 6-3 for six locations in the United States. 

Table 6-3 Examples, of Rain Attenuation (L R ) for the United States 

The complete procedure for ccmputing rain attenuation for any geographic 
location is given in Appendix A. 



6.3.3 	Calculation of EIRP plus G/T 	 !Step 31 

The basic link equation for carrier-to-noise ratio C/N, where 
all terms are in dB, is: 

C/N = E1RP + Lp 	G -kTB 	 (5) 

C-N = EIRP +L +G-k-T- B 	 (5a) 

Since N = 

C-N0  = EIRP + L p  + G -k - T 

This equation can be rearranged as follows, 

E1RP + G/T = X = C/No  - 	+ k 

where, 

	

C/N o : 	carrier-to-noise spectral density, in dB•Hz 

• 

	

L . 	total path loss, in dB 
P' 

	

k: 	Boltzman's constant (-228.6 dBW/Hz.K) 

	

EIRP: 	Sum of transmitter power and antenna gain, in dBW 

	

G/T: 	Receiving terminal figure of merit, antenna .gain 
divided by system temperature, in dB 

	

B: 	Signal bandwidth, in dB•Hz 

The system parameter X = EIRP + G/T therefbre sets the combined , 
requirements on the satellite and receiving —terminals. 

As a check on the procedure up to this point Table 6-4. gives 
some typical «values for X for two values of S/N at 2.6 GHz and 12 GHz. L n  
is to the subsatellite point, and EIRP is in the directidn of the receivihg 
terminal. No rain attenuation margin is included. 

Table 6-4. Typical Values for X = 'EIRP + G/T 
(System M video plus sound .subcarrier at 6.8 MHz) 

Bandwidth 	Required Satellite EIRP + Ground Terminal G/T in dB  
in MHz 

2.6 GHz 	12 GHz  

S/N = 50 dB 	S/N = 45 dB 	S/N = 50 dB 	S/N = 45 dB  

22 	60.2 	55.2 	73.5 	68.5 

27 	55.2 	50.2 	68.5 	63.5 

32 	52.2 	* 	65.5 	* 

ot acnievabie. 

or, 

(5b) 

(6 ) 

-13- 



The system parameter X = EIRP- + G/T applies between the satellite 
and every receiving terminal.. In general, spacecraft antenna gain will not 

be uniform in the direction of every part of the service area. This variation 

will.depend on the shape - of the antenna beam with respect to the service area. 

This variation will have to be compensated for either by higher spacecraft 
EIRP or.by higher G/T receiving terminals in some parts of the service area. 

For very large service areas, non-uniform rain climate may produce 

large differences of rain attenuation between'regions. In such cases a 

decision will have to be made whether to provide sufficient EIRP for the worst 
case region, or require higher values of G/T in regions of - high rainfall. 

The implications of the decision of higher EIRP vs higher G/T for 
some terminals can be determined by working several:times through the remaining 

steps of the procedure. 

6.3.3.1 	Selection of Initial Value of G/T and EIRP  

Optimum values of G/T and EIRP will be found by working several times 
through.the procedure'. Although the initial value of G/T is arbitrary, a 

reasonable value should be selected in order to avoid many iterations through 
the costing process. Reference [2] as well as Planning documents [3] and [4] 
should be consillt.ed for recommended values of G/T. The availability of specific 

ground equipment designs may also influence the initial choice of G/T. 
• 

From Reference [3] the recommended values.« G/T in the 12 GHz 
band range from 4 dB to 12 dB for individual reception and 8 dB to 24 dB 
for community reception. Since antenna size is larger for the , same G/T at 
2.6 GHz, somewhat lower initial values of G/T should be used. Note that the 
2.6 GHz band is to be used only for community reception:systems.. 

The lower the G/T the higher the EIRP required. The consequence 

of high EIRP on spacecraft-design will depend on the size of the service area. 
Therefore the larger the service area, the higher the value of receiving 	. 
terminal G/T which will produce an overall minimum cost design. - 

Having selected a value for G/T the user must make sure that the 
res'ultant value of EIRP does not lead to the violation of any power flux 
density limits given in the Radio Regulations. 



6.3.4 	Receiving Terminal Design 	 [Step 41 

The receiver noise figure and antenna size (gain) are determined 
based on the selected value of G/T. 

The relationship between these factors is given by the following 

expressions: 

aGA , „* 	] 	dB G/T = 10 log E' aT 
a+(l - a)T0+0-1 )

1.„ 
 0 

G/T 	aT
a 
 +(l-a)T0+(n-1)To  

therefore G
A 	

= 10 	•  
a 

where, 

a = signal transmission coefficient, expressed as a . power ratio 
GA = effective gain of the receiving antenna, expressed as a.power ratio 

= 290 K 

TA  = effective temperature of the antenna, K, which is made up of 'contri- 
butions from atmospheric noise, man-made noise, antenna sidelobes.  
pointing-at the earth, and attenuation of the signal by rain. 

n = noise factor of the receiver, where noise figure = 10 log (n) 

aT
a
+(l-a)To

+(n-1)T 
° K and 	T = 	a 

where the antenna temperature Ta  is given by, 

Ta  = 50 + 280 (1-1/L) 

L = 10-(LR/10) 

The expression for system temperature T is plotted in Figure 6-4 
for the case where the signal transmission coefficient (a) is assumed to be 1 
(0 d8 loss). 

Representative values of noise figure are given in Table 6-5 for 
various available receivers. T, the system temperature can be determined 
from Figure 6-4 as a function of noise figure and rain attenuation LR. 

Antenna diameter D can be related to antenna gain by the following 
expression, 

x 
D = G

2 A  -71.7- meters 

(7) 

(8) 

( 9 ) 

( 10) 

(11 ) 

( 1 2) 



The antenna diameter can also be determined for the required G/T, as a 
function of the system temperature, from Figures 6-5 and 6-6 for 2.6 GHz and 
12 GHz respectively. 

The cost of the ground segment for a particular receiver and antenna 
is estimated in Section 6.3.5. The reader should choose that combination of 
parameters that minimizes cost for a given value of G/T. In making these 
trades, if the antenna is too small to meet minimum beamwidth requirements or 
some other criteria, then G/T can be raised until the antenna is the proper 
size, and EIRP can be correspondingly lowered. 

If the antenna size appears too large, either EIRP must be raised 
or system temperature must be lowered through the use of a lower noise 
figure receiver. 

The cost of raising EIRP can be found by iterating through the 
spacecraft costing procedure, steps 6 through 8. 
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6.3.5 	Ground Segment Costing 	 !Step 51 

This step gives the procedure for costing the receiving terminals. 
Receiving terminal cost is made up of receiver and antenna costs. Single 
unit receiver and antenna costs are derived, then large quantity costs are 
projected by means of learning curves. 

A general i zed  block  diagram of a TVRO earth terminal i s shown•
in Figure 6-7. The two main ccmponents of the terminal are the receiving 
antenna (including mount) and the receiver. An AM-VSB modulator is used 
to modulate the recovered video from the receiver for input to a standard 
television set. The cost of the modulator is generally low relative to the 
cost of the receiver. If the receiying antenna is to be placed outdoors, the 
receiver may be physically divided into an indoor unit and an antenna-mounted 
outdoor unit. 

The cost of the receiving terminal wi 1 1 depend upon performance 
relatedparametersl such as antenna size and receiver noise figure, s well 
as equi pment qual i ty. Equi pment set up and al ignment costs may also be 
significant , es peci ally when large antennas are used. 

The one factor that must be strongly emphasized is that earth 
terminal technology ,  is currently in a very dynamic growth phase. In the 
United States, for example, this is especially true in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz 
Fixed Satellite Service where the cost of a TVRO earth station has dropped 
by over a factor of ten during the past year. Because of the rapid pace of 
equipment innovation and cost change in this frequency band, much up to date 
detail does not exit in published form except in advertising brochures. 
References [6] and [7], however, contain good discussions of recent trends 
and projections of future technology and cost. What has occurred at 4 GHz 
can provide some insight into what can be expected in other frequency bands, 
as demand for equipment grows. Background material on the 4 GHz band earth 
terminals is provided after the costi ng discussion.  
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6.3.5.1 	Recei ver Costs  

The function of the receiver in a TVRO terminal is to demodulate 
an FM-modulated television signal. Since the receiver is the major contri-
butor to the overall receiving system temperature, one of its most critical 
parameters is its noise figure (N.F.) which depends mainly on the type of 
input circuitry used. The input circuit is usually either the first down-
converter (or mixer), or an RF amplifier if the mixer does not provide a 
sufficiently low noise figure. Gallium-Arsenide (GaAs) FETs are usually 
used as low noise RF amplifiers (LNA's) where low noise figures are required 
at reasonable cost. Other types of low noise RF amplifiers such as parametric 
amplifiers are considerably more expensive. 

Considerable receiver development has taken Place in the 4 GHz 
band, with equipment being available frcm many manufacturers. Much less 
equipment is available for the 2.6 GHz and 12 GHz bands. Data for 4 GHz 
receivers is included because it can provide valuable insight into what will 
happen to receiver technology and costs in the 2.6 Gliz and 12 GHz bands. 

At '4 GHz a separate LNA is usually used in front of the receiver, 
although a trend is developing to physically incorporate the LNA within the 
receiver. A GaAs FET LNA with 120 K noise temperature is at the moment 
the industry standard in this band. 

. At 12 GHz, current GaAs FET technology is such that the lowest LNA 
temperature available at a reasonable price is around 360 K, however, this 
is expected to decrease to the 100K  to 200 K range in the near future. There 
is an image enhanced mixer input receiver available whose noise temperature 
is on the same order. Use of an LNA at 12 GHz is therefore not cost effective 
at present . 

At 2.6 GHz, apprOximately 290 K noi.sé temperature can be achieved 
with inexpensive bipolar transistor technology. To go to 100 K requires a 
GaAs FET LNA which costs about the same as at 4 GHz. Complete 2.6 GHz satellite 
receivers are not , canmerci ally available in the U.S. , however there is S-band 
equipment available for use in terrestrial systems which -use' amplitude 
modulation. Since front end technology is well developed and the rest can 
be borrowed from 4.GHz TVRO receivers,•the cost of 2.6 GHz re'ceivers should 
be .similar .to or sanewh.at  lower than 4 GHz receivers, once they are produced • 
in quantity. 

• A summary of LNA and Receiver. cOsts at 2.6 GHz, 4 GHz and 12 GHz 
is presented.in•Table 6-5. Note that there is a factor, of 2 cost spread' 
for 4 - GHz receivers with essentially the same performance. 	 • 

6.3.5.2 	Antenna Costs  

'Current, single unit antenna costs at 2.1 GHz (more commonly 
available than for 2.6 GHz) and 12 GHz are plotted versus diameter in Figure 
6-8. Note that there is a wide range of costs for a given diameter because 
of differing specifications (standard vs. high performance). These specifica-
tions differ mostly in sidelobe levels and front to back ratios. Note that 
for these antennas cost is essentially independent of frequency. 



LNA $3400 

Table 6-5. RECEIVER COST SUMMARY 
(Mid 1980 data) 

• 
Unit Cost  

U.S. Manufacturers 
Technology* 	or Oistribees'  

2.6 GHz  

LNA 	 $1000-$1500 	1.4 dB N.F. 	(Several- Manufactürers) 
LNA 	 $50 	 . 3 dB N.F. 	Test Inc. 
Receiver 	$500-$1000 	 (Estimate) 

• 4 GHz 

LNA 	 . $795-$100 0' 	 1,5 dB N.F, 	(Severél Manufacturers) 
Receiver 	$1000-$2000 . 	- (Several Maneacturers) .  
LNA + DowncOnverter 	$2000 	 1.5 dB N.F. 	Avantek 
Le + Receiver' 	$1500 	 . 	1.3 diflq.F. : 	Rohner 

t• 

[. 

12 GHz 

Image Enhanced 
Mixer Input 
Receiver.  

$3000 	3.5 dB N.F. 	Vital ink 

3.6 dB N.F. 

* Receiver noise figure (N.F.) = 10 log (1 + TR1290), where TR  (K) .  is:the noise 
temperature at the recpiver input. 

Amplica 
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6.3.5.3 	Large Quantity - Component  Costs 

The quantities of interest to the system planner are on the order 

of hundreds to millions depending on whether a community or individual 
reception network is contemplated. Given the dynamic state of the technology, 
prediction of large quantity costs is difficult. The techniques in general 

use for predicting quantity costs are presented below. The user has to use 
some judgement in applying these techniques. 

a. Learning Curves 

A standard technique for predicting cost vs quantity is the 

technique of learning curves. Reference [8]. Learning curves assume that 
cost goes down by a given percentage each time the cumulative unit volume 
doubles. These curves assume constant value currency. 

Learning curves of 70% to 90% (learning factor L of .7 to .9) are 

ptotted in Figure 6-9. The single unit cost is multiplied by the relative 

cost factor Q (N) for the desired quantity N. The learning curve percentage 
to be applied to any given component is the difficult parameter to select. 
References [7] and [8] give examples of historically der“,ed percentages for 
various technologies. Not enough historical data exists for the components of 
a ground  terminal, but some judgements can be made on the basis of technological 
compl exi ty. 

b. Cautionary Factors 

The cost df a given ground terminal compoilent is madè:,up of parts 
and labor costs. The cost  of  electronic parts tends:to go doWn-through 
improvements in manufacturing,technidues, while labor costs rise with 
time. CoSt projections are. therefore time as well as quantity. dependent'. 	- 

On top of everything el Se there is also the possibility ,of techndlogicat 
and innovative breekthrough', such as new, approaches in antenha  construction, 
which dan drastically change costs in-a short period:. Of time. 

c. Antenna Costs 

Since antennas are relatively simple structures,.the user shotild 	. 

apply. a 90% learning curve (L=.9) in projecting high volume costs. It should be 
remembered that even.for small size antennas, a .price range of two to one , 
or more may exist depending on such faCtOrs, as sturdiness, tolerances, etc. 

d. LM Costs 

LNA costs are currently high because of high GaAs FET prices. This 
is an area where a great deal of effort is b,eing spent to bring costs down. 
The user should use about an 80% learning curve in predicting cost. 
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e. Receiver Costs 

Receiver costs will go down because of increasing standardize- , 
tion of circuitry and use of integrated circuits. About an 85% learning 
curve is appropriate in planning reéeiver costs. Eventually, low noise RF 
amplifiers will be incorporated into the receiver ., removing the need for an 
external LNA. This should produce a 10% to 20%'savings over the cost of 
separate units. 

f. Cost Example 

The following two tables illustrate large quantity earth.terminal 
cost estimation using the learning .curves and average-receiver and antenna 
costs from Table .6-5 and Figure 6-8. 

Table 6-4. 	Estimated Costs for a 12 GHz Ground Terminal Design 

Antenna Cost($)* 	Receiver Cost($) 	Total Terminal . 
Quantity 	(D=1m,G=39.5 dB) 	(N.F. = 3.5 dB).  . Unit Cost($). 

90% Learning Curve 85% Learning Curve 

1 	750 	3000 	3750 

100 	375 	1020 	1395. 	' 

1000 	262 	600 	862 

10,000 	188 	345 	- 	533 

100,000 	127 	198 	325 

*Standard Performance 

Table 6-5. Estimated Costs for a 2.6 GHz Ground Terminal Design 

- 	Antenna Cost($) Receiver Cost($) 	Total Terminal 
Quantity 	(D=2m,G=32 dB) 	(N.F.= 3 dB) 	Unit Cost($)  

1 	2000 	750 	2750 

100 	1000 	255 	1255' 

1000 	700 	150 	850 

10,000 	500 	86 	586 

100,000 	340 	50 	390 



6.3.5.4 Background on Recent 4 GHz Technology  

a. Antennas 

Low values of operational satellite EIRP in the 4 GHz band re-

quire that antennas of at least 3 meters in diameter be used together with 

LMA's in the 100 K to 120 K temperature range. Until recently while demand•
for earth terminals was low there was a small number of manufacturers 

producing high quality, solid reflector antennas. This type and size of 

antenna requires a strong mount, Which brought the price of antennas plus 

mount into the $10K to $20K range. A significant contributor to cost for 

this type of antenna was the difficulty of shipping such a bulky object. 

As the demand for lower cost terminals grew, alternative designs 

appeared on the market. As a solution to the shipping problem, there are 

now several antenna types whose reflector can be broken down into several 
sections. Others are available even in more basic kit form. 

An example of a unique approach is an inverted umbrella type, 

erectable antenna which uses a metalized mylar reflector surface and. 

weighs less than 10 kg. Figure 6-10. The disadvantage of this approach 
is that it cannot be rigidly mounted to withstand much wind. 

Another solution to the transportation and mounting problem 

is the use of low cost spherical antennas. These antennas are generally 

built using a flexible grid of metal or wooden strips covered with metal 
mesh. Adjustment screws are provided at many points on the surface. Being 

spherical, the surface is adjusted at the site using a piece of string 
equal to the radius of curvature. These antennas usually employ an F/D 

ratio of around 1.5 in order to approximate the surface of a parabola. 

While the approximation is nct perfect and results in some gain penalty, 
the large F/D ratio allows a fairly wide scanning range. Antenna posi-
tioning is not critical since the focal point can move up to 20 0  away from 

the perpendicular to the center of the reflector. 

Although there is probably some performance loss as well as 

sidelobe increase in the less expensive antennas, the performance loss can 
be easily made up by a slight increase in diameter. 

The available antenna types are illustrated in Figure 6-10. 

Innovations in the antenna area have resulted in a price range of from 
below $500 to over $10,000 for essentially the same amount of gain. The 
interesting thing is that all these antennas have their own market. 

Most of, the techniques developed at 4 GHz will be applicable 

at 2.6 GHz and prices should be similar. At 12 GHz, however, where surface 
tolerance requirements are more severe and smaller antennas will be required, 

the main candidates will most likely be solid surface parabolic with prime 
focus, or offset fed reflectors in low sidelobe applications. This will 
keep the price range smaller and prices higher because some of the low cost 
techniques discussed are not as applicable for high surface tolerance antennas. 
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b. Receivers 

As discussed in the antenna section, U.S. 4 GHz satellite 
reception requires a LNA of 100 K to 120 K with a 3 meter antenna. The 
120K LNA has developed into an industry standard and is available for 
under $1000. LNA's are also available at 80 K and 100 K temperatures but 
current GaAs FET yields and required alignment procedures substantially 
raise the cost of LtIA's which have temperatures below 120 K. 

Industry consenus is that LNA prices have temporarily reached 
a price plateau because of GaAs FET prices and such labor intensive 
activities as al igment and machining of the housing. Improved yields 
in GaAs FET manufacturing are needed to produce a price breakthrough in 
LNA's. Another cost saving approach is to combine the LNA and first 
downconverter into one package, to be mounted at the antenna. Such a 
unit wi 1 I soon be available as a standard component from Avantek. 

Demand for TVRO terminals has had a similar effect on receiver 
costs as in the area of antennas. There has béen.a general price reduction, 
although the market is still supporting a wide range of prices. Established 
manufacturers are sel ling industrial standard receivers to the cable Pt 
industry in the $2000 to $3000 price range, while mostly new manufacturers 
have come up with less expensive receivers below $1000. One company offers 
a combined LNA and receiver for $1500. A sampling of the available 4 GHz 
receivers is illustrated in Figure 6-11. 

• 

• 
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6.3.6 	Communications Subsystem and Spacecraft Power  I- 1Step 61 

1 '  

I.  

-32- 

Wh i 1 e many factors  influence   spacecraft weight and cost , spacecraft 
prime power has historically been shown to have the greatest effect. Broad-
casting. satellites are generally power limited. Presently this limitation 
is around 2 KW for .a 1000 kg satellite and is expected to be in the 3-5 KW 
range with near term advanced solar panel technoi og.y for this satellite 
weight class. Reference [7]. The accurate estimation of spacecraft power is 
therefore very important. 

Since the communications payload is the primary power consumer it 
is the key to spacecraft power estimation. In this step, communications sub-
system RF power is first estimated, then spacecraft power is estimated from 
communication subsystem RF power. 

6.3.6.1 	Communications Subsystem RF Power 	 « 

Given some value of required EIRP, RF power will depend on the size 
of the service area  • and number ,  of channels. Service area size determines 
the antenna beamwidth and gain than can be used. In order to cover the service 
area efficiently, a shaped beam may be employed. The beam shape may range fran 
elliptical to a complex shape which can be formed from a set of adjacent smaller 
beams. The power savings Wnich result from using many small beams to cover a 
complex service area are illustrated in Table 6-6. 

A set of world maps is provided in Appendix E for service area 
coverage planning. Circular beams, as well as other shapes, project without 
distortion on these maps. 

Given the required EIRP and beamwidth, it is possible to compute 
the required RF power per beam by subtracting antenna gain and circuit losses 
from EIRP. The relationship between antenna gain in dB and beamwidth for an 
el liptical beam is given by: 

G = 10 log [27,000/A•B] 	 (13) 

where A and B are the -3 dB beamwidths along the major and minor axes of the 
ellipse in degrees. For a circular beam this expression reduces to: 

G=  10 log [27,000/e 2 ] 

where e is the -3 dB beamwidth in degrees. 

Circuit losses are typically around 1.5 dB but can vary up to 
+.5 dB or more around this value depending on the amount of switching and 
-Cable or waveguide lengths in the transmission circuitry. 



1. 
1•  
1 •  

ié Required RF power, summed, over all the beams, is then given by 
the following expression: 

Po  (dBW)=. E [ EIRPi (dBW) 	Gi (dBW)-  + Lc i (dB) + 10 log Mi 	(1 5)  I 	5 ' 
i.1 

where Mi is the number of television channels in each beam, Gi is the antenna 
gain for each beam and L c i are the transmitter circuit losses for each beam. 
Note that spacecraft antenna gain will in general not be uniform in the 
direction of every part Of the service  area 	This must be taken into account 
in the computation of the RF power. 

6.3.6.2 	Total Spacecraft Power  ' 

Given communications subsystem transmitter output (RF) power the 
following relationship from Appendix B can be used to estimate spacecraft 
power: 

where, 

TRFP/PAEFF + 220 + K + 50.N  wa s  
(EOL/BOL) Cos 23.5 . . , 

	

BOL: 	Beginning Of Life 

	

EOL: 	End Of Life; and EOL/BOL is normally .75 (seven year life) 

	

TRFP: 	Total RF Power in watts 

	

PAEFF : 	Power Ampl i fier Efficiency 

	

K: 	.2(TRFP-200) when TRFP >200 wattS, 0 otherwise 

	

N: 	Number of batteries (see Appendix B) 

BOL Power 

This relationship is plotted in Figure 6-12 for two values of power 
amplifier efficiency (2 batteries assumed). 

1 
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TABLE 6-6 RF Power vs Number of Composite Circular Beams 

SPACECRAFT ANTENNA 

GAIN/dB 3dB BEAM WIDTH° 

POWER REQUIRED 	APPROXIMATE NUMBER 
PER BEAM (d8W) 	OF BEAMS REQUIRED 

FOR U.S. COVERAGE 
E1RP 60 dBW E1RP 55 dBW 	-1.83x106  km2 area 

AMOUNT OF TWTA POWER REQUIRED 
FOR FULL U.S COVERAGE 

E1RP 60 dBW 	EIRP 55-413W 

36 	2.5° 	24 	19 	6 	1507 	477 

38 	2.0° 	22 	17 	8 	1268 	401 

41 	1.5° 	19 	14 	13 	1032 	326 

42 	1.25 	18 	13 	16 	1009 	319 

44 	1° 	16 	11 	25 	995 	315 

44.8 	0.9° 	15.2 	10.2 	30 	993 	314 

45.7 	0.8° 	14.3 	9.3 	35 	942 	298 

47 	0.7° 	13 	8 	42 	840 	265 

48.4 	0.6° 	11.6 	6.6 	53 	768 	242 

49.9 	0.5° 	10.1 	5.1 	77 	770 	249 

51.8 	0.4° 	8.2 	3.2 	100 	660 	208 

53 	0.35° 	7 	2 	120 	600 	190 
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6.3.7 	Spacecraft Weight 	 'Step 71 

Spacecraft weight is the key element which has historically been 

found to have the greatest effect on spacecraft cost. Spacecraft weight 
will be used in the spacecraft cost estimation procedure of. Step 8. It also 
determines launch vehicle requirements in Step 9. 

One of the simplest approximations of spacecraft on-orbit weight 

is the following relationship: 

W = 7.9P(. 64 ) kg 	 (17) 

where 
P = Beginning of Life Power, watts 

> 	This relationship is a straight line curve fit to a set of 
existing spacecraft. Data showing the fit of various spacecraft weights 
to this curve.is'plotted in Figure 6-13. 

A more detailed spacecraft weight approximation model is con- 

' tained in the Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation (FACC) program 
from Réference [ 9]. This program gives weight estimates for the spacecraft 
and its constituent subsystems. . 

The inputs to this program are communications,subsystem weight 
and power. It therefore allows the user to investigate the effects of 
these two key parameters on spacecraft weight. Figure 6-14 shows plots 
of spacecraft weight as a function of  communications subsystem weight 
and power for one Particular set of assumptions -. A flow diagram of the 
FACC program is given in Appendix B together with the procedures for doing 

. spacecraft weight estimation manually. The procedure for estimating communi-
cations subsystem weight is given in Appendix C. 

f 

F 
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6.3.8 	Satellite Cost 	 'Step 81 

'The most:direct method of satellite . cost estimation is to define 

the requirements - of each subsystem, then estimete subsystemhdevelopment and 
 manufacturing costs and add the costs of system engineering . ; spacecraft 

integration, management and profit. 
- 

Unless the system  designer  is part of a satellite - manufacturing 
organization, this type of approach is not- practical , nor is it .in most . 
cases nedessary during early system phases. For this reason several cost 
estimating approaches have been developed which yield. various degrees of, 
insight into spacecraft cost  and  its sensitivity -to. certain spacecraft 
parameters. Two of these methods will be deScribed:in order of increasing 
complexity. Since the simpler model cannot handle subtle design variations 
the user will have to make a decisiort as to which method .suits his require-
ments. 

The first method uses the DCA cost estimation model based on total 
spacecraft weight. The second method Uses the Ford Aerospace and Communica-
tions Corporation (FACC) cost model which requires spacecraft subsystem 
weights as an input. 

The DCA Cost Model  

An algorithm was generated for the estimation of the costs of 
ccmmunication satellites by DCA, Reference [10], in 1978. This algorithm, 
based on satellite weight, is plotted for both recurring and non-recurring 
costs in Figure 6-15 and includes the known costs of many medium satellites, 
showing the excellent correlation involved. These costs are based on the 
following equations where CN and CR are the non-recurring and recurring 
costs respectively and W is the satellite weight in kilograms. 

CM = 4.145 x 104  W 1.15 

CR  = 6.40 x 104  W 0 . 93  

These curves were developed by Professor David Staelin and Dr. R. Harvey 
under NASA Contract 5-25091 Reference [11]. 

The FACC Cost Model  

One of the most detailed cost models to estimate satellite costs 
was that developed by the U.S. Air Force several years ago (SAMS() - Fourth 
Ed. 1978). Its use requires a knowledge of the weights of the subsystems, 
primary powers and a variety of other characteristics. 

(18) 

(19) 
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In 1978-1980, M. Baker, Jr. and S. Melachrinos of Ford Aerospace 
Comunications Corporation devised a computer  program for estimating spacecraft 
weight and cost based on a modified version of the SAMS° spacecraft cost model. 
This computer program has been designed to provide systems engineers with a 
tool to estimate spacecraft sizes and costs, and to determine the effect of 
increasing or decreasing cœmunications capability on Spacecraft size and 
cost when performing system level definition and tradeoffs. The model is 
limited to 3-axis stabilized spacecraft. 

In this model , the estimates of spacecraft subsystem weights and 
power are rearranged to fit the SAMS° Cost Estimating Relationship (CER) para-. 
meters. Basic Cost Estimates at the subsystem level are generated using an 
FACC-modified version of the SAMS() CER's. References [12] and [13]. Weighted 
complexity factors are then generated and applied to the Basic Estimates to 
arrive at the cost estimates for the spacecraft. Both nonrecurring costs and 
recurring (First Unit) costs are generated including Management and  •Support, 
prototype refurbishment (where required). Profit and on-orbit incentive costs 
are incl uded. 

This program is flow charted and described in detail in 
Appendices B and D on a subsystem by subsystem basis. Appendix B explains 
the.weight model and outlines the method for estimating the overall spacecraft 
weight and the weights of the constituent subsystems. Appendix D explains 
the cost model for which the inputs are, in part, weights of the spacecraft 
subsystems as derived in Appendix B. 



6.3.9 	Launch Vehicle Cost  

Background  

1Step 91: 

Placing a spacecraft into geostatiOnary orbit involves three steps. 

The first step is..to launch the spacecraft into a low earth orbit-of.about 

100-160 nautical miles altitude.. This step is accomplished by either; using 	. 

expendable rockets or the space transportation system (STS). -  The second step 

is to go from the low earth orbit - to a synchronous transfer orbit. This task 

is accomplished by using a perigee kick motor (PKM). This synchronous transfer 
orbit has approximately  the  same apogee as the final geostationary orbit  (about 
36,000 Km altitude).but is inclined with respect to the equatorial'plane at an 
angle of about 27 degrees.. The final step in the journey.fs to move the space-
craft .from the transfer orbit to the Synchronous equatorial orbit. For this 
an apogee kick motor (AKM) is used. From this discussion it is clear-that the 
spacecraft, the PKM, and AKM comprise the total payload for the vehicle leaving 
the earth for the low earth orbit. The spacecraft plus the apogee kick motor 
are the payload for the perigee kick motor, and finally the spacecraft is the 
payload for the'apogee kick motor. The total launch cost should include the . 
cost of the launch'vehicle to the low earth orbit as well as the cost of the 
apogee and perigee kick motors. 

Figure 6-16 summarizes launch vehicle payload capability into 

transfer orbit in the next few years. The STS together with the IUS, which 

consists of both-a.perigee kick motor and apogee kick motor, will be able to 
place up to 5000 lbs into geostationary orbit. 

The weight  in geostationary orbit will be approximately one-half 

the weight in the  transfer orbit. This is because AKM weight is approximately 
equal to spacecraft weight. 
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Costs of Expendable Vehicles  

On May 30, 1980, a STS Users Conference was held at Cape Kennedy 

by NASA at which the new costs of the two Delta vehicles, and the Atlas-
Centaur were disclosed. See Table 6-7. AKM cost should be added to give 

total launch cost. 

TABLE 6:-7 Expendable U.S. Launch Vehicles 1980-1985  

Launch vehicle 

Upgrade Charge 

PAM-D Including 
Optional Services 

Delta 3910 	Delta 3920 	Atlas/Centaur  

$27.4 M 	$32•4 M 	$43-45 M 

1.25 M ' 	1.25 M 

4.0 M 	4.0 M 

Total Cost 	$32.65 M 37.65 M 	$43-45 M 

Payload Weightinto 
Synchronous Transfer 
Orbit* 

Cost/lb. into Transfer 
Orbit 

2400 lbs. 

$13,100 

2750 lbs. 	4800 lbs. 

$13,250 	$9,200 

*Weight in geostationary orbit is about one-half of these values. 



• Considerations of Shuttle Launch Costs: 

The Space Shuttle's total capacity in weight and vol urne  is 
much greater than that requirecrfor most geoStationary satellite systems. 
NASA bas established a pricing policy that permits the purchase of a- part 
of the Space Shuttle capacity, with the price  for sharing the capacity as 
set forth in the RASA Space Transportation System Reiffibursement Guide, 
JSC-11802 dated May 1980. 

A shared-flight user will pay a percentage of the 
dedicated-flight-price. The price for all payloads is •base on launch-
weight or length as shown in the payload sharing monographs of.Figures 
6-17. and 6-18. These monographs are explained below: 

1. To calculate a weight load factor, the user should divide the 
payload weight (including the weight of the S/C, the weight 
of apogee and perigee kick motors, flight kit, support equip-
ment, etc.) by the total Shuttle payload weight capability 
at the desired inclination. Two standard orbit inclinations are 
offered to users for flights originating from the Eastern Test 
Range (KSC .  launch). 

2. To calculate an approximate length load factor, the user should 
divide the payload length (including upper stages, airborne 
support equipment, rational clearance, etc.), plus 6 inches 
(15.2 centimeters) ncminal for dynamic clearance, by the length 
of the cargo bay, 720 inches (1829 centimeters). The actual 
dynamic clearance will be used for final billing. 

3. To determine a charge factor, the user should now divide the 
load factor (length or weight, whichever is greater) by 0.75. 

• However, the effective charge factor is never greater than 1.0 

4. To determine the price for his payload, the user should 
multiply the price of a dedicated flight (plus a use fee, 
if applicable) by the calculated charge factor. 



The dedicated flight price is $18M escalated for inflation plus 
$4.3 M non-escalated. Escalation for inflation will be ccmputed according 
to the Bureau of Labor Statistics index for the private business sector, all 
persons: productivity, hourly ccapensation, unit labor cost, and prices 
seasonally adjusted. For planning purposes, estimated inflation factors are 
given in Table 6-8. 

The cost of integrating the payload with the STS must also be included. 
This cost can be up to $8M depending on payload. 

The approximate weights  and  lengths of the upper stages to be used 
with the SIS are given below: 

STAGE 	WEIGHT 	LENGTH 	. 

IUS (PKM + AKM) 	43,5d0 lb 	196" 

SUSS-A (PKM) 	12,400 lb 	91" 

PAM D (PKM) 	6,500 lb 	83" (mounted sideways 
in STS bay) 

Table 6-8 Planning Inflation Rates (NASA Shuttle) 

January 1975 (Reference) 

	

July 1978 	 1.34 

	

1979 	 1.46 

	

1980 	 1.55 

	

1981 	 1.66 

	

1982 	 1.77 

1983 	 1.90 
1984 	 2.03 
1985 	 2.17 
1986 	 2.33 
1987 	 2.49 

	

• 1988 	 2.66 

	

1989 	 2.85 

	

1990 	 3.05 

1.0 
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APPENDIX A 

CALCULATION: CF ATMOSPHERIC ' IMENUATION DUE . TO RAM' 

Rai is one of the principal causes .of 'signal attenuation. on . 
centimeter and.  mi 1 imeter wave-  =propaga • ion paths through the lower atmo-
sphere. In designing a comMunication link it is neceSsary to •prOVide a' 
margin to compensate for 'thiS attenuation'. The Purpose • of thiS :  appendix' - 
is to outline a step-bystep procedure for computing this rai margin  for 

 various link reliabilities. 

Atmospheric attenuation due to rain  cari  be neglected at 
2.6 GHz but can be large at 12 GHz. This attenuation depends both on the 
rate of precipitation and the slant range through that portion of the 
atmosphere which is below the 0°C isotherm. Various models and methods 
have been proposed for calculation of the rain attenuation. The method 
outlined in this appendix is based on References [14] and [15]. 

1•  

Step 3. 

Step-by-step computation of atmospheric attenuation due to rain  

Locate the region where the earth station is located on the 
map (Figures Al through A7) and determine the rain climate. 

Obtain the rai  rate Rp  from the rain rate distribution tables 
Al through A3. To illustrate the usage of these tables, consider 
rai region H in Figure Al. For a link reliability .  of 99% the 
parameter P in the second column of the table Al is 1% and the 
rain rate R o  (corresponding to P=1%) is 12 mm/hr. This means 
that in thit region rai  rate exceeds 12 mm/hr. only during 1% of 
an average year. Therefore, if in the design of the communication 
system sufficient margin is provided to compensate for rain 
attenuation caused by rai precipitation of rate 12 mm/hr., the 
margin would be sufficient for 99% of the year when rai does not 

• exceed 12 mm/hr. The last two  •columns of these tables, tabulate 
• the total time during the year when rain rate exceeds the stated 
Value and can cause signal degradation or a complete outage. 

Establish surface projected path length D by the equation (Al). 



where E is radius of the Earth (8500 Km) and 

- ti) = Sin
1 

 [ s(p e-) ,I.E »Ho+E) 2  Si  ri 9+2E (H(P)-H 0 )+H()- H2 0  

- (Ho+E) Sin 8 )1 in radians 

= elevation angle from the ground station to the satellite 
which  'can  be obtained from figure A8 for the relative 
longitude and latitude of the earth station with respect 
to geostationary position of the satellite. 

Ho  = the ground station height-relative to the sea level. 

H(P) =  0°C  isotherm height as obtained from figure A9 for the 
given probability of occurance p. 

p,=  100 - desired link reliability. 

Step 3a. - If D resulting from the last step is greater than 22.5 Km, a 
new rain rate from table Al must be calculated. If D is less 
than 22.5 Km, step 3a should be skipped. In order to revise 
rain rate  R0  'th  a new ràin rate R'  first calculate p' which 
is related to p by the expression P  

= 	22.5 P 	P•-0-- 

and where D is the projected path length as calculated in step 3. 
For this p', frOM the rain distribution tables find the new rain 
rate R 

The new new rain rate Rn i  and surface projected path D = 22.5 Km 
should be now used in te  next few iteps. 

Step 4. . 	Determine parameters a and. e from.  Table M. 

(A2) 

• 



(A3) 

A(Rp = 	5,eueD -1  
aRiy 	ue,  

(H(P)-1-1 ) ŒR p8 

;  d< D 

; D =: 0 (e = 90°) 

Calculate the surface projected attenueion , value, A(R n ,D) . . 
from R and D bf . Step 3 (or R .', and 1) of.Step 3a). Ar(RD) 
is given by equation .  A(3) below: 

Step 5. 

8,[e-uScl -1 	bece3d 	bece30  
;d < 

P 	 c 8 * 	 —G—D 

where 

u - [ln becd] 
d 

b = 2.3  R 7  

c = 0.026 - 0.03 ln Rp 

d = 3.8 - 06 ln Rp 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

Step 6. Adjust for height along a slant path. 

- 
R 	Cos e 

A (R 	 (A8) 
e > 10°  

Where L R is the rain attenuation in dB 

Example. Table A5 gives an example for the required rai attenuation 
margin for 6 locations in the U.S. and for link reliabilities of 99, 99.9 
and 99.99%. Note how the margin gets large rapidly as the desired link 
reliability gets large. 



Figure Al - Rain Climate Regions for Africa. See Table Al 
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Figure A2 - Rain Climate Region for Asia. See Table Al 
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Figure A3 - Rain Climate Region for Australia. See Table Al 



• • 

Figure A4 - Rain Climate Region for Europe. See Table A3 



Figure A5 - Rain Climate Regions for North and Central America. 
(See Table Al and A2) 
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Figure A6 - Rain Climate Region for South America. See Table -  Al 
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Figure A7 - Rain Climate Regions for the Oceans. See Table Al 
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TABLE Al - POINT RAIN RATE '(Rp) DISTRIBUTION VALUES (mm/hr.) 

VERSUS PERCENT OF YEAR RAIN RATE  IS  EXCEEDED- +. 

P*= Per- 	. 
Link 	cent of

•  
Rain Rate R 	for Various Rain Climate 	egon 	n 	/hr. P 	 Ri 	i 	mm 	OUTAGE' 

Reliability 	Year 	 TIME  '  

% 	Rain 	 MINUTES 	HOUR 
rate is 	A 	B 	C 	D 	E 	F 	G 	H 	PER YEAR 	PER YEAR 

• exceeded 

	

99.999 	.001 	29 	58 	78 	' 	108 	165 	66 	185 	253 	5.3 	0.09 

	

99.997 	.003 	17 	36 	52 	• 78 	132 	43 	141 	202 	15.8 	0.26 

	

99.99 	.01 	10 	20 	28 	49 	98 	23 	94 	147 	53 	0.88 

	

99.97 	.03 	6 	. 11 	. 	14 	29 	66 	11 	- 	60 	103 	158 	2.62 

	

99.9 	.1 	3 	5 	. 	7 	15 	35 	5 	32 	64 	526 	8.77 

	

99.7 	- 	.3 	1 	. 	2 	4 	7 	15 	2 	17 	34 	1580 	26.3 

	

99.0 	1. 	' 	.5 	1 	2 	3 	6 	.1 	8 	12 	5260 	87.66 

* P = 100 	The desired link reliability 

'+:This Table isto be used for Africa  (Figure  
Asia (Figure A2), Austr.alia (Figure A3) North . 
and South  America excluding Canada (Figure AS), 
South America (Figure A6)  and  oceans (Figure A7). 



TABLE A2 - POINT RAIN RATE (R I) ) DISTRIBUTION VALUES (mm/hr.) 

VENUS PERCENTAGE OF YEAR RAIN RATE IS EXCEEDED 

Link 	P*= Per- 	Rain Rate R 	for Various Rain C1imate'Region in mmar. . 	- 	P 
i 	

OUTAGE • 
Reliability 	cent of 	 TIME  

• i 	Year 	 MINUTES 	HOUR 
Rain 	1,1 	1,2 	1,3 	2,1 	2,2 	2,3 	, 1 	3,2 	4,1 . 	4,2 	PER YEAR PER yEAR 

rate is 
exceeded 

99.999 	0.001 	22 	22 	22 	42 	42 	42 	79 	79 	150. 	150: 	' 	5.3 	0.59 

99.997 	0,003 	12 	14 	15 	' 	23 	26 	28 	43 	49 	81 	.-92 	15.8 	0.26 

99.99 	- 0.01. 	6.1 	8.0 	1 9.4 	12 	.15 	19 	22 	29 	41 	54 	53. 	0.88 

99.97 - 	0.03 	3.3 	'4.9 	6.7 	6.3 	9.3 	13 	12 	18 	23 	33 	158 	2.52 

99.9 	0.1 	1.7 	3.0 	:4.4 	3.2 	.'5.5 	8.3 	6.1 	10 	12 	20 	. 526 	5.77 

99.7 	0.3 	0.9 	1.8 	3.0 	1.8 	1.4 	5.7 	3.4 	6.4 	6.4 	12 	1580 	26.3 

99.0 	1.0 	- 	1.1 	2.0 	0.9' 	2.0 	3.7 	1.8 	3.8' 	3,3 	7.2 	5260 	87.56 

* P = 100 - the desired  link reliability 

This table is to be used for Canada (Figure A5) 
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TABLE A3 - -POINT RAIN RATE (Rp) DISTRIBUTION VALUES (mm/hr.) 

VERSUS PERCENTAGE OF YEAR RAIN RATE IS EXCEEDED+ 

Link 	P*= Per- 	Rain Rate Rp  for Various Rain Climate Regions in mm/hr. 	OUTAGE 
Reliability 	cent of 	 TIME  

% 	Year 	. 
Rain . • 	 MIN 	HOURS 

• rate is 	 PER  YEAR 	PER YEAR 
exceeded 	A 	B 	C 	D 	E 	F 	' 	G 	H 	3 

	

99.999 	0.001 	>150 	>150 	100 	83 	66 	50 	35 	65 	55 	5.3 	0.09 

	

99.997 	0.003 	150 	105 	64 	55 	43 	34 	25 	45 	45 	15.8 	0.26 

	

99.99 	0.01 	85 	60 	38 	32 	25 	20 	16 	30 	35 	53 	. 0.88 

	

99.97 	0.03 	48 	33 	.22 	18 	15 	13 	11 	20 	28 	158 	2.62 

	

99.9 	0.1 	22 	15 	12 	10 	8 	7 	6 	12 	20 	526 	8-.77 

	

99.7 	0.3 	9 	7 	5 	4 	4 	3 	3 	- 	- 	1580 	26.3 

* P = 100 - the desired link reliability 

+ This table is to be used for Europe (Figure A4) 
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TABLE A4 - VALUES OF a AND $ FOR A RANGE OF FREQUENCIES 

FREQUENCY 
(GHz) 	 a 

	

10 	 1.36 x 10 -2 	1.150 

	

11 	 1.73 	x 10 -2 	1.143 

	

12 	 2.15 	x 10 -2 	1.136 

	

15 	 3.68 x 10 -2 	1.118 

	

20 	 7.19 x 10 -2 	1.097 

	

25 	 0.121 	 1.074 

	

30 	 0.186 	 1.043 



PORTLAND, 	B 
MAINE 

70 	44 	33.5 	-.1 -1.0 -5.1 	-.3 -2.3 -10.8 8 

20 	122 	38 	38.0 	-.4 -1.6 -7.3 	-.8 -3.5 -15.4 SAN 
FRANCISCO, 
CALIFORNIA 

80 	26 	56 	-1.2 -7.5 -21.7 	-2.5 -15.9 -44.8 MIAMI, 
FLORIDA 

3 

104 118 43.5 34 LOS. ANGELES, F 
CALIFORNIA 

.0 -1.2 -5.8 	.0 -2.6 -12.2 

‘e 	• 
LOCATION 	RAIN 

ZONE 
ELEVATION 	LONGITUDE 
ABOVE SEA 	(DEGREES 
LEVEL 	NORTH) 
(METERS) 	.. 

LATITUDE 	ELEVATION ANGLE 
(DEGREES 	TO A SATELLITE - 
'WEST) 	95°W LONGITUDE 

(DEGREES) 

ATTENUATION (dB) NOT EXCEEDED 
DURING AVERAGE YEAR FOR GIVEN 

PERCENTAGE OF TIME. 
12.5GHz 	17.5 GHz 

99% 99.9% 99.99% 	99% 99.9% 99.99% 

CHICAGO, 	D 
ILLINOIS 	- 

154 	88 	42 	41 	-.3 -2.5 -10.2 	-.7 -5.5 -21.4 

SEATTLE, 
WASHINGTON 	• 

122 	48 	29 	-.2 -1.4 -6.9 	-.4 -3.0 -14.6 

TABLE A5. EXAMPLE OF RAIN ATTENUATION MARGINS FOR 5 LOCATIONS IN THE U.S. 
AND FOR VARIOUS LINK RELIABILITIES OF 99, 99.9, AND 99.99%. 



APPENDIX B 

SPACECRAFT WEIGHT ESTIMATION MODEL 

. The method for estimating.spacecraft weight described in this . 

section is based on a computer program developed by Ford Aerospace and 
Communications Company. (FACC). The program is entitled "Spacecraft Parameter 

and Cost Estimation Model" and is described in Reference [9].. It uses as itS 

data-base statistics taken from some 30 previously flown communications 
satellites. This program is applicable.  to 3-axis stabilized spacecraft only. 

• 
The_program computes spacecraft cost as well as weight. The 

cost estimation aspects of this.program are described in Appendix D. 

The input to the FACC . program is the weight and power of the'communications • 
subsystem. A procedure for the estimation  .of communications subsystem weight 

and power is given in Appendix C. 
• 

The output of the weight estimatidn part of the program consists-

of the spacecraft subsystem weights. The procedures for computing subsystem 

weights are given in block diagram form  in the  subsequent sections. These 

block diagrams- may be used directly or for the users -  with access to a digital 

computer. The block diagrams may serve as a flow chart for writing a computer 

program. 

B.1 	Electrical Subsystem Weights  

The weight of the electrical power subsystem-on the satellite 

consist of three components. These comPonénts are solar array weight, 

battery weight and power processing equipment weight. This section outlines 

a systematic procedure to arrive at  an  estimate for the' weight of the 

electrical power subsystem by calculating the weight ofeach constituent- 	. 
component. Before this can be done however, the, power-requirement of the 

S/C needs to be determined. 

Figure Bi shows the block diagram.for estimating power require.- 

ment during the eclipse. This power level is the prime factor  in determining 

the battery weight as outlined in Figure B2. Figure B3 outlines the method 
for calculating Beginning  of  Life (BOL) power which is the determining factor 
in estimating solar array weight. Finally Figure 84 . suggests a method for 

estimating power conditioning weight. The weight of the electrical power S/S 

is then the .sum of the weights of the solar array, batteries and power - 

conditioning .  equipments as obtained by figures B2, 83 and B4 respectively: 



SCDCPE 

PC 

PC: COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM DC POWER (APPENDIX C) 

E/NE: RATIO OF COMMUNICATIONS ECLIPSE POWER TO NON ECLIPSE POWER (PC) 

TTC: TT & C DC POWER 	60 WATTS OF TT & C HAS ENCRYPTION 
0 WATTS OF TT & C HAS NO ENCRYPTION 

PS: SPACECRAFT DC POWER OTHER THAN COMMUNICATIONS 

K: SPACECRAFT DC POWER = .2 (RF POWER - 200) WATTS * 

SCDCPE: SPACECRAFT DC POWER DURING ECLIPSE 	• • 

*(RF >200 watts, 0 otherwise) 

Figure B1 = Spacecraft DC Power During Eclipse 

• 
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Total DC Power . 

Requirement of 
the S/C During 
the Eclipse (w) 

Prl  moo  

If not an integer, 
round up to the 
next highest integer 

No. of 
Batteries 

50 

Battery 
Weight (lbs) 

Figure B2: Battery Weight  
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PS 

I om Fig. B1 

PC 

Battery 
1 	Charging 

1 	Power 
• 50 

0 
1.05 	1.37 	SAMD 

(5% Contingency) (BOL/EOL) 

1  of  tteries 

SAW 
te. 

	

SCDCPE: 	SPACECRAFT DC POWER DURING ECLIPSE 

	

PC: 	COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM DC POWER 	(APPENDIX C) 

	

EOL: 	END OF LIFE POWER 

	

BOL: 	BEGINNING OF LIFE POWER 

	

SAMD: 	SOLAR ARRAY MASS DENSITY-27.3 WATTS PER POUND 

	

SAW: 	SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT - POUNDS 

Figure B3 - Solar Array Weight 
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Shunt Weight (lbs) 
_ 

I• 
2.7 20.8 

4.8 

Power Control 
Unit Weight (lbs) 

No. of 
Batteries).— 

cn 

Total Weight of 
the Power Processing 
Equipment (lbs) 

Figure 84: Weight of the Power Processing Equipments  
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B2 	Structure Subsystem Weiet  

The block'diagram of Figure B5 shows the method for estimating 
the weight of the structure  S/S. The multiplier coefficients are based on 
statistical averaging of historical data. 

83 	Thermal Subsystem Weight  

Figure 86 outlines the weight  estimation  model for the thermal 
subsystem. 

B4 	Tracking Telemetry and Command S/S Weight  

The weight estimate for this S/S is based on Table  Bi'.  

Table 81. TT&C S/S Weight» 

TT&C S/S 
Weight 	 Comment 

	

50 lbs. 	If TT&C uplink does not include either 
encryption of spread spectrum multiple 
access 	(SSMA). 

	

80 lbs. 	If TT&C uplink includes encryption but no 
(SSMA). 

	

110 lbs. 	If TT&C uplink includes encryption and 
(SSMA). 

B-6 



.367 

S/S Weight 

1 Electrical S/S> 	 
Weight 

utput the 
breater 
pf the 
two inputs 

A.288 

Figure B5. The model for estimating the structure subsystem weight. 

Structure Subsystem 
Weight 

le  
1 

Figure B6. The model for estimating the thermal subsystem weight. 

13.‘7 

1 

i. 
1 

.07 
Comm. S/S Weight > 

Electrical Power 
S/S Weight 	>- 

Thermal S/S Weight 



B5 	Attitude Control S/S Weight  

Table B2 gives the weight of the attitude control S/S for 

various Pitch Axis Accuracy (PAA). 

Table 82. Attitude Control S/S Weight 

	

Pitch Axis 	 3 x Comm. S/S Weight 
Accuracy 

	

>1300 lbs. 	<1300 	lbs. 

PAA . > 	.1° 	152 lbs. 	130 lbs. 

	

.05? PAA <.i ° 	172 lbs. 	152 lbs. 

PAA <.05° 	207 lbs. 	187 lbs. 

86 	Electrical and Structural Integration  

. 	Figures 8 7 and 88 give the weight estimate for the electrical 
and structural integration respectively. 

B7 	On-Board Fuel Weight and Propulsion S/S Weight  * 

The amount of fuel to be carried in orbit by a spacecraft depends 
on several factors including the life of the mission, the weight of the 
satellite, the specific energy content of the fuel, etc. These parameters are 
related by the relationship 

Ay  
. 	I .g 

MFUEL = nDSC (e sP 

* The procedure for estimating the on-board fuel weight and the propulsion  
hardware weight as explained in this section is different than the procedure 
suggested by the FACC model. 

(81) 

• 

• 
B-8 



where 

MFUEL = mass of the fuel 

MDSC = dry weight of the spacecraft (i.e. the weight of S/C after 
all the useable fuel has been spent). 

	

Isp 	= specific impulse of the fuel. ISP is the indicator of the• 

specific energy content of the fuel and•  its unit'is seconds. 
An ISP of 220 sec is typical of monomethyl hydrazine liquid 
fuel. 

	

g 	= Earth's gravitational acceleration = 9.8 meter/sec 2  

A y 	= impulsive velocity increment 

A typical value for v for a 7 year geostationary mission is 500 
meters/sec of which about 100 meters/sec is spent at the start of the mission 
for overcoming apogee kick motor firing dispersions, and placing the S/C at the 
assigned longitude in the geostationary orbit. Approximately 50 m/sec is 
allocated to the North-South station-keeping each year, and the yearly allocation 
to the East-West station-keeping and attitude control are approximately 2 m/sec 
and 8 m/sec, respectively. 

Using a à v of 500 m/sec and an ISP of 220 sec in relationship 
(81) one gets 

MFUEL = .26 MDSC 	 (B2) 

The weight of the propulsion tankage and hardware is approximated 
to be about 10% of the weight of the fuel. This weight does not include the 
weight of the empty shell which may be left behind by the apogee kick motor, 
if it is integral with the spacecraft liquid propulsion subsystem. Summarizing 
the above discussion, Figure 89 gives the block diagram for estimating the on-
orbit fuel weight. 

B8 	. .The Overall Spacecraft Weight 
• 

The weight of the S/C is the aggregate sum of the constituent, sub-
systems which are: Communications (Appendix C) Electrical S/S (Figures B2, 83 
and 84), structural S/S (Figure 85), thermal S/S (Figure 86) Tracking Telemetry 
and Ccmmand S/S (Table 81), Attitude Control S/S (Table 82), Electrical and 
Structural integration weight (Figures B7 and 88) and on-board fuel weight and 
propulsion hardware (Figure 9). 

B9 	AKM Weight  

Using equation 81, a required àv.= 1.8 km/sec. and a fuel I sp  = 284 
seconds, the AKM fuel weight is .91 times the on geostationary orbit weight. 
Using 10% of the fuel weight as an approximation for AKM hardware weight, makes 
the AKM weight essentially equal to the satellite weight. 

B-9 



Structural S/S 
Weight 

Structural Integration Weight 

Figure 87. The model for 6stimating structural integration weight. 

Comm. S/S Weight 

Electrical Ingegration Weight 

Figure 88. The model for estimating electrical integration weight. 



COMM S/S WEIGHT 

ELECTRICAL S/S WEIGHT > 	 

STRUCTURE S/S WEIGHT- 

THERMAL SIS WEIGHT 	 

TT&C S/S WEIGHT > 	 

ATTITUDE CONTROL S/S WEIGHT) 	 

ELECTRICAL INTEGRATION WEIGHT"- 

STRUCTURAL INTEGRATION WEIGHT> 

APOGEE KICKSOTOR 
. EMPTY SHELL WEIGHT' 

4- 
• 

• 

ON-ORBIT FUEL 
WEIGHT 

PROPULSION 
HARDWARE • 
WEIGHT 

.26 	.1 .207 

FIGURE B- 9. On-Orbit Fuel & Propulsion Hardware Weight 



APPENDIX C 

COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM . 

 WEIGHT AND POWER ESTIMATION 

The communications subsystem consists:of two major elements, the. 
antenna and cdmmunications -  ejectronics. 

Antenna Weight  . 

Antenna weight depends  on the type, rigid or deployable', and on  
the diameter, which i s determined by the narrowest beam. required.  The  approximate 
relationship between antenna dtameter and beamwidth . , fôr an antenna efficiency 
of .55, is given by the following relationship, given  by the relationship; 	- 

D = 70.5 X / 	 (Cl) 

where D and ,v(wavelength) are in the same units and*A is the -3. e beamWidth:. 
Estimated antenna weight vs diameter - ts plotted in Figure. Cl. 	- 

The weight given tncludes the reflector and feed support, but ,  not the feeds. 
The number of feeds depends  on the number of beams or the beam shaptng required. 
The weight of eaçh feed can be estimated at apprdximately 0.5 

Communications Electronics Weight  
„ 

Since each Communications atellite will'have a unique communica-
tions subsystem'configuration, weight estimation requires that a block diagram be 
drawn up shOWing all, elements such  as  receivers, .power amplifiers,, sWitching 
elements , etc. Al 1 standby redundant as wel 1 as active  elements must . be incl uded.. 
Element weights are then added up to. giVe total subsystem.weight. Table ,0- 1 
gives a set of typical weights for various communications subsystem elements. 

Power - 
Thé major contribution to communiCationS subsystem power-  con-

sumption will be by the power amplifiers. Commilnications subsystem DC power 
is. obtained by diViding total RF power (from Section 6.3 -.6.1) by the' assumed 
power' amplifier efficiency,  and  adding the power used -  by , dther elements of the 
communications subsystem such as redeivers. Receiver poWer requirements .are 
given in Table Cl.. 
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TABLE C-1 

Typical Communication Subsystem Element Weights 

COMPONENT 	 UNIT WEIGHT (kg) 	UNIT POWER (watts)  

A. Receivers 	' 

Single Conversion 	1.1 

Dual Conversion 	1.5 

B. Low Level Amplifier/Driver 

C. Power Amplifiers 

Solid State (2.6 GHz) 

. 	0-5 watt 	1 

	

5-10 watt 	1.4 

TWTA 	 (33% Efficiency) 

	

0-5 watt 	1.1 

	

5-8 watt 	1.3 

	

8-10 watt 	1.5 

	

10-15 watt 	2.1 

	

15-20 watt 	2.7 

	

20-40.watt 	3.6 

	

40-80 watt 	4.3 

	

80-100 watt 	6.8 

	

100-200 watt 	9.1 	• 

D. Input MultipleXer 	.37/channel 

E. Output Multiplexer 	.32/channel 

F. Switches 	.1-.5kg depending on complexity 

C-3 
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APPENDIX D 

A SATELLITE COST MODEL 

This Appendix provides a detailed procedure for estimating . 
communication satellite costs. The method is based on the FACC Computer 
program of reference [9]. 

Recurring and - non-recurring costs are computed for each sub-

system and are subsequently used to estimate the cost of the.totat -  program. 
The cost of each subsystem is derived based on the complexitY of the sub-

system and its weight as given by Appendix B. Both Appendices B and D . 
are presented such that they can be used by users with no access to a digital 

computer. HoweVer, these appendices can easily be .used to write a computer 
program if a computer is accessible. In the following sections all the costs . 
are in thousands of 1980 U.S. dollars and the weights are in pounds. 

D1 - Communication Subsystem Cost  

The recurring and nonrecurring.cost of the Communication sub-

systems are given by the relationships (D1)  and (D2)  'respectively 

CNR = CNWF (1375.6 + 199.6 x (CCP).67) 	(D1) 

CR = CRWF (67.6 x (CCP).75 - 91.9) 	(02) 

where 

CNR = Communication S/S nonrecurring cost 

CR = Communication S/S recurring cost 

CNWF = Communication S/S nonrecurring weighted 
complexity factor 

CRWF = Communication S/S recurring weighted 
complexity factor 

CCP = Communication S/S Costing parameter (taken . 
to be the weight - of the communication S/S. 
See Appendix C) - 

The weighted complexity factors CNWF and CRWF are given by 
the relationships (D3) and (D4) below 

CNWF = .52.  (CF + .39) + .48 	 (03) 

CRWF = .56 (CF + .29) + .44 	 (D4) 
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The CF in>equations ( 0 3). and (04) is thé complexity factor for the communica-
tion subsystem which itself is the sum of the more basic complexity factors' 
of various sections of the communication subsystem. CF is given by 

9 
CF = E 	CLi 

i=2 

where CLi are the basic complexity factors as given in Table Dl. .Note that 
the CF in equation 03 is obtained by suming the non-recurring (NF) basic 
complexity factors of Tablé D1 and the CF in equation 04 is obtained by suming 
the recurring (R) basic 'complexity factors of Table Dl. 

0 2 - TT&C Subsystem Cost  

The recurring and nonrecurring cost of the TT&C S/S are given 	. 
by the relationships (D6) and (0 7) respectively. 

• 
TNR = TNWF (477.28 + 8.23 x TCP) 	 (06) 

TR = TRWF (48.28 x (TCP).75 - 85.84) 	(0 7) 

where 

TNR = TT&C S/S nonrecurring cost 

TR = TT&C S/S recurring cost 

TNWF = TT&C S/S nonrecurring cost weighted complexity factor. 

TRWF = TT&C S/S recurring cost weighted complexity factor. 

TCP = TT&C costing parameter (taken to be the weight of the 
TT&C S/S. See table B1 of Appendix B) 

The weighted complexity factors TNWF and TRWF are given by the 
relationships (08) and (D9) below 

TNWF = .52 (CF + .294) + .48 	 (D8) 

TRWF = .56 (CF + .211) + .44 	 (0 9) 

The CF in equation (D8) and ( 0 9) is the complexity factor for the TT&C 
subsystem which itself is the sum  of the more basic complexity factors. 

CF is given by 

(D5) 

5 
CF = 	2: 	TLi 

i=1 

where  TU are the basic. complexity factors as given in Table 02. 

(D10) 
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TABLE Dl. Basic Complexity Factors for the Communication Subsystem 

CL1 	Highest Communications 
Frequency, 

1 < 15 GHz 
2 = 15-56 GEz 
3 >. 56 Gaz  

• CL]. 	1 	 2 	 3 

	

CL2 	NR/R 	 NR/R 	 NR/R  
1 = < 5 watts 	1 	.233/.196 	. 325/. 284 	.3511.475 

1 

 
2- 5 to 10 watts 	2 
3 = 10 to  20 watts • 3 	

.252/.220 	. . 375/.318' 	.608/.512 
:281/.245 	.424/.352 	.664 1 .549 

4-= 20  to 40  watts 	4= 	.345/.264. 	.481/,385. 	.742/.583 

I 	
5 = > 40 watts 
- 	

5 • 	.392 1 .305 - .523 1 .419 	. . 7991.617 
. 	 . 

r  CL3 	Type of Transponder CL3 	• 	NR 

	

_ 	
R  , 

1 	1 - Translating • 	1 	.100 	.109 
2 - Regenerative 	2 	 .140 	.229 	 . 

Ea 	.3 - Combination , 3 	.245 
. 	

. .355 

CL4 	Number of Active 	CL4 	NR 	R 

Highest P.A. Power at 
Highest Frequency 

Power Amps 

1- 4 la 	1 
2- 4 50 	. 	2 

4.- > 10Q 
3- 4 100 	3 

4 

	

.067 	.073 

	

.086 	.080 

	

.112 	.088 

	

.137 	.089 

CL5 	Number of Different CL5 	NR 
Frequency Bands 

1 - 1 	 1 	 .034 
2 - 2 	2 	 .035 
3 -3 	 3 	 .039 

• 4 - > - 3 	 .4 	.040 

.037 

.037 

.040 

.041 -  

1 •  
E---  

CL6 	Number of RCV/XMIT 	CL6. 	NR 
Antenna Bets - 

1 - 1 	- 1 	.C35 	.034 
2 - 2,3 	 2 	 .039 	.039 
3 - 4-6 	3 	 .042 	.043 
4 - > 6 	 4 	. .047 	.049' 
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TABLE 01. (Continued) 

1 

DESCRIPTION 	BASIC COMPLEXITY FACTORS  
• 

CL7 	Most Complex Antenna Coverage 	CL7 	NR 	R 

1 - Earth 	 1 	.135 	.135 
2 - Single Spot: BW › 1.00 	•2 	.266 	• .225 

3 - Single Spot: BW < 1.00 	3 	.332 	.281, 

4 '-, Shaped: Single BW › 1.0 0 	'4 	.380 	.230 

• 5 - Shaped: Single BW < 1.0 0 	5 	' .475 	.288: 

. 6 - MUltiple Spot 	• 	• 
• - 	Single BW › 1.0° 	6 . 	.430 	.182 - 
7 .- Multiple Spot 	

• 

Single BW < 1.0° 	7 	.559 	.236 

	

Scanning 4 7 BW's 	8 	• .662 : 	.212 

9 - Scanning > 7 BW's 	9 	.726 	.297 • • 

CL8 	Most Complex Antenna Design 	CLS 	. NR 	R 

1 ,- Horn 	 1 	.100 	.100 

2 • Single Reflector 	. 	2 	.100 - 	.227 

3 - Dual Reflector 	. 	3 	.248 	. .248 

4 -  Single Lens  . 	 4 	.271 	.328 

5 - Dual Lens/Phased Array . 	5 	.448 	.542 

CL9• Number of Feed Elements in Most 
Complex Antenna Design I 22.  • 	NR 

1 - 1-10 	• 	. 1 	.100 	.102 

2 - 11-25 	 2 	•  .229 	• 	.234 

3 7, 26-50 	 3 	• ..458 	• 	.455 

4 - 5175 	• 	4 	:628 	.624 

5 - 76-100 	 5 	.79e 	.794 

e - › 100 	- 	 6 	.846 . 	1.172 
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• 
03 - Structure Subsystem Cost  

The recurring and nonrecurring cost of the structure S/S II, 	are given by the relationships (D11) and (012) respectively. 

SNR = 1.346 (759 + 66 x (SCP) .66) 	 (D11) 

SR = 1.377 (2.4 + 7.5 x (SCP) .75) (012) • 

where SCP in the above equation is the structure S/S costing parameter which 
is taken to be the sum of the weights of the structure S/S, thermal S/S and 
the structure integration weight. See figures 85, B6 and B7 of Appendix B. 

04 - Attitude Control S/S Cost  

The recurring and nonrecurring cost of the attitude control S/S 
are given by the relationship (D13 and (014). 

ANR = ANWF (734.9 + 79.9 x (ACP).75), 	(D13) 

• AR = ARWF (25 +40.9 x (ACP).8) 	' • 	(D14) 

• 
where 

ANR = Attitude control S/S nonrecurring cost 

AR = Attitude control S/S recurring cost 	• 

1. • 

	

	
ANWF = Attitude control S/S nonrecurring cost weighted 

ccmplexity factor 

ARWF = Attitude control S/S recurring cost weighted complexity 
factor 

ACP = Attitude control S/S costing parameter (taken to be the 
sum.of the weights of the propulsion hardware and the 
weight of the attitude control S/S. See. Figure 89 and 
Table B2 of Appendix B) 

The weighted complexity,  factors ANWF & ARWF are given by 	• 

ANWF = .62 (CF + .497) + .38 	 (015) 

ARWF = .50 (CF + .296) + .50 	 (016) 

I The CF in the above eqt,ations is the complexity factor for the attitude-. 
control S/S which itself is the sum of the more basic complexity factors 

associated with the attitude control S/S. CF is given by 

CF = 	ALi (D17) 

i=1  

• where ALi are given by Table D3 
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1 	.151 	.152 
2 	.160 	.160 
3 	.165 	.165 
4 	.250 	.251 

1. None 
2.Mag. Cbre 
3. Tape 
4. Other 

Table D2. 	• Basic Complexity Factors for TT&C Subsystem  . 

TL1 	Max. TT&C Bit Rate: CMD or TLM 	TL1 	NR 	R 

5 	 1 	.110 	.100 
2. OP< M BPS 	2 	.199 	.154 
3.> 109  BPS 	 3 	.279 	.176 

TL2 	Total Number of Commands 	TL2 	NR 

• 	1. ‘ 1000' 	1 	.120 	.142 
2. > 1000 	• . 	2 	.144 	.183 

TL3 	Type of Communications Processing 	TL3 	NR 

1. None 	 1 	.303 	.304 
2. Centralized 	 2 	.500 	.435 
3. Distributed 	 3 	.583 	.483 

TL4 	Processing or TT&C Storage 	1L4 	NR 

1. None 	.151 	.152 
2.s<iü  bits 	2 	.174 	.158 
3. 10'4  < l(P bits 	3 	.210 	.182 
4.> 109  bits 	 4 	.274 	.234 

TL5 	Processing Memory 	TL5 	NR 
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AL2 NR 	R 

1 	.190 	.206 

2 	.255 	.332 

AL2 	Pointing Control 

1. Open Loop 

2. Closed Loop • 

NR 	R 

1 	.432 1.978 

2 	.437 2.747 

•3 	.442 3.846 

4 	.447 4.945 

5 	.452 6.044 

6 	.457 7.143 

7 	.462 9.066 

1. TBPR < 750 

2. TBPR < 1250 

3. TBPR < 1750 

4. TBPR < 2250 

5. TBPR < 2750 

6. TBPR < 3250 

7. TBPR > 3250 

D-7 

Table 0 3. - Basic Complexity Factors for AC Subsystem 

DESCRIPTION 	BASIC COMPLEXITY FACTOR  

AL1 	Attitude Reference 	 AL1 	NR 

1. Ine;-tial or Other 	1 	.256 	.282 

2. Celestial 	 2 	.357 	.321 

AL3 	Pitch Axis Pointing Accuracy 	AL3 	NR 

1. > + 1.0 0 	 1 	.294 • .302 

2. 0.25° to <1.0° 	 2 	.356 	.365 

3. 0.1° tq <0.25° 	 3 	.482 	.429 

• 4. <0.1° 	 4 	.835 	.544 

Table 0 4. - Basic Complexity Factors for EP Subsystem 

NOTE: 
TBPR = End-of-Life power requirement in watts (less the contingency 

margin. See figure B3 Appendix B) 
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0 5 - Electrical Subsystem Cost  

The recurring and nonrecurring cost of the electrical power 
S/S is given by-ER and ENR of equations ( 0 18) and ( 0 19) respectively. 

ER = R1 + R2 	 ( 0 18) 

ENR = NR1 + fR2 	 (D19) 

, where . 

R1 = 83.5 (ECP1 x ECP2) .21128 	 ( 0 20) 

R2 = ERWF (40 x ECP3/1000) 	 ( 0 21) 

NR1 = 440.3 + 2.0 x ECP2 	 (D22) 
• 

NR2 = ENWF (50 x ECP3/1000) 	 ( 0 23) 

In the above equations ECP1 through ECP3 are electrical power subsystem . 
costing parameters. ECP1 is the sum of the weights of the electrical 
power subsystem and the electrical integration. The weight of the 
electrical power subsystem is the sum of the outputs of Figures B2, B3 
and B4 of Appendix B and the weight cd the electrical integration is 
given by Figure B8 of Appendix B. ECP2 is end-of-life power requirement 
(less the contingency) as given by block diagram 83 Appendix B. ECP3 is 
the number of solar cells needed to produce the required Beginning-of-Life 
(BOL) power in watts and is given by equation ( 024). 

No. of Solar Cells = BOL Power Requirement  . 
Solar—U-07—Factor 

(D24) 

The solar cell factor is taken to be 0.23. 

ERWF and ENWF in equations ( 0 21) and ( 0 23) are the electrical power 
recurring and nonrecurring weighted complexity factors. They are given by 

ENWF = .56 (CF + 1.132) + .44 

ERWF = .52 (CF + .836) + .48 

(D25) 

(D26) 

The CF in equations ( 0 25) and ( 0 26) is given by Table 04. 
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D6 - Spacecraft Program Cost  

Once the recurring and nonrecurring cost - of various, subsystems 

have been determined one can cost the total spacecraft progreL The program 

deScribed -  in this section contains N spacecrafts of which N-1.are-flight 
mOdels and the other one is a prototype which can be refurbished to be a 

flight model. The various costs contributing to the total program costs 
are: 

1) Total nonrecurring cost = 1.3 (sum of the nonrecùrring costs of all 

the subsystems) 
• 

2) First unit cost = 1.25 (sum of the recurring costs of all the subsystems) 

3) Prototype cost = 1.25 (first unit cost) 

4) R&D cost = total nonrecurring cost - prototype cost 
• 

5) Prototype refurbishment cost = .2 (first unit cost) + 4500 

6) Flight model cost = (No. of S/c - 1) (first unit cost) 

7) On-Orbit Incentive cost = .2 (Total nonrecurring cost + flight 
model cost + prototype refurbishment cost). 

8) Total program cost = Total nonrecurrind cost + flight model cost + 
prototype refurbishment cost + on-orbit Incentive cost. 
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APPENDIX E 

COVERAGE AREA PLANNING 

WORLD MAPS 

This section includes a representative set of world maps drawn 
by the canputer program WMAP [16 ] . Among the features of this program is the 
capabi 1 ity to project views of the earth' s surface onto a plane perpendicular 
to the viewer-earth center vector. Circular beams therefore project as circles 
on these maps. 

Figures El through E8 show views of the earth's surface from 
geostationary orbit at intervals of 45 0  longitude. If .circular beams are 
used, required beamwidths can be computed -  graphically by drawing circles over 
the desired coverage area. Beam diameters in degrees can be scaled from the 
angular diameter of the earth, which is 17.4°. 

El 



FIGURE El: SATELLITE LOCATION 0°  LONGITUDE 



FIGURE E2: SATELLITE LOCATION 45 °  E LONGITUDE 

• 



FIGURE E3: SATELLITE LOCATION 900  E LONGITUDE 
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FIGURE E5: SATELLITE LOCATION 1800  LONGITUDE 
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FIGURE E6: SATELLITE LOCATION 135°  W LONGITUDE 
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FIGURE ET: SATELLITE LOCATION 90°  W LONGITUDE 
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FIGURE E8: SATELLITE LOCATION 45o W LONGITUDE 
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6.5 	Example of System Synthesis and Costing  

A system synthesis and costing example is worked.in  this section 

following the procedure of section 6.3. 

6.5.1 	Requirements  

The example to be worked is a single channel broadcasttng  satellite 
at 12 GHz for.community reception with a coverage area of the contigùous 
United States. 

6.5.2 	Input Parameters 	• 

Number of Earth Terminals = 11,000 
Number of Sound Channels per Video Channel- = 1 
Signal Quality, S/N = 45 dB 	• 
Television-System M, FM Modulation 
Bandwidth = 27 MHz • 
Satellite Location = 95°W, 	• 	• 
Geographic Location of Earth Terminals - throughout U.S. 

. Earth Station. Latitude and Longitude - select worst case for - 
elevation and Pain 

• • 	Channels/beam = 1 
Number of-beams = Single shaped-beam formed by 25 circular beams of 10 

Service. Area = contiguous U.S. 
Link-  Reliability = 99.9% of average year 

6.5.3 	Procedures  
• 

'Step 11  - Required C/N o 	(Section"6.3.1) 

From Figure 6-2 the required C/N 0  = 86,8 dB for S/N.= 45 and RF 	" 
bandwidth  of 27 MHz. One sound .subcarrier àt 6.8 -  MHz is, included. 	• 

'Step 21  - Total Path Loss (Secticin 6.3.2) 

From Table 6-2 LES = -205.8 dB for Seattle whtch has elevation 	• 
angle = 29°. 

From Table 6-3, for 99.9% link reliability, LR ranges between -1.0 dB 
and 7.5 dB. Since the rain climate is so diffèrent over the service area, 

we will use 4 dB rain margin and require higher G/T terminals in high rain 
regions. 

Because the spacecraft antenna gain is not expected to be uniform 
over the service area we will include a 	dB edge of coverage area factor. 

The design value of L p 'is then -205.8 - 4 - 3 — -212.8 dB. We will 
require 4 dB higher G/T in certain high rain regions. 

1Step 31  - EIRP plus G/T  (Section 6.3.3) 

EIRP . + G/T = C/N0  - L p  + k 
EIRP + G/T = 86.9-dB + 212.8 dB -228.6 dB 

= 71.1 dB 
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'Step 41  - Selection of G/T, G and T  (Section 6.3.4) 

Select initial value of. G/T = 16.1 dB 
Then EIRP  =55 dBW 

Select receiver with N.F. . 3.5 dB for all terminals 

Region 1. From Figure 6-4, given 4 dB rain attenuation, T = 27.5 dB 
From Figure'6-6, given T = 27.5 and G/T . 16.1 dB 
Antenna Diameter . 1.6 meters (GA = 43.6 dB) 

Region 2. From Figure 6-4, given 8 dB rain attenuation, T'= 28 dB 

From  Figure 6-6,  given T = 28 dB and G/T = 20.1 dB 
Antenna Diameter = 2.8 meters (GA = 48.1 dB) 

'Step 51  - Ground Segment Costs (Section 6.3.5) 

'Single unit costs .  from Table 6-Sand Figure 6-8 
Receiver single unit cost  for  all terminals = $3000 
Antenna single unit cost for Region 1 (4 dB rain) = $900 (1.6m diameter) 
Antenna single unit cost for Region 2 (8 dB rain) - $2000 (2.8 diameter) 

Large quantity receiver costs 11,000 units using 85% learning curve 
(Figure 6-9) Cost = $3000 (.11) = $330 each 

Antennas for Region 1, 10,000 units and 90% learning curve 
Cost = $900 (.25) = $225 each 

Antennas for Region 2, 1,000 units and 90% learning curve 
Cost . $2000 (.35) = $700 each 

Total Cost - 11,000 (300) t 10,000 (225) 4. 1000 (700) 
.  $6.58M 

'Step 61  - Communications SUbsystem and Satellite Power (Section 6.3.6) 

From Table 6-6 Required transmitted power for composite beams from 25, 
1 0  beams and EIRP = 55 dBW, United Stated coverage: 

Transmitted Power = 315 watts (25 dBW) 

• AsSuming 1.5 dB transmitting circuit losses, 	. 

Po = 25 dBW + . 1.5 dB =-26.5 dBW 

TRFP = 447 watts 

Satellite power is taken from Figure 6-12, assuming>a Power amplifier 
efficiency of 33% ,  

SAT = 2500 watts P 



• 	!Step 71  - Satellite Weight 	(Section 6.3.7) 	 • 

t

Use the procedures of Appendices B and C to compute satellite weight. 
The requ ired inputs are communications subsystem power and weight. 

• 
A. Communications Subsystem Power (Appendix B) 

• 
Communications subsystem power = 450 1 .33 + 10 = 1374 watts where .33 

is the assumed power amp efficiency and 10 watts is for other canponents in the 

f subsystem. 

B. Communications Subsystem Weight (Appendix C) 

f 1. Assume one 450 watt power amplifier and one standby. 
Since Table Cl does not go to 450 watts, PA weight is estimated 
to be 20 kg by extrapolation. PA .weight = 2 x 20 = 40 kg 

2.. Assuming 2 receivers at 1.5 kg, Receiver weight = 3 kg. 

f 3. Antenna size is canputed from equation Cl, beamwidth = 1° 

= 70.5 (.025) = 1.76 meters 

• Since there are 25 feeds the antenna weight is taken from the high 
side of the range shown in Figure Cl. WA  =30 kg. 

4. Total communications subsystem weight = 40  +3  + 30 = 73 
add 10% contingency = 73+ 7 	=80 kg 

= 176 1 bs 

C. Electrical Subsystem Weight  (Section Bi)  

• Assume 100% eclipse capability • 

• a. eclipse power = 1644 watts 	 (from Figure Bi)  
b, no of batteries = 2, weight = 100 lbs 	 (from Figure B2) 
ç. solar array weight•= . (270 +  1374+  100) (1.05) (1.37)1(27.3) 

• • 	• = 91.9 lbs 	 (frcm Figure B3) 
d. Power Processing Equipment Weight = 35.8 lbs (from Figure 84) 

Total Electrical Subsystem Weight =  100+  91.9 + 35.8 = 227.2 lbs. 

D. Structure Subsystem Weight  (Section B2) 

From  Figure B5 Structure Subsystem weight is 116.1 lbs. 

I • 	

E.  Thermal  SubsyStem Weight (Section 83) 

From Figure B6 Thermal Subsystem weight is 28.2 lbs. 

F. TT&C Subsystem Weight  (Section B4) 

From Table Bi,  TT&C weight is 50 lbs. 

• 
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G. Attitude Control Subsystem Weiet  (Section B5) 

From Table 82, Attitude Control Subsystem weight . is 130 lbs. 

H. Structural and Electrical Integration Weights (Section 86) 

From Figures 87 and 88 these weights are 25 lbs and 24 lbs. 

I. On-Orbit Fuel Weight (Section B7) 

From Figure 89 this weight is given by, (Sum of 'subsystem weights) 
(1+.026)(.207) = 776.5 (1.026)(.207) 

. 164.9 lbs 

• J. Propulsion Hardware Weight (Section  87) 

This weight = .1 (164.9) . 16.5 lbs 

	

L. Total Spacecraft Weight  (Section 88) 	 • 

Sum of all subsystem weights = 776.5 + 164.9 + 16.5 	• 
= 957.9 lbs 

'Step  8[- Satellite Cost  (Section 6.3.8) 

Using the procedures of Appendix D, the subsystem non-recurring and 
recurring costs are derived: 

A. Communications Subsystem  (Section D1) 

CNR . CNWF (1375.6 +199.6 x (CCP)- 67 ) 	non-recurring 

	

CR . CRWF (67.6 (CCP)• 75  - 91.9) 	recurring 

where CCP is the weight of the subsystem = 176 lbs 

CNWF . .52 (CF + .39) + .48 

. CRWF . -= .56 (CF + .à9) + .44 



The communications subsystem complexity factors are 

CL1 = 1 	 F < 15 GHz 
NR 

CL2 =- 5 	.392 	..305 - 	PA> 40 watts -  - 

CL3 = 1 • .1 	.109 	Transl at tng • transponder 

CL4 = 1' —067. 	< 10 PA's 	- 

CL5 = 1 	.034 	.037 	One Frequency band 

CL6 7 	..035 	.034 	One RCV/Transmit: antenna: .set 

CL7 = 6 	.43 	.182 	Bèamwidth = 1°, Multiple2.Spot - 

CL8-  =2  - .1 	.227' 	. 	Strele -ReflectOr 	. 

CL9 = 2 - 	.229 	.234- 	25 Feed Eleffients - 

CF 	1.337 	1.201 	(eq..D5) 	. - 

and therefore. CRWF. = 1.275 and CNWF =. 1.378 (from eq.. 0.3  and: 04) 

then 	CNR = $11...03 M- 	 • 

and 	CR = $3.9: M . 

B. TT&C Subsystem 	(Section 0 2) 	. 

TNR = TNWF (477.28 + 8.23 TCP) 	non-recurring 

TR = TRWF ((48.28) (TCP) . 75  .85.84) 	recurring 

where TCP is the weight of the subsystem = 50 1 bs. 

TNWF = .52 (CF + .294) + .48 

TRWF = .56 (CF + .211) + .44 

The complexity factors are: 

. 	
NR: 

TL1 = 1 	' 	.11 	1 	Bit Rate < 105  BPS : 
- TL2 = 1 	.12 	.142 	Commands <1000  

TL3,7 1 	.303 	.304. 	No:  Communications.  Processtng 
TO = 1 	.151 	.152 	No StOrège 	• 
TL5 = 1 .. 	.151 	.152 	No Memôry, :. 

7875- 	.85 	- 

it) 

1•  ,CF(NR) = - .835 for NR costs 

CF(R) = .85 for R costs 
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non recurring 
recurring 

thermal, and structural 

non recurring 
recurring 

hardware and attitude control 

so that 

TNWF = 1.067: 
and 

TRWF 7 1.034 

therefbre 
. TNR = $948 K. 

TR  =$849 K 

C. Structure Subsytem Cost (Section  03) 

SNR = 1.346 (759+ 66(SCP)- 66 1 
SR = 1377 (2.4 + 7.5(5CP). 75 ) 

where SCP is the combined weight Of the structure, 
integration'subsys -tems = 169.3 

therefbre, 

SNR = $3.649 M 
SR = $.488 M 

D. Attitude Control Subsystem Cost  (Section 04) 

ANR = ANWF(734.9+79.9(ACP). 75 ) 
AR = ARWF(25+40.9(ACP). 8 ) 

where ACP is the combined weight of the propulsion 
subsystem = 146.5 lbs. 

ANWF = .62 (CF + .497) + .38 
ARWF = .50 (CF + .296) + .50 

The  complexity factors are: 

NR 

AL1 = 1 	. .256 	.282 

AL2 
 =0 

 2 	.255 	.332 

AL3 = 2 	.356 	.365 

	

.867 	.979 

and and 

Inertial' 

Closed Loop 

< 1° Pointing 

CF(NR) = .867 

CF(R) = .979 

therefore ANWF = 1.226 
and 	ARWF = 1.137 

and 	-ANR = $5.05 M 
AR = $2.547M 
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• 	E. Electrical Subsystem Cost  (Section 05) 

ENR = 440.3 + 2 (ECP2) + ENWF (ECP3/20) 	. 	non recurring 

	

ER = 83.5 (ECP1.ECP2). 21128  + ERWF (ECP3/25) 	recurring 

ENWF = .56 (CF + 1.132) + .44 

ERWF = .52 (CF + .836) + .48 

From Table  04, since BOL power is 1831 watts, 

CF(NR) = .447 
CF(R) = 4.945 

therefore, 

ENWF = 1.34 ' 	• 

and. 

••  
f 

ERWF = 3.486 

ECP1 is the sum of the Electrical subsystem and electrical integration sub-
system weights = 251.2 lb 

ECP2 is the End of Life power requirement = 1831 watts from Figure 83. 

ECP3 is BOL power/.23 (eq.024) = 10,869 number of cells 

therefore EMR = $4.831 M 
and 	ER = $2.828 M 

F. Spacecraft Cost  (Section 06) 	. 

1. The spacecraft non-recurring cost is 1.3 times the sum of the non-recurring 
costs of the following subsystems. 

Communications 	11.03 M 	. 
TT&C 	0.948 M 
Structural 	3.649 M 
Attitude Control 	5.05 M 
Electrical 	. 4.831 M 

Total 	25.508 M x 1.3 = $33.16 M 

2. The first unit cost is 1.25 times the sum  of the  recurring costs of the 
following sUbsystems. 

Communications 	3:9 	M 
TT&C 	0.849 M 
Structural 	0.488 M 
Attitude Control 	2.545 M 
Electrical 	2.828 M 

Total 	10.61 x 1.25 = $13.2 M 
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3. Prototype cost . 1.25 (first unit cost) 
= 1.25 (13.2) 
= $16.5 M 

4, R&D Cost = Total non-recurring cost- prototype .cost 
= $33.16 M - $16.5 M 
= $16.66 M 

• 
5. Prototype refurbishment cost = .2 (first unit cost) + 4500 K 

= .2 (13.2M) + 4.5 M 
= $7.14 M 

6. Flight Model Cost = (No. of spacecraft -1) (first unit cost) 
= (1) (13.2) 
= $13.2 M 

No of S/C = One flight unit plus prototype = 2 

7. On-Orbit Incentive Cost =  .2 (Total  non-recurring dost + flight model 
cost + prototype refurbishment cost) 

= .2 (33.16 + 13.2 + 7.14) 
=  $10.7M  

I. 

8. Total Spacecraft Cost = Total non-recurring cost + flight model cost + 
prototype refurbishment cost + on-orbit incentive 
cost) 

= 33.16 + 13.2 + 7.14 + 10.6 • 
• . $64.1 M 

'Step 9r  - Launch Cost  (Section 6.3.9) 

From Step 7, the estimated weight of the spacecraft is 958 lbs. The 
required launch vehicle is of the Delta 3910 class. The Table 6-8 the launch 
cost is  $32.65M. 

At this.point the total .cost of the spacecraft, launch and receiving 
terminals can be computed. 

T = 	64.1 Spacecraft 
32.65 Launch + AKM cost 
6.58  Receiving Terminals 

$103.33 M + AKM cost 

• This gives the cost for a system with EIRP . 55 dBW. 

• Next select a higher value of G/T since space segment cost is so much 
greater than ground segment cost. 

• Reiterate the procedure from Step 4 to get another cost point. 

• Continue until total cost stops falling. 
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• 	FEEDP LINK PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 

H.J. Ng 

INTRODUCTIQN  

The purpose of this paper is to .present a general discussion on the 
inter-service sharing, operational constraints and technical aspects associated 
with the feeder links for the broadcasting-satellite service. In addition, it is 
hoped that  this  and other seminar papers and the relevant CCIR reports can serve 
as a starting point, or at least as a base for discussions, towards establishment 
of a guide to develop the feeder-link design requirements that will meet the 
needs of Region 2. 

FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS AND INTER-SERVICE SHARING REQUIREMENTS  

The current frequency allocations for the space services were finalized at 
the 1971 WARC-ST and the 1979 WARC reviewed all of the allocations with some 
modifications to those for the broadcasting-satellite service, mostly in the 
12 GHz band. The 1979 WARC also made provisions in the Frequency Allocation 
Table regarding feeder links for the broadcasting satellites. In addition, the 
Conference decided that a frequency and orbit plan should be developed for such 
feeder links and that this planning should take place for Region 2 during the 
1983 RARC-BSS. In particular, Resolves 1.3 of Resolution 701 stipulates that the 
plan for feeder links in Region 2 should occupy a part of the band 17.3-18.1 GHz 
equal in bandwidth to the total allocated to the BSS in the 12 GHz band. 

As a result of these actions taken by the 1979 WARC, the following 
discussion is limited to the 17.3-18.1 GHz band for the feeder links. However, 
it should be understood that any band of the fixed-satellite service 
(Earth-to-space) could also be used for the feeder links with the normal 
coordination procedures. 

The 17.3-18.1 GHz band is allocated by the 1979 WARC as follows: 

17.3-17.7 GHZ 

17.7-18.1 GHZ 

FSS (Earth-to-space) 869 
radiolocation 
868 

FSS (Earth-to-space 
space-to-Earth) 869 

FIXED 
MOBILE 

Hence, the Earth-to-space, or feeder-link transmissions to the BSS will be in the 
FSS (Provision No. 22 (3102/84AG)) and the sharing considerations will be 
governed accordingly. 

The bidirectional use of the upper half of this band is dependent on the 
decision of the 1983 RARC-BSS and the resolution of the undecided 200 MHz between 
12.1-12.3 GHz band (Resolves 1.1 of Resolution 701). If the decision is to split 
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this band equally between FSS and BSS, then bidirectional use in the 
17.7-18.1 GHz band may occur.in  as much as 400 MHz of bandwidth or as little as 
100 MHz. For either case, the following interference modes are possible: 

(a) interferenee from FSS space-station transmitters into 
seace-station receivers of the feeder links. 

(b) interference from feeder-link earth-station transmitters into 
earth station receivers of the FSS, and 	• 

(c) interferfence  frein feeder-link earth-station transmitter§ into 
the receivers of the terrestrial services. 

For interferfence condition (a) above, it can be shown (CCIR Report 561-1) 
that the inter-satellite spacing between 0.02 degrees to 1.8 degrees would be 
required to preyed harmful interference from FSS space-station transmitters into 
space-station receivers of the feeder-link, without taking into account 
station-keeping tolerance of +0.1 degree of both satellites. 

As regards potential interference from feeder-link 	earth-station 
transmitters into FSS receiving earth stations, condition (b) above, it is 
obvious that the two types of earth stations could not be collocated. It has 
been shown by CCIR Reports 561-1 and 557 that the site separation distance on the 
order of 100 km would be required, in some cases as little as a few tens of 
kilometers. If, in addition, site shielding is available to provide additional 
isolation between sites, even shorter separation distances would be possible. 

The physical separation constraint is also true for the terrestrial services 
in this band, condition (c) above. The site separation between feeder-link 
earth-station and terrestrial fixed service is also in the same order of 
magnitude. 

Even with these relatively small separation requirements, the planning of • 
the feeder link must be examined closely. 	Because, if the 1983 RARC-BSS selects 
to develop a rigidly defined plan, the other primary 'services in the 
17.7-18.1 GHz band will have to select frequencies, orbital locations and site 
locations in such a way that would not cause unacceptable interferfence to 
systems operating in accordance with the plan. The other primary services would 
in effect be permitted services. 

Hence, the 1983 RARC-BSS should develop the necessary coordination 
procedures and sharing criteria for the different primary services using the 
common portion of the 17.7-18.1 GHz band in such a manner as flotte  restrict the 
application and future growth of these services. 

FEEDER LINK EARTH-STATION LOCATION  

There are other physical' constraints that could influence the planning 
process, that is, the feeder-]ink earth-station locations. In general, only one 
transmitting earth-station per service area is required and the ideal location is 
at the beam axis of the satellite receiving antenna. Although these are the 
optimum, however, it may be desirable that a number of fixed or transportable 
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i• • 'feeder-link stations operate from any point within the designated service area 
or, even in some cases, outside the intended service area (CCIR Report AB/10-11). 

• 

The transportable earth-station requireMent arises, for. example, When 
special events to be televised occur in locations sufficiently far from the 
permanent feeder-link earth-station that there  is  no practical means to transmit 
the signal to the permanent site. 

The requirement for having a transmitting earth-station outside of the 
intended service area arises from economic and program scheduling'and control for 
multi-service area administrations. If the transmitting earth station for  all 
service areas is loCated at one central site, the cost incurred due to 
duplication of studios, programming materials, hardware and software for TT4C 
could be reduced. But most important of all is the control of quality and 
scheduling of televised programs. 

TECHINCITLQ,L. _FIZZEB_U_NU 

The technical characteristics of the feeder link also have an effect on the 
planning process. The characteristics that need to be considered are: up-path 
carrier-to-noise ratio, carrier-to-interference ratio, propagation loss due  .. to 

 precipitation, earth station antenna and satellite receiving antenna. 

Influence of Uo-oath Carrier-to-Noise Ratio  

The overall carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) /7 , at the home receiver, is related 
to the up-path carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N)u  and the unimpaired down-path 
carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) d  by the following (CCIR Reports 215-4 (MOD I) and 
455-2 (MOD I)): 

I 	_ 	 4. 	1 
TUTI717; (C/N) u  

where all the ratios are power ratios. It is normally desirable that the up-path 
carrier-to-noise ratio be maintained at a value such that the impairment of the 
down-path carrier-to-noise ratio does not exceed a certain value. This 
impairment is given by: 

L = - 10 lo

[ 
g 1 + ].og

_i (C/N) d  - (C/N) u  I 

10 	 

where _(C/N) and (C/N) d  are- the up-path and unimpaired down-path carrier-to-noise 
ratios in dYl. 

In order to design broadcasting satellites within the present technology, 
the impairment should be as small as possible. For example, to limit the 
impairment to 0.5 dB and an overall carrier-to-noise ratio of 14.0 dB (see 
Appendix 30 to the Final Acts of WARC-79), the unimpaired down-path C/N is 14.5 
dB and the up-path C/N is 23.6 dB. 

(1) 

( 2) 
1 0 
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Influence of Carrier-to-Interference Ratios  

The relationship between up-path, down-path and total interference ratios 
are similar to those required for determining the carrier-to-noise performance. 
The interference to up-path and down-path from adjacent broadcasting satellites 
should also be allotted accordingly. In order to limit the down-path 
interference to govern the spacing between broadcasting satellites, the up-path 
protection ratio should be greater than the down-path. For example, let the 
difference between the up-path  and  down-path protection ratios tà be 10 dB, the 
effective "impairment" of the down-path is approximately 0.4 dB. If the total 
link protection ratio is 30 dB (Appendix 30 to the Final Acts of , WARC-79), the 
total up-path and total down-path protection ratios are 40.4 dB and 30.4 dB, 
respectively. 

Link Equation  

The link equation for the carrier-to-noise ratio of an up-path transmission 
at the satellite receiver is as follows: 

C/N = e.i.r.p. - 10 log (41TR2 ) + 10 log 
()
--27-111.1 	+ G/T 

.4- 10 logp:E I -. L 
p' 

where 

= effective isotropic radiated Power from the earth station 
in the direction of the satellite, (dBW) 

R = slant range, meters 

X = carrier frequency wavelength, meters 

G/I = figure-of-merit of the receiving satellite, dB/K 

K = Boltzmann's Constant = 1.38 x 10-23  J/K 

B = RF bandwidth, Hz 

L=  precipitation attenuation, dB 

The last term, L p , defines the attenuation due to gaseous  absorption and 
rain attenuation exceeded for not more than a given percentage of the worst 
month. 

The gaseous absorption is less than 1 dB at 17 GHz for the atmosphere in the 
absence of cloud and rain, i.e., "clear sky". Rain attenuation is also dependent 
on the earth-station antenna elevation angle.. The Regions 1 and 3 plan adopted a 
value. of 1 for the percentage of the worst month and a maximum of 2 dB for the 
rain attenuation by appropriate choice of elevation angle for each climatic zone. 

(3)  
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Based on measurements at 19 GHz, the scaled estimate (Report 564-1 MOD I) of 
111> rain attenuations at 17.5 GHz is shown in the following table: 

Elevation 	annual percentage 
Angle 	1.0 	.25 	.1 	.025 

21 	3.9 	8.2 	9.1 	18.7 
41 	2.2 	4.3 	6.5 	9.9 

Using these estimates and other measured data at 11.7 GHz, the rain 
attenuation at 17.5 GHz is approximately twice that of 11.7 GHz. These estimates 
and the relevant CCIR reports could be used to develop the rain attenuation model 
for the planning process. 

In addition, the overall link availability has to be determined, that is, 
the permissible outage time due to rain in the Up-path and down-path. The 
worst-case _total outage time due to rain attenuation is the sum of the up-path 
and down-path allowances. For example, if the down-path outage time is one 
percent of the worst month (Regions 1 and 3 plan) and 0.1 percent of the worst 
month for the up-path, the overall link availability is 98.9 percent of the worst 
month. Using the above table and a ratio of 4 for the 
worst-month-to-average-anual-probability the up-path rain margin must be 18,7 dB 
at an elevation angle of 21 degrees. Similarly, if the up-path outage is one 
percent of the worst month which corresponds to a total availability of 98 
percent, the up-path rain margin is 8.2 dB. 

It is evidenced from these examples and equation 3 that the rain attenuation 
gip for the up-path has a direct impact, dB for dB, on the transmitting earth station 

e.i.r.p. for a given C/N. Consequently, this would influence the selection of 
the earth-station antenna size. If the transmitting earth-station antenna* is too 
large, e.g., greater than 10 meters diameter, it may not be suitable for 
transportable earth-station application. On the other hand, if the transmitting 
antenna size is to small, e.g., less than 2.5 meters diameter, it may introduce 
excess interference into the adjacent satellites. It would also complicate the 
required coordination with the terrestrial and fixed-satellite services in the 
17.7-18.1 GHz band. 

The term G/T in equation 3 also imposes the overall up-path carrier-to-noise 
ratio:. This factor, to some extent, will dictate the satellite receiving antenna 
design especially for those cases in which small fixed or transportable 
earth-stations are contemplated (CCIR Report AB/10-11). 

From the standpoint of satellite cost, complexity and weight, a common 
transmit/receiving antenna would be an advantage. However, separate receiving 
antenna offers a more independent choice of polarization as well as antenna 
beamwidth, beam pointing and radiation characteristics. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented some general aspects of inter-service sharing, 
operational restraints, and technical parameters associated with the 17.3-18.1 
GHz band feeder-links for the BSS. • -5- 
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In Region 2, since both'feeder-link and down-path for the BSS are to be 
planned at the 1983 RARC-BSS, advantage may be taken of the tradeoffs possible by 
considering overall performance of up-path and down-path together. In this 
context it is necessary to find a proper balance among the following physical and 
technical parameters: 

• inter-service sharing criteria and coordination procedures 

• feeder-link earth-station location 
0 

e feeder-link earth-station antenna size 

• up-path and .dOwn-path carrier-to-noise ratios 

• up-path and down-path protection ratios 

• propagation losses and outage times due to rain 
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FEEDER LINK PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 	(p/oe, /vv. 7/) 



TOPIC OF DISCUSSION  

o INTER - SERVICE SHARING 

o OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

o TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 



• 

RESOLUTION 701 (CH) OF THE FINAL ACTS OF WARC-70  

o PLAN FEEDER LINKS IN A PART OF THE 
BAND 17.3 - 18.1 GHz 

o BANDWIDTH EQUALS TO THE TOTAL ALLOCATED 

TO THE BSS IN THE 12 GHz BAND 

o DIVIDE THE BAND 12.1 - 12.3 GHz INTO 
TWO SUBBANDS 



WARC - 79 FREQUENCY ALLOCATION  

17.3 - 17.7 GHz 

17.7 - 18.1 GHz 

FSS (EARTH-TO-SPACE) 869 

RAD!  OLOCATI 

868 

FSS (EARTFTO-SPACE 
SPACL-TO-EARTH) 869 

FIXED 

MOBILE 



• 	• 
MODES OF INTERFERENCE IN THE FREQUENCY BAND 17.7 - 18.1 GHz  
ALLOCATED WITH EQUAL RIGHTS TO THE TERRESTRIAL RADIOCOMMUNICATION  
ANDnLESpgçERtaIEQMLCMllà 

(A)FSS SPACE-STATION TRANSMiTTER INTO SPACE-STATION RECEIVERS OF 
THE FEEDER LINKS 

(B)FEEDER-LINK EARTH-STATION TRANSMITTERS INTO EARTH-STATION RECEIVERS 
OF THE FSS 

(C)FEEDER-LINK EARTH-STATION TRANSMITTERS INTO THE 'TERRESTRIAL 
SERVICE  RECEIVERS 

(D)TERRESTRIAL SERVICE TRANSMITTERS INTO SPACE-STATION RECEIVERS OF 
THE FEEDER LINK 



SPACE STATION 
OF FSS 

SPACE STATION 
OF FEEDER LINK 

(BSS) 

4- - MIMI/MI MINIM. MOM!. 11n1. •n•1n11, 

.0e 

EARTH STATION 
OF FEEDER LINK 

EARTH STATION 
OF FSS 

TERRESTRIAL 
STATION 1 1 

0.) 

(c ) 



• 

OPERAT I ONAL CONS I DE RAT I ONS OF 

FEEDER LI NK EARTH -  STATION LOCATION 



SPACE STATION 
OF FEEDER LINK 

(BSS) 

SERVICE AREA 

FEEDER LINK EARTH STATION LOCATION 

• 



SPACE STATION 
OF FEEDER LINK 

(BSS) 	- • • 

SERVICE AReA 

TRANSPORTABLE EARTH-STATION 

• 



SPACE STATION 
OF SYSTEM 1 

SPACE STATION 
OF SYSTEM 2 

MULTI SERVICE-AREA ADMINISTRATION 



• 	 • 

TECHNICAL ASPECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FEEDER LINKS  

o INFLUENCE OF UP-PATH CARRIER-TO-NOISE RATIO 

o INFLUENCE OF UP-PATH CARRIER-TO-INTERFERENCE RATIO 

o TRANSMUTING EARTH-STATION ANTENNA 

o SPACE-STATION ANTENNA 

o GASEOUS ABSORPTION AND RAIN ATTENVATION 
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PRECIPITATION ATTENVATION (Lp)  

o GASEOUS ABSORPTION (CLEAR SKY) < 1.0oB 

o RAIN ATTENVATION ABOVE CLEAR SKY 

o PERCENT OF TIME (ANNUAL OR WORST MONTH) 

o EARTH STATION ANTENNA ELEVATION ANGLE 

0 RAIN - CLIMATIC ZONE (5) 
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ABSTRACT  

Direct access to broadcasting satellites from outside the 

corresponding downlink service area is intended to provide a desirable 

inherent flexibility to the systems of multiple beam .countries. This 

paper shows that such national channels can be planned with no additional 

requirements for feeder link frequencies or channels provided appropriate 

technical sharing criteria are established. These criteria relate to 

minimum earth station transmit antenna diameter and orbital separation 

between interfering satellites. The advantages of the direct access are: 

no additional feeder link frequencies and no satellite switching required, 

a single frequency translation for all channels and the possibility. to 

operate national channels from a single location. _ 

National channels can also be accessed directly using 

co-ordinated feeder links or indirectly using fixed  satellites or 

terrestrial microwave networks for the distribution of national program-

ming to regional centers. 

The sharing criteria for national feeder links are based on 

inter-network and intra-network interference and they indicate that the 

planning requires a careful study of the balance between the capacity of 

the downlink plan and the flexibility of the uplink plan. An integrated 

planning approach for both the downlink and the:feeder link plans is 

required for near optimal solutions. Also, minimum values for the 

heterogeneity and for the protection ratio between feeder links would 

facilitate the sharing. The paper shows that the sharing criteria can 

apply but need not be overly constraining on single beam countries 

neighbouring multi-beam countries. 
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1.0 DEFINITION OF REGIONAL AND NATIONAL CHANNELS  

This paper is based on a requirement for two types of channels 

by multi-beam countries: regional. channels accessible only from within its 

corresponding downlink service area and national channels accessible from 

inside and/or outside its corresponding downlink service area. By 

définition, regioàal channels require uplink service areas similar to 

those of the downlink and national  channels require uplink service areas 

different from those of the downlink. If direct access to national 

channels is required from anywhere within the country, a country-wide 

uplink service area is needed. If direct access is required from only one 

or few national broadcasting centers whose locations are known, one uplink 

service area for each national center needs to be planned. If locations 

are not known, e country-wide uplink service area may still be needed for 

planning purpose. This paper primarily applies, but is not restricted,to 

country-wide uplink service areas. 

Geographical-considerations (eg., time zones) in the country 

and/dr the cultural diversity of its population may dictate that the 

national programming differs in time and/or  content for  each service area 

or it may, on occasion, be identical at any given time. An example of the 

former case is the broadcasting of national news programs in the early 

evening for each cultural group,in a country. An example of simultaneous 

broadcastihg throughout'the cotintry could be for'a major sport event such 

as the OlyMpics. Under those conditions, the earth  station  needs to.be  

equipped - with  as  many feeder link transmitters  as  there are doWnlink 

service areas in the 'country. :  

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of national channels for a one 

satellite network and a WO satellite network with planned access from any-

where within the country. It should be noted that frequency re-use is not 

possible in the single satellite case and is possible in the multiple 

satellite case only with large orbital separation between satellites (see 

Section 5.0). 
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2.0 REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS  

In 1977, the WARC planned the Broadcasting Satellite Service 

 (BSS) in the frequency bands of 11.7  to 12:5 GHz in Region 1 and 11.7 to 

12.2 GHz in Region 3. The planning conference for the corresponding 

feeder links is scheduled for 1984. In the meantime, the RARC for the. 

planning of'  poth the BSS in the frequency band. [12.2]*.to 12.7 GHz and 

the corresponding feeder links in the frequency band 17.3 t.o [17.81* GHz 

for Region 2 is scheduled for. 1983. This last conference will be the 

first occasion that a competent international assembly of Administrations 

attempt the planning of those two inter-reiated space communication 

services. 

The 1977 plan resulted in 256 coverage areas allotted'to 149 

countries in Regions 1 and 3. Four of every five countries. could be 

served with single beams (single beam countries) whereas , more.than one 

half of the total number of beams were allotted to. the last fifth of the' 

generally larger countries (multi-beam countries). The same situation . 

could prevail at the 1983 Region 2 Conference. 

In single beam countries, channels of the BSS can be accessed 

from anywhere within the country. A similar capability for multi-beam 

countries requires the careful planning of national feeder links. 

National channels can either be accessed directly using feeder 

links to broadcasting satellites or indirectly by using a fixed satellite 

or a terrestrial microwave network for the distribution of the national 

programs tc) regional centres of the broadcasting satellite system; 

* In this paper, it is assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that the '12.1 to 

12.3 GHz band to be allocated at the 1983  PARC  is equally diVided between 

the BSS and FSS. It follows that, in accordance with 1979 WARC Resolution 

CH, the upper limit of the frequency band allOtted to planned feeder links 

is 17.8 GHz. 

n 



All  'feeder links to broadcasting satellites use frequency 

bands allocated to the'Fixed.Satellite Service (FSS) in the Earth to space 

direction. There are, however three types of feeder links. The first type 

uses specific frequency  bands.dedicated to• feeder links .to broadcasting 

satellites and,  in accordance with WARC '79 Resolutions BQ and CH,will be 

Subject to planning at the 1983 RARC and at  the 1984  WARC. (See Table 1.) 

The second type of feeder link also uses specific frequency 

allocations to the FSS dedicated to feeder links but will not be subject 

to planning in 	1983 and 1984. Currently, such allotments exist only• 

in Region 2 in the frequency bands shown in Table 1 and these are subject 

to co-ordination. 

The third type of feeder link to broadcasting satellites uses 

any other FSS allocation in the Earth to space direction and requires co-

ordination. Between 10 and 20 GHz, these feeder links can be accommodated 

in the selected frequency bands given in Table 1. 

National programming can also be distributed to regional centers 

by the use of fixed satellites. In this case, the BSS plan would not be 

constrained by the presence of national feeder links. This advantage of 

indirect access to planned resources is at least partially offset by the 

need to have two parallel satellite networks, one co-ordinated for the 

distribution and one planned for the broadcasting of national programs, by 

the need to have a number of operational centers and by the need to use 

frequencies in the Fixed Satellite Service in both the Earth to space and 

in the space to Earth directions. Although this mode of operation would 

permit effective control by the regional centers of the access to its 

regional and national channels, the intrinsic flexibility of the broadcasting 

satellite system is limited by the need to rely on the fixed satellite for 

the provision of the national programming. Effective network control (if 

required) can be achieved by other methods such as spot beam satellite 

receive antenna. 
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TABLE 1  

Region 1 
. 	. 	Outside 	' 
TYPES OF 	Europe 

FEEDER LINKS 	but Malta 	Europe 	- Region 2 	Region 3 

FSS ALLOCATIONS (Earth to Space) BETWEEN 10 AND 20.GHz 

DEDICATED AND 
10.7-11.7 	10.7-11.7- PLANNED 
14.5-14.8 	 14..5-14.8 (subject to 
17.3-18.1 	17.3-18.1 	17.3- [17.8] 	17.3-18.1 planning) 

DEDICATED BUT 
CO-ORDINATED 
(subject to co- 	, 
ordination with 	 14.5-14.8- 
other feeder 	none 	none 	[17.8]-18.1 
links, and other 
services) 

NON-DEDICATED 
(subject to  co- 
ordination with the 	12.5-13.5 	12.5-13.5 	12:7-13.5 ' 	17.75-13. 
FSS and other 	14-14.5 	14-14.5 	14--14.5 
services in the table 
of allocations) 

ALLOCATED TOTAL BANDWIDTH FOR DEDICATED FEEDER LINKS (Gliz). 

PLANNED 	2:1 	1.8 	0.5 	1.1 

CO-ORDINATED 	0 	0 	0.6 	0 

TOTAL 	2.1. 	1.8 	1.1 	1.1 

Frequency.bands and total bandwidths in GHz, allOcated to feeder links'to broad- 

. casting satellites. 

• 
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30 FREQUENCY RE-USE CONSIDERATIONS  

Frequency re-use capability can be expressed in terms of the 

(1) minimum spatial separation (7,--) between interfering earth stations on the 
Yo 

uplink and between wanted earth stations on the downlink as a function of 

the orbital separation between the satellites of the interfering networks. 

On both the uplink and the downlink, important parameters 

affecting the frequency re-use capability are the intra-network and 

inter-network heterogeneity and the value of the protection ratio PR. 

On the downlink, planning is based on lm antenna for individual 

reception. For the uplink however large fixed transmitters and/or small 

transportable transmitters may be used. Therefore, variations in antenna 

size need be taken into consideration in evaluating the frequency re-use 

capability for feeder links. 

3.1 Regional Channels  

The frequency re-use capability of a plan based strictly on 

regional access to broadcasting satellites is governed primarily by the 

downlink even for protection ratios 5 to 10 dB higher for feeder links 

than for downlinks. This is illustrated in Figure 2 as a function of 

orbital separation between satellites of interfering homogenous co-

channel co-polar satellite systems. For the values given, any combination 

(I) ofeand (—) to the right of the curves would produce acceptable levels 
0 

of interference in the wanted service area. The beam size of both the 

transmit and receive satellite antennae are assumed to be equal 

(cp o  = (p od ) and their co-polar reference patterns are assumed to be 

identical to Figure 6 of Annex 8 to the 1977 BS Final Acts. The figure 

shows the frequency re-use capability for downlinks with a protection ratio 

of 35 dB in comparison to that of feeder links nfrom. 3m and 8m antennae with 

protection ratios of 40 and 45 dB. 
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The greater frequency re-use capability of feeder links with 

respect to downlinks in a regional plan is explained by: (a) the larger 

gain of the earth station transmit antenna (52.5 dB for a 3m antenna and 

61.0 dB for an 8m antenna of 55% efficiency) with respect to the gain of 

an earth station receive antenna (39.7 dB for a lm antenna) and (h) by 

the lower sidelobe gain of the earth station transmit antenna at 17.5 GHz 

(32-251og0, dB) relative to that of the 12.5 GHz earth station receive 

antenna characterized by the reference pattern given in Figure 5 of the 

Annex 8 of the Final Acts of 1977 BS WARC. The sidelobe gain of the 

earth station transmit antenna is approximately. 5.6 dB lower than that 

of the earth station receive antenna. 

Figure 2 shows that the difference in frequency re-use 

capability between the feeder links and the downlinks depends on the 

values of uplink protection ratio and on the diameter of the earth 

station transmit antenna. In addition, it also depends on the hetero-

geneity of the feeder links with respect to that of the downlinks. The 

effect of feeder link heterogeneity is not shown in  Figure . ,2 but will be 

treated in more detail in Section 5.0 of this paper. 

It can be seen that, because of downlink limitations in a 

homogenous regional plan, co-channel allotments cannot be made to adjacent 

(1)  service areas (for which 7; = 0.5) for an orbital separation between satellites 

of less than about 20'. On the other hand, the feeder links would be capable 

of supporting at least twice as many satellites along the same orbital arc. 
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3.2 National Channels 

The frequency re-use capability of both the downlink and 

feeder links is studied for the hypothetical satellite system shown in 

Figure 3 having two circular downlink service areas and one elliptical 

country-wide uplink service area for the provision of national channels. 

Under those conditions, and,  assuming a country-wide satellite receive 

antenna, the beam size (P o  varies with direction. 

In the direction A-A', along the short axis of the country-

wide ellipse, the beam size of the satellite receive antenna and that 

of the satellite transmit antenna are assumed approximately equal, 

)c)p = n-,b, Consequently, (P,  = oi5
d 

and the frequency re-use capability of 

any national channel in the direction A-A' is governed by the downlink 

in a manner similar to the regional plan illustrated in Figure 2. 

Along the long axis of the ellipse, the worst case frequency 

re-use capability is for a national channel f
Y 
 in the direction of B or 

for a national channel f
x 

in the direction B'. In both cases, it is 

assumed that: 

(Po u  = 2cPo d  

and 

d and it is appropriate to express (7----) in terms of (7---) so as to evaluate 
''°U 	'r ad 

the frequency re-use capability of the feeder links normalized to that of 

the downlinks. This expression varies with the type of satellite receive 

antenna and for the above example of country-wide satellite receive 

antenna, 

(I) 	14) d 	1 

	

) 	- —
4

) 

	

o u 	 o d  
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The frequency re-use .capability of the national channel 
cl) d  finthecurectionofBexpressedinterrnsof 	) is shown in Figure 4. 

Y 	
(p

od 
 

It can be seen that the frequency re-use capability of feeder 

links can be less than that of the downlink in the 2: to  11°  range  oOrbital 

separation 6 and that the extent to which such a :plan is limited by the 

feeder links depends on the size of earth station transmit antenna and. 

on the protection ratio for feeder links. 

The edge of the country, or more accurately, the edge of 

uplink service area, in the direction of B corresponds to 	 = 1.5 for 
qb °d 

channel  f.  Therefore, frequency re-use outside the country in the 
Y 

direction of B can be achieved if the earth station antenna diameter 

is larger than that determined by the intersection of the horizontal 
(Pd line 	= 1.5 and the vertical line corresponding to the orbital 
Yod 

separation between satellites. For 6 = 10 °  and a protection ratio of 45 dB, 

the minimum antenna diameter is 3m. The detailed technical sharing criteria 

giving 6 and D as a function of the uplink protection ratio and hetero-

geneity for full frequency re-use outside the uplink service area are 

given in Section 5.0 of this paper. Frequency re-use inside the country 

is only possible in the case of multiple satellite networks subject to 

similar but more stringent sharing criteria. 

In directionsother . .than those towards A,'A l  and  B,  the frequency 

re-use catiabiIities'are intermediate to the two exti. emes illustrated in 

Figures 2 and 4. 

4.0 INTERFERENCE MODEL  

The worst case of carrier to interference ratios are calculated 

and compared to protection ratios for inter-network and intra-network 

interference between feeder links in the 17 GHz frequency band. Figure 5 

illustrates the various feeder links A' causing inter-network and intra-

network interference into the national feeder link A serving the downlink 
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beam X from the location Y. For each case of interference, the locations 

of the wanted and the interfering earth stations are chosen so as to give 

the worst case interference and therefore provide acceptable levels of 

protection to any site located within the service area of network A. 

The most important parameters of the model are: 

(a) The Radiation Pattern of the Satellite Receive Antenna 

In all cases studied, the locations of the wanted transmitter 

and of the interfering transmitter for the worst case interference between 

adjacent service areas are either at boresight or, near the -3 dB contour 

depending on the type of inter-network or intra-network interference under 

consideration. Therefore, shaped beam antenna with characteristic sharp 

gain decay outside the -3 dB contour would play no significant role in the 

evaluation of technical sharing criteria. The radiation patterns for both 

the co-polar and cross-polar gain of the satellite receive antenna is 

assumed to be identical to thoseof the satellite transmit antenna adopted 

at WARC 1977. Modifications to the cross-polar pattern may lead to 

different criteria relative to cross-polar inter-network and intra-network 

interference. 

(b) Earth Station Characteristics  

The reference pattern for the main beam, the first sidelobe 

and the far sidelobes of earth station transmitters as a function of DIX 

are taken from Annexes of Appendices 28 and 29 of the Radio Regulations. 

(c) System Heterogeneity  

The major causes of heterogeneity between interfering feeder 

links are: 

the difference in transmit power between small transportable 

earth stations and larger fixed earth stations; 
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the difference in modulation characteristics between 

interfering signals; 

thé difference in free space losses;« 

non-ideal conditions; and 

to a leSser degree 

• 
the use of uplink power control by any network. 

In thiS paper, all causes of heteroteneity are included in the 

sYstem heterogeneity H and the influence of this parameter in the range of 

0 to 8 dB is studied. - 

(d) Protection Ratios  

Recommendation SAT 5 and Annex 3 of 1977- 1ARC indicates .a7 

value of. 45 dB for single  entry protection ratio, PR; between interfering 

co-channel co-polar feeder links.- In order to asbess the effect' of the 

uplink protection ratio on the sharing criteria ,.  PR values in the range of 

35 , to 45 di3are studied. 

For a downlink protection ratio of 35 dB, reducing the uplink 

protection ratio from 45 to 35 dB reduces the protection ratio of the 

overall link by only 2.6 dB as shown in Table 2. 

• 

• 
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SINGLE ENTRY:PROTECTION RATIOS, dB 

Uplink 	Downlink 	Total 

PR 

	

PR 	PR 
. 	u 	 Rd 	 T 

45 	35 	34.6 

40 	35 	33.8, 

35 	- 	35 	. 	32 

TABLE  2: Single  Entry Protection Ratios for the  

. Uplink,' PR.  for the DoWnlink PRàç and 
, 

the Resulting Protection Ratio for the 

Overall Link, PR 
T .  

(e) Channel Spacing  

• Adjacent channel protection ratios , is a function of the channel 

spading . and-the equiyalent - co-channel protection ratio selected. A 15 MHz- 
channel Spacing Which .  corresponds-to a 32 channel plan for the . 	. 

system M (18 MHz RF bandwidth) is studied. The corresponding values for 

adjacent channel co-polar 'protection ratio are 22.5, 20 and 17.5 dB 

respectivelY  for  45,  40 and  35 dB equivalent co+channel protection ratios. 

• 

(f) Stationkeeping Tolerance  

The sharing,criteria'are established for, a stationkeéping 

tolerance of.+0.1 °  for each satellite'. The wcirst case situation is 

established when,each satellite is displaced 0.1 °  in the direction of, 

the other satellite. The effect is taken into considération  by increasing 

the calculated value of 6 by 0.2 ° . 

(g). Overlapping of Uplink Service Areas  

The basic model for interference calculation assumes that the 

territorial boundary between countries lie near the -3 dB gain contour of 
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the wanted satellite receive antenna. However, this is rarely,  the case and 

a one dB margin can be safely added for realistic evaluation of the inter-

ference when needed. 

5.0 TECHNICAL CRITERIA  

The technical criteria give the relationship between the 

minimum values of the orbital separation between satellites, 6, and the 

minimum antenna diameter, D, of the wanted earth station transmitter 

required to operate homogenous and heterogenous feeder links above 

selected levels of interference. The criteria provide the 'capability 

to re-use the feeder  link frequency of any national channel inmediately 

outside the country (inter-network interference) or anywhere inside the 

country (intra-network interference). 

Different criteria are required for co-channel co-polar. . 

allotments; for adjacent channel co-polar allotments and for co-channel 

cross-polar allotments.. 

In each specific case of possible interference, the limiting 

criteria is identified from the adjacent allotments, the channel spacing 

and the heterogeneity. The minimum value of 6 can be determined for 

known values of D or the minimum value of D can be determined for known 

values of 6. The sharing criteria are applicable to both the system of 

the multi-beam country planning national feeder links and the system of 

each neighbouring single-beam country sharing the band. The national 

system of large countries may then be governed by a number of différent 

 sharing criteria each of which is determined by a limiting cause of 

interferenCe in specific inter-network situations and may apply with 

reciprocity to the pair of mutually interfering networks under.  

consideration. 

• 

• 
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If part of the band dedicated to feeder links to broadcasting 

satellites is allocated strictly to national feeder links, then the 

criteria apply only to multi-beam systems of neighbouring large countries 

planning national feeder links in this band. 

In addition, the national system of a multi-beam country may 

be governed by other sharing criteria for intra-network interference if 

any form of frequency re-use is envisaged within the system. 

The sharing criteria can either be expressed analytically or 

presented graphically. The expressions for inter-network interference 

in the above model are: 

for to-channel co-polar allotments,. 

- 2 = 10. 	6-H 	dB 	(1) 91-20logioD-2510g 
10 

for do-channel  cross-polar  allotments, 

= 72.920log
10 

 D-G'
1 
 (8)-H dB 	(2) 

for adjacent channél,co-polar allotments for a'15:MHi 

inter-channel spacing 

= 42.9+20log
10. 

 D-G'
1 
 (6)-H: 

Figures 6, 7 and 8 give the corresponding sharing criteria for inter-network 

interference. 

dB 	(3) 
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It can be seen that in the case of  co-channei co-polar 

allotments, high values of the protection ratio coupled with à moderate 

value of system heterogeneity may lead to unaCcéptably high:values Of 

6 and D. As an example,PR = 45 dB and H = 4 dB would necessitate  1 5m 

antenna for a 4 0  inter-satellite spacing or 9m antenna for a 6 °  inter-

satellite spacing. On the other hand, a lower protection ratio between 

homogenous networks would give more acceptable values of 6 and D. For 

example,PR = 40 dB and H = 0 dB would give D = 5.5m -for 6 = 4 °  or 

D = 3m for 8 = 

In the cases of co-channel cross-polar and adjacent  channel 

co-polar allotments, the orbital separation is'generally smaller . than 

the co-channel co-polar case and therefore the.effect of stationkeeping 

on 6 and D is generally more dramatic. At low orbital separation, to 

the left of thé dashed line in Figures 7 and 8, the interference is 

caused by the main beam of the interfering transmitter whereas at-larger 

orbital separation, to the right of the dashed line, the interference is 

caused by its far sidelobes. 

In general, Figures 7 and 8 show that the satellites serving 

neighbouring territories cannot be co-located but need be separated by a 

small angle if co-channel cross-polar or adjacent channels co-polar 

allotments are planned for the national channels of one of the countries. 

In the case of adjacent channels co-polar allotments, a more 

detailed study has shown that small values of 6 (6 < 0.5 degrees) are 

difficult to achieve in any high capacity plan. Such small values, 

although achievable in lower capacity Plans are not recommended because, 

as a result of stationkeeping tolerances, the worst case interference is 

caused primarily by main beali interaction for any earth station diameter 

of less than approximately 8m. 
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In multiple satellite networks with each satellite associated 

with a country-wide service area, the intra-network sharing criteria are 

3 dB more severe than  Chose  corresponding to the inter-network inter-

ference. Figure 9 gives the sharing criteria based on intra-network 

interference for co-channel, co-polar allotments. If each satellite is 

associated with an uplink service area restricted to the sum of its 

downlink service areas, each satellite is governed by intra-network sharing 

criteria similar to those governing inter-network interference. 

6.0 BUILT-IN HETEROGENEITY  

A most effective mechanism of controlling the interference of 

national feeder links to regional feeders links of neighbouring countries 

is the introduction of a built-in heterogeneity between the two types of 

networks coupled with dissimilar protection ratios. The built-in 

heterogeneity is over and above the system heterogeneity referred to above 

and refers to a lower permissible power emitted from transmitters of 

national feeder links relative to that from regional feeder links. 

Assuming a 5 dB built-in heterogeneity and the uniform 

system paameters as determined by the sharing criteria associated with 

the 40 dB co-channel protection ratio throughout this study, the calculated 

(C/I) for regional and national feeder links would be 45 dB and 35 dB 

respectively. Correspondingly, the single entry protection ratio for 

the overall 
link)total 

would be 34.6 dB and 32 dB respectively for 

regional and national channels. This approach would make national feeder 

links more susceptible to rain fades by reducing (C/N) but this could be 

alleviated by using larger transmit antenna diameters which would have no 

adverse effect on calculations of interference to regional networks. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS  

In concluding, national feeder links and regional feeder links 

to broadcasting satellites can be planned in the saine  frequency band 

provided that technical sharing criteria are applied to all multi-beam 

systems and to the single beam systems of neighbouring countries operating 

in that band. National feeder links can also be planned in a portion of 

the band allocated to the FSS and dedicated to feeder links to broadcasting 

satellites. In the latter case, the criteria are applied only to multi-

beam systans of neighbouring countries. 

The absence of such criteria would mean that direct or 

indirect access to national channels could only be achieved through co-

ordination in dedicated or non-dedicated frequency bands of the Fixed 

Satellite Service. 

Based on system heterogeneity, required protection ratios and 

inter-carrier spacing, the criteria can be used to either determine the 

minimum transmit antenna diameter for a given orbital separation or to 

determine the minimum angular separation for a given antenna diameter to 

allow frequency re-use inside and/or outside the country. In most cases, 

it is expected that the orbital separations are determined from the downlink 

plan. It is therefore appropriate to determine the effect of orbital 

separation on the antenna diameter of national and some regional feeder 

link transmitters (as given in the technical sharing criteria) in 

establishing a downlink plan. There exists a balance between the capacity 

of the downlink plan and the planned flexibility afforded by national access 

to some channels. A well designed downlink plan could favour small transmit 

antenna size for multi-beam systems and single beam systems of their 

neighbouring countries. This balance improves with- lower values of system 

heterogeneity and uplink protection ratio. 

• 
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An integrated planning approach is therefore necessary to 

support a feeder link plan in the presence of national feeder links. 

Such an approach would specify that, to the maximum extent possible, 

multi-beam countries and their neighbouring countries shall not be 

allotted: 

orbital 'positions with less than 6 to 10 0  separation 

when co-channel co-polar allotments are intended for 

national channels; 

orbital positions with less than 1 °  separation when 

adjacent channel co-polar or co-channel cross-polar 

allotments are intended for national channels. 

These considerations would minimize the impact on the transmit 

antenna diameter of the countries involved when the feeder link are planned 

in the presence of national feeder links and the sharing criteria applied, 

particularly if high values of system heterogeneity and high protection 'ratio 

are required. 
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PLANNED FEEDER LINKS: f 	f 	f 	f A u ' B u ' Cu ' D u  

FEEDER LINK TRANSMITTER 
FOR NATIONAL PROGRAMMING 
(ANYVVHERE IN THE COUNTRY) 

PLANNED 
DOWNLINK SERVICE AREAS 

(4 CIRCULAR) 

A 

PLANNED EL1PTICAL 
UPLINK SERVICE AREA 

FIGURE 1: Examples of a 4 beam satellite network designed for the direct access to 
one national channel for each downlink service area from anywhere within 
the country using planned feeder links. Single satellite in A and 
multiple satellites in B. 
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REGIONAL PLAN 
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interfering satellites, O. The satellites transmit and receive beam sizes 4.6.  
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IN THE DIRECTION A-A' 
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FIbURE 3: Illustration of a hypothetical two-beam ,satellite system designed for the 

direct access to national channels using a country-wide elliptical satellite 

receive antenna. Frequency re-use capability in the direction  A-A' and the 
worst case in direction B-B' are illustrated in Figures .2  and 4 r.esnecri,r.1,, 
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ORBITAL SEPARATION BETWEEN INTERFERING SATELLITES, 0, DEGREES 

FIGURE 4: Frequency re-use capability for channel f y  in the direction B in Figure 3 
assuming homogenous feeder links and downlinks and a country-wide satellite 
receive antenna. The frequency re-use capability is normalized to that of 
the downlink using the expressions in Figure 3. 
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• 

FIGURE 5: Basic model for calculation of interference to national feeder 
link A. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

We shall look here,.from. a technical atandpoint, at certain problems-
posed in the planning of the feeder links needed for 12-...G11z birOadcasting 
satellites. The contribution made by these links to  the noise  over the-

entire signal path will be studied in detail, on .thé basis of statistics ' 
for atmospheric attenuation. We shall also examine the possible use_of a ,  

power-control systen at the Earth-stations  and,.. the  impticationathis would .  

have On the mutual. interference between- feeder-links.. A - comparison:Wili. 
be made. between .the  respective  adVanteges of choosing:linear  or  circular 
polarisation. For-Regions 1 and 3, the WARC-BS established aU)lan-for the-

downlinks.: in this Case wa shall attempt to draw on this  Plan' for the 
feeder links. Finally, an example will be:given of:a practioal  'application 
for orbital position -19 °W, which , is considered to be a critical  case...  

2. INFLUENCE OF THE FEEDER LINK ON THE OVERALL NOISE ON A SATELLITE  
TRANSMISSION  

Before the WARC-79, hot a great deal of attention was given to,  the 
propagation phenomena in respect of 'thefeeder links which,  it  was generally 
thought, would operate in.a band clOse to 12 GHz.. 

It is now certain, however, that many countries will use the. 17-18 GHz 
band for their feeder links. At:these relatively highfrequencies the 
effects of the'  attenuation caused On the feeder link by rain,:  and. the.  
resultant impairment to the overall link; can:no longer be neglected.. 

It is well known that the.C/N ratio on the overall circuitoan be 
expressed as a function of the C/N values of the feeder link and downlink: 

whera 

(C/N)
T 
 = (C/N)

D 
- e 

10

u  

c = 10 log 	1 + 10 

represents the degradation due to the feeder link. It is always positive 
and can only be zero if (C/N)

u 
is infinitely large. 



Similarly, we obtain: 

P = 	f
D 

(x) 
2 	

o 

/CPA 

F (x) 

dy dx 

f (x, u) du 

f('x,Y) 

f(x,Y) where 

0 
f(x,u)du 

Now  let us consider the probability that the ratio (C/N) T ,isless 

than a given value T as a function of the  attenuations' caused by rai  on 

the feeder link  .and.  

This probability may be written as the sum of two terms: 

[(C/N)
T 
< Ti= P

1 
+ P

2 

= P [(C/N) D  < T] 

P = P [(C/N)
D 
 > Ti x P [(C/N) u  is such that (C/N) T  <T] 

 2  

which mayhe expressed  as  a function of the attenuations 

P
1 
 = f 	(x) dx 

D 
CPA 

where fp (x) is the probability density that the attenuation on the downlink 

will be between x and x + dx • 
and CPA is the.  minimum  attenuation which would make thejC/N) D :less than the 

fixed value T. 

- is the conditional probability density such that the 
the attenuation on the feeder link shall be between 
y and y + dy, given that the downlink attenuation is 
equal to x 

and F(x). = the value of the attenuation on the feeder link which gives (C/N)
T 

< T, 
when the downlink attenuation is equal- to x, 

( 	T Do  + x). 

with T = value of the ratio (C/N) 

U
o 

= value of ratio (C/N) u  for clear weather 

D
o 

= value of ratio  (C/N) for clear weather. 

We have F(x) = 
10 

- 10 
10 

- T + 10 log-  
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In the . event that we 'canassume that.thère is  no  correlation between 
thaattenuations on.:the. feederlink and. downlink, ,  we-obtain:. 

CO 

 (x) 	'>f (Y) 4Y'dx. D  
Fx) 4 	- 	• 

If, however, we make the opposite assumption, that there is complete 
correlation, and assuming that the attenuation on the feeder link is k 
times greater than that on the downlink, we have: 

rœ  

2'  = 2 1 	F2 = / 	fD (x) dx  
xo  

where xo  is the solution to the equation kxo  - F(x0 ) = o 

with x0  E [0, CPA]. 

We have apeied these formulas assuming a log-normal attenuation, 
distribution, shown in Fig. 1 for frequencies of . 12 and 18 GHz". 

We have distinguished between the case where the downlink is dimensioned 
for a given percentage of the time, with and without a margin to allow for 
the effect  of the feeder link. It will be recalled that in the evaluation of 
the eirps of space stations, the WARC-BS 1977 in fact added a margin of 1/2 dB 
for this reason. 

The influence of the feeder link has been investigated for three' 
distinct cases: 

f CPA 
Jo o 

a) normal reception 

b) reception at the threshold limit 

c) excellent reception  

C/N = 14 dB 

C/N = 10 dB 

= 17 dB. 

It has been assumed in all cases that the downlink is dimensioned 
to give a C/N ratio of 14 dB for 99% of the worst month (= 99.75% of the 
time), whilst a value of 24 dB has been chosen for the feeder link during 
99% or 99.9% of the worst month. 

The results are set out in tables I, II and 111.. The values shown in 
brackets represent the contribution-of-the feeder link ea-compared tofthè 
reference value which is  99. of  the-worst month  in,. cases a and c, and 99.9% 
in case b, 



TABLE I  

Probability that  (C/N) -1- 	greater:than 14 dB. 

With margin of 1/2 dB 	Without margin 

Total correlation 	Independent 	Total correlation 	Independent 

(C/N)
u 

= 24 dB 	0.00230 	0.00218 	0.00376 	0.00357 

99% 	
(0) 	(0) 	(0.00126) 	(0.00107) 

(C/N) u  = 24 dB 	0.00170 	0.00170 	0.00272 	0.00274 

999% 	
(0) 	(0) 	(0.00022) 	(0.00024) 

.  

TABLE II  

Probability that (C/N)T will be greater than 10 dB  

With margin of 1/2 dB 	Without margin 

Total correlation 	Independent 	Total correlation 	Independent 

C/N = 24 dB 	0.000289 	0.000287 	0.000331 	0.000330 
99% 	(0.000039) 	(0.000037) 	(0.000081) 	(0.000080) 

C/N = 24 dB 	0.000229 	0.000241 	0.000269 	0.000281 

99.9% 	(0) 	(0) 	(0.000019) 	(0.000031) 

TABLE III  

Probability that (C/N)T will be greater  than 17 dB  

With margin of 1/2 dB 	Without margin 

Total correlation 	Independent 	Total correlation 	Independent 

C/N = 24 dB 	0.00334 	0.00307 	0.00571 	0.00535 
99% 	(0.00084) 	(0.00057) 	(0.00321) 	(0.00285) 

C/N = 24 dB 	0.00186 	0.00182 	0.00300 	0.00294 

- 	(0) - 	- 	(0) 	(0.00050) 	(0.00044) 
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It is seen immediately that the contribution of the feeder link is, 	. 

in many cases, negligible. The only significant contribution in Table I 

is of the order of 50% of that of the downlink in the case where the feeder 

link is dimensioned for 99% of the worst month and where no margin is 

allowed on the downlink. 

In Table II, which in fact shows the probability that there will be no 

reception at all, the contribution of the feeder link can be regarded as 

very minimal. 

This contribution appears greater in the case of excellent reception 

(Table III). It is possible, however, to ensure that it falls to nothing. 

In effect, if we calculate the probability that the total C/N ratio will be 

less than 16.5 dB at the centre of the beam, the contribution from the 

feeder link (which was 0.00321 in the worst case for 17 dB) falls to 0.00056. 

This same contribution becomes zero for 16 dB. 

We may also note the following: 

1) The results obtained assuming total correlation or independence are more 

or less identical. 

2) In contrast, the influence of the margin of 1/2 dB 'is' determinant. It may 

be seen that the improvement obtained through this margin is better than 

that achieved by dimensioning the C/N ratio on the feeder link for 99:9% 

of the worst month instead of 99%. This result confirms that the choice 

made by the WARC-BS in 1977 was suitable to take account of the feeder 
link by means of such a margin, even at frequencies of the order of 18 GHz. 

This also indicates that it does not appear particularly advantageous 

to plan simultaneously the feeder links and downlinks, at least as far as 

the noise is concerned. 

Nor does it appear necessary to use special techniques, such as an , 

 automatic power control system-at the Earth-stations, as a precaution against 

rain-attenuation. 

In fact, we shall seejlow this system can even present . disadvantages in 

respect of the mutual interference. 



XPD) 

B 	= P 	+ a + 10 log A + B 10 10 
PC 	oi 	o + 	)OW 

(P 
OW 

3. INFLUENCE OF A POWER CONTROL. SYSTEM ON'INTERFERENCE  

If we limit our consideration .to the use of circular polarisation for 

the feeder links, we can calculate the interference power as the sum of 

four terms: 

=p+T+a - CPA + R 

P
3 

= p + T + a
o 

- CPA + XPD + R 

P = p + T + a - CPA + XPD + R 
4 	o 	x  

in the case of crosspolar interference. 

The power- sum of these - four terms can be written 'as . : 

XPD ) _ 

+ a
o 
- CPA + 10 log A + B 10 	

10 

where A and B are constants dependent on the geometry of the transmission 

paths and the antenna diagrams. 

According to whether or not we have a power control system at the Earth-

stations, we can write: 

P = Po 	
(CPA).

i 	
(with power control) 

nst. 

and p = p
o 

+ CPA
% 	

(without power control) 

where CPA
% 

represents the margin fixed when dimensioning the feeder link. 

In each of these cases, we will evaluate the relative interference level 

B. = 	P
w

, 	, 
1 

with power control, we have 

and without power control 

13-='B.+(CPA)'.-(CPA)..-(CPA) 	+ (CPA) 	. 
NPC 	PC 	1%- 	1 inst 	w% 	w inst 

In most cases, (CPA)
i% 	

(CPA)
w% 

with the result that the effect of the 
— 

power control system becomes 

B - B 	= (CPA)
i inst 

- (CPA)
w inst PC 	NPC 

For the major part of the time, this difference will be zero. 
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In the event of rain at the wanted station only, the situation is 
improved by the use of a power control system and, inversely, if there 
is rain only at the interfering station, the situation is made worse by 
the use of such a system. 

It appears, therefore, that there is no advantage or disadvantage 
in the use of power control. 

This conclusion must, however, be weighted by the following observation. 
When it rains on the interfering transmission path, i.e. when the use of 
power control will make the interference situation worse, there is already an 
additional interference component due to the depolarisation caused by the 
rain. 

It is known that in most cases the most critical interference is that 
due to the phenomenon of depolarisation. In this situation, the use of a 
power control system can only make an inherently poor situation worse. , 

4. CHOICE OF POLARISATION  

Although it remains to be proved by detailed numerical calculations, 
it appears that it will ._nât be possible to make full use of the inherent 
advantages of linear polarisation, these being primarily the lesser effects 
of depolarisation. In effect, these advantages are only obtained when the 
directions of polarisation are clearly determined with respect to the local 
horizontal. In this case, an increase in the mutual interference must be 
expected on the feeder links, even in clear weather. 

On the other hand, if we start by fixing the directions of polarisation 
to obtain the best discrimination at a given orbital position, by fixing the 
horizontal to be parallel with the equatorial plane, for example, the 
conditions are no longer optimal with respect to the benefits of lesser 
depolarisation (see Fig. 2). As can be seen from Fig. 3, the relative gain 
obtained with linear polarisation decreases rapidly from 15 dB to 6 dB at 
angles of the order of 15°. 
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5. TRANSLATION OF THE DOWNLINK PLAN  

For Regions 1 and 3 we have available a Plan for the downlinks which 

may be regarded as satisfactory. The principles on which this Plan is based 

are given in Annex 7 of Appendix 30 to the Radio Regulations and they should 
also be applicable to the planning of the feeder links: cross-polarisations, 
crossed-beam geometry, paired service areas, etc... 

There is every reason to believe, therefore, that a translation of the 
12-GHz downlink Plan to 18 GHz may constitute a satisfactory solution. 

An important simplification involves supposing that the orbital 
positions are independent from each other in respect of the interference. 

For the 1977 Plan, with an orbital separation of 6 ° , a discrimination of 
40 dB and 50 dB is obtained with antennas of 3 m and 10m  respectively. 
These values should be compared with the protection ratios of 41 and 25 dB. 
It is quickly seen that the interference from stations feeding adjacent , 
satellites will be negligible for most of the time, except in the case 
where the antenna is of. diameter 3 m and when two adjacent satellites are 
covering adjacent service areas. This case does not arise in practice if 
the principle of the crossed-beam geometry is respected. 

To evaluate the mutual interference on the feeder links, we use the 
 concept of equivalent margin, defined in a similar, manner to that adopted. 

in respect of the downlinks. 

To evaluate the impact of this interference on the total link, we can 
also define a total margin MT  and a degradation A. These concepts are 
similar to those introduced for the carrier-to-noise, in the definition 
of. (C/N) T  and e. Taking the protection ratios p and p for the downlink 

D 

	

and feeder link respectively, we have: 	
u 

 

PD MD 	Pu Mu  

M
T 

= -p 	10 log 10 	1
0 

10 
10 

D 

a - 14D  M
T 

A particular advantage of these concepts is that MT is not dependent on the 
value chosen for p

u 
and à is no longer dependent on any protection ratio. 

Although these quantities are very useful in appreciating the real 
effect of the feeder links on the total signal path, it is not evident that 
they may be taken into account without causing administrative problems 
during a planning conference in which two different services (fixed and 
broadcasting) are concerned. 

and 



A numerical example based on the principles set out in this section . 

has been done for the orbital position 1,9 ° W, which is considered to be 

a critical case (see.Fig. 4). The channels are allocated by a.simple 

- translation of the Plan to 18 GHz. The equivalent, margins of the >feeder 

links have been calculated by considering only - the interfering transmissions 

coming:from the position -19 °W and then by considering also.the neighbouring 

positions at  t 6 °  and j: 12 ° , with protection ratiosof 41 dB and 25.  dB.  The 

value of the depolarisation has been calculated from an empiriCal .  formula 

given in CÇIR Report 564 which giVes XPD 	dB  for 99% of the worst : month. 

The eirps have been calculated to give a.C/N ratio. of 24 dBfor 99% . of the . 

worst month. The attenuations were.not taken into:account in calculating 

the interference: only the depolarisation was considered. 

It may immediately be seen that the adjacent positions.make an 

entirely negligible contribution to the interference. 

It will be seen also that although the effective impairment caused by 

the feeder links is relatively low .  (about 1/2 dB), the inherent interferepce 

situation on the feeder links is not optimal. It may be hoped that this 

could be improved by adjusting the eirps of the Earth-stations in such a 

way as to minimise ail  interference. 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

Although this consideration of the problems relating to the planning 

of feeder links is far from being exhaustive, it does allow us to draw 

some preliminary conclusions: 

1. The noise Caused by the feeder link may be made negligible if a margin 

of the order of 0.5 dB is allowed on the downlink. 

2. The use of a power control system does notflseem necessary, or even 

desirable as far as the interference is concerned. 

3. There are some difficulties thatarise in attempting.to benefit - fully 

from the lesser depolarisation obtained with linear- polarisation. 	, 

4. The criteria.of total equivalent Margin and degradation . enable -  us 

to judge the worsening of the interference caused by the feeder links; 

they do not allow us to evaluate the quality of - a plan for .these links. 



• Subject to certain conditions, it should be possible to plan each 

orbital position separately, this being a considerable simplification. 

- 10 - 

5. If we have available a good plan for the downlinks, and if this plan has 

been established on the basis of criteria that are also applicable 

to feeder links, a simple translation of this plan may give a 

satisfactory solution for the feeder links. 
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Fig.-4 Etude des brouillages à la position orbitale -19° W. 

Fig. 4 Interference st;icly at -19 0  W orbital position. 
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AUT-016-A 	4 	 2 	67.97 	-2.25 	-.4.63 	-4 .64 	-.2.94 	0.69 

	

AUT7016.-8 	8. 	2 	67.97 	*2.21 	-4.63. 	-4.64 	.....2.91 . 	0.70 

	

AUT-016-C 	12 	• 	2 	67.97 	-1.89 	-4.63 	-.4.64 	-2.64 	0.75 

	

AUT-016-.0 	16 	2 	67.97 	..1.86 	-4.63 	• 	-4.64 	-2.61 	0.75 

	

AUT-016E 	20 	2 	67.97 	-1.75 	-3.88 	-3.88 	-2.41 	0.66' 

	

8EL-018- 4 	.21 	1 ' 	66.50 	0.55 	1.12 	1.11 	0.19 	0.37 

	

8EL-018.43 	25 	1 	66.5 8 	-.0.99 	-.2.89 • 	-.2.89 	-.1.61 	0.63 

	

BEL-018-C 	29 	1 	66.58 	-1.74 	-2.89 	- 	-.2.89 	-2.27 	0.53 

	

5EL-.018.-0 	33 	1 	66.58 	-1.37 	-2..89 	-2:8S 	-1.95 	0.58 

	

BEL-018-E 	37 	1 	66.58 	0..94 	-2.89 	..2.89 	-.1.58 	0.63. 

	

BEN-.233-A 	3 	2 	68.97 	2.82 	1.85 	1.71 	2.29 	0.53 

	

BEN-233-B 	7 	. 	2 	68.97 	2.79 	1.85 	1.71 	2.26 	0.52. 

	

BEN-'233-C. 	• 	11 	2 • 	68.97 	2.82 	1.85 	1.71 • 	2.29 	0.53 

	

BEN-233- 0 	15 	2 	68.97 	2.79 	1.85 • 	• 	1.71 	2.26 	0.52 

	

BEN-233-E 	19 	2 	68.97 	2.83 	1.85 . 	1.71 	0.53 

	

0 	-087*A 	2 	2 	70.40 	0.68 	-4.18 . 	-4.18 	-0.48 	1.16 . 

	

D 	-.087-8 	6 	2 	70.40 	0.69 	74.18 	-4.18 	-0.47 	1.16 

	

D 	...087C 	10 	2 	70.40 	• 	0.64 	.4.18 	-4.18 	-0.51 	1.15 - 

	

0 	-087-0 	14 	2 	70.40 	-0.21 	..4.18 	*4.18 	-1.18 	0.97 

	

D 	..e87-E' 	18 	2 	70.40 	...0.25 	-4.18. 	- 	.-4.18 	-1.21 	• 	0.96 

	

F 	...093-.A 	1 	1 	72.80 	-.0.45 	5.66 	5.63 	-.0.56 	0.11 

	

F 	-093-B 	5 	1 	72.80 	-.1.21 	2.7C 	2.67 	-1.39 	0.17 	• 

	

F 	...093°C 	9 	1 	72.80 	-.1.13 	.2.70. 	2.67 	-1.31 	0.18 

	

F 	-093-0 	13 	1 	72.80 	...1.12 	2.7 0 	2.67 	-1.30 . 	0.18 	' 

	

F 	....093-8 	17 	1 	72.80 	-1.19 	2.70 	2.67 	-1.36 	0. 1 8 

	

GNE*303-A 	23 	2 	65.67 	0.26 	3.38 - 	3.26 	0.05 	0.21 

	

GNE-.303-..8 	27 	2 	65.67 	0.21 	3.38 	3.26- 	0.0 	0.21 

	

GNE-303-C 	31 	2 	65.67 	0.26 - 	3.38 	3.2E 	0.05- 	0.21 

	

GNE-303..0 	35 	2 	65.67 	0.20 	3.38. 	. 	3.26 	-0.01 	0.21 

	

GNE-.303-E 	39 	? 	65.67 	0.21 	3.38 . 	3.26 	0.0 	0.21 • 

	

MOL -. 213*A 	23 	1 	66.82' 	0.40 	2.05. 	2.04 	0.11• 	.0.29 

	

MOL-213-8 	27 	- 1 	66.82 	1.19 	2.05 	2.04 	0.84. 	0.34- 

	

HOL...213C 	31 	1 	66.82 - 	1.24. 	2.05 	2.04 	0.89 	0.35 

	

MOL-213-0 	35 	I 	66.82 	1.20 	2. 0 5 • 	2.04 	0.85 	0.34- 

	

MOL -213-E 	39 	1 	66.82 	1.20 	2.05 	:2.04 	0.85 	0.34 

	

I 	-082-A- 	24 	2 	72.63 	3.32 	6.69' 	. - 6.59 	3.12 	0.20 

	

I 	-0828 	28 	2 	72.63 	3.55 	6.69- 	6.59 	3.34 	0.2 1  

	

I 	-082-C 	' 32 	2 	72.63 	3.47 - 	6.69 	6.59 	'3.26 	0.21 

	

I 	-082-0 	36 	2 	72.63 	3.47 	6.69 	6.59 	3.26 	0.21 

	

I 	-082-E 	40 	2 	72.63 	3.96 	10.47' 	- 	1C.24 	3.86 	0.10 

	

LUX-114-A 	3 	1 	65.32 	-6.37 	-2.66, 	-2.66 	-6.55 	0.18. 

	

LUX-114-8 	7 	1 	65.32 	-6.36 	-2.66 	-2.66 	-6.54 	0.18 

	

LUX 114-C 	11 	1 	65.32 	-6.36 	-2.66 	-2.66 	-6.54 	0.18 	• 

	

ILUX-114-0 	15 	1 	65.32 	-.6.35 	-2.66- 	-2.66 	-6.54 	0.18 

	

LUX-114-6 	19 	1 	65.32 	-.6.36 	-2.66 	- 	-2.66 	-6.55 	0.18 

	

NIG-119-A 	22 	1 	75.51 	2.49 	4.06 	3.97 	2.19 - 	0.30. 

	

NI3-1198 	26 	1 	75.51 	2.36 	3.67 	3.58 	2.e4 . 	0.32 	• 

	

NIG-119-C 	30 	1 	75.51 	2.40 	3..67 	3.58 	2.08 	0.32' 

	

NIG-119-0• 	34- 	. 1 	75.51 	2.41 	3.67 	3.58 	2.09 . 	0.32 	. 

	

NIG-I19-E 	.38 	• 	1 	75.51 	2.38 	3.67 	-3.58 	2.06' . 	0.-32 
. 	, 

	

NM8-025-A 	25 	2 	74.42 	-.0.19 	2.73 	2.72 	-.0.40 	0.22 

	

NM8-025-8 	29 	2 	74.42 	-.0.16•• 	2.73 	' 	2.72 	-0.38 	0.22 

	

NM8-e25-C 	33 	2 	74.42 	-.0.18 	2.73 	- 2.72 	-0.39. 	0.22 

	

NM8-025....0 	37 	2 	74.42 	0.19- 	2.73 	. 	2.72 	. 	-0.41 	0.22 

	

SUI-140-A 	22' 	2 	67.66 	-1.57 	-3.94 	• -3.95 	..2.26 	0.69 

	

SU1-140-8 	26 	•2 	67.66- 	-1.53 	-4.01 	-4.01 	-2.24• 	0.71 

	

SUI-140-C 	30 	2 	67.66 	-.1.29 	-4.01 	-4.01 	-2.03. 	0.75 

	

SUI-140-0 	34 	2 	67.66 	-1.06. 	-4.01 	-4.01 	-1.85 	0.78'. 

	

SUI-140-E 	38 	2 	67.66 	*0.52 	-4.01 	-4.02 	-1.39 	0.88 

	

ZAI-.322-A 	4 	1 	76.24 	4.30 	4.20 . 	4.12 	3.87 	0.43 

	

ZAI-322-8 	8 	1 	76.24 	4.37 	4.20 	4.12 	3 .93 - 	0.44 

	

ZAI-3227C 	12 	1 	76.24 	4.30 	4.20 	4.12 	3.87 	0.43 

	

2AI-322^0 	16 	1. 	76.24 	4.35 	4.20 	4.12 	3.92 	0.44 
ZAI-322E • 	20 	1 	76.24 	5.25 	4.92 	4.87 	4.80 	0.45 

	

ZAI-323-A 	2 	1 	76.27 	• 	3.58 	2.44 • 	2.40 • 	3.04 	'0:54 

	

ZAI-323-8 	6 	1 	76.27 	3.61 	2.44 . 	2.40 	3.0.7 	0.54 

	

ZAI-323-.0 	10 	1 	76.27 	3 .58 	2.44 	2.40 	3.05 	-0.54 
261-323-O' 	14 	1 	76.27 	3.62 	2.44 	2.40 	- 	.3.08 	0.54 

	

ZAI-'323-.E 	18 	1 	76.27 	3.66 	2.44 	2.40. 	3.11' 	0.54 
._ 
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ABSTRACT 

Feeder links for region 1 and 3 broadcast.satelliteS have to 
be planned for Compatibility with thé existing downlink plan. This 
iMplies comparatively stringent requirements  for thé mutual inter- • 
ferencelDetween-feederlinks. Using the example:of the Western 
European'satellite orbit at 19 degrees West, the significance of, 
adjacent channel interference between cirCularly polarised feeder 
links fromadjoining countries is illustrated, this being caused 
by atmospheric attenuation-and crogspolarisation in the frequency 
ryion of interest, the 17.3 GHz to 18.1_ GHz band. Up-to-date 
statistics on propagatiOn conditions - for the European cliMate are 
presented,.leading to-theconclusiOn'that an alternative to the 
currently unsatisfactory situation could be fOund using uplink 
power Control-and,forward croèspolarisationcancellation  techniques.  
Practical concepts are presented and performance predictions are 
provided, indiCating that the necessary system, improveMents can 
be obtained. 

1. 	INTRODUCTION 

Feeder link planning for region 1.and.3 broadcast satellites 
has to be.arranged for•compatibility with the existing downlink 
plan. This downlink - plan is the result_of the World Administrative 
Radio Conference-1977 in Geneva and its  existence. imposes certain 
conditions on the feeder link,planning parameters.*Another paper' 
from Cheveaul-discusses the relevant planning aspects frOm the 
overall system viewpoint and.concludes that. rather stringent 
requirements have to-be applied  for  feeder-link_ interferences.. 

Atmospheric-attenuation and crosspolarisation.effects at the 
preferred 17.3 -  GHz -  to .1EL1 GHz band are known'to introduce consi-
derable adjacent channel interference - and this .aPpears to  be 
particularly critical for the European Countries with frequency . 
assignments at the orbit position ,19 degrees .  West. This paper 	' 
reviews the specific situation for 19 degrees West countriés; it 
arrives at the conclusion that much depends on.the.propagation 
conditions‘ and hence on the.interpretation of the .statistically 
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variable atmospheric conditions. None of the specimen planning 
computations performed so far by the European Broadcasting Union 
and others has-arrived at a.satisfactory concept. Several possi-
bilities 'to improve the situation are being discussed but all  of 

 them mean serious.constraints on the flexible  operation of earth 
transmitting stations. As an alternative, this paper suggests an 
interference cancellation system based on the concept  of feeder  
link- powèr control and forward, adaptive crosspolarisation can-
cellation. - Possible concepts are discussed and performance esti-
mates are provided -, indicating that an overall satisfactory plan 
could be found. 

2. 	THE SITUATION-AT ORBIT POSITION 19 DEGREES'WEST 
• 

This orbit position 19 degrees West has been allocated to 
eight'European and six African countries. The European frequency 
assignments. occupy every-second available downlink channel with 

- 	alternating polarisation (see Figure 2-1). A similar approach 
should preferably be adopted for the feeder link assignments in 
th--47.3 GHz to :.1 GHz band. However this implies -  that fau-ei---  

e 	links on adjacent channels will have to be .operated from neigh- 
bouring countries. The satellite receive antennas will then give , 

 very little isolation and it is found that atmospheric cross-
polarisation and fades will produce a considerable degradation 
of the adjacent channel carrier-to-interference ratio. This is 
certainly true for circularly'polarised feeder link signals. 
Linearly polarised signals are less vulnerable to atmospheric 
effects but full advantage of this can only be obtained if the 
critical,  links employ polarisation vectors very close. to local 
vertical and horizontal. While this is feasible - in principle it 
may.complicate the overall planning apprôach and furthermore it ' 
entails the distinct disadvantage of a more complex Satellite 

t hardware : the attractive possibility of a common satellite 
transmit/receive antenna is-practically excluded.  The following r 
assumes the application of—Fircular polarisation for feeder links, 
and linear-  polarisation is only mentioned where relevant. 

. .To illuminate the practical situation in more' detail, Figs. 
2-2a, b, c illustrate the-typical interference-problem. Under 
clear sky conditions with a negligible  influence of the - atmos- 
phere, the mutual coupling of adjacent channel feeder links 
operating from neighbouring countries is only due to satellite 
receive and earth station transmit antenna imperfections. The 

 crosspolar component  of  every ,  antenna introduces an interference 
contribution from each channel into the other (Fig. 2-2a). 
Detailed calculations show that the levels can be adjusted so 
that satisfactory performance will be 'obtained throughout this 
clear sky case..With attenuation on link A the carrier-Lc:D.-inter-
ference ratio as present at satellite receiver A will bè 
decreased by the amount of the attenuation (Fig. 2-2b). Specimen 
planning calculations indicate that only 1 dB or 2 dB variation 
can be tolerated, and hence that deeper fades may cause a tem- 
porary impermissible.increase of interference. Uplink power 
control  could be employed but this has a secon4ïr777ifia—âs -
rillustrated in Fig. 2-2c. The fade is now assumed to occur on 
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link B; this will immediately produce an increase of the cross-- 
polar cOmponent received. by satellite A, this is due to the fact 
that on a dB-by-dB comparison the  raininduced'crosspoiarised  
component grows faster than  the rain-induced  fade -57T-Wiso 
section 3). The appliaàIion oe power cdritrol on link B'will now 
boost the crosspolar component even further, namely. by the -
amount of the fade on  this  link- The previouSIy mentioned • 
speciMen planning Calculations indicate that crosspolar'discri-
mination ratios only down to 25 dB can be tolerated but better 
performances are still required for specific cases, 

This discussion allows one to conclude that powee control 
techniques will usually benefit the link employing the- but at 
the expense of an increase of interference into the adjacent -- 	  
feeder links. 

Sofar the influence of ice-induced crosspolarisation has not 
been mentioned. This would occur without simultaneous fade and 
and .it can therefore be readily compared  with  the case of rain 	. 
indUced crosspolarisation with perfect power control as illustrated 
in Fig. 2-2c. 

As was seen, the critiCality of the feeder link planning for 
the European countries using-  the 19  degrees  West  position, is 
due to the implication that adjoining cOuntries:have to.cperate - 
their feeder links on adjacent channels.. This, can be alleviated , 
by an appropriate grouping of: frequenCy'aSsignments. for:the 
feeder links. However, no concept has:ye_t_rbeen identified which 
leads  to a fully satisfàctory  plan. The situation coul=also be 
freVed with the standardisation of satellite receive antenna 
beamwidths and earth station transmit EIRPs, tOgether with a 
pre-assigned location of the earth transmitting stations. While 
this could lead to a marginally satiefactory plan, we belieVe 
that the conditions then.imposed on the locatiOn and EIRP of 
the earth transmitting station are incompatible with the require-
ments of broadcasters. In particular the larger.countries wOuld 
suffer insofar as earth transmittipg stations further away from 
the centre of the country would becFme impossible. 

An alternative approach  would aim at the cance llation of 
feeder  link interferences.Two possibilities exi-s-r7rh principle 
iilya cancellation onboard the satellite or a forward 
cancellation employing the earth transMitting stations.. The 
former concept is considered to be incompatible with the current 
status - of satellite' hardware while the latter concept, using 
uplink power control and forward depolarisation cancellation 
techniques •  appears very promising. 
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3. 	EUROPEAN PROPAGATION STATISTICS 

3.1 Attenuation Statistics  

This paragraph reviews the attenuation statistics for. 18. GHz 
signals. It provides data on annual and worst-  month statistics, 

.cin the site to site variations, and on the typical fade durations. 

• Fig. 3-1 shows the percentage time averaged over a year, and 
Fig.. 3-2 the time percentage of .the worst month in a calendar year, 
thatthe 18 GHz fading.may be . expected.to  exceed-a given number of 
decibels at a.singie ground station. 

The Ciarves are based on datax  taken at 11.6 and 11.8 GHz 
with the European OTS satellite and are statistically fairly 
reliable. The attenuation in.decibels at 18 GHz is assumed to be . 
2,2 times that at 11.8 GHz; this type of assumption is quite 
satisfactory on a statistical basis. (Scaling is diScussed further 
in Section 3.2.2).  The  curves are for circular polarisation. 
10 dB fade in circular - polarisation would correspond to about 
9 dB in vertical and. about 11 dB in horizontal. This should be 
adequate for elevation angles between 20 0  and 40° as a prelimi-
nary input for planning purposes but significant corrections 
may be needed for elevations outside this range. 

' The upper and làwer curves are for the best and worst'case 
European natiOnal averages; since many good ground stations ' 
contributed to thds - data, they may be regarded as a good.indica-
tion of themaximum spread of climatic variations over Europe. 

Figs. 3-3 and 3-4 give averaged statistics of fade duration 
for an 18 GHz threshold of 11 dB. Only fades which cross that 
threshold are considered, and for these 'duration' simply means 
the time spent above that threshold. The figures should only be 
regarded as a general indication of typical durations. The 
median duration is seen in Fig. 3-3 to be about 50 seconds. 

The mean duration of an 11 dB fade is calculated from Fig. 
3-3 as 140 seconds. A rough idea of the number of individual 
fades occurring per year or per worst month can be obtained from 
the relation : 

Number occuring  •in a given period 

(total time above threshold within that period)  
(Mean duration) 

Example  : (1) For 'average' European site, 0.08 % of worst month 
exceeds 11 dB, equivalent to 2100 seconds. Hence typical number 
of fades in worst month = 15. 

(2) For 'average' European site, 0.014 % of year exceeds 
11 dB, equivalent to 4,400 seconds. Hence typical number of fades 
per year = 30. 

xCollated and analysed on behalf of EUTELSAT 
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• 3.2 	Cross Polarisation in the kimosphere 

Before reviewing the crosspolariSation statistics for 
Europeah-climate r  the'underlying concept of - crosSpolarisation 
'in the atmosphere and the influence of the.choice of:polariaation 

• shall be reviewed; FinallY, the sighificance of phase of the 
cross polar:component will be discifssed. • 

• • 3.2.1 Basic Concepts. 

Cross polarisation occurson satelllite paths due to rain 
and ice crystals, either separately or together. In either the 
ice or the - rain Medium, 'it may be assUmed that=there are two 
linear orthogonal  principal  planes  - of polarisation  which will 
propagate without changingtheir polarisation.  Polarisations 
other than these experience cross Polarisation. 	. 

' 	In the ice medium there is very little attenuation and 
the cross polarising effect is attributable almost entirely. to 
differential'phase,shift between the principal planes, ,  At the • 
frequencies of interest, differential phase is expected to be • 
lihearly proportional to frequency, This  implies roughly a 6 dB' 
worsening. of cross polar level or isolation for a doubling of 
frequency. 

In thé rain-  medium there is both absolute, attenuation(A) 
and differential attenuation, and differential phase shift, 
between the principal planes. At 18 GHZ both differential effects 
are of comparable importance in 'cross • polarisation. To.a rough 
approximation itcan be assumed .that the differential rain 
effects are functionally related to the absolute attenuation A. 

Relationsx  proPosed by CCIR (for 300  satellite elevation) 
are : 
for 12 GHz XPD = 36.9-- 20 log A + AD 
for 18 GHz xpp . 42.2 - 20 log A + AD 
where AD.represents'the. polarisation dependence. - 

Later proposed  relations ,believed to be more-accurate - ,are 
for 12 GHz XPD = 34.7 - 20 log A + AD 	• (1) 
for 18 GHz XPD = 38.0 . - 20 log A + AD 	 (2) 

It is proposed that planning work should use the last two-
relations but allowing.+-2.dB uncertainty in the XPD that they 
predict. For linear  '450  polarisations or circular polarisations,. 
AD = 0. Other .polarisations have AD>O, as is explained in Sec,3.2.2. 

It is important . now to draw a distinction between cross  
polar discrimination ratio' (XPD), defined as 

-20 log
cross polar Power  } dB, (at the receiving end) 
co-polar power 

and the relative cross polar level (XP level), defined as 

-20 -  log f
cross polar power  } dB(again at,the 

- clear Wéatherco-polar power receiving end 

xAll relations quoted here include a 2 dB improvement,in XPD,due 
to canting  angle' spread:'. 
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The latter quantity determines the potential interference 
(usually between two adjacent countries) in the satellite links 
under consideration. 

In the ice effects, because attenuation is negligible, 
XPD and XP level are essentially the same. For the rain effect, 
XP level is A dB larger (i.e. 'better') than XPD. If, however, 
feeder link power control is applied to exactly compensate the 
fade A, the XP level becomes equal to XPD. An immediate and 
important consequence  of. this is that the rain effects become 
much more important relative to the ice effects when uplink 
power control is used. 

Values of XPD and XP level predicted by equation 2 are 
shown in Fig. 3-5. (Since A at 18 GHz is taken as 2.2 times that 
at 12 GHz, equations 1 and 2 predict that XPD at 18 GHz is 3.5 dB 
lower than at 12 GHz for the same rain event. For an ide  event 
the difference would also be 3.5 dB. This factor has been used 
to scale OTS XPD data to 18 GHz). 

It is believed that most European sites will be dominated 
by rain effects in terms of XPD. Many of these may however be 
dominated by ice in terms of XP level. It is conceivable that 
European site with little intense rain may have more seriouà 
problems, in terms of XP level, due to ice effects, than other 
sites with more intense rain. Further discussion is given in 
Section 3.2.3. 

3.2.2 Effect of ChOice of Polarisation  on XPD Statistics 

It has been noted that the lce and rain media are descri-
bable in terms of 'principal planes of polarisations'. Highest 
cross polarisation ocCurs when the link polarisation bisects the 
principal planes and essentially the same XPD (cross polar discri-
mination) occurs for circular polarisation. Theoretically, for a 
linear polarisation closer to one of the principal planes, the 
XPD is increased by the quantity àD = 20 log (sin 20) decibels. 
The improvement factor àD appears in equation 2 in the previous 
section. 6 is the angle between the link polarisation and the 
nearest principal plane. 

To a first approximation the principal planes in rain are 
vertical and horizontal but there is a small variable tilt of 
these planes - believed to lie in the range + 5 0  - which is 
referred to as the canting angle of the raindrcips and probably 
produced by wind shear. The effect of this is that significant 
cross polarisation still occurs for vertically or horizontally 
polarised links. CCIR recommend that to allow for the effect in 
the scaling of XPD statistics, àD should be given a maximum value 
of 12 dB, equivalent to  e = 7.3 . The CCIR curve to be used for 
scaling statistics is shown in Fig. 3-6. At small 6, àD must be 
regarded as stochastic. 
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Small amounts of recent data show explicitly that while 
the principal planes • in ice also favour vertical/horizontal, 

• they can vary by at least 30 0 . It is therefore predicted that 
the improvement in XPD statistics as the polarisation angle 
approaches vertical or horizontal is even smaller'than for rain. 
Support for this is found in data (analysed for EUTELSAT) from 
two sites which allowed a comparison of linear and circular XPD 
statistics and showed evidence of ice effects. (The Birmingham 
site appears to be ice-dominated). The experimental points 
are shown in Fig. 3-6. For ice effects, a linear polarisation 
will always be statistically better than circular, and increa 
singly so at small polarisation angles. It should be appreciated, 
however, that due to the very wide variability of - ice principal 
plane angle, any given linear polarisation will occasionally*be 
as severly cross polarised as circular polarisation. 

The CCIR curve is probably satisfactory for most sites 
in Europe but it.is  suggested that the dashed curve in Fig. 3-6 
should be used for ice-dôminated sites, ,  or in other cases where 
the calculation should err on the'pèssimistic side. 

3.2.3 European  Cross Polarisation Statistics 

If XPD is the key.  quantity, as would apply with full uplink 
power control, it is recommended for planning purposes to work in 
terms of a 'European worst' and, 'European average' statistic-. 
Fig. 3-7 shows the proposed curves which are-obtained - from Figs. 
3-1 and 3-2 by application of equation 2 (or Fig. 3 ,-5). 'The 'best' 
curves of Figs. 3-1 and 372 should not be used to generate XPD 
statistics as there is a reason to think they may be assodiated 
with ice-dominated sites. 

The XPD curves of Fig. 3-7 have been checked against 
scaled OTS XPD data collated for EUTELSAT. They are fairly 
realistic. 

The XPD level curves are derived empirically from the same 
data from a consideration of those sites which appear to be ice-
dominated. They are probably pessimistic. The data do not yet 
allow 'best' and 'worst' sites to be distinguished. More refined 
data will become available in the near future. 

It is worth mentioning that, with the ATS-t satellite, at 
20 GHz and with linear polarisation 25 °  from vertical, an ice 
event was observed in which the XP level approached 16 dB and 
which exceeded 20 dB for at least 5 minutes. 

With no power control, the XP level from rain is seen in 
Fig. 3-5 to be unlikely to exceed 26 dB. 

3.2.4 Cross Polar Phase 

At first sight, cross polar phase may not seem of great 	• 
interest to the system designer. However, it is an essential 
consideration in the design of adaptive cancellation systems. 
With circular polarisation, or linear polarisation well away from 
vertical or horizontal, rain-induced cross polarisation is 
expected to exhibit a phase remaining in one quadrant. For a 
linear polarisation within a few degrees of vertical or horizontal, 
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phase reversals will occur es the raindrop canting angle can lie 
on either side of the link polarisation. 

For ice effects, the cross polar phase in circular polari-
sation is found 3 f 4  to be capable of taking all values; with 
linear polarisation, it is predicted theoretically 6  - and 
confirmed experimentally 3 , 4  - that the phases lie close to +90 ° , 
and that definite phase reversals occur. This will happen — 
for any linear'polarisations. 

On the basis of these considerations, it is recommended 
as a working assumption that operation in all phase quadrants 
is required of an adaptive canceller for cross polarisation. 
The speed of response should be such that the canceller can go 
from no cancellation (XPD =co) to a maximum cancellation in 
about 10 seconds. Propagation data now available suggest that 
this will be quite adequate for virtually all events, except 
for occasional lightning-induced abrubt changes of cross pola-
risation which can occur in as little as 001 second. These 
effects are probably not frequent enough to merit designing 
such a fast-operating canceller. 

4. 	POWER CONTROL AND CROSS POLARISATION CANCELLATION 

Power control and cross polarisation cancellation are 
techniques  whereby degradations in interference levels caused 
by the atmosphere may be alleviated. 

4.1 	Control Method 

Basic system concepts for open-loop control of uplink . 
power and polarisation are easily conceived as suggested in the 
block diagram, Fig. 4-1. This shows a singly polarised 12 GHz 
downlink beacon used to infer the atmospheric parameters needed 
for the feeder link control. This inference task, performed by 
the tcontroller' shown in the Figure, involves fairly complex 
computation which necessarily includes frequency scaling. The 
'controller' will probably have to.be  a small.online computer 
or microprocessor. 

The simplest operation is to use the beacon amplitude to 
measure the 12 GHz fade and to multiply this by about 2.2 to 
predict the 18 GHz fade. As shown in Fig. 4-1, cross-polarisation 
parameters of the beacon must be meàsured to effect the 'forward' 
cancellation of uplink cross polarisation. If the beacon and 
uplink were at the saine  frequency, a possible solution would be 
to use exactly the same linear polarisation for the beacon and 
uplink, or opposite hands of circular polarisation. This approach, 
which is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3, does not depend 
on making a physical model of the medium. With a large frequency 
interval it is considered better to choose the beacon polarisation 
to give the best inference of the physically real propagation 	AIL 
parameters of the medium which can be frequency-scaled. 	lur 
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. It is  believed-at present that the best- choice .of beacon 
'polarisation to gdve physical-information on the medium:is -
circlilar:. This has been èxemplified•by some recent:'workat 
Bradfor0 where it was shdwn that (for pure:iceeffects) , circular: - 
cross-polar phase'cOuldbe',Uàed às'à measure- ofibe partidle* 
alignment angle and its  amplitude as a.measUre of differential . ' • 
phase.shift.-The-'circular data then allows linear.crosspolari-
sation tO bePredicted quite accUrately,' while - prédiCtiOn•of 
circular  data  from linear is:quite'  impossible. 

A possible strategy with a single circular polarised 
beacon would use the measured beacon parameters': 'to make a model 
of the propagation medium that involves real physical parameters. 
These can be frequency scaled. Worthwhile improvements in cross 
polar interference level are possible with this approach, as 
is now discussed. 

.2Performande Calculation:forPolarisation Control Strategy  
using 'Single Circularly Polaribed-Beacôn 	• > 

• 

 

The  control' systeMjust proposed:uses the three measured 
parameters - -..copolar fade, cross polar: amplitude  and phase  - 
as follows : 

(a) the' .12 GHz fade ds used to infer - on thé basis of Standard 
drop size distributions .and rain cell.models - the rain-
induCed  cross polarisation phasor for 12  GHz. 

( D) -  any discrepancy bètween this and the obserVced cross polar 
phasor is attributed tO an ice contributiOn.:ThiS.can alwàys 
be done beçaUse two free parameters - à differential phase. - 
shift and à principal plane angle (or partiCle tilt angle) - 
are assigned to the ice medium. 

(c) the inferred rain and ice effects are scaled-t0 18 GHz and 
the appropriate pre-distortion (or forward correction) 
appiied-to the uplink. 	. 	. 

. This'approach has . the properties of -  (a),giving: nominally 
perfect'cancellation when'the rain modelwith or, Withoirt Ice) 
is correct Or when ice alone - is present (no-fade conditions) 
(b) , introducing-,a•eictitious dce'contribution when•the rain model .  
is.. in error. It is fortunate - that the:rain, crosspolariSation is. 
not very sensitive to, the•model used, 

We now. present sOme'performance Calculations  'for  this 
scheme. The rain, medium is assumed to be described by two para- 

• meters only,: which can be taken as : (a) Attenuation, A at 12 GHz 
(b) x, the parameter describing an exponential drop:size, distri-
bution of the form N(D)aexp(-XD)where N(D) is the number of rain 
drops per unit volume.per unit diameter (D) range. Fig. 4-2 . is a 
diagram of x versus A for various standard drop-size distributions, 
with rain rate at path length- as parameters. Given A and x, any 
other parameters such as attenuation at 18 GHz, or cross polar 
amplitude and phase.  at either frequency can be calculated. The 
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canceller relies on assuming a curve such as curve 1 relating 
to A. The errors in the rain - model will be assured to ease for 
X's bounded by the outer curves 2, 3 in this figure. These 
boundaries are set by plausible physical limits on rain cell 
size and rain rate. 

Fig. 4-3 shows the calàulated performance - XPD before 
and after cancellation -  for a rain-only case - while Fig. 4-4 
shows the same,performance expressed in terms of XP level, 
which would be the relevant system parameter if .no uplink 'power 
control were used. It is assumed here'that the controller can 
predistort the feeder link polarisation to any desired polari-

, sation. 

It is found by calculation that if a real ice contribution 
is included, this has virtually no effect on the XPD or XP level • 
after cancellation. The XPD or XP Level before cancellation is 
significantly affected and will  be worsened for most ice popu-
letions (Figs. 4-3 and 4-4). It can be assured that for any 
linearly polarised uplink controlled by the same circularly 
phased beacon and the same strategy, the XPD  or  XP level improve-
ments are at least as goOd as for the worse of the two bands Of 
circular polarisation. 

- 
The important conclusions, from Figs. 4-3 and 4-4 are that • 

(a) substantial worst-case  improvements.in isolation are possible 
using this strategy. 

(b),the performance is markedly better when the feeder link 
(always assured to be circularly polarised) is in the opposite  gle 
band of polarisation to the controlling beacon. 

. 	On the assumption that systems are designed for a maxi- 
mum 18 GHz fade of 10 dB (mean value not exceeded dùring 99.9 % 
of worst month), Fig. 4-3 shows.that, even with full power 

- control, this cancellation technique could easily Control  the 
 interfering cross polar signal to a level 30 dB below the 

copolar signal. 

4.3 	Choice of Beacon Polarisation for this and related . _ 
Strategy  . 

An alternative polarisation control strategy -.again 
assured to use a single circularly polarised beacon - does not 
make  use of the fade information to model the rain, but instead 
works on the assumption that the medium - approximates to a simple  
medItiM -.-  Performance calculations for this are still in progress. 

If a bl represents the atmospheric transmission 
c d_ 

matrix for a downlink beacon, so that - c/a iS the (complex) cross-
polar discrimination for a right-hand circular beacon, then it 
can be shown from recipricity that the corresponding matrix for 
the  feeder uplink is Ea. 1 

Lb d 

A simple medium is one in which there are this linear, orthogonal 1110 
principal planes of polarisation .which propagate unchanged. It 
can be shown for a simple medium that' a = d, although b = c. For 
a complex medium, such as an ice-rain combination in which the 
ice principal plane angle is . not vertical/horizontal it is found 
that a = d, but that the difference is a second  order term., 
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Making only the assumption that a 	the controller can 
measure c/a directly - for à right hand beacon  - and thus, 
approximating c/d to c/a, has direct càntest over a left hand 
polarised feeder link. By contrast, any attempt . to infer the 
parameter b/a or b/d from the right hand beacon  datais  essen-
tially dependent on modelling the medium. 

Consequently the conclusion that, assuming all links are 
circularly polarised, they should be off opposite hands for the 
feeder link and control beacon appears to be a general one. 

4.3.1 Explanation of superior perfôrmande  usina  opposite hands 
of polarisation fôr umôdéliing" strate. . 

It was found for the strategy based on modelling the 
medium that better cancellation was obtained when  the- beacon  
and feeder link circular polarisations were of Opposite hands, - 
It is of interest to attempt a physical explanation of this result. 

Suppose that on an 18 GHz downlink, a RHC beacon is 
received as :: 	 • 

• 
eR.HC . medium.. 	a.42 RHC t b QLHC downlink 

and a LHC béacOn Is received as : 
A medium  e RHC 	downlink 	RHC d --e-LHC 

Suppose also that an attempt is made to predict the complex XPD's 
b/a, c/d from a 12 GHz downlink measurement. 

Phasor diagram Fig. 4-5(a) shows (for, a rain only case) the 
actual crosspolar phasor at 12 GHz, the rain phasor that is 
inferred from the 12 GHz fade and the fictitious ice phasor that 
results from an error in the rain model. 

After scaling to 18 GHz, the diagram - for an 18 GHz 
downlink  appears as at Fig. 4-5 (b). Due to scaling variations 
in the scaling law the triangle is no longer closed and a 
residual - corresponding to an XPD after cancellation - appears. 

If an attempt is made to draw the diagram for the opposite 
hand of 18 GHz downlink polarisation, the diagram appears as at 
Fig. 4-5 (c). The rain phasors do not change their phase because 
the rain medium is assumed to have principal planes near horizon-
tal and vertical. However the angle ei is a fictitious non-zero 
principal plane angle for ice and changes sign as at Fig. 4-5 (c). 
The residual is now considerably increased, but still smaller 
than the real cross-polar phasor. This argument shows that the 
RHC downlink at 12 GHz gives a better estimate of b/a (i.e. for 
RHC 18 GHz downlink) than it does of c/d. 
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Now recipricity shows, as explained in the last section, 
that forward convertion of an 18 GHz uplink requires an estimate 
of c/a for RHC polarisation and of b/d for LHC polarisation. 

As noted before, a and d are roughly equal for reasonable 
media which implies that the 12 GHz doWnlink beacon will give 
a better estimate of b/d than of - c/a. 

Consequently, it will achieve better cancellation for the 
oppositely polarised uplink. 

4.4 	Power Control Errors  

In the scheme under consideration 18 GHz feeder link power 
would be controlled by scaling the fades observed on a 12 GHz 
downlink beacon by a factor of about 2.2. There is an essentiallye  
irreducible error in this procedure arising from the variations in 
raindrop size distribution, since this determines the ratio of 
18 GHz to 12 GHz attenuation. 

A 'standard' drop size distribution is assumed to depend 
on rain rate only. For a given observed fade there are many 
combinations of rain rate and effective rain cell thickness (path 
length in rain) which would give that fade; the ratio varies for 
this reason alone. However large deviations from standard drop 
size distribution occur in any case. Temperature can affect the 
ratio. 

Published data on drop size distributions together with 
drop scattering coefficients computed as a function of temperature 
have been used to produce Fig. 4-6 which shows the likely spread 
of 18 GHz attenuations corresponding to a given 12 GHz attenuation 
This will form an inherent error to which the contributions due to 
the system hardware imperfections are still to be added. These 
latter contributions are thoroughly reviewed in an ESA contractor 
report 8  and this allows the conclusion  that the overall variation 
of the receive power flux level at satellite position can be kept 
within a + 2 dB range for a 10 dB fade at 18 GHz,and will approach 
+ 1 dB variation for the lower attenuations. 

4.5 	Hardware Concepts for Adaptive Cancellation of  
Cross Polarisation  

We now mention some possible hardware schemes for varying 
the feeder link polarisation, and comment briefly on points to 
be borne in mind in planning. 

The hardware implications of feeder link power control are 
not discussed here. Control can be easily obtained by varying the 
drive to the high power amplifier. 

x
Very sophisticated schemes are conceivable where the controller 
uses some of the beacon cross polar parameters, as well as the 	te 
fade, to control the feeder link power. Some 	inferences about 
dropsize distribution •are theoretically possible. The computation 
required of the controller would be of comparable complexity to 
that needed for the polarisation control using the 'modelling' 
strategy. 
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A posmfhlP sotleme uses thé one HPA folloWed by  a power 
'splitter, Fig. 4-7, It must now be understoodthat the control 
comPonents have  to work at full power leveland.particularly at 
the  Maximally boosted level during fading-., - (With a fixed: 2direc°, 

 tional:coupler;  for which . 10 dB wouldbe a.réasonable 
transmission  at a level of  ,2 kW would require• 200 W to be dissi-. 
pated in the. variable - attenuator for most of the time, 
these schemes phase reversal is required  in 'the ;  correction ahn 
as cross polar  signals cannot be assumed to remain in one' 
quadrant. The power dissipation requirement would be obviated by 
using a-mechanically. variable direCtional'ooUpier in place of 
the fixed coupler and attenuatôr:-An attractive non-dissipative 
schemeis- shown in Fig. 478. Here=  the, capability of phase 
reversal is - inherent : the crosspolar: Phasor at 'C' passes 
smoothly through zero at one point in the working range of phase.- 
shifter 'B'. 

,It is worth mentioning two other devices which can be 
plaCed directly in the circular waVeguide feeding a ,primary feed 
horn. The 'COMSAT' device, Fig. 4-9, uses  two rotating waVeguide 
sections-with 180 0  and 90 0  differential phasè shifters. It is 
rèadily shown that a linear polarisation input to the syStem can 
be converted into any  polarisation with suitable settings. 

A related device was recently developed 5  at Bradford. 
University (Fig.. 4-10) and uses four phase shifting Vanes-with 
variable insertion to give a ,  variabla'differential phase shift 
between linear polarisations lying in the symmetry planes of , the, 
vanes. If the section of guide with the vanes...can be rotated -, all 
polarisation states can again be obtained. If ice effects:are 
the main probleffi, the possibility exists 7  of 'one-parameter' 
working without this rotation being necessary. 

A noteworthy point about the last two devices is that it 
is desirable that the downlink beacon used for power and polari-
sation control be received on the same antenna as used for the 
uplink. This eliminates an extra antenna. This would require the 
feed structure to be configured as in Fig. 4-11, as compared with 
the front end of Fig. 4-1. (If the canceller were directly behind 
the feed horn, the control system calculations would have to allow 
for the effect of the canceller on the beacon signal). 

5. 	CONCLUSIONS 

The European Administrations with broadcast satellite 
frequency assignments at the orbit 19 degrees West have indicated 
their interest in using tlmnewly allocated 17.3 GHz to 18.1 GHz 
feeder link band for their satellite broadcast feeder links. How-
ever, atmospheric attenuation and cross polarisation at these 
frequencies can cause significant but variable mutual interference. 
The attempts of the European Broadcasting Union and others to 
develop a feeder link plan to complement the existing downlink 
plan have not yet arrived at a satisfactory concept, partly for 
these reasons. Several alternatives have been suggested but all 
of them imply more-or-less serious limitations in the flexible 
use of earth transmitting stations. 
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The here presented approach employing an interference 
cancellation technique is seen to be an alternative, and possibly 
also for other kinds of umlinks.. It allows an earth transmit 
station'to protect its own feeder link while-respecting the need 
to protect.the.edjacent links. It only needs to be introduced 
where and when necessary and in most cases could be the subject 
of bilateral arrangements rather than international agreements. 
The 'obtainable  performance will guarantee very good transmission 
performance even under very adverse weather conditions at the. 
earth transmitting stations. . 

• 	The additional hardware required for the earth transmit 
station is considered to be fully compatible with current techno-
logy. There will be little or no extra requirement placed on the 
satellite except that the definition of the hand of polarisation 
of the downlink beacons and the feeder link signal will require 
close coordination. 
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Abstract  

This paper will describe the process used in a computer program to optimize 

the satellite beam necessary to cover any given service area so that the 

necessary transmit power is minimized. This process will define the satellite 

beam parameters and the necessary on-axis EIRP so that the required quality 

of service will be met anywhere within the service area defined by a limited 

number of geographical points forming a convex polygon encompassing the area 

to be covered. 

During the process, the geometry aspect is kept to two dimensions by using 

spherical trigonometry. The optimization is brought down to a simple 

2-dimensional convergence process by the use of multiple coordinate transformations. 

This completely automated optimization process is limited to the fitting of 

circular and elliptical beams. 

Two phenomena of stochastic nature are also considered in the beam fitting process. 

These are the rain attenuation and the satellite attitude control errors. These 

factors will contribute to the additional amount of satellite power necessary to 

provide the required quality of service for the specified percentage of time. 

Introduction  

The upcoming Regional Administrative Radio Conference of 1983 has, according to 

Resolution 701 (CH), to come up with a detailed plan for the Broadcasting Satellite 

Service for the American continent (ITU Region 2). The conference will have to 

set values for the technical system parameters and assign the following three key 

parameters: channels, polarization and orbital location to each service area 

involved. 
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As for all telecommunication systems, two sources of degradation will have to 

be considered in generating the plan: the thermal noise and the interference 

from other radio transmissions. The variable that is usually taken to describe 

the system's protection against thermal noise is the carrier to noise ratio (C/N) 

and the one taken to describe the system's protection against interference is 

the carrier to interference ratio (C/I). 

The system parameters that are related to the protection of the system against 

noise are the transponder power and satellite antenna gain considered together 

as the satellite EIRP and the receiving antenna gain and thermal noise level in 

the receiver considered together as the figure of merit of the receiving 

installation (G/T). 

The system parameters that are related to the protection of the system against 

interference are the satellite antenna off-axis and cross-polar discriminations, 

the receiving antenna off-axis and cross-polar discriminations and the receiver 

channel filtering. 

Since these two sources of degradation relate to totally different system 

parameters, the consideration of these two factors during the planning process 

can be made during two different steps. In practice, the consideration of the 

thermal noise degradation will have to be made first so that system parameters 

like beam parameters and EIRP are made available at the stage where  •the interference 

is considered. 

The first step of the planning process which consists in defining the parameters 

so that the system is protected against thermal noise is dealt with here. This 

consists in transferring the basic service quality requirements to be met anywhere 
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within a given service area into satellite parameters (EIRP and beam parameters). 

The most complicated part of this process is the determination of the beam of 

minimum cross-section that will still encompass the given service area. Minimizing 

the beam cross-section permits to maximize the antenna gain,henceiminimizing the 

required satellite transponder power. 

This fitting process has been limited to circular and elliptical beams, assuming 

a minimum of complexity for the satellite antenna and feeder structure. 

Consideration of more complex antenna shapes would have precluded the fully 

automated feature present in the actual program and the computing time would 

have increased drastically without the use of shortcuts and approximations. 

For the purpose of a planning conference and because of the fact that the time 

to react to a change in orbital locations of the satellite will probably be 

limited, this fast automated optimization process considering circular and 

elliptical beams will probably be quite adequate. 

1. Service Çuality Requirement  

The service quality requirement will be one of the parameters that the planning 

conference will have to adopt. Since this relates to the protection of service 

against noise, the basic requirement will be defined as a signal to noise ratio 

video (S/N) for a given percentage of time. This basic requirement will in turn 

have been found from a subjective picture quality assessment in presence of noise. 

The conference will also have to adopt modulation parameters and the type of 

modulation is likely to be FM. Knowing the modulation parameters, S/N requirement 

can be transferred into carrier to noise ratio (C/N). A second constraint will 

have to be taken into çonsideration in the setting up of a C/N value if frequency 

modulation is used, the margin above FM threshold will have to be large enough so 

that operation below this threshold is limited to a very limited portion of the 
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time. The conference will also have to come up with standard specifications 

for the receiving terminals. This is usually given by the receiver figure of 

merit (G/T). The C/N requirement can then be transferred into a minimum 

power flux density. 

The optimization problem can then be enunciated as follows: the beam optimization 

process consists in minimizing the beam size in order to minimize the power 

requirement at the satellite, but still meeting this minimum power flux density 

requirement anywhere within the service area. 

2. Satellite Orbital Position  

The position of the broadcasting satellite on the geostationary orbit has an 

enormous impact on the system parameters. It defines the range of elevation 

angles at which the satellite will be seen from the locations in the service area. 	410 
It also defines if the satellite will need on-board batteries to provide the 

service during the equinoctial eclipse periods. For given constraints on elevation 

angle and hours of service, a range of available positions is defined. This is called 

the available orbital arc. This available arc is given for each specified service 

area by the program as an indication to the user for the choice of the orbital 

location from which the beam fitting will be performed. 

3. Convex Polygons  

Part of the information that will have to be provided to the IFRB one year before 

the conference by each administration will be the area to be covered and over 

which the service will have to be protected against thermal noise and interference. 

This is called the service area and normally defines the area of the country itself. 

For large countries, however, there will be a need to split the country into more 

than one service area. This might be based • on  different time zones, different 

political sub-regions within a country, etc. .. 

• 
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This specification of service area is very important and needs to be known as 

early as possible in the preparation for the planning conference so that beams 

can be fitted for all administrations in Region 2 and all administrations be 

represented in the calculation of mutual interference. The information required 

can be in the form of a list of points roughly approximating the country's border. 

These points are defined by their terrestrial coordinates and a polygon is defined 

by joining these points by straight lines. It can also be in the form  of ,a  map where 

the service area would have been delineated. Once these contours are obtained, a 

convex polygon which encompasses each service area is manually generated. The po-

lygon is kept as small as possible and is defined by its apexes which should be 

as close as possible to the border of the service area. The number of these apexes 

should be kept to a minimum (usually 4.10) by eliminating all apexes that would make 

the polygon concave. The points defining these concave apexes would be found re-

dundant during the fitting process thus not contributing to the fitting. However the 

consideration of these points would unnecessarily slow down the automatic fitting 

process. A typical convex polygon encompassing the eastern time zone of the United 

States of America is illustrated in figure 8. 

A first appraisal of the possible service areas in Region 2 has been done in Canada. 

72 possible service areas were arrived at and the polygons describing these service 

areas are illustrated in figure 1. These polygons were based as much as possible on 

the information provided by various administrations of Region 2 at the WARC-BS 1977. 

A list of these requirements and the coordinates of the polygon encompassing each 

service area is given in 'Annex A. This list contains 2 lines per service area. The 

first line gives the indication relating to the service area namely a 4 letter country 

symbol extendable to 8 letters for the IFRB registration number, the sovereign coun-

try symbol, the requested number of channels, hours of operation (GMT), orbital ser-

vice arc, proposed beam parameters and finally service area description. The second 

line contains the number of apexes defining the polygon and the list of coordinates 

of the polygon points (lat., long.). 
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The first line is used only as indication related to the service area. The 

second line contains the real data to be used by the beam fitting process. 

This list of service areas is considered to be only preliminary. A major 

update will probably be necessary when information about requirements from 

all Region 2 administrations sent to the IFRB are known. 

Another piece of information related to geographical characteristics of each service 

area is the list of test points that have to be considered at the plan analysis 

level. It seems reasonable to take the polygon points as the first test points 

to be considered. Administrations will be asked to specify test points inside 

their service area where the interference analysis needs to be done. These 

will usually be the important cities inside each service area. These last 

points will not be used for the beam fitting but will be very important in the 

generation and analysis of a plan. 

• 
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4. 	The Fitting Process 

The elliptical beam fitting process has been described in length 	- 

in reference [1] . An overview of this process will be given here 

leaving the thorough demonstration to be looked at in the reference. 

Spherical trigonometry was used throughout the whole process and was found 

to be very powerful mainly when it is time to add the effect of satellite 

station keeping and pointing errors. Furthermore, the spherical trigonometry 

permits to limit all geometry calculations to only 2 dimensions unlike 

Cartesian geometry which would require to work in 3 dimensions. 

The approach towards the optimization process to be used was to do as 

much as possible by analytical means so that the limitation inherent to 

numerical processes are minimized. The limitations of a numerical process 

are the limited accuracy which need to be specified as the limit to the 

convergence process and the risk of converging on a local minima. Out of 

the 5 variables that are necessary to define an elliptical beam, it has 

been possible to relate analytically 3 of these parameters to the 2 others 

leaving only 2 variables to be found by a numerical convergence process. 

The elliptical beam fitting process can be summarized by enunciating that 

for a given number of points on earth and for a given orbital location 

for the satellite, the elliptical beam of minimum cross-section and 

still encompassing all the given points on the earth is to be found. 

• 
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• The first step in the fitting process is to transfer the convex polygon 

onto the so-called "satellicentric sphere". This is illustrated in 

figure 2. This satellicentric sphere is a sphere centered at the 

satellite and having a coordinate system similar to the one on earth 

(latitude, longitude). This permits to use spherical trigonometry and 

eliminate the approximation(although usually considered as negligible) 

that needs to be done when the computation of discrimination angles at 

the satellite is done on a plane tangent to the satellite sub-point. 

A view of the convex polygon on a portion of the satellicentric sphere 

is shown in figure 3. 

Once the convex polygon is transferred onto the satellicentric sphere, a 

preliminary step isdriein finding the minimum circle that encompasses 

this projected polygon. This minimum circle must, by principle pass 

by 2 or 3 the polygon points and encompass the others. Since this can be expressed 

analytically , 	; the circle fitting is very fast. Figure 5 illustrates 

a fitting process where the minimum circle passes by 2 points. This minimum 

circle is used to define an area of the satellicentric sphere where the 

minimum ellipse center will be found. 

The principle on which the ellipse fitting is based is similar to the 

one used for the circle.. 	The minimum ellipse must pass by at least 3 points 

and encompass all the others. This permits us to come up with a system 

of 3 equations with 5 unknowns. Two of these unknowns will therefore have 

to be found through numerical process in order to solve this system of 

equations. Out of the 5 parameters that define an ellipse, namely the center 
• 
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latitude and longitude, the major and minor axis and the major axis orientation, 

the twovariables that appeared •to be the most appropriate to be found 

by the numerical process were the coordinates of the ellipse center. 

A 2 dimensional convergence process is used to define the coordinates 

the ellipse center. This is done by defining a succession of dot-matrices 

for which an ellipse is fitted for each dot considered as its center. 

Each dot is then weighted by the area of the related minimum ellipse. 

The next dot-matrix using a smaller dot spacing will be centered on the 

the dot weighted by the smallest ellipse area. 

The first dot-matrix to be tried is centered on the minimum circle center 

and covers the entire area where the minimum ellipse center is to be 

found as predicted by the minimum circle. This area is actually a circle 

centered on the center of the minimum fitted circle and having a radius 

of 1/3 the radius of this minimum circle. 

This convergence process using dot-matrices is illustrated in figure 5. 

This convergence process carries on until the dot spacing in the dot-

matrix gets smaller than a given value. This value is the required 

accuracy for the beam fitting process and is given by the user of the 

computer program. This accuracy is given in terms of the angular 

distance on earth representing the radius of the circle within which the 

boresight (ellipse center on earth) found must be from the ideal boresight. 

This accuracy is internally transferred onto the satellicentric sphere and 

defines the convergence limit. 
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An example of this 2-dimensional convergence process is given in Annex 2 , 

being part of an  example of a typical computer run. The successive matrices 

appearing in this example illustrate the successive dot-matrices. These 

matrices are referenced to satellicentric coordinates (lat., long.) and the 

weighting related to each dot is indicated along with the number of the 3 points 

on which the minimum ellipse is fitted at this center's location. 

It is possible that, due to the limitations inherent to the convergence process, 

the latter t converges on a local minima. The probability of that happening 

has been minimized and somewhat compromised with the time required in doing this 

beam fitting. The successive dot matrices were arranged so that the number of 

dots decreases from one matrix to the next. However the number of dots 

in each matrix was limited so that the total number of dots on whiàh the ellipse 

fitting has to be repeated is kept to a manageable number. 

It has been found that the fitting process converges towards the real minimum 

in practically all cases. For the exceptional doubtful cases, a semi-automatic 

beam fitting process has been implemented where the program user can take, at any 

time during the automatic process, complete control of the dotmatrix generation 

process. The user is then able to manually explore all local minima on the 

2-dimensional curved surface. 

A view of the fitted ellipse on a portion of the satellicentric sphere is given 

in figure 4. This ellipse is actually the .one found in figure 5. 
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5. 	Transfer of the Ellipse Parameters into Beam Parameters 

Once the minimum ellipse is found out of the convergence process, the 

parameters that characterize this ellipse are somewhat immaterial and 

need to be transferred into a more practical set of parameters. 

The ellipse's centre which is defined by its coordinatescn the satellicentric 

sphere needs to be transferred back to earth as the beam boresight. 
- 

The ellipses major and minOr-axis need to be expressed as half-power 

beamwidth so that the satellite transmit antenna aperture and feeder system 

can be defined. The half-power beamwidthstave the same  values a3 te ellipsescis 

if the difference between the on-axis antenna gain and the gain towards the 

ellipse border (AG) is assumed to be 3 dB. A further optimization in 

111, 

	

	order to minimize the required transponder power has proved that, for 

satellite antennas for which the main lobe is assumed to be of 

Gaussian shape, the optimum value for this gain differential is 4.34 dB. 

If this value is used, the half-power beamwidths would be slightly 

smaller than the ellipse axis. For very small beams, this optimum would 

be different. 

The ellipse azimuth referenced to the local meridian on the satellicentric 

sphere needs to be transferred into%llipse* orientation"' as defined 

in the Final Acts of the WARC-BS 1977, being referenced to the 

equatorial plane or more simply to the local parallel at the ellipse's 

center on the satellicentric sphere. 

• 
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6. 	Beam EIRP  

Now that the beam parameters are known, what is left to do is to adjust 

the satellite EIRP so that the required minimum power flux density 

is met at all polygon points on the earth. Since these points are 

usually the apexes of the service area contour„ they are considered 

for all practical means, as the points where the power flux density 

is expected to be minimum since the satellite antenna gain is minimum 

towards their direction. All other points within the service area will 

be illuminated with a higher satellite antenna gain. 

The link equation including the satellite antenna gain, the spreading 

loss and the rain attenuation is then applied to all the polygon points 

and the highest EIRP required to meet the minimum power flux density 

at the worst point is kept as the required satellite EIRP. 

If the antenna efficiency and the coefficient of illumination of the 

reflector are known,  the power  required at the antenna can be found since 

the on-axis EIRP is known and that the on-axis antenna gain can be deduced 

from the ellipse axes. This is the power indicated at the end of the computer 

output. The transponder output power required will be deduced by adding 

the feeder loss to this transmit power. 

7 - Inclusion of the satellite attitude and positioning errors  

The inclusion of the satellite attitude and positioning errors will have 

the effect of increasing the beam area so that even for the worst 

arrangement of these errors ,the  whole service area is still covered. • 
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The increase of the beam area will automatically increase the sa-

tellite power requirement. Since this power requirement is to be 

minimized, the beam fitting process will have to find the minimum 

beam that still encompasses the service area even for the worst case 

of satellite attitude and positioning error arrangements. The satellite 

EIRP will be calculated to cover these worst case arrangements as well. 

Two ways are provided in the beam fitting program by which these errors can 

be specified: 1) the simplified approach usually taken by planners of 

a satellite service where all satellite attitude and positioning errors are 

summarized, as far as beam optimization is concerned, into 2 variables, 

the antenna beam pointing error and the beam rotation error about the 

beam axis; 2) the approach usually taken by satellite system designers 

when there is no antenna tracking system involved and where the satellite atti-

tude errors are defined as rotations aroundthrm mutually orthogonal axes loca-

ted at the satellite namely the pitch, roll and yaw errors, furthermore 

the satellite positioning or station-keeping errors are defined as trans-

lations on two orthogonal axes centered at the nominal location of the 

satellite. These are the north-south station-keeping error and the east-

west station-keeping error. 

These two ways of considering the satellite attitude and positioning errors 

lead to two different ways of including these errors in the fitting process. 

Whether these errors are specified in One way or in the other, the fitting 

consists in minimizing the enlargement necessary to be made to the minimum 

elliptical beam so that the service area is entirely covered in anytime. 
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This effect is not negligeable if one looks at the difference in 

required satellite power between figure 10 and 11. For the given exmnple, 

the inclusion of pointing errors as specified during the WARC-BS 1977 

lead to a 20% increase in the required power. 

Figure 6 shows the projection on earth of the ideal minimum beam area. 

Figure 7 shows the effects on beam area due to the beam pointing errors. 

8 - Structure of the computer program  

A computer program of about 3000 lines and requiring 75K bytes core 

storage has been developped to performe the beam fitting in the manner 

described above. It has been developped on an IBM-370 type computer and 

uses the FORTRAN IV language with limited usage of special features that 

are not comprised in the ANSI version. Its expected portability was succes-

fully checked when the transfer of the program was made to a XEROX SIGMA-9 

computer although the execution time proved to be much slower on the latter. 

The CPU time for a fitting on an IBM-370 158 was found to be in the order 

of a few seconds. However this time is greatly dependant on the number of 

points defining the polygon. It has actually an exponential trend. This 

is the reason why the number of these points needs to be kept to a minimum 

by removing the redundant ones that would make the polygon concave. It 

has been found that as long as this number is kept below 10, the CPU time 

stays in the order of a few seconds. This time also dependson the 

accuracy specified for the convergence process but to a lesser extent. 

All geometrical calculations using spherical trigonometry are performed in 

independant subroutines in double precision. 
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This program is user-oriented and makes extensive use of the interactive 

mode. The data entry is interactive and structured in four different sec-

tions . 

1. SPACE SEGMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

2. SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 

3. SATELLITE LONGITUDE 

4. FITTING CHARACTERISTICS 

Each of these sections deals with a different subject and can be modified 

independeritly giving the possibility of only modifying the required section dùring 

an iterative beam fitting session. 

The program has 5 executable options which are: 

1. MODIFICATION TO INPUTS 

2. SUMMARY OF INPUTS 

3. EXECUTION - LONG REPORT 

4. EXECUTION - SHORT REPORT 

5. PROGRAM TERMINATION 

The first option allows the user to make a modification to any of the 4 above 

mentioned sections. This can be used to correct any error in the data 

input or, more usually so, after having done a fitting, modifyan input 

parameter in view of performing a new fitting. This could be used, for 

example, to specify a new satellite orbital location for the next fitting. 

The second option simply prints a table of all input parameters. The 

third option uses the data already input and performs the beam fitting as 

described in the previous sections. At the end of the beam fitting, an 

extensive report giving fitting parameters and beam parameters is printed 

in a table formatted so that it accommodates easy reproduction on standard 

• 
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8 1/2 x11" pager for inclusion in reports. Figures 10 and 11 give two 

examplesof this kind of output. Figures 8 and 9 illustraté the'related 

beam coverage on a conical projection. 

The fourth option does the same thing as the-third option but prints a 

shorter report for faster program .  throughput-. 

Two versions of the same program are available. The first version is 

completely automatic and only provides the user with the output of the 

fitting process. This version will be the one mostly used. The second 

version has• the option of giving the user a manual control on the fitting 

process. This allows the user to manually explore the surface over which 

the center point of the minimum ellipse is to be found. This was used to 

verify the validity of the automatic fitting process and may still be needed 

for very specific cases or fitting requirements. 

Two options are available to cut down the CPU time, this can be done by 

specifying a boresight as an input or ask the fitting process to use the 

center of gravity of the projected convex polygon on the satellicentric 

sphere as the beam center. The second option is the manual specification of the 3 

points by whidhthe minimum ellipse has to pass. These options will also provide 

•  the necessary scope 	to be able to handle special requirements. 

An example of a typical run is given in Annex B. This example used 

the semi-automatic version of the program for the first fitting in order 

to illustrate the convergence process by not taking over the process control 

for manual fitting. The second fitting was done with the automatic version. 

The CPU time appearing in this example is the XEROX SIGMA 9 time. 
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- These are among the most lengthy fittinga being done'for.10'polygon.points 

and at a convergence accuracy-of 0.l.degreeéquiValent to's...radius  of: 50 

The program-has - an optional - feature . for the storage of..the . fitted:beams . 

 in a data-file. This allows the user to build a file where a• group.of 

beams.is .set aside. This data-file will be.used•later in the planning 

process to.establish interference levels between these  différent  beams-

so that the synthesis and the analysis of plans can be performed.. .A.n. 

example of a typical file.Where, beams - are stored given in Anne* C. 

1.1:- Conclusion 	' 

The process described in this. paper constitutes the first step in the 

generation_ of a plan, for the - Broadcasting Satellite ServiCe.. The satellite 

beam parameters aré'optimized so : that  the minimum satellite power is 	. 

needed to provide:the required . service'quality;  (S/N) eerywheresIthin • 

the servicéarea. The protection of the  service against.thermal noise is 

thus insured by this process.. 

In all subsequent steps of the planning process, if these fitted beams 	• 

are used, the protection of the service against noise will readily be assur 

med and:all• the calculations will be in order 16..protectthis service-against 

interference. 

The optimization process was limited - here to Circular end elliptical beams. 

The fitting of a circle was done completely analytically, the fitting of an 
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ellipse required a 2-dimensional convergence process because the ellipse 

fitting on a sphere generates a system with 2 degrees of freedom. The 

complexity of the fitting process is expected to increase as a geometrical 

progression as it is related to the number of degrees of freedom. This 

type of extensive search becomes impracticable for complex beams like 

shaped beams which have a rather large number of degrees, of freedom. The 

fast turn around time that may be required during a planning conference is 

likely to limit the fitting to beams of simple shapes. 

The beam fitting process is expected to be the major tool in setting-up the 

parameters that will be used to protect the BSS against thermal noise. 

The second part of the planning process will deal with ways of meeting the 

C/I requirement. This is where the planning of the service will come into 

play. Other pieces of softwave have been developped to deal with this 

second part of the planning process. 
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Figure 6: Fitted ellipse 
projected back 
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ALBERS PROJECTION 

Figure 8: Beam coverage on conical projection 
(no pointing error)  

ALBERS PROJECTION 

Figure 9: Beam coverage on conical projection 
(with pointing error)  
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DATE= 26/01/81 0  SERVICE AREA= USA4 	SAT.LONG.= -120.00 
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3 
5 
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2 
1 
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44.70 
24.60 
44.10 

-67.10 
-81.80 
-86.60 

2 
1 

3 
5 
9 

-67.10 
-81.80 
-86.60 

44.70 
24.60 
44.10 2 

-121.16 
-119.65 
-118.01 
-117.23 
-117.88 
-125.28 
-134.50 
-135.67 
-136.54 
-135.46 

17.14 
16.43 
17.08 
37.30 
38.85 
38.58 
34.31 
32.42 
29.26 
26.99 

3.18 
3.31 
3.19 
2.30 
2.22 
2.23 
1.65 
1.74 
1.91 
2.06 

BORESIGHT 
LATITUDE 	LONGITUDE MAJOR 

AXIS 

36.71 -81.34 	3.820 

11. 

11, 

Ile 

111. 
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BORESIGHT 
LATITUDE 	LONGITUDE 

-80.91 	3.659 

MAJOR 
AXIS 

36.80  

I  

O 

0 

SERVICE AREA: USA4 	SAT.LONG.= -120.00 
FREQ.= 12.00 	BW = 23.00 	C/N = 12.00 	G/T = 10.00 

1- SPACE SEGMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

- MINIMUM BEAMWIDTH OF SATELLITE ANTENNA = 
- "DELTAG° = 3.00 	(dB) 
- ANTENNA POINTING ERROR AROUND BORESIGHT = 
- ANTENNA ROTATION AROUND ITS AXIS 

2- SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 

	

- MINIMUM ELEVATION ANGLE  r 10.0 	(deg.) 
- ATMOSPHERIC MODEL = WARC-77 MODEL 
- SERVICE AREA NAME r USA4 

CONVEX POLYGON IN DATA BASE 
POINTS 	LAT. 	LONG. 	ELEV. 	AZM. 	ATT. 

1 	47.40 	-69.40 
2 	47.00 	-67.90 
3 	44.70 	-67.10 
4 	25.20 	-80.40 
5 	24.60 	-81.80 
6 	29.70 	-85.00 
7 	38.40 	-87.70 
8 	40.70 	-87.50 
9 	44.10 	-86.60 
10 	45.80 	-84.80 

3- SATELLITE LONGITUDE r -120.00 (deg.) 

4- FITTING CHARACTERISTICS 

- AUTOMATIC SEARCH OF OPTIMUM BORESIGHT 
BORESIGHT ACCURACY = 0.10 (deg.) 

- AUTOMATIC SWEEPING OF ALL POINTS BY THE FITTING PROCESS 
- FINAL COMBINATION OF POINTS ON WHICH MINIMUM FITTING 

WAS FOUND 
POINTS 	LAT. 	LONG. 	ZONE 

BEAM PARAMETERS 

ELLIPSE 
MINOR 	MAJOR AXIS 
AXIS 	ORIENTATION 

1.747 	114.42 

(degrees) 
EIRP  r 	59.24 	( dBW ) 
POWER: 	201.44 	(Watts)  

DATE= 26/01/81 • 
FREQ.= 12.00 	BW = 23.00 	C/N = 12.00 	G/T = 10.00 	m 

1- SPACE SEGMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

- MINIMUM BEAMWIDTH OF SATELLITE ANTENNA = 0.60 (deg.) 
- "DELTAG" = 3.00 	(dB) 
- ANTENNA POINTING ERROR AROUND BORESIGHT = 0.0 	(deg.) * 
- ANTENNA ROTATION AROUND ITS AXIS 	= 0.0 

• 
2- SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 

- MINIMUM ELEVATION ANGLE = 10.0 	(deg.) 
- ATMOSPHERIC MODEL = WARC-77 MODEL 
- SEhVICE AREA NAME = USA4 

CONVEX POLYGON IN DATA BASE 
POINTS 	LAT. 	LONG. 	ELEV. 	AZM. 	ATT. 

1 	47.40 	-69.40 	17.14 	-121.16 	3.18 
2 	47.00 	-67.90 	16.43 	-119.65 	3.31 
3 	44.70 	-67.10 	17.08 	-118.01 	3.19 
4 	25.20 	-80.40 	37.30 	-117.23 	2.30 
5 	24.60 	-81.80 	38.85 	-117.88 	2.22 
6 	29.70 	-85.00 	38.58 	-125.28 	2.23 
7 	38.40 	-87.70 	34.31 	-134.50 	1.65 
8 	40.70 	-87.50 	32.42 	-135.67 	1.74 
9 	44.10 	-86.60 	29.26 	-136.54 	1.91 

10 	45.80 	-84.80 	26.99 	-135.46 ' 	2.06 

3- SATELLITE LONGITUDE = -120.00 (deg.) 

4- FITTING CHARACTERISTICS 

- AUTOMATIC SEARCH OF OPTIMUM BORESIGHT 
BORESIGHT ACCURACY = 0.10 (deg.) * 

- AUTOMATIC SWEEPING OF ALL POINTS BY THE FITTING PROCESS 
- FINAL COMBINATION OF POINTS ON WHICH MINIMUM FITTING 

WAS FOUND 
POINTS 	LAT. 	LONG. 	ZONE 

BEAM PARAMETERS 

ELLIPSE 
MINOR 	MAJOR AXIS 
AXIS 	ORIENTATION 

1.495 	116.45 

(degrees) 

	

59.24 	( dBW ) 

	

165.12 	(Watts) 

0.60 (deg.) 

0.10 	(deg.) 
2.00 

I 

* 

EIRP = 
POWER= 

Figue10: Program output (no pointing error)  Figure 11: Pruram out.p .p_t_IWith_pointing err°. 



ANNEX A A-1 

2. GEOGRAPHICAL POINTS DEFINING SERVICE AREAS  

DATA FILE FORMAT 

A data file of services areas in Region 2 has been produced for RARC-82 
preparation. It Contains information about requirements from Administrations 
of Region 2 for WARC-77 and data defining geographical polygoh describing 
each service area , in Region 2. 

This data file has been built according to the following format : 

First line = Identification line 

A3 	Country Symbol (IFRB) 

Al 	Beam number (Hexadecimal base = 

8X 	• 	8 spaces 

A3 • 	Sovereign Country Symbol 

2X 	2 spaces 

Il 	Number of channels 

2X 	2 spaces 

A5 	Hours of operation (GMT) 

IX 	, 	1 space 

215 	Orbital service arc 

EX 	6 spaces 

	

F6.1 	Satellite nominal longitude 

IX 	1 space 

	

2F7.2 	Bor-esightLatitude and Longitude 

ZX 	,2 spaces 

	

F4.2 	Semi-major axis 

1X 	1 space 

F4.1 	Semi-minor axis 

ZX 	2 spaces 

F6.1 	Azimuth of major axis 

zr 	7 spaces 

	

. 39A1 • 	Country name and miscellaneous 

Second line = data for geographical polygon describing service area 

12 	Number of points defining polygon (max.= 10) 

20F6.1 	Geographical coordinates defining polygon (Lat, long) 
(degres and tenth of degrees; longitude referenced 
to Greenwich, east positive) 

6X 	free space 	 • 



-57.0 -40.0 -62.3 

-68.2 -50.5 -73.7 
-70.50 1.30 1.10 
-73.2 -7.3 -74.1 
-67.83 2.30 0.80 

	

-70.0 	2.0 -70.0 
-62.50 2.30 0.80 
-60.0 -9.2 -65.0 
-57.50 2.30 0.80 

	

-60.0 	1.3 -59.0 
-52.33 2.30 0.80 
-55.0 
-58.75 1.50 1.20 
-60.3 -12.0 -65.1 
-55.75 1.50 1.20 
-54.2 -24.0 -55.4 
-47.33 1.60 1.10 
-45.9 -9.4 -50.0 
-49.25 2.30 0.80 
-50.9-18.1  -53.5 
-40.67 1.30 1.30 
-36.3 -8.9 -39.1 
-41.50 1.50 1.20 
-46.6 -8.7 -42.5 
-45.33 1.80 1.00 
-48.0 -22.7 -53.2 
-52.83 2.30 0.80 
-53.3 -30.2 -57.6 

20.0 
-5.2 -48.6 

	

0.0 	BRAZIL (PIAUI,CEARA,PERNANBUCO,...) 
-10.9 -44.9 -10.5 -45.9  -8.4-45.9  

	

22.0 	BRAZIL (BAHIA) 

	

41.0 	BRAZIL (SAO PAULO,MINAS GERAIS) 
-19.0 -50.6 -14.8 -46.6 

	

33.0 	BRAZIL (PARANA,RIO GRANDE DO SUL) 
-27.4 -55.0 -23.7 -54.2 

BAHAMAS ISLANDS 
25.8 -79.4 

BRAZIL (GOIAZ,BRASILIA FED.DISTRIST) 

CHILE (CENTRAL AREA) 

CHILE (SOUTH AREA) 
-74.6 -39.3 -73.3 

JUAN FERNANDEZ , S.FELIX , S,AMBROSI0 

COLOMBIA 
-77.6 11.3 -75.0 

COLOMBIA (SAN ANDRES & PROVIDENCIAL) 

COSTA RICA 

CUBA 

A - 2 

ALASKA ALS, 	USA 
7 71.5-158.4 70.0-141.0 54.6-129.4 50.9-179.0 

ANTI 	HOL 
6 12.6 -70.2 12.4 -68.4  12.2-68.2  12.1 -68.2 

ANT2 	HOL 
3  18.1-63.1  17.4 -63.0 17.7 -63.3 

ARGI 	ARC  5 06-04 
9 -21.7 -66.5 -22.0  -62.8-25.7  -53.6 -27.0  -53.7-37.9 

 ARG2 	ARC  5 06-04 
6 -37.4 -71.4 -37.4 -57.0 -51.4 -57.1 -54.9 -63.6 -55.2 
B 1 	B 	5 13-06 -119 -98 	-100.0 	-7.67 

7 -3.9 -70.0 -8.3  -70.0-10.0  -66.2 -11.6 -69.6 -9.4 
B 2 	B 	5 12-05 -117 -94 	-100.0 -3.17 
6 	2.2 -67.5 	1.2 -65.0 -9.4 -65.0 -9.8 -66.9 -8.5 

3 	B 	5 12-05 -112 -89 	-100.0 	-1.50 

8 	5.4 -60.2 	4.0 -59.4 	0.1 -58.7 	0.0 -60.0 -8.8 
B 4 	B 	5 12-05 -107 -84 	-100.0 -3.17 

7 	2.6 -55.0 -9.5 -55.0 -9.4 -57.0  -8.8-60.0 	0.0 
B 5 	B 	5 12-05 -102 -79 	-90.0 -2.33 
5 	4.4 -51.4 	2.1 -50.0 -9.8 -50.0 -9.5 -55.0 	2.6 
B 6 	B 	5 12-05 -102 .91 	-100.0 -11.75 

8-7.4  -57.9 -9.8 -50.2 -13.9 -50.6 -16.0 -51.4 -16.0 
B 7 	B 	5 12-05 -100 -85 	-90.0 -19.00 
7 -16.0 -60.3 -16.0  -52.1-19.5  -50.9 -21.5 -51.7 -24.1 
B 8 	B 	5 11-04 -95 -75 	-90.0 -4.50 
6 	0.3-50.0  -1.2 -45.0 -2.8 -41.7 -6.6 -42.8 -10.5 
B 9 	B 	5 11-04 	-98 -77 	-90.0 -13.00 
7 -4.9 -47.6 -10.5 -45.7 -14.6 -45.9 -18.3 -47.4 -19.5 

B A 	B 	5 11-04 	-87 -70 	-80.0 -7.00 
9 -2.8 -42.1 -2.8 -40.0 -5.4 -34.8 -8.4 -34.7 -10.5 

B 	B 	5 11-04 	-88 -71 	-80.0 -12.50 
6 -8.6 -38.8 -10.5 -36.3 -18.5 -39.4 -15.3 -46.2 -11.0 
B C 	B 	5 11-04 -89 -77 	-80.0 -20.00 
8 -14.1 -44.0 -16.1 -39.6 -19.5 -39.6  _22.8L41.4  -25.4 

B D 	B 	5 11-04 -96 -82 	-90.0 -27.83 
8 -22.4 -53.1 -22.9 -49.9 -25.3 -48.0 -28.8 -48.6 -33.9 

BAH 	G 
7 27.7 -78.7 26.7 -77.0 

BER 	G 
3 32.4 -64.4 32.0 -64.9•

BOL 	BOL 2 23-04 
8 -9.6 -65.6  -13.8-60.4 

 BRB 	G 
3 13.6 -59.7 13.1 -59.3 12.9 -59.4 

CANI 	CAN 
8 70.0-141.0 70.0-120.0 60.0-120.0 49.0-114.1 

CAN2 	CAN 
7 70.0-120.0 70.0-106.0 60.0-106.0 49.0-106.0 

CAN3 	CAN 
7 70.0-106.0 70.0 -95.0 56.9 -89.0 52.8 -95.2 
CAN4 	CAN 
10 70.0 -95.0 70.0 -80.0 
CAN5 	CAN 
10 70.0 -80.0 70.0 -67.4 
CAN6 	CAN 
8 60.6 -64.5 53.5 -55.7 
CHLA CHL 4 08-02 
6 -17.3 -69.4 -22.8 -66.9 
CHLB CHL 4 08-02 
6 -28.0 -69.2 -33.4 -69.7 
CHLC CHL 4 08-02 
8-39.3  -71.5 -47.2 -71.5 
CHLD CHL 08-02 
4 -26.2 -80.2 -26.3 -79.8 

CLMI 	CLM 

	

8 12.7 -70.9 	7.8 -72.2 
CLM2 	CLM 
3 12.5 -81.7 12.9 -8 1 .5 

CTR 	CTR 
5 11.2 -85.8 11.0 -83.7 
CUB CUB 5 11-06 
5 23.7 -79.6 20.1 -73.9 

DUTCH ANTILLES (CURACAO,ARUBA,SONAIR£) 

DUTCH ANTILLES (MAARTEN,SABA,EUSTATIUS) 

ARGENTINA NORTH 
-39.7-71.7  -31.2 -70.6 -24.7 -68.6 

ARGENTINA SOUTH & FALKAND ISLANDS 

BRAZIL (TERRITORIO DO ACRE) 

BRAZIL (WEST AMAZONAS) 

BRAZIL (RIO BRANCO,CENTER AMAZONAS) 
4.2 -64.7 
BRAZIL (EAST AMAZONAS) 

BRAZIL (PARA) 

BRAZIL (GUAPORE,MATO GROSSO NORTH) 
-8.0 -63.4 
BRAZIL (MATO GROSSO SOUTH) 

BRAZIL (MARANHAO) 

-67.0 
-9.7 -66.8 

4.0 
-22.0 -58.1 

9.0 

-30.0 
-4.8 -72.6 

-4.0 

4.0 
1.2 -65.0 
4.0 

2.5 -56.0 
4.0 

BERMUDAS 

BOLIVIA 
-68.2 -17.3 -69.6 -10.9 -69.6 

BARBADOS 

CANADA (PACIFIC AREA) 
49.4-126.7 52.6-132.2 60.3-141.0 

CANADA (PRAIRIES AREA-WEST) 

CANADA (PRAIRIES AREA-EAST) 

CANADA (ONTARIO AREA) 
-78.9 41.7 -82.6 49.0 -95.2 52.8 -95.2 

CANADA (QUEBEC AREA) 
-71.5 45.0 -75.0 46.3 -78.8 47.3 -79.5 

CANADA (ATLANTIC AREA) 
-69.0 54.4 -67.8 

CHILE (NORTH AREA) 

52.8-187.8 63.7-171.8 68.9-166.0 

12.1 -68.8 12.4 -69.8 

22.9 -72.5 20.8 -72.9 20.8 -73.7 24.4 -78.9 

32.3 -65.1 
-17.00 -65.00 

-17.4 -57.5 -20.0 -57.7 -23.0 -64.3 -22.9 

48.3-123.9 

49.0-114.1 53.7-120.0 60.0-120.0 

49.0 -95.2 49.0-106.0 60.0-106.0 

51.4 -79.5 47.3 -79.5 45.6 -74.4 45.2 -74.3 42.9 

66.6 -60.9 52.0 -57.0 51.4 -57.0 47.3 -61.7 »  45.0 

47.5 -52.5 46.6 -52.8 43.9 -59.8 43.4 -65.7 47.2 

-28.0 -69.2 -28.0 -71.0  -23.0-70.6  -18.2 -70.3 

-39.3 -71.5 -39.3 -73.8 -37.5 -73.8 -28.0 -71.0 

-55.2 -66.3 -56.1 -67.1 -54.1 -74.4 -48.7 -76.1 -41.3 

-33.7 -78.6 -33.8 -80.8 

	

6.2 -67.5 	1.3 -66.9 -4.3 -70.0 	1.5 -79.1 	8.3 

13.3 -81.4 

	

9.6 -82.3 	7.9 -82.8 10.2 -86.1 
-129 -111 	-120.0 
19.5 -76.7 22.0 -85.4 23.0 -83.7 



18.1 -68.3 17.5 -71.6 18.6 -72.1 

-5.1 -78.9 -4.5 -80.5 -1:0 ,-81.3 

.-0.7 -89.3 -1.5 -89.6 -1.3 -91.7 

19.6 -81.6 

21.6 -72.6 	. 	' 

17.6 -61.7 14.0 -60.9 12.9 -61.1 12.5 -61.4 
•-85 -70 	-75.0 
14.4 -60.8 14.5 -61.2 .  
-60 -55 	-60.0 . 65.6 01 r53.30. 1.80 0.60 
76.8 -70.0 65.9 -53.5 64.1 -52.1 61.6 . -49.3 
-60 - -55 -60.0 68.00 -31.00 0.60 0.60 
65.6 -39.1 65.6 -37.2 70.3 -22.5 

, 12.0 -61.8 

15.6 -88.1 13.3 -90.3 14.6 *792.5 

	

1.9 -56.5 .1.0 -59.3 	6.2-61.5  
-80.-60 	-75.0'..  
1.5 -53.0 	22 -54.7 	5.1 -54.5 

15.7 -88.0 15;7 -89.2 18.0 -89.2 

12.9-87.3 14.6-89.6 

 18.0 -71 .7 18.0 -74.9 

16.7-169.5 . 

17.7 -77.4  18.5:_78.8 	* 
MEXICO NORTH . 

29.7-101.3 25.9 -97.2 20:0 -96.5 19.4 -99.1 20.0-105.7 -23.7-111.4 -  28.1-115.4 
mExIço SOUTH. 

18.4 -87.2 14.5-92.3 16.0 -98.6 18.3-103.5 19.7-105.7: 21.2-105.7 
NICARAGUA 

•11.0 . 85.7 12:9-87.8  1 4.8 

7.9 -77.1.  7.2 -77.9 	7.1 -81.9 	8.3-83.0  
PARAGUAY 

-55.6-27.4  -58.8 -26.2 -58.2 -22.4 -62.7 -19.4 -62.0 
PERU 

-69.0 -18.5 -70.3 -15.0 -75.8 -6.0 -81.2 -4.3 -81.3  -3.4 -80.5  -3.4 -78.3 
PUERTO RICO (INCL. VIRGIN ISLANDS) 

-68.0 18.6 -67.7 
-88.9 	13.80-88.90 

 -87.8 13.6 -90.2 

-56.5 

-54.0 	1.7 -56.5 	14.3-58.3  

-60.9  10.0-62.0  

-53.5  -35.2-55.1  -34.3 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

• 
' ECUADOR 

,GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. 	. 

BRITISH ANTILLES (CAYMAN ISLANDS) 

BRITISH ANTILLES (TURKS & CAICOS .1.) 

BRITISH ANTILLES (LEEWARD &WINDWARD 1) 

FRENCH ANTILLES (GUADELOUPE,MARTIN/W) 

	

-69.0 	GREENLAND (WEST SHORE) 	- 
60.0 1 -44.6 71.1 -51.3 74.6 -57.2 .  77.5 -66:6 

	

0.0 	GREENLAND (EAST- SHORE) 

GRENADA 

GU.ATEMALA 

GUYANA 

FRENCH GUyANA - 

BELIZE. 

HONDURAS ' 

HAITI 

• HAWAIIAN I. (INCL. JOHNSTON & KURE/ 

JAMAICA 

-26.4 

-12.5 

18.1 

12.9 

46.8 

2.6 

10.0 

-34.3 

-54.6 -27.4 

-68.6 -17.7 

-58.6  -30.3-57.8  
USA (PACIFIC ZONE) 

32.7-114.5  32.5-117.1  33.4-120.0 39.9-124.4 48.4-124.8 
USA (MOUNTAIN ZONE) 

32.0-103.0 30.6-105.0 31.3-111.1 32.5-114.8 43.6-119.0 
USA (CENTRAL ZONE) 

26.2 -98.7 29.6-104.6 30.6-105.0 49.0-104.0 
USA (EASTERN ZONE) 

24.6 -81.8 29.7 -85.0 38.4 -87.7 40.7 -87.5 44.1 -86.6 45.8 -84.2 

	

7.00 -66.00 2.10 2.10 	0.0 	VENEZUELA 

	

4.9 -60 .7 -0.1 -65.6 	7,5_72. 11 	9.3 -73.5 11.5 -72.5 

EL SALVADOR 

ST-PIERRE & MIQUELON 

SURINAN' 

TRINIDAD & TDBAGO 

URUGUAY 

-57.0 

EASTER ISLAND & SALA-Y4GMEL ISLAND - 

PANAMA 

42.0-111.6 

43.0 -99.7 

29.7 -85.0 

44.7-67.1  
-73 -60 
10.8 -61.9 

40.0-111.6 

39.0 -99.7 

25.8 -97.4 

25.2 -80.4 
-66.0 

8.3 -59.8 

A - 3 

	

•0M 	DOM 
5 20.3 -71.6 19.0 -68.2 

	

EQA1 	EQA 

	

5 	1.7 -79.6 -0.3 -74.4 

	

EQA2 	EQA 

	

5 	1.7 -92.1 	0.4 -89.8 

	

GCB1 	G 
3 19.8 -79.5 19.1 -81.4 

	

GCB2 	G 
• 3 22.2 -72.2 21.3 -70.6 

	

GCB3 	G 
6 18.8 -64.4 18.6 -63.4 

	

GDL 	F 	4 00-24 
4  18.2-63.1  16.4 -61.0 

	

GRL1 	DNK 5 00-24 
10  77.8-70.7  77.4 -70.2 

	

GRL2 	DNK 5 00-24 
5 70.5 -22.0 70.5 -22.4 

	

GRN 	GRN 
3 12.5 -61.6 12.2 -61.7 

	

GTM 	arM 
5 17.8 -91.1 17.8 -89.2 

	

GUB 	GUB 

	

5 	8.9-60.0 	6.4 -57.2 

	

OUF. 	 F 	4 00-24 

	

5 	6.0 -53.8 	4.5-51.5  
• HNB 	G 

5 18.6 -88.4 17.6 -87.1 

	

HND 	HND 
4 17.0 -86.8 15.1 -83.2 

	

HTI 	HTI 
4 20.3 -73.1 19.7 -71.5 

	

HWA 	USA 
328.9-178.6  19.8-151.0 

	

JMC 	J14C 

.

14 18.7 -76.9 17.8 -75.8 
,EX1 MEX 8 11-07 
9 32.5-117.1 31.8-106.4 
MEX2 MEX 8 11-07 
8 23.8 -99.1 21.5 -86.6 
NCG NCG 
5 15.0 -83.0 10.6 -83.6 
PAQ 08-02 
3 -26.4-105.1 -27.4-109.3 

PNR 	PNR 
6 	9.6 -83.0 	9.6 -77.6 
PRO 	PRO  
8 -19.2 -58.7 -24.1 -54.2 
PRU 	PRU 
10 	0.1 -75.4  -2.6-70.0  
PTR 	USA 
4 18.7 -64.7 17.5 -64.4 

SLV 	SLV 1 12-06 
4 14.6 -89.6 13.9 -87.5 

SPM 	F 
3 

SUR 
5 

TRD 
LI  

47.4 -56.3 46.7 -55.9 
SUR 5 06-04 

6.0 -57.2 	6.0 -54.0 
TRD 

11.4 -61.5 11,4 -60.3 
URG 	URG 
6 -30.0 -56.8 -32.4 -53.1 

USA1 	USA 
9 49.0-123.3 49.0-116.1 

USA2 	USA 
9 49.0-117.1 49.0-102.4 

USA3 	USA 
8 49.5 -95.0 46.3 -83.4 

USA4 	USA 
10 47.4 -69.4  47.0-67.9 

 VEN 	VEN 4 10-06 
9 12.2 -70.2 11.9 -64.6 



• *** 
** 

** 

ANNEX B 

*********************************************** 

ELLIPTICAL EEAM FITTING PROGRAM .  

CANADIAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION 
*** 	C.A.SIOCCS / G.CHOUINARD 	*** 

*********************************************** 

NAME CF THE CONVEX POLYGON DATA FILE TO BE ACCESSED : 
•?PLAN:POLY 

1- SPACE SEdMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

SATELLITE WILL TRANSMIT DURING ECLIPSES (BATTERIES ABOARD) 	(yes or no) 
?NO 
ECLIPSE SHOULD NOT BEGIN BEFORE : hh.mm  (local solar time) 

?12.00 
MINIMUM BEAMWIDTH OF TRANSMITTING ANTENNA 	(degrees) 

?0.6 
PROPOSED "DELTAG" (dB) 	(=0 search for optimum "DELTAG") 

?0 
SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTROL ACCURACY DEFINED BY = 

1- POINTING ERROR AND AZIMUTH ROTATION AROUND BORESIGHT 
2- STABILISATION ON THREE AXIS : (PITCH,ROLL,YAW) 

?1 
SATELLITE ANTENNA POINTING ERROR AROUND BORESIGHT 	(degrees) 

oleL;ELLITE ANTENNA AZIMUTH ROTATION Aiiouto TTS AXIS 	(degrees) 
?2. 

2- SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 

MINIMUM ELEVATION ANGLE 	(degrees) 
?10. 
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL = 

0- ZERO-ATTENUATION 
1- WARC-77 MODEL 
2- CCIR S.G.5 MODEL 
2- NEW . MODEL 

?1 
NAME OF THE SERVICE AREA 

?USALI 
CONVEX POLYGON DESCRIBING THAT SERVICE AREA IN DATA BASE 	(yes or no) 

?YES 
RAIN-CLIMATIC ZONE AT EACH POINT TO BE FOUND AUTOMATICALLY 	(yes or no) 

?YES 

*** 
** 

** 

• 



8-2 

It 

?1 2 
WESTERN LIMIT ++++++++ EASTERN LIMIT 

CONVEX POLYGON "USA4 

POINT 	LAT. 	LONG. 	ZONE 

	

1 	47.40 	-69.40 	2 

	

2 	47.00 	-67.90 	2 

	

2 	44.70 	-67.10 	2 

	

4 	25.20 	-80.40 	1 

	

5 	24.60 	-81.80 	1 

	

6 	29.70 	-85.00 	1 

	

7 	38.4 0 	-87.70 	2 

	

8 	40.70 	-87.5 0 	2 

	

9 	44.10 	-86.60 	2 

	

10 	45.80 	-84.80 	2 

3- SATELLITE LONGITUDE CHARACTERISTICS 

AVAILABLE ORBITAL ARC FROM WHERE THE SERVICE AREA CAN BE SERVED 

ELEVATION ANGLE LIMITING RULES= 
1- SPECIFIED MINIMUM ELEVATION ANGLE 
2- ANGLE RELATED TO LATITUDE (SEC. 3.12, ANN.8, FINAL ACTS, WARC-77) 
3- ANGLE FOR 2.dB RAIN ATTENUATION (SEC. 2.2, ANN.8 FINAL ACTS, WPRC-77) 

-13c.08 	<<< 	>» 	-96.29 
-114.10 	<<< 	>>> 	-96.39 

LOOPING OF BEAM FITTING FOR MORE THAN ONE SATELLITE LONGITUDE 
?NO 
SATELLITE LONGITUDE 	(degrees) 

?-115. 

4- FITTING CHARACTERISTICS 

BEAM BCRESIGHT = 

(yes or nc) 

1- AUTOMATIC SEARCH OF OPTIMUM BORESIGHT 
2- BORESIGHT ASSUMED TO BE AT THE CENTER 

OF GRAVITY OF THE SATELLICENTRIC POLYGON 
BORESIGHT PROPOSED BY THE USER 

?1 
BORESIGHT ACCURACY = 	(LIMIT OF THE CONVERGENCE PROCESS : 

ANGULAR DISTANCE ,ON EARTH WITHIN WHICH THE 
IDEAL BCRESIGHT MUST BE LOCATED FROM THE 
BORESIGHT FOUND) 	(TYP: 0.1 degree) 

?0.1 
FITTING PROCESS SWEEPING ALL POINTS OF POLYGON 	(yes or no) 

?YES 
FITTED BEAM(S) RECORDED ON OUTPUT DATA-FILE 	(yes or no) 

?NO 



flOGRAM  OPTIONS = 

?2 

1- MODIFICATION TO INPUTS 
2- SUMMARY OF INPUTS 
3- EXECUTION - LONG REPORT 
4- EXECUTION - SHORT REPORT 
5- PROGRAM TERMINATION 

8-3 

• 
ft 

SUMMARY OF INPUTS = 

*********************************************************************** 

* 1- SPACE SEGMENT CHARACTERISTICS 	 * 
* * 
* - LOCAL TIME AT WHICH THE LONGEST ECLIPSE WILL BEGIN 	* 
* TIME = 	-.00 (hh.mm ) 	(REF. TO MIDNIGHT) 	* 
* - MINIMUM BEAMWIDTH OF SATELLITE ANTENNA = 	.60 (deg.) * 
* - "DELTAG" = 4.34 	(dB) 	 * 
* - ANTENNA POINTING ERROR AROUND BORESIGHT = 	.10 (deg.) * 
* - ANTENNA ROTATION AROUND ITS AXIS 	= 2.00 	* 
* * 
* 2- SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 	 * 
* * 
* - MINIMUM ELEVATION ANGLE = 10.00 (deg.) 	* 
* - ATMOSPHERIC MODEL = WARC-77 MODEL 	 * 
* - SERVICE AREA NAME = USA4 	 * 
*• 	CONVEX PCLYGON IN DATA EASE 	 * 
* POINT 	LAT. 	LONG. 	ZONE 	* 
* * 
* 1 	47.40 	-69.40 	2 	* 
* 2 	47.00 	- 67.90 	2 	* 
* 2 	44.70 	-67.10 	2 	* 
* 4 	25.20 	-80.40 	1 	* 
* 5 	24.60 	-81.80 	1 	* 
* 6 	29.70 	- 85.00 	1 	* 
* 7 	38.40 	-87.70 	2 	* 
* 8 	40.70 	-87.50 	2 	* 
* 9 	44.10 	-86.60 	2 	* 
* 10 	45.80 	-84.80 	2 	* 
* * 
* * 
* 3- SATELLITE LONGITUDE CHARACTERISTICS 	 * 
* * 
* - SATELLITE LONGITUDE = -115.00 (deg.) 	* 
* * 
* 4- FITTING CHARACTERISTICS 	 * 
* * 

- AUTOMATIC SEARCH OF OPTIMUM BORESIGHT 	ft 

BORESIGHT ACCURACY = 	.10 (deg • ) *' 
- AUTOMATIC SWEEPING OF ALL POINTS BY THE FITTING PROCESS * 

*********************************************************************** 



a- Y 

• 
PROGRAM OPTIONS = 

1- MODIFICATION TO INPUTS 
2- SUMMARY OF INPUTS 
/- EXECUTION - LONG REPORT 
4- EXECUTION - SHORT REPORT 
5- PROGRAM TERMINATION 

?3  

SEMI-AUTOMATIC FITTING 	(from "ELLFITn) 
EXACT = 	.1000 	EXACTS = 	.0103 	XMAT = 1.1041 	NMAT = 	107 

MATRIX  NO.:  1 	CENTERED ON ( 5.44859, 4.15329 ) 

	

6.0006 	3.5889 	3.0009 	2.4402 	1.9603 	2.5428 	2.2297 

	

3145 		245 	3 14 5 	359 	589 	589 

	

5.7798 	2.5695 	2.9864 	2.4506 	1.9109 	.1542 	2.8249 

	

3 145 		345 	3 11 5 	249 	s 8 9 	589 

	

 

5.5590 	2.5824 	2.0128 	2.4853 	1.9701 	1.942. 	2.4182 

	

2 3 14 		224 	3145 	. 410 	359 	579 

	

5.2282 	2.6078 	3.0447 	2.4987 	2.3727 	2.2171 	2.2279 

	

2 3 14 		2 3 4 	2314 	3 910 	23 9 	229 

	

5.1174 	2.6948 	3.1110 	2.8516 	2.7680 	2.7280 	2.7171 

	

2 2 4 	2 3 4 	2 410 	2 910 	2 910 	2 2 9 

	

4.8965 	3.7849 	2.2858 	3.2607 	2.1726 	2.1492 	2.1288 

	

2 410 	2 410 	2 910 	2 910 	3 910 	2 / 9 

LAT/LONG 	3.601 3 	2.8222 	4.0420 	4.2628 	4.4846 	4.7054 

• 



446 	2.C98 0 	2.2839 
9 

 

	

5 8 9 		589 

1.9856 
3 59  

2.1691 
589  

4 .2 9 6 9 4.2622 

Prs 

• 

DO YOU WANT MANUAL FITTING ? 
?NC 

MPTFIX  NC. = 2 	CENTERED CN ( 5.77982, 4.26280 ) 

5.9454 	2.2054 	2.1424 	1.9786 

	

2 4 5 	3 14 5 	2 4 5 

5.8792 	2.2085 	2.1462 	1.9829 i 1.8974 

	

3 14 5 	2 14 5 	3 14 5 	359 

 1.8722 
359 

	

5.8129 	2.2126 	2.1522 	1.99 00  

	

314 5 		4 5 	3145  

	

5.7467 	2. 3 212 	2.16 13 	2.0002 
2 

 

	

14 5 		3 4 5 	3 14 5 

 41, 

1.8956 
359 

2.C5 4 9 
5 8 9 

1.8722 . 	r›,q510 
59 	.n.9 

1.9008 
'5 	359 

1.8849 
359 

	

5.6804 	2.r15 	2.17 1 6 	2.C14C 

	

1-4 5 	3 14 5 		'z 4 5 

	

5.6142 	2. 3 452 	2.1899 	2.0154 

	

314 5 		4 5 	149  

1.86 
5 

1.9 
35  

1.8974 
3 59  

LAT/LCNG 	4.0982 	4.1644 	4.2207 14 112  

• 



DC YOU WANT MANUAL FITTING ? 
?NC 

MATRIX  NC. = 	CENTEREr ON ( 5.74669, 4.29692 ) 

	

5.7964 	1.9515 	1.9007 	1.8685 	1.8680 	1.2718 	1.8825 
_ 

	

 
314 5 	40 , 	359 	359 	359 	3 5 5 

	

5.7765 	1.9545 	1.9025 	1.2662 	1.264 0 	1.2658 	1.8726 

	

3 14 5 	3 49 	35 	359 	_ 5 9 	359 

	

 

5.7566 	1.9578 	1.9044 	1.86 1 	1.8616 	1.8616 	1.8670 

	

3 14 5 	3 49 

	

359 	359 	359 	259 

	

5.7367 	1.9614 	1.9062 	1.E62 	1.260 	1.8593 	1.8 

	

3 14 5 	3 4 9 	35 	359 	'259 	"- 59  

	

5.7169 	1.9629 	1.9084 	1.8676 	1.8614 	1.8588 	1..6C5 

	

314 9 	3 149 	4 5 9 	3 5 9 	3.59 	359 

	

5.6970 	1.9642 	1.9107 	1.8715 	1. 636 	1.8 	- 	 .8605 

	

314 9 	3 4 9 	3149 	3 	9 	359 	2.5 9 

LPT/LCNG 	4.2472 	4.2671 	4.2270 	4.2069 	4.2267 	4. 3 466 



5 

1.8601  
3 59  

1.8594 
359  

4.2217 

EC YOU WANT MANUAL FITTING ? 
?NO 

MATRIX  NC. = 4 	CENTEREE ON ( 5.71688, 4.3267 3  

5.7318 	1.8599 
359 

5.7218 	1.8601 
359 

5.7119 	1.8607 
359 

5.7020 	1.2617 
359  

LAT/LONG 	4.3118 

1.8590 	1.8593 
3 	9  

1.86CE 
359 

 1.8599 
3 59  

1.8596 
359 

 1.8598 
359 

 4.2416 

CC  YCU WANT MANUAL FITTING ? 
?NC 



*********************************************************************** 
* SERVICE AFEA= USA4 	SAT.LCNC.= -115.00 	EATE= APR 08,'81 * 
* FREC.= 12.00 	EW = 23.00 	C/N = 12.CC 	G/T = 1C.CC 	* 
*********************************************************************** 
* * 
* 1- SPACE SEGMENT CPAPACTERISTICS 	 * 
* * 

* - MINIMUM EEPMWIETH OF SATELLITE ANTENNA = 	.60 (deg.) * 
* - nEELTAC"- 4./4 	(dE) 	 * 

* - ANTENNA F .C. INT/iIG ERFCR AROUND BCRESIGHT = 	. 1 0  (deg.) * 
* - ANTENNA RCTATION ARCUND ITS AXIS 	= 2.CC 	* 
* * 

* 2- SERVICE AFEA CHARACTERISTICS 	 * 
* * 

* - MINIMUM ELEVATICN ANGLE = 10.0 0  (deg.) 	 * 
* - ATMCSFHERIC MCDEL = WARC-77 MODEL 	 * 

* - SERVICE AREA NAME = USA4 	 * 

* CONVEX POLYGON IN DATA  RASE 	* 
* POINT 	LAT. 	LONG. 	ELEV. 	AZF. 	ATT. 	* 
* * 

* 1 	47.40 	-69.40 	20.11 	-125.79 	2.72 	* 
* 2 	47.00 	-67.90 	19.47 	-124.20 	2.81 	* 
* 3 	44.70 	-67.10 	20. 3 1 	-122.44 	2.7 0 	* 
* ii 	25.20 	-80.40 	41. 6 6 	-121.68 	2.09 	* 
* 5 	24.60 	-81.80 	4 3 .21 	-122.46 	2.02 	* 
* 6 	29.70 	-85.00 	42.8 	-130.6 3 	2.06 	* 
* 7 	38.40 	-87.70 	37.2 3 	-140.28 	1.54 	* 
* 8 	4C.70 	-87.50 	35.16 	- 141.40 	1.62 	* 
* 9 	44.10 	-86.60 	/1.80 	-142.15 	1.77 	* 

* 10 	45.eo 	-84.60 	-. .9.149 	-140.9 3 	1.8 9 	* 
* * 
* * 
* 3- SATELLITE LONGITUDE : - 115.00 (deg.) 	 * 
* * 
* * 

* 4- FITTING CHARACTERISTICS 	 * 
* * 
* - AUTOMATIC SEARCH OF CPTIMUM ECRESICHT 	* 
* ECRESIGHT ACCURACY = 	. 1 0  (deg.) * 
* - AUTCMATIC SWEEPINC OF ALL POINTS BY THE FITTINC PRCCESS * 
* - FINAL CCMEINATICN OF POINTS CN WHICH MINIMUM FITTING 	* 
* WAS FCUND 	* 
* PCINT 	LAT. 	LONG. 	 * 
* * 

* 3 	44.70 	-67.1C 	 * 

* 5 	24.6 0 	-81.60 	 * 

* 9 	 44.10 	-86.60 	* 
* * 
* * 
*********************************************************************** 

BEAM PARAMETERS 

FORESIGHT 	 ELLIPSE 
LATITUDE 	LONGITUDE 	MAJOR 	MINOR 

	

exis 	AXIS 

36.71 	-80.81 	3.135 	1.638 

(degrees) 	* 
EIRP = 	60.02 	( dBW ) 
POWER= 	185.45 	(Watts) 

*********************************************************************** 

MAJOR AXIS 
ORIENTATION 	* 

112.88 



a-e 

Alk EXECUTION TIME CF THE LAST FITTING SESSICN = 	87.59 sec. 
qmp TCTAL EXECUTICN TIME UF TC NOW 	= 	87.59 sec. 

PRCGRAM OPTICNS = 

1- MCDIFICATICN TO INPUTS 
2- SUMMARY OF INPUTS 
1:- EXECUTION - LONG  REPORT  

EXECUTION -  SHORT  REPORT 
5- PRCGRAM TERMINATION 

?1 
WHAT  SECTIONS  DC YOU WANT TC MCDIFY ? 	(EX: 1,2,4) 

?3 

3- SATELLITE LONGITUDE CHARACTERISTICS 

AVAILABLE CREITAL.ARC FRCM WHERE THE SERVICE AREA CAN BE SERVED 

ELEVATICF  ANGLE  LIMITING RULES= 
1- SPECIFIED MINIMUM ELEVATION ANGLE 
2- ANGLE RELATED TC LATITUDE (SEC. - .12, ANN.E, FINAL ACTS, WPRC-77) 
2- ANGLE FOR 2.dE RAIN ATTENUATION (SEC. 2.2, ANN.8 FINAL ACTS, WARC-77) 

2 -Ç di" WESTERN LIMIT ++++++++ EASTERN LIMIT 

-114.10 	<<< 	>>> 	-96.39 

LOCPING OF BEAM FITTING  FOR  MORE THAN ONE SATELLITE LONGITUDE 	(yes or no) 
?NC 
SATELLITE LONGITUDE 	(degrees) 

?-110. 

FRCGRAM CFTICNS = 

1- MCEIFICATION TO INPUTS 
2- SUMMARY CF INPUTS 
3- EXECUTION - LONG REPORT 
4- EXECUTION 7- SHORT REPORT 
5- PROGRAM TERMINATICN 

VI  

• 



B-10 

************************************************************f********** 
* SERVICE AREA= USA4 	SAT.LONG.= -110.00 	DATE= APR 08,'81 * 
* FREQ.= 12.00 	EW = 23.00 	C/N = 12.00 	G/T = 10.00 	.4, 
*****************************************f***************************** 
* CCNVEX POLYGON IN DATA EASE 	* 
* POINT 	LAT. 	LONG. 	ELEV. 	AZM. 	ATT. 	* 
* * 
* 
* 

* * 
*********************************************************************** 
* EEAM PARAMETERS 	 * 
* 

* ECRESIGHT 	 ELLIPSE 	* 
* LATITUDE 	LONGITUDE 	MAJOR 	MINCR 	MAJOR AXIS 	* 
* AXIS 	AXIS 	CRIENTATICN 	* 
* * 

* 36.75 	-80.50 	3.081 	1.824 	109.24 	* 
* * 
* (degrees) 	

*1110 
* EIRF = 	59.61 	( dBW ) 	 * 
* POWER= 	184.62 	(Watts) 	 * 
*********************************************************************** 

EXECUTION TIME OF THE LAST FITTING SESSICN = 	85.31 sec. 
TCTAL EXECUTION TIME UP TO NOW 	172.90 sec. 

PROGRAM CFTIONS = 

1- MCDIFICATICN TC INPUTS 
2- SUMMARY CF INPUTS 
3- EXECUTION - LCNG REPCRT 
4- EXECUTION 7 SECRT REPORT 
5- PRCGRAM TERMINATION 

	

1 	47.4 0 	-69.40 	22.92 	-130.66 	2.40 	* 

	

2 	47.00 	-67.90 	22.37 	-128.99 	2.46 	* 

	

3 	44.70 	- 67.10 	22.41 	- 127.12 	2.35 	* 

	

4 	25.20 	-80.40 	45.24 	-126.85 	1.92 	* 

	

5 	24.60 	-81.20 	47.32 	-127.82 	1.87 	* 

	

6 	29.70 	-85.00 	45.89 	-136.74 	1.92 	* 

	

7 	38.40 	-87.70 	39.81 	-146.56 	1.45 	* 

	

8 	40.70 	-87.50 	37•58 	- 147.58 	1.53 	I  

	

9 	44.10 	-86.60 	3 4.03 	-148.1 3 	1.66 	* 

	

10 	45.80 	-84.80 	31.72 	-146.72 	1.77 	* 

?5 
*STCP* 0  



ANNEX C 	 C-1 

OPTIMUM BEAM DATA FILE 

Format  

Record length = 128 characters 
The first line of the data file is reserved for the titles 
All the following lines will have the following format: 

A8 	Name of the beam (IFRB country symbol and Beam number) 

2.X 

812 

1X 

Il 

2X 

F7.2 

1X 

2F7.2 

2X 

41, 	
2F5.3 

1X 

F7.3 

Channels allowed to this beam 

Polarization (1 = direct, 2 = indirect) 

Nominal orbital position (degrees) 

Boresight Latitude and Longitude (degrees) 

Beam axis A.and B (degrees) 

Orientation of the ellipse (degrees) 

2X 

F5.2 	E.I.R.P. (dBW) 

2K 

F4.2 

2F6.3 

1X 

Il 

AG (dB) 

Boresight satellicentric Latitude and Longitude (degrees) 

atmospheric model 

2X 

Il 	Kind of satellite error 

313 	Pitch, Roll and Yaw in hundredth of degrees (or pointin3 

error and rotation error) 

212 	Station keeping errors in hundredth of degrees 

1X 

Il 	Fitting process chosen 

1X 

A8 	Date 



-65.00 -2.01 -52.39 
-65.00 -18.76 -55.84 
-65.00 	-5.01--.46.00  
-65.00 -12.92 -48.61 
-70.00 -37.21 -70.47 
-70.00 -29.89 -79.82 
-70.00 -26.79-107.19 

3.818 
1.449 
2.503 
2.418 
4,870 
1.409 
0.600 

0.861 
1.315 
1.572 
1.333 
1.062 
0.896 
0.600 

Pà 

BEAM-NAME. 
B A 
B 
B D 
B C 
SLV 

NCG 
GTM 
BND • 
OUF  
HTI ' 
GDL 
SPM 
PRG 
CTR 
ARG2 
URG 
ARG1 

GRL1 

CUB 
PNR 
.GRL2 
DOM 
B 5' 
B 7  
B 8 
89  
CHL1 
CHL2 
PAQ 

CHANNELS 	POL SATLONG 
-37.00 
-37.00 
-37.00 

-37.00 
-45.00 

-45.00 
-45.00 
-45.00 

-50.00 
-50.00 
-50.00 
-50.00 
-55.00 
-55.00 
-55.00 
-55.00 

-55.00 

-60.00 

-60.00 
-60.00 
-60.00 
-60.00 

BORESIGHT 	BEAMWIDTH 
-7.60 -40.38 1.783 1.499 
-12.05 -41.60 1.953 1.559 
-26.72 -52.34 1.752 1.092 
-19.21 -45.26 2.194 1.398 
13.72 -88.75 0.600 0.600 

12.85-84.96  0.993 0.600 
15.81 -90.17 0.980 0.600 
14.89 -86.64 0.719 0.600 

3.86 -53.50 0.763 0.600 
18.99 -72.79 0.886 0.600 
15.81 -61.48 1.227 0.600 

46.98 -56.18 0.600 0.600 
-24.00 -58.13 1.635 0.909 
9.97 -84.11 0.903 0.600 

-42.56 -64.49 2.027 1.797 
-32.71 -55.83 0.855 0.627 

-29.56 -62.73 2.747 2.286 

68.49 -56.02 3.589 0.600 
21.63 -79.72 1.619 0.600 
8.28 -80.04 0.913 0.773 
67.61 -32.52 0.600 0.600 
18.69 -70.35 0.850 0.600 

ORIENT EIRP DELTAG BORESIGHT ATM 
26.06 63.02 4.34 -1.346-0.595 0 
124.77 63.06 4.34 -2.119-0.796 0 
79.36 63.32 4.34 -4.463-2.351 0 
28.19 63.17 4.34 -3.313-1.368 0 
90.00 59.96 0.76 2.282-6.479 0 

67.22 62.06 2.95 2.157-6.089 0 
71.80 61.38 2.17 2.609-6.555 0 
11.95 62.85 3.74 2.481-6.217 0 

131.36 62.97 4.34 0.686-0.620 0 
22.00 61.02 2.17 3.236-3.647 0 
126.86 60.78 2.17 2.748-1.933 0 
90.00 59.24 0.05 7.017-0.709 0 
130.68 63.12 4.34 -4.077-0.501 0 
113.32 61.07 2.17 1.717-4.758 0 
121.31 63.69 4.34 -6.548-1.182 0 
169.15 63.27 4.34 -5.345-0.121 0 

67.99 63.42 4.34 -4.898-1.165 0 

161.90 60.90 2.17 8.465 0.233 0 
166.96 62.55 3.64 3.667-3.127 0 
106.66 63.13 4.34 1.448-3.413 0 
90.00 61.94 2.14 8.373 1.604 0 
167.87 61.17 2.40 3.225-1.714 0 
87.57 63.05 4.34 -0.357 2.215 0 
119.00 63.15 4.34 -3.238 1.520 0 
169.30 63.09 4.34 -0.881 3.270 0 
70.36 63.09 4.34 -2.250 2.770 0 
86.86 63.69 4.34 -5.931-0.065 0 
176.02 63.29 4.34 -4.941-1.470 0 
90.00 60.79 1.63 -4.347-5.220 0 

SAT-ERRORS FIT DreE 
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 

1  0 'O  0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 -0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 

1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1..0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0  00  0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 .0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0. .0 0 0 0 1 06/11/80 
1 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 

1  00  0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0  0.00 206/11/80  
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1  00  0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0  00  0 2 06/11/80 
.1 '0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 '0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 06/11/80 
1.00  0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 0 0 0  2.06/11/80 

 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
'1 0 0. 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 
1 0 0 0 0 0 2 06/11/80 



• 

• 

• 



Document 8.1 (E) 
Corrigendum 1 
27/04/81 

Satellite Beam Optimization for the BSS 

by  G. Cboninard 

Please replace the last sheet (Figures 10 and 11) 
with the attached sheet 



a 

a ATT. 

111 (deg.) 

ATT. 

3.18 
3.31 
3.'19 
2.30 
2.22 
2.23 
1.65 
1.74 
1.91 
2.06 

2 
1 
2 

a aaaaaa 

3.18 
3.31 
3.19 
2.30 
2.22 
2.23 
1:65 
1.74 
1.91 
2.06 

% 

s as 
01 .  

17,14 
16.43 
17.08 
37.30 
38.85 

38.58 
34.31 
32.42 

' 	29.26 
26.99 

-121.16 
-119.65 
-118.01 
-117.23 
-117.88 
-125.28 
-134.50 
-135.67 
-136.54 
-135.46 

3- SATELLITE LONGITUDE = -120.00 (deg.) 

4- FITTING CHARACTERISTICS 

3 
5 
9 

116.45 ' 1.659 	1.495 36.80 	-80.91 

'(dedrees) 

* EIRP = 	59.24 	( dBw ) 

POWER= 	165.12 	(Watts) POWER= 
In***11*****M11** 

201.44 	(watts) 
***** IIIIIIIIII ******* II* ********** 

• • 	 • 
a 

a 

a 

* SERVICE AREA= USA4 	SAT.LONG.= -120.00 	DATE= 26/01/81 * 
FREQ.= 12.00 	BW = 23.00 	C/N = 12.00 	G/T = 10.00 

************************************************* ***** ****NNIIMIKINIMIle 

1- SPACE SEGMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

- MINIMUM BEAMWIDTH OF SATELLITE ANTENNA = 0.60 (deg.) * 
- "DELTAG" '= 3.00 	(dB) ' 
- ANTENNA POINTING ERROR .  AROUND BORESIGHT = 0.0 	(deg ..) ,* 
- ANTEUNA ROTATION AROUND ITS AXIS 	= 0.0 

2- SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 

- MINIMUM ELEVATION ANGLE = 10.0 	(deg.) 
- ATMOSPHERIC MODEL  r  WARC-77 MODEL 
- SEI1VICE AREA NAME = USA4 

CONVEX POLYGON IN DATA BASE 
POINTS 	LAT. 	LONG., 	ELEV. 	- 	AZM.  

****************************************************aaaa ****** ***Waal' 

* SERVICE AREA= USA4 	- 	SAT.LONG.= -120.00 - 	DATE= 26/01/81 * 
FREQ.= 12.00 	BW =  23.00 C 

	

/N = 12.00 	G/T = 10.00 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

1- SPACE SEGMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

- MINIMUM BEAMWIDTH OF SATELLITE ANTENNA = 0.60 
- "DELTAG" 	3.00 	(dB) - 
- ANTENNA POINTING ERROR AROUND BORESIGHT = 
- ANTENNA ROTATION AROUND ITS AXIS 	r 2.00 

2- SERVICE AREA CHARACTERISTICS 

- MINIMUM ELEVATION ANGLE = 10.0 	(deg.) 
- ATMOSPHERIC MODEL = MARC-77 MODEL 
- SERVICE AREA NAME = USA4 

' 	CONVEX POLYGON IN DATA BASE 
POINTS 	LAT. 	• 	LONG. 	ELEV. , 	AZM. 

0.10 	(deg„) 

7 

* 
m 

• n 

. 	* 
***algue* * * **** ******************************.**** 

'BEAM PARAMETERS 

*

~~ 

' 

BORESIGHT 
LATITUDE - LONGITUDE 

3- SATELLITE LONGITUDE = -120.00 (deg.) 

4- FITTING CHARACTERISTICS 

• - AUTOMATIC SEARCH OF OPTIMUM BORESIGHT 
BORESIGHT ACCURACY = 0.10 (deg.) * 

- AUTOMATIC SWEEPING OF ALL POINTS BY:THE FITTING PROCESS * 
- FINAL 'COMBINATION OF POINTS ON WHICH  MINIMUM  FITTING 	* 

WAS FOUND - 
?OINTS , 	LAT. 	, 	LONG. 	ZONE 

9 
10 

1 	47.40 
2 	47.00 
3 	44.70 
4 	25.20 
5 	24.60 
6 	29.70 

38.40 
40.70 
44.10 
45.80 

3 
5 
9 

44.70 - 
 24..60 

44.10 

-69.40 
-67.90 
-67.10 
-80.40 
-81.80 
-85.00 
-87.70 
-87.50 
-86.60 
-811.80  

.MAJOR 
AXIS 

	

17.14 	-121.16 

	

16.43 	-119.65 

	

17.08 	-118.01 

	

37.30 	-117.23 

	

38.85 	-117.88 

	

38.58 	-125.28 

	

34.31 	-134.50 

	

32.42 	-135.67 

	

29.26 	-136.54 

	

26.99 	-135.46 

-67.10 
-81.8Q 
-86.60 

ELLIPSE 
MINOR 
AXIS ORIENTATION 

'MAJOR AXIS 

1 	47.40 	-69.40 
2 	47.00 	-67.90 
3 	44.70 	-67.10 
4 	25.20 	-80.40 
5 	24.60 	-81.80 
6 	29.70 	-85.00 
7 	- 38.40 	437.70 

8 	40.70 	-87.50 
9 	44.10 	-86.60 

10 	45.80 	-84.80 

- AUTOMATIC SEARCH OF OPTIMUM BORESIGHT 
BORESIGHT ACCURACY = 0.10 (deg.) 

- AUTOMATIC SWEEPING OF ALL POINTS BY THE FITTING PROCESS 
- FINAL COMBINATION OF POINTS ON WHICH MINIMUM FITTING 

WAS FOUND 
POINTS 	LAT. 	LONG. 	ZONE 

-67.10 
-81.80 
-86.60 

BEAM PÂRAMETERS 

114,42' 

44.70 
24.60 
44.10 

2 

2 

BORESIGHT 
LATITUDE 	LONGITUDE 

-81.34 3.820 

ELLIPSE 
MINOR 
AXIS 

1.747 

a  

1 

***************************************************************** , 	. 

MAJOR 	'MINOR. 	MAJOR AXIS 
,AXIS 	AXIS 	ORIENTATION ' 

* 36.71 

(degrees) 	* 
EIRP = 	59.24 	( dBW ) 

Figure 10: Program output (no pointing error) 	Figure 11: Program output (with pointing error) 
• 
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SUMMARY 

This lecture consists of three papers submitted by the United States to the 
Final Meetings of the CCIR in Geneva in September of 198 . 

The first paper (843B) describes that part of the Spectrum-Orbit Utilization 
Program (SOUP) that allows the use of arbitrary antenna patterns in the computation 

of antenna gains. The program allows each of the four antennas in each link (earth-

station transmit, satellite receive, satellite transmit, and earth-station receive) to 
have its own pattern, different from every other pattern if so desired. Each pattern 

is specified by a type number and by the number of a table in which the coefficient 

values or locations with associated gains, as applicable, are listed. Seven different 
types are available. They include all reference patterns, both for the broadcasting-
satellite service (BSS) and for the fixed-satellite service (FSS), described in CCIR 
reports, but with coefficients that can be selected as inputs. They also include irreg-
ular patterns described by matrices of gains associated with points on the ground or 
in the antenna plane (the plane perpendicular to the beam axis). 

The second paper (843A) describes a program that finds the parameters of the 

ellipse of minimum area to cover a given set of points, e. g. , the corners of a polygon 

used to describe a service area. The program uses a nonlinear programming technique. 

The program includes the effects of antenna pointing and rotation tolerances. The 
output of the program is in a form that can be used directly as input to the SOUP. 

The last paper (847) describes the application of a nonlinear programming tech-
nique to the optimization of the orbital positions of a set of non--homogeneous broad-
casting satellites. Various optimization criteria can be used, such as minimization 
of the total arc occupied subject to meeting all margin requirements, or maximizing the 
lowest margin obtained in the worst link. 

• 

• 



• Documents 	 Doc . 10- lis/843B 
CCIR Study Groups 	 March 30, 1981 
Period 1978-1982 	 Original:  English 

Received: 

Subject:  Report 812 
Study Programs 20C-2/10 and 5G-2/11 

United States of America  

PROPOSED ADDITION TO REPORT 812 

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ARBITRARY ANTENNA PATTERNS 

1. INTRODUCTION  

A computer program has been developed that allows the use of arbitrary antenna 
patterns in making calculations of mutual interference between satellite systems. This 
program has been made an integral part of the Spectrum-Orbit Utilization Prgram (SOUP), 
which previously was restricted to the use of circular or elliptical antenna beams. This 
new capability greatly enhances the usefulness of the SOTJP as a tool for planning 
broadcasting-satellite services. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM  • 
The program allows each of the four antennas in each link (uplink transmit, up-

link receive, downlink transmit, and downlink receive) to have its own pattern, different 
from every other pattern if so desired. Each pattern is specified by a type number (type 
1 through 7) and by a table number in which the coefficient values or locations and gains, 
as applicable, are listed. Any of the following seven types of specification may be se-
lected: 

Type 1 	 • 

The beam can be circular or elliptical. The shape of the main beam is gaussian. 
The sidelobes are described piecewise by functions of the type A + Blog(ego), where 
A and B are coefficients specified in the tables, f5 is the off-axis angle, and 00  is the 
half-power beamwidth, different in different directions for elliptical beams. This type in-
cludes the reference antenna patterns recommended by the CCIR for the copolarized 
gains of satellite transmitting and earth-station receiving antennas in the broadcasting-
satellite service (BSS). 

Type 2 

The beam can be circular or elliptical. The pattern is described piecewise by 
functions of two forms: either A + B log(15/00) or A + B log II - 	• The coeffi- 
cients are again specified in appropriate tables and ,r4 and fio  have the same meanings as 
before. This type includes the reference antenna patterns recommended by the CCIR for 
the crosspolarized gains of satellite transmitting and earth-station receiving antennas 
in the BSS. 



2 

Typé 3 

The beam can be circular or elliptical in the main lobe. The shape of the main 

lobe is gaussian. The sidelobes are specified by a function of the form A + Blogg, 

where 55 is the off-axis angle in degrees. The coefficients A and B are again specified 

in a table. This type includes, as far as the sidelobe specification is concerned, the 

pattern recommended by the CCIR for the earth-station antennas in the fixed-satellite 

service (US), which are likely to be used for the feeder links in the BSS. 

Type 4 

The beam can be circular orelliptical. The main lobe (and possibly the first 
portion of the sidelobes) are specified as a function of ego  by giving the six coefficients 
of a tenth-degree even polynomial. The rest of the sidelobes is described piecewise by 
functions of the form A + B log(e0o ) • This type allows the use of main lobes that can 
be approximated by, for example, Bessel functions or Tchebyshev Polynomials. 

Type 5 

The values of all gains, copolarized as well as crosspolarized, are specified 
at all ground points and for all satellite positions at which interference calculations are 
to be made. This type of specification is useful when all relevant gains are known at 
all transmitter locations and at all receiver locations used as test points, e. g. through 
measurements on an existing system. 

Type 6 

For each satellite position used, the satellite transmit (or receive) gain is spec-
ified by a matrix of the coordinates (latitudes and longitudes) of given points on the 
ground together with the satellite antenna gains in the direction of these points. The 
gains in the direction of the relevant points on the ground are then obtained by interpola-
tion using the bivariate interpolation procedure described by Hiroshi Akimal. This type 
allows the use of shaped beams with contours or other data given on the ground. 

Type 7 

The satellite transmit (or receive) gain is specified by a matrix of the coordinates 
(azimuths and elevations) of given points in the far field of the antenna together with the 
gains in the direction of these points. The gains in any desired directions are then found 
by the same interpolation procedure as in Type 6. This type allows the use of shaped 
beams with contours or other data given in antenna coordinates, such as would be ob-
tained from measurements at an antenna test range or from detailed design data. 

3. COMBINATION OF GAINS  

In computing the power received from a transmitting antenna at a receiving an-
tenna, the program introduces the concept of "equivalent gain", Ge . Assuming circular 
polarization, when the transmitting and receiving antennas have the same sense (both 
righthanded or both lefthanded), the equivalent gain is simply the product of the copolar-
ized gain of the transmitting antenna and the copolarized gain of the receiving antenna. 
When the two antennas have opposite senses of polarization, the follovving equation is 
used: 



G e  = (rà....-te-717x -1/Gtx  Grc  )2 

where the subscripts c and x indicate copolarized and crosspolarized gains, respectively, 

and the subscripts t and r indicate transmit and receive gains, respectively. This equa-
tion is a worst-case approximation derived from Equation 4.2-7 (pg. 4-10) of NASA's 
Propagation Effects Handbook 2 , which is valid for linear polarization. The use of this 
equation, which assumes complete coherence of the two components that make up the 
received wave, will reduce the polarization discrimination by a maximum of 3 dB as com-
pared to the discrimination that would be obtained if the powers of the two components 
were added directly. 
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3.13.3 Transmitting antenna reference patterns 

The reference patterns for the co-polar and cross-polar components of satellite transmitting antennae used 
in preparing the Plan are given in Fig. 6. 
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g( •)  >0,  i = 1, 	m 

and n equality constraints 

h.(7) = 0, j = 1, 	n. 
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OPTIMIZING ELLIPTICAL ANTENNA BEAMS 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The 1977 WARC on Broadcasting Satellites decided that elliptical antenna 
beams should be used for planning purposes and adopted a method for determining the 
size and shape of the antenna beam. Each country desiring broadcast satellite cover-
age would submit the latitude and longitude of the vertex points defining a polygon 
that it wished to be covered by the 3 dB contour of the satellite antenna. 1  Since it 
is desirable to minimize the satellite power needed to meet the broadcast coverage re-
quirements, the elliptical antenna beam of minimum size that encloses the given cover-
age points should be used. 

This paper develops a method using nonlinear programming (NLP) to determine 
the minimum area elliptical beam parameters. 

2. NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING  

2.1 Nonlinear Programming Problem  

The nonlinear programming problem can be stated as follows: 

Find the set of independent variables, 7, that minimizes the objective 
function f(7) subject to the m inequality constraints 

• 

One or more of f, g, or h is a nonlinear function of the independent variables 7. Any 
problem that can be expressed in this form is a nonlinear programming problem, and 
subject to certain limitations, can be solved using nonlinear programming techniques. 

2.2 Solution Procedure  

II Techniques to solve NLP problems use an iterative procedure to minimize the 
 objective function. Given a solution 7"k on the kth iteration, an improved solution 
7.1( 4.1 is found by the following procedure: 

• Determine the direction and distance to move in the independent 
variable hyperspace to reduce the objective function 



• Accommodate the constraints 

• Test for convergence.. 

In this study the Flexible Tolerance optimization technique was used 2 ' 3 . 

2. 3 Flexible Tolerance Optimization Technique  

The flexible tolerance technique replaces thé constraints (1) by the single 
constraint 

PK - T(7)  >0. 	 (2) 

PK, the flexible feasibility tolerance criterion, is a positive decreasing function of 
the step size taken in the independent variables on the Kth iteration. T is the RSS 
of the violated constraints. As the minimization of the objective function, f(7), 
progresses, .P  decreases and the constraints must be more closely satisfied. This 
technique simplifies the constraint requirements and saves computation time by demand-
ing strict compliance with the constraints only at convergence. PK also serves as a 
convergence criterion. 

The polyhedron search of Nelder and Mead 2 ' 4 , a non-derivative direct search 
method, is used to minimize f(7). Whenever the constraint (equation 2) is violated, 
the Nelder and Mead method is also used to minimize T(7). 

3. 	APPLICATION TO ANTENNA BEAM OPTIMIZATION  

3.1 Beam Size Optimization  

To apply nonlinear programming to the problem of broadcast Satellite beam 
optimization, the problem must be stated in the form given in section 2. Therefore 
the given coverage points, which define the vertices of the broadcast coverage polygon, 
are transformed from latitude and longitude to satellite-centered spherical angles. 
The satellite-centered sphere is approximated by a plane tangent to the sphere at the 
centroid of the coverage points. The satellite antenna beam optimization problem then 
reduces to finding the minimum area ellipse in the tangent plane that encloses the 
given coverage points. 

The objective function we wish to minimize is 

fn.') = Trab 	 (3) 

where: 	ï 	is the set of independent variables (a,b,x 0 ,Y0 ,A) 
defining the ellipse 

a 	is the semimajor axis 

is the semiminor axis 

x0 , Y 0  is the center of the ellipse 

A 	is the ellipse orientation. 

The objective function is constrained by the requirement that the coverage 
points (xiei) be on or within the ellipse. This requirement is stated mathematically 
by the inequality 

2 



(x i - x0 ) 2  (a 2 sin 2A + b2cos 2A) + (yi - y0 ) 2  (a2cos 2A + b2sin 2A) 

+ (xi - x0 ) (yi - yo ) .  sin 2A (b 2  - a2 ) - ab 	< 	O. 

There is one inequality relation for each coverage point (x• y . ) 1 ,  i 	• 

All nonlinear programming techniques have an inherent limitation, a local 
minimum of the constrained objective function cannot be distinguished from the global 
minimum. This problem is usually solved by excluding regions of local minima by intro-
ducing new constraints. In our case of ellipse optimization, local minima may exist in 
the ellipse orientation and cannot be excluded beforehand. Therefore, the ellipse is 
optimized starting from several different initial orientations to guarantee that the 
solution is the constrained global minimum. 

3.2 Antenna Pointing Uncertainty 	- 

Broadcast satellite transmitting antennas are permitted,for planning purposes, 
pointing errors up to 0.1 degree in any direction and up to 2 degrees in azimuths. In 
order to ensure that the coverage points are always within the antenna 3 dB beam con-
tour, antenna pointing uncertainty must be incorporated into the optimization process. 

Antenna pointing uncertainty is incorporated into the constraint equations 
by requiring the constraint points to be 0.2 degrees within the ellipse. Azimuth un-
certainty is incorporated by requiring two constraint equations, with ellipse orienta-
tions of A+2 degrees and A-2 degrees, for each constraint point. 

• 4. EXAMPLE  

The nonlinear satellite antenna beam optimization technique has been developed 
and implemented in a computer program. One case analyzed was for a geostationary 
broadcasting satellite at 115 degrees West longitude covering the United States Eastern 
Time Zone. No satellite antenna pointing or orientation uncertainly was used. Ten 
boundary points were chosen to define the coverage polygon. Table 1 lists these points 
in latitude-longitude and in satellite-centered spherical coordinates. Initial ellip- 
ses of 15.71 square degrees area centered at 35° N, 70°W with orientations of 0 to 80 
degrees were used. Results of the antenna beam optimization are given in Table 2. The 
minimum area elliptical beam has an area of 6.57 square degrees, centered on 37.5° N, 
81.9 °W. 

Figure 1 shows the minimum area beam-plotted on a map outlining the United 
States Eastern Time Zone. The ellipse center and boundary pointsare also.noted in 
Figure i. It can be seen that the constraining boundary points are Eastern Maine, 
Key West and Western Michigan. This fact can also be observed in Table 1 under the 
column titled TOLERANCE. Tolerance is defined as the distance from the boundary point 
to the mimimum ellipse measured radially from the ellipse center, in degrees of great 
circle arc on the satellite-centered sphere. (The tolerance is constrained to be > O.) 
Figure 2 shows the Earth and the minimum area ellipse as viewed from a geostationaFy 
satellite at 115°  west longitude. 

The ellipse minimization program  was  run for five cases with different initial 
ellipse orientations. The total CPU time on an IBM 370/168 was about 40 seconds, 8 
seconds per case. 

5. 	CONCLUSIONS  

Nonlinear programming has been used in a method to determine optimum broad- 
cast.satellite antenna beam shape. Antenna pointing and orientation error effects 
can also be included. This method has proved to be a very useful tool .in satellite 

(4) 
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system coverage and interference analysis studies. Although it has to date only been 
used for elliptical beams, it can be applied to almost any time-constant antenna pat-
tern and coverage constraints that  car  be mathematically described. 
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TABLE 1 

US EASTERN TIME ZONE BOUNDRY POINTS (DEG.)* 

Northern Maine 

Northeastern Maine 

Eastern Maine 

Cape Cod, MA 

Cape Hatteras, NC 

Key West, FL 

Panama City, FL 

Southwest, Indiana 

Western Michigan 

Northern Michigan 

Latitude 	W. Longitude 	X Angle 	Y Angle 	Tolerance  

	

47.4 	69.2 	4.5177 	6.8136 	0.1308 

	

47.3 	68.4 	4.5826 	6.7957 	0.0900 

	

44.8 	66.9 	4.9167 	6.5233 	0.0000 

	

41.5 	69.6 	4.9829 	6.1916 	0.1357 

	

35.6 	75.5 	4.9381 	5.5339 	0.6379 

	

24.6 	81.9 	4.8623 	4.0539 	0.0000 

	

30.2 	85.8 	4.1162 	4.8945 	0.4568 

	

38.7 	87.6 	3.4715 	6.0175 	0.6397 

	

46.6 	90.5 	2.7242 	6.9104 	0.0000 

	

47.5 	88.0 	2.9208 	6.9832 	0.2311 

*X and Y ANGLES are satellite-centered declination and longitude angles measured in degrees from 
the earth-satellite line. TOLERANCE is the distance from the boundry point to the minimum ellipse 
measured radially from the ellipse center, in degrees of great circle arc on the satellite-centered 
sphere. 



TABLE 2 

MINIMUM ELLIPSE PARAMETERS 

Ellipse center X 	4.1678 deg. 

Ellipse center Y 	5.8293 deg. 

Ellipse center latitude 	37.516 ° N 

Ellipse center longitude 	81.869 °W 

Semimajor axis 	 2.0640 deg. 

Semiminor axis 	 1.0136 deg. 

Orientation* 	 -55.112 deg. 

Ellipse area 	 6.5722 sq. deg. 

*Measured counterclockwise from the X axis. 
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USE OF NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR THE 
OPTIMIZATION OF SATELLITE ORBITS 

• 1. INTRODUCTION  

This paper describes:the application of a nonlinear prograffiming technique to the 
optimizatidn of the orbital positions of a set of non.homogeneous broadcasting. satellites. 
The total carrier-to-interference ratio at a receiver due to cochanne transmissions frOm all 

other satellites determines the lower limit of the total orbital arc occupied. This tech-
nique could serve as a useful tool in planning a variety of services .0lat require different ,  
satellite characteristics, e.g., for individual and for community redeption. 

• Z. NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING (NLP)  

11, 
	

2 .1 Nonlinear Programming Problem 	• 

The nonlinear programming problem can.be  stated as follows: • 

Find the iet of independent variables, Z, that Minimizes theobjective function 
f (Z) subject to thein inequalityconstraints 

g 1 (2) > C) 	i = 1,...., m 

and n equality constraints 

tl.(Z) = 0, 	j 	1, 	n. 
• 

One or more of f, g, or h is a nonlinear function of the independent variables Z. Any problem 
that  can be expressed in this form is a nonlinear programming .prablem and, sUbject to certain 
limitations, can be solved using nonlinear programmlng techniques:. 

2.2 ;Sblution Procedure  

Techniquesto solve NLP problems'use an iterative procedure to minimize the objec-.. 
tive function. Given a solution 2, on the kth iteration, an improved solution Z k_1. 1  is 
found by the following procedure: " 

(1) Determine search direction for the independent variables. 

(2) Determine step length in this direction. 

(3) Accomodate constraints. 

(4) Test convergence. 

In this study a sequential unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT) was used to find the 
improved solution (11(21. 



With SUMT, the constraints are introduced into the minimization procedure by adding 

a function of the constraints, the penalty function, to the objective function to form the ai 
modified objective function. The penalty function becoffies positive when the constraints  are W 

violated, henCa the term 'penalty". When the constrainte are met, the penalty function is 
zero or becomes zero  as the search progresses. 

The Davidson-Fletcher-Powell method [3] iS USed in thiS StUdy to determine the search 
direction to decrease the modified objective function. Once the search direction is established 
the step length is determined by minimizing the modified objective function in this direction. 
Unidimentional minimilatiOn algorithms of Oavis-Swann-Campy and Powell [2] are used. When the 

modified objective function has converged, the objective function is minimized under the given 

constraints .. 

3. APPLICATION 70 BROADCASTING SATELLITE ORBIT OPTIMIZATION  . 
• 

3.1 Interference Constraints  

To apply nonlinear optimization to broadcasting Satellite orbit utilization, one must 
express the objective function and the satellite interference constraints in terMs of the 
satellite positions. Assuming co-frequency Satellites and broadcasting satellite antenne 
patterns specified in the Final Acts of World Administration Radio Conference on Broedcasting 
Satellites, the interference-to-carrier.ratio in the i thsystem due to interference from  the  
j th system is 

	

K 	8. 	• jf 

where 	is the interference coefficient and 

e. 	• 	e 	e 	< 8 iJ 	1 	i 	jimax 

.. e-. 	- 	e-  — e" > e 1 max 	 i max eii 	
1 	J 

G.  is the relative longitude of thei th satellite. No distinction has been made between geo-
centric longitude and topocentric angle. At the latitude of the United States, topocentric 
angle is approximately LC percent:more than relative geocentric longitude. 	, 

• If uplink power of 100 watts, and uplink EIRP of 76.3 d8W .are assumed for all sys-
tems, the interference-coefficient is 

K = 3.72. x 10-3  .4- F. /(F i  0 ) where the first term is due to the uplink- iP 

F is the satellite EIRP in watts. 
••nnn 

0: js the doffllink receiver gain descrimination factor, defined_ -_- - 
-2 

by 0 = [G(0)/G()1 - (15 -5 , where- 	is  the off-axis angle and G is the 

antenna gain.. 

The subscripts. j and I refer to the interfering and interfered with systems 
respectively. 

Using an aggregate interference-to-carrier ratio.constraint' 

N.  
ji e 	ji 	ij 

j=1. 	j=1 
jÉi 

<N 1  

.2.. 
 



3.2 Orbit Optimization  

The optimum orbital positions of'a set of'geostationary broadcasting satellites is 
defined to be that order and those positions of the satellites that minimize the total arc 
of the set  within the interference limit conttraints. That is,.minimize the objective function 

• 

lo 

f(8) = 8 n  - ei 

subject to the constraints 

(e i ,  ej ) 	Ni 	t 	L.  ...n 

ji 

During the SUMP optimization the total orbital arc of the satellites is progress-
ively compressed until the interference-constraints prevent the satellites from further 
approaching each other. The interference constraints also prevent the satellite order frum 
changing during optiimizatiOn. Therefore, the SUMT solution Will convergé to the Satellite 
positions that yield the minimum arc -  for the given satellite order. 'Alternate satellite 
ordert may need to be tested to find the smallest minimum arc.. 

4. EXAMPLE OF BROADCAST SATELLITE ORBIT OPTIMIZATION 

4.1 Description  

Nonlinear optimization was used to minimize the total orbital arc occupied by . a 
set of nonhomogeneous broadcasting satellites. In this example, the earth- station  antén- - 
na sizes were. 1 meter for individual and 1.8, 2.4, and 3:2 meters for community reception. 

These are typical systems likely to be used in the Western Hemisphere. The first two an-

tenna sizes were adopted by the 1977 World Administrative Radio Conférence on Broadcasting 
Satellites. Table 1 lists typical values for the relevant-characteristics of these sys-
tems. Total interference constraints of carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I) of 30 dB 

TABLET 

SYSTat PARAMETERS 

..5.4a7. •
Reception 	EIRP• 	DRGO 	*8-liax 1- - - 

Type 	Type • 	(Kw) 	, 	Factor  e 	(degrees) 

I 	1-m. 	Individual 	lse 	7.1 	27.3 

2' 	1.8m Community 	.398 	11.2 . 	'22..9 

3. 	2.4m Communfty. 	158 	23.0. 	• 	21.6 

4 	3.2m Community 	63-.1- 	47.3 	20.4 

e 
Downlink receiver gain descrimination factor, 	. (Definedin  Section  3.1). 

-3- 



and 27 dB were  u sa.  Sets of four eld seven satellites were analyzed. Table 2 lists the 

"best candidate" satellite position orders for orbital arc minimization. Satellite posi-
tions for each order were optimized by a computer program uSing the Mr method. Ootimum. 
orbit results  are  given in Table  

TABLE 2 

SATELLITE POSITION ORDERS 

POSITION 	SYSTEM TYPE  

	

Four 	Seven Satellites 
.Satellites 	Casa 1 	1 Case 2 	Case 3 	Case 4 

1 	I 	1 	1 • 	1 	
1 

	

2 	2. 	2 	• 	2 	2 

3 	3 	2 	3 	2 	' 

4 	4- 	3 	4 	3 	4 

s 	 4 	4 	4 
.  

4 	3 

T 	 3 

111. 

TABLE 3 

MINIMUM.  TOTAL OCCUPIED ARCS (de9) 

Interference 	Four 	Seven Satellites 

	

Caostrent 	Satellites 	Case 1 	I Case 2 I Casé 3 	Case 4 

C/I 	> 1000 	-26.3 	5e.3 	I 	52.0 	53.7 	53.8 

C/I 	> 	500 	19.7 	39%2 - 1 	37.6 	38 .7 	39.1 

4.2" Discussiorrof'Results 	. 

Because satellite types I . (11 mt. individual reception) and 2 (1.8 m community 
reception) produce- the most ilterference, and satellite type 4 3.2.m community reception) 
.is most. sensitive to interference, one would want to separate satellite type .4 from types .1 
and 2. One would also expect thatthe adjacent placement of similar satellites would yield 
the. best reSults. From these two assumptions, one would expect Case 1. to yield the minimum 
orbital arc. 	However, Table 3 shows that Case 1 yields the worst results of the four cases. 
Case 2, which separates type 4 from types 1 and 2 and also places type 2 at the end of the /11, 
arc, where it has only one neighboring satellite, gives the best results. Note:also that rev 
decrease in interference is achieved by separating satellites more than 8. max. Thus, it 
is not beneficial to separate satellite types 1 and 2 from type 4 by mora l than 	deçjres.. 



• Table 4 shows the optimum satellite positioning for Case. 2. 

TABLE 4 

OPTIMUM SATELLITE POSITION  (CASE  z) 

Position 	Satellite 
No. 	Type 	C/I. 	> 1000 	C/I > 	500 

Position 	Spacing 	Position 	Spacing 

	

(deg.) 	(dag.) 	(deg.) 	(del.)  

	

0.0 	0.0 

2 	12.0 	12.0 	8.9 	8.9 

3 	3 	20.4 	8.4 	' 15.3 	6.4 

4 	4. 	28.5 	8.1 	21.0 	. 	5.7 

S 	4 	35.6 	7.1 	26.0  

	

_ 	  

	

43.5 	7.9 	31.6 	5.6 

7 	52.0 	8.5 	37.6 	6.0 

111. 

5.. CONCLUSION  

Nonlinear programming methods can be used te minimize the total orbital arc of a 
set of geostationary broadcasting satellites. To- apply nonlinear programming, appropriate 
system interference cOnstraints must be developed. The formulation of aggregate interference 
constraints for broadcasting satellites was presented here. Similar and/or alternate  inter
ference constraint forms can also be developed for other- types of Satellite antenna coverage 
c.41(3.1. 

n•• 
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In January and February 1977, the World Administrative Radio 
Conference, which was held in Geneva, established a frequency plan for the 
broadcasting-satellite service for Region 1 and 3 in frequency bands 11.7 GHz - 
12.5  GHz  (Region 1) and 11.7 GHz - 12.2  GHz  (Region 3). 

During the yearsleading pp to the Conference, two opinions 
develdped concerning the planning method to be adopted. The first method, 
referred to as "a priori planning", involved defining ;  at the time of the 
Conference and for the term of the plan (at least fifteen years),'all of the 
parameters of the satellites planned by the various countries. The-other 
method, referred to as "evolutive" planning u çonsisted of a series, ofprinciples 
governing the use of the geostationary orbit .andof,the frequency. spectrum and 
allowing the assignment of the Characteristics of eadh satellite immediately 
prior to its launching. 

Since the European countries opted for a priori, planning,  
preparations for. the Conference were made using computer programs developed 
in various countries including France. The Purpose Of this article . is  to 
describe these programs briefly and to outline haw they were used prior to 
the Conference. 

I- General 

The computer proved useful in three areas: 

1.1 The CalculatiOn of the satellite ,  antennae beams most.appropriate 
for service -to a given area. The area  in 	is-quite often 
a country, but it could also bea group of. countries which have -
agreed to unite for this purpose, or conversely, as is the case 
with very  large  countries, it could be a part of a: country, a time 
zone or some other subdivision. 

1.2 The establishment of a plan. once the service areas are identified, 
a Channel is assigned to the satellite of each area.and the 
orbital position and polarization are assigned, taking into account 
the propagation.data, channel definitions, interference caldUlà 
tions, and the Characteristics of the transmitting and redeiving 
installations. 

1.3 The examination of a given plan. This operation is one part of 
establishing a plan which must, in fact, be checked once the plan 
has been established in order to 'ensure that all parts of each 
service area have proper reception. 

• 



II Calculation of antenna"beams  

.The Plan for Regions  Ï and 3 was . established on the assumption that 
satellites transmitted elliptical beams whidh were adapted as much 
as possible to-the service area. In other words, the beams Covered 
the area completely but eXdeeded the area as little  as possible: ' 

The beamsare defined by: (Figures 1 and 2) 

• - the longitude of the satellite S 

- the centre P .of the service area 
° 

- the axes ()rand s-t of a crosSection of the beam' 

- an angle Xwhidh defines the orientation of the ellipse around 
the axis7SP0 

- the relationship, commOnly calledp, of the power density (pfd) 
at Po to the pfd at the 

edge of the beam. 

The trace of the beam on the ground defines the'area in whidh 
transmissions can normally be received. However, even outside this 
beam, reception is still possible for a certain distance, with thé 
received pfd decreasing as the distance from the area increases. 

Thé first step in using a computer to calculate the transmitting beams 
is to input the geographicaL.data, that is, the boundaries of the desired 
service area, usually in the form of a convex polygon: The computer then 
searches for the optimalellipse for eadh area. 

The problem is not as simple as it seems. The optimization criteria 
have to meet two objectives: 

(a) to find the smallest ellipse whidh Covers the entire 
country; and 

( p) to try to - distribute unavoidable overflaa equally ,  around 
the country. 

These two requirements are sometimes contradictory as is shown•in the 
simplified paradokical example given•below (Figure . 3). . 

Let us suppose that we want to use a circular beam to serve a country 
shapedlïke a triangle ABC, where M is  thefl  middle of AB and G is the 
centre of gravity. 

'Objectiva (a) necessitates a dircle with centre M and diameterAB, but 
then the beam's overflow is primarily outside line AB. 

Objective (b) suggests using centre G, but then the circle is not as 
small it could be. 

• 



FIGURE  I 

FIGURE 3 
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This example shows that elliptical beams do not:necessarily meet all 
of the objectives and that the beams formed could, et  titres,  be better 
adapted to specific cases. On the other hand, there are other advantages 
associated with using elliptical beams: 

- fast computer calculations as the determining of parameters 
is easier; 

- opportunity.at a later date for countries which would like to . 
improve their service to use a beam within the elliptical beam 
defined by the plan. In such cases, the beam- formed could only 
be defined precisely at - a later date and according to the state 
of technology available at the time. 

In principle, the trace of the beam on theground would have to be 
adjusted as close as possible to the service area, but allowance must 
also be made for the problems created by thé stabilization of the 
satellites in space, and in particular, fôr the errors made in plotting 
the transmitting beam. In fact, satellites in geostatiohary orbit, 
whidh ideally are fixed in relation .to the earth, undergo several move-
ments whidh  have .a cumulative effect and which must be corrected: This 
moVement means that there is some imprecision in determining the position 
of the beam's coverage area. It is for this reason that, rather than 
adjusting the beam as close, as possible to the boundaries of the country, 
the computer calculates beam . coverage values that are slightly larger 
than theoretically necessary so that regardless of the instantaneous 
effect of the- plotting error, the country is always within the beam. 
Figure 4 gives an example of elliptical coverage areas. 

The seardh for beams is the first step in calculating  the plan, but it 
should be borne in mind that at this stage none of the parameters can 
be considered as final. In fact, viewed from the 'satelliteand depending 
on the satellites orbital position, the country in question.does not have 
a constant shape, whiCh leads to the production of different beams. 

In order to avoid having to recalculate the beams at eadh stage of the 
planning to reflect a Change in the satellite's position, the following 
principle was adopted: 

before beginning the planning, a calculation program determines 
for

oevery possible position of the satellite in itsorbit, with 
a 2 spacing, an optimal beam thé Characteristics of which are 
stored in a file. 

Then, during the planning stage, each time a satellite changes position, 
it ià-simple to  locate in the file the dharacteristicà of the corresponding_ 

: optimal beam, theréby eliminating the need for new optimization calculations. 
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III- Building the 'plan  

111.1 Complexity of the'problem  

The assignment to eadh satellite of an  orbital position, 
Channels and polarization is an extremely complex process 
whiCh, a few years before the WA1C/77, seemed  impossible 
to-achieve without a computer into which all the data would 
be entered and by which the best plan would be determined. 

The problemis difficult because of its size. In effect, if 
one plan has to be established for n number of satellites, 
with a choice of m obital positions for éadh one, with an 
average of  Q  channels and 2 polarizations', the number of 
possible plans is (2 mtn, a number so large that it would be 
impossible even for a computer to examine them all. 

II1.2"Regular  channel distribution  

. The first simplification considered was the adoption of regular 
channel distribtition. 

For Region  1, the band 11.7 MHz - 12.5 MHz was divided into 
forty dhannels spaced at 20 MHz intervals. As initial estimates 
indicatedthaton the average five Channels could be assigned to 
each satellite, our task was to find the dhannel allocations 
whiCh made it possible to establish a onechannel per beam plan 
and to determine immediately from this a complete plan for all 
of the Channels. It is these special channel allocations whidh 
we refer to as regular distributions. 

In building regular channel distribution,'various considerations, 
such as those given below, must be taken into account: 

- on a satellite, it is preferable to space channels 
regularly in order to avOid problems of multiplexing. 
The difference must not be too small nor too large and 
the WARC/77 adopted the value of 40  NHg 

- if posbible, the five dhannels serving a single area 
should be contained in a range of '400 MHz. This range 
is much easier for low-lprice receivers to achieve than 
is a double range. 

An example of distribution is given in Fig 5. The figure shows 
haw eight countries (A, B, C 	H) divide the forty 
Channels. Eadh country has five Channels spaced in fours and it 
is only necessary to establish the plan for Channels 1, - 2, 3, 4, 
21, 22, 23 and 24 to derive the-  complete plan by simply repeating 
these plans. 



Fig. 4/1 	Satellites à 100°W 



Fig. 4/2 	Satellites à 120°.W 
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The first computer plan synthesis mrograms'were based on 
this principle but it rapidly became evident;that the method-
had serious limitations. In particular,.thé hypothesis,whidh 
attributed-the same number of Channels. to eadh'beam - although 
	 apmealing --could not.meet-the demands of:sdme 

administrations whose needs were completely different. For 
this reason, it quickly became neceasary to establish'a second' 
generationof programs whidh allocated all of-the-forty - channels 
in one run of the computer. 

111.3 Simplification of the synthesis algorithms  

Several methods were tested and used to speed up the search for 
the plan by the computer. All of these maths  involved dividing 
the synthesis of the plan into three distinct parts processing 
separately the assignment of the channels, the assignment of the 
orbital positions and the assignment of the polarizations. 

These methods differed in  thefl order in which the,  three series 
of assignments were made: dhennels, then-positions, then 
polarizations (France  [i], Federal Republic of Germany r2:]) 
or positions, then Channels,then polarizations. (Italy DI 

For the computer, this manner of simplifYing the problem had 
the advantage of cutting down considerably the.timarequired 
to findthe plan. . HoWever, this prOcessfstill todk a, long time.. 
For example, using the =programs, it took-e reasonàbly  per-
fui  IBM 370/158 computer five to,  six'  hours to calculate a plan 
for- the 251 service areas of-the 1977 Conference. 

111.4 Use made of the programs  

The programs "were run à great:deal during'the two years prior 
, to the Conference and quite early  on,'  it became apparent that 

they had a number of limitations. 

The first problem concerned the calculation time required. 
Specifically, when the systematic use of regular distributions 
had to be abandonned, the length of time needed to process some 
algorithms became too great and they were no longer able to 
handle the problem. 

The second limitation arose fran a-poor - estimation of the.degree 
of freedom planners had to work with with certainparemeters.  For  
example, in connection with the  orbital 'position of: the satellites,: 
it was discovered at the time  of' the  Conference that  the' 

 constraints imposed by eadh administration were - suCh that there 
was virtmlly no possibility-of Changing  the locationof the 
satellites in relation to the initial demands. Consequently, 
the phase set aside for finding the optimal satellite positions 
proved virtually useless in the programs. 



The third limitation:concerned the optimizatiOn algorithms 
themselves. Even befbre the Conference, planners found that, 
if they were well-rtrained and used the computer to make some 
calculations, they could prodUce better plans than those pro-
posed by the algorithms. 

• 
This overview of program use, viewed several years later, 
might make.  it possible - should the'process need to be 
repeated - to approadh the problem differently, placing less. 
emphasis on the computer and more on human abilities. 

Suàh an approach-would produce a different program design, one 
oriented no longer tO the automatic synthesis of the plan, but 
toward colloquial use. The algorithms would be designed not as 
a means of processing all of the'hypotheses,,but rather  as a 
means of reacting quidkly to suggested dhanges in the hypotheses. 
whidh are submitted by the planner: This would enable the planner 
to explore immediately the.reaults•of ideas which would be sug-
gested.to  him-by a few very simple general principleà. 

It is impossible in this article to describe these principles in 
detail but a few examples can be presented: 

- to work by geographic extension beginning by planning 
the region where there is the highest concentration of 
service areas; 

- to begin also by the part of thé  geostationary orbit • 
requested by the largest number of countries; 

- to-use colour coding methods on projection maps of the 
• 'view from the satellite". py assigning a specifiq 
•colOur to reach dhannel and by beginning with a small 
number of , dhannela (regular. channel distribution), good 
plans can quickly be determining following a few simple 
rules applying to colour distribution. . 

to systematically alternate•polarizations  frit one. 
 dhannel to.the next and from one orbital position  to  

the next. 

These ruleswere - deveioped gradually during thepreparation of 
the Conference by looking for the reasons why the programs used 
did not always .produce the best plans: 

On the other hand 7-,  and this is the very positive aspect of the 
overviewthe main merit"ofthese programs was that they.made it 
possible to set up an international team of trained planners. 
In France, for example -, TDF hosted engineers from a number of 
EuroPean countries for several months. They were able to obtain 
thoroueknowledge of how best to use the synthesis programs and 
to forma. team which was well acquainted with the advantages and 
disadvantages of the tool whidh would be,used at the time of the 
Conference. 
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IV" Conclusion  

Although they were imperfect, the computer programs prepared for the 
WARC/77 did fulfil completely their purpôse as they made it possible 
to establish a plan for the broadcasting-satellite service in 1Regions . 1 
and 3 which include 251 service areas whidh are covered in What is 
considered to be a very satisfactory manner. 

• 
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• EVOLVING A PLAN AT THE WARC-BS'(1977) :  MANUAL METHODS -

_ 	AIDED BY PRELLMINARY COMPUTER DATA  

by G. J. Phillips 

Abstract. 	A concise account is given how plans for orbit positions 

and channels were evolved, starting from the stage at which the beams 

to cuver required service areas have been fixed. . The use of regular.  

.spaced orbit positions and, in most cases, of standard channel groups 

permitted a trial-and-error approach for assignments. 

A computed matrix gave, for each pair of beams,- the contribution 

of the directivity of the satellite antenna to the prevention of 

mutual interference between the two service areas: 	Simple rulee for 

the additional isolation available from receiver directivity could be 

formulated,. as a function of the orbital spacing for the -two-  beams. 

The total isolation from transmitter and-receiver directivities could 

then be compared with the interference protection reauirements. 	If it 

exceeded the protection ratio by a suitable margin, that pair of 

assignments could be retained in the trial plan. 

Finally some features and special cases of the WARC.7.77 plan are 

discussed, and an orbit position/channel table for the 1977 Plan positions 

from - 37
0 
 to + 170  is given as anexample of a convenient type of 

summary chart for planning purposes. 
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1. Introduction  

The purpose of this paper is to indicate how, at -the time 

of the WARC-BS, Geneva, 1977, it lus necessary to rely largely - on 

a-manual approach in the initial choice of assignments. 	Computer 

data was, however, fully used as an aid• to this process and, as 

explained in other papers computer analysis of possible plans was 

undertaken on frequent occasions to obtain an accurate•assessment of 

total interference levels from all sources, as well to identify  the  

principal interfering signals. 	It is not the intention: of  this 

paper to advocate the same methods at the. forthcoming Conference but 

it is hoped that it will at least show the kind of approach and • 

logical process necessary to produée a plan, whatever parts of it are 

finally undertaken by the planner himself or by-a suitably programmed 

computer. 

2. The preliminary stages  

Before the start of the 1977 Conference, as a result.of 

preliminary work and trial, plans a number of principles had been 

indicated as the most likely to lead to a successful,plani and were 

documented by the CCIR at the Special Joint Meeting of the-Previous ' 

year, and elsewhere. 	The.orbital arc serving Europe and Africa is 

the most congested in terms of the number of countries to be served 

per unit angle of the orbit, and thus the main discussion will centre' 

on problems in this region. 

The most important preliminary work was the establishment of 

antenna reference patterns, both for satellite transmissions and for 

receivers on the ground, as well as the necessary ratio of wanted to 

unwanted signal levels.for good reception (protection ratio) for 

co-channel signals  and 'for  signals offset in frequency. 

• 
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The antenna patterns included response to the opposite 

polarisation. 	The receiving aerial could not be expected to 

discriminate on-axis between polarisations by more than 25 dB; 

while 30 dB protection ratio is required  for  co-channel operation. 

It is clear therefore that complete frequency re-use by orthogonally 

polarised transmissions (as envisaged in som2 fixed satellite 

systems) is not feasible. 	Other means of taking advantage of 

polarisation discrimination to obtain good spectrum usage must be 

sought 	The solution proposed by the European Broadcasting Union 

and adopted at the Conference was to employ channels of 27 MHz width 

but with centre frequencies spaced between 19 and 20 MHz. 	In the 

case of Region 1, for which the band 11.7 to 12.5 GHz is available, 

this gives 40 channels; also the channel spacing is such that' the 

adjacent-channel protection ratio is 14 dB. 	This is less than 

25 dB, so that it is possible to use adjacent channels with opposite 

polarisation to serve adjoining areas from the same satellite. 

The other preliminary work was thé establishment of the. 

required beam sizes to serve Ppuntries or areas as required on the. 

basis of the most suitable circular or elliptical shape (subject to a 

minimum beam dimension of 0.6 degreeq; these beam dimensions had to 

make provisional assumptions of orbital position but could- be 

re-computed for other orbit positions to maintain coverage of the same 

area (defined by a polygon). 	It was also considered that about 

5 channels per area in Region 1,and 4 channels per area in Region 3, 

(where24 channels only are available) could be assigned successfully. 

The concept of regular channel coups, is considered later. 

3. 	Transmittinfr and repeiving antenna directivitiés 

Clearly, in a succesSful plan, every pair of assignments is 

such that the transmissions have sufficient isolation to prevent one 

3/ 



interfering with the other. 	Isolation isneeded only,if they 

operate on the same or adjacent frequency channels; we then look 

to isolation arising froM antenna directivity. 

In general both transmitting and receiVing antennas may 

contribute. 

The transmitting antenna contribution ià known.once the 

service areas are established and the orbit - positions are knOwn - 

at least approximately. 	Here, using the agreed reference - 

pattern, and the beam dimension fitted to the service area, we have 

to find the extent to which transmission A affects the most  critical 

test point of the service area of B and vice versa. 	The least 

favourable  discrimination of the two has to-.be taken into, account 

in planning. 	This result can be , prepared by Computer for all 

pairs of beams over a region for which a plan is being evolved, and 

can be made available as a printed-out matrix.. 	The calculation 

assumes the use of the same polarisation Ln -the two beams; 	the 

effect.of using opposite polarisations can be allowed for when 

considering•the receiving antenna. 	Such matrices were available 

at the 1977 Conference from the MP computer facility.• 

• We now have to ensure that the total discrimination of 

transmitter and receiving antennas exceeds 3 dB,  plus the protection 

ratio for the • same or adjacent channels, as the case ma ;y- be, for the 

proposed assignieents. 	To aid this check we can prepare a simple 

table for the receiving antenna contribution; this is a function. 

of the orbit separation for the proposed pair of assignments. 

Values are derived (Table 1).from the agreed reference uattern•for 

the receiving beam size for individual reception (2 degrees in 

Regions 1 and 3) taking into account the standard orbital position 

spacing of six degrees. 

4/ 
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Table 	Receiving antenna discrimination 

(individual reception: 2 degree beamwidth) 

Orbital 	Relative 
separation 	orbit 
degrees 	position 

Same 
polarisation 

dB 

Opposite 
polarisation 

dB 

• 

	

0 	same 	0 	25 

	

6 	adjacent 	21 	30 

	

12 	2 apart 	28 	30 

	

.l8 	s..› 3 apart 	- 	33 	• 33 

•This'additional discrimination, When added•to that indicated 

in the matrix value for the transmitting Pritenna discriminations, 

will give-  the total antenna isolation.available between the two. 

transmissions ° 	This is an approximation whidh is reasonable for 

values of isolation up to about 35 dB.. 	One cause of inaccuracy 

is that'the . effect of residual cross-polar radiation from the . 

satellite antenna has :been_ignored. . 	The approximation  also 

,assumes exactly the same maximum 	for the two transmissions. 

Use of the orbit position channel diagram 	• 

A summary of an assignment plan can be made by a diagram' 

consisting of a grid in which each vertical column •corresponds  to 

a different satellitoposition, and each horizontal rôw corresponds 

to a different channel. 	In Fig 1 •we consider eight channels , 

(left column). The entry in position X in thé diagram means an 

assignment .to country-X of a particular orbit position (P 3  in the -

example) and a particular channer(channel_4 .  in the example). We 

have to consider its compatibility with other possible assignments. 

Those of greatest interfering potential are shown. A represents 

adjacent orbit position, same channel; 	13,same orbit position, 

adjacent channel; 	and 0  adjacent orbit position, adjacent channel. 



Suppose, as an - example, countryY in relation-to  country  X: 

iS.shown in thé computer matrix as having-8 dB:isolationiarising 

from the discrimination in the transmitting. beams. 	Also suppose 

we wish to try,toput Y into  a position A 	Tablal , shoWs:a:- - 

receiverdiscriminationadjacent orbit position):  of 21A3 for- . 

cOpolar assignment and 30 dB for cross-polar aàsignment. 	Wb are 

considering à co-channel case for which a protection.ratio total of. 

31 de: as aimed...at in the Plan; 	for this  case the,  total_ 

discrimination should exceed 34 dB, preferably:by a Margin:because 

we are dealing.  with a single:interference -entry. . We bee in' this-

example that wewould haVe a-totalisblation of 29, dBsfôr a cp-polar. 

.assignment.and-38.013 for a cross-poiar assignment: 	-This we'could 

accept the Y assignment in a position A.provided it is of  :opposite 

polarisation., . 

The actual plan,uses aafar as Possible standard groups.cf 

5 channels for each area, 	Such a diagraffican:be used,  as .shOwn on - 

the right hand Côlumn. 	The same relationships amply but for Our 

example X we. would also ha- e to allow for positions Mar'lled.(B) and: 

(0, becalise Ohannels'in the grOup in the top row also haye'.an 

adjacent7channel relationship. 

, 	,PositionsS and.C-in.Fig.l.rrespond . to  e.djaOent !channe. 

assignments for whichthe target 1977 plan protection:ratio was 

15 dB.' 	Position B required oppositepolarisation.to achieve, 

25 dB isolation. 	Table .1 also shows:that'there.isno limitation 

in assignments in position C because the receiving antenna : alone 

provides 21 op or 30 dB isolation for saMe or.oppositèl)olaripations 

respectively - both values comfortably exceeding 15:dB.. POsitionI 

is more.restrictive becaUse even at a-apacing'of 129  .'cO-channei 

assignment is not possible without sufficient geographical:separation. 

between the- areab' 	. 

6/ 	 



5. 	Examplesof_1977  planning problems  and solutions 

One of the problems encountered in the congested part of 

the orbit serving Europe was to adsign several countries, which 

were  geographically .close or adjoining, with the same orbit 

position.. 	A maximum Of eight is possible by alternating the 

polarisation of adjacent channel groups. 	Under P6 such 

assignments are shown by the crosses  in  Fig 1; 	the convention 

is to indicate one polarisatien on one side of the box and the 

other polarisation on the other side of the box. 	An example 

is the allocation of eight W. European countries at ,19°  W. 

The dther polarisation in each box can be used in well separated 

areas e.g. in Africa. 	Where - large beams were emliloyed in 

N. Africa, however, it was not possible to reuse the same channel 

and orbit position. 

. During the course of the• conference a.difficulty arose of 

accommodating two separate, groups of European countried in two 

adjacent orbital positions. 	To highlight the problem, an • 

extract of the matrix of transmitting antenna isolation values in 

decibels is shown in Fig 2 extracted from Document No. 138  . 

of the 1977 Conference. 	Since the  most fayourable situation 

is to use alternate polarisation, 30 dB has been added to• all values 

to show the adjacent-orbit, cross-polarised totalisolation. 

The eight ceuntries along the top wished to share one orbit position, 

while the six countries  in 	left hand column wished to share 

another orbit Position, close,to the first. 	The plan has to 

select which pairs of countries.- one . from each group. - should share 

the same channel. 	A possible choice giving the consistently. 

highest isolation is.shownly the crosses added.to  the boxes.  

It will be seen, however, that DDR has isolation values with a 

maximum of only 31 •dB . whatever country in the  other-group is.selected 

to operate on the same channel. 	• After discussion of possible 

solutions the least unacceptable compromise was - to accept orbit. 

positions  for, the  two groups 18 degrees apart in order to•obtain 

3 dB additionarisolation in all cases ; namely 19°W - for the group 

of eight and 10  W for the group of.dix 
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Another problem was the requirement  for one  special 

satelliteservice that could be common„for Islamic countries. 

It was not feasible to adopt one or two very large beams.but, 

to reduce the number of beams,it was arranged toldiden the beam for 

one channel only in some . assignments. 	Examples can be seen 

by reference to the chart at the end of the paper summarising , the 

WARC-BS plan for satellites from -37°  to +17 °  longitude. 	Thus 

'IWO is an extended beam for Tunisia, and SYS an enlarged beam using 

a channel Èrom the:group for Syria. 	A similar facility was 

.granted to Vatican City for an enlarged beam (Coded CVI in the 

chart) on one channel. 

Finally the Nordic group of countries were.able to secure 

that two out of their five allocations wuld correspond to an 

enlarged beam (coded ND in the char-b) covering all four.countries,' 

of the group. 

It should be emphasised that.all concessions and extensions 

of this type were only allowed if it  could be shown that they could 

be fitted in without prejudicing the allocations to other countries 

of a basic group of channels for national Coverage whenever this was 

requested. 

6. 	Conclusions 

The paper has indicated the general way- in which  the, initial 

proposals for a satellite broadcasting plan for Regions. 1 and 3 

evolved'at  the' 1977  Conference. 	While  computer techniques have 

advanced  since then, it will still be necessary to control a complex 

situation with as much flexibility as possible, since many - 

requirements will have to be modified by negotiation at the Conference 

where there is a technical difficulty  in  being able to meet themin 

full. 
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ABSTRACT  

One of the goals of the 1983 RARC for the planning of a broadcasting-
satellite service will be to utilize the orbit/spectrum resource in the 
most efficient manner and in such a way that all criteria concerning quality 
and the number of programs are met for each administration. The planning 
consists of the assignment of three variables to each service area; namely: 
an orbital position, a channel and a polarization; 

The optimal assignment of these three variables constitute a problem 
which is not easily solved, even with the help of a computer. Based on the 
experience of planning the Regions 1 and 3 in 1977 the best approach to 
adopt seems to be the interaction between an expert planner and a computer. 

Given that the.three Variables cannot be treated in a straightforward 
and simple manner, it has been resolved toqiere leave the assignment of. 

 orbital positions manual: and . to automate as  far. as possible the  assignment 
of the two other variables using a computer. . 

In making  this  partition of. the  problem in order to make a solution 
possible, it is nevertheless necessary to impose constraints so that the 
procedure can converge to a good final solution. The following constraints 
have been imposed on the development of the computer program for the 
-assignment of channels and polarizations: 1) all uncertainty about the 	• 
final solution must be completely removed, i.e., for a given assignment 
of orbital positions, the optimal solution must be found for the two other 
variables, 2) the assignment computer program must be able to indicate 
the critical service areas  of. the plan so that the assignment of orbital. 
positions can be improved. . 

The computer program which was developed in order to meet these cons 
traintS is relatively complex and Use operations research principles such 
as the concept of indüction or more.preciaely implicit enuMeration... In 
order to make this computer - prOgram viable, it was necessary to - make it 
interactive .to-utilize  the knoWledge of a-planning expert. However, a.means 
has been foOnd to minimize the effect on the optimal solution of a user 
with only moderate expertise.by Making this expertise influence, not-the 	. 
quality  of' the  solution, but only the computer execution time necessary to 
obtain the said optimal solution. 



The procedure described here thus permits the complexity of the 

planning problem to be minimized by reducing it to a manual assignment of 

the variable most easily grasped by the planning expert and to an inter-

active control of the computer program assignments in order to avoid 
excessive calculation time. 
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1. 	Introduction 

At the time of the World Administration Radio Conference on radio 
communications in 1977 the broadcasting-satellite service at 12 GHz was 
planned for ITU Regions 1 and 3: namely, Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia 
and the Pacific Islands. However, as far as Region 2, the American 
continent is concerned a decision was made to postpone the planning to a 
later date. In 1979 the WARC which dealt with the allocations and regulations 

of all radio communications services adopted Resolution 701 (CH) which 
stipulates that the broadcasting-satellite service in Region 2 should be 
planned in detail at a regional conference which should be held in 1983 
(RARC-83). 

The detailed planning will include the adoption of technical parameters 
such as receiving terminal characteristics (G/T and the receiving antenna 
parameters, the emission power and the satellite antenna characteristics). 
The planning will also include the assignment of three variables essential 
to each service area considered: orbital position of the satellite, channels 
and polarization. 

The goal of this exercise will be to reserve the possibility for each 
administration to supply a certain number of programs (channels of television) 
to each service area concerned and at the same time meeting all quality 
criteria adopted for the system 'during the conference. 

These quality, criteria will define the protection that the system 
should have against thermal noise (S/N) and against noise caused by other 
transmissions (C/I). The first type of protection is provided at the time 
of adjustment of the beam and of the satellite e.i.r.p. as described in the 
first reference( 1). The second type of protection includes the protection 
against intra-service interference, i.e., interference coming from other 
broadcasting-satellite systems considered in the plan, and against inter-
service interference, i.e., interference with other services not planned but 
using the same frequency band as for example terrestrial broadcasting at 
12 GHz. 

The consideration of these last types of interference is usually limited 
to verifying that certain levels of powerl-flux-density are not exceeded in 
certain places and under certain conditions. Although complex, this consi-
deration does not require an optimization method such as the one which will 
be described here. In the context of this article, only intra-service inter-
ference will be considered and with a view of obtaining a plan of assignments. 

The problem, therefore, can be defined in the following way: starting 
with given technical parameters, the assignment of orbital position, channels 
and polarization should be made in such a way that the levels of interference 
between the different systems to be planned are acceptable in all areas 
considered and the orbit/spectrum resource should be utilized in the most 

efficient way possible. 



It has been recognized that this problem is very complex and it has 
not been possible to solve it easily even with the help of powerful computers. 
In order to give an example of the complexity of the problem suppose that 
there are n service areas to assign. The first question to resolve is where 
to start: which service area should be first assigned and what orbital 
position, channel and polarization? Each of these first assignments will 
necessarily give a different plan. The problem becomes more complex as n 
is increased. Three computer planning methods were developed in Europe for 
WARC-BS in 1977( 2,3,4). Although they were of great use at the time of the 
preparation for this conference they could never, completely solve the optimal 
assignment problem. The first method of the TDF assigned channels and orbit 
and then polarization, the second method of the RAI started with a given 
assignment for orbital positions and then assigned channels and polarization; 
the third method of the EBU first assigned channels and then orbital positions 
and polarization. None of these three methods managed to consider the 
simultaneous assignment of the three variables and all indications are that 
this would intrinsically be impossible. 

Based on the experience of 1977, all indications are that the best 
planning tool would be a computer interactive type. It would appear, more-
over, that the problem should be partioned in order to make it solvable. 
In this regard the Italian approach appeared interesting because it permits 
the automatic planning of two variables while keeping the planning of the 
third completely,  manual. e Moreover, this third variable is the one the 
effect of which is most easily understood. 

The synthesis method described in this article is therefore based on the 
Italian approach and some of the concepts utilized in the Italian method will 
be utilized again here (incompatibility matrices and maximum incompatible . 
groups). This new method, however, goes further in search of a plan for the 
optimal assignment of channels and polarization. An effort has been:made 
to avoid using rapid algorithms which doiàot always converge towards an 
optimal solution. Thus the developed method makes an exhaustive search for 
the best solution for a given assignment of orbital positions. This will 
avoid a false weighting of an orbital assignment due to the fact that an 
automated algorithm for assigning channels and polarizations does not give 
the best solution. This removes all doubt of the quality of the solution for 
a given assignment of orbital positions and therefore limits the convergence 
of the algorithm to the consideration of heuristic factors present in the 
assignment of orbital positions. 	 • 

However, it is necessary to pay the price for this exhautive search in 
the form of an exponential.problem where computation time very rapidly exceeds 
reasonable limits. At the time of the preparation of the process a method 
was found to limit the exécution time. The search for the optimal assignment 
of the two variables, channels, and polarizations, is therefore attainable 
by using this-interactive method which is described fin this article and which 
uses to advantage the knowledge and powers of observation of the user. 



14. 	Conclusion  

Among the different stages of the planning process of a broadcasting-
satellite service the most complicated is the synthesis  of  a plan. An assign-

ment of orbital position, channels and polarization is made for each service 
area considered in order to eliminate inacceptable levels of interference and 

to use the spectrum/orbit resource in the most efficient way possible. This 
synthesis is equivalent to a multi-dimensional mathematical problem where 
the conventional tools of optimization cannot be used. Recourse is therefore 
made to procedures used in operations research such as inductive generation 
and implicit enumeration. 

Based on the experience acquired in planning a BSS for Regions 1 and 3 
in 1977, it would appear that the most realistic approach . for such a planning•
exercise is a semi-nanual method with its automated aspects performed by a 
computer. Based on this principle it was decided to partition the problem 
in .such a way that the automatic aspect would encompass the assignment of two 
variables thus leaving the assignment of the third variable to the user of 
the computer program. 

The orbital position was chosen as the variable to be manually assigned 
for the following reasons: 

(i) It is the variable the effect of which on the plan 

111) 	
is most easily understood. 

(ii) It is the only variable to assign which is continuous. 

(iii) It is the variable likely to be subject to the most 
constraints due to independent factors. 

(iv) It permits us to base the synthesis on the inter-
ference matrix thus including all phenomena that affect 
interference (e.g., pointing error, rain depolarization, 
etc.) 

(v) It facilitates the expansion of the computer program to 
simultaneously plan feeder links and downlinks. 

The approach of the computer program:is therefore based .on .the-inter-
active use of a computer. All parameters which can be considered variable . 
are specified  by.  the user. This leaVesa minimum number of paràmeters to  be 

 specified internally in the computer program thus ,  maintaining a maximum 
flexibility of the algorithm. 

This computer program consists of two programs which should be executed 
in parallel. The first program was written to modify the interference matrices 



in order to facilitate the assignments and changes to the assignments of the. 
orbital positions. The output of this program.(the interference matrices) is 
accessible at  ail  time to the second computer program: the synthesis program. 
This permits each modification to the orbital positions to be passed an to 
the synthesis program. 

• 

The synthesis program as such is the algorithm desCribed in the preceeding 
sections and has three  principal  goals: the assignment of channels, the 
assignment of polarizations and the calculation of the minimum channel carrier 
spacing. Up.to this point, the spaéing between carriers has been considered . 

an input to the synthesis process. In reality, perhaps, it may be an output 
variable permitting an extra filtering process in order to pick out the best 
solution among all those solutions which may meet the usual selection criteria. 
Thus, the best solution will be the one for which a maximum number of channels 
can be placed in the allocated frequency band. This process will inherently 
maximize the number of channels or prograns to be assigned to the same service 
area. Political constraints can also be considered. The best solution will 
automatically  met  these Constraints because they are considered at the basic 
level of the algorithm. 

The principal goal of this algorithm is to explore with the aid of impli-
cit enumeration all possible solutions in such a way as to find the best 
solution by investigating in an absolute manner each assignment of orbital 
position. The investigation is made to syetemetize the manual optimization 
of orbital positions in order to assure the convergence towards an optimal 
plan. 

This exhaustive search for the best assignment of channels and polariza-
tion means that the execution time becomes a major constraint and without 
elaboration this exhaustive search would be without any practical interest. 
It has been found that one can put to use the expertise, sense of observation 
and intuition of the user in a way which considerably decreases the execution 
time necessary to find the optimal assignment. The synthesis program is there-
fore of the interactive type and permits a very tight control by the user of 
the evolution of the assignment process. It must however be noted that the 
quality of the final solution is at no time affected by this user control. 
Only the execution time is affected. 

Another interactive control of the assignment process which has an even 
greater effect on the decrease in execution tire has been examined. This 
control is based on the concept of incremental synthesis whereby it is avoided 
to re-do the assignment for a portion of the plan which has been planned when 
new service areas are to be added. This is done by regrouping the service 
areas already assigned a channel remembering also their respective polarization. 
Contrary to the preceeding case, these regroupings can, in certain cases, 
affect the quality of the final solution. It is, however, very easy to pick 
out these cases and to apply the necessary controls so that the optimal solu-
tion may be found. 



During the semi-manual synthesis procedure the program provides all 

information necessary for the user to control the assignment process in the 

most appropriate manner. Moreover, the program is capable of identifying 

the group of service areas which constrain a plan by providing the user 

with the necessary information to modify the assignment of orbital positions 

in order to improve the overall plan. This will then help to manually 
converge towards a good plan of assignments. 

Two versions of the synthesis program have been implemented. The 

first version performs a single-entry synthesis. This version, which is used 

especially in an exploratory way, serves above all to identify the constrain-

ing situations in the plan in order to effect a first optimization of orbital 

positions. This version generates plans which when subjected to a complete 

analysis, will not have any single-entry negative margins but could have 
aggregate negative margins due to the addition of several interfering powers. 

These negative margins will in most cases always be less than 4 dB. 

The second version of the program performs aggregate synthesis. This is 

slower and requires more computer memory. It permits plans to be generated 
for which all aggregate margins during the course of an analysis will be 

positive. It is interesting to note that because of this a complete analysis 

becomes almost unnecessary because a plan produced by this synthesis method 
will automatically meet all interference constraints. 

The use of this synthesis procedure permits the simplification of the 

synthesis of a plan by using the two computer programs (the program to 

generate and modify the interference matrices and the so-called synthesis 

program) to the optimization on only Cd0 loops (the loop of manual assign-

ment of orbital positions and the control loop which permits the calculation 

for the synthesis to be limited as necessary). 

The only inherent limitations of this computer program are: 

a) it is limited to regule distributions. 

b) The aggregate version produces an over-protection 
in certain cases. 

eg 
c) The computer memory lesseary can become a constraint 

for computers with limited core. 

Furthermore, it is foreseen that extensions to this computer program will 

be implemented in order to cover non-regular channel distributions, to consi-

der the simultaneous synthesis of feeder links and, if necessary, to consider 
linear polarization in addition to circular polarization which has been 
considered up to now. 



It only remains to develop the expertise to use these programs to have a 
complete, powerful and rapid tool for the planning of the broadcasting-satellite 
service at the time  of PARC  83. 

• 

• 
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• 	A Synthesis Algorithm for Broadcasting Satellite Service 

Michel Nedzela and 

Jeffrey B. Sidney 

• For several years, researchers have been developing tools to assist 

spectrum planners charged with the task of spectrum allocation for 

broadcasting in Region 2. To assist in this effort, this.research 

team has attempted to develop a new synthesis approach, which builds 

upon and complements ekisting methoda.. Thia effort has so far 

resulted in two algorithms, ADELES-1 and ADELES-2, for different 	• 

versions of thé synthesis problem. These algorithms provide  the  basis 

for the development of more.sophisticated algorithms which hopefully 

will be useful for the spectrum allocation exercise to take  place in 

1923. 

The synthesis problem under consideration is •efined,in Section 

1. The Considerations.leading to the development of ADELES algorithms. 

are detailed in Section 2. The algorithma . are described in Section 3, 

along with the results of applications using real data. Finally, .. 

suggestions for further work are provided  in. Section' 4. Appendix (I 

expands upon ideas presented in Section land Appendices II and-  III. 

contains sample.outputs from ADELES-1 and ADELES-2. 

1. The Synthesis Problem  

In broad terms, the problem under consideration is commonly • 

understood to be that of assigning to each service area in Region 2 

an orbital p_sisitisjL.  a set of channels and a polarization in order to 

el(----

..------_,___ ----,..  
provid as many "quality" channels as possible to each service. area. 
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• Assignments are governed by various constraints, and signal quality 

is deemed adequate if it meets certain performance standards with 

respect to both pairwise  and aggregate interference. 

Various researchers have accepted different versions of the 

problem outlined above. One approach, for example, is to search for 

a single-program plan which minimizes the number of required channels, 

and then to apply regular distribution theory to the result. •Another 

approach is to assume that the best assignments may not be regular, 

hence that a more general approach, not based upon single-program 

assignments, must be used. 

The problem for which ADELES-1 and ADELES-2 have been developed 

is to answer the question below: 

Question:  Is it possible to provide single-program service to all 

service areas of Region 2 with C channels, where the 

following constraints must be respected? 

Constraints: 

1. Given minimum and maximum longitudes for the orbital position of 

the satellite for each service area. 

2. Pairwise Interference: a maximum level for the interfering 

signal from any service area to any other service area. 

3. Aggregate Interference: a maximum aggregate level of interference 

from all interfering signals into any service area. 

4. Miscellaneous constraints: economic, political, etc. 

2. Considerations in Developing Solution Methods  

Solution methods for the synthesis problem could take many forms. 

In order to direct the search for a productive approach, several 

factors were considered. 
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First, the mathematical  structure of the problem.was examined. 

The conclusion is that the problem belongs to a•  class of "computation-

ally intractible"•mathematical models, whose "optimal" solutions 

require impossibly large amounts of computer time for prattical use. 

The usual approach in such cases is to develop algorithms which 

perform well in most cases, but may not - always  find,the optimal 

solution. A detailed discussion of these ideas is contained in 

Appendix I. 

Second, it was observed that most available algorithms "decompose" 

the problem of assigning .an orbital position:channel and polarization 

into separate .pieces. For example, some algorithMs pre-assign 

orbital positions, and then assign channels and polarizations. 

Decomposition utilizing such preassignments may eliminate large 

numbers of good solutions'. It was decided therefore.to  devige an 

algorithm which avoided pre-assignments of any kind, 

Adaptability was a third consideration. Since the final form 

of the spectrum allocation problem will probably not be known until 

the conference in 1983, it was deemed desirable to develop-methods 

which could be easily adapted to changing circumstances. A consequence 

of the adaptability requirement is the need for computational efficiency, 

to permit rapid evaluation of new proposals. 

3. ADELES Algorithms  

The considerations above led to the development  of ADELES 

(Algorithm-for Disposition of Electronically Linked Earth Satellites) 

algorithms, 
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ADELES-1 is a synthesis algorithm whose basic inputs are 

(i) The number of available channels. 

(ii) Available orbital arc for each service area  

(iii)The co-polar and cross-polar separation matrices: 

For each pair of service areas, the minimum required 

separation in degrees which must be observed by the 

respective satellites is given in the separation matrices. 

Minimum required separations must be given for the-

following, three.cases: 

- the service areas are co-channel co-polar; 

- the service areas are co-channel cross-polar. 

- the service areas are adjacent.channel co-polar. 

In all other casés, the minimum required separations are 

'zero. Details regarding 'the theoretical justification 

and use of separation matrices are prOvided in Christensen, 

"BSS CAPS, A SyStem Description" [3]. 

ADELES-1 attempts to identify an assignment of an orbital position, 

channel and polarization for each service area resulting in a feasible 

overall assignment, i.e., an assignment whith observes the orbital arc - 

and separation constraints, and provides single-program service to all. 

service areas. 

The algorithm basically consists'of repetition of the following 

two steps: 

ADELES-1 ALGORITHM 

1. Select the next service area to be assigned. 

2. Select an assignment (an orbital position, channel and polarization) 

for this service area such that 

(a) the orbital position is on the available orbital arc; 
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• (b) the separation constraints are observed relative to ail 

 previously assigned service areas. 

The algorithm procedes with steps 1 and 2 either until it has 

identified a feasible overall assignment, or until it finds a service 

area for which no feasible assignment is possible (i.e., there is no 

assignment which satisfies both 2(a) and 2(b)). 

The successful implementation of this algorithm depends upon the 

selection rules used in steps 1 and 2 above. 

Three inputs were mentioned above: 

(i) number of channels; 

(ii) available orbital arc for each service area; 

(iii) co-polar and cross-polar separation matrices. 

An additional input, the grid size, is also provided in order 

to simplify the solution method. The only orbital locations which 

( 

are considered are multiples of the grid size. For example, if the 

grid size were 5 (degrees), the orbital positions which would be 

considered (in degrees) would be 0,±5,±10, etc. If the available 

orbital arc for a particular service area were -62 degrees to -43 

degrees, assignments for this service would only be allowed at -60, 

-55, -50 and -45 degrees if the grid size were 5. 

The selection rules for steps 1 and 2 depend upon the feasible  

set for each service area. The feasible set for a service area I _ 

is the set of triples (J;K,L)=(orbital position, channel, polarization) 

such that the triple (J,K,L) satisfies both 2(a) and 2(b). 

Example:  Suppose the number ,  of channels is 2, grid size is 5, 

and service area 10 has an orbital arc from -62 to -43. Then the 

matrix below represents the feasible set for service area 10 at the 

start of the algorithm: 



-60 -55 -50 -45 

1 	 1 1 

1 	 1 

1 	 1 

1 

1 1 

Channel ç"1+  

l- 
and 

Polarization 

2- 

2+ 

-60 -55 -50 -45 

1 	 1 

0 	 0 

1 	1 	1 

1 	0 	1 

1 

1 

1+ 

1-  

2+ 

2- 
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Orbital Position 

The circled entry of 1 means that it is feasible to assign service 

area 10 to orbital position -50, channel +1, polarization -1. Since 

no service areas have yet been assigned, it is feasible to assign 

service area 10 to any of the four orbital positions, and to any 

channel and polarization. Hence, this matrix consists entirely of 

ones. 

Suppose at the first iteration of the algorithm, service area 

8 is selected and given the assignment (-50,+1, -1), and that the 

following values are found in the separation matrices for the pair of 

service areas 8 and 10. 

Separation Types 	Value  

Co-channel co-polar 	7 

Co-channel cross-polar 	1 

Adjacent channel co-polar 	4 

The resulting feasible set for service area 10 would be: 
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The freedom FREE(I) is defined to be  thea size of the feasible 

set for service area I, i.e., the number of ones in the matrix for 

that service area. For the example above, FREE(10)=16 prior to 

assignment of service area 8, and FREE(10)=11 afterward. 

The selection rules used in ADELES-1 Algorithm are as follows: 

1. Select the next service area I to be assigned: 

Choose that unassigned service area with minimum freedom. 

2. Select an assignment (J,K,L) for this service area: 

(a) For each triple (J,K,L) in the feasible set of I, compute 

the sum of the freedoms of all unassigned service areas 

which will result if (J,K,L) is assigned to I. 

(b) Choose (J,K,L) which MAXIMIZES this sum. 

In the previous example, suppose that FREE(10)-11 were the minimum 

value of freedom after the assignment of service area 8. Selection 

rule 1 would choose service area 10 to be the next to be assigned. 

Selection rule 2 would try all 11 triples in the feasible set for 

service area 10, and choose that  one  which resulted in the largest 

value of the sum of the freedoms of all unassigned service areas, 

i.e., all service areas excluding 8 and 10. 

Currently, the following additional inputs are available: 

(a) Separation Matrix Multiple 

All values in the separation matrices are multiplied by 

this value prior to execution of the algorithm. A value 

of 1 gives the original matrix. Values greater than 

one are of'interest. 

• 



Failure. 
No 
possible 
assignment 

Mghich respects constraints. 

•  Stop. 
No feasible 
solution found. 
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O  

Read 
- number of channels 
- orbital arc limits 
- separation matrices 

Select the next service 
area to be assigned. 
This is the service area 
with the smallest re-
maining freedom. 

Assign this service area 
to the orbital position, 
channel and polarization 
which result in the 
least interference with 
all other unassigned 
service areas. 

No 

Success 

Are all 
service areas 
assigned? 

Yes 

Stop. 
Feasible 
Solution 
found., 

Figure 1: Flow Chart of ADELES-1 
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(b) Orbital Arc Multiple 

Orbital arcs are redliced in length by this multiple. 

Two options are.available: 

(1) the eastern limit is fixed (e:g„ at.  the  eclipse 

protection value) and the arc is reduced from the 

west; 

(ii) the arc is reduced symmetrically around its midpôint. 

A value of one results in the original orbital arcs. 

It may be worthwhile to examine other selection rules which -are 

easily implemented within the structure of the algorithm. For 

example, the following variation of selection rule 2 could be-

implemented: 

Choose that triple which-  will result in the 

minimum value of freedom being as large .as 

possible. 

Results using real data have been promising.. 

ADELES-1 has successfully found feasible assignments for 71 

service areas using as few as 3 channels With eclipse protection, and 

2 channels without  eclipse  protection  (eclipse protection implies 

limiting the orbital arc of each service area to guarantee the satellite 

is in sunlight until midnight in the servica-areaat alI times of . the 

year). All solutions were obtained in less than three seconds Of CPU 

time. Some of these results are described in the table below, which 

was abstracted from Appendix I: 



1.83 

1.89 

2.77 yes 

yes 

no 
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RUN 	NUMBER OF- 	.CPU TIMES  FOR 	ECLIPSE 
CHANNELS 	FEASIBLE ' 	PROTECTION 

• SOLUTION 

Appendix.II..contains the output of run.number  L  - 

The oUtput is read as follows.. The first page,' indicates that the 

run-achieved a feasible . solution fox the synthesis problem with four 

chanhels. The next two pages contain a six column table which lists: 

-• nümber and abbreviation of service area 

- western limit of orbital arc  

• : - eastern limit of orbital arc- 

- orbital position assigned by -ADELES-1 

channel-assigned by ADELES-1 

• - polarization-aSsigned,by ADELES71 (the numbers  land 2 

, 	represent theitwo -polarizations): 

The second ,part of the output gives a "picture" of the assignment. 

The various orbital positions - are listed (degrees), followed by -

triplets whoSe three entries represent  (service  areanumber, channel, 

polarization). 

ADELES-2 is a modificaticin of ADELES-1, which permits service 

area linkage requirements.. A group of Service areas-are - "lihked" 

if they must share the same orbital position (linkage' facilitates". 

Sharing of signals). Still under development; ADELES-2 has siaccess-

fully obtained a feasible solution to the linked problem in 188 

seconds using service area groups as submitted to WARC I 77. Eclipse 

protection was not utilized. Appendix III contains the output of this: 

run. 
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4. Future.Decisions  

ADELES algorithm offers several desirable features: .  

1. Simplicity: for ease of understanding -  and programming; 

2. Adaptability: - for modification to encompass political, 

economic, and technological constraints; 

- for use as a sub:-algorithm'in more compleX 	• 

algorithms; and 

3. Speed.: solution times are far less than could be expected - 

from human Problem-solvers or man-machine inter- - 

active systems. 

The siMplicity of ADELES algorithm makes it a very promising.,technicide 

for independent development by other research.teams in different coun-

tries .  

The actdal synthesis problem to be-addressed in 1983 is unknown, 

but undoubtedly more complex than any existing, algorithm.can.handle. 

The apparent success of ADELES algorithmin dealing with simplified.. 

versions of the synthesis problem suggest that further development 

could be productive: 

1. Improvement of ADELES-2 algorithm to increase effectiVeness in: 

finding feasible solutions-, and reduce ,  computer running times. : 

2.. Development of a new version of - ADELES alerithm, to find 

non-regular.assignments for multi-channel'sérvice.  . 

3. Examination of:synthesis approaches.in which ADRLES algorithm is 

used in conjunction with BSS CAPS ([3 ] and [4])-  (and/Or other . 

algorithms), The intention is not to write - neW - computer•algorithms, 

but rather to successively utilize each method: to produce good' 

starting points for the other methods'. 
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Ai?éndice-  
Appendix I. 
Annexe - 

THE SYNTHES1S- PRDBLEM AND INTRADTABJLITY: 

A natural .questiorr whicii arises in connetion mith the 

synthesis problem is why so ,  many researchers havefail éd tà 

II answer the question. More ,  specifically, none' of the- 

procedures - guarantees an optifilum iS found .; and ihI fact it 

appearsthat to date intuition (a goo4 analyst with a -- pencil ) 

has been the most-  effective synthesis solution ,  method'. . 

This note is addressed to expl aining why the synthesis 

problem has stymied researchers , and to outi ining the approaches 

which shoul d be fol lowed in future efforts to devel op synthesis 

al gorithms. 

1. 	The Planning Problem 

In broad terms, the planning problem under consideration 

is commonly understood to be that of assigning to each service 

area an orbital position, a set of channels and .a polarization 

lflf order to provide as many. 'quality" channel s as possible to 

each service area 	Assignments are governed bY various 

contraints ' , and signal qua] ity is deemed adequate if it meets 

certain performance standards with respect to both pairwise  

and aggregate  interference. 

Vari ous researchers have accepted different versions of 

41, • the probl em :  outlined above:.: One approach, :  for exampl e, - ls to .  

search for a one-program plan which mininizes: the numb'er of- 

requirecr channels,  and  then to. apply,  regularAitribution; theory tO  the  



res'ult. 	Another approach is to assume:that the best es .sign- 

ments may not beiregular, henc e. that a more general apprdach, 	gib 
not.based upon one-progrO:asstgnment5,mUst be'›used.'..Regar.cL: 

less  of the parttcular approach; all'researchers have concluded 

that the actlial problem which.they mould like to solve-is 

computationally intractable,  and hence that simplifications 

must be made. 

For purposes of this discussion, it will be assumed herein 

that the "actual problem" is to find a one-program plan which 

minimizes the number of channels required, and then to apply 

regular distribution theory to obtain an overall pian, Any 

conclusions regarding the level of computational difficulty 

of solving this version of the problem will hold a fortiori  

for formulations which do not assume that regular distribution 

theory i:'  

ACTUAL P .ROBLEM- 

Question;  .I. s it ,possible to provide one , program Serviceto—,' 
all 'service areas of Region 2 with C Channels, 
where tbe.followtngiconstraints „Must b.e respected? 

Constraints: 

1. Given minimum and maximum longitudes for the orbital position 

of the satellite for each service area. 

2. Pairwtse Interference; a maximum level for the interfering 

signal from any service area to any other service area. 

3. Aggregate Interference; a maximum aggregate level of 

interference from all interfering signals into any service area. 

4. Miscellaneous constraints: economtc, political, etc. 



(Note that interference levels between service areas are 

determined by orbital position, channel and polarization 

assignments). 

Commencing with a definition of the problem (as above), 

the flowchart given in Figure 1» illustrates the process of 

developing an acceptable plan, as described below: 

Step 2:  Since the actual problem . is extremely complex 

mathematically, various simplifications are made, 

e.g.: - consideration of only a finite number of 

orbital positions 

- assumption that worst-point interferences 

in a service area can be added. 

- consideration of only pairwise (but not 

aggregate) interference. 

410 	
Step 3: 	A 'sub-optimal  assignment is generated for the simplified 

problem, either by a mathematical algorithm, intuition, 

or a combination of both. (Even the simplified problems 

have defied efforts to develop computationally feasible 

optimal algorithms). 

Step 4:  An analysis program determines whether the assignment 

obtained in Step 3 is feasible for the Actual Problem 

(whether all interference standards are met). 

Step 5: 	Even if feasible assignments hava been found, it may 

be desirable to generate alternative feasible assignments. 

Step 6&7In  the case of infeasibility, two alternative approaches 

are modification of the  simplified problem.(back to 

Step 2) or modification of the infeasible assignment 

until feasibtltty ts acftteved, 



.FOrmulate 
Actual Pro,blem 

Formulate 
Simplified 
Problem. 

• "Solve' 	. 
Simplified 
Problem 

11Z 

Chec!(Feasibility 
of  Resulting • • 
Assignment with 

Analvsis• Pragram 

Lf Feasible ) 	1  If  Infeasible  

Eithe.r 'Stop, or 
Generate More 
Feasible -  As•sign-
ments, Using Abové, 
Procedures 

Modify 	- 	• 
Simplified . 
Problem.Return 
to Step '3 

7'Sensitivity 
Analysis:.Modify 
AsSignment 
Feasible 

or 

6 

FIGURE 	Developmerut - of  Plans ' 



Steps 2 and 3 above constitute the synthesis problem. 

As mentioned, even the dramatically simplified problems of 

step 2 have not yielded to researchers efforts to find optimal 

algorithms. This apparent computational intractability has 

frustrated researchers, many o ,.f whom feel that there must exist 

efficient optimal algorithms for these problems. The purpose 

of the next section is to review the state of the art in the 

theory of computational complexity, in order to better under-

stand why the synthesis problem appears to be so difficult': 

2. 	Computational Intractability  

The increasing availability of relatively inexpensive 

computing facilities has resulted in intensive research efforts 

to develop "efficient" (to be defined below) algorithms for a 

wide range of problems in operations research, engineering, 

graph theory, and other areas. Computationally efficient methods 

have been developed for many problems, but unfortunately, not 

for a large set of very important practfcal problems. 	Researchers 

have in fact identified various classes of problems, distinguished 

from each other by the computational efficiency with which they 

can be solved. 

An algorithm for a class of problems is called "efficientn 

if the time required to solve a problem on a computer cannot 

become "too large". for large problems. To illustrate, suppose 

you are to be given an arbitrary number n of cards, each having 

a real number printed on it and an arbitrary real number a is 	. 

also given. 



'Problem 1; 	Is - there a .card'with:a• number:no greater .than•g?• 

'Problem •2: 	Is there a subset-  of bards thé•stim of whose numbers 

- 	• 	.is equal to B? • 

Evidently, problem 1 cp-uld be• solved by looking at Cards,one 

by-ohe until either a card is found whoSe number  is  no .  greater 

than B; or all cards  have  leen.:examjned. 	If tt'takgs 

units to examine one card, then, thetotal time  required -is ,  cn. 

Thus, we say the time• complexity function is.linear in the 	.• 

problem-size, i.e. f(n)=cn: . 	• 	. 

There are'many ways to solve problem 2: One  way• would  be  

-tO'systematically  examine  every subset of- cards (tnere are 2 n • :  

subsets) and compute the appropriate.sum. For probleMswhose 

answer Is•NO, one would expect the amount ›of •computational 

time  to groW exponentially, i.e., at least• as fast as-thé ntimber 

of'subsets  2.  'What ts - surprising is that the most effiCient' 	.410 
alqorithms•known  which will sol:ve - problem 2 have:exponential- 	' • 

time complexity, i.e., the computational•comeexity• function' .  

is'something.like f(n)=2 n . 

To-'appreciate the iffiplications Of the time compléxity 

fUnction, consider the following—table' (from Garey and'Johnson,. - 

Computers and  Intractability: 	A 'Gui'de to : the Theory,of NP-, 

Completeness,.  W.H. Freeman and Co.,San'Francisco, 1978):,.,. • 	•. . 
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Size  n  

Tnne 
complexity 	, 	10 	20 	30 	40 	50 	60 
function 	 _  

• 
.00001 	.00002 	.00003 	.00004 	.00005 	.00006 'n 
second 	second 	second 	second 	second 	second 

.0001 	.0004 	.0009 	.0016 	.0025 	.0036 
second 	second 	second, 	second 	second 	second 

.001 	.008 	.027 	.064 	.125 	.216 
second 	second 	second 	second 	second 	second 

n5 	.1 	3.. 	1.7 	5.2 	13.0 
second 	seconds 	seconds 	minutes 	minutes 	minutes 

.001 	1.0 	17.9 	12.7 	35.7 	366 r 
second 	second 	minutes 	days 	years 	centuries 

- .059 	58 	6.5 	3855 	2x105 	1.3x10" 
second 	minutes 	years 	centuries 	centuries 	centuries 

Figure 1.:2 Comparison of several . polynomial  and.•exponential time complexity • 
functiOns. 

In the table it ts as.sumŒd that a time.- 'unit 	g ne  Mtcro.ecqnd. •  
• 

Without going into great detail , several obseryations re-

garding algorithmic complexity are giyen below, where n is taken•

. to be •the Resure of the size of a problem. 

1. Problems; for  WhChr  the time compl exity function fCn ) is a 

4 polynomflal , e.g. , f(n)5n, are considered to be "efficiently!' 

solved. Many other, problems exist for whicftf,thePest known ' 

al gorttihms have exPonential time complexity -'(e,g 	fcn) = 2n ) 

Thes .e Trebl ems are often• referred, to as computationally . 

.intractadDle- A gl ante at the table-above reyeal s the - 

1 imttatiens on problem siZe 	by:the Use of eXponen tia 1 

algorithms. 

2. It should be understood that ther time compl exity function 

represents worst case performance  and may be overly pessimistic 

in practical problems. 	(The worst case commuting time may 

occur dmring a blizzard  when a bus strike is in pr • gress, but tt 

certainly is not indicative of what one normally expects). 
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3. Many (literally thousands of) problems for which the best 

known time complexity function is exponential are bel ieved 

 by most researchers to be intrinsically computationally 

intractable, i.e., it is believed that the best algorithms 

that could ever be develope& are of exponential time 

complexity. One class of such problems is referred to as 

NP-complete. 

In the next section, the computational complexity of 

• the synthesis problem is 'examined. 

3. 	Intractability of..the Synthesis .Problem  

• In this - section,-a simplified problem (step. 2 of the.flow-

chart) will,be presented which . is at least.as  simple  as any 

serious formulation yet presented. Specificalbi: 

- constraints: 1 (orbital position) will be replaced by a fixed 

orbital position for each satellite; 

constraints 2.(pairwise interference) will not .be considered. 

 except for service areas having the same channél and polariza-: 

tion; 	 • 

- constraints 3 (aggregate interference) will h.e ignored;. 

- constraints 4 (miscellaneous restrictions) will be ignored.' 

The resulting:problem has thiS form: 	 • 

Is it possible to provide'one-program service.to all  service 

areas of .RegiOn 2 with C channéls,.subject to pairwise.interference . 

cOnstraints between service areas which share'the same channel 

and polarization?, 

This.problem has.,a.simple interpretation as a graph., 	. 

theory problem. Each service areaAs a vertex, and two vertices 

are connected by an edge if  'the pairwise interference standards 



would prevent the two corresponding service areas from being 

assigned the same channel and polarization. The graph theory 

problem is stated as follows: 

Is it possible to cOlor the vertices of the 

graph with at most 2C colors (each color corresponding 

to a channel-polarization combination) so that no'two 

adjacent vertices have the same color? 

This problem is the well-known "chromatic number" problem of graph 

theory, and is known to be NP-complete, and hence computationally 

intractable. 	• 	• 

Since any realistic version of the synthesis problem would 

undoubtedly be far more complex than the version offered above, 

it is a fair conclusion that the problem is "computationally 

intractable". 

• 4. 	The Next. Steps  

• ' The fnference tO be drawn from the -previous:section it that 

 even for the simplified problems which, are  being considered, i t . 

is very probably impossible  to develoP algorithms which are both 

computationally feasible and optimal'. NO hard and fast conclusion

can'be reached:however, for these reasons: (1) We are concerned 

not with arbitrary n's, but with n's of around 70 to 75;. and.(2-) 

it can bappen that by chance-  the parti•cul:ar' numbers in aqDroblem - 

may lead to - a quick solution, to some extent by luck (no guarantees -

available). 

Given  this  situation, the following approaches•represent 

• the usual alternatives: 

1.. Investigation' of the possibilities -of solving the simplified -

Problems of step 2 using implicit enumeration techniqUes- 
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such as dynamic programming  and branch and bound. 	This 

research team is conyinced'that  alternative  1 will be. 

totally ineffective  for. the.  sYnthesis problem. 	' 

2. Heuristio (intuitive) algorithms Can be developed and 

tested. 	This is. in effect.what was-done by Harvey and by 

O'Leary. The  objective  would be to . combine  the. insights  

of previous researchers with oUr:own in 'order ta develop-

improved heuristic 'algorithms . . 

3. Bounds on the number of channels-should be developed: 	It 

may turn out that certain small sub-problems which can ›* 

be solved provide answers td thé actual problem. 

4. The actual groblem can be redefined. 	Rather than 	, 

performance standards (interference levels) as constraints 

and the number of channels as an objective, the number of 

channels could be fixed and the objective could be chenged 

to the minimization of interferenCe standard violations 

(expressed in some mathematical way). The ogtimization 

problem may still be intractable, but efficient procedures. 

which provide "good" assignments. may be attainable. 

Another alternative which might .  be  considered in the long. 

run is: • 

5. A man-machine. interactive System.. Ul such a system, the 

computer  Is programmed to halt execution at stratelic points, 

	

. 	in order•to receive directions.:from the analyst. 	The 

objective is to integrate the intilition capabilities - of the 
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analyst with the computational- power of the computer. 

This alternative would nàrmally be contilgent . upow previous 

work  on alternative  2, . 	. 

It should be underStood that. whataveT algorithms are 

Jeveloped cannot be evaluated w4thout being tested on a computer. 

• 

• 
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-138.34 	i 18) 
- 152.3f 	( 151 

L  151 

	

-144.00 	t - 17) 
- 133.53 	t 13) 

	

-145.84 	i 16) 

	

-160.74 	t 

	

-149.7.3 	1 161 

	

-- 1 43.62 	t 17) 

	

-*31 ;/s 	t 19) 

	

.7131,2 	( 19) 

	

795.110 	t ,  261 
-36.00 t 23) 

- 158.80 	1 141 
-12/-93 ( 20) 

	

-122.88 	1.21) 
- [57.59 	1 1-)) 

18) 

	

-141.74 	( 17) 

	

-22000 	4 - 41 

	

-146;27 	t 161 
- 166.43 	1 12) 

	

- 156.E0 	i 141 

	

-153.76 	I •1 (1 ) 

	

-174.29 	i If) 
-148.36 t 161 

	

.123.79 	( 211 

SERVICE 	WESTERN 	EASTERN 	DR8ITAL 
AREA 	LoNG1Tu8E 	 LCNG1TUUE 	 poSITILM 	 CNANmEL 	 pULARITY 

C) 

• 

-198.49 4 	51 	-200.00 I 5/. 	1 	1
•  -78.89 1 291 	. 	-80.00 1291 	 2 	 I 

. 	 71.99 _1_3411._____98.41.1_1_271 	2 	 2 
- 80.39  4  283 	 -120.00 i 21) 	 1 	 2 

	

-L82:39 	t 28/ 	 -90- .00 	t 271 	 1 . 	1 
- 54.5-9 	( 34) 	-. 	.1-75.00 	i 303 2 	 1 

	

765,2 9 f 331 	.. 	760.00 4 331 	3 	2 
-61.39 t 32) ', 	 -66.00 	t 321 	 4 	 1 
-65.29 1 311: 	 -70.0 3  i 311 	 1 	 2 

	

- 82.79 1 261 	: 	-135.00 I la) 	3 	2 
. 773. 2  .1•29). 

	

-73.69 1 33 • 	 -775.00 1 30) 	 4 	 2 
- 68:69 1 34) 	 -90.00 t 27) 	 2 	 1 

	

-63.69 i 321 	 -65.00  1  3 2 1 	 ' 	2 	 2 

	

-75:49 	( 291 • 	' 	-40.00 	i 29)• 	3 	 I 

	

-68.99 	4 311 	-.73.00 	I 311 	 2 	 1 

	

-58.69 I 331 	 -60.00 t 331 	 I 	 I 

	

-62.19 4 32) 	 -115.00 I 221 . 	3 	1 

	

7_4_4.49_1271 _:________=. 140440_1_111. 	1. 	2 

	

-73:79 ( 30) 	 -125.00 1 201 	 1 	 1 	• . 

	

-78.29 	4 29) 	 '-80:00 i 294 	 • 1 	 1 

	

-6839, I 31) 	 -108.00 	4 241 	 1 	 1 

	

7149.69 	I 15) 	 , 165,00 	• 12) 	 A • 	 1 

	

-128.89 	I 19) 	 -140.00 4 47) 	1 	1 
- 114.89 I 22) 	 -130.00 	t 191 	 2 	 1 

	

-103.89 	1 241 . • • 	-120.00 	1 -  211 	 1 	 1 

- 77.69 I 29) 	 - (1 0.00  4  29) 	 4 	 I 

	

-79.69 	1 291 	 -135.00 	I 18) 	- 	. 	4 	 1 

	

-82 ..49 	I 281. 	-435.00 	1 18) 	 2 	 1 

	

-24,79 1 281 	 -3 5.80 f 28) 	 2 	2 
- 89.49 1 271 	 -00.00 (  211 1 	 1 	 I 

I 

	

-87.79 1 27 	 -95.00 ( 26) 	 1 	 1 
- 90.39 	t 26 • 	 -95.00 	1 26) 	 j 	. 	1. 

	

.0 	; 	.E-440.00 	/ 17) 	- -94 9 	26 	
4 - 	 I 

, -80.79 ( 28 	 - 135:00 	1 131 	 2 • 	 2 

	

-89.99 1 27 	 -100.00 ( 25) 	 3 	 1 
• 

	

-100.79 1 24 	 ,-180.00 	t 13/ 	 t 	 t 

	

-90.29 I 26 	 -96.00 I 261 	 1 	 2 

	

-81.29 I 281 	 - 1 43.00 t 171 	 3 	 2 
- 73.09 1 30) 	 -775.00 	1 30) : 	 3 	 1 

	

,. Z?1,7 9  A 301 	. 

	

-79.39 i 292 	 ,- 80.00 1 2ij 	 -- 2 	 • 	1 
- 47:79 	i 35) 	 - 5 0.00 	t 351 	 1 	 • 	1 

	

7401.19 I 24 	 -155.00 	1 141 	 4 	 4 
- 70.19 1 3 0 	' - 75.00 I 334 	1 	I 

	

-63 . 6 9 I 321 	 - 100.00 I 25) 	 1 	I 

	

- 9 7.89 1 25 	 -155...00 1 14) 	 3 	 2 
-98.29 i 251. 	-145.00 	( 161 	 2 	 2 

	

( 284 	 -85.00 	( 284_ . 	 2 • 	 ..I. 

	

-187,29 	1 	7) 	 -220.00 ' t 	1) 	 1 	 1 	. 

	

-87.49 	I 271 	-145.00 	1 1 61 	1 	t 

	

- 125.79 i 191 	 -165.00 I 42) 	 2 	 2 

	

-144,39 	4 22) 	 155.00 	t 141 . 	,t 	2 . 
- 96.49 1 25 1 	• 	,150.00 	1 151 	 2 

- 418,09 t 211 	 -170.00 	i 11) 	 1. 	 1 

	

-91.69 	4 281 	- ' 	-145.00 	L 16) 	 1 	 2 
.... r71,9  . 1. 

301--- 
. 	....:-- 1Z4t11Q- 	1_21 	  

- 86.99 . 4 57(------..e..1.nn ' 	Ihl' 	 I 	2 



• 

L2 SLV 
63 SPM 
64 SUR 
65 TRU 
66 uRG 
67  USAI 
08 USA2 
69'USA3 
70 uSA4 
71 •yeH .  

-150.26 	14) 
7118,2 	221 
-125.33 	20) 
-131:35 	191 
- 120.84 	21) 
7.176.24 	101 
-163,38 	13) 
-145.97 	-16) 
- 129.96 	2-01 
713.1+0i 	2) 

. 	 .. 	 ...—.... 	 ......., 	 ...... 	 .. 	 . 	 ..... 	 . 	... 	... 	.. 	: 	. 	. 	.:. 

	

-98.89 ( 25) 	-1i0.00 i 191 	1 	2 

	

-66.99 1 31) 	-70.00 ( 31) 	3 	1 

	

-70.69 1 301 	-75.00 1 301 	2 	2 

	

-67.29 ( 31) 	-80.00 ( 29> 	3 	2. 
- 133.49 	1 18) 	-175.00 	( 101 	4 	1 

	

-127.69 ( 191 	-160.00 i 13 3 	3 	1 
-113.69 i 221 	-145.30 	( 16) 	4 	2 
• -95.79 1 25.1 	-100.00 4 25) 	2 	1 

	

..762.0. t. zia., 	. ............__:-..iaa.ap...4_491.__ 	.... _ 	t. 	 4 	-- 

•Ir-1 



4,̀ 1 ! 	4! 

. 	_ 
Of-UitTAL POSITION 	(SERVICE AREA. CI-IANNEL, pOLARI1Y1 

-22J.00 	( 	4 52. 1. 11 	1 

( 	2) 

-210.00 	( 	31 

-205.03 4 	41 

-200.00 	t 	51 	4 	'4. 1 ! 1 ) 	4  

-- 1 95.00 	t 	51 	 - 

- 190.00 ( 

-155.00 	t 	tl) 

.-1 5 0.00 	t 	9) 

-175.00 	• 494 	.7. 4. U 

• -170.0a 	4 41) 	4 	..7! 1! 11 1 ( 	' 

- ;à5.00 	t 121 	( 23, 1. 1/ 	t 54! 2 ! 2) .4 

. - 4 60 . 0 4 	4 41P 	( 3.-J. 4. 1} 	t ('-?4, :1! 	f 
- 55.08 	t 141 	t ÏL. 4 . 4) 	4 4q! 3! 2 4 	t 5 5! I! 21 	f 
- 1511.0 0 	t 	t it]. 2. 1) 	(Ô,  4, 2) 	t 

-145.00 	t lc) 	t 11 0. 2 , 2 ) 	i 53,  1. 1 ) 	4 543 , 1 ' 2 	4 4'9 ,  it 2? 	4

•
-140.00 	)7) 	t 10 , 1. 2) 	e  24, 1. 1) 	t 36 . 4e . 11 	i 414 	2 i 	! 
-135.00 t 18) 	i 10. J. 	29. 4. 11 	t 33 , 2 . il 	4 37. 2, 2 ? 	(5°  

t 19) 	I 2 5 ? 2 , 	t 52, 1. 21 	471.  1! 1) 	4  
- 125.00 	4201 	4 20. 1. 1) 	if 43. 1. 21 	t 

- 120.00 	1 21) 	( 	4. I. 2) 	4 25. 1. 1) 	( 59. 2. 	4 

-11.00 	( 22) 	4 15. .3.  1.4 	( 

- 110.0 0 	4 23) 

-105.00 	4 24) 	( 22. 1. 1) 	( 

- 100.00 	4  251 	1 J2, 1. 11 	t 38. 3. I) 	t 48. 1. 11 	c 70 . 2 . 1) 	4 
-95.00 	i 42. 1. )) 	t 34 . 3 . 1 ) 	4 4 0 . 1 . 2 ) 	4 
-90.0a 	i 271 	J. 2. 2) 	4 	s, 1, le 	t U.  2?  1 4 - e 	4; 
-8 5 .00 	( 2u1 	4 31 ,  2 ,  2/ 	4 51 ,  2. 1) 	t 

-50.00 	4 'G.)) 	t 	2. 2. Li 	ç II. 2. 2) 	t 1. 3. 11 	t 21. 1. 11 	4 25 . 4 ° " 	4'" 2 ' 11  
- 75.0() 	t 301 	1 	6 . 2 .  4) 	4 12. 4. 2) 	4 42 . 3 . IA 	e 47. }d. t 	65 . 4 , 21 	4 

4 	.1. 1. , 1 	2.1) 	4 U.!. 2. 11 	i f4111, 1) 	4 - 	. 

1. 2 / 	4 



4 

-65.00 	(  321 	13. 

-60.00 4 33) 

-55.00 	3=0 

-50.00 (  35) 

2 	P. ? 

1) 

- 

• 



• • 
	

Appendix III: 	Example of Ouput from ADELES-2, 
Annexe 	III: 	Exemple  d i  extrant du programme ADELES-2. 

NldifIE A ùe - CliaNtICL . S: - 5 	- 	- ,III ID SIZE': ' 5. 000 ' DEGP .FES --- -SEPER-ATI DO-  MULT :-. 1-700----ORESITAL - AFIC - SUCT: 	1 .00 

INPUT 	1 - 1La 	LAbELS:  
r 	 N 

I. c.Rclups 	i'tLi.: 	WiiTAINiNt.; 	ThE 	FIRST 	CANADA GROuP 	ICANI-2-3I 
___ 	....__ 	.. 

- 2:' - 0aOlTAL- ARCS'elITH NO ECLIPSE -PROTECYTON- 

J. SUPERATIUN MATPIX FILE NumaEs 	1 

iwiTIku_ILArium TimE; 	- 	0.E1 	SECS 

Torkli, 	(Pu 	rim 6 : 	i .i tï 	..(2.coi-a5 

. 	 .. 	.. 	 , 

. 	 . 

, 

, 

• • 	- • 	- 	 ... 	_. . 	 . . 	 . . 	. 

.. 	 . 	 _ 

o 

() 

) 

,).. 

n , ) 

t.j 

in - I 
Apéndie III: Ejemplo de un procesamiento del algoritmo A1ELES-1. 
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H 

. 	 . 	 . 

	

SERV1L 	SL,w1CL 	• 	 teESTLRN 	EASTERN  • 	 ORBITAL 

	

GROUP 	AE.e. 	LuNG1TUDE 	LC1G1TUDE 	POSITION 	CNANNEL 	POLARITY 

	

1 	4 	AhGI 	-79.86 	t 	24) 	• 	-43.96 	1 	25) 	• 	-75.00 	( 	24) 	1 	1• 

	

1 	5 	ARG2 c.J0.043. 	t 	241 	-70.30 	( 	25) 	-75.00 	l 	24) 	• 2 	2 

	

2 	tu 	ù 	1 	-106.(:r1 	t 	211 	-31.25 	( 	32) 	-9(1.00 	( 	21) 	3 	1 	 

	

e 	1-1--13--2 	-1-07 .D2 	L 	211 	-2/.33 	C-323 	-90.00 	T-2-11 	2 	2 

	

2 	12 8 	a 	-10,1.05 	t 	211- 	-22.44 	l 	321 	-90.00 	( 	21) 	5 	a 

	

2 	13 	C. 	4 	--ç7.L)e 	U 	211 	-17.38 	t 	32) 	-90,00 	( 	21) 	4 	I 

	

2 	15 8 	6 	-92.ag 	c 	21) 	-24.34 	t 	321 	-90.00 	i 	211 	1 	• 	1 
• 	-- *3 -- 	*- 	14 	11 	5 	• 	-92.45 	i 	23 1 	-=1-2;50 	-T-341 - 	-,25700 ---1 -34-1- 	1 	1 

	

3 	1..: 	II 	7 	-90.3(.1 	1 	231 	-19.75 	( 	34) 	-25.04 	1 	34) 	• 	2 	2 

	

3 	17 8 	8 	-84.98 	f 	231 	-7.48 	{ 	34) 	-25.00 	( 	341 	3 	1 

	

3 	13 8 	0 	-87.19 	1 	231 	-13.41 	I 	34) 	-25.30 	1 	34) 	5 	2 
---1-B 	D 	-32.1-3-7-1 	23) 	-24.83 	( 	341 	.-257pil 	t 	i41 	4 	1 

	

4 	6 	rJ 	A 	-77.3G 	I 	241 	-3.59 	( 	35) 	• 	-76.an 	t 	24) 	2 	• 	• 	1 

	

4 	7 	C., 	p 	-76.61 	( 	241 	-5:13 	1 	35) 	-75.00 	t 	24) 	5 	2 

	

4 	u 	P 	C 	-79.12 	C 	24) 	-15.22 	I 	35) 	• 	-75.00 	i 	24) 	• 	3 	2 

	

-'120 .-.3 .4 	- f 	211 	-'5-6-;52 	( -271 - 	-275:00* -I - 24r 	'2---  

	

f.. 	27 	CAN5 	-96.95 	I 	21/ 	-33.61 	1 	27) 	• 	-75.-00 	t 	24) 	1 	1 

	

L 	2u 	CANC 	-93.18 	i 	21 1 	-31.98 	i 	27) 	-75.o 3 	i 	24) 	5 	2 

	

c.. 	43 	C..01.:. 	• 	 -121.53 	t 	21) 	-2.89 	t 	36) 	-15.30 	I 	36) 	1 	1 	 

	

a 	-78-1OF 	-7)47775---r--21) 	-1-1--739--T-361 	-15-7.00 	( 	3Z1 	' 	--2 	1 

	

t., 	LS 	SPM 	-1 4I 2.d9 	t 	211 	-10.51 	( 	36) 	-15.00 	t 	36) 	1 	1 

	

7 	44 	G1.1_1 	-63.87 	t 	271 	-26.35 	1 	331 	-30.00 	t 	331 	• 	4. 	1  

	

7 	45 	G...1.2 	- d5.dd 	i 	2 7 1 	29.44 	1 	33) 	-30.00 	t 	33) 	5 	-2 
* 	--- 	8 	- 	-54 	mrkl 	•• --- 	- -'133:2/ .-- 1 	1 4) 	

. 	
"-:61.-.13 -- 4-  261 - 	- 	=r2:5-:t10 	-1 	Tiff- 	' 

	

8 	56 	MEX2 	-125.-0 	t 	141 	-61.73 	( 	26) 	-125.00 	I 	14) 	1 	. 	1 

	

9 	e 3 	CAN1 	-1 .39.27 	1 	16) 	-100.73 	t 	18) 	-115.00 	( 	)6) 	4 	1 

	

-:, 	24 	CAN2 	-125.37 	i 	là) 	-100.73 	t 	18 1 	-115.00 	t 	161 	5 	2  

	

9 	25 CAN3 	' 	-119.:*n--1 -761 	-86.7r-r-PT) 	-fruasà --1 	r6) 	 t 	1 

	

t ct 	1 	AL5 	-t 64.33 	L 	7 ) 	 -149.12 	t 	9) 	-160.00 	t 	7) 	1 	• 	1 

	

.! 	2 	ANTI 	-Itu.13 	t 	17) 	-28.37 	L. 33) 	-110.00 	( 	17) 	5 	1 

	

2 	3 FNT2 	-123.33 	( 	151 	-3.00 	t 	381 	-tos.no 	t 	18) 	5 	1 
- ' 	"1) 	II:tit-1 --- 	- ------ 131 :5E-  t 	131- -------:2 f :62 - 1-3Zi1 .----------1:136:01 - -( - 13) 	. « a' 	•i- 	

. 	_...... 

	

i:11 	MEE: 	-120.41 	I 	15) 	• 	-9.35 	( 	371 	-120.00 	t 	151 	2 	2 

	

5 	Li 	UOL 	-97.00 	( 	201 	-27.37 	( 	331 	-30.00 	( 	33) 	5 	1 
6  

	

2 ') 	CHIA 	
-120.3 1 	( 	1Ed 	1.25 	( 	39) 	-120.00 	t 	151 	3 

	

7 	
2 ,_ 	I ,i.Z it 	 

1 

	

-1373r--r-36) 	-12U-a0 	i 	141 
	

2 	
1  

	

-i26.r-I1 	1 	141 	
-  

	

O 	20 	011.11 	-123.91 	( 	151 	-21.39 	1 	34) 	-115.00 	I 	16) 	1 	. 1 

	

9 	31 	CNLC 	-95.30 	I 	20) 	-76. 01) 	t 	24) 	-90.01 	t 	21) 	3 	2 

	

20 - , • 
	

, 	32 	CNLD 	-137.67 	I 	18 3 	-51.85 	t 	28) 	-105.00 	( 	18) 	5 	2 

	

- :r4 	. 17 	- 	 -31:77-U3.21 - 	=35.00 	- I-321 - 	r 	1 

	

22 	34 	(LM2 	- 12 3.)5 	i 	1) 	-39.67 	t 	311 	-7120.00 	( 	15) 	1 	2 

	

23 	J 3 	CTR 	-124.76 	t 	151 	-41.50 	( 	301 	-120.0 (1 	t 	15) 	• 	4 	1 

	

24 	 • à 	Cup 	-121.52 	i 	151 	-47.15 	I 	291 	-120.00 	t 	1 5 1 	5 	1 

	

25 	.3-7 	OUM 	=1 -271.2-5 	I 	141 	- 11.97 	( 	361 	-11-07011 	C .  171 	1 	---) 

	

2é. 	.. 	LuAl 	- 1 22.93 	( 	151 	-37..96 	t 	31) 	-12 0 . 00 	t 	rs) 	1 	1 
' 

	

27 	 .:: ) 	IS.t.i A 2 	 -132.55 	( 	13 3 	-48.77 	( 	29) 	1) 30.00 	( 	13) 	1 	I 

	

26 	.0 	GC Ù i 	 • 	-13 ,,,.39 	i 	121 	-21.67 	( 	3 1) 	-135.00 	1 	12) 	1 	2 

	

''..1.) 	4 1 	:.'i:i12 . 	- 	- 	•:. 13a.fi 	t 	131 = .13:f1"( - 3 6) -- ---------136;a0 -- 1 - 13 3 .. 	f ' 	2 

	

3u 	42 	GCP3 	-12i.79 	t 	151 	-4.31 	t 	38) 	.1) 20.00 	t 	15) 	1 	2 

	

31 	•6 	GTM 	-1L9.18 	i 	14) 	-51.21 	i 	28) 	- 115.00 	( 	16) 	5 	1 

	

32 	47 	uuP 	-9.82 	t 	an) 	-18.51 	( 	351 	-20.1)0 	1 	351 	5 	-1  

	

33 	49 hMEI 	-127.38 	T-T4I- 	-49.0f7-r--29) 	-126.6F-T- 1 4 1 	4. 	I 

	

J4 

	
6,) 	HilD 	-124.34 	( 	15) 	- 46.311 	t 	291 ' 	-95.00 	À 	20) 	I 	2 . 

	

:.,1 	UT1 	-131.41 	I 	131 	-14.513 	t 	36) 	- 100.00 	t 	1.91 	5 	I 

	

32 	NhA 	-190.39 	( 	1) 	- 144.76 	t 	tn) 	-I90.0 1) 	1 	1) 1 	1 

	

- 	J7 	t-J3 	11 n4 	.:.ifi-é-iia - 	1 	121  T 	-15:65 	1 -351: 	-135:04 	U-121 	'3 	A 	
...,.. 	. 	, 	. 

	

-124.17 	t 	151 	-43.77 	1 	aP) 	-1 1) 5. 1)0 	t 	181 	5 	2 

	

39 	57 	PA3 	-140.83 	L 	111 	-74.29 	t 	24) 	-140.00 	t 	11) 	1 	. 	1 

	

4.:n 	...... 	,/ 	PtIP 	-11".7 	't 	16) 	- 40.52 	i 	3 1)3_ 	-116...nn 	t 	161 	_1 	2 	_... 	J 

;7) 

_ ) 

glr 



	

-120.00 	i 15) 

	

-130.00 	t 131 
L  .13T 

-20.00 ( 35) 
-40.0 1)  i 311 

	

-140.00 	I 11) 

	

-0.00 	t 21) 

	

-110.00 	( 17) 

	

• -100.00 	i 19) 

. 	. 	. 	 . . 	 . . 	 . 
46 
43 	61. PYR 	-124.74 	( 16) 	-7.77 	L 37 1 
44 	i.2  '.:."..LV 	-131.77 	I 131 	-48.63 	( 291 
417- 	6• Slik 	-57.12  U-ail 	-1.5.12 1 351 
46 	65 TUù 	-102.42 L 19) 	-19.59 ( 361 
47 	c.,b UPC. ' 	. 	-81.33 .  ( 23 ) 	-,30.27 	( 321 
46 	. 	67 USA1 	-160.39 	( 	7) 	-80.11 - t 22) 

bt:: 	c... -) U6A3 	-118.1E 	( 16) 	-62.84 	( 26) 
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ABSTRACT  

Because it is difficult to predict the exact planning methodology and 
constraints which will be favoured at the 1983 RARC a flexible planning' 
system had to be designed. BSS CAPS was designed in response to this 
requirement. BSS CAPS is both a. planning system and an optimizing system 
which produces a "plan" even if negative single-entry C/I margins are present. 
Furthermore, the system readily accepts manual planner input or inputs-
derived from other planning systems. This is possible beCause of the 
following system features: 

(i) 	The rapid evaluation of a single-valued objective 
function which is a measure of the severity of 
the total interference of the BSS plan being 
synthesized. 

A menu of computer programs which enables the 
planner tc› successiVely make  changes  both manually 
and automatically in the assignments of the 
satellite longitudes, channels or polariZations. 

In all cases it must be remembered that the resulting solution is a 
local optimum and not necessarily a global optimum. 
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1. 	Introduction 

In 1977 the World Administrative- Radio Conference on Broadcasting-
Satellites (WARC-BS 1977) adopted a detailed downlink .plan( 1 ) of frequency, 
polarization and orbital position assignments for the broadcasting-satellite 
service (BSS) in ITU Regions 1 and 3 (Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia): 
However, detailed planning of the BSS in Region 2 (the Americas and Greenland) 
was deferred to a.Regional Administrative Radio Conference (RARC) to be held 
in the spring of 1983 at Which time. a detailed downlink and feeder-link plan-
is to be drawn up for Region 2. 

In the planning of a BSS from the geostationary orbit the following 
so-called synthesis problem arises: 

How-are channels, orbital positions, and polarizations 
to be assigned.to  maximize the capacity of the spectrum/orbit 
resource subject to the following constraints: 

the single-entry C/I protection ratio must be 
satisfied 

(ii) 	special political, technical and economic 
requirements must be satisfied. 

It has recently been shown by Sidney(. 2 ) that this problem is at leaSt as. 
difficult as the so-called NP -.complete problems( 3 ). .This provides valuable 
information about what lines of approach  are  likely to prove productive. In 
particular, for a given set of system-parameters it would appear that there 
does not exist an exact algorithm which will find the globally optimum BSS 
plan  in a reasonable amount of time. Therefàre, a viable approach-is to. look 
at special cases of-the problem and td apply the'combinatorial optimization 
techniques of  operations research. BSS CAPS was developed in response to these 
requirements. 

BSS CAPS is an acronym for Broadcasting-Satellite Service Computer Aided 
Planning  ystem. It is both a planning and an optimizing system which will 
accept planner input at several points during the synthesis process. This 
highly interactive and versatile system enables• the planner: 

to become a link in .a man-machine feedback loop. This 
offers the planner the opportunity to learn the effects 
in terms of overall interference of changes in the 
assignments of channels, orbital positions and polariza-
tions. It is therefore possible to iteratively seek an 
optimal plan. This means that a plan, whether derived 
manually or by another computer program - even this 
system itself - can be used as a starting point and from 
an interference point of view the resulting plan is at 
least as good if not better than the initial plan. This 
iterative process is under the direct control of the 
planner. 

(i) 

(i ) 
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(ii) to study different scenarios of assignments of channels, 
orbital positions and polarizations in order to obtain 
the "cost" in terms of overall interference and channel 
capacity of meeting a given set of planning criteria. 

(iii) to optimize i.e., decrease the overall interference,for 
any given scenario of assignments of channels, orbital 
positions and polarizations which meets a given set of 
planning criteria. 

(iv) to perform incremental (evolutionary) planning, i.e., a 
plan can be synthesized around a sub-plan. This sub-
plan could be either a critical part of the plan which 
has been planned by some other optimizing method or an 
existing configuration of satellites with associated 
beams which would constitute a 'base plan" to which 
new service areas are to be added. 

(y) 	to examine a large number of plans (but still only a 
small fraction of the total number of possible plans). 

(vi) to incorporate planning constraints and some structure 
which may be difficult to state matheMatically. 

These planning and optimizing capabilities are possible because of the 
following system features: 

(i) The rapid evaluation of a single-valued objective function 
which is a measure of , the severity of the total inter-
ference of the BSS plan being synthesized. 

(ii) A menu of computer programs which enables the planner to 
successively make changes both manually and automatically 
in the assignments of the satellite longitudes,  channels 

. or polarizations. 

In all cases it must be remembered that the resulting solution is a 
local optimum and not necessarily a global optimum. Furthermore, depending on 
the system parameters this plan may or may not contain negative single-entry 
C/I margins. For an overview of the synthesis methods used at WARC-77 see 
reference (4). 

Note that it is the single-entry protection ratio (usually 35 dB) which 
is being used as a synthesis criterion. For final acceptance the plan must 
be analyzed to ensure that the aggregate C/I protection ratio (usually 30 dB) 
is met. 
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2. 	Planning with Service Area Clusters  

For a given total available spectrum bandwidth -; B, and a given:channel 
spacing, 2, the total number of channels-available, C, is given approximately 
by: 

int 

where "int" means the integer part of the terM in brackets. Furthermore, - in 
a regular distribution(5 ): 

C = t , Ci 	 (2.1) 

where- C1 is the number of channels required to provide each service area 
with one program 

t 	is the number of channels assigne d.  to each service area 

i.e., the one-program plan is replicated as uany times as possible in .order to 
fill up the. available spectrum and to produce a regular channel distribution. 

As. can be seen from equation (2,1) thé smaller the value of Ci :the: 
, greater the mumber'of Channels which can be assigned to each service area: 

Therefore, it is usually desirable to generate a one-program•plan with the 
skallest possible value of C.  However, if sharing mutual spi llover is a 
prime conaideration it may be advantageous to generate a plan with a larger 
value of Ci (e.g., the BSS'plan-for Europe has a Cl  = 	See  Harvey( 6 ) for a 
further discussion. 

Mertens( 5 ) also shows that: 

C1=N 

where Ni is the maximum number of service areasyhich can be. served from a 
single  orbital, position,  if.each channel is used only once at . 
each position. 

As pointed out in reference (7) most methods of constructing a BSS plan 
do not sufficiently take into account the geography of the region being 
served. In particular, the irregularity of the size, orientation and location 
of the beams required usually does not lend itself to a synthesis of a BSS 
plan by using a uniform distribution of channels, polarizations and orbital 
positions. In an attempt to take into account these effects the following 
generalization of Ni is made: 
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Definition  

Let K be  the  number of service areas (not necessarily closely spaced) 
which are served from the same orbital position and let this set be defined 
as a service area cluster. 

From the above definition it can be seen that the following three cases 
may occur: 

(1.) 	K 4 C1 
(ii) 	K = C1  

K > Cl. 

These cases are discussed further in Section 5.2. 

When constitUting the.service area clusters the beams are assigned in 
such a way that no more than C1 channels are required for each cluster. 
This is important since even one cluster requiring Cl I- 1 channels raises 
the lower bound for the plan to Ci 4- 1 unless extra .guard bands are used:. 
The clusters located at different orbital positions are now "fitted" together 
by permuting the service areas among the different channels in an effort to 
decrease the overall interference as measured by the objective function. 
These permutations can be done automatically by the neighbourhood search 
technique as described in Section 5.7. If the plan still contains excessive 
interference the orbital positions of the clusters can be manually changed 
and the neighbourhood search process repeated. In addition, any desired change 
in channel, polarization and orbital position and even a re-configuration of 
the service area clusters may be made: 

If after having performed the above procedure the service area clusters 
still cannot be fitted together without excessive interference the initial 
value of C1 may be too small for the given system parameters and for the 
given number and size of the beams required to serve the region. The value 
of C1 can now be incremented and the process repeated. BSS CAPS is described 
in greater detail in Section 5 with a simplified block diagram in Figure 5.1. 

Some advantages of using the concept of a service area cluster in the 
synthesis of a BSS plan are: 
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Achilinistrations that wish for economic reasons to be 
served from the same satellite are assigned to the 
same,service area cluster. 

(ii) Administrations that  wish to share mutual .spillover 
without re-pointing the receiving antenna  are  assigned 
to the same service area cluster. 

(iii)Administrations that do not wish to be able to share 
mutual spillover are assigned to different service 
area clusters. 

(iv) Since the practical range of C1 is limited (say 
2 4. C1 4 8. See Section 4), it is feasible to 
treat C1 as an independent variable i.e., it is 
feasible to seek a plan for each possible value of C. 

(i) 
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Increasing the Orbit/Spectrum Capacity  

As pointed out by Harvey( 6 ) the possibility of groups of countries 
sharing their mutual spillover could be an important consideration in the 
synthesis of a plan. This was particularly true in the case of the European 
plan where, for example, the 8 countries of the European Broadcasting Union 
whose satellites are located at longitude 190W* can potentially share the 
transmissions of some of their neighbouring countries. This can be achieved 
without re-pointing the receiving antenna and by using a receiving installa-
tion with a better G/T. In fact, in some parts of Europe it will be possible 
to receive all 8 transmissions originating from longitude 19°W if a 2 meter 
instead of a 1m  receiving antenna is used( 8) . Therefore, sharing mutual 
spillover is an effective way of increasing the orbit/spectrum capacity at 
the cost of a better G/T for the receiving installation. In order not to 
preclude this possibility as technology improves it is important that neigh-
bouring service areas that may wish to share mutual spillover be served from 
the same orbital position. However, it must be remembered that according 
to the planning rules as agreed upon at WARC-77 the reception of spillover 
transmissions is not explicitly protected. 

The G/T of the receiving installation can be improved by increasing 
the gain of the receiving antenna or decreasing the noise temperature of the 
receiver. If the reception of a spillover signal is limited by interference 
more discrimination against the interfering signal(s) must be obtained or 
in other words the C/I ratio must be increased. This can be accomplished by 
increasing the diameter of the receiving antenna. If the reception of a 
spillover signal is limited by noise the S/N ratio must be increased. This 
can be accomplished by increasing the gain of the antenna or by using a 
receiver with a lower noise temperature. 

The concept of sharing mutual spillover could also be applied on a 
national basis. For example, a large beam could be broken into smaller beams 
that cover the same area. As a rule the overall interference does not 
increase and may even decrease. (At WARC-77 Sudan was initially assigned one 
large beam which was subsequently broken into 3 smaller beams to cover the 
same area and the overall interference did not increase appreciably.) 

Suppose that, if possible, any service area beam were broken into 
'3 smaller beams in a way which would facilitate sharing the "mutual spillover" 
and suppose that each of the 3 smaller beams carry 6 channels, 2 of which are 
the same for all 3 beams. With the standard receiving installation 6 diffe-
rent channels could be received. However, with a receiving installation with 
a better G/T and possibly dual polarization capable of receiving the spillover 
14 different channels (2 + 3 X 4) could be received. This scheme would of 
course increase the cost of the satellite but it has the advantage that smaller 
beams require less power. Therefore, breaking a large beam into smaller beams 
could increase the orbit/spectrum capacity but at the cost of a better G/T 
of the receiving installation and, of course, increased complexity of the 
spacecraft. 

* France, Germany, Luxembourg, Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, Holland, Italy 

3. 
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• 
4.  	Bounds on C1  

From Mertens (5, p. 105) adjacent service areas cannot be served co-
channel whatever may be the orbital positions and polarizations if it is 
required to comply with single-entry co-channel protection ratio of 35 dB. 
It is important to note that this argument is based on a receiving antenna 
for which the gain cannot be more than 33 dB. Therefore, as shown by 
Mertens it is necessary in Regions 1 and 3 to assign different channels 
to service areas having a common frontier and therefore Cl, the number of 
channels necessary for a one-program plan, must at least comply with the well 
known problem of colouring a map in different colours in such a way that 
adjacent service areas have a different colour. This implies that Ci ;.) 4 
in most areas of Regions 1 and 3. 

In Region 2, however, from the receiving antenna pattern as specified 
in the WARC-77 Final Acts( 1 ) the relative gain of the co-polar and cross-
polar components are the same for 0 > 7.250 0  and decreases from -30 dB for 
0 = 7.2500  to -38 dB for 0 = 15 • 140 0  and remains at -38 dB for 0 >15.140 0  
which corresponds to 0 = 27.25 °  for 0 0  = 1.8° where 0 is the off-axis angle 
and 0 0  is the half power angle. This means that in Region 2, for a single-
entry co-channel protection ratio of 35 dB, service areas with a common 
frontier may be served co-channel (either co-polar or cross-polar). See 
Section 5, Block D for a further discussion. Therefore, the analogy between 
assigning channels and colouring the map of a group of service areas such that 
adjacent service areas are of a different colour does not strictly apply in 
Region 2 (although it may be a useful planning tool, see Section 5, Block D), 
and cannot be used to derive a lower bound on Cl. 

The parameter, Cl, is inversely proportional to the capacity of a plan 
since the smaller the value of Cl the more times a frequency is re-used (see 
equation 2.1). The lower bound on Ci is determined by the system parameters, 
the orbital arc available for each service area as well as the number and size 
of the service areas. In the limit, if C1 = 1 then the total spectrum could 
be used in each service area. 

For Region 2 the range of C1 under study is presently-  2 	C1.,<„ 8. Since 
this range is small it is feasible to force C1 to be an "independent variable" 
and to seek a plan for a given value of Cl. The smaller values of Cl (C1 = 2,3) 
require large orbital arcs which in turn mean some low elevation angles and 
the loss of solar eclipse protection for some of the satellites, i.e., some 
of the satellites would require to carry batteries in order to ensure conti-
nuous operation up to, say, nddnight. 

Thillips (9)  has 
In general, 

on the required 

The honeycomb pattern of equal size beans described by 
a Cl = 3 and provides for a very efficient frequency re-use. 
however, it may not be possible to super-impose this pattern 
service areas. 
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5.1 Building a Plan 

A simplified block diagram of BSS CAPS is shown in Figure 5.1. In this 
section a functional description of each block in Figure 5.1 is given °  

5.2 	Block A  

Generate Service Area Clusters: 

This procedure essentially assigns an initial orbital position to each 
service area. Before generating the service area clusters the available 
service arc for the region being planned is arbitrarily divided into a 
number of equally spaced (say 5 0 ) orbital slots. These posistions serve as 
initial positions for the service area clusters but as shown in Block F, the 
final orbital positions are usually different and not equally spaced. 

The input file to Block A in Figure 5.1 labelled "Fitted Beams" con-
tains for each service area the fitted minimum area elliptical beams for 
regular (say 5 0 ) intervals along the usable geostationary arc for each service 
area. These beams have been generated by a computer program developed by 
Chouinard( 1°). From this file the planner chooses the beams 
required for each orbital slot which is to be used as an initial position 
for a service area cluster. One beam is chosen for each service area and 
the grouping of beams depends on what service areas are to be served from the 
same orbital position, the need for eclipse protection, the minimum required 
elevation angle and the rain climatic zone. Information regarding initial 
optimal orbital positions, if available, may be taken into account at this 
point. When generating the set of service area clusters it is not always 
desirable nor possible to have Ci = K for each cluster. Using examples from 
Region 2 the following cases will be illustrated: 

K < C1 

K = C1 

K > C1 

(i) 	K 	Ci: 

The easternmost Brazilian service areas BA, BB and BC are the 
only service areas in Region 2 which can be served from 65 0  longitude 
west with eclipse protection up to midnight (except for Greenland 
which is better served from 600  longitude west). Therefore, because 
of the geography of Region 2 the service area cluster centered at 65 0  
longitude west will contain only 3 service areas if eclipse protection 
is to be provided, i.e., if Cl.  4, K (C1. 



Generate the • corresponding two 
transmission discrimination matrices 

START 

• 

A 

:-)-  

M 

Beams 1: i 
. 	

> 	
anually generate a set of service area 

Fitted 

) 
clusters. - (This assigns a Satellite 

longitude  to each service area)" 

Generate the four matrices which  cive the Synthesis'!. 	, 	. 	. 	. . 	. 

D 

Assign a channel  and a polarization to ' 
each service area 

Print plan and value of objective. 
function. 

Have all 
No 	interferences 

been eliminated 

\Planner 
Input 

Yes 

Menu: Choose from the following: 

(i) Perform a neighbourhood search to try to improve the channel 
and polarization assignments 

(ii) For a given interfering service area determine whether a new 
satellite'longitude is possible 

(iii) Manually change an orbit and/or channel and/or Polari.zarioo 
. • assignment 	• 

(iv) For given satellite longitudes and channel assignments test 
. for a successful plan by trying all possible polarization 
assignments 

(v) Print plan and value of objective :function 

(vi) Generate a new channel and polarization.assignment (i.e. new 
starting point) - 

(vii) Change system parameters 

(viii) Generate a new major'cluster re-configuration . 

(ix) Stop. 

J. Christensen 
April 1981 

Fig. 3.1 Simnlified Block Diagram of BSS CAPS  
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Now consider the 5 Brazilian  service areaa Bi, B2, B3, B4 and: B6 
'which are to be eerved frOm the same orbital position. BecauSe of the 
close pro4imity of these service areas the beam for each service area 
overlaps,to someextént; the beam for every otherservice atea. 
Adjacent service areas cat-be served by adjacent . channels•if the trans.- 
missions are oross-polar. If :a .regular channel distribution of the type 
ABCDEABCDE 	 ABCDE‘is - assuMed -and it  is : further tequited that all 
-channels within 	a single service - atea have the same polarization. 
then it is not possible with - CI = 5-  to have adjacent service areas Served 
cross-polar  (since  Sis  odd). Thetefore, it is necessary to-have Ci = 6 
i.e., K <:Ci. 

(ii)E....E.1_1)-- 	, 	. 	. 	• . 	. 	. 
, 

' 

f 	,If all adjacent service - areas of a cluster oan be . assigned adjacent 
channels,that aie cross-polar then,K = Cl.'  

(iii) 
• , 

. 	It may be possible to assign à channel More than  once frOm a 
partioUlat-orbital position: For example, if two  service areas.aré. 
separated by  at least two beamwidths they can.be served oo-chatnel and 
cross-polar from the  setae orbital position and if they are Separated by . 

• at least 1.5 beamwidths they can be,served adjacent-channel co-polar . 

•.from the same orbital poSition'(See Harvey( 6 )). This is a'case where 
K 	Ci. 	 • 

From the above it is apparent that a cluster may be constituted in many 
' ways. The criteria developed.by Harvey( 6 ) and further elaborated by  Brown 

for Region 2 applications( 11 ) are very, useful when generating these clusters 
which will serve-as the building blocks for a plan. In all cases the clusters 

. must be-chosen in sudh a way that no more. than Cl ohannels are  required  for 
 each cluster. Furthetmore, it may be necessary to obtain maximum geographical 

separation between clusters.which are served from adjacent satellite. positions. 
If this is - done successivelY  in the north7south.direction, the clusters are 
said to he interspersed and if it is•done successively in the eastwest direc-
tion . ctoss-beam geometry xesults. 

5.3 	Block .B  

Generate the Transmission Discrimination Matrices: 

As a starting point for any synthesis  ,information regatding the mutual 
interference between the transmissions serving the:different serviceareas: 



(P i + X0i + Ti) - (P. + Xo • + T.)•

J 	3 	J X-13 
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must be available. 'In_particular, it is useful.to know:which service:areas 
are  most likely to be subject to significantmutual.interférence dueto . 
their geographical  position and the  shape and thediMension çe their,beamS. 
This information is obtained,  from:the transmission discrimination.matrices.- 
If  the indexi denotes -an interfered-with service area and the•index:f 
denotes an•interferingService area then the:co-polar and cross-polar 	• . 
transmission discrimination  ratios., cDii and xDii respectively,aredefine& 
for the  least favourable point in the interfered-with service.area as 
follows: 

cD.- =. wanted.cà-polat. power-flux-density.  
interfering co-polar power-flux-density 

in dB 

xDii 11  wanted co-polar power-flux-density - . 	• - 
in-dB 

interfering.cross-polar poWer-flux-density.  

These ratios are given to a first approximation by the following ,  equations:• 

cDii = (Pi +,.Koi + Ti) ,- (Pi '+ Xdi 

• 

where ..Psetel1ite 	 ' 

spreading loss in dB given'bY10:Iogio 	 
where d ia , the dia tance in 	, 	.4,71rd 2  

- 	meters between the test point - 	. 
on,earth.and the satellite.' 

=' satellite  transmitting antenna' 
discrimination in dB 

Atmospheric'attenuation (including rainfading)-iStakeninto. account.  .. 

When calculating Satellite e.i.r.p.'s so. that.the - Minimgm.required.power-flux - 

density is proVided for  the  required percentage  of time (usuallY 997:of:the.' . 

worst . month).: However,- rain depolarization,andthe differential'attenuation - 
between the wanted and interfering signalsare not - considered atthis stage, 

. 	_ 
The transmission discrimination ratios for bdth , .theco-Polar . and crOsS,. 

polar case are arranged in matrix form-with.the column.heading designating. 
the interfering service areas and:row headings:.designatin&theinterfered-with 
service areas. ..These two discrimination matrices serve as the startihg point 
for the synthesis and are generated'under the following,assumptions: 
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(i) all service areas are assumed to be served by the same 
frequency (co-channel) 

(ii) the receiving antenna discrimination is not taken into 
account 

(iii) the transmissions are assumed to originate from the 
initial orbital positions as specified when generating 
the service area clusters. 

Points (ii) and (iii) arise from the following considerations: 

Because the satellites are located approximately 6 earth radii 
above the surface of the earth the ratio of the off-axis angle to 

. the beamwidth is approximately constant irrespective of where on 
the ,Ifisable arc of the  orbit the satellite is located. This means 
that the interference situation on the ground remains approXimately 
constant irrespective of the choice of orbit position and therefore 
allows a separation of the effects of the. discrimination obtained 
from  the satellite transmitting antenna and the discrimination 
obtained from the small, individual-reception, earth-station receiving 
antenna. 

5.4 	Block C  

Generate the Minimum Required Orbital Separation ,Matrices: 

Starting with the transmission discrimination matrices the discrimina-
tion of the earth-station receiving antenna is now taken into consideration 
in the calculation of the minimum required separation in degrees between all 
pairs of beams in order to meet the single-entry protection ratio for the 
worst transmission discrimination ratio for each pair, i.e., the worst case 
of service area i interfering into service area j or service area j inter-
fering into service area i. The minimum required separations are calculated 
for the following four cases: 

(i) co-polar, co-channel 

(ii) copolar, adjacent channel - 

(iii) cross-polar,. co-channel 

(iv) cross-polar, adjacent channel 



e F 	•• d.• (5.4.1) 

( c 1 	2C1) k  (5.5.1) 
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These matrices are calculated for a given single-entry -  co-channel and 
adjacent-channel protection ratio and must be re-calculated for different 
values of protection ratios. An operating power margin of 1 dB is added to 
the protection ratios to allow for a difference in the nominal operating 
powers between satellites of up to 1 dB. For a further discuàsion. see 
R.A.. Leonard( 12 ). 

Note that these minimum required separations are usually different from 
the actual separations as specified-by the initial orbital positions. The 
extent to which all of these minimum-separation requirements are met'on a 
pairwise basis is formalized in the following definition of an objective func-
tion which is an indication of the goodness of a plan: 

where dii is the additional orbital separation in degrees required between' 
the satellites serving service areas i and - , j in order to reduce the inter-
ference to the specified single-entry protection ratio:.  This objective 
function can be easily evaluated since the values dii.can be quickly calculated 
from the entries in the minimum required separation.matrices and the actual 
separations. 

Using the menu of computer programs given in- Block F the planner can 
make changes both manually and automatically in the'assignments of satellite 
longitudes, channels and/or polarizations in order to try to reduce the value. 
of thisobjective funCtion. 

5.5 	Block D  

Initial Channel and,Polarization Assignments: 

If is is assumed that in each cluster exactly one service area is 
assigned to each channel then for each cluster there are Ci ways in which 
to assign a service area to a channel and for each of these assignments there 
are 2C1  polarization assignments. If there are k clusters then the'number 
of different assignments is given .by: 

However, since a polarization assignment and its complement are both 
equivalent to the same relative polarization the total number of plans for 
the given cluster configuration is given, to within relative polarization 
equivalence, by: 



Y) 1 
(C1 !) 2

kCi - 1 
 (5.5.2) 
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For C1 = 4 and k = 19 there are approximately 6.3 x 10
48 

such plans. Note 
that for the sake of brevity any assignmént of channels, orbital positions 
and polarization is called a plan although it may not be a feasible plan due 
to excessive interference. From this very large number of possible plans 
one plan must be chosen as a starting point. 

In general, a good starting.point  •for a,synthesis.for the given service 
area cluster configuration is given by an assignment of-channels and polari-
zations which has a small interference as measUred by the objective function 
of equation .  (5.4.1). A good starting point may be found by any one of the 
followdng methods: 

A. computer algorithm (12 ) 

(ii) An arbitrary assignment of channels and polarizations 
followed,by a neighbourhood search (an optimizing 
technique,used.in  Block F) 

(iii) A manual assignment of channels and polarizations 
using the criteria of Harvey(.6 ) and further elabbrated. 
by Brown(11) for Region 2 applications. 

In the above three cases the polarizations matrix of Figure 5.5.1 which 
alternates relative polarization both by channel and orbital position may be 
useful: 

Orbital Position 

2 	3 

Channel 	A 	+ 	- 	+ 	_ 

B 	- 	4. 	- 	4. 

C 	4. 	- 	4. 	- 

D 	- 	+ 	- 	+ 

Figure 5.5.1  

Reasons for this arrangement are: 

(i) 	The concept of planning by service area clusters is based on 
serving a group of closely spaced service areas from the same orbital 
Position. Therefore, contiguous service areas which are assigned 
adjacent channels must be cross-polar in order to ensure that the 
single-entry protection ratio is met. If two service areas were served 
adjacent channel, co-polar from the same orbital position they would 
have to be separated by at least 1.5 beamwidths( 6 ) and this would' . 

(i) 
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preclude the sharing of mutual spillover. For most practical values of 
channel overlap and single-entry protection ratiô contiguous service 
areas can always be . served adjacent channel, cross-polar. Because of 
the above considerations very few relative Polarization assignments are 
possible for clusters which consist of closely spaced service areas. 
Furthermore, using the neighbourhood search' technique of Block F the 
service areas are permuted among channels-and most feasible relative 
polarizations assignments will be tried. 

(ii) For an orbital separation of, say; 5 0  the co-polar receiving 
antenna discrimination is  19.6. dB.  Therefore, to meet the- single-entry 
protection ratio of 35 dB, service areas which ara serviced co-channel 
from adjacent orbital slots must either by widely separated or - serviced 
crôss-polar. 

In addition, service areas which are contiguous should not be served co-
channel if possible. If this is not possible they should be'sérved from-
widely separated orbital positions. Therefore, to obtain a Starting point 
the planner can "colour" the map of the service •areas with different channels 
so that contiguous service areas are not served by the same . channel. If 
contiguous- service areas are served co-channel then  the: transmission  discri-
mination defined as wanted power-flux-density/interfering power-flux-density 
(in dB) at the worst point usually lies in the range -1 dB to -5 dB even for 
orbital separations of 300 to 400  of the beams for the . twoservice areas. • 'The 
maximum receiving antenna discrimination obtainable from the antenna pattern 
specified for Region 2 in the Final Acts of WARC-77( 1) is 38 dB. - Therefore, 
with a required single-entry protection ratio of3 .5 dB and àn opèrating - power - 
margin  of 1 dB the single-entry'protaction ratio. cannot be-met for a trans-
mission discrimination less than -2 dB. This argument - can of course be 
extended for other-values of iinglerentry protection ratios and maximum receiver 
antenna discriminations. 

5.6 	Block .E  

Print Plan and Value of Obiective Function: 

The plan is printed showing the orbital position ;  channel and polariza-
tion for each service area. The value of the objective function for:the plan 
is also.printed. If this value is zero the single-entry protection ratio is 
met for all pairs of service areas. However, if this'value is non-zero the 
planner can choose from the menu of computer programs• in Block F and.try to 
reduce the interference. 

5.7 	Block F  

Menu of Approaches to Reduce Interference: 

The severity and location of excessive interference in the plan will;to 
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a large extent,decide what course of action is to be taken. The choices 
available are described below: 

(i) 	Neighbourhood Search 

• 	This optimizing technique( 13) is performed automatically by a 
computer program. Since it is a heuristic procedure it does not 
necessarily yield an optimal solution but in practice it generally 
produces good solutions quickly. It is the channel assignnent that 
is being optimized for a given relative polarization. The concept 
of a neighbourhood for a channel assignment must be defined. Here 
the neighbourhood for each channel assignment for each cluster is 
defined as all possible permutations of service areas to channels for 
a given relative polarization for each cluster. The relative 
polarization is usually taken to be that of Figure 5.5.1 but this 
polarization grid may be altered using option (iii) of Block F. For 
a cluster containing C1 service areas the number of permutations is 
Cl 

Furthermore, a measure of performande or an objective function must be 
defined. Such an objective function, F, is given by equation (5.4.1). 

The following steps consitute a neighbourhood search: 

Step 1: 

Obtain an initial channel assignment. This is done in Block D 
either by the planner or by a computer algorithm. 

Step 2: 

For each cluster evaluate all assignments in the neighbourhood- 
of the initial channel assignment. If none of the assignments are 
better that the initial assignment as measured by the objective 
function, F, stop. Otherwise proceed. 

Step 3: 

For each cluster select the assignment which most improves the 
objective function. Let this assignment be the new initial channel 
assignment. Return to Step 2.. 

The objective function as defined in equation (5.4.1) associates a 
penalty with service areas that interfere with each other only, i.e., no 
penalty is attached to assignments which produce positive C/I margins. It 
could be useful to define en objective function which penalizes both positive 
and negative  CIL  margins. However, due to the irregularity of the size and 
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location of the service areas some positive C/I margins will alWays exist and 
trying to minimize these positive C/I margins would not necessarily minimize 
the interference. 

For a given value of C1 and a given co-channel and adjacent channel pro-
tection ratio a plan.for which the single-entry protection ratio is met - for • 
each pair of service areas may not be possible. ,  ,This means that the 'objective 
function ofequation (5.4.1) cannot be reduced to 0. -  However .,, since the - 
system has been designed to allow negative C/I. margins a "plan" is always 
printed. This is an important feature since a plan with some small negative 
margins may be viable. 

Note that there exists an option which allows the planner to hold cons-
tant the channel and polarization assignments for any  service area. The 
neighbourhood search proceeds as above except that the fixed assignments 
are: . not permuted. 

(ii) Determine Whether a New Satellite Longitude  Is-Possible. 

Because the satellites are located approXimately 6,earth radii 
from the surface of the earth the ratio of. the off-axis angle to the 
beamwidth.for the transmitting . beam is nearly constant for variations 
in orbital position  up to 200 .7 25 0  which-  means that.  the. ' transmission 
discrimination changes at most a few db.i s over-this range provided that 
the beam is not too close to the earth  horizon as:  seen .from the satellite. 
Therefore, only the receiving antenna discrimination is significant and 
it is possible to move satellites over the range of 0 0  to say±25° 
taking into account the change in discrimination due to the receiving . 

 antenna only. 

The computer program of this option provides .  a',detailed breakdown of the 
objective function by service area clusters. A further breakdown can be 
obtained by entering the naine of any service area and an indication ,of pair-
wise interference is given in terms of the number of extra degrees - of sepa-
ration required between tiqo satellites or the number of degrees by which the 
two satellites can be moved, closer together. These values are calculated  for 
both co-channel and adjacent.channel service areas using the service area 
entered as a reference point. Therefore, by entering - all the names of the 
service areas in a cluster for which the interference is excessive - it is 
possible to say which-satellites can be moved and by'how much.. The,actual 
move of the satellites is done using option (iii). 

(iii)Manually Change an Orbit and/or-Channel and/or Polarization 
Assignment 

This option is used to make orbital changes as indicated by. 
option (ii) or to make any re-assignment of orbital-positiong, - channela 
or polarizations for any.service area. This enables the planner to 
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enter a plan which has been obtained by some other means or to make 
other changes in order to comply with planning constraints. If the 
satellite is moved outside its usable orbital arc the program 
prints a warning. The file which contains the usable orbital arcs 
is created off-line. 

(iv) Automatic Polarization Test 

To determine whether different polarization assignments can 
eliminate excessive interference the plan is first stripped of its 
polarization assignments and using a method developed and implemented 
by Leonard( 12 ) the service areas are partitioned into polarization 
groups which indicate whether a service area can have either polari-
zation or what relative polarization must exist between each pair of 
service areas in a given group. As these groups are generated they 
are checked for logical consistency, e.g., it is not possible for a 
set of 3 service areas to be cross-polar to each other. Whenever 
a plan is printed the program automatically tests whether a polariza-
tion assignment exists which reduces the value of the objective 
function to zero. If the objective function cannot be reduced to 
zero the polarizations remain as specified in the plan. However, if 
there exists a polarization assignment which reduces the objective 
function to zero this polarization is chosen and the polarization 
groups are also printed out. Note that if some service areas are 
flagged fixed then the automatic polarization test is not performed. 

The menu items from (v) to (ix) inclusive all branch outàide Block F. 

(v) Print Plan and Value of Objective Function 

After a certain number of changes in the assignment of orbital 
positions, channels and polarizations it is useful to have a copy of 
the new "plan" printed. 

Generate New Initial Channel and Polarization Assignment 

If Ci, Oi and Pi denote an assignment of channel, orbital posi-
tion and polarization respectively for service area, i. Then for 
n service areas the three n-dimensional vectors: 
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C 	(Ci, C 2 , 	 , Cn) 

0 	(01, 0 2, 	 On) 

P 	(Ple P2 , 	 Pn) 

can be considered to specify .astarting point for a plan. _These . 
vectors define a point on the multi-dimensional solution contour. In 
order to investigate as many points as possible on this contour 
several good starting points may be tried. 

This course of action may be chosen at the beginning of a syn-
thesis exercise in order to determine which starting points lead to 
plans that contain the least interference and merit further investi-
gation using the options available in Block F. Alternatively, this 
course of action may be chosen after it becomes apparent that a given 
starting point cannot yield a satisfactory plan. 

(vii)Change System Parameters 

Any change in - system parameters such as single-entry C/I, channel 
spacing, operating power margin, receiver antenna pattern and allowance 
for uplink . interference all of which affect the interference - require 
the re-calculation of the minimum required separation matrices., 

(viii) Generate New Major Cluster Re-Configuration 

If the interference cannot be reduced to an acceptable level 
using the options of Block F it may be useful to re-configure the 
service area clusters and re-commence the synthesis. The insights 
obtained in applying the options of Block F may be used when re-
configuring the clusters. 

(ix) Stop 

A synthesis exercise may be stopped at any time and the "plan" 
saved on a computer file for the next synthesis session. 
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6. 	Regular and Non-Regular Channel Distributions  

The use of a regular channel distribution implies that each service area 
is entitled to the same number of channels and that all channels assigned to 
the same service area are equally protected.  •For a further discussion see 
Mertens( 5 ) who also shows how the theory of regular  distributions  can be 
applied to the case in which it is required to assign a different number of 
channels to different service areas. 

BSS CAPS can implement a plan using a non-regular channel distribution by 
remembering that the system plans the part of the spectrum occupied by Cl 
channels. The case of a non-regular channel distribution can be treated by 
planning each such part of the spectrum separately and fitting together the 
resulting plans. The following are simple variations of the above approach:• 

(i) If a service area is entered twice in a regular channel 
distribution it will receive twice as many channels. 

(ii) If different values of Ci are used in different parts of 
the region these parts receive proportionately more or 
fewer channels. 

BSS CAPS can then be used to manually calculate the interference of the 
frequencies that are re-used over and above the frequency re-use as implied by 
the values of C.  If no excessive interference is created the two différent 
C1 plans are compatible. 

7. 	Shaped Beams  

Some of the benefits of shaped beams can be approximated by the simple 
artefact of. dividing up a service area into sub-areas and fitting each sub-
areas with an elliptical beam. These beams, which of course must always 
remain in the same cluster, are subsequently assigned the same channel and 
polarization. 

8. 	Final Analysis  

Since many approximation and simplifications are made during the process 
a separate stage of analysis is usually required to verify that a plan conforms 
to the specifications and criteria. 
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• Conclusion  
• 

Because there.does not appear to exiat an exact-algorithm:which Will 
find . the globally optimum BSS.plan,in a reasonable amount of‘time,and *because 
only a fraction of the total number of solutions Posaible'can be examined, 
arriving at.a plan can be as. much a question of art, as. of science. Further7 
more; it is difficult to predict.the type of plan which.will beavoured'in 	- 
Region 2 at the 1983 RARC. For example, 'will sharing mutual spillover bé an  
important consideration or will the emphasis be on-delivering the maximum 
number of channels 'in. each beam with possibly the use of a non-regular channel 
distribution? . 

In order to accommodate as many scenarioa  •as possible the eMphaais . in 
the design of BSS , CAPS was placed on-flexibility. Therefore, BSS CAPS was 
designed both as a planning system and.an  optimizing .systeM which produces' 
a "planeven.if negative single-entry C/I margins are present. Furthermore, 
the system-readily acceptà manual planner input for.  inputs derived:from other 
planning aystems( 14). This is.possible because ,  of the 'folloWing aystem 
features: 

(i) The rapid evaluation of a singlevaltied objective function 
which:is a. measure Of the severity.of the total inter-,..: 
ference of the BSS plan beini synthesized.  

(ii) A menu of computer prOgrama which:enabled, the planner tO 
successively 2:make-changes both manually  and autoMaticaily 
in theassignmentsof'the satellite longitudesChanneld 
or polarizations, 	. 	' 	' 

In all  cases  it Must be remembered that the resulting solution_ià,.a  local 
optimum and not necessarily aglobal  optimum. 

J.  Christensen'. 
Aptil.14, 1981 
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ABS  TRACT  

This paper gives a summary and overview_of four methods of 
synthesizing a BSS plan which were used at the 1977 WARC-BS. The merits 
and disadvantages of each approach are disoussed. .In March .  of 1980 each 
of the authors provided retrospective comments on their synthesis , ' 	• 
approach based on their experience in 1977. Their coMments are included 
at the end of the appropriate sections. As a result of, their work and 
further wOrk in Canada several conjectures regarding the synthesis problem 
as it applies to ITU Region 2 are made. These:conjectures and previous 
work have served as a basis  for  further development.. 
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1. 	Introduction  

In 1977 the World-Administrative Radio Conference on Broadcasting-
Satellites (77 WARC-BS) adopted a detailed downlink plan (1 ) of frequency, 
polarization and orbital position assignments for the broadcasting-satellite 
service (BSS) in ITU Regions 1 and 3 (Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia). 
However, detailed planning of the BSS in Region 2 (the Americas . and Greenland) 
was deferred - to a Regional Administrative Radio Conference (RARC) to be held 
in the spring of 1983 at which time a detailed downlink and . feeder-link plan 
is to be drawn up for Region 2. The feeder-link for Regions 1 and 3 will,be 
planned at a separate conference in 1984. 

This paper gives a summary and overview of four methods of synthesizing 
a BSS plan which were used in 1977. The merits and disadvantages of each 
approach are discussed. All methods reported concentrate on planning the 
downlink only since downlink considerations dominate. Feeder-link planning 
still requires considerable study. 

During a visit to Europe in March of 1980 each of the authors of the 
four synthesis methods discussed were asked how they now would synthesize a 
BSS plan based on their experience at the 1977 WARC-BS. Their comments, 
which are included at the end of each of the appropriate sections, as well as 
their work, have served as the basis for further development. 

The synthesis problem can be stated as follows: 

How are channels, orbital positions and pcgarizations to be 
assigned to maximize the capacity of the spectrum/orbit resource, 
subject to the following constraints: 

(i) the single-entry C/I protection ratio must be 
satisfied; 

(ii) Special political, technical and economic 
requirements must be satisfied. 

Let Ci, 0i, and Pi denote an assignment of a channel, an orbital position 
and a polarization respectively for service area, i. Then for N service areas 
the three N - dimensional vectors: 

c = 	(C1, C2 ,  ---.0  CM) 

0 = (01, 02, 	ON) 

P 	(P1, P2, 	PN) 

specify a plan. To determine if a plan is acceptable a complete interference 
analysis must be performed and the requirements.(ii) above must be met, 



The  magnitude. of the synthesis problem can be illustrated by a simple 
example. If the following is assumed: 

(i) a regular channel distribution (2)  with, say, 6 channels 
required to provide each service area with one.program; 

(ii) a finite number of orbital slots, say 5, for each 
service area; 

(iii) 2 polarizations. 

then the number of different C 0 P vectors, i.e., the number of different 
"plans" for 70 service areas Ts7 

70 
(6 x 5 x 2) 	3 x 10

124 

This combinatorial approach is overly simplistic since there are many cases 
where it is known a-priori that the interference is excessive and, similarly, 
there are many instances where the assignment of a different channel, orbital 
position or polarization is not needed to reduce the interference to meet the 
single-entry protection ratio. 

All methods reviewed use some form of decomposition of the synthesis 
problem, i.e. the algorithms effectively assign the C, 0 and P vectors in 
varying orders. However, another approach, as suggested in a—report by the 
European Space Research Organization (3 ) is to construct a plan by consecutively 
assigning the triples (Ci, 0i, Pi). Most researchers have chosen the inter- ' 
ference matrix (C/I matrix) or the transmission discrimination matrix (TDM) 
as a starting point. These matrices express the pairwise interference between 
services assuming that all service areas are assigned the same channel. The 
interference matrix is produced from the transmission discrimination matrix 
by adding the effect of the earth station receiving antenna discrimination. 
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2. 	Methods of Synthesis of a BSS Plan . 

2.1 Method of D. Sauvet-GoichOn (4 ) of Télédiffusion de France: 

In this method a one-program plan is obtained by consecutively assigning 
channels, orbital positions and polarizations. Starting with the transmission 
discrimination matrix (TDM) C'channels are assigned (Cl using  the  terminology 
of Mertens- (2) ) to P service areas: Let bij .(Dij-using the terminology of 
Mertens (2)),  in the TDM correspond to the interference , in dB from the satellite j at 
the- least favourable, point in the country i then the channel assignment algorithm 
proceeds as follows: 

(i) different channels are assigned to the 2 service areas 
which interfere the most with each other (determined 
by the pair bii + bii which give the maximum value) . ; 

(ii) .to make the next assignment each of the C channels- is.. 
provisionally assigned to each of the - remaining service 
areas . summing for each assignment all remaining bij - terms. 
The•assignment which. gives the largest interference-
reduction is chosen; 	 • 

(iii) Repeat step (II) .  until each service area has been 
assigned a channel. 

As•pointed out.by Sauvet-Goichon this channel assignment algorithm does 
not necessarily produce the solution which is optimum in the-sense that the 
sum of the remaining interference terms bij is a, miniMum, .  Furthermore, by 
simply adding the entries of the TDM undue emphasis is given to.small interferors 
and not enough to large interferors. An improvement.would be to power add the 
interferences. 

Initially,  the TDF* program‘determined positions on  the  orbit by defining 
a few possible positions for each satellite and then examining ,all _possible 
combinations of those positions in order to choose the positions which minimized 
the interference. For a large number  of' service  areas this method becomes very 
time consuming. . 

Sauvet-Goichon proposes an improved algorithm which consists of examining 
allowable combinations of spacings between satellites rather than allowable 
combinations of positions. This -reduces the magnitude of the problem since 
several combinations of positions may give the same spacing. All possible 
spacings are sorted in . the. order of decreasing interest; i.e. spacings for 
satellites corresponding to the largest interference term appear first, spacings 
for the next largest interference term appear second, etc. These terms are con-
sidered consedutively-and spacings are chosen - at eadh step which minimize the 
interference. 

* Télédiffusion de France 
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The assignment of polarization is addressed in •an analogous way: the 
difference between polarizations is examined rather than the combinations of 
polarizations (this is the concept of relative polarization as used by 
O'Leary (5) ). All possible differences are sorted in order of decreasing 
interest and the effect of using opposite polarization in order to reduce 
interference is then evaluated. 

From the above it is seen that, in an effort to reduce interference, 
this method looks separately first at the effects of orbital separation and 
then at the effects of using opposite polarization. This approach has the 
disadvantage of emphasizing large orbital separations (or differing polariza-
tion) which may be unnecessary if the effects of orbital separation and pola-
rization were taken into account simultaneously. 

In subsequent discussions Sauvet-Goichon stated that he would like to 
abandon the synthesis as described in his paper in favour of a manual synthesis 
based on the rules developed by Harvey( 5 ) and applied using a map colouring 
approach which assigns different channels to contiguous service areas. A 
computer program capable of performing a rapid analysis should subsequently 
evaluate the plan. The reason that the synthesis may not be as difficult as 
initially believed is that most countries decided ahead of the planning confe-
rence from which orbital location they wished to be served and what the para-
meters of their beam(s) would be. 

Sauvet-Goichon feels that the following iterative synthesis proCedure 
whiCh was used at WARC '77 is effective: 

(i) assign orbital positions; 

(ii) assign channels using a map colouring approach; 

(iii) compute the corresponding co-polar and cross-
polar interference matrices; 

(iv) assign polarizations; 

(v) perform a rapid interference evaluation. If 
plan is acceptable, stop. Otherwise, return 
to (iv). 
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2.2 	Method of F. Bove and L. Tomati (7) of Radiotelevisione Italiana: 

The authors develop a one-program plan starting With an a-priori assign-
ment of-positions on the geostationary orbit to the various service areas. 
The co-polar and cross-polar reception interference matrices (or simply inter-
ference matrix using the terminology of Mertens( 2 ) are calculated- for the 
a-priori orbit allocation. From,the cross-polar reception interference matrix 
sets of service areas are found which have the property that all service areas 
in each set can be assigned the same channel provided that the service areas 
are also assigned opposite'polarization. Note tàat a - service,area may.be  a 
membex-of more than one set. The smallest number of sets which contains -(covers) 
all service areas gives the lower limit on the number of channels - rèquired to 
eliminate co-channel interference since the interfering signal is alwaVs of 
opposite polarization to the wanted signal. Therefore, each such set represents, 
service areas which can be assigned the same channel provided they are also 
assigned opposite polarization. If there are more than-2 service areas in 
such a set it is not possible for all pairs of service.areas to have opposite 
polarization. Therefore, for each of the above sets, using the co-polar reception 
interference-Matrix, the subsets which can be assigned the same channel as well as 
the same polarization are found. 

The number of channels - required can now be determined. If, for example, 
for one of the sets derived from the cross-polar matrix it is found that 
3 subsets can be assigned the same polarization only 2 channels for this set 
are needed since different polarizations can be assigned to 2 of the 3 subsets. 
This procedure is repeated for each set and the total number of channels 
required is the sum - of. the Channels required for each set'. 

The compatibility by adjacency between the various sets is now determined. 
Two sets Pi and Pi are compatible by adjacency if, for , every pair of service 
areas belonging respectively to Pi and Pi, the adjacent channel interference is 
less than the adjacent channel protection ratio. The compatibility situation 
is represented by means of a graph whose nodes represent the Pi sets and whose 
arcs connect the Pi sets which are compatible. If the resulting graph consists 
of n subgraphs (n-1) guard bands are needed (if the graph is connected no guard 
bands are necessary). Channel assignments can be made from this graph by 
tracing a path which goes through every mode and with retracing allowed. 

In summary, maximum compatible sets are found from the cross-polar inter-
ference matrix and compatibility is determined by again applying the same 
method to each-such set-but using the co-polar interference Matrix. It is 
important to , note-that this synthesis api5roach applies only if the orbit loca-
tions are pre-assigned. The reason for this is that as soon as the orbital 
positions are allowed to vary the entries Of the co-polar and- cross-polar inter-
ference matrices and the  associated compatibilities change. This is, a limita-
tion of the method as it stands. The - method can, of course, be applied for 	. 
various orbital assignments and the results compare&The method of compatible 
sets may also be applied in a different way (see_Section 2.5). 



C int ( — ) 

This method finds the smallest Ci for a given satellite configuration 
where Ci is the number of channels° required to provide each service areas with 
one program. In a regular distribution Ci=Ni where Ni is the maximum number 
of countries in a closely, spaced group of countries that may use the same 
orbital position. As pointed out by Harvey( 6 ) small values of Ni limit the 
extent to which countries may share their mutual spillover. In other words, 
it may not always be desirable to generate a plan with the smallest value of 
Ci possible. 

However, it can also be argued that-the smallest value of Ci gives -  the 
optimum solution: 

For a given bandwidth B, and a given channel spacing, A , the 
total number of channels available, C, is given approximately by: 

where "int" means the integer part of the term in brackets. 
.Furthermore, in a regular distribution (2) : 

C tC 

where Ci is the number 
service areas 

is the number 
areas. 

of channels required to provide each 
with one program 

of channels assigned to each service 

Therefore, for a constant C, t is maximized for the smallest value of 
Cl, i.e. the smallest value of Ci gives an optimum solution in the sense that 
a maximum number of channels are distributed to each service area. 

If too many guard bands are needed because of adjacent-channel incompa-
tibility of the co-channel compatible sets the channel spacing, 	 , could be 
increased. This, in turn, would decrease the required adjacent-channel pro-
tection ratio (and the total number of channels, C, available) and the sets 
could 'again be tested for adjacent-channel compatibility. 

Mr. Tomati has since developed a new synthesis method based on the 
maximum incompatible sets( 7 ) associated with the cross-polar interference 
matrix. At each step in the new method the service areas in the maximum in-
compatible set is assigned a different channel and the compatibility matrix 
is reduced in dimension by the number of service areas assigned a channel. 
Furthermore, at each step critical service areas are isolated by varying the 
protection ratio and in the following step the new maximum incompatible set 
to be assigned channels is picked so that it contains the critical service 
area. This process is repeated until all service areas have been assigned a 
channel. 



By making the assignments under planner control at each step the process 
has a better chance of arriving at a good solution and as such this method 
represents an improvement over the initial method of Bove and Tomati(7) 

• 

• 

• 
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2.3 Method of R.V. Harvey (6) of the British Broadcasting Corporation: 

In this method Harvey combines the transmitting antenna diagram with 
the receiving antenna diagram to obtain lines of constant C/I. These curves 
give the combination of the off-axis angle from the satellite (k) and the 
off-axis angle at the receiver. (eR) which will produce a given carrier to 
interference (C/I) ratio. The wanted and interfering signals are assumed to 
have equal maximum e.i.r.p.'s and to suffer equal path attenuation. Further- 
more, the curves are calculated for values at the edge of a service area under 
the assumption that the wanted signal is -3 dB of its value at the boresight. 
In preparing the constant C/I contours it was assumed that rainfall will 
generate a secondary signal with orthogonal polarization at a level 30 dB 
1Cwer than the primary signal. 

The main utility of the constant C/I contours is that they indicate the 
necessary geographical separation in beamwidths of service areas in which co-
or adjacent-channels are used. These values, for. the Region 1-3 technical 
parameters, are summarized in Table 2.3.1 for service areas serviced from the 
same orbital positions. In this table gOT  is the half-power beamwidth,of the 
interfering beam and ØT  is the off-axis angle from the centre of the inter-
fering beam for the edge of the service area affected. 

co-polar 	cross-polar  

co-channel 	eT 	-;:e, 8 	eT 	e  1.8 

gOT 	gOT 

adjacent-channel 	OT 1.2 	no separation 
required 

gOT 

Table 2.3.1 

Required geographical separation in beamwidths of 
service areas serviced from the same orbital 

position (i.e. OR = 0) 

/ - In general, for larger values of C ,T / C0TY i.e. for service areas which 
are well separated, the wanted and interfering transmissions may be closely 

/ gOT ,  spaced on the orbit while for smaller values of a ,T 	i.e. for service 
areas which are close to each other, the wanted and interfering transmissions 
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must be well separated on the  orbit. Harvey - definesthe group capacity, 
- (N1 in Mertens' terMinology( 2 ))  as the,maximum number. Of countriès'ina: 
Closely spaced group , -of countries that may  use the same , Orbital position.. 
For. a regular.distribution this-is also the - number. of channels-required to 
provide each service area with ohe prograM (i.e.:C1). HàrveY feels that . the. 
"value  of N8.  represents the.best ComprOmise-between:smaller values of  N. 
.which imply that.a small number of channels- ia - heavily re-iusedat: : clOseiy7s 
spaced  orbital position and larger  values of N Which,imply that a large -
number of channels is used-from more Widely spaced orbital positions.  The

-.•larger valuee,of N lead to.the possibility of Countriea sharing their Mhtual 
spillover. Harvey considers this an essential feature of an accePtabïe.pian 
-in the European context. This•feature ,  may nôt.be a requirement in Region 2. 

An . optimum  generalized  distribution of orbital positions', service,areas 
and channel is developed from•the'graph of constant C/I-ratids:. 'This'diagram 
shows the minimum:separation in beamwidths-required between - beams serving. 
co-channél f and adjacent-channel serVide.areas. _Harvey, maintains-the -b. -the 	: 
synthesis of - a plan is best•accOmplished by a_process,of - successiva approxi-
mations  of manually,trying to  fit the  countries to be sérvedlnto the frame-
work of the generalized distribution. 

Finally, the antenna diagramaare reconstructed.from , the constantC/I 
-curvesand:it is - shown where the original antenna perforMance, can be relaxed - 
Withbut causing.unacceptable interference: " In partidular, the on-axis cross-
polar components ofbothantennas could be reducèdtosabout - 20 dB; :It .is , -• 

• noted.that; for the transmitting antenna, no further discrimination is- obtained 
-beyond:about-2 beamwidths whereas for the. receiving antennathe off-axis -  • 	- • 
performance:is:most important at  angles of. 3 beamwidthsOr:more.. In-fact;" if 
more  discrimination is reqUired then-the off-axis'attenuation,ofthe receiving , ' 
antennain this.area must bp imprOved first. 

In subsequent  discussions Harvey  still favours synthesizing a plan by 
deciding on a  value for C1, which subsequently gives an indication  of the 

. orbital spaCinge (see paper). The.upper limit  on Ci"is.priMarilydetermined 
.by  how many service areas wànt to : share mutual Spill -over,  6r, for economic 
reasons, wish to have their satellites co-located. To facilitatemaking. 

, assignments,.Harvey has developed the pictorial aidcf. Figure 2.3,1. (Note . 
that Table - 2.3.1 is the polarization,,- channel plane of Figure 2.3.1). This 
pictorial aid is based on the following assumptiOns: 

(i) 	cochannel protection ratio is.30 

, adjacent-channel protection ratio-is 14-da; 	- 

(iii) orbital separation betWeen satellites.is - 7.5 ° ; 

(iv) rainfall generates a'secondary signal. with-
orthogonal polarization at a level 30 dB.lower_ 
than the primary signal; 	. 
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(y) 	reception of the wanted signal is at the.edge of 
the service  area 	3 dB allowance). 

The concept of Éigiire 2.3.1 could:be used to build-a "wall" Composad 
of :"cubes" in the channel  and satellite pOsition direction (only,2: . polariza-
tions are possible). This woUld-be particularly useful for incremehtaL 
orbital positions lesS than,the 7•5 0. assumed aboye: 
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Satellite 
Position 

• 

Channel 

Polarization 

Figure 2..34  , 

Number of beamwidths required between .  countries 

(black corners preferred) 
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2.4 Method of T. O'Leary (5)  of the Institut for Fundfunktechnik*:: 

O'Leary generates a one-program plan in 2 distinct steps by first assign-
ing C1 channels to N service areas-and then assigning orbital positions and • 
polarizations simultaneously. Usually, at least 3 steps are needed -to assign 
channels,'orbital positions and polarization. However, an optimal assignment 
established during any one of these steps may preclude an overall optimal 
solution. It would therefore appear that 04 Leary's approach represents an 
improvement over previous methods. The author takes advantage of the relative 
insensitivity of the entries of the TDM (transmission discrimination matrix) 
to orbital position . by assuming that all the transmissions originate from the 
same orbital position which.is  usually taken as the median position on. that 
part  of the geostationary'arc available to the 'region for which a plan is being 
synthesiZed. TO obtain further discrimination Various.orbital positions for 
each service area are Considered. O'Leary proceeds as follows: 

Step 1: 

Each of the channels 1, 2, ...., C1 is assigned to one service 
area starting with the two service areas which correspond to the 
largest entry. of the co-polar TDM being assigned a different channel 
and subsequent channels being assigned in turn to thé worst interferor - 
(i.e. worst interferor, best Choice). Once this initial-aesignment 
has been made the channel sequence is determined using the criterion 
that service, areas which produce the least adjacent-channel inter-
ference are set adjacent. The remaining (N-C1) service areas are now, 
one at a time, assigned channels. Using the critéria of co-channel 
and adjacent-channel interference simultaneously a service area is 
assigned a channel on the basis of "worst interferor, best choice". 

Step 2: 

In this step the cross-polar transmitting antenna characteris- 
tics and the co-polar and croàs-polar receiving antenna characteris-
tics are utilized. First (equally spaced) positions on the arc 
available to the region under consideration are designated.• A 
truth table which indicates orbital positions allowed for each service 
area is constructed. All possible permutations of the orbital'  
positions for the service-areas assigned channels 1, 2, ..., C1 are 
enumerated. A plan is constructed' by linking these  permutations 
.checking at each step to ascertain that the adjacent-channel inter-
ference is acceptable. 

There are two areas in which the above method could be improved: 

* Dr. O'Leary is now with the European Broadcasting. Union 
in Bruxelles. 
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(i) In view of the, fact that no unique  optimum solution  to the-
synthesis problem appèars to exist -  it May be:useful to  test 
in Step 2 several different assignments'ofservice areas to 
channels.. HOwever, in:Step 1. only One.assignment'of service ,  
areas to channels is generated. Furthermore,.the:service 
areas which-are'to. be.serviced by adjacent-channels are 	" 

. 	determined based on the aSsignment of  only one service area. - 
 to each, of the Ci channels.' This could be restrictiVesince 

each service area can be serviced fromra numbpr'of orbital: 
positions. In 'addition, adjacencies which are. optimal based 
on Cl of the N service areas may no-hbe optimal ,  when the 
remaining ,  (N-C1) service areashave beenfassigneditO,a channel. 

(ii) Ci is not given by the program but must be an input. This 
 difficulty can of course be.overcome by trial and error; i.e. 

if a Ci is specified for which.no plans are-produced Ci is 
incremented by 1 and Steps 1 and 2 are  repeated. This-proce-
dure is repeated until acceptable plans are produced. - 

Points (i) •and (ii) arè treated in Section 	. 

O'Leary originally believed that-a plan eiith'no'negative C/I margins' 
was possible and his paper(5 ) was written based on this-premise: However,' 
it became apparent that in order to supply the required number of channels 
for the required beams and protection ratios, no plans would be generàted by 
any method which did not allow some negative C/I margins. O'Leary-therefore' 
modified his approach and-developed a, computer-aided manualdesign.prodedure 
which would allow negative C/I margins.' This computer. program waS obtained 
from the EBU during the'visit in March, 1980. 

The procedure is based on a non-regular channel distribution, i.e. a ' 
service-area can be assigned any number of the.availabie channels (40 for 
Region 1, 24 for Region 3). An orbital:position snd:a,Polarization:is. 
assigned. As each service-area is assigned a channel, an orbital position 	' 
and a polarization the increase in co-7channel and adjacent-channelinterference 
is calCulated and the. planner can decide if the assignment is-acceptable. 
If the assignment is.acceptable he will proceed with thé assignment for the 
next service area. If the assignment is not acceptable he can specify -another 
assignment for that service area or he can go back to a -pre-determined Point' 
in the program and re-start the assignment process 

The advantage with this method is. that plans can be generated even when' 
negative C/I margins are inevitable and there is no constraint thats.11 
service areas must , have the same number of channels.: 

• 
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2.5 	Proposed Methods: 

These proposed methods combine the approach of O'Leary and the 
approach of Bove and Tomati in an effort to investigate various assignments 
of service areas to channels. In Method 1 the lower bound on Ci is found and 

service areas are assigned a channel in such a way that both the co-channel 
and adjacent-channel constraints may potentially be obeyed. In Method 2 
the maximum co-channel compatible sets and associated optimum solution(s) are 
found. Different adjacencies are then tested by considering as many distinct 

adjacent-channel arrangements as feasible. 

For both Methods 1 and 2 Step 2 of O'Leary's method is subsequently 
applied. This tests for feasible solutions by trying all possible combinations 
of orbital positions in such a way that both co-channel and adjacent-channel 
constraints are obeyed. 

MethOd 1  

Consider the co-channel co-polar interference overflow matrix as defined 
by O'Leary. If an entry of this matrix has a value 	30 dB the pair of service 
areas corresponding to that entry could potentially be served by the same 
channel since this overflow can be reduced to zero or a negative number by 
cross-polarization and/or orbital separation as shown in Table 2.5.1. 

00  

s° 

10° 

15° 

0 	25 

16 	30 

21i 	30 

28 	30 

Table 2.5.1  

Co-polar (R) and cross-polar (Rd.) receiving antenna 
discrimination in dB as a function of the off-axis 
angle 0 for receiving antenna with half-power 
beamwidth 00  = 2.5° . 

Conversely, if an entry of the interference, overflow matrix has a value >30 dB 
it cannot be reduced to zero by cross-polarization and/or orbital separation. 
The service areas corresponding to such an entry cannot be served by the.same 
channel. By using the method and notation of Bove and Tomati all possible 
combinations of mutually "incompatible" service areas can be determined. The 
set which contains the largest number.of mutually incompatible service areas 
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is, noted. Since each service area in this . set must be - assigned a , different 
channel the number of elements in this set gives .  Cl and an assignment of C1 

service areas to C1 distinct channels is obtained: To assign the remaining . 

 (N-Ci) channels the adjacent-channel co-polar interference overflow matrix, 
is formed (the entries of this matrix will differ from-the :entries of the co-
channel co-polar interference overflow matrix by the *difference of their 
respective protection ratios). By.considering all . incompatibilities the maxi-
mum adjacent-channel compatible sets and associated optimum - solution(s) are. 
found. From either the maximum adjacent-channel  compatible sets and/or 
optimum solution(s) the remaining (N-Cl) service areas are assigned to the 
channels'1, 2, ..., C 1  in such a way that the adjacent-channel constraints are -

respected if possible. 	 ,  

Method 2  

The method of compatible sets of Bove and Tomati is applied as follows: 

Consider the co-channel co-polar interference overflow matrix as 

defined by O'Leary. Apply the method of Bove  and Tomati to find the maximum 
co-channel compatible sets and associated optimum solution(s) i.e. solution(s) 
which giVe the minimum number of sets such that each service area is included 
in at least one set. 

When applying the method of'Bove and Tomati as'specified above- it could 
happen that'either: 

(a) almost all the service areas are co-channel Compatible 
i.e. a small number of co-channel compatible  sets are 
produced. 

(h) almost no service areas are co7channél.coMpatible, i.e. 
a large number of co-channel sets are produced. 

To overcome this difficulty the co-channel protection ratio could be 
raised for situation (a) and lowered for situation: (b) respectiVely. Since 
the primary interest is obtaining a good assignment of service areas to channels 
it is the relative interference which is important'here. 

It may also happen that for a given optimum solution of the maximum 
compatible sets no plans are produced. This is so because it may not be possible 
to simultaneously achieve orbital separations and/or cross-polarization such 
that the interference' is sufficiently reduced. In this .case Method I could 
be repeated increasing the protection ratio until a solution requiring (C1 + 1) 

. channels is obtained. This procedure could be repeated until a plan is obtained. 

• 
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Once all N service areas are assigned to a channel as-many distinct 
circular arrangements as practical can be considered in order to test diffe-
rent channel adjacencies. For C1 co-channel groups the number of distinct 
circular arrangements is (C1 - 	(Note: A channel arrangement of the type 
AB 	XAB 	XAB ... X is considered). 



(iv)  

(v)  
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3. 	Conclusion  

In general, channels, orbital positions and  polarizations are to be 
assigned such that for the given planning constraints the capacity of the 
spectrum/orbit resource-is maximized. 

Because of the large dimension of the synthesis probleméolutions 
have been attempted,.by a decomposition of the problem into sub-problems: 
In particular, most researchers separately optimize„in varying order, the 
assignment  of' the  C vector, the 0 vector and the P Vector (or,'.in-some-' 

cases, simultaneou-s-ly optimize t1:1-e assignment of two  of. the  above vectors.). 
For example; Sauvet-.Goichon (4)  generates a plan by assigning  the  d, 0, P 
vectors in the order C ;  0 7  P whileBove and Tomati (7 ) assign these three 
vectors in the ordér.0, C,  P.  Harvey( 6 ) favours assigning the 0 vector to 
satisfy the requirement for sharing mutual spillover and by manually. 	. 
trying to fit the service areas into the framework of a generalized distri-
bution the C and P vectors are assigned simultaneously. O'Leary (5) :first 
assigns the C vestor,ancithen simultaneously assigns.the0 and the P vectors.' 
Yet another approach  as-  suggested in a report by the Etiropean Space Research 
Organization( 3 ) is to construct a plan by consecutively assigning the 
triples (Ci, 0i, Pi). Whichever approadh is Uséd it is-iMportant to develop : 
criteria which will enable the judicious choice ofsuccessive assignments. 
Such criteria may include the C/I matrix, the TDM and . pérhaps- éomeof the 
criteria developed by:Harvey ( . 6)  regarding the'separation between transmitting 
beams which will allow either co-channel or adjacentchannel operation 
for both the cà-polar.and cross-polar case.. 

From a preliminary investigation of the-synthesis problem as-it applies 
in ITU Region 2 (i.e.', for - approximately 70 service areas) the folloTeiing 
conjectures are made: 

(i) 	No closed form solution exists. 

(ii) 	No unique-optimum solution exists. 

(iii) 	If a locally optimal solution is obtained 
it may not be possible to determine whether 
or not it is a globally_optimal solution. 

Because of the large number of possible 
assignments of channels, orbital positions 
.and polarizations (see Introduction) it ié 
not possible to examine all - of them. 

The techniques of operations research may be 
used in the formulation and-solution of the 
synthesis problem. .'For example, if-a suitable 
objective.function is-defined it may . be  
possibly to use clnamic programming by consi-, 
dering the assignment of Ci, Oi and Pi a 
multistage process with associated state 
variable and an optimal policy. 



(iv)  

(v)  

(vi) 
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Furthermore, based on the work which has been done on the synthesis 
problem some questions are raised: 

(i) 	Is there an optimal order in which to assign 
channels, orbital positions and polarizations? 

(ii) 	What are the implications of using a fixed 
orbital spacing (of say. 6 ° ) on the capacity of 
the spectrum/orbit resource? 

(iii) 	If eclipse protection is not required the avail- 
able orbital arc is increased and thereby the 
capacity is increased. It would appear that the 
capacity can be further increased by using cross-
beam geometry. How can this best be implemented 
in a synthesis algorithm? 

Can the planning of a region be effectively 
accomplished by planning segments of the arc 
separately and interfacing the resulting plans? 
If this approach is used how is.the interfacing 
of these sub-plans best accomplished? 

Can a region be partitioned into sub-regions and 
the resulting sub-plans interfaced? If different 
constraints are needed for the various sub-regions 
how can this best be implemented in the synthesis 
process? 

Large beams are critical items in the planning 
process since they are potentially the greatest 
interferors. Is it feasible to break up a large 
beam into several small beams? This may make the 
standardization of satellite transmitting antennas 
easier. 

(vii) - 	Shaped satellite transmitting antenna beams can 
provide more efficient coverage of a service area. 
Is it feasible to generate a plan using shaped 
beams? Can the use of shaped beams increase the 
capacity? 

(viii) 	Can a synthesis method based on a regular channel 
distribution be modified to synthesize a plan 
based on a non-regular channel distribution? 

Recent studies in Canada have addressed the above conjectures and 
questions. The status of these studies is given in reference (8). 



• 
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Synthesis of Broadcasting-Satellite Service Plans: 

An Overview, Part II 

Jorn Christensen 

ABSTRACT  

This paper gives a summary and overview of the three synthesis methods 
recently developed in Canada. All methods have been implemented on the 
computer and give good results. Because of the different approach and 
characteristics of each method it would appear that by using the three 
methods in a complementary fashion even better solutions can be obtained. 
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gl› 	1. 	Introduction 

Sidney 
 (1, Appendix I) 

has shown that the problem of'synthesizing a. 
broadcasting-satellite service plan is at leaàt as difficult. as the well-known 
graph colouring problem. Since the solution time required for thià problem 
'increases exponentially the solution time required for the synthesis . problem 
also increases exponentially (with the number'of service areas). This type 
of problem is said to have exponential time _complexity and is - oftenreferred 
to as "computationally intractable( 2 ). "  This means.that because of the 
number of service areas involved in a synthesis (approximately 70 for. 
Region 2) it is probably impossible to develop an algorithm which is both 
computationally 'feasible and optimum. Therefore the.Problem has been simplified 
in different ways resulting in different sub-optimal methods. 

The three methods reviewed here have all been developed in Canada and 
implemented on the computer. Each method represents a different approach to 
the synthesis problem. Because some simplifications have ben made in each 
case all methods yield sub-optimal solutions. These solutions, however, are 
all good solutions and each method provides, in its own way, valuable insights. 
It would appear that by using the three methods in a complementary fashion 
even better solutions can be obtained. 



2. 	Method of Nedzela and Sidney (1)  

Starting from the minimum required separation matrices of reference (3) 
the authors develop a one-program plan by successively assigning the triples 
(Ci, 0i, Pi) where Ci, 0i, Pi are the channel, orbital position and polariza-
tion respectively assigned to service area i. 

The algorithm consists of the successive application of the following 
two steps: 

1. 	Select the next service area to be assigned. 

• Select a triple (Ci, 0i, Pi) •for this service area 
such that: 

a) the orbital position is on the available 
orbital arc 

b) the separation constraints( 3 ) are observed 
relative to all previously assigned 
service areas. 

The authors define a matrix with column headings designated by regularly 
spaced orbital slots and row headings designated by a channel-polarization 
assignment. For each service area, i, the matrix element mr,s = 1 if and only 
if service area i can be assigned the channel-polarization indicated by row r 
and the orbital position indicated by column s. The itreedoefor service 
area i is defined to be the sum of all l's in the matrix for service area  1. 

The algorithm is executed according to the following selectiàn 

1. 	Select the next service area, i, tp be assigned 
choosing that unassigned service area with minimum 

• freedom. 

2. 	Select en assignment Ci, 
area as follows:  

1 for this service 

a) For each feasible assignment Ci, 0i, Pi 
compute.the sum of the freedoms of all 
unassigned service areas. 

b) Choose the assignment Ci, 01, Pi which 
maximizes this sum. 

Controls on the computer program include the facility to change the 
available orbital arc by an arbitrary multiplication factor. Furthermore, the 
discrete orbital positions are given as multiples of an arbitrary increment. 
Work is presently in progress to lock together beams as required for orbital 



positions and/or channels and/or polarizations. In its present form' the 
computer program gives very good results'in short computer time and, in 
particular, appears. to give an excellent indication of the maximum.orbitf 
spectrum capacity. 



3. 	'Method of Chouinard and Vachon(A) 

The authors develop a one-program plan starting with an a-priori assign-
ment of orbital positions. The co-polar and cross-polar reception inter-
ference matrices are calculated for these orbital positions. Using the 
concepts of compatibility and incompatibility of Bove and Tomati( 5 ) a tree 
of feasible plans is defined as follows: 

(i) Each level of the tree corresponds to a service area. 

(ii) Each node at level i corresponds to a valid channel-
polarization assignMent for service area  L. 

If all channel-polarization assignments were valid there would be 
(2.C1) n  branches (and hence plans) in the tree where: 

Ci is the number of channels required for a 
one-program plan 

is the number of service areas being 
planned. 

Branches are generated only if a selected combination of the following 
user-specified criteria is met: 

(i) single-entry protection ratio 

(ii) aggregate protection ratio 

(iii) spectrum utilization factor, S = — 
Bi 

where B is the total bandwidth available 

is the bandwidth occupied by the first Cl channels. 

The integer part of S is the number of channels which can be delivered 
to each service area and the fractional part of S gives an indication of how 
much spectrum is left over. Usually the integer part of S is to be maximized 
with a minimum amount of spectrum left over i.e., with the fractional part 
of S minimized. Note that the value of the factor, S, will change as the 
orbital positions are changed. 

A further output from the computer program is a lower bound on the value 
for Ci. This is given by the cardinality of the largest maximum incompatibre 
set which is obtained from the cross-polar incompatibility matrix(5). 
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Since the implicit enumeration of all branches performed is exhaustive 

in nature the optimal channel and polarization assignments can be found for 

the given orbital. positions and the aboVe three criteria. Note, -however, that 

this optiMal assignffient will change as the orbital positions are‘changed. 

An exhaustive search algorithm is inherently an exponential _time algo-

rithm. Presently the computer program.can synthesize a plan for about 30 

service areas without using excessive amounts of computer time. Because 

the algorithm is an exponential time algorithm a significant increase in the 

number of service areas which can be examined cannot be expected by increasing 

the size of the computer or the computer execution time allowed; As pointed 

out by the author, in spite of the limited number of service areas which can 
be planned, this synthesis procedure can nevertheless be effectively used to 
find the optimal channelization and polarization for a critical sub-set of 

service areas whose orbital positions are given or, alternatively, sub-

regions can be planned and then merged. 

A useful feature of this computer program is the ability to synthesize 

a plan for an aggregate protection ratio. This is especially helpful in 

the final stages of the synthesis of a plan. Furthermore, the program has 

the ability to arrange the C1 channels, using variable channel spacing if 

required, in the order which will minimize the amount of spectrum required. 

Orbital positions may also be changed interactively. 

• 
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4. 	Method of Christensen( 3) .and Leonard (6 )  

Because it is difficult to predict the exact planning methodology and 

constraints which will"be favoured at the 1983 RARC a flexible and inter-

active planning system has been designe(L. This system (BSS CAPS) produces 

a one-program "plan" even if negative single-entry C/I margins are present. 

Furthermore, the system interactively accepts manual planner. input or 

inputs derived from other planning. systems. This is possible because of 

the-following system features: 

(i) The rapid evaluation of-a single7valued objective. 

function which is a measure of the severity of the 

total interference of the BSS plan.being synthesized, 

(ii) A menu of computer programs which enables the 
planner to successively make changes both manually 

and automatically in the assignments of the satellite 

longitudes, channels or polarizations. 

The first step in this method is the manual generation of service area 

clusters which designate what service areas are to be served from the same 

orbital position. These service area clusters are generated in such a way 

that C1 channels are sufficient for each cluster. An initial orbital position 

is assigned to each service area cluster but usually the final orbital positions 

are different. 

The co-pcilar and cross-polar transmission discrimination matrices are 
now generated under the following assumptions: 

(i) all service areas are assumed to be served by the same 

frequency (co-channel) 

(ii) the receiving antenna discrimination is not taken into 

account 

(iii) the transmissions are assumed to originate from the 
initial orbital positions as specified when generating 
the service area clusters. 

Points (ii) and (iii) arise from the following considerations: 

Because the satellites are located approximately 6 earth radii above 
the surface of the earth the ratio of the off-axis angle to the beamwidth is 

approximately constant irrespective of where on the ' usable  arc of the orbit 

the satellite is located. This means that the interference situation on 

the ground remains approximately constant irrespective of the choice of orbit 

position and therefore allows a separation of the effects of the discrimination 

obtained from the satellite transmitting antenna and the discrimination 
obtained from the small, individual-reception, earth-station receiving antenna. • 
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This allows for the. calculation of the-minimum required separation in 
degrees between all pairs of beams in order.to  meet.the single-entry protec-
tion ratio. Note that these - minimum-required separations are usually . 
different-fràm the actual separations - as specified by the initial Orbital 
positions. The extent to which all of these minimum separation requirements 
are met on a pairwise basis is formalized:in the'following definition of. 
an objective function which is.an  indication of the goodness of a-  plan: 

e 	
• 

F 	j  di  j 	• 	
. . 

where dij is the additional orbital separation in degrees required between the 
satellites serving  service areas i and j in order to-reduce the interference 
to the specified single-entry protection  ratio. • This objective function can 	• 
be easily evaluated since the values dij can be quickly calculated from-the 

-.entries in the minimum required separation matrices and the actual separation's. 

Using a menu of computer programs the-planner can make. changes both 	. 
manually and:automatically in the'assignments of Sateilite-longitudes - .and/or - 
channels and/or polarizations in an effort to reduce-the value : Of the objective 
function to  zero.  If this can be achieVed all single-entry, protection ratios 
are met. 

This menu of computer programs includes the following- options: 

(i) Neighbourhood Search 

This optimizing technique is:Performed automatiCally by.a-coMputer-pro-
gram which tests all  possible permutations of service'areas to Cr,thannels  for  
a given relative polarization for.each cluster and retains the permutation 
which producesthe lowest value of the objective etinction. 

(ii) Determine Whether a New Satellite -Longitude Is- POssible 

The computer program of this option provides a-detailed breakdown of. the 
objective function by service area.clusters. A further breakdoWn can be 
obtained'by entering the name of any service area and an indication of pair-
wise interference is given in terms.bf. the number Of , extra -degrees, of - Separa-
tion required between two satellites or the number - of degrees by which the two 
satellites dan  be moved closer together. 

(iii)Manually Change an Orbit and/or Channel and/or Polarization Assignment 

This option is used to make orbital changes as indicated bY option (ii) 
or to make any re-assignment of orbital positions, channels.or polarizations 
for any service area. 



) .Automatic Polarization Test 

. To determine whether different.polarization assignments.can eliminate 
excessive interference the plan is first stripped of its polarization - 
assignments and the.service areas are partitioned into polarization groups 

which indicate whethet a service area can have either polarization or what 

relative. polarization milst exist between each pair of service areas in a 

given grouri. If the objective.function cannot be reduced to zero the 

polarization aésignments remain  as  specified; 

(v) 	Print Plan and Value of Objective Function 

After a certain number of changes in the assignment of orbital positions, 

channels and polarizations it is useful to have a copy of the new plan printed. 

Generate New Initial Channel and Polarization Assignment 

At the beginning of a synthesis exercise it may be useful to identify 
a number of different good starting points. Alternatively, this course of 

action may be chosen after it becomes apparent that a given starting point 

cannot yield a satisfactory plan. 

(vii) Change System Parameters 

' : Any change in system parameters such as single-entry C/I, channel spacingi 
oPérating power Margin, receiVer antenna pattern.and allowance for uplink 

interference all of which affect the interference require the re-calculation 
of the'minimum required separation matrices. 

(viii) Generate  New  Major Cluster Re-Configuration 

- 	' If the interference cannot' be reduced to .  an acceptable level using the 
above .options it may 	be useful to re-configure the service area clusters 
and  re-commence, the'synthesis.. The. insights obtained in applying -these 

. options may ,be used when re-configuring_the'clusters. 

The above-approaches may be applied . in  any order . and iteratively. 
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Conclusion  

The three methods.reviewed-in this paper all give good resultsand:each 
method provides, in its•own way,- valuable  insights' into the synthesie pxoblém.- 
A brief SumMary of some of the chaXacteristics of the- three - methodsAe:giyen - 
in Table 5.1. A possible scenario fox using-the three methodsin -à comple-
mentary way would be as follows: 

(i) 	Usa the.method:of-Nedzela and- . Sidneywithout any lOc4ing : 
together of orbital positions, channels or polarizations 
to find the '!maximum" orbit/spectrum capacity. 

Use the  method of ChristensenAnd Leonard tà._obtain the. - cost • . 
in terms of capacity of locking -togetherthe beams:as •eciuired' 
and to study and optimize vario -Us configurations.- 

(iii) Use the method of Chouinard and Vachon-to fine-tune the 
plan and to:optimizethé -  critical areaS. in the plan. 	. 

This process could be repeated iteratively,  as manY times.as Xequiréd. 



Author(s) Order of 	Optimizing 	Degrèe of 	Time 	• 	Negative Main 
• Assignment 	• 	Procedure 	Planner 	,Complexity. 	Màrgins 	Strengths 

Control 	of Algorithm 	Allowed 

Nedzela 	triples 	sequential 	 provides good 

and 	(C1,0i,P1) 	sub-optimization 	• 	ttinimal 	linear 	• 	no 	starting point• 
Sidney 	successively 	 for orbital 

locations 

Chouinard 	p • manually 	implicit 	 aggregate 

and  • 	C, P 	enumeration 	minimal 	exponential 	no 	interference• 
Vachon 	 fine-tuning 

Christensen  • 	0 	 neighbourhood 	 maximum•

and 	C, Pjiteratively 	search and 	extensive 	linear 	yes 	• flexibility 
Leonard 	 planner heuristics 

TABLE 5.1 	Characteristics of Canadian Synthesis Methods  
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FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE ANALYSIS OF A PLAN 

K. BROWN 

ABSTRACT 

Detailed analysis of any plan is intended to estimate the potential 
levels of service for the various service areas considered and to determine 
the potential level of interference into other services in the same or 
related frequency bands as a result of the frequency, polarization, power 
level and orbit allotments of that plan. To accomplish this intent it is 
necessary to model the many factors that contribute to the estimate of the 
signal levels and to postulate parameter values which are representative 
of the range of values which inevitably will apply to each parameter. Some 
models are of necessity fairly crude due either to the complexity of the 
subsystem or to insufficient data. To further complicate the estimation 
procedure the accumulation of tolerances is difficult to predict due to 
insufficient experience and data:. As a restilt there is a tendency to assume 
a worst case combination of tolerance effects whereas it may be more realis-
tic to consider a statistical combination. Finally, for the broadcast 
satellite service, it may be necessary to assume that all the planned 
satellites are put into operation in the same time frame and all utilizing 
the upper bound characteristics specified in the initial plan. In practice 
some services will probably never be implemented during the period of 
validity of the plan and other services will be implemented to below the 
specified levels and thus produce less interference. 

Factors to be considered in the development of an analysis package 
are presented. The dimensions of the analysis problem dictate a computerized 
approach. Various interactions in the feeder link and in the downlink 
separately and in combination, are discussed. Irrespective of how sophis-
ticated and complex the various models required are made the analysis of a 
broadcast satellite plan can, at best, only be a pessimistic estimate of 
the worst that could happen and even then with a low probability of occu-
rance. Thus the results must be viewed with a certain amount of circums-
pection. 
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Summary  

Factors to be considered in the development of an analysis package 
are presented. The dimensions of the analysis problem dictate a computer-
ized approach. Various interactions in the feeder link and in the downlink, 
separately and in combination, are discussed. 

Irrespective of how sophisticated and complex the various models 
required are made the analysis of a broadcast satellite plan can, at best, 
only be a pessimistic estimate of the worst that could happen at each test 
point and even then with a low probability of occurance. Thus the results 
must be viewed with a certain amount of circumspection. 

Various options on formatting the results of an analysis are presented. 

• 
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Introduction  

Detailed analysis of any plan is intended to estimate the potential 
levels of service for the various service areas considered and to determine 
the potential level of interference into other services in the same or 
related Irequency bands as a result of the frequency, polarization, power 
level and orbit allotments of that plan. 

Models  

To accomplish this intent it is necessary to model the many factors 
that contribute to the estimate of the signal levels and to postulate para-
meter values which are representative of the range of values which inevi-
tably will apply to each parameter. Some models are of necessity fairly 
crude due either to the complexity of the subsystem or to insufficient data. 
Antenna and propagation models illustrate these aspects. An example of a 
parameter whose value in practice could have a wide spread is the receiver 
figure of merit. 

Tolerances  

To further complicate the estimation procedure the accumulation of 
tolerances is difficult to predict due to insufficient experience and data. 
As a result there is a tendency to assume a worst case combination of tole-
rance effects whereas it may be more realistic to consider a statistical 
combination. Table 1 lists the most significant tolerances. 

Plan Implementation Time Frame  

Finally, for the broadcast satellite service, it may be necessary to 
assume that all the planned satellites are put into operation in the same 
time frame and all utilize  the   upper bound characteristics specified in 
the initial plan. In practice some systems may not be implemented during 
the period of validity of the plan and other systems will be implemented to 
below the specified levels and thus produce less  interférence. In this 
latter regard an administration may, for example, decide to implement a sys-
tem with beams shaped to closely conform to the contours of the service area 
rather than utilize the elliptical beam or other simplified geometry 
assumed in generating the plan or, for reasons of economy, it may decide to 
implement a lower power or capacity system than that permitted. In fact, 
owing to the very rapid advances in tecnology in this new field, it is 
unlikely that any systems will conform exactly to the characteristics 
assumed in the plan. 

• 
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Need for a Computerized Analysis  

Bearing in mind the reservations expressed above it is necessary to 
develop some analysis tools to permit a judgement, decision or acceptance 

to be made. Although the actual computation of link performance is straight • 

forward, the sheer bulk of the number of links to be conaidered dictates 

a computerized approach. This is illustrated by the example below. 

Number of Channel Links to be Considered  

Assumptions: 

a) 80 service areas 

b) 10 test points per area 

c) 40 channels of which up to half could be 
assigned to any one area 

d) overlapping channels such that adjacent-
channel interference must be included. 

Interference between services: 

a) Uplink 	- 10 uplinks from any interfering service 

or 790 possible interfering uplinks per 
wanted uplink 

b) Downlink 	- 10 links susceptible to interference 
from 79 beams or 790 interfering down-
links per wanted downlink service area. 

Thus, considering both polarizations the total number of channel links 

= 2X40X(790 + 790) ec126,000 potential interferers into one service, since 

there are 80 services and since both clear weather and foul weather conditions 

must be considered it is thus potentially necessary to perform and store 

2X107  link calculations per plan. Several short cuts are available to signi-

ficantly reduce the number of computations but not to a level where manual 

calculations are feasible. 

Accumulation of Interference Contributions  

The nature of the interference links are illustrated in Figure 1. It 

can be seen that, on the uplink, the most significant interference is due 

to the feeder links to nearby satellites whilst, in the downlink direction, 

the most significant interference is due to the signals to nearby service 

areas. It is not necessarily true that neighbouring satellites serve neigh-

bouring areas so that there is some isolation and in-coherence between the 

• 
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interference into the uplink and the interference into the downlink. 

Further the satellite input filters may reduce the relative effect of the 

adjacent-channel interference on the uplink. The net effect can thus be 
obtained by power summing the uplink and downlink interference.. 

The single-entry value interference is the net interference from 

one service into another taking both the uplinks and downlinks into account. 

As pointed out above, in general, one link interference will be dominant. 

With respect to adjacent-channel interference there is generally a 

reduction of subjective sensitivity depending upon the carrier spacing and 

the total filtering. This reduction in sensitivity is accounted for by 
the use of a protection ratio template (Figure 2) which specifies the rela-
tive level of the total interference as a function of the carrier frequency ' 
offset to give the same subjective effect as a co-channel interferer. 

The aggregate value interference is defined as the power sum of all 

single-entry.interferences taking into account the above adjacent-channel 
protection ratio requirements. The equivalent protection margin gives an ' 

indication of the minimum amount by which the specifications for total 

interference may be exceeded under the worst case assumptions of the analy-

sis and is given by the formula: 

-10 1og
ri0-M1/10 .4. 10-M2/10 + 10-M3/10] 

where Mi (dB) is the value in dB of the protection margin for the same 
channel. This is defined in the following expression where the powers are 
evaluated at the receiver input: 

_ [Wanted power  
M1 	sum of the co-channel interfering powers 

- co-channel protection ration 

M2 and M3  are the values in dB of the upper and lower adjacent-channel pro-
tection margins. The definition of the adjacent-channel* protection margin 
is similar to that for the co-channel except that the adjacent-channel 
protection ratio and the sum of the interfering  pers due to transmissions 
in the adjacent-channel are considered. 

* Note Under some circumstances, for a very closely packed channel plan, 
it may be necessary to consider both immediate adjacent-channels 
and next adjacent.channels. 

M = 



TV Standards. 

Most of Region 2 employs a 525 line television standard which can be 
frequency modulated into as low as a 16 MHz bandwidth although there are 
indications that a wider bandwidth may yield a more optimum tradeoff 
between G/T and C/N. There are a few administrations however that employ a 
625 line standard, for example, Argentina, Territories of the United Kingdom, 
Jamaica, and Uraguay (CCIR Rep. 624). For these systems it may be impossible 
to utilize such a narrow FM band; the 625 line system in Region 1 and 3 
were designed with a 27 MHz band. In Region 2 the most efficient use of 
the spectrum may be obtained by designing the channel plan based on the 
525 line standard and to treat the few exceptions as special cases. It will 
then be necessary to examine the potential adjacent-channel interference 
protection ratios for the various possible combinations. Those requirements 
must be taken into account in both the synthesis and the analysis of plans. 

Satellite Factors  

Translation Frequency  

The rules determining the frequency re-use capability in the feeder 
link, although not precisely defined at present, are expected to be consider-
ably different from those in the downlink. Thus the frequency allotment 
plan for the feeder link may be different from the allotment plan for the 
downlink. Indeed, there could be an argument, on the one hand, to minimize 
the total bandwidth required for the feeder link plan in order not to en-
croach upon the fixed satellite downlink allocation and, on the other hand, 
to apply more spectrum resources to facilitate flexibility of operation. 
In addition, some administrations may choose to implement feeder links in 
bands other than the designated band 17.3-18.1 GHz and thus not require 
planned feeder links. Thus there may not be a one-to-one mapping of the 
feeder link channel allotment to the downlink channel allotment. For the 
purposes of analysis it will be necessary to consider all channels which 
are either co-channel or adjacent-channel to the victim uplink channel under 
consideration whether or not these channels translate to co-channel or 
adjacent-channel on the downlink. 

Transponder Linearity  

A travelling-wave-tube gives maximum efficiency when operated near 
saturation (Figure 3). The effect of this non-linear commonent is to compress 
sianal level fluctuations. Thus, in essence, the tube operates as a soft 
limiter for small variations in amplitude, e.g., due to rain fades. In 
addition a small signal suppression phenomena takes place whereby a small 
signal - e.g., an interfering carrier - is suppressed relative to a large 
signal - e.g., the wanted carrier. Thus a travelling-wave-tube operated 

• 



• at saturation tend to reduce the effects of propagation fades and also tends 
to increase the carrier-to-interference ratio. However, in this mode of 
operation intermodulation products will degrade the carrier-to-noise ratio 
and thus a trade-off situation arises. For system analysis purposes it 
will be necessary to know the operating point and to generate suitable 
models for the various effects. 

Downlink Interference  Factors  

Differential Satellite EIRP  

The satellite e.i.r.p, is determined on the basis of providing a spe-
cified minimum carrier-to-noise ratio and can very from one beam to another 
mainly as a result of differing fade conditions in the respective service-
areas. It is assumed that the satellites are operated at full power all the 
time since it would not be practical to track the localized fading conditions. 
Other factors which effect the variations in value of e.i.r.p. are the 
effects of beam mispointing, differential ageing of the two satellites 
(victim satellite near end-of-life power, interfering satellite near beginning 
of life power) and, to a much smaller extent, path length and atmospheric 
absorption. A maximum spread of some 4 or 5 dB due to these factors can be 
expected if all areas are to receive the same minimum carrier-to-noise ratio. 
This relatively small inhomogeneity could be drastically increased if diffe-
rent types of service, e.g., community reception, are considered. It is well 
known from experience in the fixed-satellite service that the larger the 
inhomogeneity, the smaller the available spectrum-orbit resource, hence the 
requirement to plan on the basis of individual reception to maintain homoge-
neity. 

Satellite Transmit and Earth Station Receive 
Antenna Discrimination 

The off-axis characteristics of the two antennas involved in an inter-
fering downlink are modelled by simplified envelope diagrams which take no 

account of nulls or asymmetric directional effects (Figures 4 and 5). In 
addition, for practical reasons, it is impossible to consider any shielding 
that may occur due to terrain, buildings or trees. Thus, in a worst case 
scenario, the minimum protection afforded by the discrimination of the two 
antennas is a function of the basic geometry of the situation, the simplified 
antenna models and the assumed antenna mispointing tolerances. 

The minimum discrimination of the interfering satellite antenna is 
a function of the geographic displacement of the victim service-area from 
the interfering beam (defined at its half power contour) and assuming that 
this beam is off-set from its nominal pointing by the maximum specified amount 
in the direction which minimizes the quantity 0/00  (Figure 6). The off-axis 
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angle and the half power beamwidth are of course dependent upon the orbital 
location of the interfering satellite relative to the victim service-area. 

In general the effect of a worst case orbital off-set of the satellite due 
to station-keeping tolerances on these angles is negligeable except where 

the victim service-area is close to the horizon of the interfering satellite. 

The receiving earth station antenna worst case discrimination 

. (figure 7) is a function of (i) the minimum topocentric angular separation 

between the wanted satellite and the interfering satellite and (ii) the 

half power beamwidth of the antenna which, for the purposes of planning, 

would normally be considered constant for the whole Region. The minimum 

topocentric angle takes account of the station-keeping tolerance of the inter-

fering satellite and the worst case receiver mispointing tolerance which is 
specified to accommodate initial installation or subsequent movement of the 

antenna. 

Propagation Effects  

In the downlink, only the receive end of the link is effected by 

atmospheric propagation effects. Thus, with respect to fading, both the 

wanted signal and the interfering signal will, in general, be similarly 

effected and there will be only a differential effect on the carrier-to-

interference ratio. On the other hand, if the two signals are of opposite 

polarity it will be necessary to take account of the depolarization caused 

by rain or ice particles, in the former case it has been shown there is an 

empirical relationship between the cross-polar discrimination (XPD) and the 
co-polar attenuation (CPA). Finally, the sky noise temperature is increased 

by rain thus affecting the receiver equivalent noise temperature (which is 

also a function of the elevation angle of incident signal). 

To avoid uncertainty in extreme cases it will be necessary to compute 

both the fair weather and the foul weather carrier-to-interference ratios. 

This is particularly true of low elevation angle situations where it is not 

obvious which condition gives rise to the worst case. 

Link Equation  

Since the parameter of ultimate interest is the ratio of carrier-to-

interference power, all the terms common to both paths will cancel out. 

The software algorithm will in general, however, compute the actual powers 

including these common terms. Considering the above discussion the carrier-

to-interference ratio can be expressed in dB by the following equation: 

= 1.,(EIRP) 	A(FSL) 	A(ABS) .1- DISC 

1DOWN 

• 
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where A (EIRP) = 

(FsL) 

= (ABs) 

and DISC 

DISC = (pi  

Di  = T + R 

D2 = TX + RX 

D3 = T •+ 

-1- D3 D4) - To  

RX + AX 

EIRP (wanted transmission - interfering 
transmission) 

Free space loss (wanted link - inter- 
fering link) 

Atmospheric absorption and rain fade 
(wanted signal - interfering signal) 

is the net discrimination of the satellite 
transmit antenna and the earth station 
receive antenna. 

For circular polarization this last term consists of four components 
which must be added on a power basis to give the net discrimination. Thus, 
for co-polar signals: 

D4 	TX + R 1- AX 

Similarly for cross-polar signals: 

DISC = (X1 w X2 11. 	C x4) 	To  

= T + RX 

X2 = TX + R 

X3 = T + R + AX 

X4 = TX + RX + AX 

where 	indicates power addition 

T, TX are the minimum co-polar and cross-polar 
satellite transmit antenna discrimination 
of the interfering satellite respectively 

To 	is the co-polar transmit antenna discrimi- 
nation of the wanted satellite to the test 
point under consideration 



R, RX are the minimum co-polar and cross-polar 
receive antenna discrimination respectively 

AX 	.is the atmospheric depolarization (XPD) 

For linear polarization it is necessary to include additional terms 

since the direction of the polarization plane of the satellite antenna, as 

observed by the earth-station antennae, varies as a function of the satellite 

position relative to the earth-station location. It is also necessary to 

know if the polarizations are oriented so as to minimize the effects of 

rain fade or such that the signals are vectorially aligned in quadrature on 

the geostationary orbit. Relative yaw motion of the satellites will also 

contribute to lack of polarization purity of linear polarization. Finally, 

in some areas Faraday rotation - up to 1°  at 12 GHz - may be significant. 

Thus the additional depolarization angle for linear polarization con-

sists of a constant component due to the relative geometry, a variable 

component due to satellite attitude errors and another variable component 

due to propagation effects. 

Uplink Interference Factors  

Differential Earth Station Transmit EIPP  

The e.i.r.p. of the uplink transmitter may be established on a number 

of bases and may vary within the uplink service-area for a number of 

reasons. For example, the link could be designed such that (i) some speci-

fied minimum carrier-to-noise ratio is achieved under worst case fading 

conditions, or (ii) by means of power control, held constant at the satellite 

or (iii) even to equalize the interference susceptibility. The uplink 

service-area could also vary from a narrow spot beam around a main trans-

mitting facility to an area identical with the downlink service-àrea to an 

area encompassing several downlink service-areas in the case of a large 

country. The size of the uplink antenna may also have a bearing on the e.i.r.p., 

for example, it may not be possible to achieve as high an e.i.r.p. with a 

relatively small transportable antenna as with a large fixed antenna. There 

is thus a potential for quite large variations in uplink e.i.r.p. and any 

analysis routine must be flexible enough to accommodate these presently 

unresolved factors. 

Satellite Receiver and Earth Station Transmit 
Antenna Discrimination 

As mentioned above the uplink service-area and hence the achievable 

receive antenna discrimination could possibly vary over a wide range from a 
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narrow spot beam of high achievable discrimination to a very wide beam or 
low achievable discrimination. At present the model for the satellite 
receive antenna characteristic is a little vague. It could be assumed to 
be the same as the downlink antenna or, since the uplink is in the fixed- 
satellite service, the fixed-satellite antenna co-polar model (CCIR Rep. 558) 

may apply (110 cross-polar model is given but soue  measurements are contained 
in Rep. 555). Further, it is not known if it is possible to use the same 
reflector for the uplink and the downlink band and, if it is possible, how 
the characteristics will be affected if at all. It should be noted that, 
if different reflectors are used for the uplink and downlink, it may be very 
difficult to meet the downlink pointing accuracy due to thermal gradients 
in the spacecraft bus. However, whatever service-area and antenna model 
characteristics are employed, the general comments relating to the satellite 

transmit antenna discrimination above with respect to mispointing also apply 
to the satellite receive antenna discrimination. 

The transmitting earth station has a much narrower beam than the 
receiving earth station - 0..40  for a three metre dish at 18 GHz compared to 
1.80  for a one metre dish at 12 GHz. Thus interference into satellites 
located more than a few degrees away from the intended satellite is small. 
The worst interference will occur into co-located or nearby satellites but, 
since the frequency re-use constraints on the downlink are such that, in . 
general, it is highly unlikely the same channel will be used more than twice 
- (once in each polarization) - the most significant effect of uplink inter-
ference will be the cross-polar contribution  assuming a common translation 
frequency throughout. At the present time there ià no suitable specification 
or model for the cross-polar characteristic of an earth station either but 
some measurements are available (see CCIR Rep. 555) and since the off-axis 
performance may not be too important, it is Only necessary to assume an on-
axis value based on these measurements. A figure of between -30 dB and 
-35 dB relative to thé principal on-axis gain ' has  been assumed in previous 
studies. The co-polar sidelobe characteristic of a ,transmitting earth station 
is modelled in CCIR Rep. 391. This model assumes a conventional centre-fed 
Cassegrain antenna. Various models exist for the mainlobe characteristics, 
CC/R Rep. 558.gives one auch model. Figure 8 Summarizes these various aspects 
for a three metre antenna at 18 GHz. As in the case of the receiving earth 
station. the  tolerances for earth station transmit  antenna mispointing (which 
may be insignificant) and for satellite station keeping must be factored 
into the worst case analysis. Since it is highly probable that the trans-
mitting earth'station will have some form - of satellite tracking the worst 
case earth station discrimination to a nearby satellite will occur when both 
the interfering and victiM satellites are at the extremes of the station 
keeping tolerance in such a way that  the orbital distance between the satel-
lites is a minimum. 

• 
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Propagation  

Since the most significant interference in the uplink occurs in 
neighbouring satellites and not necessarily from neighbouring service-areas 
the worst case carrier-to-interference ratio occurs when the wanted uplink 
is subject to the maximum fade and the interfering uplink is not faded. 
This is under the assumption of no uplink power control. Even with power 
control climatic conditions which would activate an increase in uplink power 
would also give rise to increased depolarization. It is thus necessary to 
consider both clear weather and foul weather conditions in both the wanted 
and interfering link and to determine the worst condition. 

Presentation of Results  

With the large amount of information generated by a comprehensive 
analysis system it is necessary to consider efficient methods of manupulating 
the output data into manageable and comprehensible forms for ease of consump-
tion. This basically implies sorting the output Under different conditions. 
For example, one possible output would be, for each service-area, a listing 
of the worst interferers in each channel together with the aggregate inter-
ference in each channel. An alternative output is essentially the inverse 
of the previous result namely, for each service-area, a listing of the most 
susceptible interferers in each channel; this information may be useful to 
determine the effects of deviations from the plan. 

Methods of consolidating the results into some form of figure-of-merit 
for a plan as a whole may also be considered. For example, a histogram of 
margins and various statistics related to Such a histogram may be useful for 
evaluation and comparison purposes. 

Listings of allotments by service-area, channel or orbital location 
may all have uses, e.g., in determining where there may be unused resources. 

Various beam plots are conceivable, e.g., constant e.i.r.p. contours 
give information with respect to the design of the satellite antenna, cons-
tant worst case power flux density contours yield the actual minimum coverage 
area and similarly constant carrier-to-noise contours (which could differ 
from the power flux density contour by virtue of the elevation-angle and 
rain fade dependence of the noise power) yield grade of service information, 
finally constant carrier-to-interference ratio contours also indicate 
service quality. In all cases there are three possibilities namely worst 
case coverage (inner contour), nominal beam, or worst case spillover region 
(outer contour) depending on the beam pointing tolerances. All such plots 
of course may be performed under various map projections. 

• 
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Conclusion  

The significant factors in the determination of the link performance 
and of the possible contributions to interference are presented for the 
broadcast satellite service. These factors must be taken into account in 
the analysis and evaluation of a plan. Many assumptions must be made and 
there is a tendency to consider the worst case conditions for each service 
area. This leads to an overly conservative design and possible inefficien-
cies in utilization of the spectrum and orbit resource. Such an extreme 
worst case scenario indicated by a low value of the margin above (or below) 
the required aggregate carrier-to-interference ratio will have a low pro-
bability of occurance and, by the same token, if a best case combination 
of tolerances is considered the resulting extreme best case scenario and 
high margin (assuming a fully implemented plan) will also have a low pro-
bability of occurance. Since there are very many independent effects the 
central-limit theorem would indicate that the distribution of the margin 
in any particular service-area will tend to be Gaussian and, as a first 
approximation, the above extremes could be considered as, say, the upper 
and lower three standard deviation limits for a fully implemented plan. 
Thus by considering the best and worst cases for all the test points in a 
service-area it is conceivable that a two dimensional statistic can be 
produced encompassing percent of locations and percent of time and that, 
to meet realistic performance objectives, it may be possible to back-off 
from the worst case approach thus increasing the resource utilization. 
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TOLERANCES 

• 

Beam pointing* 

Beam rotation* 

Station keeping 

Co-polar attenuation 

Cross-polar discrimination 

Receive antenna mispointing 

Ageing of satellite 
transmitter 

Ageing of earth station 
receiver 

0.10  from boresight 

- 2.0
o 

 

±- 0.10  E-W and N-S 

Up to 3 or 4 dB in the 
downlink for 1% of the 
worst month. 

As low as 20 dB. 

- 0.50  

Up to 1 dB reduction in 
power at end of life. 

Up to 1 dB reduction in 
equivalent gain. 

* The combined effect of pitch, roll and yaw tolerances and of 
the antenna steering tolerance if any. 

TABLE 1 

• 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Whatever criteria may:be selected with-a view_to the establishment of 

a satellite broadcasting plan,  and  whatever might be the method used in 

formnlating that  plan, it is indispensibie to be able to  analyse theservice 

quality which it will allow to be offered in respect. of noise and-,aboveell, 

singe this is the more complex aspect, in respect of the interference 

situation. This analysis is brOught into play,. either,  in  a eummary fashion - 

or in detail, in the various stages of the planning.process, either for 

. consideration of examples  of plans  produced as - exercises-before the Planning 

Conference, or of draft plans established during the Conferenee, or ofthe 

final Plan produced by the Conference the merits and, wherè appropriate,  the 

 failings of which mus-t be fully appreciated. Èurthermdre a rapide - and 
hence simplified and:approximate— analysie is an essential aid totheprecess 
of synthesising a plan because in order to minimise the interference it, is 

necessary to have a set of rules enabling it to be evaluated; 

After a reminder of the methods for calculating interference set out in 

CCIR Report 633-1 (MOD I), we will indicate in this paper the general 
structure of the computer program developed at the EBU Technical Centre in 

preparation for the WARC-BS 1977 and we will try to draw some conclusions 

from the experience we have had with this program in the planning of the 
12-GHz satellite broadcasting service for Regions -1 and 3. Except where we 
specifically state otherwise, we will consider here the 12-GHz satellite 
broadcasting service itself: that is the down-links only. 

2. DATA NEED FOR THE ANALYSIS  

Since our task is to analyse a plan which already exists, the data are, 

for the most part, given in this plan, in the list of atl the service areas 

with, for each of them: 

- the allocations of channels, satellite position on the geostationary orbit 

and the polarisation 
(Note:  It has been shown that, despite its disadvantage in respect of the 	- 
depolarisation caused by rain, circular polarisation is, overall, 

preferable at 12 GHz because it is not necessary to align the transmitting 

and receiving antennas with precision in a given direction; the interference 
analysis given here is valid only for circular polarisation, the calculations 

being slightly more complex for linear polarisation.) 
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- the characteristics of the beam to be used to cover the area under 

consideration 
(Note: In the planning of Regions 1 and 3, only beams of circular or 

elliptical section were considered; such beams are characterised by the 

geographical coordinates of the boresight, the angular values of the 
major and minor axes extending to the half-power points of the ellipse 
and a parameter defining the orientation of the ellipse in space.) 

- the effective isotropic radiated power (eirp) in this beam. 

It is also necessary to have available a certain number of technical 

specifications which, in a given plan are applied, in principle, in a general 
manner to all the service areas. The most important data of this kind are 

the following: 

- the description of the copolar and crosspolar radiation diagrams of the 
transmitting and receiving antennas, as adopted for the calculation of the 

interference; these diagrams are normally expressed in decibels referred to 

the radiated power on the axis of the antenna as a function of the ratio 4)4 0  

of the angular displacement from the axis to . the diameter of the beam in the 
direction undet consideration; for the satellite transmitting antenna we will 
call the copolar and crosspolar radiation diagrams T and Tx respectively, the 
corresponding characteristics of the receiving antenna being called R and Rx; 
Figures 1 and 2 show the antenna diagrams adopted by the WARC-BS 1977 for . 

Regions 1 and 3. 

- the admissible pointing and orientation errors of the satellite antenna and 
the station-keeping accuracy of the satellite 
(Note: In practise only the pointing error has any great influence on the - 
levels of interference; the other two errors are, to a first approximation, 
negligible.) 

- the performance of the receiving installation and, in particular, the 
aperture (p o  of the beam of the receiving antenna; if the plan is drawn up 
only for one type of reception, such as individual reception, only one value 
of cp o  need be considered, but the same would not apply if the planning was 
non-homogeneous and if it considered individual reception in certain areas 
and certain channels and community reception in other cases. Furthermore, 
the factor of merit G/T of the receiving installation does not directly 
affect the calculation of interference; it is relevant only in the calculation 
of carrier-to-noise ratios. 

- the co-channel and adjacent-channel protection ratios, thèse  being supplemented, 
where necessary, by the operating power margin which allows the various trans-
missions to have powers (or eirps) slightly different to those set out in the 
plan 
(Note: The protection ratios depend on the channel spacing, the quality 
required for the television picture or the sound broadcast, the modulation 
parameters and the receiver filter characteristics; this latter results in a 0 
compromise between the rejection of the adjacent channel and the effects of 
various types of distorsion.) 
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- the propagation]nodels, involving .the atmospheric. attenuatiOn for various 

climatic zones AM.d  the perdentages.of. the time considered in- the evalnation 

of the quality,  (for example, 99 and 99.9% of the worst month) and-the 

relative level; designated by 6 .x , of thedepolarisation caused by:rain.. 

or ice 
(Note:. These atmospheric losses are generally expresaed,as a,function of 

• the angle of elevation of the satellite. To  •a first approximation, 

atmospheric depolarisation can be considered as being constant if the 

frequency is 12 GHz - and the protection ratios are of the.order of 30 dB. 

Also, if the interfering satellites are lower aboye the horizon than the 

wanted 'satellite, the calculationa. of interference-in the woratcase. 

correspond to the absence of atmospheric attenUation: Thése-yaridus. 
hypotheses,are, subject to Verification, admissible for the down-links 

but do  not apply, for example, to feeder links at' 17 GHz.) 

A final group of data; of very great importance, is formed by a file 

containing the geographical coordinates of a series' of test'points for each 

service  area. It is necessaryto fix the rèceiving.sites at which it is 

proposed to evaluatè-the interference. These test points should .be . 

sufficiently numerous to giye a correct idea of the .distributiOn.of  the 

 interference (and. of- the carrierto-noise • atio): throughout the ,service 

area and even beyond the limits of this area. ; an exteasive.nnmber oftest 

points, however„leads to a proportional - extension of the tiMe needed for 

the calculations. 	' 
(Note: In the'EBU computer program, for Regions 1 and'3, We  have  chosen in 

a rather arbitrary fashion, 20 test points inside or on the boundary of 

each service area and a further 10 test points out-side-each area.) 

For the general analysis of a plan, the volume of the data and the 

extent of the calculation's neces .sitates- the utilisation of a computer. The 

various  data  referred to above are therefore stored in files..Which, if they 

are to be used whilst thè Planning Conference is in progress, -  shoUld be 

otganised in such a. manner as will enable them to be easily and quickly 

modified. Experiencè with the WARC-BS 1977 showed,-in fact, that the demands 

of many Administrations, for example in.respect of the sub-division of a 

large territory into seVeral  service  areas, and furthermore the draft plans 

and the final Plan are not known until the last minute.: The main difficulty 

encounteredhy the EBU at'the 1977 Conference was the permanent up-dating of 

the data files and we cannot emphasise too strongly the importance; of the 

preparatory Work being as completesas possible in respect of the. identification, 

at least provisionally, of the service  areas, the compilation  of. the file.of 

geographical coordinates,., the ptior calculation of the beama for all the 

orbital positions that are possible or probable, the memorisation of several 

variants of the antenna diagraMs, propagation models, etc... It is also . 

essential to define in advance the procedures for modifying' the files and  

•to ensure that adequate facilities and staff are  available during the 

Conference for the processing of thé. data. 



3. METHOD OF CALCULATING THE INTERFERENCE  

We shall consider here only the interference between the down-links of 
broadcasting satellites, leaving aside all the additional problems that may 
arise on account of the sharing of the band with other services. 

The details of the methods for calculating the interference are given 

in references [1], [2], [3]. We will repeat here only the main points. 
Let us consider, at a determined receiving site, a wanted transmission 
(the characteristics of which will be given the sub-script w) and an 
interfering transmission in the same, or in the adjacent, channel (which 
will be identified by the sub-script i). We will also use the following 
notation: 

p : eirp 

P : relative power of the transmission, considered at the receiver input; 
it is calculated on the basis of a fixed, but arbitrary, assumption 
concerning the maximum gain of the receiving antenna 

a. : spreading lôss -equal to 1/471.d2 , where:d is the distance from the 
satellite being considered to the receiving site 

T, Tx , R, Ex : the antenna diagrams (as referred to in section 2) in the 
direction of the receiving site under consideration for the transmitting 
antenna, and in the direction of the satellite under consideration for 
the receiving antenna 

6• : depolarisation due to rain 

p : protection ratio 

The relative power of the wanted signal is given (in decibels) by: 

P = p +
w 

a + T 
ow 	w  

The relative interference power is the su m (of the powers) of four 
terms, these being the copolar and crosspolar powers received by the antenna 
which are radiated directly by the interfering transmitter and caused by the 
atmospheric depolarisation respectively. If the wanted and interfering 
transmissions have the same polarisation, we have the following: 

P. =p. + a . + T. + R. 
11 	1 	01 	1, 

Pi2  = p. + a • + T
xi 

+ R
xi 1 	oi 

P. = p. + a • + T. + (S + R 
li 	1 	Oi 	1 	x 	xi  

P. =p. + a
oi 

+ T
xi 

+ 6
x 

+ R. 
14 	1 	1 

(1)  

(2) 
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and .  if the wanted and interfering transmissions have orthoenal polarisation, 

we have: 

P. 	= p. + a . 	T . 1. R. 
11 	i 	01 	xi 

P. 	=p. + a • 4. T. 4. R 
12 	1 	oi 	J. 	xi 

+ a+ T. + ô + R. 
13 	1 	oi 	1 	x 	J. 

P. = p. + a . + T . + ô + R . 
14 	I 	01 	xi  'X 	xi 

In these formulas, the quantities relative to the antennas axe-obtained 

by transfering.to  their diagrams the angles resulting from the geometry of 

. the wanted.and interfering transmission paths, .as illustrated in Fig.- 3, 

The interference ratio corresponding to the wanted transmission and the 

interfering transmission under consideration is then simply the ratio 

(2') 

P
w 

P. 
1 

el› -  of the relative powers of the wanèed and interfering: signals: 

The next step in the calculation involves envisaging not only one 

interfeting signal but Successively all the co-channel and adjacent-channel 

interfering signals and. to carry out a summation of .  the corresponding 

interfering powers. In this calculation accounthas to be taken of all the 

entries in the. plan for .  the interférence  channel' under  considération,  these 
being eliminated. only where it can be forecast that they are negligible 

(see section 5 below).. This  gives us the protection margin M ,  (for the 
channel under consideration) by subtracting (in decibels) from‘the wanted 

power the sum of the  interfering powers and the protection ratio: 
P i  1 

= P
w 

- 10 log 
10 	. 

10  10 
(3) 

•nn•• 

Finally, the equivaient protection margin Meg , which characterises the 

total interference at the receiving point under examination', is obtained by 
adding in powèr protection margins M 1

, M
2 

and M
3 

for the co-channel and the 

upper and lower adjacent channels: 

L 

 M
eq 

= -10 	

m3
- 	

] 

log
10 	

10 	- 10 
+ 10 

10. 
 10 	+ 10 	(4) 



GENERAL  ORGANISATION OF THE'COMPUTER'CALCULATIONS  

An outline of the method of accomplishing the computer calculations 

of the interference is shown in the general flow-chart of Fig. 4; this 

indicates, primarily, that there are three successive iteration loops. 

•  The outside loop is an iteration on the area/channel affected by 
interference; its purpose is to review, all the service areas and all the 	, 

channels allocated to these areas (i.e.  ail the entries in the plan) by 

considering their transmissions as though they were wanted. In this loop 

is to be found the logic for determining all the areas/channels entered in 

the plan whose transmission constitutes a potential interfering signal for 

the area/channel affected by interference. The selected interfering trans-

missions are grouped in three lists corresponding to the co-channel and the 
upper and lower adjacent channels. 

The intermediate iteration loop is concerned with the test points 
defined as receiving sites to be examined in the area suffering interference. 
In particular, this loop includes the calculation of the relative power P 

of the wanted signal at each of these points. 

The inner-most iteration loop is concerned with the interfering signals. 
For each of them, a calculation is made of the interfering power P. and of 
the interference ratio P /P. and this is also recorded in separate llists for 
the.o-channel and adjacUnt ichannel cases. At the output of this loop, i.e. 
after examination of all the interfering signals, we have available the basic 
data needed for the calculation of the protection margins M

1 , M2 
 and M

3 
 for 

the co-channel and adjacent channels and of the equivalent protection margin 
at the point under consideration. 

As thèse  calculations are made, the results are stored in suitable files 
and they can then be sorted and processed for the preparation of various 
tables showing, for example, the protection margins that are exceeded at 50% 
or 90% of the test points, lists of the preponderant interference sources, etc.. 

If required,  thèse  calculations can be supplemented, without difficulty, 
by detailed budgets for the wanted link showing for example the carrier-to- 
noise ratio exceeded (at each test point) during 99% or 99.9% of the time, etc... 

Of course the calculations we have mentioned require-the implementation 
of several sub-routines which concern, in particular,. the geometry of the 
interference paths. This involves sub-routines  for the calculation of the 
angle of elevation  of' thesatellite from-any.given'point, for the determination 
of the angles relating to the antenna radiation diagrams,.for the reading of 
these diagrams, etc.... The geometric aspects of the problem may be dealt with 
either by.three dimension anarytical . geometry or by spherical trigonometry. 
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It is at the stage where the angle relative to the transmitting antenna 

diagram is being calculated that the pointing error of this antenna is 

introduced. To calculate the interference in the worst case this angle must, 

in effect, be increased by the pointing error for the wanted transmission 

and reduced by the pointing error for the interfering transmission. 

5. POSSIBLE SIMPLIFICATIONS  

The detailed analysis of a plan having many allocations requires 

considerable computer time. In the case of the Plan for Regions 1 and 3, 

which has 984 allocations, the calculation process (not including printouts) 

using the EBU analysis program requires some three hours of central 

processing unit time on the IBM 370/158 (with, it will be recalled, 31 test 

points in each service area, these being the centre of the area, 20 points 

inside the area and 10 points outside). 

In many caies, -rt is therefore helpful to introduce simprifications 

such as will reduce the time (and hence the cost) of using the computer. 

These simplifications concern mainly the selection of the potential interfering 

transmissions. 

In principle, any transmission in the same channel as the wanted signal, 

or in the adjacent channels, should be considered as a potential source of 

interference. However, three observations allow us to accelerate the 

processing somewhat without introducing any approximations. 

a) Channel .No. 1 has no lower adjacent channel and the last channel in the 

plan has no upper adjacent channel; the iterations can therefore be 

adjusted accordingly. 

b) The Earth constitutes a sufficiently large screen to eliminate interference 

coming from a satellite situated below the horizon as seen from the 

receiving site under consideration. A suitable verification, using the 

sub-routine for calculation of the angle of elevation of a satellite, 

enables us to jump over,the corresponding interference calculations; these 

would, in any case, be meaningless if they were to be done using the 

expressions in section 3. 

c) A more important comment concerns the case of a regular or partially 

regular plan.. Without-returning here to the conceipt-of:regular channel 
- distributions, ,  we will note that if the same number of channels is 

allocated to several ,service areas, it is beneficial to group the alloca-

tions- of one channel to each area in one. part of the band and to repeat 

these.  allocations  several times.- In this.arrangebett, the same interference 

situations will Occur several times in the iterations and it ià clearly 

unnecessary to repeat any calculations that have already been done. A test 

could therefore be included to verify ifa: case'such'as:the. interference 
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of an area A by a transmission B has already been processed with the same 

data (same type of co-channel or adjacent channel interference, same 

orbital positions, same polarisations, same beams; a simple difference 

of eirp can be taken directly into account in the results, without 

repeating all the calculation). The corresponding simplification is quite 

considerable where the plan is entirely regular and is still appreciable 

in the case of an almost regular plan, such as that for Region.  1 for 

example. In this latter case, a summary analysis based on the approximate 

hypothesis of a regular plan can offer, by its rapidity, an appreciable 

aid to the synthesis of the plan, although it must be supplemented with 

an analysis specific to the irregularities. To this end, it is helpful 

to organise the analysis program in such a way as to allow the calculations 

to be restricted to certain specific cases of interference. 

Apart from,the. above methods, the - calculations can be further accelerated 

by limiting the number - of  test points and by considering only, for example, 
the points corresponding to  the  extremities of a polygon following approxiMately 
the contour, of thé service area. 

A final method-for eliminating the negligible sources of interference 
requires a quantitative consideration of the antenna diagrams and the various 
interference terms compared to the protection ratios. To illustrate this 
method we will apply it to the case of co-channel interference with the 
parameters adopted for Regions 1 and 3 (antenna diagrams shown in figures 1 
and 2, aperture of the beam of an individual receiving antenna: 2'; 
protection ratio: 31 dB). The reasoning is based on the fact that if the . 

 wanted and interfering transmissions have the same polarisation, the 
preponderant interference term is that which contains T + R [see expressions (2)]. 
If the transmissions have orthogonal polarisations, this same term in T + R 
gives a pessimistic estimation of the interference and, therefore, added 
security in the event of elimination of the interference in the calculation of 
the protection margins. 

Suppose that the interfering transmission which we are proposing 
to neglect leads, by itself, to a protection margin M and that all the other 
interfering transmissions give a protection margin M

b ' 
a  The actual protection 

margin is equal to the power sum of M
a 

and Mb : 

Ma 	Mbi 

M = -10 log
10 	

10 	10 
10 	+ 10 	(5) 

Our problem is to find out to what extent we can neglect the term 
containing M when calculating M. Let us assume, for example, that we can 
tolerate an arror of 0.5 dB in M when  M.  is equal to 6 dB. It can be seen 
from (5) that the error in this case win_ be less than 0.5 dB if Mb  is 
smaller than 6 dB; in other words, slightly positive margins and, more 
importantly, any negative margin, will be calculated with an accuracy better 
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than 0.5 dB if the term in M is neglected. On the other hand, the error 

will be greater if Mb  is greater than 6 dB, but a more approximate evaluation 

of the margins can be allowed where these are, in any case, considerably 

positive. 

From expression (5), it is seen that if Mb  = 6 dB and M = 5.5 dB 

(corresponding to an error of 0.5 dB in M and taking account only of M ) , 

M
a 
mu

s
t be equal to 15 dB which corresponds to an interference ratio or 46 dB. 

To consider the worst case, we will raise this value by 3 dB to take account 

of the attenuation of the wanted signal at the edges of the service area and 

by a further 3 dB to take account of any difference there might be between 

the eirps or the spreading losses of the wanted and interfering transmissions 

(this latter factor of 3 dB will be insufficient if the channel under 
examination has not been uniformly planned for individual reception or for 

community reception alone). If we then refer to the expressions (2), it will 

be seen that an interfering transmission is effectively negligible if the 

sum (T + R) of the discriminations given by the transmitting and receiving 

antennas is greater than 46 + 6 = 52 dB. 

To extend this -discussion further, we:must consider the orbital 

separation of the satellites. By way of examples, we will examine the 

 following four cases; 

1st case: The'satellite whose transmissions suffer and cause interference  

have the same orbital position  

In this case, the receiving antenna discrimination is nil (R = 0 dB) 

and therefore we must have 

ITI > 52 dB 

The diagram of the transmitting antenna shown in Fig. 1 shows that this 

value is never achieved and that the interfering signal is never negligible. 

This illustrates the difficulties to allocate the same channel from one 

orbital position to two service areas, regardless of their geographical 

separation. In practice, this is possible by the use of orthogonal polari-

sations, but this requires that a calculated verification be made of the 

interference. 

2nd case: The orbital separation is equal to or. greater than 5 0 

If we put cp = 5 °  on the receiving antenna diagram in Fig. 2 (with 

(1). = 2 0 ), we find that I RI  = 18 dB. The interfering signal is therefore 

negligible if 

ITI > 34 dB 
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If we then plot this value on the transmitting antenna diagram in 
Fig. 1, it is found that the argument (1)/$ 0  of the interfering beam must 
satisfy the condition 

•  In other words, the interfering transmission is negligible if the 
closest point in the wanted signal service area is a minimum of five 
interfering beam apertures away from the centre of this beam; in a rapid 
verification, the aperture of the interfering beam will be taken as equal 
to its major axis if it is an elliptical beam. 

3rd case: The orbital separation is equal to or greater than 10 °  

If we plot cp = 10 °  in the receiving antenna diagram (with (1c, = 2 ° ), 
we find 'RI = 26 dB. The interfering transmission is therefore negligible 
if 

IT! > 26 dB 

Transfering_this to the transmitting antenna diagram, it is seen that 
its argument must s .itisfy the condition 7  

> 1.5 
(Po 

In other words, the interference is negligible if the geographical 
separation between the closest point in the wanted service area and the 
centre of the interfering beam is greater than one-and-a-half times the 
major axis of the interfering beam. 

4th case: The orbital separation is greater than 20 °  

Here we are at the limit  of  the discrimination afforded by the . 
receiving antenna, which never exceeds 33 dB. We should therefore  have- 

ITI 	19 dB 

and, as above, the argument of the transmitting antenna diagram should . 
satisfy 

42- > 1.25 - 
(Po - 

On account of the rapid variation of T in this region, it would be as 
well never to neglect an interfering signal, regardless of the orbital 
separation, when the service areas are closer than Oh15 0  = 1.5, this being 
the situation in case 3 above. This illustrates the difficulty that arises 
in the allocation of a given channel to neighbouring areas (and especially 
adjacent areas), even with orthogonal polarisations, from any orbital 
positions. 
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The preceding illustrative  discussion may.be  extended to orthogonal 

polarisations, ot be repeated with,other values for the parameters, for  the 

 adjacent channel or for Community reception,  .f or axample. 'Thismay,then 
lead to rapid and reliable verifications for the-elimination of negligible. 
interfering transmissions in a:prograM for analysing_a-plan, if iti.a required 

to reduce the.tibe taken  for the calculaticins whilst limiting .  the.errors in 

the protection margins. The'true.value ofthissort ofdiscussiOn, however, 
is that it shows. the conditions under which a given Channel (or adjacent 
channels) can be allocated to several areas,  as a functiOn of thé:geographic 

and orbital separations; it may, therefore, serve as a guide for the 

synthesis of a-plan. 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

In the above discussion we have indicated the general principles of 

the analysis of interference in a satellite broadcasting plan, recalling, 

the data that are needed and presenting the general calculation methods 
and the simplifizations that can be made. 2 

The evaluation of interference can be done-manually or graphically if : • 

one is content to have very approximate results, and-these methods are • 
extremely useful in the construction of a plan or a draft plan.; Pocket 
calculators (preferably of the programmablatype) give..all the - nécessary 

accuracy but they 'can be used only for soma specific Cases:such as the . 

 verificatiOn of. the validity of any given allocation. If a general analysis 
of a plan having many allocations is required, and.if_a certain degree of 

acCuracy is demanded, a computer is essential and a suitable progranumust be 
written in good time. The preparatory work is considerable, especially as 
regards the compilation of the files of geographical data. 

A computerprogram.for the detailed analysis of the .  interference between 
satellite broadCest transmissions at 12 GHz has been déveloped at'the EBU 
Technical Centre, in cooperation with TéléDiffusion de France. :  This program 

(written by Mr. Ph. Lebert, 'EBU computer programmer) isauitedto the 
planning parameters Used for Regions. 1 and 3. It waa used, in various 
versions, before and during-the WARC-BS 1977 end, immediately afterthia 
Conference, it was used again fora complete analysis of tha,Plan , [5]. 

Fig. 5 shows, in the form of a table, an axtract from thePlan-for Régions 1 

and 3 and Fig. 6 indicates the coverage areas obtained by-,this means in 
Europe. Figures 7 and 8 give some characteristics of the Plan (number of 

channels per service.area and .number of channels allocated to the Various 
orbital .  positions). Finally, Fig. 9 gives, inthe fOrm of a histogram, the 
distribution of the equivalent ptotection margins in this,Plan, as 

calculated using the computer program. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Spectrum-Orbit TJtilization Program (SOTJP) was originally developed by 
General Electric, Space Systems Organization, Valley Forge Space Center, in 1969. 
The work was first monitored by the then Office of Telecommunications Policy, Execu-
tive Office of the President. Later, the responsibility for this effort was transferred 
to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and ORI, Inc. , under 
contract with the NASA, adapted the program for use on the IBM 360/95 computer and 
made extensive modifications to enhance its utility as a tool in the study of domestic 
communication satellite systems. More recently, extensive additional modifications 
have been made to make the SOUP more useful as a planning tool for broadcasting sat-
ellite systems. While the SOUP basically is an analysis tool, severa l  building blocks 
of a synthesis program, such as will eventually be required to generate complete plans 
for the broadcasting-satellite service (BSS), exist already, and the most recent modifi-
cations were specifically designed to facilitate incorporation of the SOUP into an even-
tual complete synthesis program. 

2. PURPOSE 

The principal purpose of the program is to compute the mutual interference 
between a large number of communication links operating at the same or overlapping 
frequencies between earth stations at specified locations through satellites in speci-
fied orbital positions. Since mutual interference is the main limiting factor in the use 
of the geostationary arc by systems operating in the same frequency bands, the SOUP 
is a most valuable tool in the optimization of spectrum-orbit utilization. 

An additional purpose of the program is to compute certain quantities, such 
as thermal noise and power flux densities, which, while not related directly to mutual 
interference, nevertheless are useful in the study and evaluation of satellite communi-
cation systems. 

3. OVERVIEW OF TASKS PERFORMED 

3.1 Organization 

The program is organized on the basis of communication links. A link is defined 
as a one-way communication channel from one earth-station transmitter to one earth-, 

 station receiver,  through a satellite relay. Each link, therefore, consists of two  parts,  
the uplink and the downlink. Each link, in turn, is considered as a desired link, and 
with respect to it all other links become interfering links. 

The link concept is sufficient for the fixed-satellite service (FSS). For the BSS, 
the additional concept of a group of links is needed. In the BSS, we have one uplink 
(generally called the feederlink) and many downlinks, and the set of all these links is 
called a group. Thus all members of a group have the same feederlink, and there is no 
mutual interference between the members of the same group. One particular member of 
each group is singled out and called the leader. The other members of the group are 
called followers. Feederlink computations are identical for all members of a group and 
are made only for the leader. All interference from one group into another is considered 
to originate at the leader only. 

It is, of course, impossible to include links to all possible earth-station receiver 



sites. Only a limited number of test sites is used. The number and location of these « 
test sites is chosen so as to include the points at which worst interference conditions 
are likely to exist. Those are the points that receive the weakest desired signal and 
the strongest interfering signals. While the location of the worst total interference can-
not, in general, be predicted with any assurance, the likely canditates can usually be 
selected with some confidence. 

The basic geometry of mutual interference in the BSS, including the concept of 
groups, leaders, and followers, is shown in Figure 1. While only one antenna is shown 
in each satellite for simplicity, it is, of course, possible that separate antennas are 
used for reception and transmission. 

3.2 Computation of Geometric Parameters 

The program computes, based on the location of all satellites and all earth-
station transmitters and receivers, all geometric parameters required. Specifically, 
this includes the ranges from all earth-station transmitters to all satellites and from all 
satellites to all earth-station receivers, the off-axis angles for every earth-station an-
teana of every satellite and for every satellite of every earth-station antenna, and for 
antennas with assymmetrical beam shapes all the corresponding azimuth angles. The 
last two sets of computations are based on the antenna aim points and, where applicable, 
on the orientation of a reference line from which the azimuth angle is measured. For 
earth-station antennas, it is always assumed that the aim point is the associated satel-
lite. 

3.3 Computation of Antenna Gains 

The program computes both the copolarized and the crosspolarized gains of ev- 11/ 
ery earth-station transmitting antenna in the direction of each satellite, of every earth-
station receiving antenna in the direction of each satellite, of every satellite receiving 
antenna in the dfrection of each earth-station transmitter, and of every satellite transmit-
ting antenna in the direction of each earth-station receiver. It then combines all appro-
priate pairs of transmitting antenna and receiving antenna gains into a single "equivalent" 
gain (so-called) according to whether the two relevant transmissions are copolarized or 
crosspolarized. 

3.4 Received Powers 
• 

The program computes the powers received at each satellite receiver from each 
earth-station transmitter, and the powers received at each earth-station receiver from 
each satellite transmitter. 

3.5 Carrier-to-Interference Ratio (C/I) 

The program computes the ratio of desired to interfering power (C/I) at every re-
ceiver for each desired signal and each relevant interfering signal. 

3.6 Selected Combinations of C/I 

The program computes total C/I's by combining at each satellite receiver first 
all the cochannel interferers and then all the adjacent channel interferers, leading to 
two values of total feederlink C/I. It then does the same at each earth-station receiver, 
leading to two values of total downlink C/I. Finally, the program combines the two ap-
propriate pairs into one total cochannel C/I and one total adjacent channel C/I. 
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FigureFigure 1. Mutual Interference in the BSS. 
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3 . 7 Margins 

The program computes, based on the cochannel and adjacent channel protection • 
ratios, which are input parameters, the cochannel and adjacent channel margins. Finally 
it combines the two margins into a single overall margin for each link. 

3.8 Additional Features 

The program incorporates antenna pointing errors by adding or subtracting a given 
error to each off-axis angle. The error can be selected as a fixed number of degrees or 
as a given fraction of the beam width for each antenna. The error is added or subtracted 
always in such a way as make the value of C/I a minimum. 

The program accounts for the effects of the radio horizon by setting all gains 
to zero when the range exceeds a given amount. The maximum range can be chosen so 
as to include the effects of refraction and diffraction. 

The program has additional capabilities, such as to compute interference powers 
at the output of FDM/FM transmissions and error rates in digital transmissions, which 
however are not required when the program is used for the BSS. 

The program allows a wide choice of antenna patterns to be used in computing 
the antenna gains. They include all the reference patterns, both for the BSS and the FSS, 
described in the CCIR documents. Details of these choices will be given in Part 2 of 
this lecture. 

4. INPUTS, DIAGNOSTIC PRINTOUTS, AND OUTPUTS 	. 

The inputs, diagnostic printouts, and outputs of the program are shown in the 
Appendix. The Appendix contains selected pages of a particular computer run.  •The 
run shown has 27 links and 11 groups. There are 11 satellites serving 11 areas includ-
ing two in the United States, one in Canada, and eight in the Caribbean islands. 

5. REFERENCES 

1. Spectrum-Orbit Utilization Program, User's Manual by Sawitz and Shuster-
man, 16 May 1974, Technical Report 830, ORI, Inc. , Silver Spring, Md., 
prepared for the Goddard Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, Greenbelt Maryland 20771. 

2. Modification of the Spectrum-Orbit Utilization Program - Final Report, by 
•  Kerr, Sawitz, and Zusman, Technical Report 1802, ORI, Inc. , Silver Spring, 

Md.,  October 1980, prepared for the National Telecommunications and In-
formation Administration, Boulder, Colorado 80303. 
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1-4 
Group No. 	 

5-7 
Link ID (Leader: positive; followeisegative) • 

Service type: 	Frequency 	Misalignment 	BW 	Bit 	No. mod. 	No. of 
Rec. No. 	1:telephony; 	GHz 	angle, degrees 	Coef. 	rate 	of 	 voice 

index 
2: TV;  3:dig. 	Up 	Down 	Up 	Down 	cy/bit 	Mb/s 	pha. 	 chan.  

8-10 	11-17 	18-24 	25-31 	32-38 	39-45 	46-52 	53-59 	60-66 	67-73 	74-80  

1 

..• 

	

Peak to 	Transmitter power 	Noise temperature 	Antenna diameter, meters 
Rec. No. 	average 	Watts  	K 	Transmit 	Receive  

power ratio 	Up 	Down 	Up 	Down 	Up 	Down 	Up 	Down  

8 - 10 	11 - 17 	18-24 	25-31 	32-38 	39-45 	46-52" 	53-59 	60-66 	67-73 

2 

Coverage angle, degrees 	Antenna  aperture efficiencY 	Protection Ratio 
Rec. No. 	Transmit 	Receive 	Transmit 	Receive  

Up 	Down 	Up 	Down 	Up 	Down 	Up 	. Down 	Cocha. 	Adj. cha  

	

8-10 	11-17 	18-24 	25-31 	32-38 	39-45 	46-52 	53-59 	60-66 	67-73 	74-80 

3 

Sidel. Mod. , dB 	 Reference pt. coordinates, deg. 	Sat. coordina.  
Axial ratio 

Rec. No. 	Receive 	 Up 	 Down 	 degrees  
Up 	Down 	Up 	Down 	Long. 	Lat. 	Long. 	Lat. 	Long. 	Lat.  

	

8-10 	11-17 	18-24 	25-31 	32-38 	39-45 	46-52 	53-59 	60-66 	67-73 	74-80 

4 

Earth station 	Satellite antenna aim point 	Earth station 
Rec. No. 	transmitter  	transmit 	receive 	receiver  

Long. 	Lat, 	Long. 	Lat. 	Long. 	Lat. 	Long. 	Lat.  
8-10 	11-17 	18-24 	25-31 	32-38 	39-45 	46-52 	53-59 	60-66  

5 

Copolarized  gain type 	Crosspolarized gain type 	Cop, gain table code 	Cco:.-.sp.  gain table code  
Rec. No. 	Transmit 	Receive 	Transmit 	Receive 	Transmit 	Receive 	Transmit 	Receive  
 	Up 	Down 	Up 	Down 	Up 	Down 	Up 	Down 	Up 	'Down 	Up 	Down 	pp 	Down 	Up 	Down 

8-10 	15-16 	17-18 	19-20 21-22 23-24 25-26  27-28 29-30 	35-36  37-38  39-40  41-42  71-3-44 45-46  47-48 49-50 

6 



A-2 

Group No. 	-  

5 - 7 

Noise 	A. d.,  in 	A. ap. ef. 	Earth station 
temp. , K 	Receive 	Receive 	receiver  

Link ID 	Down 	Down 	Down 	Long. 	Lat. 
: 

Record No. 2 	
Rec. 	Rec. No. 5 

No. 3  
1-4 	39-45 	67-73 	60-66 	53-59 	60-66  

- 	  

• 

• 

.. 	 . 

• 

• 
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CASE NI11,1: 

LC= 27 	IAP= 2 	SAPE= 0.10 	PEC= 0.10 	IPRINT= 2 	MPRINT= 0 	PDF= 0.10 	HORIZ= 	37000e. • 

UPLINK 	DOWNLINK 	UPLINK DOWNLINK 	 UPLiNK DOLNLINK UPLINK 	COLNLIhK 

LNK GRP I FRO(11L) FRO(2eL) BE1A(1,L) 8E111(211) CD 	RB(1.) EMD(L) EMI(L) ENTC(L) SLAM(L) PTR(1.L) PTR(2.1) TEMP(1,L) TEMF(211) 

UEPI 1 2 	17.50 	12.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	30.00 	297.01 	1500.00 	1200.00 
UÉP2 ...1 2 	17.50 	12.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	060 	.1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	30.00 	297.01 	1E00.00 	1200.00 
UEP3 •.I. 2 	17.50 	12.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	30.00 	297.01 	1500.00 	1200.00 
UEP4 .•.I. 2 	17.50 	12.50 	'0a 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	30.00 	297.01 	1500.00 	1200.00 
UEP5 ..q. 2 	17.50 	12.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	30.00 	297.01 	1500.00 	1200.00 
UEP6 -.1 2 	17.50 	12.50 	0.0 	0.0 	'0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 . 	30.00 	257.01 	1500.00 	12(0.00 

UCP1 2 2 	11.51 	12.51 	0.0 	01.0 	0 . 0 	0 . 0 	0 . 0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	30.00 . 251.52 	1500.00 	1200.00 
UCP2 -..2 2 	11.51 	12.51 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	30.00 	251.52 	1500.00 	1200..00 
UCP3 2 2 	17.51 	12.51 	0.0 	0 . 0 	0 . 0 	0 . 0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	' 30.00 . 251.52 	1500.00 	1200.00 
UCP4 ..i..2 2 	17.51 	12.51 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	Oa 	0.0 	30.00 	251.52 	1500.00 	1200.00 
UCP5 .-2 2 	17.51 	12.51 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	30.00 	251.52 	1500.40 	1200.00 
UCP6 -2 2 	17.51 	12.51 	0.0 	- 0.0' 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	- 0.0 	30.00 	251.52 	1500.00 	1200.00 
UCP7 ...2 2 	17.51 	12.51 	nen 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	- 1.87 	• 0.0 	0.0 	30. .00 	2 5 1.52 	1500.00 	1200.00 

C6P1 10 2 	17.51 	12.51 	0.0 	' .0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	30.00 	70.54 	1500.00 	1200.00 

A1N1 31 2 	17.50 	12.50 • 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	4.20 	12.79 	1500.00 	1200.00 

BAH 33 2 	17.50 	12.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	4.20 	12.79 	1500.00 	12 ( 0.00 

BER 34 2 	17.51 	12.51 	90. 0.0 	90.00 	. 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	4.20 	12.79 	1500.00 	1200.00 

DOM E8 2 	17.51 	12.51 	90.00 	.50.00 	0.0 	nen 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	. 0.0 	4.20 	12.79 	1500.00 	1200.00 

MRT 42 2 	17.51 	12.51 	90.00 	5 0.00 	Oen 	040 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	4.20 	12.79 	1500.00 	1200.0 .0 

TRD 43 2 	17.50 	12.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 . 	0.0 . 	4.20 	12.79 	1500.00 	1200.00 

VIR 45 2 	17.50 	12.50 	0.0 	0.0 	' Oa 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	4.20 	12.79' 	1500.00 	1200.00 

CUB1 37 2 	17.51 	. 12.51 	90.00 	90.00 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	11.20 	54.98 	1500.00 	1200.00 
CUB237 2 . 	17.51 	12.51 	90..00 	' 90.0.0 	0.0 	. Oa 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0 . 0 	'11.20 	5 4..58 	1500.00 	1200.00 
CUB3-37 2 	17.51 	12.51 	90.00 	50 .e 0 	0.0 	Den 	0.0 	.1.87 	0.0 	" 0.0 	11.20 	54.98 	1500..00 	1200.00 
CUB4-37 2 	17.51 	12.51 	90.00 	50.00 	0.0 	. 0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	11.20 	54.98 	1E00.00 	1200e 00  
CL85-.37 2 	17.51 	12.51 	91).00 	90.00 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	0.0 	11.20 	54.98 	1500.00 	1200.00 
CUB6-..37 2 	'17.51 	12.51 	90.00 	50.00 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	1.87 	0.0 	41.0 	11.20 	5 4.98 	1500.00 	1200.00 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

D 

• 



CUB1 37 4.50 
CUB2...37 4.50 
CUB3-37 4.50 
CUB4...37 4.50 
CUB5-37 4.50 
CUB6- 3 7 4.50 

c; 

C.  

• 

C .' 

TRANSMIT 	RECEIVE 	TRANSMIT 	RECEIVE . 	TRANSMIT 	RECEIVE 
LPLK 	DALK 	UPLK 	DNLK 	UPLK 	DULK 	UPLK 	(MK 	LPLK 	DNLK 	UPLK 	ONLK 	UPLK 	ONLK 

LNK GRP AD11L AD21L AD12L AC22L CAM1I1 CAM211. utria CAM22L EAPI1L EAP21L EAP12L EAP22L A B(1L) AR(21) PRCOCF PRACJC 

	

UEP1 1 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	4.13 	2.95 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.04 	2.04 10.00 17:00 	Oa 	(.0 
UEP2 ....1 	4.50 	0.0. 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	4.13. 	2.95 ' 2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.04 	2.04 30.00 	17.00 	0.0 	(.0 

(--' 	'UEP3 ...1 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	4.13 	2.95 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.04 	2.04 . 30.90 	17.00 	0.0 	0.0 

	

UEP4 .... 1  4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 . 0:27 	4.13 	2.95 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.04 	2.04 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0.0- 
UEP5 ..I. 	4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	4.13 	2.95 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	-0.55 	0.55 	2.04 	2.04 30.00 17.0 0 	0.0 	tell 

0 	UEP6 ... 1  4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	'0.75 	0.27 	4.13 	2.95 , 2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.04 	2.04 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0.0 - 

	

UCP1 2 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 • 	0.75 .0.27 	4.08 	2.91 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	8.55 	0.55 	2.35 	2.35 38.00 17.00 	(.0 	te0 
C. 	UCP2 ...2 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	4.08 	2.91 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.35 	2.35 30.00 17.00 	(.0 	(.0 

	

UCP3 -.2 4.50 , 0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.17 	4.08 	2.91 	2.30 	0.55 , 0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.35 	2.35 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0.0 

	

UCP4. -2 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	4.08 	2.91 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.35 	2. 35 30.00 17.0 0 	0.0 	(.0 
(. 	UCP5 2 40E0 	0.0 	- 0.0 . 	0.75 	0.27 	4.08- 	2.91 	2.30 	0 ..55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.35 	2.35 30.00 	17.0 0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

UCP6 -.2 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0:27 	4.08 	2.91 	2.30 	0 .55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.35 	2.3 5  30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0.0 

	

1JCP7. ...2 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	4.08 	2.91 	2.30 . 0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.35 	2.35 30.00 	17.00 	0.0 	0.0 
(- 

	

C6P1 10 4.50 	0.0 	0.00.75 	0.11 - 2.94 	2.10 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	4.35 	4.35 30.00 17.00 	0.0 

	

. 	. 	 0.0 

(' 	ATN1 31 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	0.60 	0.43 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	1.00 	1.00 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0.0 

	

BAR 33 4.50 	-0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	0.60 	0.43 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	1.00 	1.00 30.00 17.00 	(.0 ' 	(.0 
(" 	 .. 

	

BER 34 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	0.60 	0.43 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	00E5 	0.55 	1.00 	1.00 30.00 17.00 	0 .0 	0.0 ' 

(.' 	' DOM 68 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 '0.60 	0.43 	2.30 	8.55 	0.55 ' 0.55 	0.55 	1.00 	1.00 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0.0 

	

MRT 42 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	0.60 	0.43 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	1.00 	1.00 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0.6 
C.' 

TRO 43 4.50 	0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	0.60 	0.43 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	1.00 	1.00 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0 .0 

VTR 45 4.50 • 0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	0.60 	0.43 , 	2.30 	0.55 	0+55 	0.55 	0.55 	1.00 	1.00 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0.0 

I.  

0180 	0.0 	0•75 	0.27 	1.63 	1.16 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.71 	2•71 30•00 17.00• 	0 .0 	0.0 
0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	1.63 	1.16 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 • 0.55 	2.71 	2.71 30.00 17.00 	(.0 	(.0 
0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	1.63 	1•16 	2.30 	0.55 	0•55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.71 	2.71 30•00 17.00 	0.0 	0.0 
0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	1.63 	1.16 	2.30 	0.55 • 0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2.71 	2.71 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0.0 
0.0 	0.0 	0•75 	0.27 	1.63 	1.16 	2.30 	0•55 	0.55 	0.55 	0.55 	2•71 	2.71 30•00 17•00 	0•0 	0.0 
0.0 	0.0 	0.75 	0.27 	1•63 	1.16 	2.30 	0.55 	0.55 	0•55 	0.55 	2•71 	2•71 30.00 17.00 	0.0 	0•0 . 

* ) 	 • 

) 



LNK GP BLON(1L) BLAT(1L) BLON(2L) BLAT(21)•OL0N(L) 

UEP1 1 
UEP2 -1 
UEP3 
UEP4 
UEP5 
UEPE 

-- 17.300 
-77.300 
-q7.300 
-.77.300 
•.77.300 
77.300 

25.400 
25.400 
25.400 
25.400 
25.400 
25.400 

.777.300 

••77- .300 

25.400 
25.400 
25.400 
25.400 
25.400 
25.400 

-1.15.000 
..115.000 
•115.000 
•..115.000 
...115.000 
.115.000 

•
UPLINK, DOUNLIKK 

40.700 
40.700 
40.700 
40.700 
40.700 
40.700 

81.900 
.81.900 
-81.90G 
-81.900 
781.900 

37.500 
.37.50 0 
37 .50 0 
31.500 
31.500 
37.50 0 

•-81.900 

-81.900 
-.81.900 
-•81.900 
-81.900 

37.500 
37.500 
37.500 
37.500 
37.500 
37.500 

-76.0(0 
-.66.900 
..•69.200 
-90.5(0 
-88.000 
.87.60G 

4C.700 
444800 
47.400• 
-46.600 
47.500 
38.700 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

(.0 
0.0 
0.0 
C.( 
(.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

(.0 

0.0 

0.0 

•.87.700 

.•87.700 

-87.700 
.•87.700 
11.7.700 

-.66.200 

69.000 

'77.500 

-64.800 

.69.900 

761.1110' 

UCP1 
UCP2 
UCP3 
•UCP4 
UCP5 
UCP6 
UCP7 

C6P1 

BAH 

36.400 
36.400 
36.400 
36.408 
36.400 
36.400 
36.400 

49.400 

12.000 

25.000 

32.300 

19.000 

14.600 

10.700 

18.200 

-87.7(0 

••89.500 
...11 4.100 

.q.03.000 

.•1(4.0(0 
-95.100 

-.66.20C 

•.77.500 

.-65.900 

-61.100 

-.61.500 

-.64.900 

21.200 .-82.400 
21.200 	-.74.100 

	

21.200 	..•77.700.  

	

21.200 	24.900 
21.200 -80.900 
21.200 .-82.9“ 

UPLI.RANSMIT 

CLAUD 	ELON11L ELAT11L 

..76.000 
-76.000 
776.000 
776.000- 
-76.000 
.•76.000 

DOWNLNK TRAASAIT 	UPLIKK RECEIVE 	DOUNLIhK •IVE 

ELON21L ELAT21L ELON12L ELAT12L EL0N22L ELC7221 

41.800 
41.800 
41.800, 
41.800 
4.1.800 
41.80G 
41.800 

0.0 	•.64.900 

45.300 

12.000 

25.000 

32.300 

10.500 

14.600 

10.700 

18.300 

0.0. 	•.82.400 	23.00 0 
0.0 	• 7.82.400 	23.000 
0.0 	...82.400 	23.000 
0.0. 	'.82.400 	23.000 
0.11 	'H.82.4170 	23.000 
(.0 • 	...82.400 	23.000 

2 -89.000 

-‘09.000 
-2 -89.000 

10 -55.800 

31 	0.0 

33 	0.0 

BER 34 	0.0 

DOM 68 	0.0 

ART 42 	0.0 

TRO. 43 	0.0 

VIR 45 	0.0 

CUB1 37 -.74.000 
CLB2-37 774..000 
CUB3-..37 ••74.000 
C(J84...37 -74à00 
CUB5-27 
CUB637 7.74.000 

26.700 	....89.000 
26.700 789.000 
26.700 .-89.000 
26.700 ..q39.000 
26.700. •-89.000 
26.700 '00.000 
26.706 ••89.000 

41.800 •••55.800 

0.0. 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0' 

0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	, 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 

20.400 
20.400 
20.400 
20.400 
.20.400 
20.400 

26.700 
26.700 
26.7E0 
26i700 
26.700 
26.700 
26:700 

41.800 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0  

0.0  

20.400 
20.400 
20.400 
20.400 
20:400 
20.400 

•.1.35.000 
.435.000 
•••135.000 

...135.000 
-1.35.000 
•.135.000 

-1..05.000 

...121.000 

95.000 

••105.(00 

...127.000 

.95.000 . 

••105.000 

- 99.000 
•.99.000 
-.99.000 

•18.100 
-98.100 

.•98.100 

•.98.100 

'77.500 

-.64.800 

,70.0à0 

.61.100 

7 61.500 

-64.900 

-.79.600 
.•79.600 

779.600 
779.600 

36.400 
36 .40 0 
36.40 0 
3b .40 0 
36 .40 0 
36 .400 
36 .40 0 

49.400 

12 .000 

25.000 

32.30 0 

19 .000 

14.600 

10.700 

18.300 

21.200 
21.200 
21.200 
21.200 
21.200 
21.200 

-58.10( 

-- 9G.100 
98.100 

-69.(00 

764.800 

761.100 

•.,79.600 

.-79.600 

-- 79.60C- 

41.000 
48.000 
2(.600 
21.700 
37.000 
45.00 

45.300 

12.000 

25.000 

22.200 ' 

10.500 

14..600 

1(1700. 

12.300 

228(00 
2(.200 
15. .900 
21.800 
23.300 
21.400- 

.•74.000 

..•74.000 



. r) 

GAIN TYPES 

CCPOLARIZED 	 . 	CROSSPOLARIZED 

C\ 	UPLINK 	DOWNLINK 	UPLINK 	DOUNLINK 
. 	LNK GRP 	TRANSMIT 	RECEIVE 	TRANSMIT 	RECE/VE 	TRANSMIT 	RECEIVE 	TRANSMIT 	RECEIVE 

C' 	UEPI 1 	' 3(1) 	112) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	. 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 
; 	UEP2 -1 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2 ( 2) 	OM 	0(0) 

UEP3 -1 	3(1) 	' 1(2) 	0 (0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	• 	0(0) 	0(0) 
C' 	UEP4 -1 	3(1) 	1(2) 	C(0) 	0(0) 	- 	2(3) 	2(2) 	OM 	0(0) 

UEP5 -1 	3(1) 	1(2). 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	O ( 0) 	0(0) . 	
UEPE -1 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

. 	(' 	 . 	 . 
UCP1 2 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

. 	UCP2 -2 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 
( 	UCP3 -2 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	' 	0(0) 

UCP4 -2 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	001 	0(0) 
UCP5 -2 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0 (0) 	0(0) 	- 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

C  : 	UCP6 -2 	3(1) . 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 
UCP7 -2 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

C . 	C6P1 10 	3(1) 	1(2) 	C ( 0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

A1N1 31 	3(1) 	1(2). 	OM 	0(0) 	. 2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

BAH 33 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

BER 34 	. 	3(1) 	1 ( 2) 	010) 	0(0) 	2(3). 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

DOM ES 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0 ( 0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0 (0) 	0(0 )  . 

MRT 42 	. 3(1) 	, 1(2) 	C(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

TRD 43 	3(1) 	1(2) 	O ( 0) 	0(0) 	2(3 ) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

VIR 45 	3(1 ) 	. 1(2) 	010) 	0(0) 2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

; 	CUB1 37 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0 ( 0) , 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	. 0(0 )  
CUB2-37 	3(1 ) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0 (0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) : 

: ( 	CUB3-37 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	« 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 
i 	CUB4-37 	3(1) • 	1(2) 	0 ( 0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 
1 / 	CLOS-37 	3(1) 	1(2) 	C(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 
L 	CUBE-37 	3(1) 	1(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 	2(3) 	2(2) 	0(0) 	0(0) 

NOTE -- 
FIRST NUMBER IS GAIN EQUATION TYPE 
TABLE CODES ARE IN PARENTHESES 

j 
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'-i 	- 
COPOLARIZED ANTENNA EAIN11,08 	

. 

• UPLINK TRANSMIT 

C , 	• 	UEP 	UCP 	..C6P 	ATM 	BAH 	BER . 	DOM 	' 	tIRT 	. TRC 	VIR 
'CUE 	. • 	 . 

	

. 	 . 

C 	CEP1 	5560.350 	1 .4006 	6.3015 . 	4.1502 	1.8273 	6.1522 	4.1959 	-1.5698 	.0.8780 	• 6.0203 
0.5218 

' 0 	UCP1 	-1.2027 	55.6268 	..•5.4567 	8.8935 	•-9.1490 	..-5.5585 	8.8873 	.8.8278 	•7.6536 	-5.6551 . 
..-8.0901 

.., 
. C • 	C6P1 	6.0616 	5.8778 	55.6268 	.•2.5365 	5..6260 	55.7402 	...2.5242 	5.8406 	11.4222 	'55.7353 

11.1198 

C' 	ATN1 	4.2720 	8.6686 * 	-2.1633 	55.6219 	.-6.8140 	...2.2839 	. 55.7402 	..•6.5147 	-5.0372 	.•2.3944 1 , 	... 5 .4461 	. 

, (' 	BAH 	. -1.5471 	-9.0595 	6.1433 	...6.7327 	55.6219 	5.9467 	••6.7134 	55.7402 	. 15..7237 	5.7810 
15.4846 . 	. 

. 
( 	BER ' 	6.0616 	-5.8778 	55.7402 	- -2.5365 	5.6260 	.55.6268 	.2.5242 	:5.8406 	11.4222 	55.7 353 

11.1198 1 

C 	DOM 	4.2720 	. 8.6686 	.-2.163 3 	55.7353 	.E.8140 	2.2839 	55.6268 	.-.6.5147 	-5.0372 	-.2.3944 
• •.5.4461 

(... 	MRT 	....1.5471 	•....9.17595 	6.1433 	.6$117 327 . 	55.13E3 . 	5.9467 	.6.7134 	55.6268 	15.7>237 	.5.7810 

	

15.4846 	
. 

 

C. 	TRD 	0.9051 	.1.8943 	11.7360 	...5.2337 	15. 5 694 	11.5483 	.•5.2171 	15.7568 	55.6219 	11.3889 
55.7402 

VIR 	6.0616 	..•5.8778 	55.7402 	...2.5365 	5.6260 	55.7402 	...2.5242 • 	5.8406 	11.4222 	55.6219 
. 11.1198 

CU81 	- 	0.90E1 	...1.8943, 	.-11.7 360 	.-5.2337 	1E95694 	"11.5483. 	5.2171 	15.7E68 	55.1353 	11.3889 
55.6268 . 	. . 	. . . 	 . • . . 	 . 

• 



COPOLARIZED ANTENNA CAIN IN DB 

	

. 	
. 

UPLINK RECEIVE  

(''''' 	 • • 	UEP 	UCP 	' 	CGP • 	. AIN 	BAH 	BER 	owl 	MRT 	TRD 	VIR 
CLE 

0 • UEP1 	36.2258 	36.4469 	33.0997 	9.9034 	32.6528 ' 	27.8332 	21.0080 	8.1981 • 	8.1931 	16.0972 
31.1567- 

0 	UCP1 	29.8077 	33.4792 	26.2320 	8.9211 	25.7063 	22.4309 	14.1323 	8.9261 	8.9211 	41.5291 

	

26.9120 	 . 

C6P1 	• 14.428B. 	14.2526 	38.7242 	• .6. .3551 	10.1384 	14.4338 	9.0628 	9.0466 	1.1637 - 10.1218 

	

7.7581 	 - . 

ATN1 	8.6310 	6.9810 . 	7.9263 	51.1749 	16.1765 	13.3366 	21.8289 	41.8266 	40.8659 	- 21.8239 
16.2354 

(.' 	BAH 	17.4756 . 14.0299 	15.2092 	15.04E3 	'51.1749 	19.9240 	'20.3481 	13.1967 	11.7420 '-16.7541 

	

' 	23.6892 	.  

(. 	BER 	' 	17.9935 ' . 12.3998. 	18.8017 	13.2721 	21.8189 • 	51.1749 	. 18.1902 . 13.8026 	110689.9 '-17.2240 

	

• 	17..6418 

U 	DOM - 	' 9.3898 	10.1891 	21.8189 	21.8189 	18.6219 	49.6283 	21.8239 	21.1137 	47.4531 
. 	. 

	

. 	

. 

 21.8239 

. 

( 	MRT 	' 	8.3397 	6.0314 	8.4786 	21.8189 	13.1868 	, 13.8061 	21.7263 • 51.1749 	-32.2428 •:21.8189 

	

: 	. 11.5928 

(' • 	TRD 	7.1131 	5.1574 	7.0E53 	21.8229 	11.9220 	11.681e ' 19.1125 	:33.0250 	51.1749 . 	21.8239 
10.8513 

(: 	VIR 	: 	10.3932 	1 .7452 	10.2847 	21.8239 • 17.5116 	17.2339 	35.7711 • 	21.8289 	21.8239 	51.1149 
15.4205 

L. 	CUB1 • 	10.8113 	10.5991 	8.6805 	17.5041 	30.5666 	14.7285 	26.9598 	17.5338 	15.4334 • 17.5285 

	

' 	40.4389 

' 

) 

0 

r. 



UCP UEP 
CE  

c-

ci 

C)  

C. 
 

. 

() 

! 

•[ 
• ) 

( j 

F 

) 	1 

• 
' 

! 

COPOLARIZED ANTENNA CAINglipB .  

DOWNLINK TRANSMIT 

C6P 	ATM 	BAH 	BER 	DOM 	MRI 	TRD 	VIR 

C 	UEP1 	34.2668 	31.3547 	22.0290 	• 9.3537 	18.2023 	18.7212 . 	12.3847 	9.0613 	1.83 5 8 	11.1159 «  
11.5542 	 . 

UEP2 	31.6585 	29.5976 	40.0484 	8.7629 	16.1679 	18.9302 	11.6539 	9.2606 	7.8636 	11.0918 
9.6041 

UEP3 	32.4194 	30.0597 	40.1833 	7.8238 	15.1670 • 	17.1356 	10.4328 	8.3029 	7.0190 	9.9361 
8.8587 

C 	UEP4 	32.0018 	33.9402 	• 11.5112 	6.1829 	12.4692 ' 	11.0853 	8.2277 	5.6175 	4.7689 	7.0059 
9.5002 

UEP5 	32.7113 	33.3777 	11.5112 	6.2363 	12.7612 	11.5695 	8.3171 	.5.8462 	4.9481 	7.2340 
9.1835 -  

UEP6 	34.2109 	34.6089 	11.5112 	. 8.6173. 	16.0608 	13.9857 	11.2572 	7.2992 	6.4396 	9.2128 
12.8820 

UCP1 	34.3771 	33.2199 : 11.5112 	7.6987 	.14.7476 	13.1225 	.10.1125 	6.7541 	5.8751 	8.4629 
11.3376 

UCP2 	32.67 5 2 	32.5111 	11.5112 	5.9760 	12.3122 	11.0541 	7.9893 - 5.5770 	4.7028 	6.9154 
9.0405 

UCP3 ' 	35.2395 	32.7232 	11.5112 	9.8119 	18.6680 	16.3070 	12.8661 	8.4509 	7.4909 	10.6425 
• 14.1013 

UCP4 ' 	34.4715 	32.6778 	11.1086 	12.0308 	18.9302 	17.3134 	15.78.87 • 	9.5621 	8.7035 	12.271E 
14.5792 	 . 

UCP5 	22.7275 	35.3014 	7.4822 	6.5913 	10.6804 	8.646.0 	8.4579 	4.5345 	4.0269 	6.0264 
13.2703 	 .  

UCP6 	22.8E4632.7135 	11.0537 	4.2587 	9.1864 	7.5538 	. 5.83E7 	3.6418 	2.9564 	4.6818 
8.1711 	• 

UCP7 	29.7936 	32.9083 	11.5112 	5.1295 	10.8698 	9.4298 	6.9331 	4.6982 	3.9014 	5.8823 
8.6655 • 

C6P1 	32.6693 	29.5332 	38. 5981 	8-.6540 	15.9270 	18.9302 • 11.5118 	9.2013 	7.8030 11.0024 
9.4184 

ATN1 	20.8370 	•17.1681 	7*(900 	48.5969 	15.7680 	13.9997 	18.9302 	18.5302 	19.8747 	19.3324 
14.5792 

'BAH 	32.4439 	29.2683 	10.8733 	16.8991. 	48.5969 	18.9302 	'18.9302 	'13.9144 	12.6457 18.2343. 
• 35.9886 	• 

BER 	25.9824 	.27.5995 	1e.10.55 	14.0544 	18.9302 	48.5969 	18.9302 	14.5289 	12.3989 	17.9517 
. 	14.5792 

DOM 	26.5001 	23.3780 	9.7528 	18.9302 	18.9302 	18.9129 	47.8026 . 18.5302 	18.93.02 	40.6828 
. 34.1594 

MRT 	19.4339 	18.4688 . 9.7765 	43.7930 • 	13.9144 	14.5253 	22.1445 	48.5969 	-39.2724 	31.8582 
14.5792, 

TRD 	16.4000 	14.4564 	7.5186 	43.3020 	• 12.4647 	12.4176 	18.9302 	38.8757 	48.59E9 	18.9302 

	

14.5792 	 . 

VIR 	23.9971 	22.0563 	10.8 567 	24.89E0 	17.4768 	17.9517 	46.6879 	29.4102 	18.9202 	48.5969 
24.3108 • 

CUB1 	31.6780 	29.8791 	8.488 0 	16.9531 	34.4774 	18.3645 . 	18.9302 	12.3155 	11.5E90 	16.1383 
40.9859 

C,U82 	29.1E15 	25.7679 	9.5852 	18.9302 • 23.65E2 	18.9302 	45.4149 	17.8399 	16.2697 	18.9302' 



•-• 
42.4.571 

CUBA 	30.4179 
40.6387 

CUB5 	Z1.9304 
39.8504 

CUBE 	30,5948 
42.8251 

	

29.8120 	7.2565 	18.8770 	18.930,2 	16.5093 	18.9302 	11.4655 	10.9498 	15.0094 

	

29.5915 	9.1546 	17.2220 	42.7010" 	18.9302 	18.9302 	12.9174 	12.038E 	18.9511 

	

29.0569 	7.8822 	17.5282 	28.2118 	17.4574 	18.9302 	12.4502 	• 11.8413 	16.333 0  

• 



COFCLARIZEUMTENNA GAON DB 

DOUNLINK RECEIVE 	 • • 

UEP 	UCP 	.C6F 	A7N 	BAN 	éER 	DOM 	MRT 	* 	TRC 	. VIR 
CUB • 	 • 

UEP1 	37.0526 	- 4.7107 	12.0720 	10.2453 	4.3563 	12.0720 	10.2521 	4.3632 	6.8335 	12.0653 
6.8404 

UEP2 	37.1362 	4.9404 	12.2968 	10.4775 	4.5654 	12.2968 	10.4843 	4.5763 	7.0512 	12.2900 
7.0581 

UEP3 	37.1362 	4.9240 	12.3019 	10.4662 	4.5826 	12.3019 	10.4730 	4.5295 	7.0613 	12.2952 
7.0682 

UEP4 	37.1362 	4.5556. 	12.0145 	10.1126 	4.3370 	12'0145 	10.1193 	4.3939 	6.7589 	12.0077 
•6.8058 .  

UEP5 	37.0926 	4.6087 	12.0590 	10.1642 	4.3766 . 	12.0590 	10.1710 	4.3834 	6.8405 	12.0522 
6.8473 

UEP6 	37.1362 	4.4613 	11.8688 	10.0024 	4.1790 	.11.8688 	10.0102 	4.1859 	6.6458 	11.8620 
6.6.526 

lb 	

VIR 
0 

CUB1 	6.4373 	0.0 	17.2408 	0.4150 	21.7557 	17.2408 	0.4259 	21.7662 	21.2497 	17.2342 
37.1432 	

. 

•. 	'CUB2 	6.5956 . 	0.0 	17.3414 	0.5643 	21.83' 45 	17.3414. 	0.5712 	21.8410 	37.249 7 	17.3247. 

UCP1 	4.4955 	37.1432 	0.0 	' 	14.7181 	0.0 	0.0 	• 14.7249 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

0.0 	 . 

UCP2 	4.5813 	37.1432 	0.0897 	14.7829 	0.0 	0.0897 	14.7956 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0828 

	

0.0 	 . 
UCP3 	4.4788 	37.1432 	0.0 	14.7127 	0.0 . 	0.0 	14.7254 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 
UCP4 	4.3829 	37.1432 	0.0 	14.6311 	0.0 	0.0 	14.6378 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 
-  UCP5 	4.1842 . 	37.1432 	0.0 	14.3736 	0.0 	0.0 . 	14.3803 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

0.0 	 n 

UCP6 	4.4366 	37.1432 	0.0 	14.6101 	0.0 	• 	0.0 	14.6169 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 
0.0 

UCP7 	4.5376 ' 	37.1432 	0.0581 	14.7312 	0.0 	0.0581 	14.7380 	0.0 	0.0 	• 	0.0512 
0.0 

C6P1 	12.3015 	0.4153 	37.1432 • 	3.7261 	12.1359 	37.2566 	3.7330 • 12.1467 	17.8653 	37.2457 • 
17.8759 

ATN1 . 	10.1623 	14.9637 	3.3652 	37.1362 	0.0 	3.3652 	37.2566 	0.0 . 	0.6415 	3.3583 

	

0.6484 	• 

BAH 	4.0737 	0.0 	11.6286 	0.0 . 	37.1362. 	11.6286 	0.0 	37.2566 	21.2565 	11.6212 

	

21.8634 	 • 

BER 	. ' 12.1429 	0.3128 	37.2566 	3.6044 	11.9397 	37.1432 	3.6112 	11.94.65 	17.6752 	37.2457 

	

11o:6824 	 , 

DOM 	10.1594 	14.9487 	3.3690 	37.2497 	C.O. 	3.3690 	37.1432 	0.0 	0.6455 	'3.3621 
•0.6564 

MRT 	4.3248 	0.0 ' 	'11.2384 	0.0 	37.2457 	11.8384 	0.0 	37.1432 	22.0443 	11.8316 

	

22.0508 	 . 

TRD 	6.8061 	0.0 	' 17.5610 	0.8352 	22.0182 	17.5610 . 	0.8461 	22.0247 	37.1 3 62 	- 17.5544 
37.2566 

	

12.0233 	0.2242 	37.2566 	3.5016 	11.7796 	37.2566 	3.5085 	11.7864 . 17.5201 	37.1362 

	

17.5267 	 . 



'7 ) 	• 

(.7) 

C.  

c
- 

o  

• 

( - 

C.  

(- 

(- 

Ç  

.- 
37.1432 

CUB4 	6.3832 
31.1432 

CUBS 	6.4659 
37.1432 

CUBE, 	6.4052 
37.1432 

• 0.0 	' 17.1921 	0.3594 	21.7177 	17.1921 	0.3663 	21.7241 	37.2497 	17.1854 

0.0 	17.2659 . 	0.4512 	21.7809 	17.2659 	0.4580 	21.7814 	31.2491 	17.2993 

0.0 	17.2123 	0.3914 	21.7316 	17.2123 	0.3983 	21.7381 	37.2497 	17.2057 

11 
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1110 	

, 
CROSSPCLARIZEC ANTENNA Ill> IN DB 	• 	. 

UPLINK TRANSMIT 

UEP 	UCP 	• 	CEP 	AIN 	BAH 	BER 	DOM 	'MRT 	TRI) 	VIR. 
CLE 

(JEP1 	30.7353 	. *1.4090 	6.2935 	4.1830 	....1.8345 	6.1438 	4.1815 	.1.5782 	0.8708 	6.0131 
0.5134 

UCP1 	-1.2099 	30.7402 	•..5.4651 	8.88E3 	-9.1562 	•..5.5669 	' 8.8788 	•..8.8362 	••7.6608 	5.6624 
8.0585 

C6P1 	6.0544 	-.5.8862 	30.7402 	....2.5438 	5.6188 	30.7402 	..-2.5326 	5.8321 	11.4150 	30.1353 

	

11.1114 	 • 	 . 

ATN1 	4.2648 	8.6602 . -.2.1717 	30.73E3 	...6.8211 	•-2.2924 	30.7402 	-.6.5232 	5.0444 	.•.2.4016 
-5.4545 

BAH 	.q.5543 	...9.0679 	61349 	.6.1359 	30.7353 	5.9383 	•.6.7218 	30.7402 	15.716.5 	5.7138 
15.4762 

BER 	6.0544 	.-.5.8862 	30.1402 	...2.5438 	5.6188 	30.7402 	.2.5326 ' 	5.8321 	11.4150 	30.1353 
' 	11.1114 

DOM 	4.2648 	8.6602 	•.2.1717 	30.13E3 	•..6.8211 	..-2.2924 	. 30.7402 	•6.5232 	.-5.0444 	...2.4016 
.•5.4545 

MRT 	...1. 5 543 	....9.0679 	6.1349 	•6.7359 	30.13E3 	5.9383 	•..6.7218 	30.7402 	1E07165 	5.7738 
15.4762 

TRD 	0.8979 ' 	...7.9027 	11.7276 	•5.2409 	15.5622 	11.5399 	....5.2256 	15.7484 	30., 7353 	11.3818 
30.7402 

VIR 	6.0E44 	....5.8862 	30.7402 	.'2.5438 	5.6188. 	30.7402 	..•2.5326 	5.8321 	11.4150 	30.7353 

	

11.1114 	, 

CUSÉ. 	0.8919 	• 1 .9027 	11.7276 	. -.5.24(9 	15.5622 	11.5399 	.-.5.2256 	15.7484 	30.7353 	11.3818 
30.7402 

r") 



t.7.) 

fT) 

CROSSPOLARIZED ANTENNA GAIN IN DB 

UPLINK RECEIVE 

UEP 	UCP 	C6P 	, AIN 	BAH 	BER 	DOM 	MRI 	TAO 	'SIR  
CIE 

UEPI 	5.1931 	5.1981 	5.1981 	5.1931 	5.1931 	5.1981 	5.1981 	5.1981 . -11.5841 	5.1931 

	

5.1981 	 • 

UCP1 	5.9211 	5.9261 	5.9261 . 1 0.8595 	5.9211 	5.9261 	5.9261 	....10.2326 	12.0285 	5.9211 
5.9261 

C6P1 	-5.6254 	0.0000 	11.4338 	0.0000 	0.0000 . 	0.0000 	0.0000 	' 0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 
0.0000 

ATN1 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	16.4221 	0.8000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	18.8289 • 18.8239 	0.0033 
0.0000 

BAH 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	16.4221 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 
18.8289 

BER . 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	. 0.0000 	0.0000 	16.4221 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 
0.0000 

DOM 	0.0000 	0.0000 . 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	18.8239 	0.0000 	0.0000 	18.8189 
0.0000 

MAT 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000- 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	. 16.4221. 	18.8189 	1.80E1 
0.0000 

TRD 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	18.8289 	16.4221 	0.0000 

	

0.0000 	 • 

VIR 	0.0000 	' 0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	18.8289 	18.8289 	0.0000 	16.4221 
0.0000  

CUBI 	• 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	0.0000 	14.5288 	0.0000 	14.5338 	0.0000 	0.0000 	-2.9331 
14.5338 

‘,_ 

• • 



) 

' TRC 	VIR MRT DOM 

2.9891 

2.9891 

2.9891 

2.9891 

2.9891 

2.9891 

8.5096 

8.5096 

8.5096 

0.0 

3.6856 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

12.. 

CROSÉPCLARIZED ANIENNA oillerei DB 

DOWNLINK TRANSMIT 

UEP 	UCF 	C6F 	*TN 	BAN 	BER 
CUB 	• 

UEPI 	1.2010 

UEP2 	24689 
0.0 

UEP3 	2.2689 

UEP4 	2.2689 
0.0 

UEP5 	2.2689 
0.0 

UEP6 	1.3964 
0.0 

0.0 ' 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	' 0.0 	 ,) 

0.0 	0. 0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 
1)  

0.0 	0.0 . 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	' 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 
 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	' 	0.0 
: ) 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

PCP1 	. 	0.8059 	2.9891 	0.0 	• 	0.0 	0.0 	' 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

0.0 	- 
UCP2 	2.2689 	2.9891 	1.7302 	0.0 	0 ..0 	- 0.0 	0.0 	' 	0.0 	0.0 	0.8 

0.0 
UCP3 	0.0 	2.9891 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	. 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

0.0 	 . 
UCP4 	0.4556 	2.9891 › 	0.0 	0.0 	4.2724 	0.0 	0.0 	• ' 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

3.3022 
UCP5 	2.2689 	0.7506 	8.0 	0.0 	•o.o 	.o.o 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	 ,) 

	

0.0 	' 
UCP6 	2.2689 	2.9891 	. 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.2 	0.0 	0.0 

	

0.0 	 ..) 
UCP7 	• 2.2689 	2.9891 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0' 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 

C6P1 	2.2689 	2.9891 	8.5096 	0.0 	0.0 - 	0.0 	0.0 • 	0.0 	• 	0.0 	0.0 
0.0 

j .  
ATN1 	2.2689 	2.9891 • 	0.0 	12.0975 	0.0 	0.0 	14.0425 	15.7809 	15.9226 	15.9286 

0.6252 

BAH 	2.2689 	2.9891 	000 	0.0 	. 	12.0975 	5.0547 	8.9402 	• 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 
11.5776 , 

BER 	2.2689 	2.9891 	8.5096 	0.0 : 	0.0 ' 	12.0975 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

0.0 	 . 

DCM 	2.2689 	2.9891 	0.0 	,15,9286 	- 0.7930 • 	0.0 • 	15.2896 	4.5501 	0.0 	15.9286 
11.5/76 	 . 

MRT 	2.2689 	2.9891 	0.0 , 	15.9286 	0.0 	pa - 	15.9286 	12.0975 	15.9286 	15.9288 
.4.6922 

IFD 	2.2689' 	2.9891 	0.0 	15.9226 	,0,8 	• 	0.0 	2.8583 	15.9286 	12.0975 	6.5908 
' 	0.0. 

VIR 	2.2689 	2.9891 	Oa 	15.9286 	0.0 	0.0 . 	15.9286 	15.9286 	6.0501 	12.0575 
110E776 

CUB1 	• 	2.2689 	2.9891 	0.0 	0.0 	15.9226 	0.0 	6.1838 - 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 
11.5776 

.CUB2' 	'2.26892.9891 	0.0 	. 	4.0212 	15.9286 	0.0 	15.9286 	0.0 • 	0.0 . 	10.6388 . 	- 



) 

r 

0.0 . 

 0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

8.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

D 

( 

(I • 

• 
• 

c. 

c 

11.5776 
CU8ti 	2.2689 

11.5776 
CU85 	2.2689 

11.5776 
CUB6 	2.2689 

11.5776 

2.9 .891 	0.0 

2.9891 	0.0 

2.9891 	0.0 

	

0.0 	17..0362 	0.0 

	

0.0 	15.9286 	0.0 

	

0.0 	15.9286 	0.0 

3.7923 

8.5879 

9.7711 

• 



UEF 
CUB ' 

UEP1 	12.2466 
6.8404 

UEP2 	12.2466 
7.0581 

UEP3 	12.2466 
7.0682 

UEP4 	12.2466 
6.8058' 

UEP5 	12.2466 
6.8473 

UEP6 	12.24E6 
6.6.526 

	

UCP1 	4.4955 
0.0 

	

UCP2 	4.5813 

	

.UCP3 	4.4788 

	

UCP4 	4.3829 
0.0 

	

UCP5 	4.1842 
0.0 

	

UCP6 	4.4366 
0.0 

	

UCP7 	4.5376 
0.0 

C6P1 	7.2497 
7.2566 

ATN1 	7.2497 
. 	0.6484 

BAH 	4.0737 
8.5578 

BER 	7.2497 
7.25.66 

DOM 	7.2457 
0.6564 

MRT 	4.3248 
8.9604 

TRD 	6.8061 
' 	12.2535 

VIR 	7.2497 
7.2E66 

CUB1 	6.4373 
12.2535 

CUB2 	6.5596 

CROSSPOLARIZED ANTENNA 61MMMPIN DB 
. . MINIM RECEIVE 

UCP 	CEE • 	' AIN 	BAH 	BER 	DOM 	MR7 	TRD « 	VIR 	
•0 

4.7107 	7.2566 	7.2497 	4.3563 	7.2566 	7.2566 	4.3632 	6.8335 	7.2497 

	

4.9404 	7.2566 	' 7.2497 . 	4.5694 . 	7.2566 	7.2566 	4.5763 	. 7.0513 	7.2497 
f) 

	

4.9240 	7.2566 	7.2497 	4.5826 	. 7.2566 	7.2566 	4.5895 	. 7.0613 	7.2497 

	

4.5556 	7.2 56E 	7.2457 	4.3370 	7.2566 	7.2566 	4.3439 	6.7585 	7.2457 	• 	• 	'.'...) 

	

4.6087 	7.2566 	7.2457 	4.3766 	7.2566 	7.2566 	4.3834 	6.8405 	7.2497 
1) 

	

4.4613 	7.2566 	7.2457 	4.1790 	. 7.2566 	7.2566 	4.1859 	6.6458 	7.2497 

fT) 

	

12.2535 	0.0 	7.2457 	0.0 	0..0 	7.2566 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

12.2535 	0 .0891 	7.2457 	0.0 	0.0897 	1.2566 - 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0828 	 r) 

	

12.2535 . 0.0 	7.2497 	0.0 	0.0 	. 	7.2566 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 
) 

	

12.2535 	0.0 	7.2457 	0.0 	0.0 	7.25E6 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

12.2535 	0.0 	7.2457 	0.0 	0.0 	7.2566 	0 .(1. 	0.0 	0.0  

	

12.2535 	0.0 	7.2457 	C.0 	0.0 	7.2566 	, 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

12.2535 	0.0581 	7.2457 	0.0 	0.0581 	7.2566 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0512 

	

0.4153 	12.2535 	3.7261 	7.2457 	12.2535 	' 3.7330 . 	7.2566 	7.2191 	12.24E6 

	

7.2566 	3.3652 	12.2466 	0.0 	3.3652 	12.2535 	0.0 ' 	0.6415 	3.3E83 

	

0.0 	7.2566 	0.0 	12.2466 	7.2566 	0.0 	12.2535 	8.5518 	7.2497. 

0.3128 . 	12.2535 	3.6044 	7.2457 	12.2535 	3.6112 	7.-2566 	7.2497 	12.2466 

....). 
7.2566 	3.3E90 	12.2466 	0.0 	3.3690 	12.2535 	' 0.0 	0.6495 	'3.3621 	. 

-.; 
0.0 	, 	7.2566 	0.0 , 	12.2466 	' 	7.2566 	0.0 	12.2535 	eà 5 44 	7.2457 

. 	. 
`...) 	. 

Oa 	7.2566 	0.8392 	8.8980 	7.2566 	0.8461 	8.9039 	12.2466 	7.2497 
. 	, 

0.2242 	12.2535 	3.5016 	.7.2457 	12.2535 	3.5085 	7.2E66 	7.2457 	12.2466 

00 	7.2566 	0.4150 	8.3460 	7.2566 	0.4259 	8.3520 	12.2466 	7.2497 

0.0 	7.2566 	0.5643 	8. 5 043 	7.2566 	0.5712 	8.5103 	12.24E6 	7.2451 

(:) 



•.) 

• 

• ) 

12.2535 
CUBA 	6.3832 	0.0 

12.2535 
CUB5 	6.4659 	0.0 

12.2535 
CU86 	6.4052 	0.0 

12.2535  

1.2566 

7.2566 

7.2566 

0.3594 

0.4512 

0.3914 

8.2577 

8.3908 

8.2869 

7.2566 

7.2566 

7.2566 

0.3663 

0.4580 

0.3983 

8.2E37 

8.3968 

8.2929 

12.2466 

12.2466 

12.2466 

7.2197 

7.2497 

7.2491 

• • 	 • 



0 

() 

1110 	EOUIVA1ENT -  GAIN IN DB 

UPLINK 

UEF 	UCF 	CEP 	A TN 	BAH 	BER 	DOM 	MRT 	TRC 	. 	VIR 
CUE 

UEP1 	91.2608 	35.0463 	39.4016 	14.0936 	30.8255 	.33.9854 	25.2039 	6.6283 	9.0111 	22.1175 
31.6785 

UCP1 	28.6049 	89.1060 	20.7753 	17.8146 	16.5573 	16.8724 	23.0195 	0.0983 	1.2E75 	5.8740 
• 

	

18.8219 	. 

C6P1 	20.4904 	8.3748 	94.3510 	3.8186 	15.7643 	57.9942 	6.5386 , 14.8872 	18.6059 	65.8571 
' 18.8779 

AINI 	12.9030 	15.6496 	5.7731 	10E:79E7 	9.3625 	11.0527 	60.3192 	35.3119 	35.8287 	19.4295 

	

10.7893 	 . 

BAH 	15.9325 	4.9704 	21.3525 	8.3126 	106.7967 	25.8707 	13.6347 	57.7266 	27.4656 	22.5351 
• 

	

39.1738 	 1 

MRT 

TRD 

3  VTR 

CUB1 

•• 
% 	. 

BER 	24.0551 	6.5220 	59.2033 • 	10.7355 	27.4449 	106.8017 .. 15.6660 	19.6432 	23.1121 	58.7105 
28.7616 

CCM 	15.9290 	18.0584 	' 8.6259 	60.3102 	15.00E0 	16.3380 	105.2551 	15.3092 	16.0765 	45.0587 
16.3778 

	

6.7926 	.-.3.0281 	14.6219 	1.0863 	57.7196 	19.7529 	15.0128 	106.8017 • 47.9664 	27.5999 
27.0774 

	

8.0182 	-2.7369 	18.8213 	16.5903 	27.4924 	• 23.2295 	13.8954 	48.7819 	106.7967 	33.2128 
57.2959 

	

.10.4548 	1.8674 	66.0249 	19.2874 	23.1376 	58.7183 	33.2469 	27.6694 	33.24E1 	106.7967 
26.5403 

	

11.7165 	2.7054 , 20.4165 	12.2704 	46.1360 	26.2768 	21.7427 	33.2906 	58.2281 	28.9178 

	

96.0656 	 . 

) 



UEF 	UCF 	CEF 	AIN 	BAH 
CUB • 

DOM 	MRT 	TRC 	VIR BER • 

C: 

EQUIVALENT GAIN IN DB 

DOUNLINK 

(--' 	UEP1 	71.3594 	36.0654 	34.1011 	19.5990 	22.5586 	27.5737 	22.1786 	13.4305 	14.6693 	23.1812 
18.3946 

UEP2 	68.7947 	34.5380 	52.3452 	19.2404 	20.7373 	27.7854 	21.7021 	13.8369 	14.9145 	23.3818 
C 	16.6622 

UEP3 	69.5556 	34.9836 • 52.4852 	18.3000 	15.7497 	26.3206 	20.8306 	12.8924 	14.0804 	22.2313 
15.9269 

(.' 	UEP1 	• 65.1381 	38.4957 ' 	23.5257 	16.29E4 	16.8062 	21.7627 	18.3470 	9.9614 	11.5678 	19.0136 
16.3060 

UEP5 	65.8039 	37.9863 	23.5702 	16.4006 	17.1377 	22.1062 	18.4881 	10.2296 	11.7886 	19.2862 
(: 	16.0308 

UEP6 	' 71.3471 	39.0703 	23.3800 	18.6207 	20.2398 	23.7836 	21.2674 	11.4851 	. 13.0854 	21.0749 
' 	19.5346 

UCP1 	38.8726 	70.3631 	11.5112 	22.41E9 	11.7476 	13.1225 	22.1678 	6.7541 	5.8751 	8.4629 
11.3376 

( 	UCP2 	37.2565 	69.6543 . 11.6009 	20.7648 	12.3122 	11.1438 	21.0443 	5.5770 	4.702E 	, 6.9981 
9.0405 

UCP3 	39.7183 	69.8664 	11.5112 	24.5306 	18.6688 	16.3070 	23.8514 	8.4509 	7.4505 	10.6425 
14.1013 

UCP4 	38.8544 	69.8210 • 11.1086 	26.6619 	18.9382 	17:3134 	25.8420 	9.5621 , 	8.7035 . 	12.2715 
• 11.5792 

UCPE 	26.9117 	72.4446 	7.4E22 	20.9649 . 10.6804 	8.6460 	21.0936 	4.5345 	4.0269 	6.0264 
13.2703 

UCP6 	27.2911 	69.8567 	11.0537 	18.8688 	9.1864 	7.5538 	19.9086 	3.6418 	2.9564 	4.6818 
8.7711 

UCP7 	34.3313 	70.0515 	11.5693 	19.8607 	10.8698 	9.4880 	20.4888 	4.6982 	3.9014 	5.9335 
8.6655 • . . 	 . 0 

C6P1 	44.9708 	29.9485 	75.7413. 	12.3811 	22.0669 * 40.7610 	15.2448 	20.5877 	25.6723 - 	48.2521 
23.3168 

ATN1 	30.9993 	32.1317 	10.4552 	85.7331. 	15.7680 	17.3649 • 	52.1220 	18.9302 	20.5163 	22.6508 
15.2276 

(. 
BAH 	' 36.5175 	29.2683 	22.5119 	16.8991 	85.7331 	28.6954 	18.9302 	39.3939 	24.5026 	29.8562 

( 	
46.6800 

 - 
BER 	37.8386 	27.9124 	46.5254 	17.6588 	27.7206 	25.7401 	22.5415 	26.4753 	24.7387 	10.1113 

32.2616 

DOM 	34.4655 	32.4456 	13.1617 	53.8421 	18.9302 	22.2819 	84.9457 	18.9302 	19.5797 . 44.0449 
34.8158 

-MRT 	23.7E87 	18.4688 	20.8391 	43.7930 	39.3869 	26.3637 	22.1445 	85.7401 	50.5531 	41.1893 
36.6300 

TRD 	23.2060 	14.4564 	25.4796 	44.1413 	34.4829 	24.7023 	19.7763 	50.2083 	85.7331 	36.4846 

	

39.5433 	 • 

VIR 	36.0204 	22.2805 	18.1133 	28.3966 	29.2564 	40.4482 	50.1964 	39.3171 	36.4503 	85.7331 
36.4435 

CUB1 	38.1152 	29.8791 	22.5155 	17.3721 	46.6505 	35.6054 	19.3561 	34.0816 	38.9266 	26.8656 

	

72.1251 	- • 
C08 2 	• 35.7211 • 25.7679 	23.1158 	19.4996 	41.4265 	36.2716 	45.9861 	39.6810 	35.9579 	33.1135 

• . -0  • 



() 

• Ere 

	

..'belODD 	etieD0Gb 	e.46Z4D.: 	1764111 	 4:11RUYCU 	.:;beGUJU 	J0.7-.40 	U/64141 	 • 	 1 / 	 C.C. • 1-n .. . C 

	

79.6002 	 • 

	

CUB4 àle.8012 	29.8120 	21.9930 	17.2364 	37.7905 	3 -7014 - 19.2965 	33.1896 	38.8210 	26.1081 
7.7819 

CUB5 	IMPF38.3963 	29.5915 	22.8223 	17.6731 	52.7779 	,.. 1962 	19.3883 	34.7048 	39.0109 	27.4264 
, 76.99-36 

CUB6 	37.0039 	29.0569 	22.1703 	18.3196 	42.2431 	34.6698 	19.3285 	34.1883 	38.9750 	26.9873 
79.9723 

() 

• 

') 

(' 	 •) 

• ) 

c' 

) 

• 

••6 



r! 

-) 

OFF-AXIS  ANGLE IN DEGREES 

UPLINK TRANSMIT 

UEP 	UCP 	CEP 	ATN 	BAH 	BER 	DOM 	MRT 	› 	TRE 	VIP 
CUB 

UEP1 	0.0662 	21.6782 	10.6641 	12.9537 	22.5471 	10.8122 	12.9469 	22.0187 	17.5744 	10.9443 
18.1605 

U" • UCP1 
• 

21.2868 	0.8266, 	31.4970 	8.3997 	44.2548 . 	31.7937 ' 	8.4044 	42.9647 	38.5E01 	32.0780 
40.1424 

C\ 	C6P1 	10.9028 	32.7425 	0.0266 	24.0693 	11.3491 	0.0 	24.0419 	11.1270 	6.6545 	0.0 

	

6.8424 	 . 

ATN1 	12.85E5 	8.5754 	23.2558 	0.0266 	35.691 10 	23.5157 . 	0.0 	34.7207 	30.3032 	23.7562 
31.4E63 

BAN 	21.9728 . 	43.8916 	10.8210 	35.4249 	0.0266 	11.0187 	35.3620 	0.0 	4.4777 	11.1882 
4.5774 

BER 	10.9028 	32.7425 	0.0 	24.0693 	11.3491 	0.0266 	24.0419 	11.1270 	6.6545 	0.0 
6.8424 

ECM 	12.8565 	8.5754 	23.2558 	0.0 	350E910 	23.5157 	0.0266 	34.7207 	30.3032 	23.7562 
31.4663 

MRT 	21.9728 	43.8916 	10.8210 	35.4249 	0.0 	11.0187 	35.3620 	0.0266 	4.4777 	11.1882 
4.5774 

TRO 	17.5305 	39.4249 	6.4649 	30.8565 	4.5418 	6.5776 	30.8096 	4.4640 	0.0266 	6.6749 
0.0 

VIR 	10.9028 	32.7425 	0.0 	24.0693 	11.3451 	0.0 	24.0419 	11.1270 	6.6545 	0.026E 
6.8424 

CUB1 	17.5305 	39.4249 	6.4649 	30.85E5 	4.5418 	.6.5776 	30.8096 	4.4640 	0.0 	6.6749 
0.0266 

!i 	( 

1  
i! 

• 



1 . 

' 

.(• 

(-). • 

') 

) 	 ' 

• ) 

• ) 

.) 	 • 

• O FF -AXIS ANGLE IN  0E6RE41, 

. 	UPLIKK RECEIVE 	• 

UEP 	UCP 	CEP 	AIN 	BAH 	BER 	DOM 	MRI 	TRD 	%UR 
CUB 

UEP1 	0.5894 	0.9310 	0.9529 	4.5217 	2.0036 	1.9990 	3.5006 	4.6105 	5 .1355 ' 	3.8590 
2.0259 

	

. 	 . 
UCP1 	1.2560 	0.8344 	1.3272 	5.0682 	2.9262 	2.5697 	4.1603 	4.9289 	5.4314 	4.3533 

2.9060 

C6P1 	0.8616 	1.9062 	0.4800 	. 5.1424 	2.7916 	2.1544 	4.0380 	' 5.09E6 	5.69E6 	4.3092 
3.1198 

ATN1 	4.5834 	5.3381 	4.8885 	0.1000 	2.2875 	2.9728 	0.9635 	0.3926 	0.4109 	0.8492 
• 2.2762 

BAH 	2.0288 	2.7889 	2.5018 	2.5381. 	0.1000 	1.6206 	1.5585 	3.0113 	3.441 5 	2.1690 
0.6585 

BER 	1.9341 	3.2392 	1.1562 	2.9878 	1.3500 	0.1000 	1.9003 	2.8466 	3.4564 	2.0762 

	

1.9987 	
0. 

DOM 	3.4669 	4.2740 

	

. 	3.7572 	1.0469 	1.1997 	1.8262 	0.1839 	0.8964 	1.4510 	0.2594 
1.3028 

MRT 	4.7059 	5.8233 	4.6482 	1.0045 	3.0113 	2.8456 	1.3721 	0.1000 	0.5452 	0.7652 
3. .4891. 

TRD 	5.2111 	6.3144 	5.2870 	0.9336 	3.3846 	3.4624 	1.7463 	0.5383 	0.1000 	1.3082 
3.7374 

VIR 	3.8967 	4.9753 	3.9376 	0.9423 	2.0228 	2.0762 	0.4974 	0.7157 	1.2865 	0.1000 
2.4536 

CIBI 	2.5884 	3.2073 	3.0E95 	2.2380 . 	0.5145 	2.0498 	1.4390 	2.8405 	3.1885 	2.0852 
0.6472 

9 



o 

( 

J o  
• 

BER 

OFF-AXIS  ANGLE IN DEGREES 

DOWNLINK TRANSMIT 

UEP 	UCF. 	C6F 	ATN 	BAH 
• CUB 

DOM 	MRT 	TRD 	VIR 

UEP1 	0.5894 
2.5884 • 

UEP2 	1.1189 
3.0078 

UEP3 	1.1436 
3.2514 

UEP4 	1.8938 
3.8767 

UEP5 	1.7517 
3.8177 

UEP6 	0.8124 
2.8E20 

UCP1 	0.9310 
3.2073 

UCP2 	' 1.7605 
3.9500 

UCP3 	0.1037 
2.3647 

• UCP4 	0.7691 
1.6619 

UCPE 	2.4218 
4.1566 

UCPE 	3.1501 
5.0175 

UCP7. 	2.3594 
4.4135 

1.2560 

1.3348 

1.2210 

0.9950 

1.0533 

0.6793 

0.8344 

1.3292 

1.2952 

1.9004 

0.6581 

2.1244 

1.6764 

0.8616 

0.3192 

0.2632  

2.3042 

2.0656 

1.9325 

1.9062 

2.2442 

1.6785 

2.2301 

3.8447 

3.8416 

2.8878 

4.5834 

4.8357 

5.2721 

6.1379 

6.1077 

4.90E0 

5.3381 . 

6.2560 

4.3940 

3.5818 

5.9113 • 

7.3280  

6.7632 

2.0288 

2.446a 

2.6832 

3.4401 . 

 3.3488 

2.4712 

2.7889 

3.4901 

1.9436 

1.'3845 

4.0562 

4.6546 

3.9861 

1.9341 

1.7697 

2.2382 

3.9077 

3.7373 

2.9916 

3.2392 

3.9189 

2.4158 

2.2019 

4.8921 ' 

5.4098 

4.5514 

3.46E9 

3.7083 

4.1498 

5.0843 

5.0425 

3.8463 

4.2740 

5.1971 

3.3166 

2.5339 

4.9776 

6.3373 

5.7281 

4.7059 

4.6229 

5.0491 

6.4660  

6.3312 

. 5.5382 

5.8233 

6.4901 

4.9808 

4.4962 

7.1442 , 

7.7E64 

7.0373 

5.2711 

5.2576 

5.6829 . 

6.9916 

6.8772 

5.9945 

6.3144 

7.0343 

5.4412 

4.8663 

7.4861 

8.2618 

7.5132 

3.8567 

3.9(54 

4.3440 

5.6898 

5.5715 

4.6432 

4.9753 

5.7374 

4.0104 

3.5033 

6.2270 

7.048.8 

6.3102 

; 

C6P1 	0.9529 	1.3272 	0.4800 	4.8885 	2.5018 	1.7962 	3.7572 	4.6482 	5.2870 	3.9376 
3.0595 

ATN1 	4.5277 	5.0682 	5.1424 	0.1000 	2.5387 	2.9878 	1.0469 	1.0045 	0.933E 	0.9423 
2.2380 

- BAH 	2.0036. 	2.9262 	2.7916 	2.2875 	- 0.1000 	1.3500 	1.1997 	3.0113 	3.3846 	2.0228 
0.5145 

BER 	1.9990 	2.5 697 	2.1544 	2.5728 	1.6206 	0.1e00 	1.8262 	2.8456 	3.4624 	2.0762 

	

2.0498 	 . 

DOM 	3.5006 	4.1603 • 	4.0380 	0.9635 	1.5585 	1.9 0 03 	0.1839 	1.3721 	1.7463 	0.4974 
1.4390 

MRT 	4.6105 	4.9289 	5.8966 	0.3926 	3.0113 	2.8466 	. 0.8564 	0.1000 	0.5383 	0.71E7 
2.8405 

TRD 	5.1399 	5.4314 	5.655E 	0.4109 	.3.4415 	3.4564 	. 1.4510 	0.5492 	0.1000 	1.2865 
3.1889 

VIR 	3.8590 	4.3533 	4.3092 	0.8492 	2.1690 	2.0762 	0.2594 	0.7652 	1.3082 	• 0.1800 
2.0892 

CUB1 	, 2.0259 	2.9060 	3.1198 	2.27E2 	0.6585 	1.9987 	1.3028 	3.4891 	3.7374 	2.4536 
0.6472 

CUB2 	2.9465 	3.7374 	'3.5937 	1.39E9 	0.8708 	1.6555 	0.3247 	2.0577 	2.4241 	1.1428 • • 



2.7224 

2.2766 

2.4100 

• O .4185 
2.1211 
0.9292 
2.0537 
0.5112 
2.2577 
0.6(67 

CUB4 

CLB5 

CUB6 

• 
	

2.9171 	3.2628 	2.2922 	1.0737 	e712 	1.4065 	3.7732 	3.9569 

	

2.9570 	3.0E15 	2.22(5 	0.4323 	11,136 	1.2119 	3.3009 ' 	3.5792 

	

3.0997 	3.3678 	2.0807 	0.8256 	2.1729 	1.1716 	3.4461 	3.6449 

() 

) 



( • 

:1 
( 

( • 

• () 

UEP 
CUE 

UCP 

( • 

OFF-AXIS  ANGLE IN DEGREES 

DOWNLINK RECEIVE 

CEP 	ATM 	BAH 	BER 	DOM 	MRT 	TRD 	VIR 

	

UEP1 	0.2634 	21.0898 	10.7058 	12.6593 	21:7756 	10.7058 	12.6595 • 21.7757 	17.3333 	10.1056 
17.3335 	 . 

	

- UEP2 	' 	0.2238 	20.6483 	10.4865 	12.3915 	L 21.3524 	10.4865 	12.3917 	21.3526 	16.9892 	10.4863 
16.9893 

	

UEP3 	0.2238 	20.6796 	10.4815 	12.4044 	21.3264 	10.4815 	12.4045 	21.3266 	16.9734 	10.4813 
16.9736 

	

UEP4 	0.2238 	21.3533 	10.7627 	12.8151 	21.8143 	10.7627 	12.8152 	21.8145 	17.3886 	10.7625 
17.3888 

	

UEP5 	0.2634 	21.2889 	10.7187 	12.7542 	21.7350 	10.7187 	12.7544 	21.7352 	17.3222 	10.7185 
17.3224 

	

UEP6 	0.2238 . 	21.5799 	10.5081 	12.9446 	22.1341 • 10.9081 	12.9447 	22.1343 	17.6356 	10.9079 
17.6358 

UCP1 	21.4810 	0.2237 	32.5154 	8.3782 	43.6944 	32.5454 	8.3784 	43.6946 	39.2277 	32.5453 

	

39.2279 	 .  
UCP2 	21.3120 	0.2237 	32.2E28 	8.32 38 	43.2572 	32.2528 	8.3240 	43.2574 	38.8505 	32.2527 

	

38.8507 	' 
UCP3 	21.5141 	0.2237 	32.6295 	8.3777 .• 	43.8789 	32.6395 	8.3779 	43.8791 	39.3727 	- 32.6393 

39.3728 
UCP4 	21.7049 	' 0.2237 	32.5487 	8.4456 ' 44.3159 	32.9487 	8.4458 	44.3161 	'39.7578 	32.9485 

39.7580 
UCP5 	22.1059 	0.2237 	33.3992 	8.6484 	44.7009 	33.3992 	8.6485 	44.7011 	40.1829 	33.3990 

40.1831 
UtP6 	21.5580 	. .0.2237 	32.5573 	8.4E19 	43.5962 	32.5973 	8.4621 	43.5964 	35.1595 	32.5972 

. 	39.1997 
UCP7 	21.3978 	0..2237 	32.3466 	8.3681 . 	43.3332 	32.3466 	8.3683 . 43.3334 	38.9368 	32.3465 

38.9369 

C6P1 	10.4669 	31.3000 	0.2237 	23.0586 	10.6238 	0.0 	23.0587 	10.6240 	6.2677 	0.0 
6.2678 

4181 	12.7565 	8.2026. 	23.8122 	0.2238 	35.2277 	23.8722 	0.0 	35.2279 	30.6593 	23.8721 
30.6595 

BAH 	22.3499 	44.0578 	11.1521 	35.4938 	0.2238 	11.1521 	35.4940-. ' 0.0 	4.3446 	11.1519 

	

4.3447 	 . 

BER 	'10.6150 ' 31.5966 . 	0.0 	23.3185 	10.8215 	0.2237 	23.3187 	10.8217 	6.3804 	0.0 
6.3805 

DOM 	12.7497 	8.2074 	23.8449 	0.0 	35.1648 	23.8449 	0.2237 	35.1650 	30.6124 	23.8447 
30.6126 

MRT 	21.8215 	42.7677 	10.9300 	34.5225 	0.0 	10.9300 	34.5237 . 	0.2237 	4.2668 	10.9298 
4.2670 

TRD 	17.3772 	38.3637 • 	6.4574 	30.1060 	4.2805 	6.4574 	30.1062 	4.2807 	0.2238 	6.4573 
0.0 

VIR 	10.7471 	31.8810 	0.0 	23.5590 	10.9910 	0.0 	23.5592 	10.9912 	6.4177 	0.2238 
6.4778 

CUB1 	17.9633 	39.9454 	6.6454 	31.2651 	4.3801 	6.6454 	31.2692 	4.3803 	0.0 	6.6452 
0.2237 

CUB2 	17.7620 	39.3690 	6.5241 	30.8533 	• 4.3500 	6.5841 	30.8535 	4.3502 	0.0 	6.583.9 

• 



c\ 

ç .  

40.1760 

39.8206 

40.0450 

6.6753 

. 6.6300 

6.6E29 

6.6751 

6.6298 

6.6E27 

• 

. c 

C 

dr .:›1 

•?;': 

i 	• 

1 

0.2237 
C1i84 gl 18.0529 

0.2237 
CUBE' 	17..9159 

0.2237 
CUBE 	18.0098 

0.2237 

31.4413 - 	4.3971 	f-  75 . 	31.4415 	4.3913 	0.0 

31.17E7 	4.3716 	.0300 	31.17E8 	4.3718 	' 0.0 

31.3487 	443915 	6.6E29 	31.3489 	4.3917 	0.0 



H C.  

DOH 

MRT 

TRD 

VIR 

AZIMUTF ANGLE INDEGREES 

UPLIM RECEIVE 

UEP 	UCP 	C6P 	ATN 	BAH 	BER 	DOH. 	HRT 	TRC 	' VIR 
CUB' 	 • 

UEP1 	971E439 *157.4426 	99.7190 	*0.8958 	*0.9637 	31.8630 	4.2445. 	7.8E09 	3.9E50 . 	8.5219 
*16à369 

UCP1 	55.5731 	90.8923 	71.8813 	*3.4625 	8.0672 	24.2481 	2.8140 	0.6002 	*3.0278 	' 3.8116 
1.6953 

C6P1 	-.88.0353 *126.6102 	*42.2646 	*36.6267 	*53.1374 	*23.5676 	*36.2759 	*26.546.3 	*28.8161 	*29.1435 
*64.0729 

ATN1 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	000 	0.0 . 	0.0 	0.0 ' 	0.0 	0.0 
0.0 . 

BAH 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 . 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 . 	0.0 ' 	0.0 	. 	0.0 
0.0 

BER 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	- 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

0.0 	 . 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	. 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 
0.0 

	

0. 0 	 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	6.0 	0.0 , 	• 	0.0 	0.0 

	

0.0 	 • 

0.0 	" 	0. 0 	 0.0 	0.0 	 0.0 	 0.0 	 0.0 	0.0 	 0.0 	 0. 0 
0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 
0.0 

CUB1 	104.9397 	130.2803 	90.5961 • *31.1633 	80.8737 	56.0899 	*7.7075 	*12.7425 	*22.7224 	*3.8157 - 
*202.1214 

o. 

• 



Y.;.• 

c,  

-0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0,0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 • 

13.0 

0.0 

0.0 

AZIMUTH ANGLE ...RE•  

DOWNLINK .  -TRANSMIT 

UEF 	UCP 	CEP 	ATN 	BAH 
CUB 

DOM • 	MRT 	TRE 	VIR BER 

.- 

1 -  UEP1 	97.5439 	55.5731 	•-.88.0 353 	0.0 	0.0 
104.9397 

UEP2 	97.9790 • 	69.6941 	• 46.2194 	0.0 	0.0 
91.02E0 

UEP3 	125.4382 	88.3262 .•.122.2750 	0.0 	0.0 
98.4132 

UEP4- 	197.7995 	139.9437 ...142.2046 	0.0 	0.0 
131.9859 

UEP5 	191.8458 	134.9277 	144.0485 	0.0 	0.0 
128.1384 

UEP6 	.440.4483 	56.6186 -115.7310 	0.0 	0.0 
132.3529 

UCP1 	-.157.4426 	3 90.892 	...126.6102 . 	. 	0.0 	0.0 

	

130.28.03 . 	. . 
UCP2 	194.2027 	141.7693 •445.3595 .. 	0.0 	0.0 

129.9993 -  
UCP3 	•97.8121 	37.8419 	-99.7E98 	0.0 	• 	0.0 

1250E617 
UCP4 	.-32.6515 	14.2109 	..-83.8256 	0.0 	0.0 

	

. 135.2271 	• 
UCP5 	-1261.5610 ...148.8862 •••127.4986. 	0.0 	0.0 

-..202.3802 
UCPE 	•. 150.2501 	177.6924 .. 1 46.8085 	0.0. 	0.0 

145.1073 
UCP7 	....155.2063 	160.1500 •148.0390 	0.0 	0.0• 

13E00701 

C6P1 	99.7190 	71.8813 - 42.2646 	0.0 	0.0 
90.5961 

ATN1 	• 	-.0.0958 	-3.4625 	••36.6267 	0.0 	0..0 
. 	..31.1633 

• BAH 	.-0.9637 	8.0672. 	..-.53.1374 	.000 	• 	0,0 

	

80.8737 	. 	-." 	' ''. 

• BER 	31.8630 	24.2483 	•••23.5676 	0.0 	0.0 
56.0.899 • 

DOM 	44.2445 	2.8140 	•••360.2759 	0.0 	0.0 
". 	•-7.7075 

MRT . - 	7.8509 	- 	0.6002 	.26.5462 , 	.0.0 . 	. 	0.0 
• .•12.7425 

TRD 	, •• 3.9896 . 	•-.3.0278 	--28.8161. 	0.0 	0.0' 
• -.22.7224 

VIR 	8.9215 	3.8116 	29.1435 	-.0..0 	0.0 
-3.8197 

. CUB1 	-16.1369 	1.6953 	-64.0729 	'0.0 	. 	0.0 
...202.1214 • 

CU82. 	. 0.4664 - 	3.3302 	-•43.6587 	- 0.0 	0.0  

	

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

	

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0  

	

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	. .o.o 

	

0.0 	• 	01.0 	0.0 	- 	0.0 	4).0 

	

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0  

	

0 .0 	•  0.0  . 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0_ 
	

0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	." 	0.0 	0.0 	. 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 . 	0.0 	• 	0.0' 

0.0 . 	0.0 	0.0 	ea ' 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0 • 11 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	• 0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

• 0.0 	• 0.0 	0.0 	0.0 

0.0 	0.0 	- 0.0 	0:0 	0.0 

0.0. 	0.0. 	.0.0; 	0.0 	0.0 



• 

	
- C., ....14, 	Ue,e...".1  

•-24.0356 
CUB4 	...24.2463 	.•.2.2887• 	-..68.9583 	0.0 	0.0 	. 	'0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	• 0.0 • 	0.0 

	

.171.6158 . 	 • • 
s 	CUB5 	•.-11.5017 	3.3231 	.••60.5605 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	, 	0.8 

	

136.4918 	 5 . 

CUB6 	.-18.0621 	.-0.9030 	-..63.1904 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 _ 	0.0 	0.0 	0.0 
. . 

	

-•174.7682 ' 	 • 



CARRIER.-10-INTERFERENCIII,TIOS IN DB 

UPLINK " • 
UEF 	UCF 	CEP 	AIN 	• 	BAN 	MER 	DOM 	1IR1 	TRC 	YIR 
CUB 

UEP1 	0.0 ' 	56.1040 	52.0555 	85.5632 . 68.7672 	65.8932 	74.4740 ' 	93.2056 	90.7356 	77.6511 
63.5665 

UCP1 	60.6665 	0.0 	68.6943 	79.9848. 	81.1104 	81.0912 	74.7827 	97.8905 	S6.7014 	52.0328 
74.4815 

C6P1 	73.6759 	85.7180 	0. 0 	98.6765 	86.7097 	44.7436 	95.9873 - 87.7678 	. 84.0190 	36.7458 

	

79.2634 	 . 

ATN1 	85.4171 	82.5236 	92.7477 	0.0 	97.3263 	95.9332. 	46.4874 	71.6726 	71.1329 	87.4781 
91.5397 

BAH 	82.5728 	93.5029 	77.3182 	98.4585 	. 0.0 	.. 	81.1559 	93.1766 	49.1793 	79.4080 	84.3351 
63.3092 

BER 	74.1751 	91.6347 	39.2116 	95.8235 	79.0930 	-0.0 	90.9238 	87.0757 	83.5767 	47.9564 
73.4436 

DCM 	80.8396 	78.5633 	88.3434 	44.9351 	90.1324 	89.0965 	0.0 ' 	90.1239 	89.33 3 7 	60.2975 
84.3997 • 

MR7 	91.6085 	99.9000 	83.9447 	91.5806 	48.9729 ' 87.1695 	' 91.6942 	0.0 	58.8030 	79.1660 

	

75.3013 	' 

iRD 	90.3740 	99.9000 	79.7450 	90.0922 	79.1968 	83.7043 	92.8236 	58.0464 	04 	73.5728 
45.0715 

Y1R 	81.9053 	96.4192 	32.5199 	87.4016 	83.5302 	48.2132 	73.4729 	79.1793 	73.5726 	0.0 
75.7948 

• 
CUB1 - 	80.3741 	89.3361 	71.8482 	88.1104 	54.2515 	74.3554• 	78.6747 	67.2359 	42.2670 	71.5662 

. 	0.0 

• 

• -• C. 

Û .  



Ii  d c, 
2 I 

r"» C • 

• 

CARRIER-.10...INTERFERENCE RATIOS IN DB 

• DOWNLIAK 
UEF 	UCF 	C6F 	, 	AIN 	BAH 	' EER 	 DOM 	 MRT 	 TRD 	 VTR 
CUB 

UEPI 	0.0 
60.1251 

UEP2 	0.0 
59.2709 

UEP3 	0.0 
60.7856 

UEP4 	0.0 
60.0783 

UEP5 	0.0 
61.0090 

UEP6 	0.0 
59.0270 

36.3214 

35.2874_ 

35.5818 

31.5191 

32.7617 

33.2638 

43.3922 

22.5718 

23.2(42 

51.7993 

52.4146 

54.1329 

65.5903 

63.3852 

65.0775 

66.6150 

67.1809 

66.5281 

62.2567 

61.4832 

63.2548 

65.8957 

66.2168 

64.6334 

57.3352 

54.5472 

56.7844 

60.9779 

61.2943 

61.1449 

63.0176 

60.9344 

62.5538 

64.5704 

65.1003 

63.8883 

71.3916 

68.3506 

70.1190 

72.7474 

73.1317 

73.3951 

70.1768 

67.3446 

68.9585 

71.1421 

71.5777 

71.8026 

61.7208 

58.9439 

60.8668 

63.7200 

64.173 

63..8467 

UCP1 	30.5180 	0.0 	64.0E03 	60.7613 	68.1773 	69.8546 	61.0232 	76.1777 	77,0635 	74.5072 
65.2747 

UCP2 ' 	31.4630 	0.0 	63.3045 	61.7263 	69.9680 	71.1772 	61.4538 	.76.7101 	77.5871 	75.3159 
66.9231 	- 

UCP3 	29.1343 	0.0 	63.4921 	58.1405 	63.6803 • 66.1119 	58.8208 	73.9043 	74.8782 	71.7694 
61.9415 

UCP4 	29.9320 	0.0 	63.8222 	55.9545 	63.3429 	65.0330 	56.7813 	72.7179 	73.5912 	70.0679 
61.3891 	. 

UCP5 	44.6339 	0.0 	10.2853 ' 64.3250 	74.5081 	76.5370 	64.2033 	80.6608 	81.1517 	.19.1497 
65.5820 	 • 

UCP6 	41.7090 	0.0 	64.1778 	63.8535 	73.4665 	75.0934 	62.8207 	79.0180 	79.687E 	77.9584 
67.5465 . 	 • 

UCP7 	34.8182 	0.0 	63.7844 	63.0399 	71.8773 	73.2814 	62.4188 	78.0E58 	78.8481 	76.8289 
67.7576 

'. 	(. 	CEP1 	24.6483 	40.6999 	0.0 	71.0732 	54.9174 	42.3959 	68.2155 	62.4635 	57.4113 	34.8979 , 
' 	53.4403 

AIN1 	40.8233 	40.8503 	67.4342 	0.0 	69.3804 	67.9401 	33.6181 	66.2251 	64.6873 	62.6073 
63.6496 

BAH 	35.8003 	44.1413 	55.5256 . 69.2854 	0.0 	57.1478 	67.2612 	46.3462 	51.2668 	55.9800 
32.7630 

. 	( 	BER 	34.3984 	45.4264 	31.3990 	68.4561 	57.8756 	0.0 	63.5803 	59.1279 	60.9088 	45.2919 
47.0594 • 

f . 	oom • 	36.5741. 	39.7351 	63.9543 	31.0.967 	65.4541 	62.2498 	0.0 	65.4E11 	64.8562 	40.4758 
43.2938 

C. 	MRT 	48.6512 	55.1527 	57.6602 	42.5181 	46.3462 	59.5512 	64.2336 	0.0 	35.2462 	44.7186 
' 	42.8429 

C . 	TRD 	- 49.1820 	59.1105 	52.5545 	42.1721 	51.1833 	61.1478 	• 66.5441 	35 • 4649 	0.0 	• 	9 9.3586 
39.8E35 

() 	VIR 	36.2413 	51.1362 	30.2111 	57.7747 	56.3183 	45.2919 	35.9819 	46.264E 	45.1837 	0.0 
42..8641 

0, 	-CUB1 	32.8627 	42.1741 	54.5571 	67.4604 	37.7768 	48.9129 	65.4833 	50.3526 	45.5289 	57.6457 
0.0 

	

CUB2 	34.8843 	45,9588 	53.5813 	64.9964 	42.5573 	47.8411 	38.5118 	44.3098 	44.0698 	50.9623 
0.0 .. 



41.8695 

41.3418 

44.8414 

54.7563 

53.1485 

56.7150 
C  

--- 
CUB4 	33.81E0 

0.0 
CUBE 11,31.4E51 

0.0 
CUB6 	35.8167 

	
67.2273 	46.2940 	50.4636 	65.1741 	50.9018 	45.2873 	58.0499 

	

66.0375 	30.5113 	• 902 	64.3293 	48.5512 	44.3051 	5E69531 

	

68.3566 	44.0279 	51.6913 	67.3547 	52.0897 	41.3237 	59.3668 

r , 



(:) 

UEP1 2 
UEP2 2 
UEP3 2 
UEP4 2 
UEP5 2 
UEP6 2 
UCP1 2 
UCF2 2 
UCP3 2 
UCP4 2 
UCP5 2 
UCP6 2 
LCP7 2 
C6P1 2 
ATN1 2 
BAH 2 
BER 2 
COM 2 
MRT 2 
TREY 2 
VIR 2 
CUB1 2 
CUB2 2 
CUB3 2 
CUB4 2 
CUBE 2 
CUB6 2, 

0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0' 
0 187 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 '23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 - 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 
0 ,1.87 23.0 
0 1.87 23.0 

O  

C  

I* ****** COMMUNICATION PARAMETERS 

ANTENNA 	PAR AMETERS .  

SER.-. NO. 	RF 	RF POWER 	FREQUENCY 	SYSTEM NOISE 	UPLINK XMIT 	UPLINK RECEIVE 	DIeNLNK XMIT DOYNLINK RECEME 
CAR %ICE OF POE. BAND- 	(VATTS) 	( 011 2) 	TEMP (DE S K) 	DIAM GAIN 	D1AM GAIN 6.01 	EIAM GAIN 	CLAM  GAIN ELI 

	

RIER TYPE CHAN INOX  WIDTH UPLINK DUNLNK UPLINK DWNLNK UPLNK DVNLNK 	(M) 	(DB) 	(M) 	(DB) ' 	(P) 	(08) 	CM) 	(DB) •• 

	

30. 	• 297. 17.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.2 6.4 	0.42 35.3 	0.75 37.2 6.5 

	

30. 	257. 17.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.2 0.4 	0.42 35.3 	0.75 27.2 0.5 

	

30. 	297.  17.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.2 6.4 	0.42 35.3 	0.75 37.2 6.5 

	

30. 	297. 17.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.2 6.4 	0.42 35.3 	0.75 37.2 6.5 

	

30. 	297. 17.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.2 6.4 	0.42 35.3 	0.75 37.2 6.5 

	

30+ 	297. 17.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.2 6.4 	0.42 35.3 	0.75 37.2 6.5 

	

30. 	252. 17.510 12.510. 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.9 7.2 	0.42 36.0 	0.75 37.3 6.5 

	

30. 	252. 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.9 7.2 	0.42 36.0 	0.75 37.3 0.5 

	

30. 	2E2. 17510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 . 0.42 38.9 7.2 	0.42 36.0 	0.75 .37.3 6.5 

	

30. 	2E2s 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.9 7.2 	0.42 36.0 	0.75 37.3 0.5 

	

30. 	2E2. 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.9 7.2 	0.42 36.0 	0.75 37.3 6.5 

	

30. 	2E2. 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.9 7.2 	0.42 36.0 	0.7E 37.3 0.5 

	

30. 	2E2. 17.510 12.510 . 1508. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	0.42 38.9 7.2 	0.42 36.0 	0.7E 37.3 0.5 

	

30. 	71. 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. • 	4.50 55.7 • 0.59 44.4 12.7 	0.59 41.5 	0.75 31.3 6.5 

	

4. 	13. 17.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	2.87 51.8 20.1 	2.88  4 8.9 	0+75 37.2 6.5 

	

4. 	13. 11.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	2.87 51.8 20.1 	2.88 48.9 	0.75 37.2 0.5 

	

4. 	13. 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	2.87 51.8 20.1 	2.88 48.9 	0.75 37.3 6.5 

	

4 , 	13. 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	2.87 51.8 20.1 	2.88 48.9 	0.75 37.3 6.5 

	

4. 	13. 11.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	2.87 51.8 20.1 	2.88 . 48.9 	0.75 37.3 6. 5  

	

4. 	13. 17.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7• 	2.87 51.8 20.1 	2.88 48.9 	0.7E 27.2 0.5 

	

4. 	13. 17.500 12.500 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	2.87 51.8 20.1 	2.88 -  48.9 	0.75 37.2 6.5 

	

11. 	55. 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	1.06 47.5 15.8 	1.06 44.6 	0.75 37.3 6.5 

	

11. 	55.  17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	1.06 47.5 15.8 	1.06 44.6 	0.75 37.3 6.5 

	

11. 	55. 17.510 12.510 1500.. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	1.06 47.5 15.8 	1.06 44.6 	0.75 37.3 6.5 

	

11. 	55. 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	1.06 47.5 15.8 	1.116 44.6 	0.75 37.3 0.5 

	

11. 	55. 17.510 12.510 1500. 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	1.06 47.5 15.8 	1.06 44.6 	0.75 37.3 0.5 

	

11. 	55. 17.510 12.510 1500. - 1200. 	4.50 55.7 	1.06 47.5 15.2 	1.06 44.6 	0.75 37.3 0.5 

NOTE .”- 
C 	SERVICE TYPE 1 IS TELEPHONY 

SERVICE TYPE 2 IS TELEVISION 
SERVICE TYPE 3 IS DIGITAL 
REFERENCE ANTENNA PATTERN EMPLOYED 



37.5 
37.5 

'76.0 

•••76.0 
•76.0 
76.0 

•.87.7 
87.7 
87.7 

69.9 
n 61.1 
61.5 

82.4 
.•82.4 
*•82.4 
•82.4 

37.5 
37.5 
37.5 
37.5 

•••66.9 
69.2 
90.5 

••88.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

36.4 
36.4 
36.4 

40.7 
44.6 
47.4 
46.6 
47.5 
38.7 
41.8 
48.0 
26.6 
30.7 
37.0 
49.0 
49.4 
45.! 
12.0 
25.0 
32.2 
18.5 
14.6 
10.7 
18.3 
23.0 
20.3 
19.9 
21.2 
23.3 
21.4 

36.4 
36.4 
36.4 

28.5 
20.1 
20.0 
31.3 
29.4 
36.9 
22.2 
19.8 
22.4 
25.6 
35.6 
26.4 
21.9 
25.4 
23.2 
54.8 
32.9 
23.0 
47.6 
45.1 
39.9 
57.2 
53.1 
56.4 
.99.9 
56.0 
59.0 

36.4 
••66.2 
-•69.0 

, 64.8 
••69.9 
.4;1.1 

64.9 

0.0 

28.5 
28.5 
28.5 
28.5 
28.5 
28.5 
22.3 
22.3 
22.3 
22.3 
22.3 
22.3 
22.3 
25.4 
23.2 
54.8 
32.9 
23.0 
47.6 
45.1 
39.9 
57.2 
57.2 
57.2 
57.2 
57.2 
57.2 

0.0 

49.4 
12.0 
25.-0 
32.3 
19.6 
14.6 
10.7 
18.3 

40.7 
40.7 
40.7' 
40.7 
40.7 
40.7 
41.8 
41.8 
41.8 
41.8 
41.8 
41.8 
41.8 
45.3 
12.0 
25.0 
32.3 
18.5 
14.6 
10.7. 
18.3 
23.0 
23.0 
23.0 
23.0 
23.0 
23.0 

21.2 

37.5 
27.E. 

 37.5 
37.'5 
37.5 
27.0 
26.4 
26.4 
36.4 
36.4 
36.4 
26.4 
26.4 
49.4 
12.0 
25.0 
32.2 
19.0 
14.6 
10.7 
1E63 
21.2 
21.2 
21.2 
21.2 
21.2 
21.2 

21.2 
21.2 
21.2 

0.0 
0.0 

' 0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

21.2 
21.2 

231.2 
237.7 
234.4 
212.1 
214.6 
219.7 
238.4 
233.9 
244.1 
246.9 
226.1 
218.5 
227.6 
228.5 
262.6 
216.7 
237.7 
258.4 
249.4 
256.4 
249.6 
217.3 
233.2 
228.9 " 
214.1 
219.6 
218.3 

-81.9 

.•81.9 
•81.9 

762.8 
•••69.0 
•••77.5 

••79.6 

.•79.6 
•••79.6 

'"•81.9 

.•81.9 
•••81.9 

•••98.1 
98.1 

•••69.0 
77.5 

•64.8 

••61.1. 

-79.6 

231.2 
231.2 
231.2 
231.2 
231.2 
231.2 
238.4 
238.4 

	

238.4 	.414.1 

	

238.4 	...84.9 

	

238.4 	. 1 03.0 
238.4 '104.0 

	

238.4 	••95.1 
228.5 
262.6 
216.7 
237.7 
258.4 
249.4 
256.4 
249.6 
217.3 
217.3 
21703 
217.3 
217.3 
217.3 

• 
'5 

r) 

; 

I 
(-) 

\-1  

! 

;.; 

; 

C.  

• 
• 

GEOMETRY PAPAMETERS ** *** * ** 

	

SATELLITE BEAM INTERSECTIONS 	GROUND TERMINAL PARAMETERS 

	

SATELLITE ORBIT UPLINK RECEIVE DOWNLIAK )(MIT 	UPLINK TRANSMIT 	DOUNLILK RECEIVE 
CARRIER 	LONG 	LAT 	LONG 	'LAI 	LONG 	LAI 	LONG 	LAT" 	ELEV 	ANN 	LONG 	LAi 	ELEV 	AZIM 

UEP1 7115.0 
UEF2 ••115.0 
UEP3 ••115.0 
UEP4 -115.0 
UEP5 
UEF6 
UCP1 
UCF2 	. 
UCP3 •135.0 
UP4 
UCP5 
UCP6 -135.0 
UCE7 
C6F1 
ATN1 
BAH 	-95.0 
RER 	-405.0 
DOM 	. 127.0 
MRT 
TIM 	-99.0 
VIR 
CUB1 
CUE2 	.•99.0 
CUB3 
CUB4 
CUB5 
cue6 

SIGN CONVENTION •••••••••• 
DEGREES SOUTH ARE NEGATIVE, 
DEGREES 'JEST ARE'NEGATIVE 

• 



TYPE CF SERVICE • 2 	MAXIPUM AVERAGE FLUX DENSITY •102.63 (DB RELATIVE 10 1 W/SO.N) CARRIER = UEP1 

r') 
EOUIVALENT CARRIER• 

TO•INTERFERENCE 
. RAII0 (DB) 

50.19 
35.47 

THERMAL SNR 
(DB) 

53.50 
A1.45 

UPLINK 
DOWNLINK 

INTERFERING 
CARRIER 

SERVICE 
TYPE 

CARRIER•TO• 
INTERFERENCE RATIO 
UPLINK DOWNLINK 

INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS RESULTS 

TOTAL SYSTEM SNR 	35.00 (DB) 

DETAILED CARRIER INTERFERENCE DATA * * * 
) 

UCF1 	2 	56.10 	36.32 
•C6F1 	2 	52.06 	13.39 
AIN1 	2 	* ' 85.56 	65.59 
BAI- 	 68.77 	62.26• 
BER 	2 	65.89 	5 1 .34 

. DOM 	2 	74.47. 	63.02 
MRI 	2 	. 93.21 	71.39 
TRD 	2 	90.74 	70.18 
VIR 	2 	77.65 	61.72 
CLE1 	2 	63.57 	60.13 

J 

410 

• • 



1 UPLINK 
DOWNLINK 

TOTAL SYSTEM SNR 

eie 

é 

INIERFERENCE ANALYSISOLLIS 	 () 

CARRIER = UEP2 	- TYPE CF SERVICE - 2 	MAXIMUM AVERAGE FLUX DENSITY -102.63 (CB RELATIVE 10 1 YiSO.M/ 

THERMAL SNR 	EQUIVALENT CARRIER- 	 . 
(DB) ' 	TO-INTERFERENCE 	. 	 0 

RATIO (DB) 

	

53.50 	50.19 	 . 
• 

	

44.71 	.22.34 	 () 

22.30 (08) 
() 

	 DETAILED CARRIER IRTERFERENCE DATA 	 

CARRIER-TO- 
INTERFERING 	SERVICE 	INTERFERENCE RATIO 
CARRIER 	TYPE 	UPLINK DOWNLINK 

UCP1 	2 	56.10 	35.29 	 . 
- CEF1 ' 	2 	52.06 	22.57 

AIN1 	2 	85.56 	63.39 	 r) 

BAR . 	2 	68.77 	61.48 
- • BER 	 a 	65.89 	54.55 

DOM 	2 	74.47 	60.93 	
..) 

' MRI 	2 	93.21 	68.39 	 . 
TRI) 	. 	2 	90.74 	67.34 
VIR 	2. 	71.65 	58.94 

• • CUE1 	2 	63.57 	59.27 
, . 	
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CASE ID=NA28C1 	
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CO-CHANNEL 	 ADJACENT CHANNEL 	. 
LINK GRP 	SAT LONG 	UP 	DOWN TOIAL PRCRAI MARGIK U ST  UP UST ON 	UP 	DOWN TOTAL PRORAT FARGIN UST UP WST ON 	ICIPAR 

	

I 	 I 
UEP1 	I 	.115.0. 	68.1 	57.9 	57.5 	30.0 	27.5 BAH 	VIR I 	50.3 	35.5 	35.3 	17.0 	18.3 CEF 	CCF I 	17.8 

1 	UEP2 -1 	-115.0 	68.1 	55.8 	55.6 	30.0 	25.6 BAH 	VIR I 	5- 0.3 	.22.3 	22.3 	17.0 	5.3 CEP 	CEP I 	5.2 
, 	C. 	UEP3 •-1 	•.. 11 5.0 	68.1 	57.6 	57.3 	30.0 	27.3 • BAH 	VIR I 	50.3 	23.0 	22.9 	17.0 	5.9  CEP 	CEP  I 	5.5 
1. 
1 • 	UEP4 •. 1 	•..115.0 	68.1 	60.1 -55.5 	30.0 	29.5, BAH 	VIR I 	50.3 	31.5 	31.5 	17.0 	14.5 CEP 	CCP 	I 	14.3 

1 	.LIEP5 	....1 	-..115.0 	68.1 	60.5 	55.8 	30.0 	29.8 BAH 	VIR 	1 	50.3 	32.7 	32.6 	17.0 	1 5 .6 CEP 	LCP 	I 	15.5 ,i 

-.: C. 	UEPE .•. 1 	1 15.0 	68.1 	59.8 	51.2 	30.0 	29.2 BAH 	VIR 	I 	50 ..3 , 33.2 	33.1 - 17.0 	16.1 	C6F 	UCF 	I 	15.5 

	

I 	 1 

UCP1 	2 	•-•135.0 	66.7 . 57.9 	57.4 	30.0 	27.4 C6P 	DCM 1 	60.6 	30.5 	30.5 	17.0 	13.5 CEP • 	LEP I 	13.3 

( 	UCP2 .-2 	-135.0 	66.7 	58.3 	57.7 	30.0 	27.7  CEP 	DOM I 	60.6 .  31.5 , 31•5 	17.0 .14.5 CEP 	CEP I 	14.3 
UCP3 .-2 	-135.0 	66.7 	55.7 	55.4 	30.0 	25.4 C6P 	DOM I 	60.6 	29.1 	29.1 	17.0 	12.1  CEP 	CEP I 	11.9 
UCP4 ...-2 	..•135.0 	66.7 	54.4 	5 4. .2 	30.0 	24.2 -CEP 	DOM I 	60.6 	29.9 	29.9 	17.0 	12.9 UEP 	CEP I 	12.6 

C. 	UCP5 -...2 	..•135.0 	66.7 	61.1 	60. .0 	30.0 	30.0 C6P 	DOM I 	60.6 	44.6 	44.5 	17.0 	27.5 CEP 	CEP I 	2 5 .E 

UCP6 •-2. 	.-135.0 	66.7 	59.5 	58.7 	30.0 	28.7  CEP  • 	DOM I 	60.6 	41.7 	41.6 	17.0 	24.6 CEP 	CEP I 	23.2 
UCP7 ....2 	•-135.0 	66.7 . 59.1 	58.4 	30. 0 	28.4 CEP 	DOM I 	60.6 	34.8 	34.8 	17.0 	11.8  CEP 	CEP  I 	17.4 

( • 	 1 	. 	 • 	I • 

UPI 10 	44.7 	38.3 	37.4, 30.0 	7.4 BER 	UCP • I 	36.7 	24.3 	24.0 	17.0 	7.0 VIR 	CEP  I 	4.2 
1 

AIM 31 . 	..•127.0 	70.9 	40.8 	40.8 	30.0 	10.8 IRO 	« CEP I 	46.5 	32.9 	32.7 	17.0 	15.7 COM 	DOM  I 	5.6 

	

- I 	 I  

BAH 	33 	.-95.0 	• 76.8 	35.6 	3E66 	30.0 	5.6 TRD 	CEP  I 	49.0 	32.2 	32.2 	17.0 	15.2 FRI 	CIE I 	5.2 

BER 	34. 	•..105.0 	39.2 	31.1 	38.5 	30.0 	0.5  CEP 	CEP  I 	47.9 	34.0 	33.9 	17.0 	16.9 VIR 	CEP  I 	0.4 
I 

DOM 	68 	76.7 	38.1 	38.1 	30.0 	8.1 UCP 	UCP I 	44.8 	29.6 	29.5 	17.0 	12.5 ATK 	'AIN I 	6.8 

	

I 	• 
MRT 	42 	-95.0 	74.4 	42.3 	42.3 	30.0 	12.3 CUB 	CUB I 	48.5 	33.7 	33.6 	17.0 	16.6 BAH 	IRO I 	11.0 

TRU 	43 	72.4 	40.4 	48.4 	30.0 	10.4 VIR 	AIN I 	44.9 	34.0 	33.7 	17.0 	16.7 cue 	FRT .  I 	5 • 5 

VIR 	45 	72.5 	36.0 	38.0 	30.0 	6.0 TRD 	UEP I 	32.4 	28.8 	27.2 	17. 0 	10.2 CEP 	CEP I 	4.6 

	

CUB1 37 	...99.0 	65.1 	40.6 	4 8 .6 	30.0 	10.6 MRT 	UCP I 	42.0 ' 31.5 	31.1 	17.0 	14.1 IRO 	CEP  I 	5.0 

	

C18 2 '.37 	-99.0 	65.1 	36.5 	:Ea 	30. 0 	6. 5  MRT 	DCM I 	42.0 	33.7 	33.1 	17.0 	16.1 180 	CEP  I 	E.0 

	

CUB3 .-.37 	•99.0 	65.1 	41.9 	4 1 .8 	30.8 	11.8 MRT 	UCP I 	42.0 	34.6 	33.8 	17.0 	16.8 IRD 	LIEF I 	I 0 .6 

	

CUB4 -.37 	.-59.0 	65.1 	40.7 	4 0 .7 	30.0 	10.7 MRT 	UCP I 	42.0 	33.3 	32.7 	17.0 	15.7 180 	CEP  I 	5•5 
•  C. 	CUBS -.37 	...99.0 	65.1 	39.5 	39.5 	30.0 	9.5 MRT 	UCP I 	42.0 	27.8 	27.7 	17. 8 	10.7 TRC 	BAH I 	7.0 

	

. CUBE .•.37 	99.0 	6 5 .1 	43.2 	43.2 	30.0 	13.2 MRT 	. 	CC? 	I 	42.0 	34.9 	34.2 	17.0 	17.2 IRD 	CEP 	I 	11.7 
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• 	Telidon/Satellite Delivery: An Alternative for 
Opportunities in Education 

INTRODUCTION  

Today, the term "new technologies" is applied to such innovations 

as microcomputers and videotex. The Canadian videotex system, 

Telidon, has been heralded as the most advanced videotex system in 

the world. And it is, primarily because it uses geometric shapes 

to transmit complex graphics and to store such images in the most 

efficient, economical way to date. 

A decade ago "new technologies" would have referred to satellite 

technology; that is, fixed satellites already aloft and direct 

broadcast satellites on the design boards. Today, following 

experimentation with the CTS/Hermes dbs satellite and evolution 

to the hybrid model exemplified by ANIK B, satellites both dbs 

and fixed, have become an integral part of the North American 

tel ecommunications  scene. 

Those who work with technologies witness first hand the wonder of 

research and development, the frustration and hopefully, the 

ultimate use of their inventions. For the user, receiving better 

telecommunications or accessing information quickly and efficiently 

is a wonder too. It is wonderful because it brings improved 

communication not because it comes via satellite or Telidon. It 

is the content and the service that matter to the user not the 

wizardry of the technology. 
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Working close at hand with "new technologies" may distort one's 

conception of their usefulness: The technology becomes the end in 

itself. The way to correct this astigmatism is to make these tech-

nologies available to the user to deliver what the user requires. 

TVOntario, (TVO) the provincial educational broadcaster in Ontario, 

began tele-education ekperiments using the Hermes satellite to 

deliver television to a few isolated communities in northwestern 

Ontario. It was the advent of television in some areas and when 

the experiment ended TVO initiated a program of supplying (via 

airplane) videotapes to these areas to carry on the service that the 

people had now come to expect. The effort was appreciated but the 

main interest was having the programs available to the community. 

USE OF SATELLITES  

Experimentation with direct broadcast satellite has suggested the 

solution to TVOntario's mandate to provide educational opportunities 

via communication to all the people of this province. The remaining 

15% of the population not reached by conventional terrestrial transmis-

sion can be reached via dbs. Isolated communities and individual 

homes alike could be served. 

During the past year-and-a-half TVO regular network programming has 

been transmitted via ANIK B 12/14 GHz band to 46 earth stations in 

northwestern Ontario. The sites chosen received at least one • 
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television channel already. Dishes were placed at cable headends, 

individual sites and at a few institutions. A recent evaluation of 

that service concluded that northern residents consider television's 

capacity to inform as important as its ability to entertain (Prospects 

for Television in Northern Ontario: A Social Impact Evaluation of 

the Direct Broadcast Satellite Field Trial, February 1981). 

"The ability to inform" that is an interesting concept and one that 

is linked to the information society that optimists say has arrived 

and pragmatists insist will evolve by the end of this century. We 

have come to expect that the television screen will be a source of 

information. If residents in isolated northern regions of Ontario 

see television as a source of information what might they think of 

having the opportunities to access databases in Canada and abroad, 

to retrieve information via their television set and to create in-

formation in their homes and make it available to interested parties 

throughout the world? 

TELIDON  

Telidon may be the vehicle to attain the above. It permits the user 

to access databases of text and graphics; to collect and to dis-

seminate information. Telidon is neither a book nor television; 

it is a medium in its own right. It is a communications system 

protocol and as such can be transmitted from one location to 

another via any,telecommunications means. It may be transmitted 
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via broadcast signal, two-way coaxial cable, FM radio and telephone. 

In October 1980, Telidon data piggybacked on the TVO broadcast signal 

(teletext) was successfully transmitted via ANIK-B 12/14 GHz trans-

ponder to an isolated community, Quetico, near the Manitoba border. 

Since then, a Telidon "magazine" of pages has been transmitted to 

Quetico, via ANIK B along with regular TVO programming. 

What is the significance of linking Telidon with satellite delivery? 

This small step means that  Tel  idon may be used as an information 

tool in rural, isolated areas as well as in urban environments. 

Using a satellite channel (in part or whole) as the telecommunication 

link provides a cost effective way of moving information. Local 

storage capability at the user end will enable large amounts of 

requested information to be "dumped" at the user's terminal for 

later use thereby reducing on-line costs to the user. 

Linking Telidon and satellite delivery may provide an alternative to 

a traditional education environment. The following are a few ex-

amples of this potential. 

i) Studies show that as we move towards the 21 century "self-

programmed" education will play an increasingly important 

role in our lifestyles. "Self-programmed" means that the 

individual decides what  it is he would like to learn and in 

what way  he would like to learn. Traditional educational 



institutions, whether in cities or serving rural constituencies, 

have difficulty adapting to students' needs; rather, students 

are expected to take what is offered. Course material provided 

electronically would permit more individualization as well as 

negating restrictions of time and place. TVO considers it 

feasible that outside broadcast hours, it could deliver in 

Telidon form course materials to students in isolated areas. 

If teleconferencing facilities were available the class could 

"meet" or a student using his Telidon terminal could directly 

contact his tutor's  terminal for supervision. The tutor would 

be able to adjust the course or send additional materials 

immediately_via  Tel idon to help the student. 

ii) TVOntario currently offers academies in which the viewer 

enrolls and receives supplemental information and guidance 

in a particular area related to a given subject. For example, 

the last academy was on parenting. Over 2,000 people enrolled. 

Each participant filled in a questionnaire when registering 

giving details on which aspects of the academy were of parti-

cular interest. A computer managed their responses by suggest-

ing what additional materials or actions fit the particular 

interests. In future, these academies could be more responsive 

by using Telidon to supplement the visual information and pro-

vide instant feedback. 

iii)Another trend now recogniZed is the increased demand for 
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vocational training and retraining. One facet of this is on-

the-job training but what if the training involves mining and 

the camps are in remote parts of the province? Few mining 

camps these days appear to be without satellite receivers. 

Using the TVO network after hours, video related to vocational 

training in mining and supplementary material carried on 

teletext could be transmitted to remote camps to be video-

taped or, in future, recorded on videodiscs. Once recorded 

locally, the information could be used as required. 

THE FUTURE: SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM  

As a result of TVO's involvement in the ANIK B field trial the 

Ontario Ministry of Northern Affairs recently announced a pilot 

program to extend that broadcast service by funding community TV 

broadcasting stations in selected locales. Low power broadcast 

equipment will enable these communities to extend the TVO signal 

to their local areas. The reach of the TVOntario network will 

thus be extended. 

A broadcast network with the ability to reach almost everyone in 

the province may also be the backbone of a Telidon delivery system 

for the movement of information (text and graphics) and course 

materials to regional databases or local terminals. As society's 

needs change and evolve it may be that via electronic transmission 

and communications educational opportunities are delivered to the 
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user either as an extension of the traditional educational insti-

tutions, or as a substitute if the institution is unable to adjust 

to meet user needs. It is conceivable that a community of like 

interests will be joined electronically where previously lack of 

inexpensive telecommunications made it impractical. Living in 

rural areas or living in urban centres will be a matter of pre-

ference without having to incur penalty of isolation from infor-

mation resources. 

Speculating about the future is as frustrating as it is enjoyable. 

Either way, knowing that there are alternatives is the motivation; 

the technology is here, the content is the challenge. The alter-

natives will undoubtedly change the educational processes. 

• 

• 
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I. 	17-7.RTICT 7 nU 

As a result of the 1979 World Administration Conference . , a minimum of • 

500 MHz of new spectrum is expected to become available for the  

Broadcasting Satellite Service in the 12 GHz band.. The availability of 

new spectrum is •a rare occurrence in this age of raridly accelerating. 

requirements for all radio services. This new frequency allocation . 

represents the first major "window" to  open for television broackast 

service  in. the  past 30 years, and may well be the only window to open 

for quite a number of years (when the use of the. higher satellite 

freauency bands of 22, LO and 8D 0.z become realistic).  This  development, 

when considered in conjunction with the rapidly escalating developments 

in Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits and digitairtechnology, 

affords a Unique opportunity for the development of  .a new.deluxe high-- 

definition television service. 

HighDefinition Television (HDTV) as used herein refers to a televisional 

system intended for viewing on large-size display devices,•perhaps with -

an increased number of scanning lines. (over 525, resulting in noticeably 

sharper pictures. Stereo sound,•which would be truly meaningful with a 

large picture display, would be an intrinsic part of the system. 

Prototype eauipment for HDTV systems involving over 1000 scanning lines 

exists now. Availability of the recuired spectrum resource will spur 

industry activity towards the development of an operational HDTV system 



that would provide the public with a new and innovative television 

service of superior technical quality. 

This, then ,. is one such rare occasion in which rezulatory opportunities 

coincide with the evolution of technology to r'ermit wholly new classes 

of broadcasting service to be offered to the Public. An example was the 

adoption' of the 625-line PAL Color System in the United Kingdom as a new 

standard of UHF broadcast service superior to the L05-line television 

service previously offered in the VHF band. A sitilar occasion now . 

exists as cOnsideration is being given to direct broadcast satellite (DBS) 

allocations, which will result from a Regional Conference of Western • 

Hemisphere Nations in 1983. 

.Unlike other technically-based services, television broadcasting is 

difficult to upgrade whenever improved technolorry becomes. arplicable. 

Perforbance is constrained'by signal standards defined within a rigid 

framework of international regulation. An or.tortunity now:exists to 

initiate a new, supplementary television broadcast. service having the 

superior characteristics warranted by recent technolozical achievements. 

Since technical standards for any such new service must be set within the 

framework of international agreements that  vi beraade in the 1983 

conference, the technical issues must be examined in the very near 

future. 

• _o_ 
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II. SPECTRUM ALLOCATION FOR SATELLITE EROCASTING FOR REGION 2  

In the 12, 22 and 40.GHz bands, spectrum has been allocated to the 

Broadcasting Satellite Service in Region 2 with appropriate , conditions 

as noted in the 1979 WARC Final Acts. The applicable footnotes are 

shown below: 

A. 11.7-12.7 GHz Band  

11.7-12.7 GHz - Footnote 3787/405BC:  

The use of the band 11.7-12.7 GHz in Region 2 by the fixed-

satellite and broadcasting-satellite services is limited to 

national and sub-regional systems and is subject to previous 

agreement between the administrations concerned and thos e . 

having services, operating or planned to operate in accordance 

with the Table, whiçh may be affected. 

11.7-12.1 GHz - Footnote 3787A:  

As a secondary service, in Region 2, in the band 11.7-12.1 GHz, 

transponders on space stations in the fixed-satellite service 

may be uSed additionally for transmissions in the broadcasting-

satellite service, provided that such transmissions do not have 

a maximum e.i.r.p. greater than 53 dEW per television channel 

and do not cause greater interference or require more protection 

from interference than the coordinated fixed-satellite service 

frequency assignments. With respect to the space services, this 

band shall be used principally for the fixed-satellite service. 

The upper limit of this band shall be modified in acCordance- 

73- 



with the decisions of the 1983 Regional Administrative Radio 

Conference for Region 2. 

12.1-12.3 GHz - Footnote 3787B:  

The 1983 Regional Administrative Radio Conference for Region 2 

will divide the band 12.1-12.3 GHz into two sub-bands. It will 

allocate the lower sub-band to the fixed-satellite service and 

the upper sub-band to the broadcasting-satellite, broadcasting, 

mobile except aeronautical mobile, and fixed services, all 

services being on a primary basis. 

12.1-12.3 GHz - Footnote 3787C:  

Additional allocation: the bands 12.1-12.3 GHz in Brazil and 

Peru and 12.2-12.3 GHz in the United States are also allocated 

to the fixed service on a primary basis. 

12.1-12.7 GHz - Footnote 3787D:  

In the band 12.1-12.7 GHz, the Region 2 space services, 

existing or planned before the 1983 Regional Administrative 

Radio Conference for Region 2, shall not impose restrictions 

on the elaboration of the Plan for the broadcasting-satellite 

service in Region 2 and shall be operated under the conditions 

set forth by that Conference. 

12.1-12.7 GHz - Footnote 3787E:  , 

In Region 2, in the band 12.1-12.7 GHz, existing and •future 

terrestrial radiocommunication services shall.not cause harmful 

interference to the space services operating in accordance with 

the broadcasting-satellite Plan to be prepared at the 1983 

• 
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Regional Administrative Radio Conference for Region 2, and 

shall not impose restrictions on the elaboration of such a 

Plan. The lower limit of this band shall be modified in 

accordànce with the decisions of that Conference for Region.2. 

12.3-12.7 GHz - Footnote 3787F:  

In Region 2, in the band 12.3-12.7 GHz, assignments to stations 

of the broadcasting-satellite service made available in the Plan 

to be established by the 1983 Regional Adminstrative Radio 

Conference for Region 2 may also be used for transmissions in 

fixed-satellite service (space-to-Earth), provided that such 

transmissions do-not cause more interference or require more 

protection from interference than the broadcasting-satellite 

service transmissions operating in accordance with that Plan.. 

With respect to the space services, thiS. band shall be used 

principally  for the broadcasting-satellite.service. The lower 

limit of this band shall be modified in accordance with the 

decisions of that Conference for Region 2. 

B. 22.5-23.0 GHz Band  

22.5-23.0 GHz - Footnote 3802/410B:  

In Regions 2 and 3, the broadcasting-satellite service is 

authorized in the band 22.5-23.0 GHz, subject to agreement 

. obtained under the procedure set forth in Article N13A. 

22.5-23.0 GHz - FoOtnote 3801C:  

Additional allocation: in Japan, the band 22.523.0 GHz is 

also allocated to the broadcasting service on a primary basis. 

• 
-5- 



22.5-23.0 GHz - Footnote 3801D:  

In making assiznments to stations of other services, 

administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to 

protect the spectral line observations of the radio astronomy 

service in the bands 22.81,-22.86 GHz and 23.07-23.12 GHz from 

harmful interference. =missions from space or airborne 

stations can be particularly serious sources or interference 

to the radio astronomy service. 

C. 40.5-4 2 .5 GHz Band  

• 40.5-42.5 GHz - Footnote 3814A:  

In making assi:znments to stations of other services to which 

the band 42.5-43.5 GHz . is allocated,  administrations are urged 

to take all practicable steps to protect the radio astronomy 

service from harmful interference, especiallyin the bands 

42.77-42.87 GHz, 43.07-43.17 GHz, and 43.37-43.47 GHz, which 

are used for spectral line observations of silicon monoxide. 

missions from space or airborne stations can be particularly 

serious sources of interference to the radio astronomy service. 

•40.5-42.5 GHz 7 Footnote 38143:  

The allocation of the spectrum for the fixed-satellite service 

in the bands 42.5-43.5 GHz and 47.2-50.2 GHz for Earth-to-smace 

transmission is greater than that in the band 37.5-39.5 GHz for 

. space-to-Earth transmission in order to accommodate feeder links 

to broadcasting satellites. Administrations are urged to take 

all practicable steps to reserve the band 47.2-49.2 GHz for 



• feeder links to broadcasting satellites operating in the band 

40.5-42.5 GHz. 

A few of the key planning principles identified at'the WARC-77 Conference 

for Region 2 Broadcasting Satellite Service Planning (Reference: Annex 6, 

Appendix 29A, WARC 79 Final Acts) are: 

. Flexible planning approach 

The plan adopted for Region 2 must be sufficiently . flexible to 

allow for future technical developments, the identification of 

future requirements, changes in existing or stated requirements, 

requirements by administrations not represented at the 

Conference, further information on propagation data and various 

system design apprbaches. The plan may be modified only by à 

Ile competent administrative radio conference. 

• Efficient use of the geostationary orbit  and the spectrUm 

The plan for Region 2 shall use, to the maximum extent 

technically and economically practicable, the techniques 

available so as to make the most efficient use of the. 

geostationary orbit and the frequency spectrum to fulfil 

the requirements both of the Region as a whole and of the 

individual administrations. 

• Reception 

The plan for Region 2 shall have as a basis individual 

reception, although each administration may choose the 

reception system that it finds most suited to its requirements, 

namely, individual or community reception, or both. 

••••• n•n 



III: ŒY  TECHNICAL PARAKETERS 	a=s  PLANNING  

At the WARC 77 Conference, spedific technical Parameters were adopted for . 

the BSS systems of Regions 1 and 3.. However, only planning parameters 

were-identified for Region 2, subje-t to revisiDn at the 1983 Conference •  

The key technical parameters are outlined below: 

• 
Modulation  

Planning of the broadcasting-satellite service is based on the use of a 

signal consisting of a video signal with an associated carrier, freauency 

modulated by a sound signal, both frequency modulating a carrier in the 

12 GHz band.: -  

This does not preclude the use of other modulating  signais  having 

different characteristics (e.g. digital modulation of sound and 

television signals), provided that the use of such characteristics does 

not cause greater interference with that caused by the system considered 

in the 

. 	. 

Polarization  • 

Circular-Rolarization: 

Note: The United States and Iran extressed 2cncern regarding the use of 

circular - polarization. 

Carrier-to-noise ratio:  

14 dB for 99%.. of the worst Month. 

• 

-8- 
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Protection Ratio (between two FM television signals):  

- 31 dB for co-channel signals 

- 15 dB for adjacent channel signals 

Necessary Bandwidth:  

The necessary bandwidths considered are as follows: 

Region 1 (625 line system): 27 MHz 

Region 2 (525 line system M): 18 MHz for individual reception 

23 MHz for community reception 

Region 3 (525 line system): 27 MHz 

Guard Bands:  

14 MHz at lower edge and 9 MHz at upper edge. Assume maximum beam center 

EIRP values of 63 dBW for Region 2, and filter  roll-off of 2 dB/MHz. 

Power Flux Density (PFD) (at the edge of coverage area):  

- 105 dBW/m
2 

for individual reception in Region 2 

- 111 dBW/m
2 

for community reception in,Region 2 

-9- 



IV. DESIRABILITY OF 12 GHz BAND FOR HDTV SYSTEM  

There is a great deal of synergism between the 12 GHz band and High 

Definition Television (HDTV) technologies and one must not lose this 

"window" of opportunity for the development of the HDTV service in the 

12 GHz band. 

The 12 GHz BSS spectrum should be used to provide new and innovative 

services such as High Definition Television (HDTV). Developments in 

VLSI (Very Large Scale Integrated Circuits) and digital technology 

provide confidence that commercial implementation of a HDTV service 

within this decade is a reasonably realizable goal.
(1) 

With the continuing 

trend towards wider screens, the many weaknesses of the 525-line NTSC 

signal are becoming obvious, in spite of significant improvements that 

have been made in the NTSC picture quality (such as better filters and 

tubes). 

(1) In February, CBS provided a demonstration of a HDTV , system in - 
Washington,D.0 The high resolution camera, very wideband digital 
tape recorder, widescreen projection equipment and display devices, 
all combined to provide a spectacular display of the quality of an 
HDTV signal and related technologies; "}TV: The Look of Tomorrow 
Today", Broadcasting, March 2, 1981, Pages 34-35; "Bigger and Better", 
Editorial, Broadcasting, March 2, 1981, Page 122; "CBS Gives... 
Demonstration of High Resolution TV...", Communications Daily, 
FebruarY 27, 1981; "CBS's High Resolution TV", Television Digest, 
March 2, 1981, Page 5; "CBS Makes Pitch for Widescreen TV", 
Advertising Age,  March 2, 1981; and others. 

-10- • 
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Poor color fidelity, smaller aspect ratio, poor resolution and • blurring 

are apparent when the NTSC signal is displayed on widescreens. The HDTV 

signal provides a dramatic improvement in picture resolution, color 

fidelity and wider aspect ratio when displayed on large screens. 

Allocation of required spectrum in the 12 GHz band to HDTV presents an 

opportunity for all to take a major leap forward in the improvement of 

television signal quality and of the-television service offered to the 

general public. 

In view of the extensive and dramatic development in the HDTV technology, 

it should be regarded as a near-future reality in the 12 GHz band. Right 

now, the major obstacle to the introduction of HDTV service is not . 

technological but the absence of any assigned spectrum and the development 

of standards. If system planners do not recognize the imminence of HDTV 

technology, and make the requisite spectrum space available for these new 

services, such services may never be broadcastable. Moreover, without 

standards, the industry will not make major commitments to the 

development of the required equipment. Although HDTV may move forward in 

non-broadcast media such as cable, action looking toward a HDTV 

broadcast system will provide a major impetus to HDTV development in all 

media. 

Some have urged that the HDTV service should be implemented in the 22 GHz 

band since the Japanese are implementing such a system in the 22 GHz band. 

However, there are substantial problems for the U.S. in pursuing that 

course for Region 2. 

• 
-11- 



There are technical characteristics of the 22 GEz band which make it 

possible for Japan, but not the. U.S., to imtlement HDTV in 22 GHz. The 

22 GHz band is si_cznificantly =re susceptible to rain attenuation, 

fading and depolarization effects. In •order to overcome these effects, 

which severely degrade the picture cuality, it is necessary to increase 

channel power and bandwidth. This . does not tose an insurmountable 

problem to the Japanese, since the Jacanese mainland can be covered by 

narrow spot beams obtained throuzh sharper focusing and high gain 

antennas, which, in turn, will lower the output power requirement of the 

channel TWT amplifiers. It can be estimated that a 400-watt TWTA will 

provide excellent performance at 22 --..;Hz in Jaran. At these TWT power 

levels, currently avai7ab - - 	 be easily utilized. 

However, the situation  is not the same if one tries to use the 22 GHz, 

band for providing United States' time zone 21-.'S coverage. The United • 

States has a large east-west/north-south land mass. A 2 0  x 3
0 
 beam is 

required to cover a U.S. time-zone. This recuirement will dilute the 

spacecraft,antenna gain, and impose a heavy Penalty on the satellite 

channel power, well in excess of  3JOî  watts. Under these circumstances, 

the spacecraft structure, solar array, thermal subsystem, TWTA and - 

battery designs become extremely comtlicated, well beyond the stata-of- - 

the-art, and are beyond any reasonably achieveable date for the 

implementation of a HDTV system in the 22 3':-Ez  band, and decades beyond 

the achievable date for the imr.lementation cf a ":EDTV system in the 12 GHz 

band. Thus, awaiting the development of 22 	technology in order to 

implement HDTV services will force an indefini -_e delay in the introduction 

to the public of new, innoyative televisicn services. • 



V HDTV SYSTEM CONCEPT  

It can be shown that modern technology is capable of providing the public 

with a significantly higher duality television system if relieVed of the 

(2) 
constraints of the present NTSC color system standards. 	Reasdnable 

projections for future technological improvements not only emphasize this 

point, but present additiona1 options worthy of consideration. When tele-

vision quality enhancement is discussed, the most frequently mentioned 

enhancements are: 

1. ImproVed luminance resolution in both horizontal:and vertical directions, 

to provide line-free picture reproduction and crisp picture detail even 

when shoun on large screens viewed at close distance. 

2. Improved color resolution, with the elimination of picture "artifacts" 

such as cross-color and dot-crawl or edge effects. 

3. Wider aspect ratio, to more closely approximate the wide screen cinema 

format. 

4. Stereophonic or multichannel sound with improved bandwidth and fidelity. 

These improvements can be realized in various combinations and with varying 

degrees of enhancement. In all caseS, however, they cOmpete for additional 

(3,4) 
bandwidth. 

BecauSe the appetite for an enhanced television service exists, it is likely 

to be satisfied by whichever médium has the capability. Newer cable systems 

with large numbers of channels have the capability of devoting multiple 

(2) D. Fink, "The  Future of High-Definition Television -- Report of the 
SMPTE Study Group on High-Definition Television", SMPTE Jour. 
Feb. 1980 and March 1980: 

(3) T. Fujio, "A Study of High-Definition TV System in the Future",. IEEE 
Trans. on Broadcabting, pp. 92-100, Dec. 1978. 

(4) NHK Laboratories Notes, Serial Numbers 192 and 228. 



- 
contiguous channels to such a service. Extrapolation of present performance 

of video  tape and,  possibly, video disc machines shows they may also in time 

be able to : provide this service in pre-recorded form. However, the proportion 

of the population that will be served by cable systems with large numbers of , 
_ 

unused channels-is likely to  'ce  small - for a long time, and tape and disc 

machines capable of providing high resolution pre-recorded programs will be 

quite expensive-.  None of these media can provide the combination'of immediacy, 

for news and_ sports, and widesPread geographical coverage of a broadcast 

service. -  

The broadcast service, however, is the only one with a spectrum limitation. 

It is unlikely that all of the desirable characteristics of a high-definition 

television system could be acheived in a format that is completely coMpatible 

With the existing VHF and UHF channel allocations. Therefore, at least in 

the short term, the only way a high-definition system could be broadcast 

would be to find a new piece of spectrum stace. The prospect of opening ut 

a new broadcast' spectrum in the 12-14 GHz band dedicated to direct-to-home 

broadcasting- by satellite, offers the opportunity to establish a new tele- 

vision system of higher cuality than our present NTSC sYstem permits, with 

standards that will be viable for a long time to come. 

The technology for implementing a high-definition television system either 

exists:or can be anticipate• by reasonable  projections  into the near future. 

Therefore, the. HDTV system should be treated on the same level as other 

service concepts,for use with the Direct Broadcast Satellites. 

Of great  and immédiate Concern in the consideration of any change of tele-

vision standards is the cuestion of compatibility, because of the large 

- 
number of NTSC receivers now'in the homes of the public. Cormatibility 

considerations for a high-definition television system are discussed later. 
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The point is made that the greater the enhancement of resolution or quality, 

the more difficult it is to confizure a totally compatible .  system. It is 

shown that the use of a wider aspect ratio poses a particularly difficult 

problem with respect to compatibility. Recent dramatic improvements in 

the capability of integrated circuits and the accompanying reduction in - 

their cost make,it possible to view the compatibility  question in a new- 

It now becomes possible to think in terms of relatively inexpensive 

signal- "translators" to convert from one set of standards to another. 

Each enhancement of quality is accompanied by its own penalty or tradeoff 

in bandwidth and/or receiver cost. Choice of the optimum combination of 

system enhancements  and  associated 'compromises will be extremely difficult, 

and deserves the widest possible consideration, and discussion by knowledge-

able zroups and individuals. 

A. The Issue of ComPatibility  

It is obvious that, whatever the transmission standards for a high-definition 

television system, new high-definition receivers capable of reproducing 

these signals will have to be designed by receiver manufacturers. There 

are several issues of compatibility, however, that must be considered: 

- It is clearly desirable that the new high-definition receivers 

, should be capable of receiving not only high defintion broadcasts, 

but also existing- NTSC broadcasts even though theSe. would only be

• received at existing standards of definition and quality. 

- There is a large body of existing television receivers. Even though 

these receivers are not  capable of reproducing programs with nigh• 

definition, it is azain desirable that they be able to reproduce - 

proz-ams  broadcast in the high-definition format even though that 

rep ,-oduct 4 on would be equal in quality only to our present NTSC 

system. 

• 



- Moreover, any  set of  new system standards that has as its goal 

the  possibility of bein,-:.broadcast within the constraints of 

the  existin.z . 6 MHz UHF and VHF channel allocations would offer 

the exciting prospect of permitting, an eventual upgrading of 

the existing broadcast serVice. This would have to await, of 

course, the widespread acceptance by the public  of. the  nev 

high-definition system broadcast direct-to-home by satellite. 

Classes of Compatibility  

Because the issue of compatibility is complex, it is useful.to  identify 

several classes of compatibility of a hizh-definition signal with existinz 

television receivers. 

1. Total Compatibility  

- High-Definition programs reproduced by special receiver. 

- Program viewable on unmodified conventional receivers with 

present NTSC definition and cuality. 

- Broadcastable• within  arasent 	channel allocation. 

2. Limited Compatibility  

- High-Definition programs recroduced by special reciever. 

- Programs viewable on unmodified conventional receivers 

with present NTSC definition .  and c_uality. 

-• Utilizes bandwidth greater than 6 MHz (Perhaps 2,3, or 4 channels) 

3. Translatable  

- High-Definition Progrms reproduced by . special receiver. 

- Simple and.  economical translator permits viewing PrOgrams 

on conventional receivers with present NTSC definition and quality. 



• 
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• 4. Incompatible  

- High-Definition programs reproduced by special receiver. 

- Although technically possible to translate programs to 

present NTSC standards, cost of translator is prohibitive. 

These classes of compatibility have been listed in order of desirability. 

Clearly, total compatibility is most desirable, and at the same time most 

difficult to achieve. An incompatible system is similarly least desirable, 

but easiest to achieve because system standards can be set without constraint. 

It will be noticed that bandwidths are mentioned in the definitions of both 

total and limited compatibility, but not in the other two. To achieve 

either total or limited compatibility requires that .  the high-definition 

Signal format be some variation and augmentation of our present analog 

standards. Translatable and incompatible formats, however >  could be . 

either analog or digital. The necessary bandwidth for a digital trans-

mission system deuendS on many factors >  but very heavily on:whatever bit-

rate reduction techniaue or combination of techniques ds used.  A nubber 

of such  techniques are described in a subsequent section. It is fair to 

say, however, that the more efficient and economical of bandwidth the 

transmission is made by techniques for reducing redUndancy in the picture, 

the more complicated will be the circuits required in the receiver to 

reconstitiute the picture. While this increased complexity inevitabley 

translates into greater cost, these costs must be viewed at this time in 

the context.of dramatic cost reductions of large scale integrated  circuits 

that have occurred and are likely to continue. 

Aspect Ratio  

The question of aspect ratio for a new high-definition TV service poses 



special problems with rezard to comtatibility.  The  present NTSC system 

specifies a raster 4 units horizontally by 3 units vertically. Most 

discussions of desirable charaoteriszics of :izh-definition systems -

conclude that an aspect ratio of 2:1 or at least 5:3 would be preferable 

in order to more closely a:Proximate the proportions of the wide screen 

cinema•format. 

If a high-definition mrozram is,broadoast with a wider aspect ratio, 

it would seem to rule out any siznal format that could be totally compatible 

with NTSC receivers. It is possible to conceive of "limited compatibility" 

systems, as we have defined the term, that could transmit a 4:3 portion of 

each high definition frame in con -rentional fashicn while the portions of 

the high definition frame on either side could be setarately etcoded and 

sent as• a separate  signal in an ad,;acent band, for example. This approach 

would depend upon the use of a frame store in the hizh-definition receiver 

in order to reconstruct the full frame. 

If it is deemed satisfactory that the hizh-deffnition signal simply be 

"translatable" to standard NTS0 rather than reouirinz compatibility, then 

it is possible to conceive cf adapter units employinz smaller frame stores 

that would extract  the  compatible L: 12, portion of the full frame for •display 

on a cônventional,receiver. This would recuire some sort of low frequency 

"steering signal" or "steerinz code" to be braodcast with each frame to 

identify the starting position of the comtatible raster. 

A change of aspect ratio from  the  present standard, while clearly desirable, 

would have great impact both on this cuestion of compatibility and on the 

bandwidth requirements to transmit the hizh-definition signal. The question 

of desired aspect ratio would ha7e to be one of the first questions resolved 

before a signal  format  can  'ce  chosen for a hizh-defintion system. 



• 
B. Technical Elements  of 'a  High-Definition System  

In this section, the various technical elements comprising a high-definition 

system will be discussed to show where technology.currently exists and where 

advances are required. As mentioned earlier; the principal motivation for a 

high-definition system is the desire for presenting the programs on larger 

screens. The status of large-screen displays', both by kinescope and projection, 

will be discussed first. Sections will then follow on high-resolution cameras, 

signal tranmissidn and reception alternatives, and means for recording high-

definition programs on tape. Finally, future technological.advances in . 

solid-state circuitry that have direct pertinence to the feasibility ,  of many 

of the bandwidth compression techniques will be discussed. 

DisPlay Devices  

Two 'relatively independent  factors have  contributed significantly to the 

potential for higher quality television than present standards offer. First, 

the development, manufacture, and marketing of large screen, color TV proj-

ection systems for consumer use. Second, ongoing and aegressive research 

in high definition color TV and the development of suitable display vehicles 

for this class of service. 

Projection displays consist either of a small-screeen, high brightness color 

kinescope with its image projected onto a large screen usine special optics, 

or three CRTs, one for each of the three primaries, With their respective , 

images projected and registered upon a large screen using appropriate optics. 

With NTSC color TV signals applied to them, they are restricted to 525. lines 

and 43 aspect ratio. Studies in large-screen viewing have shown that viewing 

distances have tended towards 2 and 3 times picutre height rather than the 5 

111, 	
times normally associated with 525-line television. . With 4 ft. high screens, 

viewers have also shown a preference for aspect ratios between 5:3 and 2:1. 



Observing 5254.ine color pictures, viewers assessing picture sharpness have 

graded results' as fair (grade 3 of CCIR Rec. 500) at a viewing distance of 

5H (5 times picture height) but have graded the same results as poor (grade 1) 

at viewing distancé of 2.5H. Alternatively, a picture of 1000 lines was 

graded as very good (rade 5) at 2.5H. e  

These results are in substantial agreement with the documented analytic 

and experimental work of the NHK in Japan. NHK's activities in high-

definition color televisiOn, begun in 1968, have yielded a persuasive • 

• 
assortmentor:test results clearly pointing to the efficacy of - 1000-line, 

30-frame standards for large-screen viewing. They have also been responsible 

for the•development of the large-screen, wide aspect ratio color kinescope, 

e.g., 30" diagonal, of shadow mask construction with a phosphor dot area 

dénsity about 4 times greater than that of convention tubes. Such high-

resolution color kinescopes have been available for some time in smaller 

picture format for professional monitoring use and have established their 

effectiveness . in displaying up to 800 TV lines per picture height. At the 

present time, development of large-screen, flat-panel color display devices 

is côntinuingwith modest success while Matsushita in Japan has demonstrated 

a 55" diagonal projection system capable of 800 TV lines horizontal and 750 

,.. • 
lines vertical, attaining a brightness of about 6o foot-Lamberts Using a 

screen with a. gain of 10.( 6  ) 

(5) R.M. Wilmotte, "Technological Boundaries of Television", 
FCC-OCE Report, CE 74-01, Dec. 1974. 

(C W. F. Goedé, "The STatus of New Display Technology in Japan", 
SPIE, Vol.J99, Advances in Display Technology, 1979. 
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• Picture Pickup Eauiptent  

Live and telecine color cameras to provide high'definition, e.g., 1000-line, 

video are not oomtercially available at this time. However, in support.of 

the work in this area being carried on by NHK of Japan, several develop- . 

mental 3-pickup tube cameras have been constructed. The pritary constraint 

appears to be the pickup tube itself since design of support circuitry and 

optics-is well within the state-of-the-art. Therefore, the balance .of 

this discussion will be centerd upon thiS critical device. . 

The generation of high-definition color pictures has, to date, been accomplished . 

by at least three known means: Two live cameras emplOyinz 2" Return Beam 

Saticons and 1-1/li" Plumbicons respectively, and a. telecine camera using 

1-1/2" videcons with a 70 mm. film projector. .All of•these have operated 

at 1125 lines per frame, 30 frames per second, 2:1 interlaced. Under develop-. - 

ment at this time is a high-performance laser beam telecine for 70  min.  film. 

Data on the Amperex 45 XQ Plumbicon with an•effective target diameter of 

26 mm. shows 90% modulation at 400 TV lines  and.  limiting resolution  of 

 1603  lines. The 2" Return Beam Saticon is capable of almost 60% response 

including the lens  at 1000 TV lines. (7)  

Any projection of future pickup development must be contingent upon industry. 

need, but several prospect s  are-indeed evident. 

• 

(T) Isozaki, "The 2-In Return Beam Saticon: A High Resolution Camera Tube", 
SMPIE Journal, Aug. 1978 



First, the refinement of laser telecine equipment will be a boost to tele-

vising very high quality wide screen color film productions. Second, develop-

ment of line-array photo sensors similar to those used in recently-domonstrated 

Bosch-Fernseh telecine equipment and capable of high resolution performance 

must certainly follow the inititation of high-definition color TV service. No 

barriers to their successful development are apparent, especially in the light 

of video processing using digital frame stores. 

Finally, it can be expected that, by the end of the decade, high-resolution 

solid-state image sensors for live cameras will be a practical reality. 

Transmission Methods  

A high-definition television signal can be delivered to the home by any 

medium that provides the necessary bandwidth and signal-tonoise ratio. 

Potential delivery methods include: 

- Terrestrial Broadcasting 

- Prerecorded Video Tape 

- Video Disc 

- Direct Broadcasting by Satellite 

As noted in the discussion of compatibility, it is somewhat unlikely that 

a high-definition signal format can be .devised that will be broadcastable 

within the exisiting 6 MHz VHF or UHF channel allocations and be totally 

compatible with existing receivers. Therefore, broadcasting from terrestrial 

transmitters would be possible only byreallocation of spectrum devoted'to 

existing services, which would be a disservice to the public. 

Prerecorded video tape and video disc will, at some pointy  in the future, be 

capable of delivering high-definition programs to the home. However, both 

of these methods suffer at the present time for disadvantageous tradeoffs 

of cost or playing time to achieve the necessaryincrease in bandwidth. It 
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is not likely these media will receive the further de'velopment necessary - to 

permit their use for high-definition signals until the demand only recently 

generated for prerecorded prozrams at present NTSC standards is satisfied 

by heavy penetration of theSe devices in the market. 

The more recently installed cable syàtems, some of which have 50 or more 

channels, could provide the necessary spectrum for delivering hie:h-definition 

signals to the home without the necessity for bandwidth compression. Cable 

systems are costly to install, particularly in metropolitan areas that are 

heavily built-up. It is precisely in these areas, however, that the greatest 

demand for a hiFh- definition system is likely to exist. It will be quite 

'a long time before cable reaches hizh enouzh.penetration to justify permittinz 

it to  'ne the only means of delivering an enhanéed television service to the 

public. 

Finally, direct broadcast to the home by satellite is an attractive method 

for the delivery of high-definition television. New spectrum space in the 

12 GHz band  will be available. Channel bandwidths have not been set. Tt 

offers the potential for 100% coverage of U.S. homes. 

"Satellite and earth .stationtachnology. to implement a direct-to-home 

broadcast satellite-is available today."( 8 ) This statement was made 

several years a= to describe experimental results of DBS.  using the HERMES 

satellite in a joint U.S.-Canada project. Since then, an experimental DBS 

(8) IIIE 26th Annual Fall Broadcast Symposium, Sept. 29-30, 1977; 
"Direct-to-Home Satellite Broadcasting". 

• 



service•in Japan was begun (Auril '78), also in the 12 GHz band. For this 

purpose, prototype downlink receiyers were designed and built with the 

consumer market in mind. Such equipment comprises a) a paraboloidal 

receiving antenna with intergral down-converter including a low-noise 

stage, and h) an interior unit consisting of a second tunable converter and 

IF amplifier followed by an FM-to-AM converter whose output can Properly 

feed a conventional TV receiver. Receiving systems of this class are 

now being built in pilot cuantities by both Matsushita and Sony in Japan. 

Both of these are capable of realizing' noise figures in .the vicinity of 4.5 

dB with antenna gains from 35 to 39 dB depending upon diameter. 

In 1977, NHK . estimated that receiving stations such as those described 

above could be manufactured in cuantity to sell for $200 to $250. In a 

U.S. contribution to the CCIR group studying this questior , , (9) predictions 

are made of the design of TV Receive Only (TVRO) earth terminals for 12 GHz. 

It has been predicted that the entire TVRO receiver can be accomplished with 

•5 ICs, and can be sold for between $150 and $250. 

Of the transmission or delivery methods described, delivery by cable or 

satellite appear to be the ones that could be implemented earliest. In 

either case, however, it is highly - desirable that uniform standards be 

developed for all media. It is even more desirable• that the standards 

chosen should permit terrestrial broadcasting Of high-definition programs 

at some point in the future. 

g Doc. USSG-BC/852, C.C.I.R. Study Groups,-Period 1978-1982, U.S.A. 	' 
Contribution to Report 473-2, "Receiver Performance and Cost Factors". • 
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Recording Technology  

The ability to record high-definition signals for broadcast (:)r rebroadcast 

is an indispensable requirement.  This  function is accomplished for our 

present NTSC signals by means,  of professional 1" Type C Format professional 

tape recorders that have largely replaced the earlier 2" Quadraplex machines. 

The large bandwidth required if a high-definition signal is to be recorded 

in analog form or the high bit-rate required for a digital recording make 

recording one of the more difficult aspects of achieving a full capability 

for high-definition broadcasting. Although practical recorders for high-

definition signals of either analog or digital type have not yet been 

developed, the technology exists to do so. The prospect of establishing a 

new higher quality television service should supply the motivation for the. 

necessary work to be done by video tape recorder manufacturers.' An analog 

high definition signal. might require a 30 MHz bandwidth, as in the. case of 

the NHK system. An attempt to achieve this bandwidth in a tape recorder 

by simply increasing the head-to-tape velocity is likely to run into 

practical limitations due to frequency-related signal attenuations in the 

heads and on the tape. A better approach may be to use multiple-track 

heads, splitting the luminance band into two or more parts,  and translating 

the higher frequency components to lower frequencies. Color difference 

signals can also be recorded on a separate track. Assuming that cross- - 

 talk effects between adjacent channels can be handled, the principal dis-

advantage of this approach is the use of additional tape area for a program 

of given duration. Continuing trends toward the recording .of shorter wave-

lenghts and reduced video track widths can be expected to alleviate the . 

cost penalty of such an approach. (10) 

10 H. Sugaya, "Recent Advances in Video Tape Recording" IE.F2E Transactions 

on Magnetics, Sept. 1978. 



The modern: trend in broadcasting, however, is toward the all-digital studio 

- 
with  digital tape  recording to preserve the integrity of recorded signals 

even after multiple generations. An experimental digital tape recorder for 

NTSC'standards, developed by Sony Corporation, was demonstrated at the STE 

Convention in.San Francisco in February 1981. This same recorder was demonstrated 

by CBS in Washington, D.C. on February 27, 1981. 

The acheivement. by Sony of a recorded density of 40  Megabits per sauare inch 

has permitted:the recording of 330 Megabits with the same tape consumption 

as with present analog 1" helical video tape machines; ten times what was 

believed possible only four years ago. It has recorded using between 750 

and 800 Megabits/second, slightly more than twice the capability recently 

demonstrated by the Sony recorder. Therefore, it may be noted, a high- 

definition television signal could be recorded in digital format on less tape 

than the 2" - Quadraplex recorder which was the analog broadcast standard 

only two years ago. 

Anticipation Of Technology Advances  

In the setting of standards for a new higlp-definition television system that 

should serve the public for 20 to 30 years, a choice must be made between 

two approaches:. 
- 

1. Establish.standards and formats based solely upon technology that 

exists.today. 

2. Base Standards upon reasonable projections of technological advances 

and manufacturing cost reductions expexted to occur within the period 

noWand  the  time such a system might be implemented. between 
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The extremely rapid pace at which technology improvements and integrated 

circuit cost reductions have occurred over the past two decades would seem 

to argue in favor of the second alternative. To base any new system solely 

on technology and cost constraints that exist today'would seriously limit 

the improvement that could be made and reduce the useful.life of the system 

standards'. However, it seems only prudent to base standard.s on technologies 

and costs anticipated at the earliest time such a system could be brought 

to the public on a reasonable scale. Deliberations on standards and their 

subsequent enactment by the regulatory agencies might be expected to. take 

11/2 to 2 years. Design and tooling cycles of receiver manufacturers would 

add an additional 2 to  2½  years. Deployment of a suitable satellite for a 

high-definition service probably cannot be accomplished in less ,  than . 4 years. 

This entire process is likely, then, to take 5 to 6 years. During•this 

period, the signal manipulation capability of integrated circuits is likely 

to improve dramatically and their costs are likely to be still further re-

duced. 

Integrated circuits have been used in TV consumer equipment for several 

years with notable success. However, these have been predominantly analog 

devices. A recent example ofhybrid analoz-digital integrated circuirty is 

the charge-coupled.device (CCD) comb-filter and vertical detail 'processor 

chip used in the 1980 RCA Colortrak receivers, containing 1800 componènts 

on a chip 134 x 124 mils. This is an example of an.application of video 

processing formerly requiring exmensive line stores and consequently used 

only in professional eauipment. 



Projections by acknowleged specialists in the field clearly point - to 

VLSI devices in the mid- and late-1983s with co=onent densities 

equivalent to-1,000,000 bits per chip. A new X-ray lighography . technique 

announced as recently as March 1981 promises the capability ,  of economical 

commercial production of IC's with one million M".DS transistors per chip. (11) 

The principal beneficiaries of these new solid-state technology developments 

will be digital Memories, analog/dizital converters, and high-spéed micro-• 

processors permitting real-time processinz of video  signais.  It will thus 

become feasible to employ the most advanced dizital  image  processing 

in consumer class equipment.  'hile  curent ;..!: converters for TV applications 

are on large chips requiring two or more watts of power, VLSI techniques 

• and silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) technoldzy can be expected to change this 

drastically. 	As an example, an experimental 20 MHz 6-bit A/D converter 

developed at RCA, using SOS technolozy, contains 2000 transistors on a 

93 x 125  mil.  chip and consumes onlY C.3 watt. 

A key element in many of the signal encodinz schemes that have been conceived 

for high-definition systems to be cited in  ater sections involves the use 

of a frame store. This is particularly true of techniques for bit-rate or 

bandwidth reduction. 	Cost projections for the 1930's indicate that by the 

end of the decade, memory chips of 106 bits or zreater capacity will be . 

available at about .001 cent Per bit. 

techniques 

(11) The institute. News Supplement to the IEEE Stectrum March 1981, pp. 1,4 



• 
CCD memory chips of 2 to 4 mezabits are anticipated by 1985. Projections 

have been made by responsible research people that frame stores costing no 

more than $10 .can be expected by 1990
12

ne should,. therefore, evaluate 

the reasonableness of this expectation and determine  the  feasibility of 

incorporating frame stores, even thouzh somewhat more expensive, into 

high—definition receivers in 1985. It is certainly true that  applications 

for inexpensive- frame stores in consumer devices such as television, video 

disc and video tape machines are so numerous and apnealinz that no efforts 

will be spared in achieving such a device. Efforts are already und' way 

in research laboratories worldwide. 

• 

(12) R. Webster, "Integrated Circuits for  TV in the 	al  Decade", 
STE  Winter Television Conference, 



VI TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS DESIRED FOR DBS/HDTV TRANSMISSION  

High definition television pictures contain more information than standard 

television transmission. This, of course, implies more spectrum bandwidth 

with  ail  its consequences. The NHK high definition system cited earlier 

has been extensively tested and employs 1125 lines, uses an aspect ratio 

of 5:3 and requires a video bandwidth of 30 MHz. Other proposed analog 

systems generate baseband video requiring bandwidths in the range of 8 to 

60 MHz. 

In the past, the engineering approach to television systems has been to 

simplify the receiver and thereby reduce the cost. However, this approach 

is wasteful of spectrum space as it precludes sophisticated multiplexing or 

redundancy reduction techniques which would increase the complexity of the 

receiver. The result has been simply to use as much spectrum as necessary 

to carry the highly redundant television signal. 

The situation becomes even less defensible when considering current satellite 

transmission practice. In order to obtain a signal gain over noise in video 

satellite transmission, the practice has been to use FM "enhancement" and 

employ a 27- to 30-channel bandwidth to transmit the standard NTSC baseband 

video signal of 6 MHz. In effect, the spectrum resource has been traded off 

to achieve simplicity and gain-over-noise in the receiver. Projecting this 

same design practice to high-definition television systems, satellite channel 

bandwidth could require 100 to 250 MHz, perhaps more. 

Faced with this possibility, it is clear that two general approaches to trans-

mitting HDTV images via DBS satellite are being thoroughly investigated: 

.Development of a system which provides enhanced picture quality 

within the 6  MHz  video baseband. (This argues in favor of a 

satellite channel bandwidth of 27 MHz. A channel bandwidth less than 



this would greatly constrain the transmission of HDTV images.) 

.Development of a system employing substantial bandwidth compression 

techniques. 

The first may be achieved using either analog or digital techniques to achieve 

an advanced form of NTSC (extended luminance bandwidth, digital noise reduction, 

comb filters). The second is best approached using digital processing  techniques 

to achieve spectrum efficiency whether the signal is transmitted in either 

analog or digital format. Both approaches have merit and are discussed in 

detail in the following sections. 

• 

• 



A. Analog Approaches for High Definition Television  

Compatible Approaches  

Our present System M/NTSC is an analog system. As noted earlier in the 

discussion of compatibility, total or limited compatibility with existing 

receivers can be achieved most readily with some variation of the present 

analog signal format, augmented to provide the additional information 

required. 

A "High Resolution NTSC Television System" that was totally compatible with 

conventional NTSC receivers was described in an IBM Technical Disclosure 

Bulletin by F. H. Dill in 1978Ç 13)  In this system, both horizontal and 

vertical sub-sampling techniques were to be used. By this technique, the 

number of horizontal scanning lines and horizontal picture elements were 

effectively doubled, giving four times the number of picture elements (pixels) 

for a special high resolution receiver. In an ordinary receiver, each group of 

four pixels would average to one, providing compatible reception. This approach 

is dependent upon the use of a frame store in the high-definition receiver of 

sufficient capacity to store eight fields or four full frames of picture. Even 

though this approach would result in an expensive receiver, it is the approach 

which would be most conservative of bandwidth. Psychovisual studies would be 

required to determine the acceptability of motion effects. 

(13) F. H. DM, "High Resolution NTSC Television System", IBM Technical 
DisclosiatreBulletin, Vol. 21, No. 5, Oct. 1978. 

• 
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Another approach, not so conservative bandwidth, but offering total compatibility 

with less cost penalty to the high resolution receiver, was described in an 

article of E. Herold of RCA in 1970;(14)  Although . postuiated at that time as an 

approach for cable systems, it is applicable as well to DBS if the eciuivalent 

of two channels can be allocated. The system described' by Herold would use 

two adjacent 6 MHz channels for one high-definition channel. The upper channel 

would be encoded as standard NTSC permitting compatible reception, while the 

lower channel would be filled with a lower sideband of luminance and chroma that 

permits a 7 MHz video response. The high definition receiver would use the 

signals in both channels. The number of scanning lines in this'approach would, 

of course, remain at 525, but the horizontal resolution would be more than 

double the present value. 

Neither of the fully compatible approaches cited above would'permit anything 

other than the present 4:3 aspect ratio. Any expansion of the aspect ratio 

would automatically place the system in the category of nOncompatible or,. at 

best, translatable. With the use of a frame store of reasonable cost, it is 

possible to postulate a wider aspect ratio signal that would be translatable 

to a compatible NTSC signal. This would require the presence in the transmitted 

signal of a "steering signal" that would identify the image area of the 4:3 

frame to be excerpted from the broader frame transmitted and then read out at 

conventional scanning rates. The disadvantage of the translatable signal formats, 

however, is that they put the cost penalty on the conventional receiver by 

requiring the additon of a translator box or circuit to receive in present NTSC 

definition  Lie  program material broadcast in high-definition format. 

(14) E. Herold, "Compatible High-resolution TV systemfor Cablecasting" Pro. 
IEEE, July 1970, pp. 1013-1015. 



An alternate approach is to improve picture quality within accepted scanning 

standards. An example of such an approach has been demonstrated by Image 

Transform (Burbank, Calif.) in which a television system with twice the 

definition of a standard NTSC color image was developed for videotape-to-film 

origination and transfer. The method employs a 24-frame-per-second rate and 

achieves a 700-line resolution in the luminance channel. The color subcarrier 

operates at twice the NTSC standard using PAL encoding and a color bandwidth of 

1.6 MHz. The system is known as Image Vision and employs standard television 

equipment simply modified to accommodate the additional bandwidth. 

Finally, another possible systems approach to analog transmission of enhanced 

television can be outlined. Superior pictures and stereophonic sound may be 

transmitted via satellite within reasonable channel bandwidth (e.g. 27 MHz for 

DBS) using an FM carrier modulated with a signal translatable to M/NTSC. Although 

the technique described is technically feasible, the objective is not to propose 

a system but to indicate the potential of analog methods to achieve enhanced 

television transmission within the constraints of acceptable channel allocations. 

The basic characteristics of the spectral components of the existinà System 

M/NTSC Color Television are: 

Luminance (Y) response 	-3 dB at 4.2 MHz. 

Color difference I response = < -3 dB at 1.3 MHz, ) - 30 dB at 3.6 MHz. 

Color difference Q response = < -2 dB at 0.4 MHz, < -6 dB at 0.5 MHz. 
> 6 dB at 0.6 MHz. 

Note that the I chrominance signal is carried by vestigial sidebands on the 

color subcarrier. The Q chrominance signal is double sidebanded. The resolution 

of the luminance image is about 320 TV lines on the horizontal axis and about 

350 TV lines on the vertical axis. 
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In contrast to what is now being broadcasted, the color encoded composite 

signal from an NTSC television(camera has different spectral components. The Y 

signal extends to at least 6 MHz and the I and Q chrominance signals are both 

fully double sidebanded. Let us call this system M/NTSC/Prime and transmit it 

via the DBS to the home. However, it can be readily converted to System 

M/NTSC by a 4.2 MHz lowpass filter and used by standard television receivers. 

An NTSC/Prime television receiver will contain a high resolution kinescope and 

a comb filter to take full advantage of the extra picture information. The 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the satellite receiver is expected to  be  about 

42 dB weighted for 99% of worst month, assuming  al  meter antenna is used. 

This SNR can be increased by using à larger antenna or by using noise reduction 

circuits in the receiver. 

Color details will be appreciably sharpened by taking full advantage of the I 

channel bandwidth. Furthermore, if the upper sideband of the Q channel is 

extended to be equal to the I channel, additional color detail will be produced. 

The transient response of the picture's color components will be.improved by 

increasing the bandwidth of the chrominance signals. 

Sound signals are carried in PCM form during the horizontal sync period. A 

stereophonic left plus right (L+R) main channel and a left minus right (L-R) - 

difference channel are provided. Table 1 lists the digital parameters and 

performance of the sound system. 

TABLE  1 	PCM SnTTID CFUNLS  

	

Sampling 	Bits per 
Signal 	Response 	SNE 	Rate . 	Sample * 	Bit Rate  

L + R 	10 kHz 	72 dB 	23 kHz 	10 	230 kbps 

1 - R 	7.1 kHz 	72 dB 	16.3 kHz 	10 	163 kbps 

• 

* 0ompanded 



Horizontal sync has a half amplitude duration of 4.76 Us. Allowing 0.59 us 

for the receiVer to detect the leading edge of sync, it leaves 4,17 us. - per H- 	' 

period for the audio bits'. A 6 Mb/s NR2 code can be accommodated within 6 MHz 

,of base bandwidth, :which permits 25 bits to be sent during  4.17 us  of the H sync 

-tip. The total bit: rate  is 393 kHz. 

Error detection 'and correction means will norbe needed because the SNR of. the 

video channel is more than 40 dB. Thus,  the bit error rate will be too low to 

cause any impairment of the sound channels. 

At' the  receiver, the PCM L4-12 audio signal is . detected, converted to analog and 

FM modulated'on a 4.5 MHz carrier for the 525/60 NTSC receiver and sync tip -  is 

restored to normal. 	. 	 • 

For the higher quality receiver, L-R is also converted to analog, thus providing - 

a stereo system., 

In a direct broadcast satellite receiver capable of producing a full quality 

picture and sound from the System M/NTSC/PRIME signal, thé 12 GHz FM signal from . 

the antenna is converted to baseband signals-by the satellite receiver. A sync 

processor removes the PCM signals from the horizontal blanking period end recon-

structà the composite sYnc signal. The NTSC/PRIME video signal feeds a high , 

resolution color picturemonitor. The PCM digital Signal is decoded to a monophonic 

or  stereophonic sound signal and fed to an amplifier, loudspeaker combination. 

However, thé satellite signals can be processed to feed, a System M/NTSC signal 

through the antennaterminals of exiSting television receivers. The NTSC/PRIME 

video'aignal is low-pass-filtered ro reject frequency compdnents above 4 MHz. 

A sync processor reconstructs composite sync. The sound decoder .coverts the ?CM 

digital sound signal into an analog, monophonic audio signal. The RF'modulator 

generates a standard signal acceptable to the front ends of existing television 

receivers. 



Non-compatible Analog Systems  

A non-compatible,high-definition television system is, of course, easier to 

design than a compatible one. The variety of options for huMber of scanning 

lines, horizontal reSolution and color encoding method is very wide. Also, it 

becomes relatively easy to alter the aspect ratio. 

The most noteworthy example of a non-compatible system is the one designed - and 

demonstrated by NHK. Using 1125 scanning lines, the equivalent of 800 TV: lines 

of resdlution horizontally and an aspect ratio of 5:3, pictures reproduced by 

this system on either a special kinescope or by projection are truly remarkable 

in their fidelity. System parameters are listed in Table 2. This approaCh, 

. however, reSults in a total required bandwidth.of 30 MHz. While It is possible 

to employ bandwidth reduction techniques on analog  signais,  it is clearly more 

difficult than on digitally encoded signals. The advantage of 'digital encoding 

and techniques for bit-rate reduction by eliMinating redundancy Will be -described 

in the next section. 

Table 2 - Parameter-of NHK High Definition Television SrStellis  

No. of lines 	1125 

Line Interlace 	2:1 

Effective Bandwidth 	20 (Lum).MHz 

6.5 (Chr) MHz 

Transmission Bandwidth 	30 MHz 

Field Frequency 	60 

Compatibility 	No 

• 
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B. Digital. Approaches  

Our present NTSC -  system transmits analog signals which-are processed in thé 

receiver by 'apàlog circuits. For transmission purposes, the signal of a new 
- 

high-definition system can be encoded in either an analog or a digital format. 

In the receiver, however, there are two principal.advantages to digital processing  

of television signals: 

1. Digital processing would make It possible to carry more television picture • 

 information within a'given channel noise bandwidth. This is accomplished 

by eliminating redundant picture elements by a process commonly known as 

"source- coding". Its objective is to minimize the date rate of the signal 

for sending. a picture of a given subjective quality through either an analog or 

digital transmission channel. Reduction of picture redundancy is far more 

easily- accomplished by digital manipulations than by analog. In addition, 

"channel coding" may be used to optimize transmission through a digital 

channel of given noise and bandwidth. This is accomplished by adjusting the 

number of bits per transmitted symbol to match the noise characteristics of 

the channel. As mentioned above, error detection and correction circuits 

allow  more  channel noise to be tolerated. 
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2. There has been a steady and, as yet, unabated trend since the develop-

ment of the first active solid state device toward the inclusion of more 

circuit functions per chip. From the single transistor package of 1959, 

the art has progressed to the 65K RAM with 180,000 gates of, today. Every 

two years the number of logic gates per chip has quadrupled. This 

rate of growth is expected to continue well into the 1980's and 

eill be spurred by the government-supported Very High Speed Intergration 

(VHSI) program aimed toward increasing the number of gates per chip by a 

factor of 100. Corresponding to this trend to increase density of 

elements per chip has been a dramatic reduction in the cost of performing 

each logic function. Even if practical limits to the packing density are 

reached, as they must eventually be, the cost reduction trend can be 

expected to continue for some time as yields increase and additional manu-

facturing capacity for solid state devices becomes available from both 

domestic U.S. and foreign sources. 

The factors noted above argue persuasively that digital signal processing offers 

higher efficiency in the use of spectrum and a continuing trend toward lower cost. 

A great deal of work has already been done on source coding to reduce the bit rate 

of digitally encoded signals. A number of such techniques will be briefly 

described to illustrate the magnitude of bit-rate reduction that can be achieved. 

Polynomial Data Compression Techniques  

Because of the correlation that exists from sample to sample in a TV picture, a 

prediction of the value of the next sample can often be made to such accuracy as to 

remove the need to transmit that sample. A reduction in the signal's bit rate is 

achieved by transmitting information only when the predicted value or interpolated 

• 



value falls outside a preselected tolerance level. 15 

DPCM Techniques  

The use of differential PCM for bit rate reduction of digital TV signals has been 

widely explored. DPCM is a form of predictive coding in which the predictor 

provides an estimate Xext  of each sample X0  based on a number of previous samples. 

Normally only the difference or error (E 0) between the estimated value and the 

actual value (Eo = X0 -  Xe)  is transmitted. An optimum predictor will reduce the 

bit rate without noticeable picture impairment. 

The predictor can also be optimized dynamically, as a function of picture content 

(adaptive predictor). Non-linear quantizers and adaptive quantizers have been 

developed that have allowed acceptable encoding of color TV pictures with bit 

rates as low as 4 bits per picture element (pixel) 16  and monochrome pictures 

with 3 bits per pixe1. 17  The 4 bit/pixel encoding of color pictures provides 

an equivalent unweighted S/N of approximately 47 dB16  and 3 bit/pixel encoding 	1110 

results in picture quality having grades between 4 and 5 on the CCIR 1 to 5 

picture quality scale. 17 

15 G. Hogg, "A Data Compression Primer", Report No. X-521-65-320, 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md., Aug. 1965. 

16 I. Dinstein, "DPCM Encoding of NTSC Composite Signals",  STE  
Journal, pp. 739-743, Oct. 1977. 

17 R. Burkhardt, J. Walsh, "Digital Television Transmission with 34 M 
bits/s",  STE Journal, pp. 244-248, April 1980. 



Interframe Coding  , 

Interframe coding is also a form of predictive coding and a DPCM technique. 

Interframe cbding utilizes the high degree of picture redundancies that exist 

fromframe to frame. Only.the presence.of motion causes picture differences on 

adjacent frames and picture differences information is whàt is transmitted. Therefore, , 

in the absence of motion, the required bit rate to transmit.a TV signal approaches 

zero. 

A well-known interframe coder is manufactured by the-Nippon Electrid Company, the 

NETEC system. It can transmit a composite NTSC color TV signal:a bit rates froM 

16 to 32 M bit/sec. A S/N in the range of 50 dB has been measured for,signals trans 

-( 	- 
mitted at around 22 M bitisec: 18 '

1  

Transform Coding  

Transform coding techniques utilize the fact that a television signal containa 

information essential to convey the picture as well - as nonessential  information 

providing only a minor contribution to the overall picture quality. Transform 

coding translates the picture samples to a new set of variatea that have a 

complementary degree of significance in contributing to both the information .  

content and the subjective quality of the resultant picture. The less significant 

of these variables can be disregarded without affecting the subjective quality of 

the picture. 

Some of the well-known . types of transform coding use the Hadamard or. the Walsh-

Hadamard matrices. Other transforms worthy of note:are the KarhunenLoeve 

transform and the Slant transform. Using transform -coding, bit rates of 3 to 4- 

bit/pixel have been found to provide good quality . Color-TV pictures. O.K.I. 

Electric Industry Company has developed a digital cOder (Tupe OTC-7 75 )- D) using 

(18) Ishiguro, T., et al, "Composite Interframe Coding of NTSC Colôr Television 
Signais", National Telecommuniôations .Conference, Dallas, Tedas, Dec. 1976. 



a Hadamard and two Slant matrices to provide a good quality transmission of 

NTSC color signal at bit rates from 22 M bit/sec. to 32 M bit/sec.
19 

Entropy Coding  

Entropy coding takes advantage of the fact that certain digital codewords are 

more likely to occur than others. In entropy coding, shorter word lengths are 

assigned to those source symbols that occur more frequently and longer word 

lengths to those that occur less frequently. Proper algorithms must be employed 

in order to be able to transmit and recover variable length codewords through a 

constant bit rate channel. Two of the better known entropy coding algorithms are 

the Shannon-Fano and the Huffman coding procedures. 

Sub-Nyquist Sampling  

Sub-Nyquist encoding of a TV signal is normally thought of as a sub-sampling of 

the signal along a horizontal scan line, i.e., a reduction of the number of samples 

per line. Schemes have been invented to sub-Nyquist encode PAL and NTSC television 

signals,20 21 and reduce by almost 50% bit rate needed to transmit a TV signal. 

Sub-Nyquist encoding can also be used in the vertical picture direction to 

achieve another 50% bit rate reduction. That is done by transmitting only every 

other TV line, eventually interleaving the transmitted lines on a field or a 

frame basis. 

Many of the techniques described above can be used in combination or cascade to 

provide even greater bit-rate economies. Extreme bit-rate compression of digital 

signals is seldom accomplished, however, without some disadvantageous tradeoffs or 

(19)Ohira, T., Hayakawa.M, Matsumoto, R, "orthogonal Transform Coding System 
for NTSC.Color Television Signals", O.K.I. Electric Industry Co.,. LTD., Tokyo, 
Japan. 

(20)V.G.  Devereux, and G.J. Philips, "Bit Rate Reduction of Digital Video Signals 
. Using DifferentialTCM Techniques", IEEE Conference  Publication  No. 119, Pb.• 83-89 milk  

(ZU J.P.  Rossi,  "Sub-Nyquist-Encoded PCM NTSC Color Television",  STE  Journal, 85, 
PP. 1-6, Jan. 1976. 
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VII SATELLITE CHANNEL.PARAMETERS  

Some of the parameters of importance are channel bandwidth,. downlink EIRP, 

Co-channel and adjacent channel protection ratios, and polarization. 

Using the a priori planning approach to spectrum  management,  it could be 

much more difficult to accommodate new recuirements as,a consequence of 

the technical paremeters adopted, which dould become obsolete,•and the allotted 

capacity (that which has been brought into service plus:that which has 

not been brought into service) relative to the - capacity,of the gec:) 

stationary orbit/spectrum. Alternatives to a priori  planning are required 

in order to maintain flexibility to accomModate future service,requirements 

and technoloerical develoPments. The option  to deVelop a totally new service 

should not be foreclosed, by the spectrum management method to be adopted 

at the 1983 HARO  conference. 

A modified "block allocation" scheme will preserve considerable flexibility 

in accommodating services with different bandwidth requirementa,.within-

reasonable bounds, as they evolve in the next ten years. This plan calls 

for a basic channelization of 27 MHz for Region 2. The orbit/frequency 

plan, based on the 27 MHZ channelization, 20 MHz channel separation  and 60 

DBW or better of EIRP, could be used to coordinate with the. other Region 2 

countries. However, each administration cOuld establish a plan or 

mechanism by which channels with disparate bardwidths could be assigned - 

and used for providing enhanced television and other DES-reiated services. 

It must be known in advance:that channels of disparate bandwidths in any 

one satellite or orbital slot can coexist with, the channels of'Other Region 2 

countries, particularly those of Canada, Mexico and the Central American 

countries as far as U.S. is concerned. 



VIII CONCLUSION . ' 

High Definition Television Service (HDTV) is a natural outgrowth of the 

technological advances and there are other examples. While it may be 

prudent to.plan the,broadcasting satellite. service t9 provide some continuity 

and expansion for the existing services ., it is imprudent to ignore the 

eVolution  of  technology spa its imPact'on  planning.  Rigid planningi:induces 

inflexibility and forever'forecloSes the benefits to the general public. 

The entertainment and  education Potentials of the HDTV  service are 

enormous and the Region 2 administrations must not ignore them in their 

planning. Home receivers should no longer be treated as "passive" or 

"dumb" terminals. Technology has made it possible for them to be "intelligent" 

terminals at low cost. One must follow these trends in future planning. 



• 
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DBS/HDTV TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

• ANALOG APPROACHES 

- COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS 

- NON-COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS 

• DIGITAL APPROACHES 

- POLYNOMIAL DATA COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES 

- DPCM TECHNIQUES 

- INTERFRAME CODING 

- TRANSFORM CODING 

- ENTROPY CODING 

- SUB-NYQUIST SAMPLING 



HDTV SATELLITE CHANNEL PARAMETERS 

• RIGID, A PRIORI  PLANNING OF BANDWIDTH NOT RECOMMENDED 

EXCEPT FOR COORDINATION PLANNING PURPOSES 

• 27 MHz BANDWIDTH 

• <20  MHz CARRIER SEPARATION 

• ANALOG & DIGITAL MODULATIONS 

• >60 dBW OF CHANNEL EIRP 

• SMALLER PROTECTION RATIOS FEASII3LE 

• INDIVIDUAL OR COMMUNITY RECEPTION MODE 
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HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION (HDTV) SERVICE 

IN THE 12 GHz BAND 

• INTRODUCTION 

• SPECTRUM ALLOCATION FOR SATELLITE BROADCASTING FOR REGION 2 

• BSS TECHNICAL PARAMETERS 

• DESIRABILITY OF 12 GHz BAND FOR HDTV SYSTEMS 

• FIDTV SYSTEM CONCEPT 

• TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR DBS/HDTV TRANSMISSION 

• HDTV SATELLITE CHANNEL PARAMETERS 
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INTRODUCTION 

• 12 GHz BAND REPRESENTS FIRST MAJOR "WINDOW" TO OPEN FOR 

TV BROADCAST SERVICE IN 30 YEARS 

• DRAMATIC DEVELOPMENTS IN VERY LARGE SCALE (VLSI) CIRCUIT 

TECHNOLOGY HAS MADE HDTV FEASIBLE 

• HDTV REPRESENTS SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT IN PICTURE QUALITY 

(RESOLUTION, COLOR, FIDELITY, ASPECT RATIO, STEREO SOUND) 

• RIGID A PRIORI  PLANNING MUST BE AVOIDED TO BENEFIT FROM 

NEW TECHNOLOGIES 



SPECTRUM ALLOCATION FOR 

SATELLITE BROADCASTING FOR REGION 2 

• 11.7 - 12.1 GHz: SECONDARY TO FSS 

• 12.1 - 12.3 GHz: CO-EQUAL WITH FSS UNTIL RARC 83 

• 12.3 - 12.7 GHz: PRIMARY 

• 22.5 - 23.0 GHz: PRIMARY 

• 40.5 - 42.5 GHz: CO-EQUAL WITH TERRESTRIAL BROADCASTING 



O  

BROADCASTING SATELLITE 

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS FOR REGION 2 

(per WARC 77 Planning Exercise) 

• MODULATION 

FM: BUT OTHER MODULATIONS (FOR EXAMPLE, DIGITAL) 

PERMITTED IF INTERFERENCE CRITERIA ARE MET 

• POLARIZATION 

- 	CIRCULAR: (SOME COUNTRIES PREFER LINEAR POLARIZATION) 

• PROTECTION RATIO 

-31 dB FOR COCHANNEL SIGNALS 

-15 dB FOR ADJACENT CHANNEL SIGNALS 



BROADCASTING SATELLITE 

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS FOR REGION 2 

(Cont.) 

• NECESSARY BANDWIDTH 

18 MHz FOR INDIVIDUAL RECEPTION 

23 MHZ FOR COMMUNITY RECEPTION 

• POWER FLUX DENSITY (PFD) AT EDGE OF COVERAGE 

-105 dBW/ m2  FOR INDIVIDUAL RECEPTION 

-111 dBW/m 2  FOR COMMUNITY RECEPTION 

15) 
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SYNERGISM BETWEEN 12 GHz BAND & HDTV 

• SPECTRUM AVAILABILITY 

• TIMING & STATUS OF TECHNOLOGY 

• STATUS OF PROTOTYPE HDTV DEVELOPMENT 

- NHK HDTV SYSTEM 

• SPACECRAFT POWER AVAILABILITY & COVERAGE 

• PROBLEMS WITH 22 GHz BAND 

• GENERAL DESIRABILITY OF HDTV 



HDTV SYSTEM CONCEPT 

• STANDARDS 

• ISSUE OF COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING STANDARDS 

• CLASSES OF COMPATIBILITY 

• TECHNICAL ELEMENTS OF HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEM 

- DISPLAY DEVICES 

- PICTURE PICKUP EQUIPMENT 

- TRANSMISSION METHODS (TERRESTRIAL BROADCASTING, VIDEO 

TAPE, VIDEO DISC, CABLE, DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITE) 

- RECORDING TECHNOLOGY 

- ANTICIPATION OF TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES 
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SERVICE DEVELOPMENT IN _CANADA _ 

USING COMMUNICATIONS :SATELLITES 

W.T. KERR 	- 
Communications Research Centre 
Department of Communications 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

ABSTRACT  

The paper focuses on Canada's experimental and developmental 
activities using communications satellites to improve the delivery 
of services to the people throughout the country. Brief background 
information is provided to establish the Canadian context and to 
identify the specific needs which required Canada to enter into space 
communications. The history ,  of Canada's space program is described 
briefly, before detailed discussions of experimental and developmental 
work undertaken with the Hermes and ANIK-B communications satellites. 
Examples are given of activities in the fields of education, health 
care, community communications and broadcasting, including direct-to-
home broadcasting. The paper concludes with a preview of future space 
communications endeavours in Canada, and some perspectives on potential 
applications fôr the developing countries. 

BACKGROUND  

Canada is a vast country, stretching more than 5,000 kilometres 
from the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador on the Atlantic coast 
to the Province of British Columbia on the Pacific coast. Our, north to 
south expanse is almost as great, approximately 4000 kilometres from 
southern Ontario to  Sour  northern-most island in the Arctic Ocean. The 
topography is varied. The Canadian Rockies of British Columbia are part 
of, the northern end of the great Cordillera mountain range; the great 
plains of. western Canada - the Prairies.- are flat-lands with rich soil 
ideal for grain farming; the more industrialized portion of the country 
is in the central-east, where the Great Canadian Shield dips southward 
and the Laurentian Mountains stand; Atlantic Canada is a blend  of  gentle 
rolling hills in the south to rugged rock outcroppings in the north. 
Forests abound, but a large part of Canada is north of the tree-line. 
This part of the country, the so called "barren-lands", begin in the 
northern part of some of the provinces, and extends through to the high 
Arctic regions - the land of the midnight sun and the "long night". It 
is a harsh land in the North, much of it rock, and with many spectacular , 

 mountains. It is the home of the Inuit, or Eskimo. 
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The North of Canada is sparsely populated - in fact, most of 

Canada is sparsely polulated. Approximately 90% of our 24 million 
people live within 200 kilometres of our southern border. The rest 
of our country is therefore largely underdeveloped, and the people 
who live there are, for the most part, underserved. Highways between 
settlements in the North do not exist - transportation is by aircraft, 
boat or snowmobile, and is frequently hazardous and often impossible 
because of weather problems. The construction of highways or railways 
in the North is not considered feasible because of the vast distances 
between villages, the rugged terrain and the enormous costs that would 
be incurred. For the same reasons, terrestrial communications links 
do not exist - there are no telephone poles or microwave towers connect-
ing one settlement to another. 

The use of conventional high-frequency radio technology for 
inter-community communications in the North is fairly widespread today, 
but there are severe constraints on its effectiveness due to ionospheric 
conditions. Disturbances in the ionosphere can produce beautiful effects, 
such as the aurora borealis, but they also can, and do, prevent HF 
communications for days at a time. One can appreciate the impact of 
this lack of communications on a northern resident, who, for example, 
is in need of medical attention and unable to contact anyone. 

CANADA'S SPACE:P.ROGRAM 

Canada's space program began with scientific research satellites - 
to study the earth's ionosphere and the potential of communications 
via -satellite. 'Alouette-1 was launched 29 September  1962, and Alouette-11 
11 November 1965. The Alouette satellites were followed by the ISIS-1 
satellite, launched 28.January-1969, and the ISIS-11 satellite, launched 
31  March 1971. Many other countries participated in Canada's ISIS 
Program, by: gathering scientific data from the spacecraft during 
passes overhead and relaying_this data to the Canadian Department of 
Coffimunications Research Centre near Ottawa. Here the data was processed, 
and the'resulting information abciut the ionosphere distributed to the 
Participating countries. The performance of. these satellites exCeeded 
all expectations, and the information obtained from our scientific' 

' 
 

satellite research programs provided Canada with adequate proof td, 
determine that-communications satellites with appropriate Power. and 

, frequency levels Were the-Only economical and reliable anSwer to.many 
of our particular  communications  problems. 

Telesat Canada, our domestic communicatiOns satellite agency, 
was incorporated 1 September 1969. The Telesat satellite ANIK-A-1 
was launched 9 November 1972 into geosynchronous orbit at 114 0  west 
longitude. The satellite was equipped with 12 5-watt transponders, 
and received RF signals from the earth at 6 GHz and transmitted back 
to earth at 4 GHz. ANIK-A-1 was followed into orbit by ANIK-A-2, 
launched 20 April 1973, and ANIX-A-3 7 May 1975. ANIK-A-2 was stationed 



at 109 °  west longitude and ANIK-A-3 at 104° .west longitude., From 
their positions some 36,000 kilometres avove the equator, the ANIK-A 
satellites could "see" all Of Canada, and thus Provided us With the 
first geosynchronous domestic communications satellite system in the, 
world. Long-distance heavy-route telephone traffic could now,be 
carried by satellite,, television programà were transmitted'to the 
North, and:thin-route telephone links were established to permit 
Northerners to dial via satellite into the southern trans-Canada 
telephone network The ANIK7A system served Canada well, and ' 	- 
although  the satellitesare - noW fairly old, they arestill helping 
to meet the:telecommunicationa needs in our country.-, 

But even before the domestic ANIK-A syptem was in-place, 
engineers and scientistsatthe ComMunications Research Centre-were-
planning .a new satellite-- one with higher power and higher frequency 
levels. The CommunicatiOns Technology Satellite was-a'new breedof 
spacecraft, which incorporated many innoVative and highly:sophisticated 
technological advances. -  It was designed to operate irithe 14/12 GHÈ 
frequency band, was -  equipped With a 200-watt transponder and had mov-
able spot-ubeams to that it could illuminate any area,on earth,,north 
or-south of the equator, within its hemiseeric field of vision. The-
Communications - TechnOlogy-Satellite program was a joint undertaking 
between Canada and the United Stateâ, wherein.Canada-provided the 
satellite and-the United States provided the launch, the 200-watt ' 
transponder and some of the : environmental test facilities. Canada 
also entered into agreement with the European Spade Agency, whereby- 

proVided:soma Of'the:_high-technOlOgY .  apacecraft componenta. 
The satellite was launched 17 January 1976, and place& in geostationary.  
orbit-at 116° -  west longitude. It was used on an every7Other-day time-
sharing  basis by the United States'. and Canada throughout its designed 
life span of two years, and during a third year of extended•lifetime. 
When the satellite entered its fourth yeer of operation,. Canada used it 
on a full-time basis after - ,June 1972. The satellite was renamed "Hermes" 
by the Minister of Communications in Canada after its succesSful launch., 
and some of the Hermes experiments will be described, briefly in a sub-
sequent section of this paper. It should be stated at this point, 
however, that Hermes:Was extremely successful with respact to both 
its state-of-theart technology,  end its-experimental  usage., in  service 
development areas such as education health-care, community communications 
and broadcasting, including direct-to-home broadcasting. 	› 

The sucCess of Hermes =was evident early enoughto. permit Canada 
to take a rather.unusual step - forward in the space communications 
field.. Talesat Canada-wasplanning to,launch its:ANIK-B satellite, 
to take the 6/4 GHZ load:off the aging ANIK7A satellitès 
Departmént Of. Communications.,  entered into agreement:With Telesat Canada-
to include a 14/12 GHz package on the ANIK-B :spacecraft. This14/12 
GHz payload would permit-further  research in the.14112 GHz:frequency 
band and further service develOpment work thathad been-so successfully 
initiated:with Hermes. ANIK-B, Canada!s ninth satellite, was launched 
15 DeceMber 1978 and is still in-operation at both the'. 6/4 GHz level 
for domestic use, and at the 14/12  GHz  level for experimental and 
:service development use.: 



SERVICE  DEVELOPMENT  

The Hernies and ANIK-B  communications  satellite have provided 

'Canada with the opportunity to maintain an ongoing research activity 

in service development at 14/12 GHz. Many of the experiments and 

pilot projects we have conducted have potential for application in 

other countries, and it is for this reason that the following examples 

. have beet:selected'. The examples ate illustrative of 'services that 
have wide:application in Canada, show promise of continued expansion, 

and have service to the public as end objectives. 

1. 	Education  

Education is an almost ideal service field for 
communications satellite applications. The economics of 
constructing a large educational institution and hiring 
highly-qualified instructors, in a large urban centre, 
may be viable. But this is certainly not the case in small 
cities, and out of the question in towns, villages, 
settlements and, to go to the extreme, in a single home. 
In Canada, as in other countries, many people live outside 
large urban centres, and therefore do not have the same 
access to education as their urban counterparts. 
Telecommunications links, that bring the  • instructor and 
the learner together electronically, go a long way in 
equalizing educational opportunities. Furthermore, 
satellite links are very flexible - the earth stations 
can be moved with little difficulty, or more can be added 
at small incremental costs. 

In the Province of Quebec, for example, the Univeràity 
of Quabec has campuses at several locations. Some are in 
urban areas, and others in smaller cities or towns. This 
distributed campus concept is greatly enhanced by video 
microwave links among a fed of the larger campuses .  The 
smaller campuses, howaver, and even smaller learning centres 
in outlying towns and villages do not have real-time video 
links to the large urban campuses. The University used the 
Hermes satellite in a series of experiments to provide full 
two-way video links between small and large centres, and thus 
allowed students in remote locations to interact directly with 
professors in the large urban areas. The University also 
experimented with one-way video with audio return, and audio-
only networks. As a result of these Hermes experiments, the 
University of Quebec  •has requested an opportunity to participate 
in our ANIK-B Communications Program to determine the benefit- 
to-cost ratio of use of commercial satellite facilities. 



In the Province of British Columbia, after a very 
successful Hermes experiment in tale-education, the 
provincial government conducted a pilot project on the 
ANIK-B satellite. The system concept was one-way video 
with audio return. The uplink station was placed at a 
large institute of technology, and standard classes 
were transmitted to six small colleges located in cities 
remoterrom the institute. The basic system was augmented 
by the inclusion of some TV receive-only terminals at 
other colleges. The project was extremely successful, and 
soon special programs, such as forest fire-fighting, were 
being transmitted to special classes in remote forested areas. 
Because interest was so high toward the end of the pilot 
project, the Province requested an extension on ANIK-B 
and has begun purchasing its own TV receive-only terminals. 
The system concept has not really changed, but instead of 
using relatively expensive ground terminals that have the 
capability to receive video and audio and transmit audio 
(telephone), the ground stations are now TV receive-only, 
which are relatively inexpensive,  and the  return audio, 
when required, is by terrestrial means. In addition, the 
Province established a provincial educational communications 
authority, which now operates the extended ANIK-B pilot 
project, and which has indicated an intention to utilize 
commercial 14/12 GHz satellite facilities as soon as they 
become available in Canada. 

In Ontario, the Ontario Educational Communications 
Authority, after experience with Hermes and a short pilot 
project in tele-education using ANIK-B, joined forces with 
other government agencies in the province and with the 
Department of Communications in a direct broadcasting trial 
on ANIK-B. A total of 46 earth stations were installed in 
small communities that previously had no access to educational 
television, and approximately 96 hours per week of OECA 
programming was transmitted to them. Some of the 46 locations 
were at schools, some at highway construction camps, some 
at mining sites, some at cable head-ends and others at private 
homes. The trial was very successful, and the Province of 
Ontario has requested an extension of operation on ANIK-B. 
Also, it would appear at this time that the province will 
purchase more TV receive-only terminals, and probably transfer 
to 14/12 GHz commercial satellite service as soon as it 
becomes available. 

2. Health Care 

Health care may not be as easy a service field as is 
education for communications satellite applications, but it 
is as necessary, and for many of the same reasons. Large 



health sciences centres and tertiary care hospitals, complete 
with a full range of highly qualified health care specialists, 
exist only in large urban areas, while the need for, and the 
right to, health care service exists throughout the country. 
So, despite the legal, institutional and technological 
problems,and the age-old problem of doctors needing to deal 
with their patients in a "hands-on" way, telehealth is 
inevitable. Telehealth is a fact in Canada now, in a 
relatively small way, •at least. It does not exist in all 
regions of the country, nor is every.health care discipline 
covered, but a good start has been made and the future is 
promising. 

For example, a Hermes experiment was conducted in the 
Province of Ontario that linked, via satellite, a tertiary 
care hospital and health sciences complex in the southern 
part of the province to a secondary care base hospital in 
the northern part of the province, and a primary care nursing 
station in a remote and isolated area. The nursing station, 
which previously had only an HF radio-telephone link to the 
base hospital, was provided with a satellite telephony ground 
terminal, and the northern nurse had, for the first time, a 
reliable and high quality audio link to the hospital. The 
base hospital, in turn, was equipped with a television uplink 
terminal, capable of transmitting video and audio to the 
tertiary care hospital in the south and receiving return audio. 
Television cameras at the northern hospital cduld be remotely 
controlled by the consulting physicians in the south, which 
permitted close to the ideal "hands-on" work with patients. 
Also, operating-room supervision was possible, with the southern 
specialists, "looking in" during operations, and ready të. 

 provide consultative advice and guidance as required. Radiology, 
cardiology, pathology, dentistry,physiotherapy and anaesthesiology 
were some of the medical disciplines included in the experiment. 
As a result of this experiment, and another Hermes experiment 
in video and audio teleconferencing, which was carried out by 
the Provincial Government of Ontario ,several new initiatives in 
telehealth have been undertaken in the province. An ANIK-B 
pilot project is currently underway, involving two-way video 
for psychiatric service delivery. A permanent full two-way 
television link has been established between the tertiary care 
hospital and a nearby small community hospital, using terrestrial 
microwave facilities available from the common carrier in the 
province. The terrestrial telephone system has been extended 
to include the nursing station. And, perhaps most importantly 
for the long-term, the Provincial Government has committed funds 
and embarked on a large-scale telehealth research activity 
involving several separate pilot projects. 
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In Newfoundland and Labrador, health care specialists 
at a health sciences centre used the Hermes communications 
satellite in a video-out and audio-return mode to provide 
continuing medical education to physicians, nurses and other 
professionals located at remote base hospitals in the 
province. Community health prngrams Were also incorporated 
in the experiment. The use of telephony channels only was 
also explored, for the tranamission of x-rays by slow-scan 
TV, hard-copy material by facsimile, and other applications 
such as health care system administration. As a result of , 

this experiment, a permanent terrestrial telehealth dedicated 
telephone network has been established, linking several 
hospitals, clinics and offices to the health sciences centre. 
It is operated on a user-pay basis, and at last report was 
close to being fully self-sustaining. Another product of 
the experiment on Hermes is an ANIR-B pilot project using 
telephony channels only. Remote sites, including an off-shore 
oil drilling rig, are connected to the health sciences centre, 
and slow-scan television is an integral part of the project. 

In Quebec, a nurse in the cardiology unit of a large 
urban hospital can monitor the heart action of several 
cardiology patients located in small community hospitals 
remote from the large city. The electrocardiographs are 
displayed in real time on an array of television screens at 
her console. This system has  ben in place for several years, 
using terrestrial telephone lines. The ANIR-B satellite Was 
used to extend tha coverage area to the North to large 
construction sites employing thousands of workers. As more 
and more attention in Canada is being directed northward for 
resource development, it is anticipated that this type of 
satellite-based telehealth link will become.  more common. 

3. Community  Communications:  

Community coMmunicatione'isa-rapidly develoPing'new 
service field, and one in which-communications satellites 
now play, and will Continue to play, a vital:role. Extensions 
of existing radio and television broadcasting operations- into' 
remote communities is an obvious example of Satellite 
applications, as is the extension Of-teiephOne service via 

. satellite, There are other innovative 'applications, 
that have been tried in .Canada and appear ,  to:have signieicant - 
growth potential. These applications nondern the remote and 
isolated small communities in the:North,.:and the-unique needs 
of , their residents for interrcommunity-coMmunications.- 

The two examples d.escribed below, outline experimental ' 
projects planned and bonductéd'by the' Inuit of Canada's.far 
North. The Inuit have their own language, their own culture 
and their' own"way'of'life. In general, they, hava'given up - 
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their nomadic life-style, and now tend to cluster in small 

settlements remote from one another. The need to preserve 

their cultural heritage and their unity as a people has 

demanded community-to-community communications. Travel 
between communities helps to meet this need, but because of 

the extreme difficulties of travelling in the far North, the 
communications need is met only minimally by this method. 
HF radio helps, but again there are many difficulties, 
particularly with respect to reliability. Satellite telephony 

goes a long way toward meeting the need, but the domestic system 
is not yet complete and many settlements are not yet equipped 

with the service. In addition, the Inuit feel, justifiably, 

that simple telephony has limitations when it  cornes  to 

preserving their culture and enhancing their way of life. The 

opportunity for the Inuit to use communications satellites in 
their own way to meet their unique needs was welcomed.  •  

One ANIK-B pilot project, still underway, is being conducted 

by the Inuit of Arctic Quebec. After a very successeul telephony 

experiment, where the experimental 14/12 GHz Hermes satellite 

and the operational 6/4 GHz ANIK-A satellite were used in tandem 

to interconnect nine villages, the Quebec Inuit decided to move 

up to satellite television. Their ANIK-B 14/12 GHz project 
involves five small communities - four with TV receive and audio 

return  terminais,, and the fifth with a TV uplink and audio 
transmit/receive capability. A full-scale TV production centre 
was established in this fifth community to provide video programs 
in Inuktitut, the language of the Inuit. An interesting  aspect 

of this pilot project is the comparative assessment of the 
value of Inuktitut programming to the Inuit, as opposed to 
the southern programming produced by the large television 
networks. Although the project has not yet concluded, and 
the evaluation of results therefore not complete, it would 
appear that the final answer may be a mix. This answer may 
confound many experts, some of whom have maintained that the 
so-called "cultural invasion" of southern programming into 
the North was completely unacceptable, and others who have 
maintained that no viable alternative to southern programming 
was possible. 

The second example is similar to the first with regard 
to basic system configuration, but is quite different with 
regard to programming content. Five villages were equipped 
with TV receive and audio return terminals, and a sixth with 
a video uplink and audio transmit/receive capability. However, 
this project, which also is still underway, relied completely 
on Inuit programming, and to this end, three complete video 
production centres were established in the Arctic. Program 
subject areas included entertainment, education, arts and 
crafts, and cultural, social, econamic and political affairs. 
The Inuit television production crews have become highly 
skilled, and their programs in demand. They also have begun 



accepting program production contracts from others 
outside the pilot project, and have developed a fee 
schedule for use of their facilities and skilled manpower. 
Resource development industries in the North, for example, 
have availed themselves of this Arctic exertise. Again, 
the project is still active, so all the results are not 
yet known. One indisputable fact has emerged, however - 
communications satellities will be used for community 
communications in the North. The extent to which the 
Inuit themselves will control their usage has yet to be 
determined. 

4. 	Broadcasting: 

Broadcasting services in Canada rely heavily on 
communications satellites. The domestic system, compris-
ing the ANIK-A satellites and the 6/4 GHz portion of ANIK-B, 
is used for distribution of programming in southern Canada, 
and extension of services to the North. Both Hermes and 
the 14/12 GHz portion of ANIK-B have been used for experimental 
broadcasting trials, and much of the 14/12 GHz capacity of 
ANIK-B continues to be used for this purpose. 

During  or  Hermes experimental period, the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation conducted an engineering trial and 
assessment of, various small TV receive-only terminals. This 
was followed by a direct broadcasting trial, using the TVRO's 
in two different regions of Canada - some were located in 
north-western Ontario at remote school sites, and others in 
Northern Labrador at isolated communities. The schools 
received programming from the Ontario Educational Communications 
Authority, and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation provided 
the programming to Labrador. These trials were , very successful, 
and several demonstrations followad, using TVRO's with antennas 
down to 60 centimetres in diameter. A very significant 
demonstration of the use of Hermes for direct broadcasting 
was carried out in August 1979. The spacecraft itself was 
moved across the sky from its original position at 116° west 
longitude to 142° west longitude, so that its two spot-beams 
could be focussed on Ottawa and eastern Australia. Five 1.2 
metre earth terminals were shipped to Australia, and moved 
from site to site during the month to illustrate TV reception 
at a total of approximAtely 50 locations. The 200-watt 
transponder of Hermes provided excellent quality video from 
Ottawa to Australia, even when backed off to simulate low-power 
satellite operations. 

ANIK-B is equipped with 20-watt transponders only, but 
it was decided to continue our direct broadcasting experiments. 
In Ontario, we installed 42 low-cost TVRO's, most of which 
were equipped with 1.2 metre antennas, some with 1.8 metre 
antennas. In British Columbia, the Yukon and Northwest Territories 
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we installed 34.1.8 metre terminals. In both regions, 
several installations were made at private homes ih order 
to • obtain information on direct-to-home applications. The  • 
Ontario programming was provided by the Ontario Educational 
Communications Authority, and was transmitted at full power. 
In the West, however, we transmitted two signals at half-
power through the same transponder. Regular network 
programming was provided by the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation and the British Columbia Television Broadcasting 
System. The experiment was a complete success. The 20-watt 
transponder, operating at full power, provided a perfectly 
adequate television signal at a 1.2 metre TVRO. And a 
1.8 metre TVRO was capable of receiving two half-power 
signals that were judged by the end users to be of fine 
quality. Direct-to-home broadcasting, using 20 watts of 
power in the sky, had been proven to be completely feasible. 
There were no complaints about the size of the antenna, 
although one complaint was received erom a home-owner 
because the colour of the dish didn't match well with his 
house. Many of the TVRO's were used to feed cable head-ends 
or low-power rebroadcasting transmitters, and even though 
this additional link in the receive chain introduced some 
signal degradation, the end users remained satisfied with 
the television quality. Perhaps most importantly, approximately 
100,000 citizens now had access to television that was 
previously unavailable to them. 

This ANIK-B project still continues, but with some 
changes.. The true experimental phase is all but over, and 
the project, in essence, has become one of television 
service delivery. In both regions, use of the low-cost 
TVRO's is being maximized by connecting more and more of 
them to redistribution systems in order to provide service to 
more people. In Ontario, the earth stations are being 
upgraded with larger antennas, and signal power will be 
reduced to.one-half. In British Columbia, the Yukon and 
Northwest Territories, we have gone one more step, and now 

• transmit three signals through  oneS transponder - an 
educational channel has been added. Signal quality at the 
receive sites ranges from very marginal to very good. This 
3-signal-per-transponder mode of operation is not one that 
the Department of Communications recommends. It began as 
an experimental trial, and public pressure has required 
that we maintain it until alternate satellite services 
are available. 
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CONCLUSION  

Our service development activities in Canada using our 	- 
communications satellites bave had significant impact on directions-. 
we will take in the future. The ANIK-C series -of satellites:will 
provide us with a 14/12 GHz domestic - satellite system, to comeement 
our existing 6/4 GHz service. The firet of three ANIK-C satellites 
is currently scheduled for launch in late 1982. ANIK-D, a 6/4 GHz 
satellite, is also scheduled for launch in 1982,to further augment 
oUr 6/4 GHZ system. Studiee are underWay on the design of a trie, : 
direct broadcasting'satellite. We have had - experience at MO watts: 
and 20"watts; perhaps the optimum is somewhere.between. 
of course,..we will continue our co-operative work With other Countries 
in the space communications field, as well as our technolOgical 
research and development activitieeat the Communications :Research 
Centre. 

To put our past initiatives and our current plans for service 
development into perspective for potential applications in other 
countries, it should be noted that the Canadian approach has evolved 
from a "technology push" to a "user demand" concept of development. 
Technology transfer takes a long time, and a great deal of effort, 
assistance and patience, but as the end users - the public we serve - 
become more aware of the potential of the technology and more expert 
in using it, the real needs of the people emerge in well-defined 
terms. This can, and indeed, has produced problems for us. At 
one time, Canada had surplus communications satellite capacity, but 
now we do not have enough to satisfy the public. Policies and 
regulations have to be reviewed and revised - a task that very few 
government agencies tackle with enthusiasm. But, the over-all 
process of working with the people - to help them understand and 
to allow them to have "hands-on'  experience with the technology 
of communications satellites - has worked well in Canada. We believe 
that, in the long run, it is the best way to get things done. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The main argument put forward to oppose the detailed a priori planning 
of satellite broadcasting is its lack of flexibility in an environment with a 
rapidly progressive technology and with fundamental modifications - not to say 
mutations - in the character of the broadcast services. In effet, the establishment 
of a detailed plan is, necessarily, based on a combination of technical assumptions 
which are representative of the currently accepted ideas at any given moment of 
time on the type of service to be provided to the consumer and on the system which 
seems to be the most appropriate, taking account of the best available technological 
forecasts. As technological practice and the concept of the services evolve in a 
manner that is often unexpected, the rigidity of a priori planning would appear to 
be a major disadvantage, the assumptions to which it corresponds being overtaken, 
perhaps, even before the system has been implemented. On this basis there is 
sometimes a preference for a more flexible form of planning in which the systems 
and services can develop freely, provided that they respect certain general 
principles. 

The present article is not intended to be theiast word ,  On the Subject,' 
but it will show that, in the author's:personal opinion, the above ar .gumentmay 
well be questioned, it being considered that the fixing,'a,priori,- of certain 
characteristics of the sYstem is such as will stimulate:the formulatibnof_ 
realistic proposals for the introduction Of new services ,. To Illustrate this 
view, reference will be made to the:example given by the plan of the. WARC-BS 1977 , 
for Regions 1 and 3, and to studiesrthat are currently under. waywithin-the.EBU - 
on  the problem of the broadcasting of digital:signals. within a - channel as .defined 
by this plan. 

2. CONSTRAINTS DUE TO A PRIORI PLANNING  

A priori planning is done by considering the characteristics of a so-
called reference system which, in the example we are looking at, is the broad-
casting by satellite to individual receivers of analogue television signals using 
frequency modulation with one sound subcarrier which, again, is frequency modulated. 



However, the use of this system is in no way- obligatory as it is used only to 
define the level of interference which must not be exceeded. The principle of 
individual reception, with the exception of its consequences in respect of the 
space sector, does not introduce any limitation as community reception is always 
possible and the totality of the potential audience is covered and there - is even, 
in many cases, a large amount of overspill. The real constraints imposed by a 
priori planning on any future system are, therefore, very limited in number; 
they can be reduced to the following two conditions as far as the repercussions 
on the nature and the quality of the possible services in any given channel are 
concerned: 

. Protection ratio template  

The plan fixes the maximum interference levels in the form of protection 
ratios which are established for the reference system. Any other system can be 
used provided that it does not require greater protection than that defined in 
the plan in respect both of itself and of the reference system. The users of this 
other system, and users of the reference system, must be protected equally in both 
the same and the adjacent channel. 

2. Channel width 

The protection ratio template is based, in particular, on a receiver 
selectivity curve which corresponds to a certain bandwidth and a certain type of 
intermediate-frequency filtering. Any system that differs from the reference 
system may be used provided that it is compatible with receivers fitted with the 
filter that was considered at the outset. 

In practice, the two above-mentioned constraints set a limit to the rate 
of the wanted information that can be transmitted via a channel in the plan with 
any given system, but they do not define the system. There remains, in particular, 
a great degree of freedom of choice in respect of the following aspects: 

- the modulation system: by virtue of technological development, it is no longer 
necessary to limit ourselves to analogue modulation in broadcasting and we may 
envisage the use of various types of digital modulation (PSK, MSK, etc..), with 
or without the multiplexing of several signals in a common RF channel 

- organisation in the baseband:  the reference system has, in the baseband, a simple 
frequency multiplex of the television picture and its associated sound signal; 
with digital modulation, we may  envisage ,a  range of other sorts of multiplexing 
of several services in the baseband such as continuous digital multiplexes, packet 
multiplexes, etc.., in association or otherwise with frequency multiplexed sub-
carriers 
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- the nature of, the services:  there is no imposed requirement to limit the 
service to conventional television with a single sound channel and we may 
propose the introduction of other services with, notably, several sound 
channels, data signals etc.., either with or without a television picture. 

3. EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE BROADCASTING SERVICES  

We have just seen •hat, whilst fully respecting- the çonstraintsfset by 	- 
the planning, • we retain a large degree of flexibility,of choice  in respect  of thé. 
services we can offer; especially if we admit thé use of digitalfmodulation. In " 
order to illustrate these possibilities, we will list some of' the: servicesthat 
are envisaged at present and. we will consider the extent to which eactvis compatible 
with the plan. 

At this  •point, it will be helpful to set aside those- services which May 
require the use of a receiver that is completelyAifferent from,existing' domestic 
equipment, the most . interesting of which is probably high-definition teievision. --  
As thingsstand at present.in the studies, - it appears . that it is-impossible to, 
introduce this service in the 27 MHz channel defined by the MARC-BS.19.77, and we 
must  therefore conclude that high-definition television-is incompatible withthe 
satellite broadcasting plan for Regions I and 3. However, recent work appears to 
show that with highly developed modulation systems the amount of information that 
can be inserted in a 27 MHz channel can be appreçiably increased and that major 
improvements in televiSiOn picture quality can be achieved without excessively high - 
information rates if it is accepted to go beyond the present-day_picture scanning 
standards and the colour coding systems. What-is more, the - future:possibilities 
of bit-reduction techniques in digital picture processing (making use,: for example, 
of frame stores at the redeiver) may be carried:yet further. It is not; therefore, 
certain that high-definition television will not,.. in the long_term, 'be-reconciled 
with the 27 MHz channel. 

Restricting ourselves to thenear future,, we may .takeit.that.thebroad ,- 
casting services must retain a certain form.of compatibility with the existing 
receivers. To.appreciate the problem, we will examine the services that can be 
supplied which make use of the conventional television screen as an information 
display  unit  and' those using ordinary domestic audio equipment as:a source of 
sound .. It is very important to study.these services,in order to.appteciatethe 
future rôle of broadcasting. in the general contextof, the audiovisual environment 
and,teleinformatics. In effect, it is expeçted that the, hi-fi. soundsystem and 
the television receiver will, in future, become the heart-oUa centre for 
entertainment and for the supply of information to the home in which broadcast 
programmes will-be only one of the possible programme or data sources, -  this 
functioning side-by-side with systems, interactive or , not, using the telephone 
networks, the cable distribution systems and local sources such_as Cassettes or 
discs, video games, the home computer, etc.. All.these developments will use 



the basic structure of the existing-receiving equipment, but will require the 	t 
addition of a certain number of "black boxes" serving as interfaces between the 
items of equipment and dealing with the decoding and/or demultiplexing of signals 41› 
coming from any given source. Certain or these "black boxes" will be of use in 
the broadcasting service or will be developed specifically for the serviée. 

In this context, we can consider broadcasting (by which we mean satellite 
broadcasting)  as 'a  group of services supplying to the general public (and normally 
in a non-interactive manner) all sorts of information among which we ' 'can  distinguish 
between moving picture, still pictures, sound and data. This distinction will 
enable us to list some categories of services in which will be found conventional 
television, sound radio, teletext and other data services such as programme labelling, 
telesoftware, etc.., or even the association of still or moving pictures, sound and 
data, the classic example of which is sub-titling for television programmes using 
teletext, a less well-known example being audiography where a sound commentary 
accompanies a simplified graphic picture. 

It is known that all these services have found - or will find - a variety 
of applications in broadcasting, be it in the general field of information and 
entertainment or in the very important educational sphere or perhaps in other 
fields also. What we want to show by considering the example of the sound services 
and the teletext service, is that it is possible, and often desirable, to develop 
services at different quality levels offering  diffèrent  quantities of information. 

In the case of the sound services, broadcasting makes extensive use of a 
range of audio signals of different qualities, selected according to the purpose 
to which the programme is put; these range from high-quality monophonic or stereo-
phonic signals to telephone -quality commentary circuits. To each of these quality 
levels there is a corresponding bit-rate, these rates ranging from 900 kbit/s for 
linear-coded 15 kHz stereophonic sound down to 64 kbit/s for telephony. By the use 
of a suitable multiplexing system, a given capacity may therefore be used, according 
to the requirements, for the broadcasting of a small number of programmes of high 
quality.or for a larger number of signals of lesser quality such as, for example, 
a group of commentaries in several languages. 

In the case of the teletext services, it is known that the present system, 
which use a part of the field-blanking interval of the television signal, operate 
at a average bit-rate of the order of 40 kbit/s, although  full -channet teletext 
with a bit-rate of as much as 7 Mbit/s is also envisaged. Furthermore, the coding 
of the information may be organised at a variety of levels in respect of the 
quality of the reproduction of the graphics, these being alphanumeric or mosaic 
coding where the codes correspond to characters or to point matrices, alphageometric 
coding in which the figures are built up by a series of elements such as points, 
lines or geometrical shapes, and alphaphotographic coding in which individual 
picture elements are transmitted. In its most highly-developed form, teletext 
then becomes indistinguishable from a still picture broadcasting system. 



4. :'EXAMPLES OF SYSTS - 11-belARE:COMPATIBLE.WITH THE JDLee FORREGIONS .  1 AND 3  

The foregoing list of possibilities demonstrates the very wide range,of 

services that are possible in broadcasting, some of which may be used in combi-

nations and most of which must be developed to different levels. Within the 
limits set by the capacity of the satellite broadcasting channel, these services 

may be transmitted either successively or simultaneously according to the 

requirements, if a sufficiently general digital modulation system is available 
and there is a suitable multiplexing system. Systems such as this are currently 
being studied by the EBU and they will be the subjects of specific contributions • 

to the work of the CCIR. Here we will consider only some of the possible principles 

and give an idea of the general orders of magnitude that are involved. 

It.has become apparent that•it ishelpful. to makeà-,distinction,between:, 

- systems where the frequency-modulated analogue television picture is retained 
and in which additional capacity, of the order of 1 to 5 Mbit/s, is sought to 
carry several sound channels associated with the picture (stereophonic sound 
or multi-lingual commentaries) to transmit sound programmes that are independent 

of the picture signal, or for other purposes 

- systems in which the analogue television picture is replaced by other signals 

and where the entire capacity of the channel (about 30 Mbit/s* ) is used for the 

transmission of a digital multiplex carrying sound channels or other services. 

The possibilities currently being studied in the first group (where the 

analogue picture is retained) are the following: 

a) Use of a digital subcarrier  

The initial studies have shown that the analogue picture signal may be 

supplemented with a digital subcarrier at about 6.5 MHz, the carrier being frequency 

modulated by the combination of the analogue picture and the subcarrier, whilst 

guaranteeing that the protection ratios will remain compatible with those defined 

during the WARC-BS 1977. The capacity available on the digital subcarrier, for a 
service of excellent quality, may be as much as 3 Mbit/s, although this will be 
reduced to less than 2 Mbit/s if we retain, at the same time, the subcarrier with 
analogue modulation that forms  •part of the reference system. 

• b) Use of the line-blanking interval  

If we suppress the existing synchronisation signals and replace them with 

digital synchronisation, the line-blanking interval offers additional capacity of 

the order of 1.5 Mbit/s if we introduce digital pulses having an instantaneous 

bit-rate equal to twice the PAL or SECAM subcarrier frequency. In satellite 

broadcasting the signal processing at the receiver, including the reconstruction 

of the conventional synchronising signals, may be done in the modulation conversion 

unit which must, in any event, be added to the television receiver. 

* For a given digital modulation system, the capacity of the channel defined in 

the plan of the WARC-BS 1977 is limited, principally, by the adjacent-channel 

protection ratio. 



It will be noted that this process may be used at the same time as the 
digital subcarrier system, giving a total capacity of the order of 4 Mbit/s. 

c) Constitution of a radio-frequency time  • multiplex  

We can envisage frequency modulating the carrier with the analogue picture 
signal during the active line period, but using a digital modulation during the 
line-blanking interval. In satellite broadcasting the signal processing required 
at the receiver may, again, be done in the modulation converter. The capacity of 
the system is of the order of 5 Mbit/s. 

In the second type of system, where the analogue television signal is 
replaced by a digital multiplex, the entire channel width of 27 MHz is available. 
One interesting possibility would be to design an entirely digital system for 
broadcasting the picture and its associated sound, but we could also envisage 
sound services or data services functioning in isolation. An example is the 
system being developed in Germany with a view to the broadcasting by satellite 
of a group of sixteen very high-quality stereophonic sound programmes. 	, 

. CONCLUSIONS:,  

In the case of the plan that evolved in 1977 for Regions 1 and 3, we have 
seen that the fixing, a priori, of the parameters used in the planning remains 
largely compatible with the introduction of new services. Technical progress may, 
in effect, be profitably implemented to make better use of the real capacity of 
the channel defined in the plan. The examples we have discussed confirm that the 
gain made in this way is such that, with the sole exception of high-definition 
television, all the broadcasting services that can be envisaged may be provided 
within the limits of the plan, whether the requirement be for mnving pictures, 
still pictures, sound or data or, again, any combination of these. 

However, this adaptive flexibility of the systems and services to a set 
of rigid parameters .has been obtained only by fixing the parameters on the basis 
of conservative estimates of the possibilities of the technology and it is not 
surprising that these have very quickly been surpassed in reality. We arrive, 
therefore, at a conclusion that is not quite so paradoxical as it may at first 
appear: a plan devised to suit a primitive technology has the dual advantages 
of allowing a minimal service to be provided with low-priced receivers while at 
the same time, owing to the margins contained within the system, it can give a 
larger number of more diversified services with a more sophisticated technology. 

The studies must, clearly, be pursued, as it is essential to arrive at an 
international standard for these systems before the services are implemented, to 
meet the growth in the demand and the availability of the necessary equipment. 
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NEW SERVICES IN AN EXISTING PLAN 

COMPATIBILITY BE1UEEN 

A-PRIORI PLANNING 

FLEXIBILITY FOR 

- ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 

- NEW SERVICES 



1) 	WHAT ARE THE PLANNING CONSTRAINTS? 

- INTERFERENCE LEVELS (PROTECTION RATIOS) 

- SIGNAL BANDWIDTH (RECEIVER' FILTER) 

- FREEDOM TO MODIFY 

- MODULATION SYSTEMS (E.G. DIGITAL) 

BASEBARD 

- NATURE OF SERVICES, ETC. 

* • 



2) 	POSSIBLE SERVICES IN BROADCASTING 

2.1) USE OF LOUD SPEAKERS AND NORMAL  TV  SCREEN FOR 
DISPLAY NEd "BLACK BOXES" (DIGITAL DECODER, ETC.) 

• CONVENTIONAL TV 
(ONE OR SEVERAL ASSOCIATED SOUNDS) 

- SOUND SERVICES 
- STEREO 
- MONO 
- COMMENTARIES, ETC. 

- DATA SERVICES 
- TELETEXT 

(LOW CAPACITY, MEDIUM CAPACITY) 

TELETEXT FULL CHANNEL 

- ENHANCED TELETEXT 
(GRAPHICS, DRCS, STILL PICTURES) 

- OTHER DATA SERVICES 

VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF 

..} 

- STILL PICTURES 
- SOUND 

- DATA • 

E.G. AUDIOGRAPHY 



•  2.2) USE OF COMPLETELY NEW RECEIVERS 

-  HI  GH DEFINITION TV 

t.. 



3) 	COMPATIBILITY WITH WARC '77 PLAN 

- FOR ALL SERVICES: YES, EXCEPT 2.2 
(UP TO SEVERAL MBIT/s) 

4) 	POSSIBLE SYSTEMS FOR NEW SERVICES WITH 
CONVENTIONAL TV 

A: SUB-CARRIER(S) 

- ONE DIGITAL SUB-CARRIER 
UP TO 3 MB1T/s 

- ONE DIGITAL AND ONE ON A LOGUE SUB-CARRIER 
. UP TO 1.8 MB1T/s 

B:USE OF LINE BLANKING 

C:RF MULTIPLEX 

D:FULL DIGITAL 



5) 	POSSIBLE SYSTEMS FOR VARIOUS SERVICES INSTEAD OF TV 

- FULL DIGITAL 

- EXAMPLE: 16 STEREO PROGRAMMES 

6) 	CONCLUS ION 

- 	FLEXIBILITY IS VERY LARGE  IN .A  PLAN WITH 
CONSERVATIVE ASSUMPTIONS 

NEW SYSTEMS AND SERVICES CAN BE INTRODUCED 

- IF THERE.IS A NEED 

- WITH NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

- AFTER INTERNATIONAL  STANDARDIZAT  ION  
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First of all, I would like to welcome you to the Communications 

Research Centre of the Canadian Department of Communications. It is for 

me a particular pleasure because of my own personal involvement and 

interest in issues relating to the development  of satellite broadcasting 

and to the use of the 12 GHz frequency band. As a former member and 

head of delegation to several CCIR Study Group and preparatory meetings, 

and as Chairman of the Region 2 Planning Committee at the 1977 WARC, I 

can well appreciate the task that lies ahead of many of you, leading up 

to the Regional Administrative Radio Conference in 1983. 

However, today I will not deal directly with these issues, which 

are the principal subject of your meetings here in Ottawa. Rather, in 

the short time available, I would like to describe briefly Canadian 

activities in satellite communications and to givà you an impression of 

this organization's role in that program. 
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First of all, however, it might be worthwhile describing how 

the Communications Research Centre fits into the Departmental organization. 

The Communications Research Centre is the location where most of the 

Department's research and development activities are conducted. 

Because of the Department's role, largely as a result of the historical 	' 

development of the Canadian space program and its early orientation 

towards communications applications, it also provides a focus for space 	. 

technology activities in government. 

In 1962, with the launching by the U.S. of the Alouette I 

spacecraft, designed and built in Canada, Canada became the first country 

after the Soviet Union and the United States to have a.satellite in 

orbit. Its objective was to obtain comprehensive data on ionospheric. 

structure and to provide à basis for an understanding of the environment 

for high frequency radiowave propagation in Canada, especially in the 

northern regions where  the  ionosphere is particularly disturbed. The 

management of the satellite project was carried out here at Shirley's Bay 

by the Defence Research Telecommunications Establishment, the predeessor 

organization of CRC. Alouette I, originally expected to operate for a 

year or two, provided data for ten years. , 

Subsequently the Canadian government agreed to support the  

construction of a series of scientific satellites in co-operation with - 

the U.S. and with the participation of a number of other countries, 

provided there was a substantial and steady increase in the proportion of 

work to be done in Canadian industry. A long-term program of International .  

Satellites for Ionospheric Studies was set up, the first launch of which, 



in 1965, comprised an improved Alouette I. The U.K. was a partner from 

its inception but, as the program developed, France, India, Japan, 

Australia, New Zealand, Norway and Finland all became involved in various 

ways. Subsequently ISIS I and ISIS II were launched in 1969 and 1971, 

each more complex than its predecessor. These two satellites are still 

being used for routine operation, one with ten years of operational . 

life, the other with more than twelve. 

In the meantime, in 1969, Telesat Canada came into being as 

the result of an act of the Canadian Parliament which gave the 

corporation the responsibility of providing domestic communications 

satellite service in Canada in order to cover the large land mass with 

its widely scattered population and rugged terrain. On November 9, 1972, 

with the launching of ANIK-I, Canada became the first country in the 

world to have a domestic geostationary communications satellite system. 

The series of ANIK-A satellites, operating at 4 and 6 GHz and each 

providing initially twelve channels, was completed with the launching of 

ANIK-II in April 1973 and ANIK III in May 1975. 

The Canadian government however considered that the ANIK-A 

series could  not  satisfy easily or economically all requirements which 

had already been identified for extending various services to smaller 

and smaller communities, and for providing direct television broadcast 

services to community or individual receivers. Furthermore, because of 

the demands on the limited segment of the geostatiOnary arc which is 

optimum for Canada coverage, there was need to investigate the use of 
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the newly.  allocated 12 GHz band. Accordingly an agreement was signed 

with the U.S..NASA in 1971 for the launch of the experimental Communications :  

Technology.Satellité, called Hermes. The satellite was designed and 	, 

,built in Canada; the U.S.A. would provide a 200 watt TWT, spacecraft 	• " 

environmental testing and the launch vehicle  and support. Subsequently 

it was agreed  that  the European Space Research Organization (ESRO) 

wOuld also provide some components. The satellité,which was three7-axis 

• stabiliZed, was launched on January 17, 1976, into geostatienary orbit 

• at 116 W longitude. It had two channels one-with 200 watts of r.f. power, 

oné with 20,watts -  feeding independently steerable antennas with half-

power beamwidthé of 2.5°  .(e.i.r.p. of approximately 59 and 49 dbW. 

respectively) -. The large extendible solar arrays provided 1.3 KW of 

•poWer .at beginning-of life. Deéigned with a life expectancy of two years, 

operated for almost foUr. • 	• • 

During that time, about 35 different experiments were conducted 

in Canada, including experiments with purely technological objectives, 

but most with social objectives in the fields of - telemedicine, education 

• and community interaction. Using facilities:made available by the 

Federal Government, the experiments involved departments and agencies 

of .both the Federal and ProvinCial governments', universities, industry 

. and native -associations. :rhese experimehts, all of them highly successful, 

demonstrated. the flexibility of satellite coMmunications to respond to 

a wide variety of needs, the rapidity with which such a system could be' 

used to provide services,to isolated or remote communities, and the 
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impact that the introduction of new services could have on individuals, 

communities, organizations and various fields of endeavour. 

Among the services demonstrated was the capability of such 

satellites to provide direct-to-home television. Indeed, what we 

believe to be the first demonstration ever of direct-to-home television 

was the transmission of a hockey game on May 16, 1978, from Ottawa to 

a reception at the home of a Canadian embassy official in Lima, Peru 

during a seminar on satellite communications. 

As much as we were able to do with Hermes, its experimental 

nature, the need to time-share the channels, and the large number of 

experiments competing for its use limited the extent to which the 

economic viability, the needs, and the institutional issues could be 

studied. Therefore, the Department of Communications entered into an 

agreement with Telesat Canada to install and lease to DOC up to four 

12/14 GHz channels on the ANIK-B satellite which was launched for 

commercial use in December 1978. Among other things, ANIK-B has allowed 

us to investigate the effective use of lower power satellites to provide 

direct television broadcasting. However, the next speaker will tell you 

more about that and later on you will see a demonstration of the 

capability to provide such service at a satellite e.i.r.p. of 50 dBw or 

less. 

To provide continuing commercial service, Telesat Canada has 

contracted for follow-on satellites operating at 12/14 GHz in the ANIK-C 

series and at 4/6 GHz in the ANIK-D series. The prime contractor 

• 
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to Telesat for ANIK-D is Spar Aerospace Ltd -. of Canada.- During the tour 

this morning, you will have the opportunity to see the David Florida 

Laboratory which is our assembly,. intedration and environmental test 

facility for spacecraft. This Laboratory which is made available to 

Canadian industry, on a cost-recoverable basis, is currently being 

used for integration and test of the ANIK-C2 and ANIK-D satellites. 

Just so you do not leave thinking that is all we do here, 

before I close I would like to mention some of our other activities. 

We have at CRC an extensive program to look at the possible use of 

satellites at UHF to provide service to mobile platforms, we have a very 

broad technology development and industrial support program encompassing' 

both the electronic and mechanical aspects of the design of spacecraft 

platforms and payloads, we support other government departments in the 

achievement of their missions as they relate to space, and we are 

investigating the use of various digital techniques for multiple access 

to satellites by large numbers of small users of communications services. 

We have provided technical and environmental test support, for 

example, to the National Research Council of Canada in its contribution 

to the U.S. Space Shuttle Program of the remote manipulator system, or 

Canadarm as it is now called. We are also the Canadian technical office 

for participation in the Canadian/U.S./French program to investigate the 

use of satellites to aid in search and rescue. Canada, through contracts 

to Spar Aerospace Ltd., will be providing-three three-frequency 

transponders to be flown on-board the NOM-E,  F and G satellites. In 



addition, the Local User Terminals for receptionof the satellite data are 

being built by Canadian Astronautics Limited to serve both U.S. and 

Canadian needs. 

I hope that this brief history and description of Canadian 

space communications has given you some insight into our program here. 

I wish you well in your deliberations here in Ottawa and hope that you 

will enjoy the remainder of this morning's activities. 

• 
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ABSTRACT  

This paper describes a number of trials and experiments to 
explore the technology and implementation of satellite TV broadcasting 
that have been carried out in Canada in the time period 1976 to the 
present using the experimental Hermes and the ANIK-B satellites in the 
frequency band 11.7-12.2 GHz. The scope of the trials and some of the 
results, particularly with respect to long duration trials using low 
values of EIRP are discussed. 
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RESULTS OF HERMES AND ANIK-B  

BROADCAST SATELLITE EXPERIMENTS 

By 

N.G. Davies 

1.0 INTRODUCTION  

• 	The purpose of this paper is to describe a number of trials and 
_experiments to explore the technology and implementation of satellite TV 
broadcasting that have been carried out in Canada in the time period 1976 
to the present using the experimental Hermes and the ANIK-B satellites. 
Both satellites transmit signals in the frequency band 11.7-12.2 GHz. In 
addition, ANIK-B provides commercial service for Telesat Canada using up to 
12 transponders at 6/4 GHz. The major characteristics of the satellites at 
12 Gliz are given in Table 1. 

, 	;TABLE .1: Major-Characteristics of Canadian 12 GHz 
Satellite Transponders 	. . 	, 

:SATELLITE 	HERMES . 	ANIK-B, 

OperatiOnal Period 	January 1976 .? &member 1979 	February 1979, 	- 
September 1982 (may 
be extended) 

TWTA 	1 x 200W 	 4 x 20W 
lx  20W 

No. of Channels/ . . 	2/85 MHz 	 6/72 MHz 
Bandwidth 

Maximum.EIRP 	59 dBW 	 51 dBW 
-48 dBW ' 

Polarization 	Linear 	 Linear 

Both satellites have been used in an extensive series of trials 
to explore new telecommunications services in the areas of tele-education, 
telemedicine, community communications, administrative services and broadcasting. 
In addition, use of Hermes was shared equally, on an alternate day basis, with 
NASA in the U.S.A. with each country carrying  out .a  separate program of 
experiments. 
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The experiments in TV broadcasting carried by Canada out over 
the past 5 years are listed in Table 2 and are discussed in the following 
sections. 

TABLE 2: Canadian Experiments in Satellite TV 
Broadcasting 

SPONSOR 	SATELLITE 	TIME PERIOD 	LOCATION 

CBC 	Hermes 	July - NoVember 1976 	Mbntreal. 

DOC/CBC/OECA 	Hermes 	January - June.1979 	Ontario & Labrador- 

DOC/Australia 
Hermes 	August 1979 	Eastern Austràlia- 

PATD .  

DOC/OECA 	ANIK-B - 	September 1979 - 	Ontario- 	• 
September 1981 

DOC/CBC/BCTV 	ANIK-B 	December 1979 - 	B.C., Yukon, N .W.T. 
September 1981 

2.6-  HERMES EXPERIMENTS  

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) carried out an early 
experiment with Hermes to test the reception of broadcast terminals in an 
urban environment in Montreal, Toronto and Ottawa. 1  A special feature of the 
experiment was a comparison of the performance of TV receive-only (TVRO) 
terminals loaned to the CBC by six Japanese companies, two European companies 
and the Department of Communications (DOC). The terminals 'bad antenna 
diameters of 0.6m, 1.0m, 1.2m, 1.6m and receivers with noise figures between 
the values of 4.3 and 7.6 dB. The corresponding values of G/T ranged from 
8.2 to 15 dB/K. In all locations, the satellite EIRP was above 59 dBW. 
Table 3 gives the modulation parameters for the TV transmission (which have 
been adopted for all the trials) and Table 4 gives the parameters of the 
Hermes transmission link. Under clear weather conditions the downlink CNR 
for the 1.2m DOC terminal, (with a G/T of 11.1 dB/K) was 19.5 dB, 10 dB above 
the demodulator static threshold. The downlink CNR for the range of terminal 
G/T's can be determined directly and was a•minimum of 16.6 dB. 



TABLE 3: Modulation Parameters for TV Transmission Trials 

Peak Video DeviatiOn 	 (MHz) 	60 

Video Baseband 	 (MHz) 	4.2 

Audio Subcarrier Frequency 	(MHz) 	5.14 . 

Peak Carrier  Deviation by Subcarrier 	'(MHz) 	0.99 

Peak Subcarrier Deviation by Audio 	(MHz) 	60 

Carson's Rule Bandwidth 	' 	(MHz) 	23 

TABLE 4: Parameters of Hermes TV Broadcast Transmission Link 

Uplink  

Uplink EIRP (9m antenna) 	(dBW) 	72.0 
, 

Free Space Loss 	 (dB) 	2073. 

Satellite Antenna Gain 	(dB) 	38 

Atmospheric Attenuation 	(dB) 	0.18 

Received Carrier Level 	(dBW) 	-97.4 

Satellite System Temperature (1349K) 	(dB) 	31.3 

Uplink Noise Power in 23 MHz 	(dBW) 	-123.7 

C/N Uplink 	 (dB) 	26.3 

Downlink  

Satellite EIRP 	 (dBW) 	59.6 

Free Space Loss 	 (dB) 	205.9 

Atmospheric Attenuation 	(dB) 	.14 

Ground Terminal G/T 	(dB/K) 	11.1* 

Antenna Pointing Loss 	(dB) 	.2 

Received Carrier Level 	(dBW) 	-105.4 

Downlink Noise Power in 23 MHz 	(dBW) 	-124.9 

C/N Downlink 	 (dB) 	19.5 

C/N Total 	 (dB) 	18.6 

SNR"Video 	 (dB) 	49.2 

SNR Audio 	 (dB) 	53.0 

*(DOC earth terminal with 1.2m antenna) 



This technical experiment left no doubt that satellite 
broadcasting, whether for community or for individual reception, is technically 
feasible and can pruvide a television service of very good picture quality 
quite uniformly over,  an extensive service area. 

The success of this experiment encouraged DOC to test the 
reception performance that could be achieved in situations . typical of remote 
and isolated communities where the TVRO terminals would be operated by non- 

. expert personnel in difficult environmental conditions. The Ontario 
Educational Communications Authority (OECA) and the CBC joined with DOC to 
provide educational programming to four schools in Ontario during daytime , 
hours and entertainment programming to three communities in Labrador during 
evening hours. Transmissions were scheduled every other day. The location 
of the sites is shown in the map of Figure 1. 	. . 

FIGURE 1: Location of Ground Terminals for Hermes, 
DBS Experiment, January - June 1979. 

Typical installations of a 1.2m terminal on the roof of a 
school in Ontario and of a 1.6m terminal on the roof of a community building 
in Labrador are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The elevation angles were 

. respectively 25°  and 10 0 . The satellite transponder was operated at a 
reduced power of 140W corresponding to an EIRP of 57.4  dB. The received 
CNR for accurately pointed ground terminals was 15.8-17.4 dB. However,  as  
Hermes did not have a capability for N-S stationkeeping the orbit inclination 
during the trials was 0.85° to 1.2° . The 3 dB beamwidth of the 1.2 and 1.6m 
antennas were respectively 1.4 °  and 1.1 0 . Provision was made for motorized 
repointing of the antennas. It was expected that the antennas would require 
repointing each day. However, only occasional adjustments were reported. 



FIGURE 2: 1.2m TVRO on School Building at gummér 
Beaver, Ontario. 

FIGURE 3: 1.2m TVRO on Residence at Hopedale, Labrador. 

This long duration experiment with seven TVRO terminals proved 
the capability of the terminals to operate throughout the worst of the 
Canadian winter ,  environment when the outdoor equipment was exposed to 
temperatures as low ,  as -45 °C and conditions which included rain, snow,/ ice 
storms and blizzards. Any build-up  of  ice or snow in the dishes was removed 
by the users when picture quality was affected. Additionally, it was shown 
that non-technical people rapidly acquired a capability to maintain and to 
adjust the positioning of the antennas- and  were motivated to provide moderate 
care and security for the installations., •A, great deal of confidence was 
developed in the performance that co.uld be achieved in an operational 
situation. 
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Following the conclusion of this experiment at the end of June 
1979 and arising from its successful implementation, the DOC agreed to co-
operate with the Postal and Telecommunications Department of Australia 
(PATD) to demonstrate the reception at 12 GHz of satellite TV broadcast 
signals in outback locations using low cost terminals. • This trial was 
intended to provide an opportunity for people in remote areas to experience 
the possibilities of satellite broadcasting direct-to-home (in relation to 
national planning for a domestic satellite system), to assess subjective 
reactions of persons in remote areas to -the signal quality, to assess the 
performance of TVRO terminals in a variety of environmental conditions and 
to gain experience in the handling, siting and operation of TVRO terminals. 

As a result of planning for pilot projects on'ANIKB, which 
will be discussed later, a new low.cost TVRO terminal.had been developed . 
by SÈD Systems Limited. with 1.2m and  '1.8mantennas. The rietà terminal, which 
is shown with . a 1.2m antenna in Figure 4,. had à noise figure of 4.5 dB:(G/T. 
of 13.1  and 16.5  dB/K respectively). Hermas was moved to a 142 °W longitude,  
a position that gave mutual Visibility - of Ottawa and the..Eastern.part of 
Australia. Five Iow-cost 1.2m terminals were sent to Atistralia. Ditring the 
period 5-27 August 1979, these terminals were installed seqUentially in 46 
communities for demonstrations of the quality and characteristics of satellite 
television.broadcasting. Figure 5  shows the location  of the  communities . 

 where these demonstrations were held. Elevation angles at these locations 
were. between 4 • 4 0  and 11.4 9 . 	• 	 • 

FIGURE 5: Sites for Demonstrations of TV Réception 
 Using 1.2m TVRO Terminals. 

The demonstrations were organized by the Australian Postal' and 
Telecommunications Department. In general, two teams were in the field at 
one time. Each team moved to &new location each morning, assembled a - 
terminal, and demonstrated  signal  reception during the period 1500-2000'hrs. 
local time each evening. A typical time for installation of a terminal and 
acquisition of the satellite signal was 40 minutes. 
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The trials - were arranged to simulate, as far as possible, . 	. 
ret4tiori from a satellite with an EIRP, within the defined coVeragearea, 
cif'4'5'dBW.: Adjustments were made to allow for uplink-fading at the low 
elevation:,  'angle of 7 0  from Ottawa and Operation of the 200-Vtransponder 
in a backed-off condition to simulate a : lower powered tranhponder. In 

•géneral,- the qbality of the signal -received in all outback locations was 
judged tip be , as.good as or better than that normally received by , viewerà 
in MajOrpontilatiOn centers. The terminal installation by the technical , 

 tehm was relatively easy and no difficulties were experienced irualigning. 
•the. antennaàd-rltdividualS from very isolated lbcations commended that.:an 
investMent of: $1000-$3000 to receive satellite TV signals:would be quite , : 
acCeptable. 1  

• 

3.0 ANIK-B PROGRAM DELIVERY PILOT PROJECT  

' The 12/14 Gaz experimental transponder system on Telesat 	- 
Canada's ANIK-B satellite has been leased by the DOC to carry out a wide , 
variety of pilot projects. One of these will test television transmission 
to small low-cost terminals. The ANIK-B has a peak EIRP of about 51 dBW 
(as compared with 59 dBW for Hermes). This power is considerably less than 
that usually associated with broadcasting satellites. 

As a result of experience gained with Hermes, it was observed 
that the large margins and high quality of signal generally considered 
necessary for some satellite services may not be necessary for direct-to-
home satellite broadcasting. A consumer may be willing to accept  •a signal 
of a quality and reliability more normally associated with off-air broad-
casting. It then becomes realistic to contemplate satellite broadcasting 
with lower power transponders than those that have been previously considered 
necessary. 

The ANIK-B project is examining the practical aspects of what 
is required to deliver a picture quality considered acceptable by the 
viewer while still maintaining standards adequate for the service intended. 
Experience is being gained in the reliability, consistency of performance, 
maintenance, installation, •  and operation of a large number of low-cost 
terminals in' the field. 

' 	The'spécific objectives of the project can bà statecrahr 
. 	. 	 , 

	

(à) 	• To demonstrate,. evaluate, and gain experienUe with 

	

' 	direct-to-home and small-community program-delivery , 
 hervIce. 

To provide a prototype testing ground and small initial 
market to help simulate Canadian industry. 

, 

(c) 	To provide information on which to base the planning of 
full scale direct broadcasting satellite services. 

( 

s 	 (b) 
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. (d) , - To provide information to the various agencies, institutions, , 
and  corporations interested in broadcasting to assist in the, 
formulation of plans for future activities in this field. , 

, The system design for TV reception in this project mas based on 
reception under normal clear weather conditions. Signal atténuation . due, to 
rainfall can then result in operation below the design condons and >aim./ 
the FM threshold. However,, picture degradation is gracefuland_there is% a. , 

.margin of at least,8 dB in CNR below the normal operating cpndition befcme 
there are large amounts of noise and loss of synchronization by some TV,. • 
receivers. Figure 6 shows rain attenuation statistics obtained from radio-
meter measurements at Ottawa accummulated over 2 years. As is evident from 
the figure, strong attenuation events occur. However, they are discrete 
events, do not occur often and typically have a short duration of 10-30 . 
minutes. For 0.1% of the time (8.e hours/year), the attenflatiàn is'greaéer 
than 2.4 dB, a point at which the threshold noise is just noticeable on TV 
Images. 

• 

FIGURE 6:  Signal  Attenuation Statistics at Ottawa. 

Earlier earth station receiver designs had.a 23'MHz bandwidth 
based on Carson's Rule bandwidths, which are a "rule of'thumb" rather than 
a specification of bandwidth occupancy. It is well known that use of filter* 
bandcddths less than Carson's Rule reduce the noise power and hence the 
signal. level at.which -threshold occurs. The penalty is distortion of 
saturated colour signals. This effect depends upàn the video,signale trans-
mitted and is less important for real TV program material than for high 
luminance signals such as colourbars. Clearly there is some balance:to be 
established between truncation  noise and the onset of threshold noise. A 
bandwidth 20% lesathanCarson's. Rule has been judged to be acceptabl e . 
leading to a nominal receiver bandwidth of 18 MHz. 

• 



• 

. 	 . 	 ' 

COVEN.C.! 00r 

Oeo tame...I O. 

• "."'-'• 	 • 

e ' The  above considératlôfteled-tà 'specification  . O f! TVRO terminals 

with 1.2m and 1.8m diameter antenna's which would bé' *capable of receiving 
good..quality TV .signals frora ANTK-B. l00 .terminal were purqhased,,from_SED 
Systems Limited at an average cost of $3600 (Canadian) including some 
clevelopment. The terminals with 1.8m antennas cost approximately 1.3 bites 
as- Much as those with 1.2m antennas. Projections indicate that 10 000 of ! 
the smaller units should be produceable for under $1000 ,(Canadian) each. 
In  quantities of 100,000 or more, the cost should be under $500 (Canadia.n) 
brn  roughly the cost' of a colour TV set. 

• ANTK-B has four. 12 GHz, 20W TWTA's. For transmit, there-  are 
four fixed spot beams covering Canada and these are illustrated in ,Figure. 7. 

FIGIIRE 7: ANIK,B 12 Gaz' Transmit Coverage;*'•-r:. 

Two ÈIRPcdftoisàre  shown, an inner• contour of 49.5 dBW and: an outer:one.- 
of 46;,•:5 dBW. The-  1.2m  terminal  will give 'good performance' eithitt the: ,  inner 
c2dittour 'and thé "'I.8m terminal will provide.' similar performance' within the 
outer contour.' * Tablés  gives the predicted performance  for a 1b2m terminal 
at Ottawa at the edge of the inner contour using ANIK-B. This yields a 
video SNR of 42.5 dB, a margin to static threshold of 3.7 dB arid a margin 
to picture loss of 7.7 dB. 
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* TABLE 5: Predicted Performance- gon a 1.2m Teriainal at 
L ,Ottawa Using ANIK-e,- 	s  

Uplink  

Measured Saturating Flux Density at 14  GHz 

Spacecrdft‘G/T ' 

TVRO Noise Bandwidth 

•, C/N Uplink 

Downlink 

Measured Satellite EIRP Towards Ottawa 

Path Loss 

• TVRO G/T 

TVRO Noise Bandwidth 

C/N Down.link 

C/N  Total 

SNR Video 

; 

'01BW/m ) 

(MHz)' 

(dB) • 

- 

(dBW) 

(dB) 

(dB/K) 

1. (MHz) 

. (dB) 

(dB) 

:(dB) 

78),s6. 

, +42: 

• , 

•50.1 

-205 . 8 

 13.1 

18.2 

13.4 

13.3 

42.5 

• To carry out ,  the pilot prOject, 42 TVRO >terminals' have been 
•installed in northwestern Ontario. These receive the educational programs 
of OECA which are uplinked from a terminal in Toronto. Figure 8 is a map 
showing terminal locations with the ANIK-B EIRP contours superimposed. 
Figure 9 is a picture of• a typica1,1.2m terminal  installation.  From the 
map, it can be, seen: that installations of 1.2m terminals are typically 
within the inner contour and of 1.811?._ terminals between the two -  conto-urs..„., 
However, •the contours are not sharp and several 1.2m terminals hav- e:been 
installed outside the. central region. Additionally :font. terminals ;  w1. 3m 
antennas ,have been installed beyond, the normal coverage area. 	t.„ 

ANIK•81 PROGRAM (DELIVERY PROJECT IN ONTARIO (1 940) 

FIGURE 8: TVRO Terminal Locations for ANIK-B Program 
Delivery Pilot Project, Ontario - 1980. 
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•FIGURE 9: Low Cost 1.2m TvRo 	Macinarmid, On
'
tario. 

f  

In general, the received signarfias  ben  accepted as good 
quality and is usually better than other signals available. It has been 
found that field technicians can be trained by making one installation and 
that terminals can be completely installed and checked out in one day. Users 
have no difficulty looking after tihetèrmlnals and correcting the pointing if 
misalignment occurs due to disturbance of the terminal caused by frost 
heaving or other mechanical effectg'.,:; The trial has been carried out since 
September 1979 and i  scheduled to continue to September 1981. 

e 

A second trial is being, carriécUout in Western Canada. Here a 
choice could not be isde ,between competing program sources and two TV programs 
are transmitted throughe s1ngle.2eANIK-B , transponder. Terminals with 1.8m 
antennas are required for reception in the western beam because of the 4.5 dB 
loss in EIRP per signal (3 dB becauSg-of,power division between the two signals 
and 1.5 dB due to output tube backoff anegeneration of intermodulation 
products). This two channel approach redlices the cost of transmission 
considerably in a satellite system but requires the use of receivers with 
larger antennas and marginally high cost. For the trial, 34 terminals were 
allocated. The 19qatton of receiving terminals ig shown in Figure 10 and a 
typical installatioe-is shdwn in Figure' 11. ' Altliough 'it was intended that 
all terminals be located yithin the,inner,contour, .the demand to try the 
service andto involve dllferent regions'resulted in a' âmilber  of  
15eing ideated in; fringe ar éas 
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Thé allodétion. of terminaIs 4 to:  dïf fere.nt tyties  of us.'ers Is • ' 
shown in Table 6  It waà initially expeCted that ti -ieqtiaiity Of Lthe signal 
received with these terminals would not be suitaele rcie'càble àrst'è. ,flis or '•• 
for rebroadcasting and that the terminals -  would be located only at ' 
individual homes. However, a criteria for selection of sites was that the 
service not be already available. When committees consisting of 
representatives of: the broadcasters, provincial  governments and DOC began 
to select locations, it became clear that the demand for the signal would 
require a wider distribution. In some cases, when terminals were installed 
at individual ,  hômes, the communities made strong representations for 
distribution of the signal using low power rebroadcast transmitters. 
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Appeals were,,tade to licencng:agences,to waive the ,normal rules- for thé 
experimental,serVice: Thé-:éâsUlt'ane - distribUtion:of'usêi'inciudingr-
individual'hOmes;"ccimMuritYcentrâ:eiow - iioWéé i r&béciadSâst trâhsmitters-
and cable sYStèMs is pértiaps'iiidiâàtiVe -ofthe mbiédf8rM of -éâception 
that could be anticipated in an operational satellite -bri5àdâaSting system. 
In almost al“ases, in the seleCted communities e • the satellite signals were 
the highest-qualîtisIshals 

,TA.1314,6;,Types of,Users of TVRO Terminala.(NoveMber 1980), . 
"2.2.inANIKB'Prôgt:WDeliv'ery,R,ilotPrOect ï • 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS  

" 'Analysis'f - the-tésulté,oe-.thé ANIK+1.trial'are:,not yétpempleted. 
• HoweVâr i  enukber ,nf'tentâtiveJcbnclusions,can be drawna.--,.. 
• . 	•-• 	• 	 - 	 . 

	

(a) 	The TVRO terminals operated7satisfactorilybin e wide;• 
variety of environmental conditions. There is  no 

 éltpensivefoundations;.or-highly.• 
be:alecessary -   

	

r' 	• • • 

	

, .(b) 	• The  siZe of antenna was not a major fad -tor in any 	• 
Howevér;-igsé of thé,I.8m..antenna: did  

frequire apecial , consideration•of trahspdrtatonto,'. 	. 
some areas. 	 " ; • r 	 , . 

• 
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Cc) 	Althoig the inrgiiishrc ep tLdn e signaleeaa 
. 

	

	_q9a11;,theten4any wae always t .:( 4p.anci the receetioi : 
 areabèyond that elanneeby'thé"âeéignerarather 

. 	. to contract ft4 
, . 	_ 

(a). 	No user complained or'noted spedificalIY,the'degradation 
or failure of reception during -rainfall: 

	

(e) 	the satellite signals wee ueially_ap leàst  as  gdod and 
usually better than -any àifiers - availabe at the selected 

	

_ 	luéâtions: 	 _  

• 	' - There are-therefore-strong-indications that users will buy low' 
cost'TVRO terminals to receive signals...that are not otherwise avâiiable and 

 the  fe rea-large aepetite.for l'ariety - in programming-4 For,  a-country 
the eize of Canada with five major time zones, very serious consideration ' 

, 	must be given to the trade-off between the number of transponders and theii- 
individual power levels. If the results of the ANIK-B trials are, accepted, 
it ie possible that an interim broadcasting service Coul 	o'ieUed'bY ' 
means of ANIK-C, (to be launched in 1982 or 1983) which has 16 transponders 
each providing an EIRP close to that provided by ANIK-B' 	n  intet:im -service 
will establish the market for a broadcasting service and assist in the. 
definition of the system characteristics for .a full service. ' 

Since the introduction of 12 GHz satellitè communications' in-  . 
1976, the performance of earth stations has improved,. Experience indicates' !, 
that some continued improvement can be exeected leadineecrimproved 

! 	performance and greater operational margins. Additionally, there has SbeU. ' 
L a steady progession from operation with large margins" in' the 'initia" c  

experiments to very low margins in the later trials; a progession that has 
else' occurred in the distribution  of TV  servie at 4 GHz. The eXpètIierits 
and trials indicate that cautions design results in a very good service but 
economics and an earlier implementation of a Service could be possible if 
.a mdeet approach is taken with respect .  to margins. 
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Thank you,. Mr. ChairMan, Mr. Berrada, Mr. Kirby, Honoured guests ., 

Ladies. and Getlemen. First of ail I would:like to welcome you to Ottawa 

and to this.Seminar. Ottawa-  is at its best this time -# year, :with. the 

many 'tulips lining our parkways beginning to bloom. This seminar comes at 

a good time as Well because  the field 'of  broadcasting satellites is-also 

starting.to bloom. 

Some of you have come a considerable distance to attend the 

seminar, from South America, from the Caribbean,. and from  Europe.. This is 

of course a.reflection of the importance.we all place  on the  seminar' and 

-its:two.Companion meetings, the meetings of IMP 10-11/2 of the CCTR and the 

Joint Meeting next week of CITEL's:Permanent Technical ComMitteesII ate . 

 III. Based- on the agenda and the papers to be presented, I am sure you: 

have a busy week ahead of you. 

This series of' three successive meetings being held  in Ottawa  is -

living proof  .of  how the_countries of the Americas are cooperating clOsely' 

together, under the auspices of the ITU -  and CITEL, to prepare for the 

crucial series of ITU Administrative Radio Conferences to be held in the 

80's - not only in the space field but also in the areas of MF and HF 

'Shortwave Broadcasting. 

Over'foUr -  years ago now,.at  the • 1977' Broadcasting'Satellite.WARÇ,' we 

in. Region.  2 concluded that we should - wait'several years.before planning. the 

broadcasting'satellite, service in the Region. Since-that> time.•plans for. • 

12  GHz  'broadcasting .satellite - systems -have, been advanced in seyeral 

countriea including Japan, Australia, the United States, and  several . 

 European- countries.' Also, -considerable 'data llas• been•,accUmulated, from ' 

experimental,, broadcasting. satellite, systems,- notably 	Japan and- in• 

Canada. Later in.the week you: will visit  the. Communications  Research. 

Centre. where 7.oll.will - be:able to.see .  some.. of the :experimental:work.done in 
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Canada, using first the HERMES satellite and more 'recently AN/K-B. Those 

of you who are staying next week will have the opportunity of visiting: SPAR:: 

Aerospace in Montreal, where major subsystems of the ANIK-B satellite were''' 

built'and where construction of the ANIK-D is now in progress. Meanwhile, 

you will be able to see a demonstration of the ANIK-B system including one 

of Its  DES  terminals just oUtside this room. 

Some of the experimental results obtained and technical advances 

that have been made singe the 1977 Conference  are of particular relevanneH 

to the discussions that will be taking place at this Seminar. The advandes'' 

that have been made in the design of broadcasting satellite receiving.eartiF 
- 	• 	. 

stations are among these. 	/t is now possible to look forward :seith
1
' 

confidence  to earth stations with • G/T values greater than 10 dB, compared j  

with the 6 dB value used for planning purposes at the 1977 Confeltence: 

Also,  from  the  ANIK-B DES project, we have obtained data on litter reaction 

to various levels of signal quality. The overall consequence Of the two 

factors is that it is now possible to think of direct broadcasting systems 

of much lower power output than contemplated even four years ago. .In fât  

one might even consider the posàibility of DES  systems operating at  an 'eirp7 

level of 50 °LBW. This may be of great economic importance as you coniider' 

the deployment of first generation systems. 

The subject of this seminar is planning. During the next four 

days lou will be exposed to papers which describe techniques and tools for 

virtually all phases of planning for direct broadcasting system.S. You will 

hear  of 'the  methods best used.for technical planning, for uplink planning 

for overall system planning and even- for the process of creating a plan. 

Perhaps one of the most important results which could derive  from  this 

seminar, and from the CITEL meeting immediately- afterwards, is the' 

development of an understandingand consensus on the methodology  and the' 

 tools to be used in this planning process. However, as valuable as-that-

would be, it is not enough. As.you,immerse yourselves In the details. Of-' 
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these complioated questions, you must also be aware of the general trends 

that could affect the basic nature of future DBS systems. 

I have already referred to technological developments that have 

takeit.place since the 1977 WARC. Other changes are taking place that could 

have. .an even greater impact on the way in which' DBS. systems will bé 

iMplemented. These developments -are La. the area of programming for direct 

broadcasting. While it has always- been recognized that DBS systems could 

carry unusual, services, early planning- has been based on the assumption 

that conventional television and radio prograbs woUld•be the main offering. 

Thus, system design concepts were based on a requirement for 4-6 channels 

per service area. 

It was not generally appreciated in these early days, however, 

haw : rapidly a demand- for new programs could develop, once,the technical 

means. to provide the service was- in place. The startling  rate of  growth of , 

new satellite-delivered TV prOgrams offerings in the U.S. has -clearly 

demonstrated that variety of choice is highly valued by television viewers, 

that subscribers are willing to pay substantial slime for such specialized 

entertainment programs as first-run movies  and distant sports events. 

These types of-  programs could,become a very important part of a DBS program 

package.. 

Another area in which developments,  are taking place at a pace 

that.,is. surprising at least some planners is.. in the information field. 

OECD surveys have shown that the percentage of the work force emplOyed in 

information-related activity has been rising since. 1950 at the rate of 

about 5% per decade in developed countries. • Today, employment in the 

information sector stands at over 40% in both: the U.S'. and Canada and aé 

over 30% in Western Europe. This growing importance of information-related 

activity has been-paralleled with substantial increases in capacity, and 

impressive reductions in costs of minicomputers. These trends have 
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resulted in the  emergence of a new cottage industry manifested as a,rapid 

increase in the use of small computers, at home, for peraonal interest. 

The use of the TV set to access. central ,  computer banks and other  sources of

information suitable for display on video aystems seems a very natural -next 

step. › Teletext systems are already creating much interest around the world 

and here in Canada we are already transmitting Telidon signals  on  an ' 

experimental basis over. our ANIK-B satellite. . Services based• on such 

• systems can, in many cases, be delivered by a DBS system. 	, 

Education via satellite is . a .  related field which , has .seen. 

agressive and imaginative: experimental work already, and for which OBS - 

systems would appear to have many advantages. University courses are now 
r 

already offered in soma parts of the world  via television. Experiments mi • 

the -ANIK-B satellite, about which you will hear more later in.the. 

have confirmed,  the attractiveness• of TV 'as a means .of. distributing 

health-care information both to professional practitioners and to the ' 

general public. 	Professional organizations, for example, of doctors, 

dieticians and druggists are already. making use of satellite-delivered TV 

programs to provide continuing education for their members, and neXt week 

we shall conduct an adult medical education experiment when people in eight - 

commUnities will participate in a cancer tale-symposium,  via satellite. 

Thus, television-delivered entertainment and information services 

are becoming an increasingly important part of our lives. Increasing 

travel costs will reinforce these trends. DBS will find various roles to 

play in this new era. We are already seeing OBS systems being put to use 

in Europe to provide additional TV programs for the general population. In 

other parts of the world it will be also be used to provide a basic TV and 

radia service where.none now exists  and' in  some other countries such,. as 

Japan. and Canada to extend these services to rural and remote areas. 



In the longer term, however, the other  types of service  that I 

have been discuesing will  become increasingly important  and  DBS will - become 

•  an  • essential Means of ensuring universal access • to  the  wide-range.  of 

inf6rmation:delivered via radio, and television. * • 

e' 

We must, therefore., at this seminar and. at  the • 1983. - Regional 

Conférence, be sure thàt we take a. sufficiently long - view in estabiishing• 	. 

the technical- basis for a DBS service. We must reCognize that the . demand 	• . 

for programs will.quickly grow well beyond the- few channel s ,. that are being  

plannèd for firSt-generation syStems. We must plan carefully for long-term • • 	' . 	. 
growth, recognizing that DBS may• be the only practical.means. for a large . 	. • 	. . • • 

segment of our. population to access this growing and increaSingly important.  

source .of entertainment and information services, and that it is• therefore - 	•.. 	. • . 

doubly  important to make .  full and efficient use of the  frequéncy 'band' • 	. 	H . 	. 

allocated •to thisfservice.- 	 . 	• • 
., 

f • . 	... 	T  . 	

. 	, 

'You have a heavy responsibility on. your shoulders . , and a* very 

busy _schedule ahead of you this *week. I wish you every success in your 

endeavours at this seminar,  and in the deliverations which will culminate 

in the 1983:  Regional Conference. It is particularly gratifying for me.to 

welcome you to Ottawa - since your work is so very important and will have 

such a significant impact throughout the Americas,- including of course, in 

my country, Canada. 

1983'RARC Preparatory Seminar 

Ottawa, May 1981 
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Ladiés and Gentlemen ,.  

It is for me both a great honour and a responsibility to 

addres:a myselfsto you under these circumstances. 

It is a great honour becauSe of the distinguished quality 

of my audience; and it is also a responsibility because I 

speak on behalf of the gentleman I represent. I am referring 

to the Chairman of CITEL's Permanent Management Committee, Dr. 

Roberto Severini who, due to his many obligations and last 

minute preparations has been deprived of the pleasure of being 

with you here today. 

As some of you know already, the XI Meeting  of CIIEL's 

,Permanent Management Committee was held in a small town known 

asliuerta Grande, in Cordoba Province, during the week of 

.APril 20-24 last; delegates from most of the member State s  

and  .a very knowledgeable number of observers were present. 

In the course of the meeting several important resolutions _ 
were adopted, which are closely related to the ITU's forth-

coming activities; I am specifically referring to the Wawld 

and Régional  Conferences to be held this year and during the 

next three years.. 

• In or  .opinion, although CITEL's present  possibi1iies area  

- indeed great, ,its potential is even greater. 

Some of you will have a better perception of the scope of 

said potential, if the success achieved in the preparation 

of the World Administrative Radiocommunications Conference, 

held at the end of 1979 in Geneva, is taken into account. 
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In the course of the discussions that were held within Committ,ee 5 
and its Working Groups, when the allocation of frequency bands 

to the different services and Regions of the Union were made, it' 

was Region 2 the only one which presented coherent requirementS, 

practically without debate among its members. This was the result 

of prior preparations made by the Permanent Technical Committee 

(PTC) III which, having began under the chairmanship of Argentina, 

it has continued, quite worthily I might add, undeÏ' that of our 

sister nation, Colombia. 

Among ,other things, the Comfertel meeting which as I said " 

was held in Huerta Grande, dealt with the program of the several-

joint meetings of PTCs II and III as they relate to the prepara-

tory work for the Regional Satellite Broadcasting Conference for 

our Region, the activities of which are scheduled to begin next 

week. 

The potential to which I referred earlier will be fully realized 

when all Administrations of the aegion take an active part in 

CITEL's endeavours and cooperate with their valuable contribution. 

Other activities programmed, which are the competence of FTC I 

and its Working Groups are Planning and Pariffs; P2C III is 

involved in the final stages of the preparation of Part 2 of the 

CARR on decametric wave broadcasting and, lastly, the programming 

of activities for PTC III concerning the preparation of the CAMR 

on Mobile Services. 

A heavy schedule was also programmed for the Chairman of COM/ 

CITEL in connection with CITEL's change in Plan and Status and, 

what is still more difficult, in trying to obtain additional funds, 

in order that CITEL may be able to carry out its activities with 

cmeater ease. 

One of the great satisfactions we have experienced has been 

knowing of Canada's intentions to . apply for membership in CITEL 

for, although-Canada has cooperated activelyuntil - nlaw itdidsd 



only as an observer. So, I have a great pleasure in informing 

11, 	
:thc5É4 ;who were not present'at that meeting that the application 

hasheen received'with unanimous approval by all present, a-

resblution'having been adCpted stating the satisfaction With 

which the application has been received. 

In my country we say that "what is good is twice as good if 

It 	short." 

Well, in my case, if what I have said has not been well said, 

I wish to comply with the second requirement by making it short. 

However,. I do not wish to end without expressing, on behalf of 
the phairman of COM/CITEL, our warm gratitude to the Canadian 

Government and its Telecommunications Administration for their 
generous contribution; although not a CITEL member, Canada has 

organized and financed most of this Seminar  •and has made it 
possible the holding of PTCs II and III First Joint Meeting 

scheduled for next week. This acknowledgement is also made on 
behalf of the member countries of COM/CIT2,'L, who have given their 

approval to the President's report where this acknowledgement is 

c.:011tained. 

T In_view of the list of knowledgeable speakers present in this 
Seminar, .I .have no doubt that its success is assured. 

-Thank you all for your attention. _ 



• 
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DR. MARLENE S. PONTES 

BS in Electrical Engineering, 1969  and  MS in Electrical Engineering, 1971 
at Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro, and since then Dr. Pontes has 

been working in the TelecomMunications Department of the Catholic University 
as an Assiatant professor. Currently Dr. Pontes is at COMSAT Labs as an 

:Intelsat assignee. 

PROFESSOR HENRI MERTENS 

Professor Mertens received his degree in engineering at the University of 

Liège' in Belgium in 1952. He is now part-time professor in the telecommunication 

department of that university. 

He joined the Technical Centre of the European Broadcasting Union in 1959 

and  is now head of the Division on "New systems and services". He took a 

major part in the EBU studies on satellite broadcasting in preparation for . 
the WARC 1977. 

MR. PETER H. SAWITZ 

Mr. Sawitz received the BSEE degree from Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and the MSEE degree from Ohio State University. He taught physics and 
electrical engineering at Champlain College, at the School of Engineering 

of the University of Buffalo, and at the School of Engineering of the George 
Washington University. He worked as head of the electronics department 

'at Thieblot Aircraft Company and as research engineer at Radiation, Inc. 
'Fôr several Years, he was the Chief Engineer at the American Research and 
Manufacturing Company. From 1959 to 1964 he was a member of the staff of 
the Institute for'Defense Analyses working on satellite communication› 

.problems. 'Since 1970, he has been employed by ORI, Inc., where he is now 
'Principal Scientist of the Communication Systems- Division. He was a US 
delegate to the World Administrative Radio Conference on Broadcasting 
Satellites in 1977 and has been a n active participant in the work of the 
Consultative Committee on International Radio  (CCIR) for many years. He 
lias worked etensively in the areas of mutual interference between satellite 
systeMs and of spectrum-orbit utilization. 



MR. KEN E. BROWN 

MR. JOHN E. MILLER 

'Jelin E.  Miller (M  1 59) received the BS degree from the University:Of 
Maryland, College Park in 1958. 	 s • 	. 	. 

Hé joined the National Aeronautics and Space Administration ill:1962 :and, 
until 1979, he was with NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center,..Greenbelt-MD 
where_he was primarily engaged in the development of low-cost  communication  
satellite applications and technology. He has served as the principal 
investigator on the ATS-6 Television Relay Using Small Terminals Experiment 
and the joint NASA/Japan CTS Advanced Ground Receiving EquipMent . ExPeriMent. 
He also served as the principal investigator and prOject manager on the  
joint NASA/India Satellite Instructional Television Experiment Project,. 

Since 1979 he has been with NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC working on 
the national and international regulatory aspects of mobile satellites',: 
fixed satellites and broadcasting satellites. Active in CCIR SinceY1976, 
he has been a member of several CCIR delegations, a member Of thé:USY , 
delegation to the 1977 WARC-BS, and a member of the Technical Support 
Group to the delegation to the 1979 WARC. 	- 

. -- 
He  is a member of the IEEECommunications Society, the  IEEE Aerospace  and 

 Electrônic System Society, the IEEE Vehicular Technology Society:US CCIR 
Study Groups 4 (Fixed-Satellite Service), 8 (Mobile  Services),  10-11S 
.(Broadcasting-Satellite Service), and the IRAC Ad Hoc ÇommitteeS preparing 
'fbr the 1983 RARC-BS and the 1984/1985 WARC-SS. 	. 

MR. EDWARD R. JACOBS 
-..•" 

Mr. Jacobs graduated as an Electronics Engineer from Johns HopkingéUniversity. 
. Since then he has worked with the Federal Communications 'Commission.whia 

led to his current position as Acting Chief of the Tnternational Staff'.. 
He was a delegate at 1977 Broadcasting-Satellite WARC - chairMan Of- dub- 
committee on Region 2 BSS procedures. He was a delegate at 1979 WARC.7 U.S. 
spokesman on allocations sub-committee 1-40 GHz. He is currently' coordinating 
FCC preparations for the 1983 Conference.  

After  graduation  from the University Of Bristol in . England„.  Mr.etoWn 
worked as à circuit design engineer and,mathematiés consultant at,Standard 
Telephones and Cables and at the Marconi  Research  Lab6ratories in-England. 
In Canada, Mr. Brown worked for Bell Northern  Research as a telécomMUnications 
system engineer. Sinee joining the Department  of  CommuniCations,,Mr:  Brown  • 
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has been involved with the Space Program first as a experimenter on . 
the CTS Hermes looking at various facets of high speed digital communications  
via satellite and presently with the Space Program Planning Branch. 
Mr. Brown is . a. member of CCIR Study Groups 4 and 10/11 and is deeply 
involved with the various space related WARC's and RARC's. Mr. Brown 
is chairmaruof an- interdepartmental working group whose mandate is to 
develop.various planning toois for use in 1983. 

Ii0WARD *  HUPE 

Mr". Huiie'ià currently Manager Satellite Applications Program in NTIA 
ea4ional,Telecommunications and Information Administration) concerned 
with public service applications: education, health,training, tele-
conferencing. He was previously with the U.S. Government 7 years in 
similar.work (formerly with Department of Health, Education, Welfare). 
He lias  worked with COMSAT on the BSS project and prior to that, spent 12 
years with General Electric on.various electronics systems. He has a 
»MEE >(1958)  and  MBA (1972) and was a PHD candidate in Administration and 

DR. J.G. CHAMBERS 

Jack Chambers received his Ph.D. in Solid-State Physics in 1963 from 
McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario. Since joining the government 
service at that time, he has been involved in a variety of research and 
planning projects. For the past six years he has been the Director of 
Space'i5rogram Planning in the Department of Communications, where he is 
resijonsible . for long-term satellite communications planning, for frequency-
orîJi'tHplanning and for planning for the Department's space R&D activities. 

MR. BRUNO PATTAN 

B. Patten has over 25 years of industrial experience. Prior to joining 
thé  FCC, he was employed by GTE, Lockheed and United Technologies working 
in the area of radar systems, electronic warfare (ECM, ECCM), RF syStems 
and classical and solid-state phased arrays for airborne, tactical and 
ICBMapplicatIons. More recently he has spent 5 years with Comp:niter ' 
Sciences Corpoi.atioll 'W)rking on military satellite systems.and spaceborne 
radàr . analYsie.  He  has recently joined the FCC and is presently working 
on 'àatellite system problems, and in particular, to DBS and Interferènce 
'studiés.. • 



MR. PAULO RICARDO H. BALDUINO 

MR. N. GEORGE DAVIES 

Mr. DaVies received his Bachelor's Degree in Engineering from the-» 
University of British Columbia and a Master's.Degree from London  University.  
Since 1958, Mr. Davies has worked first with the Defence Research.Téle. 
communications Establishment and then with the Communications. Research 
Centre in Ottawa, Canada, on modulation techniques and  communications 

, systems. Mr. Davies became associated with the communications experiments 
program for the Communications  Technology Satellite in 1971,and.in'April 
1976.became Director of the Space Communications Program Office (SCOPO) 
which controlled CTS and coordinated the experimental operations and'became 
responsible for the implémentation of the ANIK-B pilot projects. These 
began in February 1978 and are scheduled to continue through Septeidb.er.:1982. 

Mr. Balduino has been working in the Secretariat of International,Affairs 
since 1970. He is in charge of: 	 . . 	. 

- coordination of the Brazilian Study Groups to the CCIR, 
- hoordination of the Brazilian Study Groupa to:the CCITT, 
- .coordination of Brazilian participation in ITV Conferences. 

He was the Head of the Erazilian Delegation in the last tWo'Plénery'Assem-
blies of CCIR and CCITT; Head of Brazilian Delegation to the AM(R).SWARC, 
1978 and Deputy Head of the Brazilian Delegation to the' 1 79 

-.coordinating the Brazilian preparation to the BSS '83 RARC.and 
space '84 WARC. 

DR. C.A, SIOCOS 

Dr. Siocos is CBC Director of Engineering, International RelatiOna -  He 
has  been in broadcasting since 1953, with CBC. He is Vice7ChairMentIR 
Study Group.II (Television). Chairman, Technical Committee of NorthL_ 
American National 'Broadcasters' Assàciation. In Canada, ChairMah  of  
National - Study Groups 10 (Radio), II ( IT) and CMTT (Lông-distance:,trana-
'mission)  for the CCIR. He participated in the planning.  and  iMpleMehtatign 
of- satellite usage in broadcasting from the very beginning in Canada:And 
has heen ,a member of Canadian delegations to Administrative Radio ,C .Ohférences, 
to many CCIR meetings and to the United Nations' Sub-CoMmittee bd,hrOadcasting 
satellites. 

• 
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Nit.  J.W.B. DAY 

Mr. .Day›..is a graduate of the University of British Columbia,in Engineering 
'Phyàics- His early work with the Defence Research Telecommunications 
Establishment included tropospheric propagation and auroral radar. With 
the . Communicationas Research Centre he has worked in the field of SHP 
propagation_and was Manager of Communications Systems for the HERMES 

.:',..Satellite.proiect with responsibility for ground stations, a position he 
7.currently hoids for the ANIK-B program with the Department of Communications. 

' 	C ,, • .BLEVIS 

Dr. Blevis is currently Director General, Space Technology and Applications 
in the Canadian Department of Communications. 

Dr. Blevis graduated in Physics from the University of Toronto' in 1953 and 
receiVed his Master's and Doctorate degrees from the same institution in 

and 1956. Hé then joined the Defence Research Telecommunications 
Establishment and subsequently the Department of Communications in 1969 
serving in:a:number of capacities. Prior to his present position, Dr. Blevis 
was Director,,International Arrangements and Director, Communications Systems. 

Dr. Blevis is'àuthor  of a number of scientific and technical papers, 
in.  radiowave propagation and the applications of satellites to 

,• communications and broadcasting. He has been a member of, or led, various 
Canadian:delegations to the CCIR and ITU and other international meetings. 
He was. Chairman of the Region 2 Planning Committee at the 1977 WARC-BS. 

DR. ROBERT R. BOWEN 

Dr. B • wen received his bachalor degree from Queen's University; Kingston, 
in Engineering Physics in 1958, and his masters degree Irom Queen's University 

1560'. ,  In 1.970 he  received his doctorate from Carleton University. -In 
1960 -joined.  the Defense Research Telecommunications Establishment, now 
the. Communications Research Centre. From 1958 to 1975 he . worked in a number 
of field'including radio astronomy, radar, data transmission, communications 
systém simulation, and communications network evolution. In 1975 he . joined 
th-d§13..ade Sector of the-Department of Communications, and from laté-1977 has 

'beén . inVOlved in the area of spéctrum and orbit planning. As-part:of this 
-aCtivitY he has- participated in the 1979 WARC, numerous CCIR meetings', ITU 
• §éinlhars, and PTC Meetings of CITEL. 

• 
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DR. JORN CHRISTENSEN 

- 
Jorn Christensen received a Ph.D. in electrical engineering:1/.6m ,t.he: 
University of Waterloo in 1974. 

Hé has'worked with computer modelling for Network Planning at'BairCariada 
and is presently project manager with SPS in Ottawa. 	". 	• 

For the last two years, he has been a consultant to -tha Canadian:Dapar'tment 
of Communications deVeloping computer models for' spectrum:Plannipg'fàk -the 
broadcasting-satellite service in preparation for RARC-83: 

M. D. SAUVET-GOICHON 

D.,Sauvet-Goichon est ingénieur en chef à Télédiffusion de França..ijnaqu'à 
1977, il était à la tête de la division informatique da TDF eta.r-éparé - 
les programmes d'ordinateur qui furent utilisé par la CAR-77 pour la 
planification des satellites de radiodiffusion en Régions 1 et 2. II 
travaille depuis au département, gestion des fréquences de radiodiffusion 
et a participé à ce titre à la CAMR 79. 

MR.' ROYCE TRENHOLM 

Mr. Trenholm gràduated from University of British- Columbia- with' , aBA-Sb'EE 
. (Communications) in 1964, and has done post graduate studies in syStaks .  
engineering at Carleton and Ottawa Universities. 	- - 

. 	• 
Since graduation have worked at Northern Eleçtric R&D and Bail Northern 
Research in the areas of Satellite systems  engineering and digitaldarier 
systems. 

• ;. 
Presently head of satellite services planning at the.Canadian Radid.7TV, 
and Téledotmunications Commission where as part of his aCtivitieS'Se .  
participates in CCIR (SG 10/11 and IWP Plen/3) and Canadian B$S . Planning 
.activities. 

MR. ERNESTO R. MARTIN 

Mr. Martin is presently Director of Systems Engineering of,Satelite Telavision 
Corporation, a COMSAT subsidiary.. Headed all systems engineering activ,ities 
,i•elatedto,STC's DBS system, first DBS System to be proposed for-:.the 

Mr. Martin has been with COMSAT or itSsubsidiaries for"12yeara; ifteradang 
5lyears at COMSAT Laboratories - and2 eara àt thé-European . .Space Agéeées 
facility in.  Holland On a joint program.between COMSAT,-ESA and-Canâàâla 

Mr. Martin'has a Masters of Engineering degree from Caltech (California 
Institute of Tèchnology). He taas born -and raised'in Cuba and has decided 
tO deliver hiS presentation_in Spanish„ 
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MR. HAROLD R. RAINE 

Mr. Raine is a native of Canada. He graduated in Electrical Engineering 
froM the University  Of Toronto in 1954. He then joined the Canadian Defence 
Research Board and was engaged in flight testing of aircraft navigational 
.'equl.pment.for 5 year$. In 1959, he was made responsible for the testing 
and launch coordination of Canada's Aloue-te I and II scientific satellites. 
He was appointed project leader for the production of the ISIS I and II 

— scientific satellites and for the initial Canadian domestic communications • , 	• 
éatellIté studies. Subsequently he became a manager at the Communications 
Research Centre, responsible for the integration and launching of the 

:Communications  Technology Satellite now called Hermes. He was Mission 
Director for the duration of the Hermes operations. Mr. Raine is Deputy 

•-Director of the Space Communications Program Office which has responsibility 
. for the operation of the ISIS satellites and the conduct of the communications 
experiments with the ANIK-B satellite. He is currently project leader at the 
Communications Research Centre for technical studies of broadcast satellites 
apd,pApager of space segment studies for mobile communications. 

• 

MR. RONALD G. AMERO 

Mr. Amero is a registered professional engineer with the Department of 
Communications in Canada. He joined the department in 1970 in the Spectrum 
Engineering Section of the Telecommunication Regulation Branch, where lre 
was responsible for space services. In 1978, having achieved the level of 

,..Superintendent of. Space Service Engineering, he transferred to CCI Activities 
Division of the International Relations Branch, where he is responsible for 
co-ordinating several Canadian CCIR study groups involving space services 
and relating them to WARC and RARC. 

Mr-„,Amero.has been an active member of thé CCIR internationally since 1972 
in the areas of Study Groups, 2, 4, 9, 10, and 11, ,He was a member-of 
the . Canadian delegations to WARC-77-BS and WARC-79, as well as the Canadian 
co-ordinator: for Topic C (space services) at the CCIR SPM (1978). In .  

. preparation - for RARC-83-BS, Mr. Amero is the chairman of the Technical.' 

...S11=COmmittee of the Canadian Interdepartmental Committee. In addition, 
he is the Canadian member to CCIR IWP 4/1 which is preparing for the 84/85 
Space WARC. 

MR. DON WEESE 

-bOn'Weese started his career as a Technical Telecommunications Officer with 
the  RCAF upon  graduation  from RMC and UBC. His service with the military 

„Ancluded postings . at  RÇAF,HQ in Ottawa, with the United States.Army'Satellite 
,C9[311unications_Agency in Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, and  at.  the  Alsask Radar 
Statiânin Saskatchewan. He joined Telesat in October 1969 when the company 
was formed and he is presently Director of the Communication Systems Engineering 



--JOHN  ALMOND'  

DR. MARCEL BOUCHARD 

J.  Almond graduated. from the. University of Saskatchewan . with : a B.Sc. in 
Engineering'Physics-in..1952 and from the University of Londonyith. a M.SC. : 
in Œléctrical Engineering  in 1954.  .Ftom 1954 to 1956 he wor,ked.at-the 
Radip . PhYsics Laboratory of the Defense Research Board carrying . out 	. 
experiment's on tropospheric scatter systems. (Note allxemployment. references 
are to.Canadian organizations) From_1956 to-1967 he was with the RCA 
Limited Research Laboratories working on a wide variety-of engineering 
research  projects and wasJDirector of the Sys:terns ,  and Electronics Laboratory . • 
from 1964. In 1967he joined the Department of Industty'ateparticipated • 
in government studies on communication satellite sYstâiliS-.. At-thé7Creâtion 
of Telesat in-1969 he'joined the new company,as Director of Engineering and' 
became Assistant'Vice-President of Engineering in 197 0 ; 'He wa'reSticinâble , 

: 
 

for  the'technical planning of the initial Telesat',CôMmiinication:- Satellite 
system and the planning of future systems. In July of 1978 : he ieaé'âppéyinted 
Vice-President, Engineering responsible for implementation 'Cf ciirriit'SYetems. 
and technical planning for future  systems. 

MR. GERALD CHOUINARD 

. 	. 
Graduated in 1975 - Bachelor in Applied-Sciences '(Electrical'Engineering) 

'--Member  of  IEEE _ 
- Has worked since 1977 in matters related to broadcaSting, sate4i=te 

service for the Canadian Broadcasting  Corporation  
- Participates in the work of the CCIR and EBU (European Érba;dca:sAng 

Union) 

. NR.ARVIDAS VAISNYS 

Vaisrlys:.is a member of the Spectrum 'Engineering Oroup; at: the -,TereA 	• . 
Propulsion  Lab of the California InstitUte of Technology. Mr,,Vaisnyshas 
been engaged  for the past two years in studies of the . technClogy:_applicable 

‘..y• ' . to btoàdcasting-satellite systems. In particular,-he.preparee thés:USH, 
.contribution'to CCIR Interim Working Party PLEN/3 on thé-techno4econoteé› 

: tradeoffspertinent to broadcasting satellites for developing nations. 

-.received his B.Sc. at Laval University,  Quebec  City in 19661  
~ received his PhD at(Imperial College, London, in.1970 	 a l 
- Post doctoral fellow at  University  of California.at 4erkeleY 1 ( 70-72) 
- Joined the Space Sector of the Department of Communications in 1973 

working in the space electronic : diVïsion.  

• 
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!.iEDWARD . E'.. REINHART 

- Was seconded to the Centre National d'Etudes sur les Télécommunications, 
CNET, Paris and worked on the coordination of satellite networks 

• durihg 1978-1980. 
- chrrently-:prciject leader of spectrum and orbit studies . at the - ComMhnications Research Centre of the Department of 'Communications, 

: , -OttaWa;' 
has-participated in WARC 1979 and CCIR activities. 

• . 	• 

-4..Reinfi4tt was born in Atlanta, Georgia on May 25, 1923. He receiVed' 
the', BÀ:and MA ;degrees in Physic's from the University of California-„Betkeley, .. . 	- 	.. 	-• 	.., 	• 	• 	. 	. 
in. 1943 and 1950; respectively, and did further graduate Workih , Physics and 
1ebtriCa1 Engineering at Cornell University, Ithaca,  New Yàrk. .. 	' • 	, 

While on active duty with the U.S. Navy in World War II, he-wasa. staff 	. 
. 	member at the MIT Radar  School, Boston, Massachusetts, and-at the Naval 

Research Laboratory,.Washington, D.C. In 1954he joined the Rand Corporation' •, 
where he waS responsible for technical and economic analyses of futute tactical .  
and strategic command, conttol, and communicatiOn systems, Beginting . in 1963, 
he became increasingly involved in .  studies for Uonceptual design., frecfuency- 

r earing, andorbit.utilization for satellite communications and . broadCasting 
sstemS"." ThiSWork 1:ed .-to his active participation in U.S: Preparations.  for 

 .the-1971 Speçe Conference (WARC-ST) of the International_Telecommunication .... 
Union and an assignMent as spokesman on broadcasting  satellites for the U,S • ..• 	, 	 . 
.DelegtiOn tg that.Conference. . 	. 	. 	. 	•- 

In 1975 he joined the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, as 
project supervisor for broadcasting satellite studies and was heavily 
involved in U.S. preparatory activities for the 1977 Btoadçasting Satellite 
Planning-Conferende (WARC-77). In this connection, he chaired the. U.S. 	• 
Joint Industry/Government Advisory Committee onBroadcastingSetelliteSand 
at WARC-77 chaired one of the two working groups of the Technical Committee, 

In,1977 helâined the Communications Satellite Côrporation where, as , Manager 
- . -bfCCIRYWARC'Activitiés,, he coordinated Comsat's technical  contributions  to 

-- : 1T.S:.pteparâtiOns  for the 1979 World  Administrative Radio  Conference (WARC7-79). 
As Partofthese preparetionshe also  chaired the•FCC's-Service Working Group 
'ont:btOadcastingeatellitea, was a delegate to theSpeclal PreParatory'Meeting-
of-the:International  Radio Consultative COmmittee-CCIR)• served on the 

. .WARC Advisory Committee, participated in bilateralsovernment.discussiOns 
• of WARC.positiona, - and lectured at WARC preparatory seminara.for developing 
nations. As a member of the U.S. Delegation to WARC 79., hg served  on.  the 
Regulatory and' Allocations  Committees.  — 	' 

- Mr. Reinhart recently becaMe Director of Specttun Management at the Satellite 
- 	Televiion Corpotatioh,-the Coffisat sUbsidiary fot:satellitebtadcasting, and 

11, 
ià-actively èhgaged ihpreparaticinàfor'the 1983' Regional Conference to plan 	- 

 (S- --IÏÉWthèTbtoadcasting-àatellite setVice in the  Western SemiSphere:: -.,  
r. 	r.: 	:, i:L. 	• '' ; 	. 	'. 	

. 

Mr. Reinhart is a member:of Sigma Xi. and phiftet,a:Kappa.  _ 
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MR. JOSEPH SCHLESAK 

Joseph Schlesak received his M.Sc. degree in Physics from the University 
of Western Ontario in 1978. Since he joined the Communications Research 
Centre of the Canadian Department of Communications in 1975, he has worked 
in •the field of earth-space microwave propagation- Currently he is 
conducting research in propagation problems at 12 and 28 GHz. He is a 
member of CCIR Study Group IV in Canada and also participates in Study 
Group V activities. 
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